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CHAPTER I.

The Conclave of 1769.

(1)

Even while Clement XIII. was still alive, the secular Powers

had devoted more frequent and earnest attention to the next

Papal election than was usual when a conclave was thought

to be approaching. This was caused by the Pope's frequent

illnesses, and the keenness of the envoys and Ministers was

especially sharpened by the fear of another Cardinal of Jesuit

leanings ascending the throne of St. Peter.

As soon as Clement XIII. knew himself to be in serious

danger of death, in August 1765, Azpuru, the Spanish

ambassador in Rome, asked his Minister, Grimaldi, for

instructions for the next conclave.^ As a basis for the requested

instructions, Grimaldi called for reports on the various

Cardinals from the ambassador himself and from Tanucci.^

Whereas Tanucci included several Cardinals friendly to the

Jesuits among those he mentioned with approval and for

further details referred Grimaldi to the ex-ambassador, Roda,

as being better informed,^ in Azpuru's report the attitude of

the various Cardinals towards the Society of Jesus was of

decisive importance in his appreciation of them.* Similarly,

in a contemporary " Plan for the Conclave ", which very

probably originated with the Spanish agent Azara ^ and

^ *On August 22, 1765, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4973.
2 *To Azpuru, September 10, 1765, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 45 ; *to Tanucci, September

ID, 1765, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6017.

* *To Grimaldi, October i, 1765, ibid., 5994. Cf. *Tanucci to

Grimaldi, November 12 and December 24, 1765, tbid., 6097 and

6099.

* *Ibid., 5012, and Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,
Registro de la Corresp. oficial, 104.

5 *Azara to Grimaldi, September ir, 1766, Archives of Siman-

cas, Estado, 5012 ; *Tanucci to Centomani, June 7, 1766, ibid.,

5997.
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2 HISTORY OF THE POPES

contained descriptions of nineteen Papabili, it was stated in

every instance whether or not the Cardinal in question was

a supporter of the Jesuits.^

On the French side, the secretary to the embassy, De la

Houze, had transmitted as early as February 24th, 1764, a list

of the Cardinals showing those to be favoured.^ The same

thing was done by the French envoy, Aubeterre, in August

1765, after the Pope had again fallen ill.^ According ^to

Aubeterre, Cardinals Rezzonico, Castelli, De Rossi, Antonelli,

and Bonaccorsi were definitely to be excluded, whereas Galli,

Conti, Durini, and Ganganelli were worth considering, from

France's point of view.* Some weeks later, Aubeterre ^ and

the Neapolitan envoy Orsini deemed it advisable, to create the

necessary impression, to have a common plan of action and

to make an open declaration to the conclave. In this way,

they thought, they could gather a number of Cardinals around

themselves and influence the voting. Aubeterre's suggestion

was that there was to be no talk of the Jesuits in this declara-

tion and that it was to contain an assurance that the Powers

were concerned only with the good of the Church. They had

no intention of forcing a Pope on the Church ; all they wanted

was that a Pope should not be set up without reference to

them. The joint action of the three Bourbon Powers and the

strictest secrecy in which their dealings were to be wrapped

had been agreed upon in advance at a meeting of the

ambassadors.

Rumours of plans being formed by the Zealots caused them

considerable agitation. To ensure one of their men obtaining

^ *Piano per 11 Conclave, October 14, 1765, State Archives,

Naples, Carte Farnesiane, 1554. It is said here of Cardinal

Ferroni :
" Trasportato per li Gesuiti non potra esser accetto

alle corone." Cardinal Stoppani is characterized thus :
" Non

e affezionato n^ contrario ai Gesuiti." " Sommamente e attacato

ai Gesuiti " is the accusation levelled against Cardinal Serbelloni.

2 Theiner, Histoire, I., 167 seq.

* To Praslin, August 28, 1765, ibid., 169 seq.

* Ibid.

* To Praslin, September 18, 1765, ibid., 170.
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the triple crown, the rumour ran, they intended to bring about

an election in the conclave before the arrival of the foreign

Cardinals. Aubeterre apprised Orsini of the rumour and

wanted to lodge a protest with the conclave, signed by all the

Bourbon envoys, to the effect that neither France nor Spain

would recognize a Pope elected before the arrival of their

Cardinals. Orsini's way of thinking was less severe ; the mere

promise, he thought, to await the coming of the foreign

electors would be enough, at any rate for the moment ; this

had satisfied Rochechouart when Benedict XIV. had died.

But Aubeterre was not to be appeased so easily. It mattered

Httle, he explained, if the person chosen was friendly to the

Jesuits so long as he did not, like Clement XIII., value the

Jesuit interest higher than that of the Courts. He did not

want to make the Pope ; all that was needed was to form a

party strong enough to exclude every Pope that was not

agreeable to them. A hint of the possibility of financial loss

would discourage several members of the opposite party,

such as the younger Albani, who held an abbey in Sicily

bringing him an income of 1,000 sequins.^

Madrid, too, was disturbed by the supposed danger.

Grimaldi instructed Azpuru to make every effort, in conjunc-

tion with Orsini and Aubeterre, to prevent a decision being

taken before the arrival of the foreign Cardinals and to hold

up the election of a member of the Rezzonico party, namely

a defender of the fullest Papal powers in temporal as well as

spiritual matters.^ The Spanish ambassadors in Vienna ^ and

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, December 20, 1765, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5012. Tanucci ascribed this plan to the Jesuits (*to

Orsini, December 28, 1765, ibid., 5995).

2 *To Azpuru, January 21, 1766, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 46 ; *to Orsini, January 21,

1766, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1035 ; *Azpuru to

Grimaldi, February 6, 1766, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012 ;

*Orsini to Grimaldi, February 6, '1766, State Archives, Naples,

loc. cit.

3 *Grimaldi to Mahony, January 19, 1766, Arch, general

central, Madrid, Estado, 3915.
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Paris ^ were instructed to apprise the Governments there of

the danger that was threatening. Tanucci also was informed

by Grimaldi that his king desired a Pope who was independent

of the Rezzonico party and was able to govern on his own,

free from the direction of those who in their obstinacy and

with their doctrines of the supremacy of Rome in temporal

as well as spiritual matters were sowing discord between the

visible head of the Church and the most pious and conscientious

princes.2 Tanucci, who had always encouraged the idea of the

Bourbon Courts taking joint action,^ now ordered the Neapoli-

tan envoy, in conjunction with the Spanish and French

representatives, to work for the election of a candidate who
was not an adherent of the Jesuit party.^

Choiseul, in Paris, took a definitely calmer view of the

situation than the statesmen in Madrid and Naples. On
February 12th, 1766, Aubeterre had written to tell him of his

plan to prevent a precipitate election on the death of Clement

XIII. by lodging a protest with the Camerlengo and with the

heads of the three orders of Cardinals ; if this proved

inadequate, a formal protest would have to be made, which

would be published in Rome as well as elsewhere.^ On the

previous day, however, Choiseul had written to the Spanish

envoy Magallon that he considered that the fear of a precipitate

election before the arrival of the foreign Cardinals was ground-

less, since any attempt to bring this about would be defeated

by the objections that would be made by the opposing party.

To issue a formal declaration against such an election would

be to threaten the Church with schism, and neither the French

^ *Grimaldi to Magallon, January 20, 1766, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 4563.
2 *Grimaldi to Tanucci, January 22, 1766, ibid., 6099.

* *To Centomani, August 24 and December 27, 1765, January

4 and 18, 1766, ibid., 5994, 5995, 5996 ; *to Orsini, September 7

and 14, 1765, and January 4, 1766, ibid. ; *to Charles III.,

December 24, 1765, ibid., 5995.
* *To Orsini, February 8 and 15, 1766, ibid., 5996.

^ Aubeterre to Choiseul, February 12, 1766, in Theiner, i/is/.,

I., 173, seq.
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nor the Spanish king could desire that. France would favour

whatever candidate was thought to be most worthy by Charles

III.^ A letter of similar purport was sent by Choiseul to

Aubeterre,^ and on the latter attempting to raise further

objections ^ he repeated his former instruction, that on no

account was any protest to be made without the king's assent.*

In his letter to Magallon Choiseul had declared his readiness

to win over the Viennese Cabinet to the league of the Bourbon

princes,^ which, in view of Austria's prestige in the Catholic

world and its influence in the College of Cardinals,® would thus

have been greatly strengthened. Steps towards this end were

accordingly taken by the French representatives in Vienna.'

Grimaldi, acting through Mahony, had already made
representations of a similar purport at the Imperial Court.

There was no fear in Vienna of a precipitate election,^

nevertheless it was not averse from joining forces with the

Bourbon Courts, for the disharmony between Versailles and

Vienna at the previous conclave had resulted in an undesirable

candidate ascending the Papal throne.^ Torrigiani above all

was to be excluded, not only from the Papacy but also from

the Secretaryship of State. Doubts arose as to who was to be

Austria's confidential agent in the conclave, Choiseul suggested

Alessandro Albani,^*' but Tanucci and Aubeterre as well as the

1 *To Magallon, February 11, 1766, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4563 ; *to Ossun, January 14, 1766, ibid., 4686.

* On March 4, 1766, in Theiner, Hist., I., 174 seq.

^ To Choiseul, March 19, 1766, ibid., 176.

* To Aubeterre, April 8, 1766, ibid., 177.

* See n. i.

* *Grimaldi to Magallon, January 20, 1766, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 4563.
' Choiseul to Aubeterre, March 4, 1766, in Theiner, Hist., I.,

176.

8 *Mahony to Grimaldi, February 22, 1766, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 6502.

* *Idem to idem, February 26, 1766, ibid., 5012.

^^ Theiner, Hist., I., 176 ; *Choiseul to Ossun, March 4, 1766,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.
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Spanish Court were strongly prejudiced against him. Cardinal

Rodt or Cardinal Migazzi would have been more welcome.^

During Clement XIII. 's illness in 1765 the question of

bringing influence to bear on the next Papal election was
frequently discussed. It was thought that a sufficient number
of votes to exclude an undesirable Cardinal would be obtain-

able.^ To " make the Pope ", however, to ensure the success

of a desirable personality, a skilful and energetic member of

the conclave was needed, and a person of this character was
wanting.^ On the other hand, the opposing party was in a

similar plight, for Carlo Rezzonico was no natural leader,

while the Maggiordomo had had too little experience and did

not enjoy the reputation of irreproachable morals.* Cardinal

Bernis had strongly disapproved of employing the unpopular

method of formal exclusion, though Tanucci and the Spanish

agent Azara warmly recommended it. Moreover, argued Azara,

it was inexpedient to restrict exclusion to cases of extreme

urgency, since a standing right of the Crowns ought not to be

allowed to fall into disuse, and by its use the Cardinals could

be kept in subjection. Cardinal Cavalchini, for example, had

been particularly well disposed towards France since his

exclusion by that Power in the last conclave. They must
agree among themselves as to which Cardinals were to be

excluded ; according to Aubeterre's intimations, Antonelli,

Castelli, and De Rossi were particularly undesirable in French

eyes.^ To prevent an undesired election, Azara proposed

another measure, which was approved by Tanucci ^ and

Grimaldi '
: the Crown Cardinals were to lodge the objection

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 177 ; *Grimaldi to Mahony, April 21,

1766, ihid. ; *Mahony to Grimaldi, April 21, 1766, ibid. ; *Mahony
to Grimaldi, May 21, 1766, ihid., 6502.

2 Cf. *Piano per il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i).

^ *Grimaldi to Tanucci, July 22, 1766, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 6099.

* *Azara to Grimaldi, September 11, 1766, ihid., 5012.

5 *Azara to Grimaldi, June 5, 1766, ihid.

" *To Orsini, January 18, 1766, ihid., 5996.

' *Grimaldi to Azara, September 30, 1766, ibid., 5012.
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that before an election took place the moneys taken from the

treasure of Sixtus V. at the time of the famine in 1764 must

be restored,^

All these deliberations were without immediate importance,

since the Pope recovered his health. To satisfy Grimaldi ^

Azara subsequently reported from Rome on every incident,

occasion for suspicion, and topic of conversation ; in so doing

he gave the freest expression to his distrust, which smelt out

hidden Jesuit supporters everywhere, even in the person of

Aubeterre himself.^ Full reports on the Cardinals created in

1766 were rendered by Azara and Centomani, with notes on

each Cardinal's attitude towards the Jesuits.^ To Tanucci

Grimaldi wrote ^ that the future Papal election was not of

importance for Spain, but that it certainly was for Naples and

Parma, His king, therefore, would do all he could to ensure

that the choice fell on a friendly Cardinal, who was hardly

likely to be found in the Rezzonico party. The envoy in

Paris, Fuentes, was instructed by Grimaldi to urge Choiseul to

press for the speedy appointment of Crown Cardinals, so as

to ensure the success in the conclave of the righteous projects

of the Courts of Vienna, Paris, and Madrid.^

When, on the death of Clement XIII., the conclave became

1 *Azara to Grimaldi, September 11, 1766, ibid. Cf. our account,

Vol. XXXVI, 175. In a *list drawn up by Azara at this time

the Cardinals, with their ages, are sorted into classes : very good,

good, bad, very bad, negative, doubtful. The only one to be

marked " very good " was Sersale of Naples ; Ganganelli appears

among the " good " ones (Cardinales actuales, undated. Archives

of Simancas, Gracia y Justicia, 781). Azara's *report and

Grimaldi's *letter to Roda, September 30, 1766, ibid.

2 *To Azara, July 29, 1766, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Corresp. Azara-Grimaldi ", 1766.

^ *To Grimaldi, October 2 and December 4, 1766, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 4981, 5012.

* *Informazioni sopra i 13 cardinali promossi li 26 Sett., State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1410.

5 *0n September 30, 1766, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6099.
' Ibid., 4976.
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a matter of the most immediate concern, the representatives

of the three Bourbon Powers met the very next evening and

agreed to act in the closest concert pending the arrival of

instructions from their Governments. Azpuru and Aubeterre

were to visit the Cardinals to frighten them off the idea of

holding the election before the arrival of the foreign Cardinals
;

if it did come to that, the ambassadors would be forced to

leave Rome. They also agreed not to make any definite

pronouncement against an election which had been carried

through, for in this way the Courts could make their recogni-

tion dependent on concessions.^

In reporting these proposals to Choiseul, Aubeterre advised ^

the exclusion from the pontificate of Cardinals Rezzonico,

Torrigiani, Castelli, and Boschi as being representatives of the

governmental principles of Clement XIII., Chigi and Bufahni

on account of their relations with the Jesuits, and perhaps

Fantuzzi also. One could not be quite certain of the other

Cardinals either, as it was very difficult to discover their true

opinion of the Society ; besides, once a Cardinal had become

Pope he could change his way of thinking. Tanucci should

send a strongly worded note to the Neapolitan Cardinals, and

threats might be used against Lante, as he drew some revenue

from France. To strengthen the party of the Courts, as many
French Cardinals as possible should be sent to the conclave

;

a precipitate election could then be prevented and perhaps a

capitulation could be imposed on the candidate elected. The

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, February 3, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473. The dates mentioned in the rest of this chapter

refer to the year 1769, unless otherwise stated.

2 On February 6, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012 ;

Theiner, Hist., I., 179 seqq. ; Danvila y Collada, III., 291 seq.

Cf. *Azpuru to Grimaldi [February 4], Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Cartas confidenciales del Confesor

del Rey ", 1769 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 6, Archives of

Simancas, loc. cit. ; *Orsini to 'Grimaldi, February 6, ibid.
;

*Orsini to Tanucci, February 7, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, r%%%.
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only condition necessary would be the suppression of the

Jesuits ; all other points could easily be added.

Aubeterre and Azpuru then visited all the Cardinals except

the four who had been excluded. All declared their willingness

to wait for the foreigners, some, in fact, stating that in the

circumstances it was their duty to do so.^ The Jesuit General

Ricci also visited the Cardinals. According to Aubeterre's

report he begged them with tears and sighs to hasten the

election so as to secure a Pope favourable to the Jesuits.

^

Choiseul, however, remarked in his reply that Ricci's action

had been kept within such bounds as to deserve neither

complaint nor blame. Besides, since Clement's death the

prestige of the Jesuits was no longer so important.^ Neverthe-

less, the ambassadors' fear of the Jesuits was so great that as

soon as the Pope was dead they strengthened the guards at

the embassies.* The Roman people, on the other hand,

remained much calmer during this interregnum than was usual

on such occasions.^

(2)

On the afternoon of February 15th twenty-eight Cardinals

went into conclave in the Vatican.^ Among them were Neri

1 Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 9, Danvila y Collado, III.,

292 seq. ; *Orsini to Tanucci, February 10, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1473 ; *Erizzo to the Doge of Venice,

February 11, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 288 ;

*Brunati to Colloredo, February 11, State Archives, Vienna.

2 Aubeterre to Choiseul, February 15, in Theiner, Hist., I.,

183 seq.

^ To Aubeterre, March 14, Carayon, XVII., 146.

* *Centomani to Tanujfci, February 3, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473 ; *idem to idem, February 14, ibid., Esteri-

Roma, 12 1 6 ; *Vettori to Sigismondo, February 9, ibuL, C.

Fames., 1473.

^ *Brunati to Colloredo, February 11, State Archives, Vienna.

8 Buonamici, the agent for Lucca, estimated the cost of the

installation of the conclave and the nine-days' obsequies at

70,000 scudi, the daily outlay for the conclave at more than

20,000 scudi. Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX. (1897), 291.
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Corsini and Stoppani, who despite their eighty-four and

seventy-four years, wanted to play their parts in preventing

the Jesuit party carrying through too speedy an election.^

The rest of the ItaHan electors appeared during the next few

weeks. The three German Cardinals had excused themselves

from participating in the election on the score of old age or

indisposition ^
; according to a report of the Spanish envoy in

Vienna, Migazzi's indisposition was due to the appointment of

Pozzobonelli instead of himself as the Austrian Government's

confidential representative in the conclave.^

The promise to await the foreign Cardinals was to involve

the conclave in severe trials. Only two of the six French

Cardinals arrived, namely Bernis and De Luynes. On February

15th the banker Laborde had remitted Bernis two letters of

credit for 130,000 livres to defray the cost of the journey,*

but five weeks went by before Bernis arrived in Rome and

finally entered the conclave on March 25th.5 A far longer

time was to pass before the Spaniards appeared.

Azpuru had announced ^ their arrival for the end of March

1 *Brunati to Colloredo, February 15, State Archives, Vienna.

2 *Mahony to Grimaldi, March 22, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 6505.

3 The empress did not credit Migazzi with the necessary

prudence and the indifference towards the Jesuits which he had

promised to display (Theiner, Hist., I., 186 seq.). The whole

" secret " which the confidential agent was supposed to keep

consisted in the general instruction that a pious, learned, non-

party man was to be elected (*Mahony to Grimaldi, March 22,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6505).

* *Laborde to Bernis, February 15, in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione, d.

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, March 24, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473.

« To Almada, March 25, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Corresp. Almada-Azpuru ", 1760-9 ; *Cento-

mani to Tanucci, March 31, State Archives, Naples, loc. cit.

Aubeterre asserted even then that the two Cardinals were not to

be expected before the latter half of April (*to Orsini, March 11,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, iVtjV)-
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or the beginning of April, but March went by without his

even receiving word of their setting out. The courier bearing

the news of Clement XIII. 's death had not reached Madrid till

February 19th, and it was not till the 21st that Grimaldi

informed Tanucci and Azpuru that the king deemed it

expedient for the Spanish Cardinals to take part in the

conclave. They were three in number, all of the bluest blood

but of little talent or learning. One of them, the Archbishop

of Toledo, was so decrepit that he could not be expected to

live much longer, but the other two, the Patriarch of the

Indies, La Cerda, and Solis, the Archbishop of Seville, could

at any rate cast their votes in the balance.^ On February 23rd

Charles III. sent word to the two prelates to take the shorter

route, by sea. Solis accordingly set off from Seville on March

1st and reached the port of Alicante on the 15th, where he

embarked with his colleague on the ISth.^ But alarmed by

the storms that were blowing they turned back, preferring to

travel to Rome by the less perilous route by land, which

choice received the king's assent.

^

Meanwhile, the conclavists were growing highly impatient,*

and when on April 13th there came, instead of the Cardinals

themselves, the news that on March 30th they had resumed

their journey by land, some of the electors were determined

not to wait any longer. The French, however, declared that

they would have to apply the exclusion to every candidate

1 *'£q Tanucci, February 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6102 ; *idem to Azpuru, February 23, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49 ; Danvila y Collado,

III., 293 seq.

^ *Solis to Grimaldi, March i, 15, 18, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5013.

' *Solis and La Cerda to Grimaldi, March 23 ; *Grimaldi to

Solis, March 25, ibid.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, April 13, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Bemis to

Choiseul, March 30, and to Aubeterre, April 13, in Jesuit

possession, De suppressione. f.
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who was chosen before the arrival of the Spaniards.^ An
assurance being given by the Spanish ambassador that the

absentees would be present on May 1st or 2nd at the latest,

^

it was decided to wait still longer. La Cerda did, in fact,

reach Rome on April 25th and entered the conclave on the

afternoon of the 27th, to be followed on the 30th by Solis,

who had arrived two days later.^

While the Spaniards were performing their journey the

conclavists were consumed with boredom and impatience.

More thought was applied to the problem of killing time, wrote

Azpuru on February 25th, than to the election of a Pope, which

was necessarily postponed indefinitely.* It fell hard on the

aged electors, wrote Bernis on April 19th,^ and perhaps even

harder on the younger ones, to be cooped up so long in enforced

idleness. The heat was beginning to make itself felt and it

would be difficult to postpone the election for yet another

month. Even if that did happen and an unlimited number of

candidates were excluded, many of those friendly to the

Governments might finally go over to the opposite party from

sheer fatigue and set up a Pope who might be very unwelcome

to the Courts. There had been conclaves which had lasted

a half or a whole year, but then the parties were incessantly

struggling for victory, whereas now they found themselves

1 Buonamici, April 15, in the Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX.

(1897), 309 :
" On s'y est rendu sans beaucoup de murmure.

Cette docilite prouve combien le sacre College craint de se com-

promettre avec les Couronnes." *Bernis to Choiseul, April 26,

in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.

2 Buonamici, April 19, loc. cit., 309.

2 *La Cerda and Solis to Grimaldi, April 27 and 30, Archives

of Simancas, Estado, 5013 ; *Azpuru to the same, April 27,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108
;

*idem to Tanucci, April 28, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma,

^^ ; *Pozzobonelli to Colloredo, April 29, State Archives,

Vienna.

* *To Almada, February 25, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, " Corresp. Almada-Azpuru," 1760-9.

* *To Choiseul, April 19, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.
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condemned to inactivity and on top of all the other troubles

there was the tedium of idleness. There was general apprehen-

sion that the Courts wanted to restrict the freedom of the

conclave too much, but this freedom was prized very jealously.

The Spanish ambassador oscillated constantly between hope

and fear.^ On March 18th he thought that the news of the

Spanish Cardinals' departure had banished all danger of an

unforeseen election ^ ; a month later his confidence was sadly

diminished.^ In spite of all their difficulties, however, Bernis,

Orsini, and Pozzobonelli came to an agreement on April 19th,

by which the Lombard Cardinals were to be informed, through

Alessandro Albani, that on no account was an election to take

place before the arrival of the Spaniards.* In the conclave,

too, especially at its outset, there was a lively fear lest the

Zealots might exclude the participation of the foreign Car-

dinals by a precipitate election. The Neapolitan representative,

Orsini, who had been entrusted also with the representation of

Spain and France pending the arrival of the foreigners,^

declared that there was no need to fear anything of the kind,^

and Azpuru considered that there was a sufficient number of

1 *To Grimaldi, February 23 and March 2, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108.

2 *To Mahony, March 18, Arch, general central, Madrid,

Estado, 3903 ; *Montealegre, March 18, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5765. " Qued6 acordado por todo el colegio esperarlos :

mas d6cil para esto nunca se habra visto el conclave, ni nunca

con m^s miedo " (Azara to Roda, March 30, in El espiritu de

Azara, I., 249).

^ *To Grimaldi, April 20, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Registro, 108.

* *Bernis to Aubeterre, April 19, in Jesuit possession, De
suppressione, f.

^ *Brunati to Colloredo, February 18, State Archives, Vienna
;

*Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 9, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Registro, 108.

^ *To Azpuru, February 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012 ; to Tanucci, February 21, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, t^cPs't ; *to Almada, February 25, ibid., C. Fames., 1504.
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votes to frustrate any such attempt, which indeed might

involve the whole Church in unforeseeable consequences.

Nevertheless, until the middle of May complaints continued

to be made that through their friends in the conclave the

Jesuits were preparing a surprise.

To create a favourable atmosphere for Spain Orsini was

empowered to inform the Sacred College that the Spanish king

had suggested to Naples the postponement of the threatened

occupation of Castro and Ronciglione and that the Cardinals

and the future Pope were expected to appreciate this step and

to meet the king's wishes by giving satisfaction to Parma and

by suppressing the Jesuit Order.^ Nor was there an absence

of threats. Spain and France let it be understood that no

election without the participation of the foreign Cardinals

would be recognized by them, and if such an election were

carried through the ambassadors would have to leave Rome.^

The postponement of the election would also give them time

to learn the attitudes of the various Cardinals.

(3)

The monotony and inactivity to which the Sacred College

found itself condemned was broken by an event which Rome
had not experienced for two and a half centuries. On the

morning of March 15th, 1769, the Emperor Joseph II. made

an unexpected entry into the city ^ and was thus the first

1 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, February 21, Archives of the Spanish

in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49; *Tanucci to Orsini, March 11,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tUb-
2 *Fuentes to Grimaldi, February 17, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4570 ; *Grimaldi to Fuentes, March 6, ibid. ; *idem to

Tanucci, February 28, ibtd., Estado, 6102 ; *Aubeterre to Orsini,

March 8, State Archives, Naples, loc. cit.

3 Cf.
" Instrumentum de introitu in Conclave ", in Theiner,

Epistolae, ^^oseqq. ; Cordara, De suppressione, 123 ; Cri^tineau-

JoLY, Clement XIV., 216 seqq. ; Theiner, Hist., I., 203 seqq. ;

[BoERO] Osservazioni, II., 236 ; Ferrer del Rio, II., 267 seqq. ;

Masson, Bernis, 92 ; Danvila y Collado, III., 307 seqq. ;
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German Emperor to visit Rome since Charles V, He took up

his quarters in the Villa Medici, where his brother, Leopold of

Tuscany, had been residing since March 6th. ^ In spite of his

incognito, the monarch, who travelled as the Count of Falken-

stein and wore only the simple uniform of an officer with no

decorations to indicate his exalted rank, was recognized

immediately, and wherever he showed himself was acclaimed

with rousing cheers by the populace. Accompanied by his

brother, he visited the churches and chief sights in the city

of the Apostles, showed a keen interest in the monuments of

art, and gave generous alms to charitable institutions, the

organization of which he had explained to him in detail.^

His reverent attitude at divine service aroused the admiration

of the Romans, especially when on Maundy Thursday he

received Easter Communion in S. Lorenzo in Lucina, the

parish church of his residence, along with the common people.^

The prince not only edified the people with his piety and

condescension but delighted the great ones and those in

superior positions with his refined amiability. The races

and sumptuous entertainments organized by the Roman
aristocracy and the ambassadors in honour of the royal guests,

the illumination of St. Peter's at Eastertide, the Girandola,

Rousseau, I., 281 seqq. ; Del Pinto, in Rivista d'ltalia, XII., 2,

Roma, 1909, 911 seqq. ; Dengel, in Jahrbuch der osterr. Leo-

Gesellschaft, 1926, 36 seqq. ; C. Mariani, II viaggio di Giuseppe II.

a Roma, Lanciani, 1908 ; Ragguaglio sia giornale della venuta

e permanenza in Roma della S. M. Cesarea Giuseppe II. nel mese

di marzo 1769, Roma, 1769 ; Per I'arrivo felicissimo in Roma di

due principi illustri. Componimenii poetici [Roma, 1769]

;

O. Harnack, Kunstleben, 4.

1 *Brunati to Colloredo, March 8, State Archives, Vienna.

2 *Idem to idem, March 11 and 15, ibid. ; *Orsini to Tanucci,

March 15, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473.
* *Centomani to Tanucci, March 24, ibid. ; Foglio di nuove,

March 24, 1769, ibid. ; *Albani to Colloredo, March 25, State

Archives, Vienna ; Buonamici, on March 25, in the Arch. stor. ital.,

loc. cit., 300 ; Joseph II. to Maria Theresa, March 25, 1769, in

Arneth, Korrespondenz, I., 248.
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and so forth, engaged the attention of the Romans to such

an extent that even their interest in the Papal election receded

completely into the background.^

On the day after his arrival the emperor, attended by his

brother, visited the conclave, where he was received by all the

Cardinals present. When, on entering, he was about to lay

aside his sword, Stoppani invited him to retain it in his

capacity of the Church's protector. Conducted by some of the

prelates, the two brothers visited the Pauline and Sistine

Chapels and made close inquiries into the electoral procedure

and the manner of proclaiming the new Pope.^ In the con-

versation that ensued Joseph II. treated the Cardinals with

exquisite politeness and asked how long they expected to

remain in conclave. On being told that the previous one had

lasted two months and the one before that six months, he

remarked that if another Benedict XIV. were elected, even

a year would not be too long. On being asked by some of

the Cardinals if he would take the Church and its future Head
under his protection he replied, " You can see to that better

than I, by choosing a man who understands the saying
* Ne quid nimis ' and doesn't carry things to extremes." The
Pope, who in the spiritual sphere was infallible and wielded

absolute power, was not to strive after its extension into the

temporary sphere of other States ; especially when dealing

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, March 24, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1504. A pen-and-ink drawing in the Galleria Doria

in Rome shows the courtyard of the Palazzo Doria converted

into a ballroom by the architect Nicoletto in Joseph II. 's honour.

The Pope had a copy made of Batoni's portrait of the two

princes (*Kaunitz to Colloredo, July 14, 1769, State Archives,

Vienna)

.

2 " Instrumentum ", in Theiner, Epist., ^^oseqq.; *Orsini to

Tanucci, March 17, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504 ;

Theiner, Hist., I., 204 seq. ; Foglio di nuove, March 17, loc. cit. ;

*Brunati to Colloredo, March 18, State Archives, Vienna ; *Albani

to Colloredo, March 15 and 18, ibid. ; Buonamici, March 18, in

the Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX., 298.
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with princes ought he to use it with due consideration and

in a befitting manner.^

Of far greater moment was the conversation between Joseph

II. and the French ambassador Aubeterre. The chief topics

dealt with were the alliance with France, and Rome and the

Jesuits. Regarding the Jesuits, the monarch said that his

mother was very pious and would consequently take no step

to bring about their suppression but would leave everything

to the decision of the Church ; on the other hand, she would

do nothing to oppose it, rather would she greet it with joy.

He himself had no other thoughts on the matter. Of the

treasonable activities of these Religious, especially in Spain,

he seemed to be fully convinced.^ Aubeterre claimed to have

heard from the emperor himself that when visiting the church
" al Gesii " he put the question to Ricci, " When will you lay

aside this dress ? " To which the General, clearly confused,

replied that the times were bad indeed but that he trusted in

God's mercy and—he is said to have added—in the infallibility

of the Pope, who, if the Society were destroyed, would be

destroyed along with it—an allusion to the ratifications which

the Institute had received from so many Popes. When viewing

the statue of St. Ignatius, which was of solid silver and

adorned with precious stones, the Emperor spoke regretfully

of its cost, whereupon Ricci remarked that they had good

friends to thank for it. " You mean the profits from the

Indies," suggested the emperor.^

1 Orsini to Tanucci, March 17, 1769, in Theiner, Hist., I., 205 ;

Azara to Roda, March 23, 1769, El espiritu de Azara, I., 242 seqq.

2 The emperor's opinion of the Jesuits as expressed to Count

Papini and Mgr Garampi make it unlikely that he spoke about

them in this way. Cf. Dengel, loc. cit., 43, 77 seq.

^ Aubeterre to Choiseul, March 31, in Theiner, Hist., I., 206

seqq. Aubeterre's report to Bernis, of March 28 [1769], in

Carayon, XVII., 147, is shorter and less coloured. The emperor's

conversation with Aubeterre is reproduced by the Spanish agent

Azara in a similar fashion, but there is no mention of the story

of the silver statue (*Azara to Grimaldi, March 30, Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Cartas confid. del

VOL. XXXVIII c
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In a conversation with the Spanish ambassador Azpuru,

Joseph II. expressed his contempt for the Cardinals in con-

clave. There was so little to choose between them that

the election might just as well be made by drawing lots.

A reference being made to the suppression of the Jesuits,

Azpuru, speaking of them as the " Blacks ", defended the

action of his Court, whereupon the emperor assured him that

doubtless the king had good reason for the expulsion and he

indulged in praises of his honesty and piety. From the two

conversations Azpuru gained the conviction that the emperor

would welcome the suppression, although the Jesuits set high

hopes on him and his mother.^

One of the persons who saw and heard what happened at

the Gesu was Giulio Cordara. According to his report, which,

it is true, was composed many years after the event, the

Jesuit General, when the altar of St. Ignatius was being

inspected, earnestly begged the monarch for his protection of

the Society, so that it might be saved from the destruction

with which it was being threatened on every side. The

monarch is said to have answered half-ironically, half-

accusingly, " There is no need for your request. See to it

yourselves that a Pope is chosen who is well disposed towards

you and all will be well. On the other hand, if one is elected

who is ill-disposed towards you, and intends to destroy you,

what can I do to stop it ? Don't you teach and preach to all

Confessor del Rey "
; Azara to Roda, March 30, in El espiritu de

Azara, I., 247 seqq.). Cf. Dengel, loc. cit., 65. According to

hearsay, Zambeccari reported from Bologna to Madrid that in

Rome the emperor's support had been enlisted on behalf of the

Jesuits, who, to win his favour, had given him two million

sequins (!) and his brother Leopold another large sum of money.

According to the same report the emperor told Count Papini that

as the Jesuits in Germany were decent people they were not

thinking of any reform. *Zambeccari to Grimaldi, March 25,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4734.
^ Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 30, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108.
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the world that the Pope is infallible and wields the highest

power on earth ?
" ^

When revisiting St. Peter's on Easter Monday, March 27th,

the emperor expressed the wish to see some of the Cardinals

who had just arrived, especially Bernis and Sersale. The

former he complimented as the author of the happy alliance

between Austria and France.^ To the latter, of whom he had

already spoken favourably in Bologna,^ he is said to have

remarked, with reference to his intended election, that he

thought he saw in his face a ray of grace from the Holy Spirit.*

According to another version he expressed himself far more

prosaically : "I am now going to Naples, where I shall bring

the news that Your Eminence will not be returning there." ^

An indication of the young monarch's attitude towards the

situation is the statement he made to his confessor on taking

leave of him before setting out for Italy—that the new Pope

would dissolve the Society of Jesus and that he himself was

neutral in the matter.^ The nuncio Visconti had already

reported to the Cardinal Secretary of State on January 2nd,

1769, that the emperor seemed not too well disposed towards

the Jesuits and that he had given the following advice to the

Jesuit Parhamer : "It would be far better. Father, if you

^ /. C. Cordarae di profectione Pit VII. ad aulam Vindobonensem

eiusque causis atque exitu, ed. Boero (1855). The passage is also

reprinted in [boero], Osservazioni, II.*, 236 seq.

2 *Bernis to Choiseul, March 30 (draft), in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione, d.

^ *Zambeccari to Grimaldi, March 18, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4734.
* "... a Sersale, con gracia le decia, que veia en su semblante

un no se qu6 de gracia del Espiritu Santo." Azara to Roda,

March 30, in El espiritu de Azara, I., 249.

^ Buonamici on March 29, loc. cit., 303. " *A1 Card. Sersale

augur6 di non dover tornare in Napoli " (Orsini to Tanucci,

March 28, 1769, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504).

* Arneth, Maria Theresia, IX., 38 ; *SiIva to Garampi,

March 27, Nunziat. di Germania, 389, Papal Secret .\rchives.
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Jesuits were to consider the dissolution of your Order your-

selves in good time, for you will certainly not survive the next

conclave and you will be forced to take this step, which you

could now anticipate in a manner profitable and honourable

to yourselves." ^

Highly gratified by the honourable reception which had been

given to her sons in Rome, Maria Theresa expressed her thanks

to the Cardinals through the nuncio, ^ and afterwards renewed

them in a letter from herself to the conclave.^

(4)

While the delayed arrival of the Spanish Cardinals was

making it impossible for the conclave to elect a Pope, the

Bourbon Courts exerted themselves all the more eagerly to

obtain one that suited their demands. In this matter F'rance

abstained from any policy of its own. Choiseul was bent on

preserving and strengthening the alliance with Spain, and

joint action with Charles III. in the matter of the Jesuits

seemed likely to draw the bonds still closer.'* On February 21st,

1769, Choiseul empowered his envoy in Madrid to make the

appropriate statements that the instruction had been sent to

Luynes and Bernis in Rome to act in complete conformity

with the Spanish and Neapolitan prelates so as to procure the

tiara for the candidate considered most worthy by the Catholic

king.^ There could be no doubt about the attitude Tanucci

1 *Visconti to Torrigiani, January 2, Cifra, ibid., 392.

2 *Visconti to Garanipi, March 25, ibid., 389.

3 Theiner, Epistolae, 342 seq. ; *Mahony to Grimaldi, April 12,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6505.

« Masson, 81.

* *To Ossun, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,

Reales Ordenes, 49. " *Aunque considero sumamente importante

el encargo que S.M.C. hace a sus dos Cardenales que pueden

asistir al Conclave, me parece aun mas importante y sin duda

mas apreciabile el que a su Embajador y Cardenales los someta

tan absolutamente a la voluntad de nuestro Rey " (Osma to

Grimaldi, March 7, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012).
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would adopt ^
; the Neapolitan envoy in Rome, Cardinal

Orsini, was instructed to co-operate with Azpuru and the

Bourbon ambassadors.^

Once again the Bourbons laid great weight on Austria's

entry into their league.^ As for the burning question of the

Jesuits, Maria Theresa and Joseph II. had stated more than

once that they had no grounds for complaint against them.^

In a memorandum of March 1768 the young emperor had

observed that in Austria there was no cause for desiring their

suppression nor any reason for championing their preservation.^

On the other hand, the view was often held in Governmental

circles in Vienna that Aranda's sole purpose in driving out the

Jesuits was to free the State from ecclesiastical oppression,^

and the curtailment of ecclesiastical power was desirable. '^

In addition, the empress considered herself to be under an

obligation to the Bourbons. Her second son, Leopold of

Tuscany, had married a daughter of Charles III., her daughters

Maria Karoline and Maria Amalia were betrothed to the young
King of Naples and the Duke of Parma in 1768 and 1769,

and it was hoped to open negotiations for the betrothal of her

*Choiseul to Fueiites, March 4, ibid., 4570 ; to the same, March 14,

in Carayon, XVII., 144 ; *to Ossun, March 21, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

1 *Order to Orsini, of March 7, to follow the instructions of

the Spanish king ; Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6008 ; to

*Castromonte, March 11, tbid.

2 *Tanucci to Grimaldi, February 14, ibid., 6007 ; Danvila
V COLLADO, III., 294.

^ Danvila y Collado, III., 297.

* *Report by Cardinal Borromeo, of May 9, Nunziat. di

Germania, Papal Secret Archives ; *Visconti to Torrigiani,

January 21 and March 3, 1768, and January 2, 1769, Cifre, ibid.

* Arneth, Maria Theresia, IX., 28.

* *Silva to Garampi, April 20, Nunziat. di Germania, 389,

loc. cit.

^ *Tanucci to Grimaldi, April 4, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6102. Cf. DuHR, in the Stimmen der Zeit, CX. (1925), 213,

n. 4.
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youngest daughter, Maria Antonia (Marie Antoinette), with

the French Dauphin.

The ground was thus prepared in Vienna for the fulfihnent

of the Bourbon desires. On February 23rd Mahony, the

Spanish envoy in Vienna, had to inform the Government

there that Charles III. desired as Pope a man with a veneer

of piety and learning but no inclination to extend the power

of the Curia at the expense of the legitimate powers of princes.

Above all, the person in question was not to allow himself to

be ruled by the Jesuits but to deal justly and impartially with

the monarchs who had driven them away. It was to be

assumed, he added, that the Austrian Court had the same

desires, either for the sake of pleasing the other Courts or

because of its indifference towards the Jesuits. Accordingly,

it was the king's desire that each Court should forthwith send

as many Cardinals as possible to the conclave to ensure a

majority there. Further, corresponding instructions should be

sent to the envoys in Rome to prevent an over-hasty election

and to give the Church a pacific Pope.^

The Court of Vienna replied through its ambassadors in

Madrid and Paris that it had no particular person in view as

the future Pope. Its only desire was that he should be a man
of " good principles " and not an immunist. Regarding the

Jesuits, their Majesties were indifferent. None of the three

German Cardinals would be going to Rome.^ Pallavicini had

been selected as envoy to the conclave, but he was soon

replaced by the Neapolitan ambassador, Ernst von Kaunitz-

Rittberg, the eldest son of the chancellor.^ Azpuru had

^ *Grimaldi to Mahony, February 23, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

2 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, March 14, ibid. *Fuentes to Grimaldi,

March 17, ibid. ; *Du Tillot to Azara, in March, Exped.
" Parma ", ibid. ; *Tanucci to Centomani, March 14, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, t^oVe-

3 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 30, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped, " Conclave 1769 "
; Arneth, Korres-

pondenz, I., 245. Documents and letters from this embassy in

theFiirstl.MetternichschesFamilienarchivin Pless, III., 4, fascicule
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received instructions to sound the envoy on his attitude to the

Jesuits and then to treat him with confidence or caution as

the case required.^ A letter of Mahony's to Grimaldi provides

further information about the neutrahty of the Viennese Court

in the Jesuit affair. There were good grounds, he writes, for

supposing that the suppression would be welcomed by the

emperor and his Ministers, but that the empress had not yet

entirely rid herself of her hereditary attachment to the Order.

For some months, however, she had been firmly convinced

that the Catholic Courts had not ejected these Religious

without weighty reasons. The policy of neutrality towards

them had its advantages : if Rome refused to suppress them,

one spared oneself the mortification of a rejected request

;

if they were suppressed, one reaped the fruits of the labour

of others without exerting oneself.^ The empress's opinion

of Clement XIII. was that with all his piety he had been too

rigid and scrupulous. Out of consideration for the Bourbon

Courts she would like a Pope who had not been taken from

the Jesuit party, who had a knowledge of the world, and was

conversant with conditions outside Italy. However, they

would make no conditions in advance for the election but

would urge their just claims after the event.^

In accordance with these declarations of the Court of Vienna

its confidential representative at the conclave. Cardinal

Pozzobonelli,* and Kaunitz,^ its envoy, received only a general

instruction not to recommend anyone's election and not to

22, No. 95. Relazione delle udienze puhbliche che le mattine de' 27

e 30 d'Aprile 1769 ebbe dal s. Collegia in conclave S. E. il Sign.

C. del S. R. I. Ernesto de Kaunitz-Rittberg , Roma, 1769.

^ *Grimaldi to Azpuru, March 14, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

2 *0n March 22, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6505 ; Duhr,
in the Zeitschr. f. kath. Theologie, XXII. (1898), 443.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 187.

* *Azara to Grimaldi, April 6, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

4977-
'' *Tanucci to Orsini, April 4, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1504-
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exclude anyone openly but to co-operate throughout with the

Bourbon party. Choiseul and Fuentes had already forwarded

the imperial envoy their list of candidates for the tiara.^

Sardinia also adopted a neutral attitude in the Jesuit

question, which information was conveyed by the Abbate
Montagnini, the Sardinian charge d'affaires in Vienna, to the

nuncio there.

^

There could be no doubt about Portugal's attitude in the

matter.3 When the courier Uslenghi reached Lisbon with the

news of the death of Clement XIII. he was kept in Pombal's

palace for two days without being allowed to speak to anyone
;

the reason for this, it was explained to him, was that the king,

who happened to be away in the country, had to be the first

to announce the news.^ In a letter of condolence to the con-

clave Joseph I. spoke of his longing to see St. Peter's chair

occupied by one who with his piety would put an end to the

troubles which had been apparent for some years past and
which were sorely grieving his royal heart. ^ An explanation of

these indefinite phrases may be found in a letter from the

Portuguese queen, Mariana Victoria, to her brother, Charles

III. of Spain, who had informed her of the Pope's death and
had added his views on the conclave. The sister replied ^ that

the court of Lisbon shared his wish that the choice should not

1 *Fuentes to Grimaldi, March 17. Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

2 Theiner, Hist., I., 188.

^ Cf. Aubeterre to Bernis, April 9, in Carayon, XVII., 153.

* Buonamici's report in the Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX.,
307. Saldanha excused his absence on health grounds.

« Danvila y Collado, III., 302 seq. *Orsini to Almada,
April 8, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504.

« *On March 5 :
" Y yo tonta y ignorantemente digo, que me

acuso, que no la consiento en nadie, si no se diere palavra de

estinguir la Compania, porque sin eso puede parecer que no es

jesuita o fingirlo, y despues serlo y quedamos como antes."

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012 ; Danvila y Collado, III.,

303. Cf. the queen's *letters to Charles III., of February 20 and
26 and March 14, 23, and 28. Archives of Simancas, Estado, 7297.
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fall on a " Jesuit "
; if it did, as he rightly observed, all was

lost. Under a Jesuit Pope the arrogance and ferocity of the

Order would grow so great that the Church would suffer

grievous injury and no prince's life would be safe. The esclusiva

was hardly a safeguard against this danger, since in the last

conclave Cavalchini had been excluded and in his stead

Rezzonico had been kept, who was a creature of the Jesuits

and a professed member of their Order. Her husband had had

a secret instruction drawn up for all his envoys, so as to

acquaint them with the spirit of the Roman Court. She

enclosed a copy of it, asking him not to let it leave his hands

In the opinion of the Spanish king a war with one of the

great European Powers would be less harmful than a Papal

election that would bring an open or secret Jesuit to the

throne of St. Peter. As it was desired that this interest of the

three Courts should become the common cause of all the

Catholic Powers, Almada was to leave Venice for Rome, where

he was to occupy himself with the election in conjunction with

the Bourbon envoys. She herself would not bestow her

approval on any candidate who would not pledge his word to

abolish the Society of Jesus. Without this promise a secret

Jesuit might come to power and then the Catholic Powers

would be in the same situation as before.^

The secret instruction of which the queen speaks betrays

clearly in its twenty points the hand of Pombal. After

bombastic declamations against the corruption of the Jesuits,

which had existed from the start, and against the pride and

boundless tyranny of the Roman Court, the demand was made

that the future Pope was not to be taken from the College of

Cardinals, as this was largely composed of Jesuit tertiaries.

The first condition to be imposed upon him was the suppression

of the Society of Jesus. The Portuguese envoy brought the

gist of this instruction to the knowledge of Tanucci, but

1 " *Instruc9ao sobre la morte do Papa Clemente XIII. que se

deve participar a todos os ministros de S. M. Fidelissima nas

Cortes de Europa," March [5], Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49. Cf. *Azpuru to Grimaldi on May 4,

ibid., Registro 108.
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received only the reply that Naples would co-operate with the

other two Bourbon Courts.^

In the strictest confidence Grimaldi forwarded the secret

instruction and the queen's letter to Azpuru, with the observa-

tion that the extravagant proposals might be turned to profit

if something of them was quietly brought to the knowledge

of the Cardinals, so as to intimidate them.

After the break between Lisbon and Rome, Almada, the

Portuguese ambassador to Rome, had finally come to rest in

Venice. He now made inquiries of Orsini if he could come to

Rome,2 for without definite instructions from his Court he

dared not leave Venice.^ It was intimated to him that for this

purpose he needed a letter of credence.* The ambassadors

were clearly apprehensive lest the turbulent behaviour of this

unruly character might involve them in fresh complications,^

but finally the prospect of having him as an ally gained the

day.^ On April 30th, 1769, he arrived in Rome and presented

his credentials to Cardinal Corsini. His instructions were to

take his cue from the Spanish and French ambassadors and

to work with them to obtain satisfaction for Parma and the

suppression of the Jesuits.' Aubeterre expected little help

from him.^

1 *Tanucci to Charles III., March 14, ibid., Reales Ordenes, 49.

- *Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 23, ibid., Registro, 108.

3 *Almada to Azpuru, February 25, Exped. " Corresp. Almada-

Azpuru " 1760-9, ibid.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 23, ibid., Registro, 108.

^ " *Almada non e soggetto da conciliarsi I'altrui stima."

Erizzo to the Doge of Venice, August 19, State Archives, Venice,

Ambasciatore Roma, 288.

« *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 30, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108.

' *Fuentes to Grimaldi, April 24, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

4570 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 4, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108 ;
*Azpuru to Solis, May 5,

Exped. " Conclave 1769 ", ibid.

8 In Carayon, XVII., 182.
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(5)

For the Bourbon Powers the coming election was not

primarily a question of personaHties. What was desired was

not the election of this or that Cardinal but a complete change

in the policy of the Holy See, no matter who was chosen.

" It would be a danger to religion and the centre of unity,"

wrote Choiseul to Bernis on April 10th, 1769,^ " if the throne

of St. Peter was occupied by a Pope with the principles of

Clement XIII. and with a Minister such as Torrigiani, It is

not everyone who thinks as I do on this matter, and the

fanatical opponents of the Roman Curia, who in my opinion

are as much to be feared as the Jesuits, regret Torrigiani's

departure and would have liked Clement XIII. to have reigned

another ten years, for, had this happened, a schism or even the

destruction of the temporal supremacy of the Pope would

have been more than likely. There is no question but that the

Pope must be a man who understands the spirit of the Courts

and of our age, which is entirely different from that of last

century. He must be a man who while maintaining the dignity

and the appearance of power tries to adapt himself to circum-

stances. . . . One is entitled to expect that the rule of the next

Pope will inaugurate a memorable epoch in Catholicism. But

if he follows the old Roman principles there is no hope for it."

The task in hand, therefore, was to find a man of the

requisite pliability, but this was not so easy. The statement

made in a broadsheet of the time that every one of the

Cardinals was either openly or secretly smeared with Jesuit

blacking ^ may have been an exaggeration, but it was true that

the Society of Jesus had many ardent admirers and very few

enemies in the Sacred College.^ " There is hardly a single

wearer of the purple who is not attached to them, if not

actually dependent on them," was the opinion of the former

1 Masson, 96.

2 *Foglio di nuove, March 21, State Archives, Naples, C.

Fames., 1473.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 153.
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ambassador Roda.^ Bernis wrote, a week after he had entered

the conclave, " It is easy to foresee the difficulties of our

negotiations on a stage where three-quarters of the players

are not on our side." ^ Of the forty-three Cardinals sitting in

conclave on April 25th, Aubeterre designated twenty-five who

either openly or circuitously would have to be excluded on

account of their excessive liking for the Jesuits.^

The Governments' awareness of these difficulties is to be

seen from the instructions they sent to their Roman envoys

on how to influence the conclave. Paris thought it best to

allow Spain to take the lead in this matter, as was expressly

stated by Choiseul through his envoy in Madrid.^ In the

instruction sent to Cardinals Luynes and Bernis they were told

to adhere firmly to the former standpoint regarding Parma
;

France's immediate concern was to secure its possession of

Avignon and Venaissin. For the coming election the guiding

principle was : on no account another Clement XIII., where-

fore Torrigiani, Boschi, Bonaccorsi, and Castelli were to be

excluded. The bark of Peter must have a steersman who was

enlightened enough to see that he must proceed in complete

agreement with the Catholic princes, wise enough to avoid

unpremeditated actions arising from imprudent zeal, and

intelligent enough to regulate his conduct by the principles of

moderation, prudence, and benignity. As Spain wanted as

Pope the Archbishop of Naples, Sersale, the King of France

also desired to. use all his prestige for the fulfilment of this

aim, and the Cardinals were to exert themselves to the utmost

to see that this election took place. ^

Everything therefore depended on Spain. In his instruction

1 *To Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012.

* Ravignan, I., 240.

3 Ibid. " *Me dicen que se ban descubierto en el Conclave 33

Cardenales jesuitas : si es asi, e por qual milagro escaparemos

a que sea uno de ellos Papa ? " Du Tillot to Azara, April 15,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Parma ".

* *Choiseul to Ossun, February 21, ibid., Reales Ordenes, 49.

* Ravignan, II., 363 seqq.
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of March 7th, 1769, Grimaldi renewed the demand for satisfac-

tion for Parma, which, however, might be moderated now that

Clement XIII. was dead, and the further demand for the

suppression of the Jesuits, which must be insisted on at all

costs. It might be advisable for the conclave to pass a resolu-

tion binding the future Pope to grant these two demands, but

in view of the strength of the opposing party, it was left to

the envoys of the three Powers to decide as to the expediency

of such a proposal.^

That the proposal was to be adopted only in favourable

conditions was stressed by Choiseul on March 21st, when he

forwarded the Spanish instruction to Aubeterre as a guide for

the French Cardinals. He was principally concerned with

Avignon and Venaissin.^ Grimaldi also wrote to Tanucci that

his royal master would be pleased if the suppression of the

Society of Jesus were to come from the conclave, but he was

not blind to the difficulty of such an undertaking, as all Rome
was flooded with creatures of the Jesuits. Conditions could be

made after the formation of a party sufiiciently strong to use

the escliisiva, but this was just where the difficulty lay. Apart

from this, Charles III. was definitely resolved to treat about

the suppression only and to drop the Parma affair for the

moment, as it was impossible to press both matters simul-

taneously with the necessary vigour. To supplement his

former instruction Grimaldi informed Azpuru also of the royal

command.^ •

Further correspondence of the Spanish statesmen throws

more light on their instructions. The demand for the suppres-

sion of the Jesuits, wrote Grimaldi on February 23rd, was

^ *To Azpuru, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,
Exped. " Conclave 1769 "

; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 23,

ibid., Registro, 108; Theiner, Hist., I., 217 seqq. ; Danvila
Y CoLLADO, III., 304 seq.

* *To Aubeterre, March 21, in Theiner, Hist., I., 219 ;

*Choiseul to Ossun, March 21, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

^ *Grimaldi to Azpuru, March 14, ibid., Reales Ordenes, 49.
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rightly timed for the last days of Clement XIII. The new
Pope would find that the matter had already been broached,

so that he would have to attend to it at once.^ A memorandum
from Roda recommended Sersale as the future Pope, but

admitted that his attitude of indifference towards the Jesuits

and the far from friendly feelings towards Rome that he

had displayed on certain occasions rendered him unsuitable to

the majority. What they wanted, he said, was a Pope who
would protect the alleged rights and the unlimited power of

the Roman Court and simultaneously, of course, the Society

of Jesus. Ganganelli was ranked third by Roda.^ No less

than ten Cardinals were named by him to be excluded.^

In his view the only enlightened Pope of recent times was
Benedict XIV.

Roda wanted the future Pope to be " learned, prudent,

moderate, experienced in affairs, and non-party ", while

Grimaldi demanded one who possessed " equanimity, learning,

prudence, and virtue ".^ Similar expressions are to be found

in all the edicts issued by the Courts at this period, it being

always understood that a Pope possessing these qualities

would be ready to fall in with the wishes of the Governments,

The possibility of rumours about the Governments' plans

leaking out beyond the circles of the initiated had to be taken

into account. Orsini wrote to Aubeterre on February 19th

that his answer to all questions on this topic was that the

princes did not want to make the Pope but that he was not

to be made without them or in spite of them. On the subject

of Sersale (whose candidature, according to hearsay, was
eagerly promoted by Orsini himself) he answered all inquiries

with a laugh, without further explanation. He would speak

1 *To Fuentes, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4570 ; Danvila
Y CoLLADO, III., 296 seq.

2 Reprinted in Danvila y Collado, III., 297.

' Lante, Serbelloni, De Rossi, Torrigiani, Colonna, Bufalini,

Castelli, Bonaccorsi, Chigi, Boschi.

* *To Fuentes, February 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

4570 ; Danvila y Collado, III., 296 seq.
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out in his own time, he said, if a candidate was nominated to

whom he could give his assent.^

(6)

The assurance that they had no desire to make the Pope was

continually recurring in the statements of the Governments

and ambassadors of this epoch. How much was meant by it

may be discovered in the lists in which they voiced their

opinions of the various Cardinals. One such list, of a provisional

nature, was sent to Paris by Grimaldi on February 23rd ^ ; an

amended version, based on more recent reports, was sent to

Fuentes and the allied Courts on February 27th,^ and to

Azpuru on the 28th,^ reaching his hands on March 15th. The
Cardinals were divided into four classes, Azpuru's list having

five. The first of these five divisions contained eleven " good
"

Cardinals, headed by the " very good " Sersale. The second

and third divisions were composed of six " very bad " and

fifteen " bad "
; the very bad, namely Torrigiani, Castelli,

Bonaccorsi, Chigi, Boschi, and Rezzonico, were to be disposed

of, if necessary, by the open as well as the silent esclusiva,

the bad ones by the silent esclusiva only. The fourth class

contained three " doubtful " Cardinals, the fifth eight

" negative " or " indifferent " ones. Three of the eleven good

ones were withdrawn by Tanucci, who described Caracciolo

and Pirelli as bad, while Ganganelli, he said, had been described

in several letters as a Jesuit. On February 28th Grimaldi sent

together with his list six forms for the exclusion of the " very

bad ", on April 4th he sent three more for Fantuzzi, Bufalini,

^ Carayon, XVII., 143 seq. ; Theiner, Hist., I., 190 ; *Orsini

to Azpuru, February 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.

^ *To Fuentes, ibid., Estado, 4570 ; *to Azpuru, February 23,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

^ *Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012. Vienna also received

the list. *Fuentes to Grimaldi, March 17, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

* *Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013. Text of the list, ibid.,

5012 ; Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped.
" Conclave 1769 "

; State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504.
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and Paracciani, and on May 9th another one for Stoppani,

On April 11th he had forwarded some blank forms for all

whom the Bourbon representatives wanted to exclude. '^

Choiseul had several observations to make on Grimaldi's

list. 2 Of the eleven names in the first class he deleted the

three Cardinals who were over eighty years old—Cavalchini,

Neri Corsini, and Conti—and those whom he considered to be

tooyoung—Negroni, Andrea Corsini, and Caracciolo—although

he designated the last-mentioned as very good, apart from his

age. Branciforte also would have had his approval, but he

had no prospects. To Durini objections were raised by France.

Of the eleven names, therefore, only three were left : Sersale,

Ganganelh, noted by Choiseul as " very good ", and Pirelh,

noted as " good ". And as the Cardinals in the conclave

refused to have Sersale or Pirelli, the only possible candidate

left was Ganganelli. In the third class of " doubtfuls " Choiseul

noted against the names of Stoppani and Serbelloni that if

either of them became Pope he would have to have Pallavicini

as his Secretary of State. In the fourth class Choiseul gave

Cardinal Perelli the note " good ", whereas Tanucci had

described him as " bad ".

In his correspondence with the ambassadors Choiseul

expressed still more of his opinion on some of the Cardinals.

Ganganelli, he wrote to Fuentes, was neither a Jesuit, as he

had been called, nor a friend of the Jesuits; French opinion

was firmly convinced on this point. Tanucci had designated

all the Neapolitan Cardinals with the exception of Sersale as

" bad ", but in France there were other views on the subject.^

To Aubeterre also Choiseul * expressed his disagreement with

Tanucci's judgment on Ganganelli and Caracciolo. Of all the

1 *To Azpuru, February 28 and April 4, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *to

Azpuru, May 9, ibid., Reales Ordenes, 49 ; on April 11, iMd.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 210.

3 Carayon, XVII., 144 ; Theiner, Hist., I., 200 seq. ; Danvila

Y Collado, III., 209 seq.

* On March 14, Carayon, XVII., 145 seq. ; Theiner, Hist., I.,

201 seq.
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members of the Sacred College Ganganelli was the least

favourably inclined towards the Jesuits and during the last

pontificate had had to endure what amounted to a series of

persecutions. Even now he was opposed by a very strong

party, and the Jesuits would certainl}^ make great efforts to

thwart his election if ever there was any question of it.

Not only Choiseul but also the French and Spanish

representatives in Rome raised objections to Grimaldi's list.

The number of " good " Cardinals was too small ; after those

who stood no chance on practical grounds had been removed

there were only two or three left ; it was suggested that

Perelli, Pozzobonelli, Malvezzi, and Stoppani be added to

them. They did not agree with the objection to Ganganelli

and Caracciolo, Apart from Chigi there was little danger of

any of the six excluded Cardinals being elected ; but Bufalini,

Paracciani, and Fantuzzi ought to be added to them. More-

over, after the arrival of the foreign Cardinals there would be

no need to use the open esclusiva, but if it was necessary

there should be no shrinking from using it repeatedly. If in

spite of this one of the excluded candidates was elected or if

an elevation to the Papacy took place before the arrival of the

foreign Cardinals, the ambassadors would leave Rome without

acknowledging the chosen candidate.^ Before entering the

conclave Bernis had had a talk with Orsini, in the course of

which he too had said that the number of eligible candidates

in Grimaldi's list was too small. ^ Tanucci was of the same

opinion.^

As a result of these representations a fresh instruction was

issued by Madrid on the attitude to be adopted by the Spanish

envoy in the matter of the election. The ambassadors'

1 *Aubeterre to Choiseul, March 15, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5012 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 16 and 23, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108 ; *Azpuru to

Orsini, March 18, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473.
2 The only " soggetti riuscibiU " left were Ganganelli, Perelli,

Sersale, Canale, Pozzobonelli, Stoppani, and Serbelloni.

^ *To Grimaldi, May 2, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6102.
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proposals regarding the list of Cardinals were accepted ; after

mutual agreement they might even transfer other Cardinals

to the " good " class, especially if there was any prospect of

their pledging themselves to bring about the suppression of

the Jesuits and were ready to grant the other demands of the

Courts. The king left it to the ambassadors to select Cardinals

for the Secretaryship of State and the other important posts,

on condition that they were " good " or " indifferent " and

that the pro-Jesuits were avoided as far as possible. France

was wholly in agreement with the Spanish policy, but wanted

to retain Avignon in return for a monetary compensation.

Similarly, Benevento and Pontecorvo were to pass to Naples

in accordance with the king's wish, but with no compensation.

It had not yet been decided whether all three conditions were

to be presented simultaneously or whether the suppression of

the Jesuits was first to be demanded separately ; in the former

case satisfaction for Parma was to be added as a fourth

condition,^

The drawing up of a final list on the basis of this instruction

gave rise to a lively exchange of opinions among the envoys.

A list transmitted by Aubeterre to Azpuru on April 19th ^

contained twenty-one Papahili. At a meeting at the French

ambassador's on April 22nd, attended by Centomani as the

representative of Naples, another list was agreed on and this

was forwarded as the definitive one by Aubeterre to the

French Cardinals on the following day. In this only eleven

Cardinals were named as Papahili and they included the six

who had formerly been marked as too old or too young ; the

others were Sersale, Malvezzi, GanganelH, Perelh, and Branci-

forte, of whom the first and the last mentioned had formerly

been considered to have had no prospects. As a reserve for

the eleven Stop^ani was awarded twelfth place. If none of

1 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, April 4, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

2 *Azpuru to Aubeterre, April 20, ibid. The list itself, ibid.

The copy at Simancas (5013) does not contain the remarks added

subsequently.
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the Papahili won through, recourse was to be had to the

second class of five " indifferents ". The third division

contained fifteen Cardinals whose election was to be prevented

by adverse voting. If the number of votes necessary for this

purpose proved to be unobtainable, the envoys were to resort

to the expedient of stating that the monarchs would not

recognize a Pope who was elected against their will and that

they (the envoys) would leave Rome. If necessary, the open

esclusiva also was to be used against those in the fourth

division of the list.^ In effect, therefore, no less than twenty-six

Cardinals were excluded from the Papacy, and Aubeterre had

some difficulty in including Malvezzi and Stoppani in the first

class against the wishes of Azpuru.^

In the draft of a letter to Aubeterre, Bernis gave expression

to his misgivings about the list. After the arrival of the

Spaniards, he wrote, the conclave would have forty-six

members, and twenty-three of these would have to be excluded

if the combined lists of France and Spain were taken into

account. Of the remainder, Cavalchini, Neri Corsini, Lante,

two Spaniards, two Frenchmen, and Orsini were also to be

deleted as non-Papabili. In these circumstances, how was

a Pope to be found ? Azpuru's reply would be that there

was still Sersale. But Sersale was not wanted in Rome, nor

Stoppani, and Malvezzi had been regarded with horror since

he had spoken in favour of the Courts, On account of their

youth there would be few votes for the Neapolitans Perelli

and Pirelli. Ganganelli was feared and little respected.

Azpuru's probable answer to all this, Bernis continued, was

that fatigue would finally compel the electors to fall back on

Sersale. But fatigue, combined with rumours about the

tyranny of the Courts, would end in destroying the system of

the esclusiva which had hitherto been liked jvell enough.

Votes would be lost, and a Pope would be chosen in opposition

1 *Aubeterre to Luynes, April 23, loc. cit. ; Theiner, Hist., I.,

224 seq.

2 *Aubeterre to Bernis, April 22 and 23, in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione, g.
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to the Courts. If, contrary to expectation, a Pope was chosen

from among the doubtfuls or indifferents, was he to be given

the esclusiva in the Chapel of the Scrutiny ? The idea of

making such a scene as this now seemed to be viewed with no

apprehension, but afterwards it would cause dissatisfaction.

Besides, it had never been the intention of the Courts to

make the Pope by excluding more than half the Sacred

College ; it was unprecedented. He himself was not lacking

in courage or patience, but one had to be reasonable and not

force the Cardinals in conclave to break off their deliberations

as a protest against oppression. It was impossible to base a

plan of action on an esclusiva which left barely four or five

Cardinals, of which some again were too young. What
was there to fasten on to, if the "doubtfuls" and "in-

differents " were to be treated the same as the " bads " ?

In these conditions, the Pope would have to be elected in the

Ministries of the three Courts, for, so far as he could see, it

was doubtful what any of the Cardinals would do, once they

were Pope.^

Bernis stopped short at dispatching this communication,^

but on receiving the final list of candidates he wrote to

Aubeterre in similar terms.^ Aubeterre excused himself by

ascribing the responsibility to the will of his Government.

He had succeeded with some difficulty in having Malvezzi

transferred to the " good " class, but his efforts on behalf of

Stoppani and De Rossi had been ineffectual. De Rossi allowed

himself to be governed solely by motives of self-interest.*

Bernis retorted that Spain was too far away from the conclave

to give an accurate opinion on the Cardinals. Many of those

who had been banned were better than some of the chosen
;

1 *Bernis to Aubeterre, April 22, ibid.
;

partly in Carayon,

XVII., 164 seq.

2 The draft is marked " Ce billet n'a pas ete envoye ".

* *Bernis to Aubeterre, April 24 [1769], in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione , f ;
partly in Carayon, XVI I., 165 seq.

* *Aubeterre to Bernis, April 25, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit. ;

Carayon, XVII., 166 seq.
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Spanish stringency might have unpleasant consequences.^ He
expressed the same misgivings to Choiseul,^ and Orsini also

raised objections.^ Azpuru dropped the demand that the

ambassadors should leave Rome in the event of an unfavour-

able election.^

A considerable proportion of the ambassadors' deliberations

was devoted to the fate of the Society of Jesus. What was by
this time the conviction of wide ecclesiastical circles, the fear

of many Jesuits, and the hope of the Spanish Court, was

expressed by the Spanish agent Zambeccari when he wrote

from Bologna to Grimaldi on February 18th, 1769, that with

the death of Clement XIII. the Jesuits had received Extreme

Unction.^ A Pope was wanted, he thought, who was a friend

of the Courts, for preference the Cardinal Archbishop Malvezzi,

who was free from the prejudices of the Roman Curia, for now
all were agreed that the abolition of the Order would be

carried out.^ A written work of the period tried to show that

the Pope was bound in conscience to yield to the majority of

the Catholic princes of Europe and to suppress the Society of

Jesus without legal process or the adjudgment of evidence,

solely on account of the evil repute into which it had fallen

as the result of its perverse doctrines, its commercial dealings,

1 *To Aubeterre, April 26, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.

2 *On April 26, ibid., d. On May 10 Bernis *wrote to Choiseul :

" On ne veut . . . ni des vieillards, ni des jeunes gens, ni des

ministres des Couronnes ; on s'oppose, a Stoppani et a Malvezzi,

il ne reste aucun sujet veritablement capable. La proscription

a este trop forte. . . . On s'arretera sur un partisan secret des

jesuites, ou sur un homme faible, a qui les amis de la Societe,

dominans dans le S. College, fairont pour . . .

."

^ *To Azpuru [April 26], State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1504.

* *Azpuru to Orsini, April 28, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "; cf. *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

April 27, ibid., Registro, 108.

* " Muerto el Papa, los Jesuitas han recibido la Extrema
Uncion." Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4734.

* *Zambeccari to Grimaldi, February 11, ibid.
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its boundless ambition, and its infamous attacks on the lives

of princes and the public safety. The work was originally

addressed to Clement XIII., after whose death there was added

a section appealing to the Cardinals in conclave.^ At Cento-

mani's suggestion Tanucci had it printed secretly in Naples

and saw to its distribution among the Cardinals.^

(7)

Immediately after the death of Clement XIII. the am-

bassadors of the Bourbon Powers agreed that in the restoration

of peace with the Pope all other complaints were to be put on

one side and that the suppression of the Jesuit Order was to

be their only demand, but that this was to be insisted on with

vigour.^ In this connection Choiseul advised caution, for too

hasty a step might jeopardize the honour of the Crowns.

1 *Parere di im illustre Ecclesiastico siilla necessita di abolirsi la

Compagnia delta di Gesu (in the Inquietudini de' Gesuiti, IV.,

[Naples], 1769, [31 pages]) ; *Brunati to Colloredo, April i, State

Archives, Vienna. The work was written by Mgr. Bortolo,

assisted by Marefoschi, Conti, and Carafa di Columbrano, in the

convent near the Chiesa Nuova (Ricci, Espulsione dalla Spagna,

n. 162).

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, February 10, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, ,Vt& '• *Tanucci to Centomani, February 21, ibid.,

TW3Z- O'^ February 28 Tanucci sent *two copies to Charles III

(Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6102) and twelve copies to Orsini

(State Archives, Naples, loc. cit.), on March 7 twenty more {ibid.,

C. Fames., 1504), and on April 12 twenty-five more (*Tanucci to

Centomani, ibid. ; *Tanucci to Orsini, ibid.). Azpuru (*to

Grimaldi, March 2, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5036) and

Grimaldi (*to Azpuru, March 21, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49) considered the work to be con-

clusive, others thought it weak (*Orsini to Tanucci, March 10 and

14, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504 and 1473). According

to Kaunitz, the work was not left unanswered (*to Colloredo,

April 26, State Archives, Vienna).

3 Aubeterre to Choiseul, February 6, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 50ii . Carayon, XVIT., 141.
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He himself did not ascribe so much importance to the

suppression as did Aubeterre. By adopting a rigid attitude

in this affair they might close the door against further

negotiations.^

Madrid, on the other hand, agreed with Aubeterre's view

that the suppression was the first and only condition of peace.

This was the sole matter for negotiation, wrote Charles III.

to Tanucci on February 28th, 1769,^ and instructions in this

sense were sent to Azpuru.^ The only differences of opinion

were about the methods of attaining this object. A Monsignore

d'Angio proposed to Tanucci that a layman of determined

presence should be sent to Rome, where, after consulting

Centomani and the ambassadors, he was to get all the Cardinals

to sign a written promise to fulfil all the lawful wishes of the

king.* Aubeterre thought that a verbal promise given by the

candidates for the Papacy would be enough, while Orsini

condemned this proposal too as dishonourable and unworthy

of a man of rank and culture,^ and even Tanucci could not

reconcile himself to it.^ His view was that the matter would

certainly have to be thrashed out during the conclave, for

while the election was still in progress the candidate would

be anxious to attain his object as quickly as possible. After

his elevation, however, he would not be so eager to handle this

thorny problem, and then they would have to foot the bill

at the cost of the true and genuine principles of sovereignty

;

they might even have to return Avignon and Benevento.

While the conclave was on, however, the matter was to be

handled with propriety and dignity. They should distribute

the written opinion which held that the Pope could and must

1 To Aubeterre, Carayon, XVII., 142 ; Theiner, Hist., I.,

185.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 298.

3 *Grimaldi on March 14, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

* *G. G. d'Angio to Tanucci, February 3, loc. cit., C. Fames.,

1473-

5 ^^Yo Tanucci, February 7, 14, and 21. ibid.,

" Ibid.
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order the suppression without any proceedings, and in con-

versation with the Cardinals they must ascertain their views

and take steps accordingly.^

Both Aubeterre and Tanucci became more and more

convinced that the suppression of the Jesuits was impossible

of attainment by means of negotiations with the Sacred

College as a whole. ^ Orsini and the French Cardinals,

Aubeterre wrote to Paris, would not hear of the matter being

discussed in the conclave. Consequently, he thought that they

ought to try to obtain from the candidate, before his final

election, a written promise, or, failing that, an oral one made

before witnesses.^ Spain, he said, was adamant on this point

;

King Charles and his confessor insisted on it unconditionally,

also Portugal, which would only seek a rapprochement with

Rome on this condition.* Azpuru urged Orsini to adopt the

same attitude.^ He was to consult the French Cardinals as to

whether and how the question of the suppression was to be

raised in the conclave itself, or whether at any rate the three

^ A written promise " aborrisce e ripugna il cardinale Orsini per

coscienza, per onore e per le conseguenze inquiete [inique ?] che

ne avverrebono quando la cosa si scoprisse e finalmente perche

fatte le riflessioni sulli cardinali papabili niuno per temperamento,

per massime e per costume apparisce capace di condiscendere

a far tal biglietto. Stimo, che nel tempo del conclave si deva

preparar la cosa con onesta ". For " un Papa gia fatto senza tal

preparazione . . . non avra gran premura di trattar un affare

spinoso ". *Tanucci to Charles III., February 21, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 6102 ; *Id. to Azara, February 14, ihid., 6007 ;

Azara to Roda, February 16, in El espiritu de Azara, I., 222
;

*Orsini to Tanucci, February 23, State Archives, Naples, C.

Fames., 1473.

2 *Tanucci to Grimaldi, April 4, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6102 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 30, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108.

3 To Bernis, April 8, partly in Carayon, XVII. , 153.

* Aubeterre to Bernis, April 9, ibid.

^ *0n April 9, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,

Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".
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or four Cardinals who had the best prospects of success were

each to be urged to give an assurance that the suppression

would be carried out.

The deliberations with the French prelates resulted in their

firm rejection of the proposals ; a formal promise of suppres-

sion, made with the object of obtaining the tiara, would, they

held, be nothing but simony. Orsini's reply to Azpuru was

that they could do no more than elect a Cardinal whom the

princes might confidently expect to fulfil their demand. The

conclave had no authority to discuss any other matter but the

election. To solve the difficulty by treating with each of the

Cardinals in turn seemed equally impracticable. The outcome

of the voting was quite uncertain and both Colonna and

Serbelloni would rather forego the tiara than make such a

promise. And if the Courts with their request were rebuffed,

the envoys would emerge with nothing but disgrace.^ To

Bernis Orsini wrote, " I stand fast by our previous agreements.

You are an archbishop, I a priest. We cannot abet the election

of a simoniacal Pope. I have no doubt that Cardinal De

Luynes, who is also an archbishop, is of the same opinion." ^

But Aubeterre would not yet admit defeat. So far as the

Italian Cardinals were concerned, he wrote, not one would be

troubled in his conscience about making the required promise.^

He himself saw nothing unlawful in it ; the point at issue was

the secularization of an Order whose continued existence

would undeniably perpetuate the cleavage and confusion in

the Church. He asked Bernis to open his mind in confidence

to Cardinal Ganganelli, one of the most celebrated theologians

in the country, who had never been in disrepute as a lax

moralist. His view must closely approach his own. It

was not a temporal but a spiritual matter that was in

question, and nothing was more uncertain than what a Pope

1 *Orsini to Azpuru, April 10, ibid., Registro 108 ; *Azpuru to

Orsini, April 20, ibid., Expcd. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Tanucci to

Grimaldi, April 11 and 18, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6102.

2 [April ID ?] Carayon, XVII., 173.

3 Ibid., 153 scq.
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would do after his election, if he had not been bound down
in advance.^ To Choiseul Aubeterre wrote in the same strain.

To protect his rear, Bernis also wrote to the Minister. One
had only to read the electoral Bulls, he wrote, to whose

observance every Cardinal bound himself by oath, to know
that the Cardinals in conclave had no authority whatever even

to discuss such matters as had been proposed. To demand
from a Papal candidate a promise to suppress an Order was
to violate all the canonical laws and to expose the honour of

the Crowns to an obvious danger. A Cardinal capable of

taking such a step would also be capable of breaking his word.

The conclave could do no more than bring about the election

of an enlightened Pope who felt the necessity of making due

satisfaction to the Courts and of living in harmony with them.

The three Courts had demanded the suppression of the Jesuits

in a memorial addressed to Clement XIII. It now lay with

them to pursue with tenacity the path on which they had set

out. The Court of Vienna was putting no obstacle in their

way, and the whole world was of the opinion that the Church

and its well-being must take precedence over consideration for

a religious Order.

^

But the controversy between the Bourbon Cardinals and the

ambassadors still went on. Aubeterre disputed the simoniacal

character of the proposed bargain,^ but Orsini ^ and the

French Cardinals ^ would not agree with his arguments.

Bernis summed up his objections in a letter of April 19th.

The Bourbon Cardinals agreed, he added, that the seculariza-

tion of the Jesuits was of great advantage—nay, of necessity

—

for the tranquillity of the Catholic States and the Holy See ;

policy demanded, in fact, that the tree which up till then had

^ Masson, 99.

2 Masson, 100 ; Carayon, XVI., 152 seq. (partly).

^ *To Orsini, April 15, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma,
291

* *To Aubeterre, April 17, ibid.

* Bernis to Aubeterre, April 14 and 18, in Carayon, XVII.,

155. 161, 170.
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only had its branches lopped, should be pulled up by the

roots. The only trouble was to find a Pope strong enough to

deal the blow and bold enough to destroy an Order which was

especially devoted to the Holy See. In enumerating the

Cardinals most talked of, he observed, " There are many
indications that lead me to believe that Ganganelli has

intelligence, knowledge, and even a resolute character, but he

is frightened of his own shadow. He fears the slightest

suspicion of any alliance with the French and keeps to himself

in his cell. This may have been successful in his convent,

but since his elevation to the purple he should have behaved

differently, for he gives cause for thinking that he is more

ambitious than he probably is. On the whole, he is more

feared than loved." ^

In Versailles Bernis' representations met with complete

success. Choiseul brought Aubeterre's efforts to an end by

stating on May 2nd that neither France nor Spain wished to

have any unprofitable dealings with the College of Cardinals

likely to jeopardize the dignity of the three monarchs. It

would be precisely the worthiest of the Cardinals who would

refuse the tiara when asked to comply with the required

condition.

2

Even before this decision arrived in Rome Aubeterre had

told Bernis ^ that he regarded the matter of the required

promise as closed but that the opinion of one of the most

reputable Roman theologians (which he attached to this

letter) might show that his view was not so unreasonable after

all. Bernis replied * that the opinion was based on the principle

that the suppression of the Society of Jesus was the greatest

possible benefit to the Church. This principle, however, was

contested by at least half the clergy and by numerous Cardinals,

Bishops, and laymen of every nationality and rank. It was

^ To Choiseul, partly in Cretineau-Joly, Clement XIV., 234
seq. ; Carayon, XVII., 162 ; Masson, 100 seq.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 223 seq. ; Masson, ioi. Carayon gives

April 25 as the date of the letter.

* On April 25, in Carayon, XVII., 166 seq.

* On April 26, ibid., 168.
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therefore an unfounded assumption. The envoy retorted ^ that

complete unanimity was an unattainable ideal. No one who
studied the matter dispassionately could deny that the

continued existence of the Jesuit Order would provoke

confusion and dissension and would result in losses being

suffered by the Holy See.

Azpuru's arguments ^ had no more success with Orsini than

Aubeterre's with the French Cardinals. Orsini 's reply ^ was

that according even to the Spanish lists twenty of the forty-six

Cardinals held opposing views and three were doubtful, so that

there was no prospect of certain success, as Azpuru had

assumed.

In spite of the opposition of the Bourbon Cardinals, Charles

III. kept returning to his old demand that the candidate for

the Papacy must not be an immunist and must bind himself

to decree the suppression of the Jesuits. The French and

Neapolitan Cardinals were to make the proposal while the

conclave was still in progress and whenever the opportunity

offered. If that proved impracticable, the request which had

already been put to the late Pope must be put again to the

future one.*

On April 20th the Cardinals of the three Crowns agreed on

certain guiding principles for their conduct in the conclave.

Their intention was to win votes, not for the advancement of

1 On April 27, ibid., 169.

2 *Azpuru to Orsini, April 20, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "

; *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

April 20, ibid., Registro, 108. Undated *discussion (Inc. : II Papa

Capo visibile . . . ), ibid., Exped. " Sobre la supresion de la Comp.

de Jesus 1 767-1 774 ", ibid. ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, April 13 and

20, ibid. ; *Azpuru to Orsini, April 20, ibid. ; Buonamici in the

Arch. stor. ital., 5th Series, XX., 309 seq.

=* *To Azpuru, April 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013 ;

*Azpuru to Grimaldi, April 27, ibid.

* *Grimaldi to Azpuru, April 25, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ". Grimaldi too

refused to see anything simoniacal in such a bargain ; ibid.,

Reales Ordenes, 49.
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particular candidates but only for their exclusion. Nor did

they intend to make an}^ detailed announcement about the

Cardinals who were not personae gratae with the Courts. They

were to have recourse to the formal exclusion only in a case

of extreme necessity, when more lenient methods had failed.

If there was a danger of losing votes they were to take part

in the voting for less suitable persons, provided that they

could nominate a Secretary of State of their own choice.

^

This line of action, Bernis maintained, ^ would not be altered

in any way either by Azpuru or an instruction from the

Spanish Court, for in Madrid and elsewhere quite faulty

notions were held about what was practicable or impracticable

in the conclave. If the Spanish instructions were followed

blindly, the conclave would end in an uproar.

(8)

Just as Bernis was in constant correspondence with

Aubeterre, Azpuru, and Choiseul, Orsini also sent the envoys

and Ministers reports on the most secret incidents in the

conclave and on the daily results of the voting.^ Azpuru, to

avoid suspicion, never came to the door of the conclave ^ and

he assured Orsini ^ that he showed his letters to no one except

the French ambassador. Nevertheless, he received daily news

about the voting from Orsini ^ and forwarded his letters to the

Spanish Cabinet. '^ There being but scanty evidence extant of

^ V. infra.

2 *To Aubeterre, April 22, *to Choiseul, April 26, in Jesuit

possession, De suppressione, i.

3 *'Pq Xanucci, February 21, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1473 ; *to Azpuru, February 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012. C. Fames. (1504) contains the cipher-key to the conclave

correspondence and the election results, from February 21 to

May 19 inclusive.

* *Azpuru to Orsini, March 8, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

5 *Ibid.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 23, ibid.

^ *Idem to idem, March 9, ibid., Registro, 108.
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the opposing side's opinion, the historian is at the disadvantage

of being entirely dependent on the one-sided reports of the

Bourbon party.

As the regulations regarding the secrecy of the conclave and

its isolation from the outer world were not observed by Bernis

and Orsini, the Governments had no difficulty in ascertaining

and influencing the casting of the votes. In the first few weeks

of the conclave this was of little importance, as no final

election was practicable before the arrival of the Spaniards at

the end of April. Until then the Cardinals had to content

themselves with pretended voting in order to discover the

prospects of the various candidates. This preliminary work
begun before the arrival of the Spaniards could be completed

afterwards.

Even before the conclave had assembled, the Neapolitan

agent Centomani thought that the choice might fall on

Cardinal Flavio Chigi, who with the whole of his family was
a " tertiary " of the Jesuits.^ By the middle of February the

rumour was rife that the Rezzonico party intended to push

through his election before the arrival of the foreign Cardinals

and that the people expected to see him Pope on the Saturday

or Sunday, February 19th or 20th. ^ Chigi was a worthy

prelate of exemplary conduct and of great charity towards

the poor. In the last conclave he had* not voted for Clement

XIII. Less to his credit, however, was that a large number
of his relatives belonged to the families of Sora, Albani, and

Bracciano. The Bourbon party disliked him on the score that

he was imbued with the principles of the Roman Curia and was
strongly attached to the Jesuits. Orsini, too, thought that he

was on intimate terms with the Order.^ Roda had marked him

1 *Centomani to Tanucci, February 7, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, 1216.

2 *Erizzo to the Doge of Venice, February 18, State Archives,

Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 288.

* *Aubeterre to Choiseul, February 6, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5012 ; cf. Theiner, Hist., I., 180 ; *Orsini to Grimaldi,

February 6, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.
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as unsuitable/ and the French envoy was strongly prejudiced

against him.^ There could be no question, therefore, of his

escaping the veto of the Court of Madrid. For a long time,

however, the Bourbon party could not rid itself of the fear

that a secret supporter of the Jesuits might be elected.^

A candidature far more serious than Chigi's was that of

Gaetano Fantuzzi. He had been proposed by the Rezzonico

party, but he also had supporters in the other camp,^ where

the two Corsinis championed him on account of an old-

standing friendship.^ In the plan of the conclave of 1765 he

was commended for his private life and the unremitting

diligence with which he had earned the highest respect as

Auditor of the Rota. As Prefect of the Immunity Congrega-

tion, and as commissary in the monastic question in the duchy

of Parma he had given no offence, he had shown no particular

love for the Jesuits, and he had not approved of all of Clement

XIII. 's measures.^ Even Roda accorded him recognition of

a similar nature, opining that he would make a good Pope

because he did not nurse the usual prejudices on the subject

of ecclesiastical immunity.' In Roda's list he is accordingly

promoted to the " good " class.

In spite of all this, however, Fantuzzi encountered insuper-

able opposition. In a marginal note on Roda's list Grimaldi

^ *To Grimaldi, February 23, ibid.

2 Cf. n. I.

3 *Azpuru to Almada, March 4, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Corresp. Almada-Azpuru, 1760-69 ; *Azpuru

to Orsini, March 4, ibid. Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Grimaldi

to Azpuru, April 4, ibid. ; *Montealegre to Grimaldi, March 18,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5765.
* Buonamici on February 18, in the Arch. stor. ital., 5th series,

XX., 294 ; *Notizie segretissime del Conclave, February 20,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.

5 *Bernis to Choiseul, March 30, in Jesuit possession, De

suppressione, d.

6 *Piano per il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i).

' *To Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012.
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put him in the " bad " class.^ The representatives of the

Bourbon Courts agreed that in certain respects he was worthy

of commendation and went so far as to say that he would

have brought the negotiations with Parma to a favourable

conclusion, had not Torrigiani ruined the whole affair. Besides,

he was more of a foe than a friend of the Jesuits. On the

other hand, they blamed him for acquiring a bad reputation

through his behaviour in certain private matters, and he was

a fanatical champion of immunity. Orsini deemed him to be

pro-Jesuit and wondered whether he ought to be vetoed.^

When questioned about him he replied evasively,^ then

brought the movement in his favour to an end provisionally,

by hinting that they ought to wait for the arrival of the

Spanish Cardinals. After Bernis had entered the conclave he

agreed with them that Fantuzzi was to be excluded at all

costs. ^

Meanwhile, the votes in his favour were increasing, so that

Azpuru had to apply for his formal exclusion,^ which Grimaldi

had already sent off on April 4th. ^ When it reached his hands

safely Bernis uttered a sigh of relief.' Fantuzzi, who doubtless

wanted to avoid being openly excluded,^ now asked Rezzonico

to desist from having him elected, as he would not accept the

honour.^ This renunciation, however, had the effect of

1 See above, p. 31.

2 *To Grimaldi, February 6, Archives of Simancas, loc. cit.

3 *To Tanucci, March 24, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1504.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 28, ibid.

5 *To Grimaldi, April 6, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Registro, 108.

« *To Azpuru, April 4, ibid. Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

' *To Aubeterre, April 23, in Jesuit possession, De suppres-

sione, d.

» *Bernis to Aubeterre, ibid. ; cf. Carayon, XVII., 180.

» *Garcia to Azpuru, May 7, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Solis to Azpuru, May 14

and 18, ibid. ; *Kaunitz-Rittberg to Colloredo, May 13, State

Archives, Vienna.
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increasing the votes cast in his favour, so that in Rome his

election was expected to take place on the evening of May 3rd.^

At this point Luynes and Bernis threatened certain of the

electors with the departure of the ambassadors and this

brought about Fantuzzi's downfall. ^ Later, Bernis himself

was seriously thinking of putting up Fantuzzi as a Bourbon

candidate against Ganganelli, but by this time it was too late.^

Fantuzzi's success having been made impossible, the Zelanti

thought of proposing the Cardinal Vicar of Rome, Marcantonio

Colonna, who was only forty-five years old but was highly

esteemed on account of his irreproachable morals and his

sagacity. Orsini had no objection, as Colonna was a Neapolitan

subject, his house was in favour with the Spanish king, and

his brother. Cardinal Pamfili, had been universally liked as

French nuncio. Although a pupil of the Jesuits, he had never

shown them any preference but had striven to bring the

seculars to the fore, and for the last eighteen months, under

his, Orsini's, influence he had drawn further and further away

from them.*

Although the votes for Colonna steadily increased,^ he had

no real prospect of success. Roda had marked him as

unsuitable,^ and all along his name had appeared in the lists

among the " bad " men.' Bernis judged him to be more

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, May 5, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473.

- *Bernis to Choiseul, May 10, in Jesuit possession, De

suppressione, d.

^ *Idem to idem, May 17, ibid.

4 *Xo Tanucci, February 28, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1504 ; *Orsini to Aubeterre, March 3, ibid., Esteri-Roma, yVaV-

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, April 4, ibid., C. Fames., 1216
;

*Orsini to Tanucci, April 4, ibid., 1504.

* *To Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012.

' *Grimaldi to Fuentes, February 27, ibid. Orsini had to work

against Colonna against his will : *Orsini to Tanucci, April 7,

C. Fames., 1504, loc. cit.
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suitable as the superior of a seminary than as Pope ^ and did

not beheve that his candidature was intended seriously,^

though he had to admit that it had been proposed.^ When
asked about him by Pozzobonelh he said that he thought

that his youth and his friendship with the Jesuits would stand

in his way> The same two points were brought against him
when he wrote to Choiseul. He and his friends would bring

about his failure in the gentlest manner possible.^

Accordingly, on May 12th the Crown Cardinals met to

decide on a reply which would not offend Colonna or his

family. Attention was to be drawn to his youth and his

inexperience in dealing with the Governments.^ But when this

decision was made known to Rezzonico, the leader of the

Zelanti, it provoked a brisk exchange of opinions. Rezzonico

declared that in spite of the misgivings which had been

expressed he would propose Colonna if there were a sufficient

number of votes in his favour. It was not the Courts, he

maintained, but the views of the Cardinals and his own
conscience that had to be considered first in such a matter.

On his refusal to transmit the decision to his partisans Bernis

replied that he would inform the Dean and Sub-Dean of the

Sacred College. Rezzonico's retort to this was that his

followers were free to do as they wished and he as his con-

science dictated.' " A word to Gianfrancesco Albani, who in

his heart was against Colonna's election, brought the whole

plot to an end," Bernis boasted afterwards.^ The Cardinal

1 *To Aubeterre, May 7, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, f.

2 *Solis to Azpuru and *Azpuru to Solis, May 12, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5013.

* *Bernis to Aubeterre, May 6, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.

* *Bernis to Aubeterre, May 6, ibid.

* *To Choiseul, May 10, ibid.

^ *Garcia and Aguirre to Azpuru [May 12], Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Solis to

Azpuru, May 14, ibid.

' Bernis to Aubeterre, May 13, in Carayon, XVII., 183. Cf.

*Azpuru to SoHs, May 13, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.

* *To Choiseul, May 17, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.
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Vicar's prospect of becoming Pope was, in fact, destroyed

therewith, but the number of votes he received up to the

penultimate scrutiny ^ was tantamount to a protest against

the improper interference of the Courts.

Further eloquent evidence of the ruthless pressure exerted

on the conclave by the Bourbon envoys is furnished by the

fate of the Milanese Archbishop Pozzobonelli. Illness pre-

vented him from entering the conclave until April 15th,2 but

he had been preceded by a good reputation. In the plan for

the conclave of 1765, he figured among the Papahili, and it

was thought that he would make his mark in the coming

conclave, as he had no reason to fear any objection on the

part of the Powers.^ Roda placed him fifth among the Papa-

hili, with the note that he was remarkable for his calm judg-

ment, sagacity, and administrative ability.* In the lists ^ he

began by being among the " indifferents ", being scarcely

known in Roman diplomatic circles, but as a result of the

complaints about the restricted number of eligible candidates

he was promoted to the " good " class. ^ He was also well

thought of by the Zelanti, having taken a firm stand against

the prohibition of the Bull In ccena Domini. His name

appeared in the list for scrutiny early on in the conclave, and

remained there.' Even Bernis took the view that he could

be the head of the strongest and most respected party, as

much could be done in Rome under the aegis of the

^ " *L'affaire du card. Colonna est tinie, quoiqu'il eiat hier matin

13 et le soir 12 voix " (Bernis to Aubeterre, May 14, ibid.).

^ *Albani to Colloredo, March 25, State Archives, Vienna ;

Bernis to Choiseul, April 19, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.

•' *Piano per il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i).

* *To Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5012.

* See above, pp. 31 seqq.

^ Choiseul to Aubeterre, March 14, in Carayon, XVII. , 145 ;

*Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 16, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Registro, 108.

' *Azpuru to Orsini, February 25, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, tW^ ; *Centomani to Tanucci, April 4, ibid., t^'V^.
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Emperor ^
; he contradicted himself, however, by saying that

Pozzobonelli would collect a large number of votes for himself

if only he were not the Viennese Cabinet's confidential repre-

sentative in the conclave.

^

Pozzobonelli had informed Bernis that he had received an

instruction from Vienna to act in conjunction with the

Bourbon envoys, but that he had acquainted Alessandro

Albani with only a part of this instruction. Pozzobonelli may
well have thought it his duty to apprise Austria's official

representative with the view taken by the Court of Vienna,

but his association with the two Albanis, who were distrusted

in Vienna as well as in Paris, was to prove disastrous for him.

Bernis and Aubeterre presumed that he was playing a double

game. Aubeterre tried at first to defend him ^ and sent him a

warning through the Austrian envoy extraordinary, Kaunitz,

against associating with the Albani.^ Bernis, on the other

hand, worked against him : he had, he said, the clumsy

cunning of a Lombard country-priest ; his attitude towards

the Bull In coena Domini was suspicious ; and his behaviour

in the conclave could only be explained by his stupidity and

egotism.^ When, in addition, adverse reports came in from

1 *To Choiseul, April 5 and 12, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.

2 *To Aubeterre, April 16, ibid.

^ Cf. *Aubeterre to Orsini, April 16, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, ^2jj^ ; Qrsini to Aubeterre, April 18, ibid.,

Carayon, XVII., 162 ; Arneth, M. Theresia, IX., 40. According

to the assurance of the Viennese Court Councillors, Pozzobonelli

afterwards helped to dissolve the Benedictine foundation of

St. Peter's in Milan and the Cistercian convent of Morimondo
" come agente e consenziente " and " come promotore della

soppressione ". *Visconti to Pallavicini, March 26 and July 23,

1772, Nunziat. di Germ., 390, fo. 87'^. igg'^, Papal Secret Archives ;

Histor.-poiit. Bl., CXLV. (1910), 39.

* *Aubeterre to Bernis, April 21, in Jesuit possession, De
suppressione, g ; *Kaunitz-Rittberg to Colloredo, April 26, State

Archives, Vienna.

^ *Bernis to Aubeterre, April 23 and 24, in Jesuit possession,

loc. cit., f.
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the Neapolitan envoy, Centomani, Pozzobonelli's fate was
sealed. Azpuru and Aubeterre condemned him to a silent

exclusion ^ and held to this decision in face of the more favour-

able opinions which were now being passed on him by Bernis

and Orsini.2 Aubeterre declared that he would make even a

worse Pope than the one who had just died.^

Nothing now remained to be done but to pacify the Court

of Vienna regarding the treatment meted out to its confidential

agent, Bernis' opinion was that the emperor himself had

given Pozzobonelli the esclusiva by appointing him his agent,

for according to the principles held by both the conclave and
temporal rulers, it was not customary for such a man to be

elected Pope. If Pozzobonelli had more sense he would with-

draw of his own accord.^

Aubeterre acquainted the imperial envoys Rosenbergh and
Kaunitz ^ with this view, and added the threat that to stop

the election he would, if necessary, leave Rome, as he con-

sidered Pozzobonelli to be a most dangerous scoundrel.^ In

reply to this the imperial envoys declared that they had no

interest in his election.''' The emperor wrote to say that when
he was in Viterbo he had warned the Archbishop of Milan

against the two Albani.^

^ See above, p. 34.

2 *Bernis to Aubeterre, April 25, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.
;

*Bernis to Choiseul, April 26, ibid. ; *Orsini to Azpuru, State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504.

* *Aubeterre to Bernis, April 25, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit., g
[cf. Carayon, XVII., 167) ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108.

* *To Aubeterre, April 28 and 30, in Jesuit possession, loc. cit.,

f ; *Solis to Azpuru, May 10, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.
* *Aubeterre to Bernis, April 29 and 30, in Jesuit possession,

loc. cit., g.

^ *Ident to idem. May 2, ibid.

' *Arbeterre to Orsini, May 3, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, tV^ ; *Tanucci to Orsini, May 9, ibid. ; *Orsini to

Tanucci, May 5, ibid., C. Fames., 1554. Cf. Caravon, XVII., 175.
* *Aubeterre to Bernis, May 8 and 10, in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione, g.
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In spite of everything, however, the votes for PozzobonelH

increased to such an extent that the Crown Cardinals took

precautionary steps to prevent the formation of a party in his

support, the possibihty of which filled them with alarm, for

it would have included almost all the old and the new members

of the College.^ They went so far as to say that there was

a danger of Pozzobonelli's election not being acknowledged

by the envoys of the Courts.^ After Luynes had remonstrated

with the Milanese Archbishop, Bernis and Aubeterre, their

fears allayed, were able to write to Paris about his candida-

ture with a certain calm.^ But even in the penultimate

counting of the votes twelve were cast in his favour.

A candidate who from the beginning of the conclave seemed

to have an excellent chance of success was Gianfrancesco

1 *Aguirre to Azpuru [on May ii], Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ". An intrigue against

PozzobonelH is contained in the following letter (*Garcia to

Azpuru, May 11, ibid.) :
" De resultas de haver conferenziado

tres quartos de hora PozzobonelH con el Emperador, parece que

este Em. revelo a Albani haberle encargado S. M. no se diese

parte de esta conferenzia a la Reina de Ungheria. Parece que

Albani se lo dixo a Bernis e este despacho un correo a Florenzia

con una carta a su Embaxador de Francia pare que diese parte

a S. M. Imperial de la falsedad que tuvo PozzobonelH de con-

fidenziar un secreto de esta naturaleza al encargado de los

negocios de la Reina de Ungheria. Esta notizia trascendera a la

Corte de Viena, y por consiguiente el Emperador se malquistara

con PozzobonelH, y funda Bernis la esperanza de la exclusiva de

este Cardinal en su desgracia con el Emperador ".

- *Solis to Azpuru, May 15, ibid. ; *Bernis to Aubeterre, May
15, in Jesuit possession, De suppress., f. The steps taken against

PozzobonelH were approved by Charles III. in a dispatch which

did not arrive till the conclave had closed. *Grimaldi to Azpuru,

May 16, ^Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Reales

Ordenes, 49.

^ Bernis to Choiseul, May 17, in Theiner, Hist., I., 237 seq.
;

*Orsini to Azpuru, May 18, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013 ;

*Aubeterre to Bernis, May 16, in Jesuit possession, De suppres-

sione, g.
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Stoppani.i jj^g Zelanti were on his side, also the French.

^

Bemis described him at the end of March as a man of recog-

nized merit and the most competent person to fill the post of

Secretary of State.^ In May he and Aubeterre were actively

supporting his candidature, and in France his election was

regarded in any case as tolerably certain.^ Less friendliness

was felt towards him in Spain, where he was numbered among
the " doubtfuls " ^ ; notwithstanding the continual com-

plaints about the paucity of the candidates, Azpuru's mis-

givings caused him to be ranked only as a reserve in the

" good " class, ^ Nevertheless, bv the end of April his prospects

had increased to such an extent that conjectures were already

being made about his future Minister.' " As for Stoppani

himself," wrote Bemis, " I do not know whether he ever

gives a thought to the Papal throne when in his cell. Men

1 Buonamici in the Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX., 293.

2 *Kotizie segretissinie venule dot Conclave, February 20 and

March 22, State Archives, Vienna ; *Brunati to Colloredo,

February 25, March i and 4, ibid. ; *Orsini to Tanucci, March 3,

State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473 ; *Orsini to Aubeterre,

March 3, and *Centomani to Tanucci, April 4, ibid., Esteri-Roma,

T^g^ and 1 2 16.

^ To Choiseul, March 30 and April 12, in Jesuit possession,

De suppressione, d.

* *Bernis to Choiseul, March 30 and April 12, loc. cit. ; P. A.

KiRSCH, in the Hist. Jahrbuch, XXVI. (1905), 52, 59 ; *Piano per

il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i) ; *Orsini to Tanucci, February

28, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames. Cf. above, p. 32.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi [on February 4], Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Grimaldi

to Fuentes, February 27, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.

^ See above, p. 34.

' Buonamici on April 26 and 29, in the Arch. stor. ital., 5th

series, XX., 310 seq. ; *Foglio di miove, April 28, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1504 ; *Kaunitz to Colloredo, April 29, State

Archives, Vienna ; *Erizzo to the Doge of Venice, April 29,

State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 288. Cf. *Garcia to

Azpuru, May 7, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,
Exped. " Conclave 1769 "

; *Solis to Azpuru, May 2, ibid.
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who have observed him for a long time agree with me that no

one can see into the bottom of his heart. However, pubHc

opinion is all for him, it is only the Jesuit partisans who

won't have him."

The question of the Jesuits was to decide his fate. For

himself Stoppani was neither for them nor against them. The

party of the princes took it as a good sign that he had excused

himself from the meeting of the extraordinary Congregation

on February 3rd, 1769, which was to decide on the request

made by the Bourbon Powers for the suppression of the

Jesuits. Moreover, he had not agreed with all of the other steps

taken by Clement XIII. Grimaldi now informed Azpuru that

the Spanish Cardinals could give him their votes if he engaged

himself to suppress the Jesuits.^ " I do not know," wrote

Bernis, " whether he has enough courage for so bold an

undertaking." ^ His prospects were so favourable, however,

that after the Spanish Cardinals had entered the conclave,

Azpuru advised Cardinal Sohs to sound Stoppani on his

attitude towards the required condition, adding, however,

that if he refused to make the promise and there was no other

Cardinal to take his place, and Stoppani's election was assured

in any case, Solis too could give him his vote. But Azpuru

still felt uncomfortable about Stoppani, and Grimaldi, writing

to him on May 9th, found fault with him inasmuch as Stoppani

had been ranked among the " good " Cardinals on the

ambassador's recommendations, and now he was making

him out to be a Jesuit partisan in disguise. If Orsini and the

French considered him to be a suitable man to carry out the

wishes of the Courts, it lay with Stoppani to prove this by

engaging himself by a definite contract to bring about the

suppression of the Jesuits.^

But Stoppani proving immovable on this point, Azpuru

advised the Spaniards to withhold their votes from him for

1 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, April ii, ihid.

2 *To Choiseul, April 19, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.

'^ *Grimaldi to Azpuru, INIay 9, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".
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the time being and not to pay him any attention until it was

found impossible to effect the success of Sersale or Cavalchini.

He personally had failed to rid Aubeterre and his Court of

their like of Stoppani, whom they preferred to everyone except

Sersale. The Cardinals might try now and see if they were

more successful.^

But Stoppani's day was nearly over. On May 13th Azpuru

wrote to Solis that Aubeterre was now thinking of Ganganelli,^

and after the news had spread that Stoppani was the only

Cardinal who pleased the Courts, the Zelanti turned away

from him.^ The Crown Cardinals' answer to this was that

Stoppani did in fact suit them, but not he alone ; if the choice

of the College were to fall on him they too would give him

their votes.'*

To help Stoppani to succeed, the French now decided to

support him as inconspicuously as possible for the time being, ^

and at the next voting to put Ganganelli in the foreground.^

But the distrust of the Zelanti was not to be allayed,' and to

the Spaniards he was still an object of suspicion. After the

middle of May he was not seriously thought of again.^

From the very beginning the real candidate of the Powers

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May ii, tbid., Registro, io8.

^ *Ibid., Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* *Aguirre to Azpuru, May 13 and 14, ibid.

* *Solis to Azpuru, May 14, ibid.

* *Bemis to Aubeterre, May 15, in Jesuit possession, De
suppressiove, f. Besides the Spanish Cardinals Rezzonico and the

Venetians were against Stoppani. * Solis to Azpuru, May 15,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave

1769 ".

^ *Solis to Azpuru, May 15, 16, and 17, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5013 ; *Azpuru to Solis, May 16, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Concl. 1769 "
; *Azpuru to

Grimaldi, May 18, ibid., Registro, 108 ; *Orsini to Aubeterre,

May 16, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, tWt ; *Orsini to

Tanucci, May 16, ibid., C. Fames., 1473.

' *Solis to Azpuru, May 18, Archives of the Spanish Emba.ssy

in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May [17?], State Archives, Vienna.
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was Antonio Sersale, Archbishop of Naples. His irreproach-

able morality, his good nature, and his ability to please all

parties had earned him a good reputation.^ The princeS

turned their attention to him more because on several occasions

he had showed but little love for Rome and was no friend of

the Jesuits. Clement XIII. had not valued him highly. ^ But,

as Roda wrote, the very qualities which especially commended
him to the Courts rendered him anything but attractive to

the majority of the Cardinals. They, according to Roda,*

wanted a Pope who would defend with all possible vigour the

imagined rights and the excessive authority of the Roman
Court, and at the same time would protect and further the

Society of Jesus.

^

Moreover, Sersale's cause was not advanced by the excessive

zeal with which it was championed by his well-wishers after

his entry into the conclave on March 21st. Tanucci had

advised silence,* but the rumours that the Courts desired his

elevation made themselves heard, and the Cardinals, seeing

here a danger to their electoral freedom, took fright. Orsini

tried to make light of the rumour,^ but with so little success

that even by February 28th he had written to Tanucci that

Sersale was finished already.® In any case he was held in no

1 *Piano per il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i.).

2 Arneth, Maria Theresia, IX., 554.

^ " *Su indiferencia y ninguna adhesion a los Jesuitas y el no

haver deferido a favor de Roma en algunas causas, en que aquella

Corte con poca razon se ha empenado y enardecido le haran

menos acepto a las ideas nada justas del maior numero de los

votos del Conclave, cuia mira sera hacer un Papa, que defienda

con teson los imaginarios derechos y excesiva autoridad de la

Corte de Roma y que al mismo tiempo defienda y ensalze a la

Compaiiia ". Roda to Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5012.

* *To Charles III., February 21, ibid., 6007.

* To Aubeterre, February 19, in Carayon, XVII. , 143 seq. ;

*to Azpuru, February 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.

* State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473 ; *Centomani to

Tanucci, March 3, ibid., Esteri-Roma, 1216.
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esteem in the conclave. The rumour that the Powers wanted

only him to be considered for election/ Charles III.'s and

Tanucci's support of him,^ and Azpuru's continual recom-

mendations of him ^ were of no more effect in the conclave

that the marks of favour shown him by the Emperor.* Pre-

cisely because he was wanted by the Courts he was not wanted

by the Cardinals.^ Bernis, who had written on March 30th

. that it was no secret in France that the three Bourbon Courts

were making special efforts on Sersale's behalf, was saying

on April 12th that the only way of ensuring his success was

to persist in formally excluding the other Cardinals ; then

the Cardinals would probably fall back on Sersale through

sheer fatigue. On 26th April, Bernis admitted that there

had not yet been any serious question of his election. The

Spanish Cardinals also gave him up as hopeless.^

After Sersale's the second name on the Spanish list was

Cavalchini's. This Cardinal, now eighty-six years old, had

1 " *Circa il card. Sersale, oltre 11 numero de' poveri parent!,

e I'esclusiva de' Rezzonici mi ha spaventato il poco anzi niun

credito che ha tra i cardinali e la voce sparsa che le* Corone

vogliono coarctare relezione del detto Sersale " (Orsini to Tanucci,

March 14, tbid., C. Fames., 1473) ; *Sonetto contro il card.

Sersale in varii sonetti e composizioni uscite dope la morte di

Clemente XIII. e precisamente nel Conclave dell'anno 1769, p. 8,

Pastor Library.

2 Choiseul to Fuentes, March 14, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

4570 ; Carayon, XVIL, 144 ; *Charles III. to Tanucci, April 4,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6060.

^ *To Grimaldi, March 23, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Registro, 108 ; *to Orsini, April 7, State Archives, Naples,

Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* See above, p. 19.

^ *Tanucci to Orsini, March 21, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6008 ; *Tanucci to Losada, April 4, ibid.

" *Azpuru to Tanucci, May 5, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, -^^ ; *Orsini to Tanucci, May 16, ibid., C. Fames., 1473 ;

*Azpuru to Solis, May 16, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ". The *documents of March 30

to April 26 in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.
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come near to being elected Pope in the previous conclave.^

On that occasion the French had given him the esclusiva on

account of his alleged leaning towards the Jesuits. Subse-

quently, however, he had shown marked impartiality in the

Congregations and had ardently supported the beatification

of Palafox.2 He was now once more in Charles III.'s favour,^

and France withdrew its esclusiva, a sign of grace which

moved the old man to tears.*
*

Bernis, however, intended to use Cavalchini's candidature

as a means of attaining other ends. It was hardly likely, he

thought, that the Cardinals would elect a man of eighty-six

suffering from a weak chest, but he might be the means of

depriving the Rezzonico party of a few votes.^ The Spanish

representatives thought differently. They seriously intended

to procure the tiara for Cavalchini in the hope that he would

fall in with their wishes when appointing a Secretary of State

and new Cardinals.^ Solis's opinion was that he was still mentally

active and capable of devising means whereby to restore peace

to the Catholic countries. He could do more in one month
than others in ten years.' Nevertheless, all the efforts made
on his behalf came to nothing. It had to be acknowledged

that neither Sersale nor Cavalchini had any hopes of success.

1 Cf. our account, Vol. XXXVI, 152.

2 *Roda to Grimaldi, February 23, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5012. A satirical sonnet *Per la esclusiva data al card.

Cavalchini dalla Francia 1769 in the Campello Archives at

Campello. Ibid. *Sonetto contro li satirici del conclave 1769 and

*Dies irae contro i Gesuiti 1769.

^ *Grimaldi to Azpuru, February 23, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

* CaraYON, XVII. , 145; *BernistoAubeterre,Aprili3, in Jesuit

possession, De suppressione, d. * *To Choiseul, April 12, ibid.

*^ *Bemis to Aubeterre, May 6, ibid. ; *Erizzo to the Doge,

April 29, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 288
;

*Garcia and Aguirre to Azpuru, May 7 and 8, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

' *Solis to Azpuru, May 7, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *Bernis to Aubeterre, May 11

and 12, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, f.
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Finally, therefore, on Azpuru's advice, it was decided to back

Ganganelli, and he it was who was ultimately successful.

Ganganelli had long been an object of study for those who
were interested in the future Papal elections. In the survey

of the Cardinals made in 1765, he was ranked only nineteenth

among the Papabili, and was thought to have no hope* of

gaining the tiara.^ The Jansenist Dufour painted him in the

blackest colours, possibly because he had spoken against

Mesenguy's Catechism.- The secretary to the French em-

bassy, De la Houze, found that he trimmed his sails to the

wind and that his chief endeavour was to please everybody
;

he always sided with whomever he happened to be speaking

to. De la Houze admitted, however, that Ganganelli had

considerable influence with the Pope, and that his opinion

carried decisive weight with the Holy Office. But on account

of his intrigues his reputation in the College of Cardinals had

sunk very low and he had no chance of becoming Pope.^

According to the Venetian envoy, Gangenelli's character was a

mystery to everyone,* while the Austrian ambassador con-

sidered him to be an unreliable and dangerous person.^ Tanucci

had nothing but bad to say of him. In 1761 he was saying

that he deserved the same fate as Malagrida ; he was trying

to sit on two stools at once, and it would serve him right if

both slipped from under him.^ There were other ways, too,

in which the Minister expressed his contempt of the Cardinal,

though he conceded that perhaps he could be used against

the Jesuits.'

1 *Piano per il Conclave (see above, p. 2, n. i).

2 Cretineau-Joly, Clement XIV., 254.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 186 seq. ; Carayon, XVII., 196.

* *Erizzo to the Doge, May 20, State Archives, Venice,

Ambasciatore Roma, 288. ^ Arneth, Maria Theresia, IX., 551.

* *" Ganganelli forse merita altretanto [quanto Malagrida], che

tiene li piedi sulle due staffe. Merita almeno, che tutte due gli

fuggano, e manchino sotto i piedi." *To Bottari, October 24,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, Ley. 5971 ; see below, p. 89.

' *To Centomani, June 4 and 11, ibid. 5986; *to Grimaldi,

April 25, ibid. 6102.
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Far less harsh than those cited above, all of which laid

stress on the vacillatory side of Ganganelli's character, was

the opinion held by the Jesuit Cordara. After pointing out

that the opinions held of Ganganelli were contradictory, so

that it was hardly possible to form a clear-cut picture of his

character, Cordara gives it as his own opinion that he deserved

neither the high-flown praises of his friends nor the destructive

criticisms of his enemies. Endowed with more than ordinary

intellectual gifts, scholarliness, and virtues, he also possessed

wonderfully good sense, humility, moderation, charitableness,

charm, contentedness, and the power of careful reflection.

Though he was not the saint that over-zealous partisans

maintained him to be, he might well be regarded as a good and

God-fearing Religious. His irreproachable conduct and his

great zeal for study were plain for all to see, and in his own

Order he was esteemed as a scholar. Towards the Jesuits he

had been well-disposed at first, but on becoming a Cardinal

and seeing that this friendship would be an obstacle to his

further advancement, he had turned away from them.^ The

former Spanish envoy Roda, with whom he had been on

intimate terms, put him third among the Papabili and wrote

of him that in his opinion Ganganelli would make a hard-

working Pope who would meet the wishes of the sovereigns

and would not oppose the rights of royalty or the principles

of the age. What told against him was that he belonged to an

Order and was sixty-four years old.^ Even before the

opening of the conclave the Papal Privy Chamberlain, Roselli,

wrote to Tanucci that Sersale and Ganganelli were the two

most reasonable candidates for the tiara, and that Ganganelli

was the only one who could bring about the suppression of the

Jesuits.^ A visit lasting four and a half hours which Azpuru

paid him before the conclave aroused so much attention

1 De suppressione, 121 seqq., 152 seqq. ; Dollinger, Beitrdge,

III., 42 seq.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 297.

3 *'Pq Tanucci, February 7, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1504-
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that he was already regarded by some of the people as the

future Pope.^

In the Spanish lists Ganganelli appeared consistently in

the " good " class, but to be treated with caution. Choiseul in

fact marked him " very good " ,^ both he and Aubeterre

defending him against the charge of being friendly to the

Jesuits.^ Azpuru too described him as the best candidate

after Sersale.*

In the opening days of the conclave Ganganelli received one

or two votes, which rose to seven or eight in the first half of

April, and then dropped again. ^ In the second half of March

a party seemed to be forming in his support,^ rumours were

already afloat in the city that he was the candidate of the

Bourbons, the French especially,'' and some already regarded

him as the future Pope.^ At that time his personal attitude

was quite obscure ; he assured Bemis that he placed his vote

at his disposal, but then avoided any semblance of being

Francophile, so that Bernis knew not what to make of him.^

1 Azara to Roda, February 16, in El espiritu de Azara, I.,

222.

- See above, p. 32.

* Carayon, XVII., 144 ; Theiner, Hist., I., 202.

* *To Orsini, April 7, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* Scrutiny list of February 21 to May 19, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1504.

* *Azpuru to Orsini, March 20, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, loc. cit. ; *Orsini to Azpuru, March 23,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5012.

' *Brunati to Colloredo, March 18 and 22, State Archives,

Vienna.

* According to Azpuru (*to Orsini on April 4, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 "
; *to

Grimaldi oti April 6, ihid., Registro, 108) and Orsini (*to Azpuru

on April 6, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013) this was an

intrigue of his opponents, especially the younger Albani, devised

for his downfall.

* Carayon, XVII., 152, 155, 164.
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(9)

It was not until the Spanish Cardinals Solis and La Cerda

had entered the conclave at the end of April that the election

of a new Pope could be undertaken in earnest. Up till then the

voting had only shown that certain Cardinals who had been

proposed stood no chance of success ; from now onwards a

positive decision might be expected. The leadership of the

princes' party now passed to Solis, the confidential agent of

the Spanish crown. When apprised by Azpuru of his Govern-

ment's plans, the two prelates placed themselves entirely at

their king's disposal,^ and on their visits to the Cardinals

made no secret of his object of bringing about the suppression

of the Jesuits, 2 although four years previously Solis had

expressed to the Pope the joy and satisfaction caused him by

the fresh ratification of the Society of Jesus.^

As the end of the voting was now within measurable distance

1 " *Yo non dare paso que no sea arreglado a las instrucciones

de nuestro Soberano." Solis to Grimaldi, May 4, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5013.

2 BuONAMici, in Arch. stor. ital., 5th series, XX., 310 ; *Kaunitz

to Colloredo, April 29, State Archives, Vienna. A *Foglio di

nuove, of May 2 (State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1503) reports

as follows :
" Avere inoltre i Spagiiuoli molti fogli segnati con

Real Sigillo da esporsi a tutto il Collegio, coi quali fogli giustifica-

vasi il suo operate, massime circa la giusta espulsione dai suoi

regni della proscritta Societa, opera della quale era stato lo

spargere per tutta la Spagna I'orrenda impostura della Real

Successione al Regno, e contro la memoria della Regina Elisabeth,

che in fin la penna ha ribrezzo di esprimere."

3 *Letter of thanks from Clement XIII. to Solis, of May 22,

1765, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 12. In it the Pope

commends the Archbishop's joy that " iniuriam a maledicentissi-

mis hominibus et religion! infensis S. huic B. Petri Cathedrae

atque etiam Ecclesiae universae oblatam ea Constitutione Nos

depulisse." The Pope rejoiced to hear that in the Jesuits the

Archbishop had zealous fellow-workers in the care of souls and

that they " verbo denique et suarum virtutum odore et exemplo

fideles ad studia pietatis excitando, Instituti sui praeceptis abunde

satisfacere ".
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the representatives of the Governments deemed it advisable

to restate their attitude in vigorous language. Aubeterre

thought that they ought to repeat their threat to leave Rome
if anyone was elected of whom they disapproved.^ But no

such statement was made, Bernis arguing that this would

leave their opponents free to fill all the influential posts.^

Choiseul let it be known in Madrid that he entirely dis-

approved of such an odious step,^ whereupon Grimaldi gave

way.^ Of greater moment was the statement made for the

second time, on May 1st, by the Bourbon Cardinals to the

Dean of the Sacred College, also to Lante, Pozzobonelli, and

Rezzonico, that the Courts had no intention of making the

Pope, but that he was not to be made without them, and that

a surprise election would not be recognized by the envoys.

On the arrival of the Spaniards it again became a burning

question whether negotiations about the suppression of the

Society of Jesus were to be opened in the conclave and whether

a promise to suppress the Society might be exacted from the

chosen candidate. Cardinal Solis was astounded by there

being any doubt of the legitimacy of such a step ; he for his

part could not reconcile it with his conscience to give his vote

to a Cardinal who would not in this respect pledge himself

to the king in the required manner.^ To save one's arm, he

1 Aubeterre to Orsini, April 29, in Carayon, XVII.,170
;

Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 4, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Registro, 108 ; *Centomani to Orsini, May 6, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^^^3^ ; Kaunitz *reported to

Colloredo on May 3 (State Archives, Vienna) that Solis intended

to leave Rome immediately, together with the embassy and his

fellow-countrymen, if an unacceptable Pope were elected.

2 *To Aubeterre, April 29, in Jesuit possession, De sup-

pressione, f.

* *To Ossun, May 16, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* *Grimaldi to Azpuru, May 30, ibid.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 4, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

VOL. XXXVIII F
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said to Centomani, one had to sacrifice one's finger ; he could

not be satisfied with an oral promise, as his instructions

demanded one in writing.^ Solis was supported in his attitude

by Azpuru.2 Bernis' view was different. Solis's demand

would estrange many of the Cardinals whose votes were

needed for the silent exclusion which the Bourbon party

intended to exercise, and their opponents would then have

the upper hand. To Aubeterre's arguments Bernis retorted

that the Spaniards would soon see for themselves the im-

possibility of the plan they had devised.^

On May 3rd those of the Cardinals who represented the

Courts deliberated for several hours on the question still at

issue. They soon agreed that to negotiate in the conclave on

the Jesuit affair was impossible. Cardinal Solis then tried to

justify his demand for a written promise of suppression ; for

safety's sake this would have to be demanded from every

Cardinal except Sersale, who was the right man to fulfil the

royal wishes. Luynes and Bernis spoke against him. Luynes

held that such a promise was simony, the spiritual being

pledged for the temporal. He would rather leave the conclave

than stain his conscience. Besides, the plan was impracticable.

What would happen if the candidate were to reject the request

as being simoniacal, and were to publish it in the conclave ?

The future Pope might also refuse to fulfil what he had

promised as a Cardinal, and if his promise was to be published

the Pope, it is true, would be exposed, but so would also the

three Courts. Apart from all this he too thought that the

future Pope would have to suppress the Society of Jesus, even

if it were guiltless, for it was of more profit to the Church to

^ " *
. . . Restrinse [SoHs] il suo discorso, che non era venuto

al Conclave, nh dalla M. S. Catholica era state mandate per la

semplice eleziene d'un Papa, ma per eliggere un tal Papa, che

voglia estinguere la Compagnia. ..." Centemani te Tanucci,

May 2, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1216.

2 *Azpuru to Solis, May 2, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

^ Carayon, XVII., 172-4.
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satisfy the three monarchs than to preserve a rehgious Order.

Bernis and Orsini expressed similar views. SoHs could think

of no other reply but that he would consult further on the

matter with La Cerda and Azpuru.^ The Venetian envoy wrote

at the beginning of May that he knew for sure that attempts

had been made to persuade certain Cardinals to support this

project of obtaining a promise, but with no success. Conse-

quently all hope in this direction had been given up.^

Even after the Spaniards' entry into the conclave the

former confusion persisted. Rezzonico and Bernis were in

lively disagreement as to the order in which the candidates

for the Papacy were to be proposed, and this dispute was

followed by others.^ The Bourbon Cardinals repeated their

threat that a precipitate election would not be recognized by

the foreign envoys,^ With the arrival of the Portuguese envoy

1 *Solis to Azpuru, Archives of Siniancas, Estado, 5013 ;

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave

1769 " (translation) ; Solis and La Cerda to Grimaldi, May 4, in

Danvila y Collado, III., 320 ; *Orsini to Tanucci, May 5,

State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504. Cf. Carayon, XVIL,
176. The *Notizie segretissime (see above, p. 47, n. 4) maintain

falsely that Bernis, too, was in favour of a written promise.

2 *Erizzo to the Doge, May 6, State Archives, Venice,

Ambasciatore Roma, 288.

3 *Bernis to Aubeterre, May 5 and 7, in Jesuit possession
;

*Sohs to Azpuru, on May 4-7, and *Azpuru to Garcia, on May 7,

Archives of the Spanish Einbassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave

1769 ".

* " *I1 paroit necessaire que M. les cardinaux de Solis, de

Luynes et Orsini se rendent ches le Doyen du S. College pour lui

declarer ainsi qu'au Sous-Doyen et au card. Pozzobonelli, le quel

sera prie d'en instruire le cardinal Rezzonico, qu'en consequence

de la derniere declaration, les cardinaux des Couronnes declarent

de nouveau que dans le cas oix il se ferait une election . . . sans

qu'on se fut concerte auparavant avec les cardinaux des trois

Couronnes sur le sujet elu, cette election courroit grand risque de

n'estre pas reconnue par les ministres des trois Cours. ..." (May

5, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, i ; Spanish text in the
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Almada on April 30th the fear arose that his turbulent spirit

would confuse the situation still more.^ Further, the Court

party began to have misgivings about the durability of its

esclusiva when it lost Lante's vote through his leaving the con-

clave on account of illness and when Conti's health became so

precarious that the vahdity of his vote was open to doubt. ^ So

little progress was made with the voting that Aubeterre began

to fear that Madrid would complain about his lack of zeal.

Bemis, however, set his doubts at rest by writing him out a

testimonial.^ Then Roda complained about Bemis and his

intrigues.* Bernis retaliated by repeating his protest against

the tyranny of the Spaniards, whose vetoes left only mediocre

intellects to be elected. Rossi and Ganganelli, he said, had

already signified their unwillingness to be proposed for

election.^ Aubeterre, on the other hand, did not take Gan-

ganelli's plans for withdrawal so seriously. They arose, he

thought, more from the fear that his proposal was not honour-

ably intended. However that might be, Ganganelli was one

of those who were most hkely to fit in with the wishes of the

Courts. Choiseul wanted him, and though Azpuru showed

little confidence in him he could be made to change his mind.^

Azpuru was in fact won over as the result of a long con-

versation which the conclavist Aguirre had with Ganganelli

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave

1769 "). *Aubeterre to Orsini, May 7, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1504.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 4 and 11, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108 ; *Centomani to Tanucci,

May 5, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., ibid. Cf. above, p. 26.

2 *Garcia to Azpuru, May 6, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ". Arch. stor. ital., 5th series,

XX., 306, 314.

3 Carayon, XVII. , 178 seqq. *Aubeterre to Azpuru, May 8,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Cartas confidenciales

del Confesor del Rey 1769.

* To Azara, in Carayon, XVII., 180.

^ *To Choiseul, May 10, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.

* *To Bemis, May 11, ibid., g. Cf. Carayon, XVII., 182.
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on the evening of May 12th. On this occasion he spoke so

freely against the Society of Jesus as to give grounds for

hoping that on becoming Pope he would suppress it.^ The

next morning Azpuru wrote Solis a letter setting out the lines

on which the two Spaniards were to proceed. If Sersale's or

Cavalchini's election proved impossible they might not only

vote for Ganganelli, but further his cause in every other way.^

The two prelates accepted this instruction obediently.

Solis was surprised to learn from conversations with the

French Cardinals that they were far from agreeing to

Ganganelli's candidature.^ On the following day, however,

Azpuru forwarded to Solis the correspondence that had

passed between Choiseul and Fuentes, from which Solis could

see that Ganganelli v^diS persona grata to the Court of Versailles,

and that Aubeterre, too, no longer had any doubts about his

suitability. Solis was to find out tactfully why it was that

Orsini and the French Cardinals did not speak out their

minds, and above all he was to bring about a conversation

with Ganganelli, who would doubtless make some statements

which would gratify the Court of Madrid.^

On the same day, May 15th, Solis was able to report that the

French Cardinals had now received instructions to press for

Ganganelli's election with all their power. The outcome of

the conclave could no longer be in doubt. In a report of

June 28th, 1769, Solis gave the reasons which had led him to

decide in favour of Ganganelli. In view of the impossibility

of Sersale's or Cavalchini's election, of Fantuzzi's and Colonna's

exclusion, of the resistance offered to the French candidate

Stoppani by Rezzonico and Albani, he had proposed Ganganelli

1 " *
. . . se explico con bastante franqueza contra la Compania,

de suerte que pudiera esperarse su extincion, si este Senor lograse

la tiara, lo que referi al Em. Solis, que lo celebro ..." Aguirre

to Azpuru, May 13, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,

Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 323.
'^ *To Azpuru, May 14, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.

* *To Solis, May 15, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome
Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".
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at a conference. This Cardinal was worthy of the triple crown

in virtue of the quahties which graced him and because he

surely conformed with the wishes of the monarchs and would

fulfil his Court's requirements of the new Pope. He was

positive of this as the result of his talks with Ganganelh.^

As SoHs proceeded to relate, the only difficulties that now

stood in the way of bringing the election to a speedy end came

from Bernis. In numerous letters he raised objections to the

Franciscan Cardinal, either because he really mistrusted

him or out of injured pride because Ganganelli had not been

proposed by himself. Nobody really knew, he protested, what

to make of him. Of all the Papahili he presented the greatest

problem when it came to prophesying what he would do as

Pope. Moreover, he was much in the company of the Albani,

from which it was to be supposed that he was well disposed

towards the Jesuits. These objections made Solis all the

more insistent. He knew Ganganelli's character, he said.

If they let slip this opportunity they ran the risk of having

a Pope who offered no security to the Courts.^ Finally Bernis

acquiesced in the representations made to him by Aubeterre

on May 17th. Ganganelli's election, explained the envoy, was

approved by the Courts, so that their representatives could

not be blamed if his pontificate subsequently proved unsatis-

factory. It was all a gamble in the long run. Ganganelli was
as good as the others, the others were no better than he, and
none of them was to be trusted. Either the Albani had been

won over by large bribes or they had come to an understanding

with Ganganelli and were betraying the Spaniards. It was
only the future that would reveal the truth. In any case, no
blame could be attached to the French Cardinals or to

himself.^

On the evening of May 17th one of Bernis' conclavists,

1 Danvila y Collae)o, III., 337.
- *To Azpuru, May 16, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013 ;

*Garcia to Azpuru [on May 16], Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ".

* Carayon, XVII., 190, 194 seq. ; Cretinkau-Joly, Clement
XIV., 265 seq.
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named Deshaises, paid a visit to Ganganelli, and was highly

pleased with his expressions of opinion on the French wishes

in the matter of Avignon, on the Jesuits, on Bernis himself.^

At a morning conference on May 18th, Bernis now came out

in keen support of the Franciscan Cardinal.^ The statements

made to him by Ganganelli, he wrote, enabled him to put

pressure on him in respect of those matters which the king

had especially at heart. ^ He had worked out instructions

which contained all his obligations and all demands.'* In the

memorandum which Deshaises took with him to Ganganelli

on the evening of May 18th, Bernis maintained that the

future Pope would owe his elevation to France and he set

out the salient points of the French interests. The secretary

was instructed to write down in the margin in Ganganelli's

presence the Cardinal's replies to each article, but he was not

to let the memorandum out of his hands. In its place he was

to hand over another one containing recommendations for

Aubeterre's and Bernis' proteges.^ Success now being within

reach, it was time to think of rewards and punishments.

Without any question the Secretaryship of State must be

asked for Pallavicini ; Branciforte, whom Tanucci wanted,

was too weak for this position. Antonelli and Garampi must

be removed from Rome because they had behaved in the most

hot-headed fashion during the troubles of the last few years.

These two bad characters must be made to feel the Courts'

displeasure, if only for the impression which their disfavour

would make on others.^

Aubeterre again had to deal with Bernis' suspicions in the

small hours of May 19th. What would Ganganelli stand to

1 Carayon, XVIL, 192.

2 *Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Con-

clave 1769 " (May 18).

3 Ibid.

* To Aubeterre, May 18 (afternoon), in Carayon, XVIL,

193 seq.

« Ihid.

" Aubeterre to Bernis, May 18 and 19, ibid., 199 ; Cretineau-

JoLY, loc. cit., 270 seq.
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gain, he argued, from a secret compact with the Jesuits, but

to lose his good name for nothing ? It was no longer possible

for the Pope to save the Order despite the Powers, who would

finally press him so hard that he would no longer be able to

refuse its secularization. Ganganelli might have promised his

services in general terms, but he could hardly have gone any

further, as a definite pledge would involve him in embarrassing

situations. In other respects he satisfied the Courts ; it was

the Spaniards who had come to terms with him, France

had played only a secondary part in the affair.^

The last days of the election were described by Orsini in

a letter to Tanucci.^ On the evening of Tuesday, May 16th,

everything was still undecided. On Wednesday it transpired

that almost all the members of the Court party and even some

of the Cardinals created by Clement XIII., among them

De Rossi, Paracciani, Negroni, and Calini, were inclined to

support Ganganelli's election. The opposition began seriously

to think of Pozzobonelli, to whom they intended to divert the

votes previously given to Colonna. On Wednesday and on

Thursday morning Cardinal Calini reported after the scrutiny

that the other two Venetian Cardinals, Priuli and Molino,

had decided to support Ganganelli, it being impossible for

Pozzobonelli to win through. When Boschi saw that Pozzo-

bonelli stood no chance he persuaded Rezzonico to support

Ganganelli. Bonaccorsi also went over to him. Thereupon a

meeting was arranged for Thursday evening between Rezzonico

and Bernis as the delegate of the three Courts. They met in

Pozzobonelli's cell, as the latter represented the emperor.

PozzobonelU behaved very nobly, asking Rezzonico to support

his competitor Ganganelli and thus help to accelerate the

election. As Bernis agreed to vote for the candidate put for-

ward by the others, Rezzonico also announced that he would
support him and promised to go the round of his followers the

1 Aubeterre to Bernis, May 19, in Carayon, XVII., 195 seq.

^ *0n May 23, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1554

;

*Solis to Azpuru, May 18 (evening), Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5013 ; Petrucelli, IV., 193 seq.
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next morning, so as to secure their votes. When Bemis brought

this reply to Orsini and the Spanish Cardinals, Orsini was

anxious for the round to be made at once, so as to finish off

the election the next morning, for any delay might be fatal,

Rezzonico and Cavalchini compUed with this request. On
hearing the rumour that everyone was voting for Ganganelli,

the two Albani and their friends also decided to support him,

so that by 2.30 a.m. he had secured about thirty-five votes.

Accordingly first Rezzonico, then the Cardinals of the Bourbon

Courts went to Ganganelli for the ceremonial kissing of his

hand. After 3 a.m. they were followed by all the others, and

thus the agreement was concluded. On Friday morning.

May 19th, followed the unanimous election, Ganganelli voting

for Rezzonico. 1 On Sunday, May 28th, GanganelU, taking the

name of Clement XIV,, was consecrated Bishop, and on

June 4th he was crowned Pope with due solemnity.^

Definite candidates had been envisaged by the Bourbon

Courts not only for the Papal throne but also for the most

important posts in the Curia,^ Azpuru instructed Solis to

make the Courts' wishes known before he left the conclave.*

When the new Pope, after his election, proceeded to

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, May 19, State Archives, Naples, C.

Fames., 1473.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 329 :
" Relazione di tutte le

cerimonie fatte per la consecrazione in vescovo della S'^ di N. S.

PP. Clemente XIV. il di 28 maggio 1769 e susseguentemente della

di lui coronazione seguita il giorno 4 giugno," Roma, 1769 ;

Raggiiaglio delle Junzioni e cerimonie che si sono praticate nella

basilica di S. Pietro per la coronazione seguita il giorno 4 giugno

1769 del nuovo S. P. Clemente XIV., Roma, 1769.

3 See above, pp. 34, 55, 71.

* " *Me veo precisado a avisar V. E. antes que saiga del

Conclave, que el ambaxador de Francia me dixo anoche, que sus

ordenes eran como las que yo tenia para pedir a Palavicini por

Sec. de Estado, y no tenia facultades para pedir por otro : y pues

V. E. ve que en esto estamos conformes, espero que proponga

al nuevo Papa el referido card. Palavicini para dicha Secretaria."

Azpuru to Solis, May 19, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.
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St. Peter's he was cheered by an enormous concourse of people.^

According to Orsini they expected the princes' gratification

with Clement XIV. to result in a happy pontificate and the

return of peace and tranquillity. Many hoped that he would

be another Sixtus V.^ The atrabilious Azara, on the other

hand, reported that on the whole the Romans had shown

but Httle joy, that the only difference between the new

Pope and his predecessor was his number, that the satirists

were saying that instead of a dove a raven had come down from

heaven, and whereas war was being declared on the monks in

every other part of the world, the Cardinals had chosen the

only Frate among them.^ The Jesuit General Ricci, on the

contrary, saw it as the working of Providence that in spite

of the universal hatred of the Orders a Religious should be

chosen, and, what was more, a man distinguished for his

rectitude, knowledge, talents, and circumspection.* Similarly

Alessandro Albani reported to Vienna that the election

had been carried out with such accord that even doubters

must recognize it as the work of the Holy Ghost.^ The Jesuit

Cordara, however, wrote of the election that the people

rejoiced, the nobility were astonished, the educated reserved

their opinion, the conventuals were jubilant, and only the

Jesuits grieved in gloomy foreboding, knowing that the

Pope was heart and soul in agreement with Spain.

^

Of the statesmen, Tanucci, who had been no friend of

Ganganelli's, sent only a cool reply of acknowledgment to

^ A. Tosi, Lo stato presente della Corte di Roma, I., Roma,

1774. 75-

* *Orsini to Tanucci, May 19, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.,

1473 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 25, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108 ; Buonamici, in Arch stor. ttal.,

5th series, XX., 315.

^ To Roda, May 25, in El espiritu de Azara, I., 283 seq.

* *Espulsione dalla Spagna, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione,

7, fasc. II., n. 154.

* *To Colloredo, May 19, State Archives, Vienna.

* In DoLLiNGER, Beitrdge, III., 42 seq.
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Orsini's first detailed report on the election.^ In confidential

letters the young king of Naples openly expressed his annoy-

ance at Sersale's defeat ^ and he acknowledged the nuncio's

announcement of the election in icy language. According to

Azpuru, however, the Bourbons had every reason for satisfac-

tion.^ In sending Bernis, Aubeterre's successor, his letters of

credence, Choiseul congratulated him on the result of the

election, which, he said, did him great honour.* To Ossun,

the French ambassador in Madrid, he described the new Pope

as one of the men they had most wanted to succeed.^ In

Spain, Ganganelli's elevation was received by the leading

personalities and by the whole of the capital with unalloyed

rejoicing. As related by Azpuru in an audience with the new
Pope, Charles III. saw it as a miracle performed by St. Francis

and the venerable Palafox ^
; the man who had been chosen,

the king had said, was one of the few of whom he could

have hopes of their fulfilling his rightful wishes.' The royal

confessor Osma wrote to Solis that he kissed the feet of the

chosen one with the lips of his heart. ^ Roda, who waited on

1 *To Orsini, May 20, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma,

* " *Nelle prime istruzioni di Spagna era Ganganelli traUi

sospetti di Gesuitismo. Certamente li Gesuiti lo promossero gia,

si sa amico degli Albani, si sa incostante e pi'onto a quante bandiere

gli bisognino per far quel camino che ha destinato " (Tanucci to

Losada, May 23, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6008). *Tainicci

to Centomani, June 3, ibid.

^ *Azpuru to Tanucci, May 19, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, ^i^.
* *May 30, in Jesuit possession, De suppressione, d.

^ *On May 30, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4571.
« *Azpuru told Clement XIV. " che S.M. in quel primo

memento di giubilo s'era spiegato che riconosceva esser questo un

visible miracolo di S. Francesco e del venerabile Palafox." Erizzo

to the Doge, June 17, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore

Roma, 288.

' *Grimaldi to Azpuru, May 30, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 49.

8 *To Solis, May 29, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.
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events, framed his comment in more sober language.^ Orders

were given for a Te Deum to be sung in the royal chapel, and

for three days buildings were to be illuminated and officials

were to wear full-dress uniform.^ The two Spanish Cardinals

were commended and each received 2,000 doubloons more to

defray the cost of their journey.^ Solis received an additional

1,000 doubloons,* Azpuru the archbishopric of Valencia,^

and Malvezzi the expectation of the Dataria ® as a reward for

his support of Spain in the conclave.'

Bemis took advantage of the occasion to free himself of

a debt of 207,000 livres. Now that the king had granted him

the title of Minister of State, he thought that it would be

only consonant with the royal bounty to restore his pension,

especially as it was universal knowledge that it was principally

due to him that Ganganelli had been raised to the throne.

Without this mark of favour he would never be happy.

If he could also obtain a company for his nephew he would

be eternally grateful to Choiseul.^ The Minister granted his

request, but in return asked Bernis to free him from the

importunate demands of the Spaniards, who with less sense

than Pombal, were persistently pressing him to instruct

his envoy in Rome to demand the suppression of the

Jesuits.^

1 To Azara, June 13, in Carayon, XVII., 200 seq.

2 *Grimaldi to Roda, May 31, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5013.

' *Grimaldi to Solis, June 13, ibid. ; *Solis to Grimaldi,

June 29, ibid.

* *Grimaldi to Solis and Muzquiz, September 17, ibid.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, January 16, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames.
* *Malvezzi to Charles III., July 5, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5885.

' *Azpuru to Solis, May 19, 1769, ibid., 5013.
* To Choiseul, June 7, in Carayon, XVII. , 200.

* *To Bernis, July 10, in Jesuit possession, De suppres-

sione, d.
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(10)

Even before Clement XIV. had ascended the throne the

diplomats were discussing the question of the suppression of

the Society of Jesus. Although the new Pope, reported Cento-

mani, owed his initial success to the Jesuits he had not much
liking for them. Like the rest of the world he too had had

his eyes opened by the events of recent years, especially

those connected with the beatification of Palafox.^ At his

first audience with the Pope Centomani gained the impression

from what he said that the Powers would have no difficulty

in obtaining from him the suppression of the Order.- Cardinal

Solis drew the same conclusion from the way in which the

offices were filled and from the Pope's repeated admission

that he owed his position to the King of Spain and had no

other desire but to live in harmony with the three Courts.^

The well-informed Venetian envoy reported to the Doge

that the ambassadors of France, Spain, and Portugal thought

that the suppression would undoubtedly take place and that

the time, manner, and means might safely be left to the

Pope.* Cardinal Malvezzi stated quite bluntly in Bologna

that the abolition of the so-called Company of Jesus was

definitely a preliminary condition of any understanding

between the Holy See and the temporal Powers, especially

Portugal.^ Azpuru saw some significance in the inscription

on the first medal struck by the Pope : Fiat pax in virtute

1 *Centomani to Tanucci, May 19, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, ^\.
2 *'Pq Tanucci, June 16, ibid.

^ *To Grimaldi, May 25, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013.

* *Erizzo, May 25, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore

Roma, 288.

' " *[Malvezzi] ha dicho sin la menor reserva, que tiene per

cierto la proxima total abolicion de la Uamada Companla de

Jesus, anadiendo, que es una expresa preliminar condicion del

acomodamiento de las Coronas, y particularmente de la de

Portugal, con la S. Sede." Zambeccari to Grimaldi, July i.

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4734.
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tua. Moreover, Clement XIV. had said that he intended

to follow the same policy as Benedict XIV. He held different

—or, rather, opposite—views from those of his predecessor

;

he was filled with the desire to gratify the Spanish king,

to whom he felt himself deeply indebted. Before his election,

Clement XIV. had neither refused (like Stoppani) nor agreed

to make any promise about the suppression, but he had used

such terms as to leave Sohs in no doubt that he would set

to work about it after his elevation. Aspuru did not attach

much weight to the coldness with which Clement XIV.

had received the Jesuit General at the ceremonial kissing of

his foot (as the latter commended his Order to the Pope

he had dismissed him immediately by giving him his blessing).

The Romans, it is true, looked on this as an omen, especially

as the Pope had given a cordial reception to the heads of the

other Orders, and the Jesuits themselves thought it to be a

bad sign.^ A far more convincing piece of evidence, in Azpuru's

opinion, was Clement's retention of the conduct of the process

of beatification of Bishop Palafox ; at the audience the Pope

had spoken of the suppression in such a way that it was clear

that he intended to conform with the desires of the Spanish

king. 2

At one time it was a much disputed question whether or not

Clement XIV. had bound himself before his election to abolish

the Society of Jesus.^ Tanucci appears to have maintained

1 When Ricci presented himself for an audience with the Pope,

he was left to wait in the ante-room for a long time and was
finally not received at all. *Brunati to Colloredo, July 29, State

Archives, Vienna.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 330 seq.

* Masson (p. 105, n. 2) and Saint-Priest (p. 77) leave the

question open. With the exception of Cretineau-Joly modern
historians deny the existence of a simoniacal pact. Ravignan
(II., 368) shows that the Jesuits or ex-Jesuits were foremost in

opposing this calumny, the sole exception being Georgel {Mem.,

I., 123 ; Theiner, Hist., I., 265 seq.), who left the Society in 1762,

viz. before the expulsion from France. According to Masson
{loc. cit.) Carayon also maintained the existence of the simoniacal
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that he had done so.^ But Tanucci was in Naples, far away

from the conclave, and those who were nearest to the scene of

action knew nothing of any such simoniacal bargain. Azpuru's

definite denial of anything of the sort has already been cited

and on the eve of the election he was writing to Grimaldi

that Orsini and the French Cardinals had obstinately refused

to make any such proposals to their fellow-prelates ; he him-

self had opposed their view but without success.^ Solis,

it is true, was speaking at the end of June 1769, of special

negotiations that were being conducted with Ganganelli before

his election, from which he was assured that the demands

which the Spanish Court wanted to lay before the new Pope

would be met by him.^ But the nature of these secret negotia-

tions is revealed in statements made by Bernis : there was

no question of any formal promise to suppress the Order,

In a report of July 26th, 1769, Bernis says of an audience with

Clement XIV., " The Pope stated his attitude towards the

suppression of the Jesuits in the same terms as he had used

to me at the time of the election. He added in confidence

that then the proposal had been made to him to commit to

writing his view of the suppression, but he had confined him-

self to saying that provided the canonical regulations were

not infringed, he considered it possible and even profitable.*

Two days later, Bernis, writing of the two Spanish Cardinals,

said, " The document which they got the Pope to sign is in

no way binding. The Pope himself gave me the wording of

it." ^ When the Spaniards accused Bernis of not really trying

to work for the suppression, he again referred them, on

pact, but Carayon writes in Documents inedits (Introduction,

p. xxiv) :
" Les fils de la s. liglise n'accepteront jamais la

gratuite hypothese d'un Pape simoniaque."

^ " *I1 Papa promette Testinzione nel conclave a nei primi

giorni del sul pontiiicato." Tanucci to Grimaldi, October 31,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6102.

2 Azpuru, in Danvila y Collado, III., 327.

^ Ihid., 337, n. I.

"• *To Choiseul, July 26, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5036.

* To the same, July 28, in Carayon, XVII., 202 ; Masson, 107.
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November 20th, 1769, to the part he had played in the con-

clave. Again he said that the Spaniards had done nothing more

than obtain a document which was in no way binding ; in it

Ganganelli had merely stated as a theologian that in his opinion

the Pope could dissolve the Society of Jesus with a good

conscience, provided the precepts of canon law and the

principles of prudence and justice were observed. He, on

the other hand, in the matter of the suppression, had, in the

conclave, tied the knots with which the Pope was now bound

fast. He it was who had laid the foundation-stone of the

building, since his last dispatch from the conclave contained

real promises and showed the way which the Holy Father

was disposed to take in that delicate matter.^ But the so-called

promises were the same that Deshaises had obtained in

his talk with Ganganelli and also went no further than phrases

of a general nature. Bemis himself had to admit later : "I
have discovered, to my great surprise, that the Pope has not

bound himself either to Spain or to us and that we have no

other hold on him than the general assurances he gave me in

the conclave." ^

Nor did Charles HI. know of any formal promise made by
Ganganelli. He wrote to Tanucci that he too grieved that

Sersale had not been chosen, but that to form a just opinion

of the new Pope they must allow some time to pass ; he, the

king, was confident that the just God would help him and

support him.^ In a dispatch of the same day Grimaldi wrote

of the indefinite hopes that were being held.* He would

1 Rousseau, I., 296 seq.

^ Masson, 108 seq.

^ To Tanucci, June 13, in Danvila y Collado, III., 335.
* " *Nos cuentan todo cuanto ha ejecutado y cuanto ha dicho,

y de todo sacan esperanzas, aunque indecisas " (Grimaldi to

Tanucci, June 13, ibid.). The note to which Cretineau-Joly

appeals does not represent any simoniacal pact in the canonical

sense. " Dans ce billet, Ganganelli declare, ' qu'il reconnait au
Souverain Pontife le droit de pouvoir eteindre en conscience la

Compagnie de Jesus, en observant les regies canoniques, et qu'il

est a souhaiter que le futur Pape fasse tous ses efforts pour
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not have written in this way if definite assurances had been.

given that the suppression would take place.

On the other hand it is difficult to deny that in the con-

clave Ganganelli had let drop remarks which were sometimes

in favour of the Jesuits, sometimes to their disadvantage,

so that both parties could appeal to him. The Augustinian

General Vasquez reported that after the conclave one of his

subjects had had a conversation with a Jesuit, who told him

that Cardinal Pirelli had read him a passage from his diary,

according to which, as the conclave was drawing to an end,

Ganganelli had sent a note to Borromei, assuring him that

the Jesuits would not be suppressed.^ Whereas on one occasion

he had said of the Bourbons, " They have long arms, stretching

beyond the Alps and the Pyrenees," he had given the Cardinals

who did not want to sacrifice the Jesuits merely on account of

fantastic accusations, the following assurance, uttered in a

tone of conviction :
" There ought to be no more thought of

abolishing the Society of Jesus than of overthrowing

St. Peter's." ^ One day in the conclave Ganganelli was

asked by chance if he would vote for Stoppani. " On no

account," was his reply, " for once he is Pope he would

certainly suppress the Jesuits." The reply came so promptly

and decisively that it gave the impression of coming from his

heart and it did much to influence the Cardinals in his favour.^

accomplir le voeu des Couronnes '." {Clement XIV., 260). The

note is the reply in which Ganganelli signified his agreement with

the 'vvritten work which appeared during the conclave :

" Se N. S.

Clemente XIIL . . . debba in coscienza condiscendere alle istanze

. . . per la Soppressione," etc. (see above, p. 38, n. i). Cf.

Ravignan, IL, 370 seq.

^ *To Roda, January 30, 1772, Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid, Cartas

de Vasquez, vol. IL ; Rousseau, L, 298. Pirelli's diary was not

accessible to the author, as the department of the Vatican Archives

where it was formerly kept was being rearranged when this

chapter was written.

2 CRiiTiNEAU-JoLV, Clement XIV., 256.

^ CoRDARA, De svippressione, 121 ; Dollinger, Beitrdge, III.,

41-

VOL. XXXVIII G
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One evening, the story is told by Azara, Cardinal Rezzonico

was going through the conclave collecting votes for a certain

candidate. Ganganelli, being under an obligation to Rezzonico,

placed his vote at his disposal, but observed at the same time

that this meant a great sacrifice for him, as the Cardinal in

question would suppress the Jesuits the day after his election.

Rezzonico took fright and dropped the candidate—as

Ganganelli intended he should.^

To represent Ganganelli as a liar on account of this two-

faced policy, as is done by a modern historian, ^ would, we
think, be going too far. We should probably be nearer the

truth in regarding him as a weak and ambitious character

who aspired to the triple tiara. Confronted by a friend or a

foe of the Jesuits, he merely echoed the opinion expressed,

himself a complete prey to uncertainty.

The key to the understanding of the policy and the tribula-

tions of Clement XIV. lies in the conclave of 1769.

1 Azara to Roda, June 22, in El espiritn de Azara, I., 296.

^ Rousseau, I., 298. Cf. Cordara as discussed by Duhr in

the Stimmen der Zeit, CX. (1926), 211, n. 2.



CHAPTER II

Clement XIV. 's Previous Career and Personality—His

Policy of Peace and Concessions—The Settlement

WITH Portugal.

(1)

The new Pope was born on October 31st, 1705, at Sant'

Arcangelo, a town near Rimini, in the Legation of Ravenna.^

His father, Lorenzo Ganganelli, was in medical practice there
;

his mother, Angela Serafina, was a member of the noble family

of Mazza in Pesaro. The real home of the Ganganelli was

Sant' Angelo in Vado, in the duchy of Urbino, whence they

moved to Borgopace, a hamlet in the diocese of Urbania.

According to the baptismal register of the church of S. Agata

in Arcangelo, Lorenzo's son was baptized on November 2nd,

1705, and was christened Giovanni Vincenzo Antonio.

^

^ RuGGERi, Memorie riguardanti la terra di S. Arcangelo in

Romagna, Cesena, 1817 ; Marini, Mem. stor. di S. Arcangelo,

Roma, 1843. The triumphal arch erected in honour of Clement

XIV. at Sant' Arcangelo, next to the Palazzo Municipale, is

reproduced in the Dizionario corografico deU'Italia, VII., 2, 1073.

^ " A.D. 1705 die 2 Nov. Ego Alex. Gualterius rector baptizavi

infantem natum ex perill. et excell. dom. Laurentio Ganganello

physico meritissimo huius terrae ac perill. dom. Angela Seraphina

de Maciis coniugibus huius parochiae S. Agathae Archangeli, cui

impositum est nomen lohannis Vincentii Antonii." (P. Galletti,

*Notizie della famiglia Ganganelli con molti Brevi di Clemente

XIV., Cod. Vat., 7983, Vatican Library, where there are a number
of notes on the Ganganelli and Mazza families and some Briefs

to his home-town). Cf. P. T. Salvetti, Depatria dementis XIV.,

Romae, 1822 ; Marini, loc. cit., 113 ; Ugolini, in the Arch. stor.

ital., N.S., III., I, 40, 57 seqq. (correction by Theiner), IV, i,

185 seq., 188 seq. (family tree) ; Pasini Frassoni, La famiglia di

Clemente XIV., in the Riv. arald., IX. (1911), 482 seqq., and

Casali, GH antenati di Clemente XIV., ibid., XI. (1913), 401 seq.

In 1769 the inhabitants of Urbania erected a statue to the Pope

in the main street ; its inscription in the Arch. stor. ital., N.S.,

IV., I, 149. Ibid., 187, the inscription of the statue at Sant'

Arcangelo in Vado, of the year 1769.

83
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Losing his father in his early youth, the orphaned Giovanni

found a protector in one of his mother's relatives, and on the

latter's death he had the good fortune to find at Rimini,

where he had been sent by his mother, who had moved to

Veruchio, another well-to-do protector, who saw to his

education.^ At Rimini the young Ganganelli was much
in the company of a Franciscan Conventual who was a relative

of his. Strongly influenced by this connection, he decided when

still short of his eighteenth year, in May 1723, to enter the

Franciscan Order at Mondaino, on which occasion he changed

his baptismal name for that of his father. Having completed

his noviciate at Urbino,^ Fra Lorenzo took his solemn vows

on May 18th, 1724. Outstandingly successful as a student of

philosophy and theology in the Order's convents at Pesaro,

Recanati, and Fano, from 1728 onwards he completed his

studies during nearly three years' residence in the College of

St. Bonaventure in Rome, under the direction of Antonio

Lucci, afterwards Bishop of Bovino. After he had taken his

doctor's degree in 1731 his superiors employed him for nine

continuous years as a teacher of philosophy and theology

in the convents of Ascoli, Bologna, Milan, and again in Bologna,

In these places Fra Lorenzo was on so friendly terms with the

Jesuits that he was regarded as one of their family.^ When
engaged in Milan in the public defence of certain theological

theses he,dedicated them to St. Ignatius and used the oppor-

tunity of having printed at the head of his theses a briUiant

1 Besides the Raggnaglio delta vita di Clemente XIV., Firenze,

1775, 2 seqq., and the Storia delta vita di Clemente XIV., Napoli,

177S, 5 5^?-. of. *Sincere notizie concernenti la persona del nuovo
S. Pontefice P. Clemente XIV. in the Archives of the Austrian

Embassy to the Vatican, No. 579. In his *Brief to Rimini, of

July 15. 1769. Clement XIV. said that he regarded that town as
" tanquam alteram Nostram patriam ". Cod. Vat., 7983, Vatican

Library.

^ Recalling these times in his Brief to Urbino of June 24, 1769,
Clement XIV. wrote " civitatem istam quam patriam ac parentem
Nostram nuncupare iure possumus ". Theiner, Epist., 5.

' CoRDARA, De suppressions, 154.
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speech in praise of the Society of Jesus.^ It was owing to his

recommendation by a Jesuit named Urbani to Cardinal

Annibale Albani, the patron of the College of St. Bonaventure,

that Fra Lorenzo was appointed Rector of the college in

May 1740.2

In the following year there took place the General Chapter of

the Franciscans, at which Benedict XIV. presided and at which

Ganganelli had the honour of welcoming him with an eloquent

address.^ With the patrons of the College of St. Bonaventure,

the two Cardinals Albani, Ganganelli had so violent and pro-

tracted disputes that relations between them were constantly

strained.^ When the post of a First Consultor to the Inquisi-

tion, which was at the disposal of the Franciscans, fell vacant,

the talented Ganganelli, who had hitherto acquitted himself

most creditably in all his tasks, was proposed by his Superiors,

and at Easter, 1746, he was appointed to this office by

Benedict XIV. It was a post which was likely to be a step to

the cardinalate, as it had been in fact for his two predecessors

Centini and Brancati, provided that he was not appointed to

higher positions within his Order. For this reason he twice,

in 1753 and 1759, declined to accept his election as Franciscan

General.^

As Fra Lorenzo performed his task in the Inquisition very

well,^ was also theologian to Cardinals Tanara, Gentili, and

1 Ibid.

2 Ibid, (the date given is in accordance with the *Sinceve

notizie mentioned on p. 84, n. i). In 1740 Ganganelli lost his

mother; v. Riv. arald., XI. (1913), 402.

' Reprinted in Frediani, Lettere, 416 seq.

* *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 20, 1769, State Archives, Vienna.

^ Masson, Bernis, 141. Cf. Forster, Papstivahl, 22.

* Evidence of this is provided by his *Censura del libro " Fra

P. Sarpi giustificato col finto nome di Giusto Nave ", allegedly

published in Cologne in 1752 {v. Reusch, II., 325) but actually,

as GanganelH surmised, printed in Italy and written by a Tuscan.

The work claims to exculpate Sarpi from the charge of heresy and

even portrays him as a saint, who has worked miracles after his

death. Ganganelli's verdict was " *Io reputo questo libro piii
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Bolognetti, and took an active interest in the missionary

college of S. Antonio dei Monti, which at his instigation was

moved from Assisi to Rome/ his prospects of becoming

Cardinal increased. Clement XIII. wishing to include a

Religious in the promotion of autumn 1759, his choice fell on

the Franciscan who was so intimate with the Jesuits as almost

to be one himself,^ and it was chiefly due to this circumstance

that the pro-Jesuit Pope admitted Ganganelli to the Sacred

College on September 24th, 1759. The titular church assigned

to him was S. Lorenzo in Panisperna, which he afterwards

changed for SS. Apostoli.^ His conventual dwelling near the

pernicioso di quelle sarebbe, se impegnasse sfacciatamente

qualche dogma cattolico ". Regarding Sarpi's heresy he refers to

Bossuet's verdict and cites the nuncio's report that Sarpi died

unreconciled with the Church (c/. our account. Vol. XXV,2i5, n. i).

Even if Sarpi was not a heretic, GanganelH continues, he was

certainly no saint, and his books had been banned by the Church.

To represent Pallavicini as Sarpi's calumniator, as Giusto Nave

does, was absurd. " Censeo itaque hunc librum damnandum esse

tanquam continentem propositiones alias a S. Sede damnatas,

S. Sedis iuribus iniuriosas, seditiosas, catholicis scriptoribus

contumeliosas, piarum aurium offensivas et respective schismati-

cas. D. ex S. Apost. 14 Apr. 1753. Ego fr. Laurentius Ganganelli,

S. Uf&c. consultor." Cod. Vat., 8379, p. 32 seqq., Vatican Library.

1 * Sincere notizie, loc. cit.

2 Reumont {Ganganelli, 39) and Masson [Bernis, 141) state,

without giving any authority, that Ganganelli was recommended

to the Pope by the Jesuit General Ricci. There is no confirmation

of this in Ricci's *diary (in Jesuit possession). As against this,

Kaunitz reported in a *letter to Colloredo, of May 20, 1769 :

" Avendo in piu occasioni manifestato il sul contragenio al

Gesuitismo, fu per opera del card. Spinelli e del card. Erba
promosso alia porpora " (State Archives, Vienna). It would seem

from this that Ganganelli had begun his double-dealing even before

it has been generally supposed.

' Cf. our account, vol. xxxvii, 397. According to an *Avviso

of September 23, 1759, Ganganelli, foreseeing his promotion, had

appointed as his auditor the excellent Abbe Ferri. (Cod. Barb.,

LXXIIL, 36, Vatican Library). On October 27, 1759, the town
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latter church he occupied until his election to the Papacy

—

a period of over nine years—living there in the same strict

poverty as when he had been a simple Religious.

Both as a Cardinal and previously, when Rector of the

College of St. Bonaventure, Ganganelli engaged in extensive

correspondence with the most diverse personalities, both

clerical and lay. One of his correspondents was Giovanni

Lami, a learned Florentine, involved in numerous con-

troversies, who was librarian of the Riccardiana and professor

of church history at the Florence liceo. After Ganganelli's

death Lami conceived the project of publishing his corre-

spondence, but unfortunately he handed over this task to the

Marchese Luigi Antonio Caraccioli, a prolific writer who could

offer no personal guarantee for the authenticity of the letters.

In 1776 Caraccioli published in Paris a collection of Ganganelli's

letters in two volumes,^ supplements appearing later. The
publication caused a great stir, but the greater the interest

taken in it the more outspoken were the doubts about the

genuineness of its contents. Though not all the letters are

fabrications, even those who uphold the authenticity of the

publication admit that Caraccioli's interpolations greatly

altered very many of the letters and that quite a number are

sheer inventions of his own. Consequently, one shrinks from

drawing on so suspicious a source.^

of Rimini included the new Cardinal among its patricians
;

V. Riv. arald., IX. (191 1), 483.

1 Lettere interessanii di Clemente XIV., Parigi, 1776 (French

translation, Amsterdam, 1776, German trans., Frankfurt, 1776) ;

latest edition by Frediani, Firenze, 1845 and 1847.

2 As Bernis and others (Potter, Ricci, I., 328) claimed to have

seen the originals of the letters which Theiner [Klemens XIV.,
German ed., I., xiv.) condemns en bloc as fictitious, Ranke (III.,

139, n. I ; Eng. ed., II., 449 n.) considers them to be essentially

authentic. He holds that " the living man is to be seen in them "

and that they could not have come from the pen of Caraccioli,

the insignificant biographer of Clement XIV. ; he cannot deny,

however, that the letters were interpolated. Reumont, who
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After he had attained the rank of Cardinal, Fra Lorenzo,

hke so many others, was possessed by the ambition to become

Pope.^ Why should not the lot that fell to the fourth and

fifth Sixtus be his too ? It was said by an Austrian diplomat

that Ganganelli was created a Cardinal on account of his

success as a theologian and canonist, which always carried

great weight in Rome, also on account of his great charm of

manner, the concealment of his real views, and the skill with

which he emerged successfully from awkward situations.

Even when he had been a simple friar, no one had been able

discusses the matter clearly in his Ganganelli (1847, pp. 40 seqq.),

was on the whole in agreement with Ranke, but admits that
" doubtless much is spurious " and, what is worse, that Caraccioli,

" an indefatigable scribbler, could offer little personal guarantee."

Accordingly, in his translation, Reumont omits altogether some of

the letters which are obvious inventions and also admits that
" many of the letters are spurious in places" and that " many of

the rather daring and ambiguous expressions mi;st be attributed

to the editor ". Later, Reumont was of the opinion that the

interpolations were far more numerous than he had supposed in

1847 {Hist. Jahrbuch, V., 636). Cf. also Reumont, Bibliografta,

218. A most glaring falsification occurs in the letter to an

anonymous Count of December 31, 1741, in which Ganganelli is

supposed to have recommended Giannone's Storia di Napoli.

(Compare this with Ganganelli's *' Censura ' of the book on Sarpi

;

see above, p. 85, n. 6.) I have lately discovered a piece of

evidence against the authenticity of the letters which should

settle the question. A ciphered *letter from the Cardinal Secretary

of State to Bellisomi, the nuncio at Cologne, of December 27, 1776,

contains this passage :
" Fra le diverse produzioni specialmente

epistolari attribuite fantasticamente al defunto Pontefice non
erano a mia notizia i Dialoghi costi divulgati col titolo ' Entre-

vues '," which is a scandalous book (Nunziat. di Colonia, 772,

Papal Secret Archives). The work by De La Touche, Clement

XIV. et Carlo Bevtmazzi. Corresp. inedite, Paris, 1827 (German
trans, by Riider, Leipzig, 1830), is quite fantastic.

1 " At cardinalatum adeptus respectare etiam coepit pontitica-

tum. Haec omnes ferme cardinales perurit urtica." Cordara,
De suppressione, 154.
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to form a definite opinion on what he really thought.^ As

time passed, however, and the Jesuit question caused an ever

deeper cleavage in the minds of men, it became impossible for

him to please both parties. How bitter was the feeling against

him in anti-Jesuit circles can be seen from a letter of Tanucci's,

written in the autumn of 1761. This Cardinal, wrote Tanucci,

was such a double-dealer that he really deserved, like Mala-

grida, to be executed as a traitor ; in any case, he certainly

deserved to be dropped by both parties. ^ As the years went

by and the Jesuits were assailed with ever greater violence,

Ganganelli realized that he was not likely to attain to the

supreme office if he stayed on their side. He therefore drew

away from them, turned towards their enemies, and formed

a friendship with the anti-Jesuit Spanish ambassador, Roda.

Cordara, who relates this, thinks that he acted thus for the

sake of appearances only and that it was not a question of

Lorenzo's thoughts and wishes.^ This view was held by

others, too. In the State Archives in Naples is a collection of

character sketches of the Cardinals, dated October 14th, 1765,

in which Ganganelli appears among the Papabili. This is his

description :
" He adheres to the scholastics, but has sufficient

knowledge and is much addicted to intrigue. He often gives

the appearance of being against the Jesuits, but actually he is

much attached to them and did his utmost to promote the

Papal prohibition of Mesenguy's Jansenistic Catechism. Since

becoming Cardinal he has lost the esteem of even his own
Religious, who on Sciarra's death wanted Chigi as their

protector, to the exclusion of Ganganelli." * The Cardinal's

attitude towards the question of Mesenguy's Catechism was

1 *Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican.

^ See above, p. 61.

^ Cordara, loc. cit., 154 seq.

"* " £ pure scolastico di sufficiente dottrina e molto intricante.

Dopo il cappello ha persa ogni stima anche presso de' suoi religiosi

. . . Affetta alle volte di parlare contro i gesuiti, ma gli h addettis-

simo e fii gran censore e promotore per la proibizione del cate-

chismo di Mesangui. [Cf. our account, vol. XXXVII, 18 seqq.]

Non sara dunquc in minima considerazione." Piano per il
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a great disappointment to the anti-Jesuit Cardinal Spinelli,

who had supported Fra Lorenzo's promotion, having been led

to suppose from his utterances that he was of like mind with

himself. Spinelli suffered another disappointment when the

beatification of the anti-Jesuit Palafox, which Spain was

promoting with all its power, was under consideration. In the

course of the negotiations Ganganelli managed to secure for

himself the office of a ponens but did nothing to advance the

cause. On the contrary he raised so many formal difficulties

that no progress was made.^

On the other hand, Clement XIII. too, could not but see

that he had been mistaken in thinking that in the person of

Ganganelli he had summoned to the Sacred College a Jesuit

in Franciscan clothing,^ for Ganganelli obstructed his

ecclesiastical policy whenever he could. He directly censured

as noxious the Secretary of State's, Torrigiani's, attitude

towards the Courts and he alone opposed the taking of money
from the treasure of Sixtus V.^ It must have sorely grieved

the Pope to learn that Ganganelli sided with the Duke of

Parma and had sent the French ambassador a defence he had

written on the duke's behalf against the Papal monitorium.^

Conclave, dated October 14, 1765, State Archives, Naples, Pot.

Est., 1554.

1 *Letter from Centomani to Tanucci, May 7, 1771, State

Archives, Naples. Cf. our account, xxxvii, 413.

^ CoRDARA, De suppressione, 154.

^ " *Egli si e mostrato sempre contrario al passato governo

biasimando la nociva condotta del card. Torrigiani nelle brighe

prese colle corti cattoliche e fu egli 1' unico che si oppose all' estra-

zione di denaro fatta dal tesoro di Sisto V. in occasione di carestia

e di altre emergenze." Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 20, 1769,

State Archives, Vienna.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 23, 1768 (Archives of Simancas,

Est., Ley. 5222) ;
" Dias pasados [the Cardinal nephew] acuso

a su hermano Msgr. Mayordomo de traidor a la S. Sede ; al card.

Negroni de coligado con las Cortes, especialmente con esa,

atribuiendo a esta causa, y su oficiosidad, el haverse retractado

su acusacion ; al card. Ganganelli tener trabajado un voto.
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Clement XIII. may never have discovered that GanganeUi

had secret connexions with the Duke of Parma,^ but the

Cardinal's general behaviour was such that he was forced to

exclude so untrustworthy a man from participation in affairs.

^

The character sketches of the Cardinals made in connexion

with the conclave of 1769 and preserved in the archives of the

Austrian embassy to the Vatican show how firmly the reputa-

tion of untrustworthiness was attached to GanganeUi, He is

portrayed here as double-faced and dangerous ; at the

condemnation of Mesenguy's Catechism he had sold his vote

to both parties.^ In another memorandum belonging to the

same archives and dated February 8th, 1769, he is described

thus :
" He is a proper Frate. In theological controversies,

in order to win over both parties, he has compromised himself

with each and has thus grievously exposed himself. Since his

deceitfulness has been discovered he has been detested by

everyone and nobody trusts him any longer. These and

several other insincerities have cast a stain on the Cardinal

from which he will not succeed in cleansing himself. He is

o dictamen theologico reprobativo del Breve contra Parma,

y suministrado al embaxador de Francia las especies, que dixo

al Papa, en su ultima audiencia acerca de la excomunion declarada

en dicho Breve."

^ This is clear from a *letter of Du Tillot's to Azpuru, of

December 11, 1768, in which he says, " He presentado al S""^

Infante la carta del em. card. GanganeUi. S. A. R. ha agradecido

esta serie de las atenciones que costantemente ese purpurado

a demostrado a S. A. — Quedo attento en observar sobre esto

acto el silencio que me encarga V. S. — Veo que es muy fundado

que sea assi, y quedo en remitir a su tiempo a V. S. la respuesta

de S. A. R. a ese Em°." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome, Exped. " Parma ", 1768.

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, May 17, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, rlftrV-

' " La sua neutralita lo fa passare per un' uomo doppio,

pericoloso e venduto agli uni e agli altri suo voto in occasione delle

condanne del catechismo di Mesanguie." " Osservazioni per il

prossimo Conclave ", Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the

Vatican, No. 579.
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reckoned to be a supporter of France and in the conclave may
pass himself off as belonging to the Zelanti." ^

Ganganelli's connexion with the Spaniards was far more

intimate than with the French. In 1767 an Austrian diplomat

called him their " dragoman "} It was, in fact, the influence

of Spain and France, to which he had consistently rendered

valuable services as a Cardinal in the Congregations,^ which

gained him the ardently desired goal of many years of striving,

the tiara. Writing to Tanucci on the day of the election, the

Neapolitan agent Gaetano Centomani said that of all the

candidates he was the most acceptable to the Bourbon Courts.

He would proceed on different principles from those of

Clement XIII., he added, and it was thought that he was not

favourably disposed towards the Jesuits, in spite of his being

indebted to them for his initial success.^ Tanucci himself, like

1 " Dotato di talento fratesco. Nelle controversie teologiche di

questi tempi per guadagnarsi ambi i partiti, si e impegnato

e compromesso con tutte due, e scopertasi la di lui doppiezza

e rimasto odioso all'uno e aR'altro e nessuno si fida piu di lui.

Tratto che unite a molt'altri ha finite di spargere sopra di queste

cardinale una vernice di discredite, dalla quale nen si sapra

purgare : passa per attaccate alia Francia e sara fra' finti zelanti
"

(" Giudizii e caratteri di cardinali papabili, " dated February 8,

1769, written byan opponent of the Jesuits; ibid.). Kaunitz *wrote

to Celleredo on May 20, 1769, that Ganganelli was at first in favour

with Clement XIII. " ma velendo poscia nelle controversie

teologiche seguite poco dope tener requilibrio fra i due partiti,

cadde in disgrazia, come si coll' avvenire e in discredite dell'uno

e dell'altro, fu abbandonato da tutti, disistimato fin dagli stessi

suoi promotori e da' propri frati, anche a tacciarlo da ignorante ".

State Archives, Vienna.

2 " *turcimano della Spagna " (May 1767) ;
" *molto in grazia

de' Spagnueli " (May 26, 1767). Character sketch in the Archives

of the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican.
•' See the *letter from Kaunitz mentioned at n. i.

' " *Si crede nen melto prepense alia Compagnia, quantunque

il principio delle sue fortune ricenoscesse dalla medesima."

Centomani to Tanucci, May 19, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

loc. cit.
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many others, thought that in his heart of hearts the new Pope

was not hostile to the Jesuits. He was, he wrote to Centomani,

half Jesuit, half Spaniard, and wholly Frate.^ To understand

this expression fully one must remember that the " enlightened
"

men of the period, of whom Tanucci was one, ascribed the

worst qualities to the " Frati " and classed them all in-

discriminately as utterly degenerate monks.

Ganganelli had certainly never been a Frate of this kind.

In point of morals he had always kept himself unsullied ; his

piety was shown by his marked devotion to Our Lady.^ His

appointments as teacher in the convents of his Order and as

Consultor to the Inquisition gave him ample scope for putting

his knowledge of theology and canon law to good purpose.

He was gravely handicapped, however, by never having been

out of Italy or ever having held a diplomatic post. This was

why it was said of him in a character-sketch probably drawn

by Brunati that he was as clever and keen-witted as a

Religious could be who had never moved about the world

and who therefore lacked a wide vision ; he knew little about

the princes' interests and his knowledge of the Courts was far

from perfect.^ The same witness, agreeing with Cordara,*

emphasized the many good qualities that swayed the heart

of Clement XIV., as indicated by the benevolent expression

of his features. " Already as a Frate and a Cardinal he showed

his desire to be friendly and affable and used his influence

to do good to everyone. He is glad to recommend others,

he shows his gratitude, and is a loyal friend ; he loves the good

and hates the corrupt, the wicked, and the turbulent. Good-

natured, kind, and at bottom genuinely humble, he did

not at first allow himself to be dazzled by his possession of

the tiara. He has no love for malicious gossip and being above

many prejudices he has sympathy with human frailties.

^ *Tanucci, July 11, 1769 {ibid.).

^ Cf. *" Sincere" notizie (see above, p. 84, n. i), Archives of the

Austrian Embassy to the Vatican.

' Text ibid.

* De suppressione, 152 seqq.
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He is filled with the best intentions for the good of the Church

and the State. He calls those men foolish who oppose the

princes and the true interests of the Holy See. His unexampled

selflessness is likely to save the Curia from the charge of

base cupidity. So far is he removed from nepotism of any

sort that to him only the genuine poor are his relations.

Moderate and simple in his choice of food, an enemy of comfort

in any form, he likes to take his recreation in the company of

his trusted friends and to divert himself by jesting with them.

Gentle and charming by nature and pleasant in his discourse,

he is distinguished for the refinement and the courtesy of his

intercourse with others. His natural tendency is to dispense

favours, but he is easily dissuaded from so doing by any little

hint that may be whispered in his ear." ^

The writer touches here on one of the most fatal character-

istics of the new Pope : his lack of will-power and his timidity,

which were the inevitable cause of his unreliability and

dilatoriness.

" Clement XIV.," we read in the notes probably made by
Brunati, " lacks courage and stability ; he is unbelievably

slow in taking any decision. He takes people in with fine words

and promises, weaves his web around them and enchants them.

He begins by promising them the world, but then makes
difficulties and in true Roman fashion withholds a decision,

so finally to remain as the victor. At first, therefore, every-

one falls into his trap. He is a past-master at evading

any kind of decision in his replies to the envoys ; he sends

them away with fine words and hopes which are never reahzed.

1 *Memoraiida in the Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the

Vatican. Kaunitz *reported to Colloredo on May 20, 1769 :

When the Postmaster General presented himself to Clement XIV.
and offered to send the news of his election by couriers to his

relatives, the Pope replied :
" che fin dal momento che si fece frate

non riconosceva piii parenti." (State Archives, Vienna). As to

the way in which Clement XIV. showed his detestation of any form
of nepotism, see also the Lucchese report of January 9, 1771, in

the Arch. stor. ital., 4th series, XX., 382 seq. See also Bourgoing,
I., 188 seq.
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Anyone who seeks a favour should endeavour to obtain

it at his first audience. One may add that as he is very

fond of talking, an observant envoy can detect his double

dealing." ^

This information, from an Austrian source, tallies in essen-

tials with Bernis' reports, the chief difference being that

the latter, with his French vivacity, lays on the colours

much more thickly and that the splashes of light retreat before

the shadows. " Clement XIV. 's desire," Bernis wrote to

Choiseul as early as November 30th, 1769,^ " is to be another

Sixtus V. and to be compared with him. It is true that both

were of the same Order, and both had equal luck, but

Clement XIV. has neither the bad qualities nor the talents of a

Sixtus V. The latter was a great genius and exercised a great

skill in political matters ; moreover he had great courage and

pursued his aim, which was kept an absolute secret, with a

firm determination. Clement XIV. is intelligent, but his

knowledge is confined to theology, church history, and a few

anecdotes of Court life. He is a stranger to politics, and his

love of secrecy is more than his mastery of it ; he takes a

delight in friendly intercourse and in the process he lays bare

his inmost thoughts.^ He has a pleasant manner. He wants

to please and is in mortal fear of displeasing. In vain he

arms himself with courage ; timidity is the fundamental

feature of his character.* In his government he will show

more kindness than firmness ; to the finances he will bring

order and thrift. He is frugal and active, though not a quick

worker. He is cheerful and he wants to be at peace with

everyone and to live long."

Clement XIV. 's great timidity produced another character-

istic, his desire to do everything on his own, as secretly as

^ *Memoranda, loc. cit.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 262 seqq.

^ " Sa Saintete est assez maitresse de ses paroles, mais nulle-

ment de son visage," Bernis wrote on December 20, 1769, ibid.,

205.

* " La timidite fait le fond de son caractere." Ibid., 263.
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possible and with no help from strangers.^ This was due not

so much, as was supposed, to his wanting to keep the credit

for any success to himself, as to his fear of being influenced

by others. He feared the envoys, the nobility, the Jesuits,

the Press, and, above aU, the Cardinals. ^ Even his Secretary

of State, PaUavicini, he trusted so little that he kept him

in the greatest possible ignorance of secret affairs ; it was

only externally therefore that the Cardinal fulfilled his

functions,^ The other Cardinals, too, were seldom, if ever,

asked for their opinions and in fact were treated with dis-

respect. More than once an allocution contained passages that

were offensive to them. The following incident was probably

even more wounding to their dignity. At a consistory Clement

made as if to produce the manuscript of a speech and everyone

expected an announcement to be made. To the Cardinals'

surprise, however, not a manuscript but a snuff-box appeared,

and on returning to his apartments he waxed merry at their

discomfiture.^ It was supposed by many persons that in so

behaving he was taking revenge for the slight esteem in which

he had been held in the College of Cardinals in Clement XIII. 's

reign.

It is not surprising, therefore, that the Cardinals appealed

to the Dean of the Sacred College, Cavalchini, to remonstrate

1 *Centomani to Tanucci, December 10, 1769, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, t^xV ; *Orsini to Tanucci, November 20,

1770, ibid., C. Fames., 1476. Cf. *Tanucci to Catanti, July 11, 1769

(Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6009) ; *Gentili to Colloredo,

August 19, 1772, State Archives, Vienna.

2 Masson, Bernis, 141. Cf. Orsini's *letter, n. i.

^ *Evidence of the Austrian diplomat, loc. cit., confirmed by
Bernis (Theiner, Hist., I., 387, II., 129, 346). Centomani

*reported to Tanucci on February 23, 1773 : "II segretario di

Stato non e ne pure inteso, anzi trattato con disprezzo e non gli

si da arbitrio alcuno di esser dal Papa, come non li ha potuto

parlare per parteciparii a nome deirarcivescovo di Malta la nuova
elezione del Granmaestro prima che si propalasse per Roma."
State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, y^y^.

* Centomani 's *report to Tanucci, March 19, 1771, ibid., y^VV*
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with the Pope on the manner of his behaviour towards them.

Cavalchini acknowledged that these complaints were justified,

but as his own relations with the Pope were so strained that

he had ceased to ask for an audience of him, he declined at his

age of eighty-eight years to expose himself to a certain snub.^

The Cardinals finally paid the Pope back in his own coin. At

ceremonies they appeared so late that the Pope, already vested,

had to wait for them. Sometimes they failed to appear at all,

as, for instance, at the Vespers of Epiphany, when the Pope

had to enter the chapel accompanied by a single deacon. Many
members of the Sacred College were absent from the Good
Friday procession of 1770. Normally many of the Cardinals

attended the annual distribution of dowries to poor girls which

took place on the feast of the Annunciation in the Minerva. In

1772, however, only two Cardinals, Negroni and Corsini, took

part in the procession to the church. This was doubly morti-

f5ang to the Pope, as on this occasion he had wanted the

ceremony to be more than usually impressive, owing to the

presence of the Duke of Gloucester. ^ The Pope's relations

with the Roman nobility too were so bad that the master of

ceremonies was informed by Gian Francesco Albani and

Marcantonio Colonna that they refused to assist at the Papal

throne or in fact to serve in any capacity.^ These circles

deeply resented the Pope's surrounding himself with persons

of the lowest standing instead of consulting the Cardinals.

Among these men of low degree was one who immediately *

1 *Centomani to Tanucci, March 12, 1771 {loc. cit.).

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, March 31, 1772, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, TsV-fr-

^ Loc. cit. " Si Vd oyera lo que aqui se dice de el a la oreja,

se moriria de risa : ha tenido la habilidad, en menos de cuatro

meses, de disgustar a toda clase de gentes, no solo terciarios, sino

aun SUB enemigos los mas austeros, cardenales, pretes, frailes,

nobleza y plebe, todos estan que rechinan, y si los primeros

tuvieran apoyo en alguna corona, esta era la hora que teniamos

un cisma infaliblemente." Azara, September 21, 1769, in El

espiritu de Azara, I., 331.

* *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 24, 1769, State Archives, Vienna.
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played the leading part as the Pope's confidant : the Franciscan

Bontempi, the son of a cook in Pesaro. A former pupil of

GanganeUi's, he had been made his secretary when his teacher

became a Cardinal. In this capacity he won his master's

confidence to such a degree that he was used by him as a go-

between in his dealings with the envoys. Immediately he was

elected Pope, Clement called him to the Vatican and employed

him as his private secretary. On the death of the aged Papal

confessor, Bontempi took his place, though there was no

official appointment.^

Immediately he engaged Bontempi as his private secretary

Clement XIV. forbade him to have any dealings with the

envoys, Cardinals, or nobles, and employed him for the con-

veyance of information to the representatives of Spain only.

Bontempi obeyed this order so strictly that he declined an

invitation sent him by Cardinals Bernis and Orsini. Orsini

wrote of him to Tanucci in September 1772 :
" He is about

fifty years of age. He has no relatives, he is sly, and he has

never declared himself either for or against the Jesuits. He
speaks very little, and when there is talk about important

affairs of the Holy See he is either silent or he says that he

knows nothing about them. Actually, however, no one is so

deeply versed in the Pope's secrets as this Friar." ^

Bontempi, being thoroughly conversant with the Pope's

character, knew how to make himself indispensable to him. He
kept himself as far as possible in the background and humbly
went about everywhere on foot. To maintain his position he

tried to keep his master away from' every other influence but

his own,3 which increased as time went on. In November
1771, it was Bernis' opinion that to enjoy the goodwill of

^ Cf. the " *Ritratto del Padre Bontempi " which was sent by
Orsini to Tanucci on September 15, 1772, and of which the

Cardinal said :
" h mia dettatura, e tutto vero." State Archives,

Naples.

2 Ibid.

' *Memoranda in the Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the

Vatican.
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the Pope for long one had to win the friendship, or at least

the neutrahty, of this favourite.^ In the spring of 1773 the

Neapolitan agent Centomani was saying that Bontempi could

get the Pope to do anything. It was thought, he went on,

that he would get the red hat, unless he preferred it to be given

to his friend Martinelli, who had become Consultor to the

Inquisition in place of Paskovich.^ Everyone in Rome
was amazed when in October 1773, he suddenly fell into

disgrace ; but it lasted only till the following year.^

So influential a man as this naturally had his enemies.

There was talk of his morals not being entirely irreproachable,

but there is no evidence in this direction. It is certain, how-

ever, that he was wide open to bribery, which the Spanish

representatives especially made good use of. Financial

interests also were the chief cause of his close friendship with

Niccolo Bischi, who had married a near relation of Clement

XIV. 's and, being entrusted by the Pope with the provisioning

of Rome, had regular access to his Holiness.*

1 Theiner, Hist., II., 128.

2 " *p. Buontempi 6 px"epotente presso 11 Papa non solo per

farli qualche grazia in affare non discussa, ma per far anche

rivocare qualunque risoluzione che la S.S. avea gia esaminata

e concertata con suoi Ministri per farla poi eseguire " (Centomani

to Tanucci, February 23, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, A^a)- Cf. *Centomani to Tanucci, March 23, 1773 (see

above, p. 96, n. 4), and Monino's *letter of January 7, 1773,

State Archives, Naples. In the *memoranda in the Archives of

the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican also it is said of Bontempi :

" onnipotente appresso S.S." and of Cardinal Colonna :
" Non

pu6 niente nel vicariato contro gli impegni di Buontempi."
* *Memoranda, ibid. ; *Tiepolo, on December 11, 1773 :

" Buontempi in disgrazia presso al Papa, che ha preso altro

confessore : Buontempi promise pensioni gesuitiche a nome
d'Almada e pensioni non vengono." State Archives, Venice.

* " *[Bontempi] Passa per galante, ma cautelato ; vi e chi

pretende che abbia arnica una delle fanciulle Lovati. Gira sempre

solo a piede. Cordone tirato con Bischi e altri negozianti di

campagna " (Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican).

It is noteworthy that Centomani, who was always willing to
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Besides Bischi, the following persons also formed part of

Clement XIV. 's intimate entourage : a Neapolitan prelate of

the name of Macedonio, who was looked on as his Holiness's

Benjamin ^ ; Marefoschi, who was entirely submissive to the

French and the Spaniards, and had been brought into the

College of Cardinals in September 1770, through their influence

;

and finally Brother Francesco of the Franciscan Conventuals,

who controlled the Pope's kitchen and private disbursements

but was also used by him to negotiate with the Portuguese

envoy, Almada.^ Brother Francesco, in Bemis' opinion, did

not play the lead, but he pleased the Pope without displeasing

Bontempi and the others.^ Macedonio, who became Secretary

of the Memorials, was thought to have a large hand in the

negotiations with Portugal, where his brother was representing

Naples.^ It was in the company of these men that Clement

repeat scandals, says nothing of this kind about Bontempi in his

letter to Tanucci of July 26, 1772. He says only :
" Per inorte

del primo confessore molti riguardevoli soggetti furono posti in

vista, ma il Papa non voile per allora scegliere alcuno, e volendovi

seriamente pensare, destine interinalmente il P. Buontempi suo

intimo confidente, del quale li stessi Padri conventuali non sono

punto contenti, e per Roma non ha tutto il buon nome " (State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, AW)- For his bribery by the

Spaniards, see below. Chap. IV.

^ " *Macedonio, segretario de' Memoriali dei Riti, Beniamino
del Papa, buono cristiano, benevolo e umano : molti lo credono

Gesuita, ma falsamente ; ha havuto parte alia di lui promozione.

Mediatore con Almada ne' affari ; tutto di Bernis guadagnato

e di Orsini." Archives of the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican.

2 For Marefoschi, see below. A pungent note in the Memo-
randa, loc. cit., which shows that Fra Francesco had a part to

play even before the Papal election, says of Marefoschi :
" Quando

era segretario di Propaganda persecuzione fatta al card. Ganganelli

per la resa de'conti delle missioni intaccati da S. Efrem per

3,000 scudi, Fra Francesco lo salvo trovando varie carte disperse

con cui rese conto."

^ Theiner, Hist., II. , 127.

* *The nuncio Conti to Pallavicini, Lisbon, 1772, April 14,

Nunziat. di Portog., 119, Papal Secret Archives.
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XIV. took his recreation, regularly playing billiards with

them or, in fine weather, bowls [boccia ; much played in

Italy at that time) in the garden of the Quirinal or at the

Villa Patrizi.^ Other forms of recreation favoured by the

Pope, who was inclined to corpulence, were energetic walking

and regular horse-riding. ^ He indulged in this latter form

of exercise to a marked degree in the autumn of 1769, when

he went into residence at Castel Gandolfo. He had made
for himself a short white overcoat, white boots, and a round

red hat, and thus attired he rode about the beautiful environs,

greeted everjrwhere with pleasure by the country folk, whom
he had relieved of one of their taxes. ^ While on these rides

he frequently spurred on his horse and left his companions

behind. His close friends warned him of the great risk he

was running, and at first this warning took effect : on

October 21st, 1769, it was mentioned in a report on the

Pope's residence at Castel Gandolfo that he was visiting the

Castelli Romani only on foot or by carriage and that he was

also amusing himself in bird-snaring.^ How justified was

the warning against careless riding was shown as soon after-

wards as November 26th, at the ceremonial taking possession

of the Lateran, In the imposing procession, which attracted

the whole population of Rome, the Pope was attended on

horseback by civil and ecclesiastical dignitaries and the

Cardinals. Although, for safety's sake, a particularly placid

mount had been chosen for him from Prince Borghese's

stables, and he had ridden it two days before, the animal

was so frightened by the lusty cheering of the crowd that on

the ride down from the Capitol to the Forum, near the Arch

of Septimius Severus, it reared and unseated its rider. The

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 272.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 20 and October 5, 1769, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. An account in Collecgao, III.

221, says of the Pope, who had a " sonora e gagliarda voce "

that his step was as brisk as a youth's.

3 Cardinal Bernis, October 4, 1769, in Theiner, Hist., I., 273
* Report of the Lucchese envoy, of October 21, 1769, Arch

stor. ital., 4th series, XX., 382.
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Pope fell to the ground and was lucky to escape any serious

hurt. He drank a glass of water, went a short way on foot,

and covered the rest of the route in an open carriage.^

In spite of this mishap Clement XIV., in the autumn of

1771, at Castel Gandolfo, could not resist his desire to put his

equestrian skill to the test again. But after he had fallen

twice and had injured his shoulder he confined himself to

making his excursions on foot or by carriage.^ In a room

leading off the billiard-room in Castel Gandolfo there are

two frescoes showing the Pope with his companions ; in one

he is seen on horseback, wearing his white riding-coat, on the

point of leaving Castel Gandolfo with his retinue ; in the other

he is taking a stroll in the garden.^

Clement XIV. was of so cheerful a disposition that he himself

made light of his fall at the " Possesso ", which the supersti-

tious Romans looked on as a bad omen. He is reported to have

said that on his ride up to the Capitol he looked like St. Peter

and that he hoped to goodness he looked like St. Paul when

1 For the " Possesso " on November 26, 1769, cf. besides Cancel-

LiERi, 406 seqq., and Azara, I., 368 seq., Cardinal Bernis' letter

of November 26, 1769, in Theiner, Hist., I., 253 seq., and Azpuru's

*report to Grimaldi of November 30, 1769 (Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome), according to which Clement XIV. 's

arm was bruised but quickly healed. It is typical of Silvagni's

inaccuracy that in his La Corte e la societd Romana (I., 1884,

9 seqq.) he has Monino take part in the procession although

he did not come to Rome till July 1772. For Clement XIV. 's

consecration as Bishop, coronation, and " Possesso " see *Azpuru

to Grimaldi, June i (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome),

and *to Tanucci on June 9, 1769 (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, TT*^5- Cf. above, p. 73.

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, October i, 1771, ibid., tVt%- Cf.

Azara, II., 218.

^ At Castel Gandolfo, at the beginning of the road to Albano,

is a stone inscribed :
" Clemens XIV. P.M. Arduam antea ac

difficilem ad oppidum viam latiorem ac molliorem ponte con-

structo reddidit, in oppido pene disiectam lapide stravit, portam
hanc restituit ornavit Anno MDCCLXXIII. Pontificatus sui V."

The gateway and bridge no longer exist.
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he fell.^ Many other such witty sayings were reported of

him. When Clement was in a good mood, his intimates also

might indulge in decidedly curious jokes and pranks, which

gossip coarsened in such a way as inevitably to tarnish the

reputation of the Supreme Pontiff.^ Equally damaging was

the amount of talk there was about the suspicion, jealousy,

and petty cloister-intrigues that went on among the Pope's

intimate associates,^ though he himself never disclosed his real

feelings even to this narrow circle*

(2)

In view of Clement XIV. 's weakness of character, his desire

to meet the demands of the Bourbon Courts as far as possible

and thus to restore peace was only to be expected. How far he

was prepared to go in this direction was seen as soon as he

took up the reins of government.

The most important post at his disposal, that of Secretary

of State, was transferred on the very evening of the election

1 NovAEs, XV., 161.

2 The *Memoranda {loc. cit.) allude to " trastulli per far ridere
"

without explaining their nature. In his *letter to Tanucci of

February 16, 1773, Centomani mentions a complaint to Macedonio

about the bad condition to which Rome had been brought by
Bontempi and Bischi ; nevertheless, he says, " S.S. se ne va ogni

giorno a trastullarsi nella villa Patrizi, a giocare alle boccette ed

a fare mille ragazzate indegne di qualunque persona sessagenaria

non che in un principe ed in un Papa." He then relates that

Clement XIV. took no steps to punish the two servants who beat

the Maestro di Camera Potenziani for not seeing to the removal

of the stinging nettles from the Quirinal garden (State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, AVs)- But Centomani's story of the

" burla del P. Buontempi " with the Abbe Rusca, which resulted

in the latter's death, is quite incredible (*to Tanucci, November 10,

1772, ibid., tVs'V). This incident seems actually to have happened,

as it is mentioned in the *Memoranda of the Archives of the

Austrian Embassy to the Vatican.

' Cardinal Bernis' report, in Theiner, Hist., II., 127.

» *Memoranda (see above, p. 98, n. 3), loc. cit.
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day to one who was completely devoted to Spain, Cardinal

Pallavicini, who had been the nuncio in Madrid from 1760 to

1767.^ That the appointment was an acknowledgment of the

support the Pope had received in the conclave from the

secular Powers is clear from his words to Cardinals Orsini and

Luynes :

" Are you satisfied ? " ^ The former Secretary,

Torrigiani, continued in office for three more days, and then

Pallavicini took his place on May 22nd. ^ With what senti-

ments he was animated may be gauged from the words he

addressed to the King of Spain : he owed his office to him,

he put himself under his protection, and he would prove his

devotion to " the exemplary Catholic Charles III." ^

In one of the first audiences given to Cardinal Orsini the

Pope emphasized his desire to have all the princes in full

accord with the Holy See. His opinions were not the same as

his predecessor's and he intended to deal with all the envoys

directly.^ The Neapolitan agent, Centomani, reported joy-

fully that His Holiness had not taken the name of Sixtus VI.,

and did not talk in the manner of Sixtus V., but paid the

^ " *Due here dope rnezzogiorno ha destinato per segretario di

State il sig. card. Pallavicini " (Orsini to Tanucci, May 19, 1769,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, tVsV)- In his *report of

May 20, 1769 (State Archives, Vienna), Kaunitz stresses that

Pallavicini 's attitude was one of submissiveness to Spain and
afterwards also of hostility to the Jesuits. Pallavicini had
proposed to the Spanish Government that Spinola should be

pushed forward as a candidate for the Secretaryship of State, but

Spinola was not trusted to handle the Jesuit affair in the right

manner and they would only accept him if the promise to suppress

the Jesuit Order were given. They would rather that Branciforte

were given the post (*Grimaldi to Azpuru, Aranjuez, May 30,

1769, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5013).

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, May 19, 1769, loc. cit.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, May 23, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473.

* *Pallavicini to Charles III., Rome, June 22, 1769. Archives

of Simancas, Estado, 5013.

* *Orsini, May 23, 1759, loc. cit.
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sovereigns the greatest respect and attention.^ Another

indication of his attitude was his announcement that he did not

intend to use the customary forms in bringing his election

to the knowledge of the princes ; he would open his heart to

them in messages written in his own hand.^

Clement XIV. had already expressed his gratitude to

Cardinal Orsini, after his second " adoration ", for the support

given him in his election by Charles 1 11.^ Within the next

few days he repeated this expression of gratitude to Cardinal

Solis, who was thus able to report to Madrid that the Pope

would fulfil all the king's wishes.^ After his coronation

Clement XIV. told Cardinal York that he intended to restore

friendship with the sovereigns, no matter what the Curiali

might have to say on the subject.^

This was not merely talk. Among the most important offices

was the Secretaryship of the Latin Briefs ; this was taken

away from Michelangelo Giacomelli and given to his adversary,

Monsignore Stay, who was completely subservient to the

French and Spanish envoys. Giuseppe Garampi was also

expected to lose his post as Secretary of the Ciphers, seeing

that he had been repeatedly commended by Clement XIII.

and had been on intimate terms with Cardinals Torrigiani

and Boschi.^ The next Secretary of the Memorials was to be

Archinto, the nuncio to Florence.^

Clement XIV. 's confirmation in their offices of certain high

1 " *I1 nuGvo Papa non si e posto il nome di Sisto VI., non

parla colH termini di Sisto V., ma dimostra tuUa la maggiore

venerazione ed attenzione per li sovrani." Centomani to Tanucci,

Rome, May 23, 1769, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, AW-
- *Orsini to Tanucci, May 23, 1769, loc. cit.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June i, 1759, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* *Cardinal SoHs to Grimaldi, May 25, 1769, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5013.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, June 6, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, May 30, 1769, ibid., Esteri-Roma, tVtb-

' *Kaunitz to CoUoredo, May 20, 1769, State Archives, Vienna
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officials who had been appointed by his predecessor—such

as Cardinal Cavalchini as Prodatarius, De Simone, of Bene-

vento, as his Auditor, Giovanni Battista Rezzonico as Maggior-

domo, and Scipione Borghese as Maestro di Camera—was

due solely to his unwillingness to make too obvious a break

with his predecessor, to whom he owed his cardinalate.^

That a totally different course would now be taken was no

longer doubted by the ambassadors. Formerly their opinion

of Cardinal Ganganelli had been quite sharply divided, but

it now underwent a complete change : they were thoroughly

satisfied with him, whereas Cardinal Torrigiani, the two

Cardinals Albani, and Cardinal Rezzonico were hard put to it

to hide their grief in silence.^ The opinion of the Spanish

ambassador Azpuru was that the new pontificate would bring

the peace to the Church that the Bourbon Courts desired.

Even as Cardinal, he said, Clement XIV. had regretted the

unyielding attitude that his predecessor had shown towards

the princes. Now he would show how different was his opinion

and he would make many concessions, especially to the Catholic

king. This was also the interpretation put upon the inscription

round the first medal struck by the Pope : Fiat pax in virtute

tua. Azpuru was convinced that Clement XIV. would pursue

the same policy as Benedict XIV., which opinion he expressed

most definitely on several occasions.^ The Neapolitan Minister

Tanucci was particularly pleased to learn that the Pope,

who was so generous with his audiences,^ dealt with all his

1 *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 24, 1769, ibid.

2 *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 20, 1769, ihid. ; *Centomani to

Tanucci, May 23 and 30, 1769, loc. cit.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 21, 1769, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome. Cf. above, p. 78.

* Centomani *reported to Tanucci on July 11, 1769, that

Clement XIV. gave audiences from the morning till two hours after

the evening Angelus, so that he only had time for Mass and meals

and very little for business (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma,

rVrii)- The Pope worked day and night, gave audiences to

everyone, and was at his desk at night, but made no use of

Pallavicini (Azara, I., 302, 305 ; but see above, p. 103, n. 2).
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business as secretly as possible, without consulting anyone.^

Although, said Kaunitz, there were still many adherents of the

old policy in the Pope's entourage, especially in the College of

Cardinals, the new Pope, whom no difficulty deterred, went to

great lengths to please the princes. His guiding principle was

to agree to everything if it was at all possible, and as to how
far he could go in this direction. His Holiness reserved judg-

ment to himself.^

If the enlightened Ministers in the Catholic Courts had

really desired an honourable peace with the Holy See they

could have been quite certain of meeting with the utmost

agreement on the Pope's side. In their messages of congratula-

tion the Kings of France, Spain, and Naples protested their

loyalty to the Holy See in the strongest terms ; they were

resolved, they said, to remain its devoted sons.^

While it still remained to be seen if these fine words would

be followed by corresponding deeds, the Portuguese Govern-

ment had already entered into serious negotiations on a

settlement of its disputes with Rome. For ten long years the

feud had persisted, causing grief and anger to the royal

family, the grandees, and the Catholic people of Portugal.

The necessity for Pombal, the leading Minister, to change his

policy was rendered all the more inevitable by the daily

increase of the difficulties and complications caused by the

break with Rome. Moreover, he had no desire to remain in

disagreement with the Curia while the other Catholic Powers

were seeking a settlement.*

While the conclave was still in progress, Almada, the

former Portuguese envoy, arrived in Rome with instructions

to co-operate with France and Spain in refusing to recognize

the elevation to the Papacy of a pro-Jesuit Cardinal.^ On

1 *Tanucci to Grimaldi, Naples, July 11, 1769, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 6102.

2 *Kaunitz to CoUoredo, July 6, 1769, State Archives, Vienna.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 319 seqq., 335 seq., 344 seqq.

* Report of the Austrian envoy Lebzeltem, in Duhr, Pombal,

129. Cf. Gomez, 242 seq.

* Collecfao dos negocios dc Roma, III., 54.
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the negotiations that led to the election of Clement XIV.

he was unable to bring any influence to bear,^ The highly

accommodating attitude of the new Pope, who at first,

strangely enough, was thought in Lisbon to be a friend of the

Jesuits and was regarded with suspicion,^ showed itself,

among other ways, in his receiving Almada in audience on

May 25th, although his letters of credence had not yet arrived.

Almada was highly satisfied with this, his first, meeting with

the Pope. After he had spoken with him, he told the Spanish

ambassador, Azpuru, he had had no doubts about the suppres-

sion of the Jesuit Order, and this would result in a complete

settlement of the dispute between Portugal and the Holy See.

This latter task was reserved for the future nuncio to Lisbon,

Monsignore Innocenzo Conti.^

In June Cardinal Orsini learnt that Almada had already

come forward with requests concerning the occupation of eight

Portuguese episcopal sees that had fallen vacant.^ At the

end of the month it was reported that after his audience with

the Pope Almada had wept for joy ; he had embraced every-

one he met, whether he knew him or not, and had declared

that an agreement had already been reached. This announce-

1 Gomez, 230. Cf. above, p. 26.

2 *V. Macedonio (brother of the Roman prelate, see above,

p. 100) to Orsini, Lisbon, July 18, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, xVa^g ; *V. Macedonio to Orsini, August 22, 1769

(little trust was placed in the new Pope) and September 12 (there

was no talk of the Government effecting a reconciliation with

Rome), ibid., tVs^.

^ Orsini's *letter to Tanucci, Rome, May 26, 1769 (Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 4877), and Azpuru's *report to Grimaldi,

Rome, June i, 1769 (" no duda de la extincion de la Compania
despues vio y oy6 el Papa en d. audiencia que me referio el otro

dia con gran complacencia confirmandome la noticia que di el

correo passado de que ir4 Nuncio Mgr. Conti luego que se ajustasen

las diferencias entre su corte y esta "). Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* *Orsini to Tanucci, June 25, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1474.
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ment was premature, as it happened, as even the Pope spoke

of a misunderstanding.^ But there was no doubt that things

were moving in a peaceful direction ; one indication was that

on August 14th, the day after he had presented his letters of

credence, Almada had the Papal arms exhibited at his resi-

dence alongside the Portuguese.^

Clement XIV. conducted the negotiations directly and in the

greatest secrecy with the King and with Pombal. It was

agreed that in return for the readmission of a nuncio to Lisbon

the red hat was to be bestowed on Paulo Carvalho, the brother

of the all-powerful Minister and president of the tribunal of

the Inquisition, which was completely dependent on the

Government.^ Of the four proposed candidates for the

nunciature Pombal had given his preference to the Auditor

of the Rota, Innocenzo Conti,^ clearly because, as Azpuru

rightly surmised, this prelate had the " merit " of being in the

Jesuits' bad books. ^ For this reason too, even during the

conclave, Oonti had been marked down by the French ambas-

sador, Aubeterre, for the Secretaryship of State.

^

Conti received his appointment as nuncio on November 26th

and at the same time the Pope sent his portrait to Pombal

by Almada.

'

November 26th, 1769, had been chosen for the publication

of Conti's appointment because this was the day on which

the Pope solemnly took possession of the Lateran and, as was

correctly anticipated, the joyful spirit of the Romans was

bound to be increased by the news of the restoration of peace

1 *Rivera to Lascaris, June 30, 1769, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5885.

2 NovAES, XV., 167, cf. 172 seqq.

' SCHAFER, v., 456.

* Collecgao, III., 71.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 29, 1769, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. On November 30 Azpuru *reported

to Fr. Joachin that Conti had been accused of Jesuitism. Ibid.

* *Aubeterre to Azpuru, Rome, May 21 and 22, 1769, ibid.

' Collecgao, III., 71 seqq.
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with Portugal.^ Everyone was very happy, reported Cardinal

Orsini on November 30th, and regarded the renewal of

diplomatic relations with Portugal as evidence of the Pope's

desire to be on good terms with the Courts. Almada, he said,

had played some part in the turn of affairs, but the chief merit

was due to His Holiness.^

The event came as a complete surprise to everyone.^

Owing to the strict secrecy with which the negotiations had

been conducted, it was some time before it became known

how it had been brought about. Even the Spanish ambassador,

Azpuru, who usually was excellently informed by his spies,

reported on November 30th, 1769, that he had not yet been

able to lift the veil.* It was not till the secret consistory of

December 18th, 1769, that a little more light was thrown

on the subject, when the Pope appointed a Cardinal in petto,

^

the person chosen being Pombal's brother, Paulo Carvalho.

How high a price this was to pay for peace may be seen from

Cardinal Pacca's opinion, according to which "the newly

appointed Cardinal was even worse than his brother ; he had

allowed himself to be used by the Minister for any and every

purpose, including even the judicial murder of Malagrida.^

Prospects of further concessions were held out to the

Portuguese Government. The Brief in which Clement XIV.
thanked the king for accepting Conti as nuncio contained

the assurance that he, the Pope, would give him the same

proofs of his co-operation in the matter known to him (namely

that of the Jesuits) as he would to the Spanish king. A similar

hint appeared in the Pope's letter of thanks to Pombal, of

the same date. In this the Minister is described as the originator

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 30, 1769, loc. cit., and
*Orsini to V. Macedonio on the same day, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma tWw-
^ *Orsini to Viviani, November 30, 1769, ibid.

* AzARA, I., 369 seqq.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 30, 1769, loc. cit.

^ NovAES, XV., 176.

* Pacca, Notizie, 68 ; Duhr, Pombal, 131.
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of the peace which had been restored and which, it was hoped,

would be a lasting one.^

By the time these words were written, events in Lisbon

had almost endangered the reconciliation. On December 3rd,

1769, an attempt was made on the king's life. Immediately

the Jesuits were accused, on no evidence whatever, of being

the originators of the outrage. The opportunity was taken

by Almada of joining, along with the Bourbon envoys,

^

the enemies of the Jesuits by submitting a memorial in which

he demanded the suppression of so dangerous an Order.

^

Clement XIV. visited S. Antonio, the national church of the

Portuguese, on January 15th, to thank God for the preserva-

tion of the king's life, sent him a special message of congratula-

tion, and on January 18th, the feast of the Chair of St. Peter,

caused a solemn Te Demn to be sung in St. Peter's. On the

29th in an allocution delivered in a Consistory before the

assembled Cardinals he expressed his horror at the attempted

assassination and his joy at the preservation of the king's

precious life. At the same Consistory Paulo Carvalho's

cardinalitial appointment was made public*

The Jubilee Bull of September 11th and the Papal letter of

December 12th, the latter addressed to all Patriarchs, Arch-

bishops, and Bishops throughout the Christian world,^ had

already been sent, on January 4th, 1770, by the Cardinal

Secretary of State to the Prime Minister, so that he could make
them known to the Portuguese Bishops. Pombal replied on

February 4th, 1770, that he had immediately laid them before

the king, in whom they had aroused so strong feelings of

filial tenderness, edification, and pious gratitude that it was

^ Text of both documents, dated December lo, 1769, in

Collecgao, III., 72 seq.

2 Gomez, 239 seq. Cf. below. Chap. III.

* Azpuru's *reports of January 11 and 18, 1770; a copy of

Almada's memorial is attached to the latter. Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* CollecQao, III., 142, 145 ; Bvdl. Cont., V., 144. Cf. the king's

autograph letter of thanks in Collecgao, III., 146.

^ Text in Theiner, Epist., 39 seqq.
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impossible for him to put thern into words. " I am in whole-

hearted agreement," continued Pombal, who had suddenly

become a pious believer, " in the most sacred truths which the

Holy Father has set out with such iirmness—truths in which

we must believe and in accordance with which we must act,

truths which are again being defended so brilliantly by the

Holy See of St. Peter against those pernicious and rebellious

opinions which are so numerous and which invoke the spirit

of disunity in order to destroy the Catholic piety of recent

centuries. Now that men's minds are being set at rest by the

Church's love of peace, we will trustfully throw ourselves into

the arms of God's omnipotence which has decided to give

Christ's flock so holy and enlightened a shepherd, and we will

hope that he will also succeed in bringing back the strayed

sheep to the one and only flock." ^

On February 25th Pombal addressed another letter of thanks

to the Pope, with similarly pious phrases about the Encyclicals.

On this occasion he referred to the goodwill which Clement

XIV. had promised to show in the question of the Jesuits,

" the most important matter with which the Catholic world

has been occupied since the revolutionary appearance of Calvin

and Luther." The king, he added, was in no doubt about the

fulfilment of the " sacred promise " given by the Pope.^ At

the same time Almada was instructed to go on pressing for the

abolition of the Jesuit Order.^

When the news reached Lisbon on February 18th, 1770,

that Paulo Carvalho's cardinalitial appointment had been

made public, the recipient of the honour was no longer alive.*

His place in the Sacred College was to be taken by another

favourite of Pombal's, Joao Cosme da Cunha, Bishop of

Evora.^ Pombal first succeeded in securing Cunha's appoint-

ment on March 31st, 1770, as Grand Inquisitor, the former

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 502 n. Cf. also Collecgao, III. 254 seq.

2 Ihid., 148.

* Ibid., 149.

* Lebzeltern's report in Duhr, Pombal, 131.

* In. Lisbon Carvalho's replacement by Cunha had been

envisaged as early as January 18, 1770 ; v. Collecgao, III., 238.
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holder of the office having been banished to a convent (where

he was still living) for defending the rights of the Church.

^

This appointment was communicated by the Pope to the

Portuguese king and his Minister on April 5th. ^ At the same

time the Lisbon Government requested that other creatures of

Pombal's be rewarded with episcopal sees and that a number of

monasteries be suppressed.^ A particularly difficult problem

was presented by the see of Coimbra, whose excellent Bishop,

Miguel d'Annunciagao, had been deposed by Pombal in 1768

for having condemned works by Voltaire, Rousseau, and
" Febronius " and had been thrown into prison as a traitor

to his country.* The Minister refusing under any conditions

to agree to the Bishop's reinstatement, Clement XIV. asked

the prisoner to resign " for the sake of peace ", which he refused

to do, since " he could not with a good conscience abandon

his diocese, which Pombal had ravaged ".^

The negotiations on this affair and, still more, Almada's

fresh demands concerning the Lisbon nunciature, delayed

Conti's departure. He finally set out on February 3rd, 1770,

after having been honoured with the title of Archbishop of

Tarsus.® The negotiations being still in progress, he made no

attempt to hurry, and chose the overland route, reaching

Turin in the middle of March. ^ While crossing the Pyrenees

he caught a feverish cold which necessitated his staying at

1 Cf. our account, XXXVI, 366.

^ Collecgao, III., 241 seq., 247 seq., 251 seq. ; Theiner, Epist.,

74 seqq.

^ Collecgao, III., 256 seq., 275 seq.

* Lebzeltem's reports in Duhr, loc. cit., 113. Cf. our account,

xxxvi, 364. The pastoral letter in the Life of Pombal, trans.

Jagemann, II., Dessau, 1782, 270 seq.

^ " *se tuta conscientia sponsae suae valedicere non posse, eo

quod magis magisque a despota Carvalho fuisset dilaniata."

" Cherubini (Portuguese nuncio 181 7-1823), *Nunziat. di

Portog., 148, Papal Secret Archives.

' Conti's *letters to Pallavicini, Florence, February 2, 1770

(Nunziat. di Portog., 118, ibid.), and Turin, March 4, 1770 {ibid.,

119).
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Gerona from April 22nd till May 5th.i On May 22nd he

reported from Barcelona, and on June 5th from the Spanish

capital, which he had reached on the eve of Whit Sunday .^

After spending five days at Aranjuez as the guest of the Spanish

king 3 he finally made his entry into Lisbon on June 28th.

The Pope had remitted him 60,000 scudi to enable him to

make an imposing appearance.^ In Lisbon there was great

jubilation over the attitude of the new Pope, who was lauded

to the skies, the news having arrived that he had not had the

Bull In Coena Domini read on Maundy Thursday.^ This had

been done by aU the Popes until then, as the document con-

tained a summary of the censures reserved to the Head of the

Church.^ Philip IL and Rudolf IL, labouring under the delu-

sion that the excommunications caused unrest and discontent,

had forbidden their publication in their domains, and when,

on January 30th, 1768, Clement XIIL had used the Bull

for solemnly excommunicating the Duke of Parma for having

trampled on ecclesiastical liberty, a regular onslaught was

launched against it. Pombal immediately caused the printing

and the sale of the document, or the appeal to it in a court

of law, to be prohibited, as an act of rebellion. Besides Parma,

Naples, Genoa, Venice, and even the Empress Maria Theresa

joined in the fight against the Bull. A scurrilous pamphlet

produced by the anti-Roman writer Le Bret ' depicted in lurid

colours the " fearful consequences for the State and the Church

of the infamous Bull In Coena ". Clement XIV. had already

^ *Letters to Pallavicini, Gerona, April 22, and May 5, 1770,

ibid., 119.

2 *Conti to Pallavicini, Barcelona, May 22, 1770, and Madrid,

June 5, 1770, ibid.

^ *Conti to Pallavicini, Madrid, June 11, 1770. ibid.

* *Cherubini, loc. cit.

^ DuHR, Pombal, 137.

* For what follows, cf. Hist.-polit. BL, VII., 78 seqq. ; Haus-
MANN, Reseroatfdlle, 384 seq. ; Diendorfer, in the Freiburger

Kirchenlex., II. 2, 1475 seqq.

' Published in 1 769, the name of the place where it was printed

not being given.
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failed to make any mention of the Bull in his announcement

of the jubilee of 1769.i On April 5th, 1770, the Spanish

ambassador, Azpuru, was able to report that he had learnt

from a reliable source that it would not be published on

Maundy Thursday. A week later he confirmed this news.^

The Pope had yielded to the pressure put on him by the

enlightened Ministers of the Courts. Many regarded this policy

as a false one and as a heavy blow to the prestige of the Holy

See. Dissatisfaction was shown by the Cardinals, who had not

been consulted, joy by the " enlighteners ", who, as, for

instance, the Voltairian Azara, declared it a triumph of good

sense to do away with " this monstrous Bull, a work of dark-

ness and a treaty with the Devil ".^ But men of Azara's

type were still not satisfied, for, they held, even though the

Bull was not published, the excommunications still went on
;

it must be formally revoked once for all.^ In the following

years too the reading of the BuU was omitted. The Pope told

Cardinal Orsini that he had never understood how, in con-

trast with the discipline of the first centuries of Christianity,

such a custom could have taken shape, and on Maundy Thurs-

day of all days ^—a view which was hardly the result of deep

study.® In 1774 he ordained that it was no longer to be cited.'

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, September 12, 1769, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1474.

^ *Azpuru to Grinialdi, April 5 and 12, 1770, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* Azara, II., 43 seq., 46.

* Ibid., 62.

^ *Orsini to V. Macedonio, March 27, 1771 (State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, tWs). ^^^ *Orsini to Tanucci, March 29,

1771 : "In questo tempo di riconciUazione de' fedeli con Die,

non avea mai capito perche in questi giorni si era introdotto il

costume di fare alcuni passi totalmente contrari a questa vera

massima ed alia disciphna de' primi secoli della Chiesa " (ibid.,

C. Fames., 1478).

" For the manifold reasons why Maundy Thursday seemed

particularly suitable for the exclusion of certain persons from the

Christian community, see Binterim, Denkwiirdigkeiten , V., 3, 197.

^ *Brunati to Colloredo, July 18, 1774, State Archives, Vienna.
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As if by way of reward for Clement XIV. 's highly con-

ciliatory attitude, Conti was to be received in as grand a

manner as possible. The nuncio described in a self-satisfied

way the great marks of honour with which he was welcomed.

On crossing the frontier he was met, not by a small detachment

of troops, as was his predecessor, but by a complete regiment.

The king had placed his own galley at his disposal for the

crossing of the Tagus, and his state coach was waiting for him

on the other side.^

On July 4th, 1770, Conti, on entering office, was received in

audience by the king and queen ; his Briefs of authority for

the exercise of his jurisdiction he had first to lay before the

Ministry. " They will be returned to me," he reported on

July 10th, " with a covering letter containing certain restric-

tions mutually determined in accordance with an old formula.

This has not been done yet, but it soon will be, and then I shall

be able to present to the Court and to the Ministers the persons

appointed to exercise the jurisdiction and to manage the

affairs of the nunciature's tribunal. To-morrow I am to have

a formal audience of Pombal, who has been prevented by

indisposition from receiving me on previous days. Everything

is being done here with the greatest propriety and in the most

harmonious spirit, so that I hope that in future we shall settle

all affairs quickly and satisfactorily." ^ In a second dispatch

of the same day Conti reported that he had been specially

commissioned by the king to bring to the knowledge of the

Holy Father his urgent desire to display openly to the whole

world his filial devotion to the Holy See. The same commission

had been given him by the queen. ^ Conti was highly pleased

with the first official audience he had with Pombal, which

took place at last on July 11th. For two hours, he reported,

he had discussed current business with the Minister, whose

disposition he found most favourable for the restoration of

1 Conti to Pallavicini, from Lisbon, July 3, 1770, in Theiner,

Hist., I., 510 seqq.

^ Ibid., 511.

3 Ibid., 511 seq.
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complete harmony with the Holy See. He had also been

assured that his Briefs of authority would be returned to him

shortly. They had been passed for perusal to the tribunal of

the Embargo (dispatch). On returning the visit on the

following day Pombal informed the nuncio that now only the

royal assent was needed for the opening of the nunciature,

but Pombal was prevented by indisposition from obtaining it

immediately.^ In spite of these complications Conti reported

on July 24th that he was perfectly content and he laid stress

on Pombal's honesty. ^ On July 31st he submitted a report

on the good intentions of the king and queen ; the queen had

implored her husband to make an honourable peace with the

Holy See at last.^ Thus encouraged, Conti, on August 1st,

represented to the Minister the inconveniences that had arisen

since the prohibition in 1760 of communication with Rome.

Many Bishops had granted all manner of dispensations for

marriage between different degrees of relationship, with the

added clause :

" since the prevention of free recourse to the

Holy See still continues." Several of them, including the

Cardifial Patriarch himself, continued to exercise this self-con-

ferred right, even in the presence of the Papal nuncio, being too

ready to comply with the civil authority, which had not yet

revoked the edict of 1760. Conti asked Pombal to put an end

to the situation as soon as possible. When the nuncio made
further urgent representations Pombal offered the excuse that

he had been prevented by eye-trouble from settling the matter

immediately and promised to satisfy Conti with the least

possible delay. ^ He repeated this assurance on August 14th

and succeeded in pacifying the nuncio.^

Conti's patience was tested still further until finally, on

August 23rd, Pombal informed him that the king assented to

1 Ibid., 512.

2 *Conti to Pallavicini, July 24, 1770, Nunziat. di Portog.,

1 19A, Papal Secret Archives.

^ *Cifra from Conti to Pallavicmi, July 31, 1770, ibid., 118.

* Theiner, Hist., I., 517.

5 *Conti to Pallavicini, August 14, 1770, loc. at., 119A.
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the tribunal of the nunciature being opened without prejudice

to the laws and rights of the kingdom. The relative edict,

however, provided only for the suspension of the ordinance of

August 4th, 1760,1 announcing the break with Rome, but in

such a way, it is true, as to leave the duration of the suspension

undetermined. The term " suspension " could not well be

avoided, Conti observed apologetically in his report of

August 25th, 1770, to the Cardinal Secretary of State,

" because the word ' revocation ' was too likely to impair the

honour of the ruler, who himself issued the ordinance of 1760

against Rome." ^

In his eagerness to show the world some success as the

result of his pacific policy, Clement XIV. had not waited for

the opening of the nunciature, but on receiving the first reports

of Conti's honourable reception had expressed to the Cardinals

in a secret Consistory of August 6th, 1770, his " unbelievable

joy " at the attitude of the Portuguese Government. The

king, he said, had " suddenly and of his own accord offered

him his love " and with fresh and important proofs of his

filial feelings he had increased respect for the Holy See, that

excellent heritage of his ancestors. He was sure that in the

future, too, he would be able to give the whole Church cause

for rejoicing. To show the king his goodwill and his respect,

the Pope, at the same Consistory, raised to the purple the

Archbishop of E\'ora, Joao da Cunha, the Foreign Minister's

brother. The red hat was to be taken to him by Cesare

Lambertini, a grand-nephew of Benedict XIV.^ At the same

1 Collecgdo, III., 107 seq., 109 seq.

2 Theiner, loc. cit., 519. *G. Antonini to Pallavicini, from

Lisbon, August 25, 1770 :
" Oggi doppo aperta la Nunziatura

e state presentato [the nunciature staff of officials] al Re da

Monsignor Nunzio." Nunziat. di Portog., loc. cit.

' Theiner, Epist., 100 seq. Ibid., the Briefs of thanks to the

King of Portugal and to Pombal, and on pp. 105 seq. the letter

dealing with Lambertini's mission. Pallavicini's *letter to Almada

about Cunha's promotion, of August 6, 1770, in Nunziat. di

Portog., 144, loc. cit.
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time new Bishops were installed in six Portuguese sees, two

of which were new erections.^

The negotiations between Clement XIV. and Pombal having

been conducted with the strictest secrecy, the announcement

on September 14th, 1770, of the opening of the Portuguese

nunciature ^ was received in Rome with the most joyful

surprise and raised the highest hopes. ^ Cardinals Bernis and

Orsini sent flattering letters of congratulation to Almada."*

The Pope displayed the greatest satisfaction. Avid of success,

he accepted the proposal, even before the negotiations on the

Portuguese nunciature had been concluded, to have a medal

struck for the feast of SS. Peter and Paul with the inscription

Post tenehras lucem. Objections were raised to this immediately,

and the Pope suspended the stamping of the medal, reserving

to himself the composition of the final legend.^ On Almada's

advice ^ he chose at length the motto Sol refulsit, which Azara

regarded as a sign of unparalleled conceit.' Another supposed

inscription was straightway circulated by the satirists : Sol

refulsit et nos in tenehris amhulamus.^ The celebration of the

success was, in fact, decidedly premature, for Conti, it was

true, had made his triumphal entry into Lisbon, but Pombal

was still holding back the revocation of the ordinance of 1760.

It was being said by the Romans that he was embracing Rome
with one hand and boxing its ears with the other. ^ Nevertheless

the Pope decided to celebrate the occasion with more than

ordinary pomp—more as if a victory like that of Lepanto had

1 Azara, II., 88.

^ *Azpuru to Tanucci, September 14, 1770, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^%.
^ Cf. Cardinal Albani's *letter of September 15, 1770, Archives

of the Austrian Embassy to the Vatican, and Azara, II., 104.

* Collecgdo, III., 11^ seq.

* Azara, II., 68 (June 7, 1770).

^ Ibid., 77.

' Ibid., 72 (June 21, 1770) ; cf. 77.

8 Ibid., 82.

'^ Ibid., 75 (June 28, 1770).
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been won, remarked Azara ^—and what was more, im-

mediately. Foot-trouble, however, necessitated the Pope's

postponement of the festival and it was not until September

24th, 1770,2 ^jja,t a Consistory was held in which Clement XIV.

announced his success to the Cardinals. He had chosen

September 24th, he said, because on that day thirty years

before he had come to Rome and on the same day in 1759

he had been received into the Sacred College. In the further

course of his speech Clement went to excessive lengths in

expressing his extraordinary joy and his admiration of the king

and queen. Generous compliments were lavished also on

Almada and Pombal. The latter, he asserted, had now given

glorious proofs of his zeal and his respect for the Pope and of

his loyalty to the king. The Cardinals were asked to express

their gratitude and their devotion to the Portuguese rulers by

open manifestations of joy.^ Immediately after the Consistory

the Pope, who told those who congratulated him that it was

the happiest day of his life, proceeded to the church of

SS. Apostoli, where a Te Deum was sung. In the afternoon

he went in solemn procession to S. Antonio, the national

church of the Portuguese, attended Benediction there and

presented the church with the Golden Rose. For the evening

the illumination of the whole city was ordered.* Full of self-

confidence, the Pope remarked to Cardinal Bernis, " Do you

see now how I am ruling alone, as I told you I would as we
left the conclave ? " His Holiness, the Cardinal reported to

Choiseul on September 25th, " is at the height of his joy and

glory." ^ More thoughtful persons, including many of the

^ Ihid., 105.

2 Collecgdo, III., 112.

^ Theiner, Epist., 109 seq. Ibid., 107, the Briefs of thanks to

the King of Portugal and to Pombal, dated September 20, 1770.

Almada's *letter of thanks to Pallavicini, Rome, September 26,

1770, for the Pope's " eccellente allocuzione ", in Nunziat. di

Portog., 144, Papal Secret Archives.

* *Azpuru to Tanucci, September 28, 1770, State Archives,

Naples, loc. cit. ; Theiner, Hist., I., 525 seq.

* Ibid., 526.
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Cardinals, doubted on very good grounds the justification for

these feehngs, having seen no sign of any reparation for the

insults which Portugal had offered to the Holy See and being

well aware of the price at which peace had been bought.^

Directly the settlement had been made known, Azara, with

the keen perception of an enemy of Rome, remarked to those

who upheld the settlement that perhaps they might tell him

what Pombal meant by the rights of the Crown which were

to suffer no prejudice. Until they saw that the nunciature

was reopened they had no cause to rejoice as they were doing.

Rome expected the ordinances against the Holy See to be

revoked, but he could see no sign of it. On the contrary, only

the prohibition of communication with the Curia had been

revoked, certainly not everything that had happened in the

last ten years to the advantage of the royal rights, and that,

forsooth, was no trifle. In fact, since the Pope, in making

the settlement, renounced any counterclaims, it amounted to

a ratification of what had happened since 1760.^

This view was completely justified. Clement XIV. 's victory

over Portugal was a Pyrrhic one, a serious defeat and a

weakening of the Church in Portugal.^ Similarly, the bestowal

of the purple on Cunha as on Paulo Carvalho cannot be

described otherwise than as an accommodating gesture of

doubtful value.

Pombal, whose success had won for him a special distinction

from the king,^ observed in the fulsome letter he sent the Pope

^ Cherubini, *Nunziat. Lusit., II., in Nunziat. di Portog., 148,

loc. cit.

2 Azara, II., 104.

^ Cf. DuHR, Pombal, 129 seqq., based on Lebzeltern's reports.

* On September 27, 1770, the Minister, formerly Count of

Oeyras, received the title " Count of Pombal " [v. *Cherubini,

loc. cit.), under which name he is known in history. Conti, who
*reported this on September 28, 1770, to Pallavicini, remarked,
" Credo che il premio al conte d'Oeyras sia relativo alle cose

nostre. II Re ha molto gradito la straordinaria premura del

Ministro nel conciliare gli affari con me." Nunziat. di Portog.,

119A, Papal Secret Archives.
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to thank him for Cunha's appointment, that the man who

had been promoted was closely bound to his deceased brother

Paulo by ties of veneration, respect, and true friendship.^ This

praise was very understandable. The Austrian envoy Lebzel-

tern described Cunha as a man devoid of talent or any

particular merit, who from being a mere monk had raised

himself in a few years to such a high position by his blind

subjection to Pombal's will and his complete devotion to his

person. On account of his relationship with the most powerful

and illustrious families in the kingdom, Pombal considered him

a likely person to act as a support for his family one day in

the future. With this object in view he had tried to attach

him to his person by conferring great distinctions on him and

by showing a complete confidence in him. Cunha was also the

only person to whom the Minister opened his mind and who

seemed to some extent to enjoy his esteem.^

Cunha's submissiveness to the Government was shown

during the break with Rome, when he had taken it on himself

to issue dispensations within the degrees of relationship

reserved to the Pope, and in the face of all Pombal's forcible

measures he maintained a cowardly silence, when, indeed, he

was not eagerly supporting him.^ A signal proof of this was

his acceptance of the presidency of the royal censor's ofhce

[Real mesa censoria),^ which performed its duties in an anti-

clerical spirit.^ In this he was supported by the Oratorian

Antonio Pereira, who was said by Cardinal Pacca to have

exalted the episcopal authority in his works with Jansenistic

cunning, so as to abase the primacy of the Pope and to reduce

it to a mere title of honour.®

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 520.

2 DuHR, Pombal, 132.

3 Ibid.

* Cf. below, p. 129.

* ScHAFER, v., 453 seq., and, in addition, Duhr, loc. cit., 65

seq. For character sketches of the mesa censoria, cf. the *letter of

the Cardinal Secretary of State Pallavicini to the Portuguese

nuncio Muti, of May 15, 1777, Nunziat. di Portog., 187, loc. cit.

* Pacca, Notizie, 70.
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A courtier through and through, the Archbishop of Evora

preferred to take up his residence in the capital rather than in

his diocese. Later (in 1771) he obtained the Pope's permission

to do so on condition that he showed himself to his flock at

least from time to time, but it was six years before this

happened, when it was a question of receiving the king there.

Afterwards Cunha repaid Pombal's many benefactions by

leaving the sinking ship in good time.^

Cunha's admission into the College of Cardinals was by no

means the only concession that Clement XIV. had to make.

Pombal had many other demands to make. Sorely in need

of money, he aimed at incorporating the revenues of rich

monasteries in the State treasury. From April 1770 onwards

Almada was instructed to press for the dissolution of nine

Augustinian convents whose estates had been destined for the

Franciscan convent at Mafra. The Franciscans there were to

be distributed among other convents of their Order, the

convent itself was to be taken away from them and placed

under royal patronage, which meant that the prior, the vicar,

and four counsellors would be appointed by the king. In

Almada's instruction it was said that these measures, necessary
" for the service of God ", could be taken by the king himself,

with the assent of the Bishops, but he preferred, " out of filial

respect for His Holiness," to seek his consent. The alleged

reason for the whole attack was the necessary reform of the

Religious, whose decay Pombal was otherwise encouraging.

Actually it was a question of gaining an annual revenue

of 80,000 guilders for the State treasury.^ The result of

the lengthy negotiations was that Clement XIV. gave his

assent to the extraordinary measures in a Bull of July 4th,

1770.^ He also gave way when Pombal asked for a free pardon

for Pagliarini, who had been excommunicated and hanged in

effigy for the letters he had written not only against the

Jesuits but also the Curia. In May 1771 Conti was able to

1 DuHR, Pombal, 132, 134.
'^ Collecgdo, III., 275 seqq. Cf. Duhr, loc. cit., 43, 120.

3 Collecgdo, III., 281 seq. ; Bull. Cont., V., 201 seq.
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hand over to the king a Brief in which Pagliarini was absolved

from all blame and was decorated with the distinguished

Order of the Golden Spur !

^

Far more serious were the concessions which the Pope

deemed fitting to be made in regard to the occupation of the

Portuguese sees. Pombal's intention was to reward the

prelates who were servants of the Government, and for this

reason he pressed for the erection of new sees. The towns

selected for this purpose were Beja in the archdiocese of Evora,

Penafiel in the diocese of Oporto, and Braganza in the diocese

of Miranda. In this case, too, the alleged reason for the measure

was the need of religion, whereby an impudent reference was

made to Cunha's pastoral solicitude as Archbishop of Evora.^

The actual purpose of these episcopal appointments is disclosed

by a glance at the Government nominees. Four of them had

signed the " outrageously unjust verdict " ^ passed by the

royal censoring authority on the pastoral letter of the excellent

Bishop of Coimbra merely because he had condemned some

writings of the Encyclopedists.* The first of these four,

Manoel de Vasconcellos Pereira, who also had rendered good

service to Pombal as Inquisitor in Lisbon, became Bishop of

Miranda ; the second, Frey Manoel de Cenaculo, according to

Lebzeltern a man of learning but still more an intriguer and

a creature of Pombal's, received the see of Beja ; the third,

Frey Ignacio de S. Cayetano, received that of Penafiel ; and

the fourth, Lemos de Faria, was earmarked for Coimbra.^

In the autumn of 1770 Pombal had the triumph of witnessing

the arrival of the Papal Bulls which fulfilled his desires and

confirmed the appointment of the eight new Bishops nominated

by the king.^ For three dioceses no nomination had yet been

1 Lebzeltern's report, in Duhr, loc. cit., 24. Cf. also the

derision in Azara, I., 196.

2 Collecgdo, III., 256 seqq.

' The expression used in Duhr, loc. cit., 136.

* Collecgdo, III., 300 seq. Cf. our account, XXXVI, 364.

* Ibid'., 257 seq., 264 seq., 270 seq.

" Ibid., 262 ; Bull. Cont., V., 203, 207, 210. The Bulls are

dated July 10, 1770. The see of Pinhel was erected on the same
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made, and Pombal was in no hurry to see to the matter,^

Faria's nomination to Coimbra presented a special difficulty.

The then Bishop, Miguel d'Annunciagao, had been deposed

—

though only by Pombal—and condemned to lifelong imprison-

ment, ^ but this deposition had no ecclesiastical validity and

the admirable Bishop was standing on his rights. Though

urged by Conti to release him, Pombal refused,^ and it was

not till July 1771 that the Bishop's secretary and his Vicar

General could leave the gaol in which they had languished

for three years.* Nor was there any talk of releasing the other

priests and Religious whom Pombal had thrown into horrible

gaols. ^ Finally, even in this important question of the

bishopric of Coimbra, Clement XIV. gave way. On April 12th,

1774, Lemos de Faria, who had been appointed by the

Government as Vicar Capitular of Coimbra in December 1768,^

was appointed at the Pope's instigation Bishop Miguel's

coadjutor and successor.'' The imposition of this man on the

diocese was all the worse for his having taken the place of the

rightful Bishop, under the Government's protection, and for

his having exercised his powers in a Jansenistic direction.^

Probably none of these things could have happened had not

Conti, the Lisbon nuncio, allowed himself to be deluded so

grievously by Pombal. As it was, this weak man attributed

far too much importance to the Minister's eloquent assurances

and to the honours paid him by Pombal both in the capital

day [ibid., 213), that of Castelbranco on June 7, 1770 {ibid., 189).

*V. Macedonio to Orsini, Lisbon, October 22, 1770, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^V^g ; Duhr, Pombal, 134 seq.

1 *Conti to Pallaviciiii, November 9, 1771, and April 21, 1772.

Nunziat. di Portog., 119, Papal Secret Archives.

^ Collecgao, III., 299 seq.

^ Ibid., 313 seqq.

* *V. Macedonio to Orsini, from Lisbon, July 9, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, f^.ujj^.

^ Pacca, Notizie, 68 ; Duhr, Pombal, 134.

* Collecgao, III., 312.
' Ibid., 318 seqq.

* Duhr, loc. cit., 134 seq.
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and at his country seat. Conti reported gleefully on September

25th, 1770, that at the first dinner he had given to the

diplomatic corps Pombal had been present from the very

start, contrary to his custom, which was not to appear at such

functions until the coffee was served.^ The king also giving

repeated assurances in the strongest terms of his devotion to

the Holy See, Conti indulged in the most extravagant hopes

of the restoration of concord between Lisbon and Rome.^

Even later he failed to discern the aims pursued by the

Portuguese Government. " The attention shown me by

Pombal," he wrote in his report of July 28th, 1772, " is

unbelievable. His cordiality compels my sincerest gratitude." ^

But of positive results of the Minister's affection for the nuncio

there was little to show. Nevertheless, a step in the right

direction had been made a year before : the king, in a circular

letter, had requested all the Bishops in the realm to resume

in their ordinances the former phrase " Bishop by the grace

of the Apostolic See " {et Sedis Apostolicae gratia) and to pay,

as before, the fees for dispensations to the tribunal of the

nunciature, these fees having in the meantime been received

by the episcopal curias.* In return for this the Pope was all

the more willing to meet the wishes of the Government

respecting the translations of Bishops,^ in which it was nearly

always a question of rewarding courtiers. The nuncio was won

over by the appointment to bishoprics of two of his officials

who were Portuguese.^ In Rome, from time to time, Conti's

intimacy with Pombal aroused suspicion,' but it was allayed

by the consideration that Pombal was after all the most

authoritative man in Lisbon and was continuing to be such in

spite of the visible deterioration of his health which set in at

1 *Conti to Pallavicini, September 4 and 25, 1770, Nunziat. di

Portog., 119A and 119, loc. cit.

2 *Conti to Pallavicini, November 27, 1770, ibid., 119.

3 *Conti to Pallavicini, July 28, 1772, ibid., 119A.

* Theiner, Hist., II., 83.

^ *Conti to Pallavicini, January 14, 1772, loc. cit., 118.

* *Conti to Pallavicini, July 28, 1772, ibid., 119A.
'• Cherubini, *Nunziat. Lusit., II., ibid., 148.
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the beginning of 1772.^ He had talked the well-meaning but

weak king into believing that it was the Jesuits who had

formerly prevented harmonious relations with the Holy See

and that he alone was in a position to maintain them now that

they had been restored. ^ Clement XIV., having led a cloistered

existence and with no knowledge of the world, was no match

at all for the crafty Pombal. He still went on hoping for an

honourable peace, whereas the cunning statesman was con-

cerned only with creating the appearance of one, his real

purpose being to obtain as many concessions as he could.

Among these was the Papal renewal in the autumn of 1771

of the ratification of the Crusade Bull, which brought in two

million guilders for the Government, of which sum the Roman
Curia received only 18,000 guilders.^ Other Papal Bulls,

observed the historian of the Portuguese nunciature, had no

interest for Pombal, since, as he himself used to say, they

brought in nothing.*

Nowhere else is the spirit of Pombal's ecclesiastical policy

so clearly visible as in its effect on the religious Orders. After

the Jesuits had been driven out, the other Orders were to be

brought into complete dependence on the Government, since

by this means their further decay would be promoted and the

Government could lay its hands on their rich estates.^ To Conti

fell the almost impossible task of upholding the rights of the

Orders " without declaring war on the Government ".^

Already in December 1770 he had to report on Pombal's

astounding plans in regard to the Capuchins.' When it was

evident that the Minister's aim was to nullify any influence

that the Generals resident abroad might bring to bear on their

Orders, the Pope commanded Conti to work for the retention

1 *Conti to Pallavicini, February 3, 1772, ibid., 119.

2 *Cherubini, loc. cit.

^ DuHR, Pombal, 141.

* *Cherubini, loc. cit.

^ *Ibid.

^ *Conti to Pallavicini, December 25, 1770, Nunziat. di Portog.,

loc. cit.

' Ibid.
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of the conditions prevailing hitherto, but at the same time to

use the greatest prudence.^ Conti did his utmost to save

" what was left of the rights still possessed by the Holy See
"

and to circumvent the great difficulties caused by the attitude

of the Government. 2 But the more he conceded—which, as

he himself admitted, was a great deal—the more he was

confronted with fresh demands. From time to time they were

too much, even for him, and he rejected them.^ He neither

could nor would have anything to do with the complete

exclusion of the foreign Generals from the government of the

Orders in Portugal.'* It was but a slight consolation for him

that the royal couple were repeatedly giving assurances of their

devotion to the Holy See, that all the Ministers vied with one

another in paying him honour and, as he thought, showing

him unprecedented helpfulness in the affairs of the nunciature.^

But as for the Orders, he had to acknowledge in the summer

of 1772 that under the cover of reform the Government was

working for their destruction.^

Equally unpleasant experiences had to be undergone by

Conti in all other ecclesiastical matters. In May, 1771, there

appeared a collection of all the laws affecting the ecclesiastical

sphere which had been issued in the previous decade. '^ Among
them were regulations appreciably restricting the Church's

acquisition of property, pious requests, even for Masses for

the dead, and the admission of novices into the Orders. By
a royal decree even the ordination of a priest was made
dependent on the Government's permission.^ The collection

of laws, Conti had to report to Rome, contained all the

1 *Conti to Pallavicini, September lo, 1771, ibid.

2 *Conti to Pallavicini, February 26 and April 22, 1772, ibid.

* *Conti to Pallavicini, May 26, 1772, ibid., 119A.

* *Conti to Pallavicini, June 16, 1772, ibid.

^ *Conti to Pallavicini, July 10, 1772, ibid., from which I took

the date, whereas the text is printed without the date in the

Vita di Cleinente XIV., Venezia, 1775, 52 seq.

* *Conti to Pallavicini, July 21, 1772, loc. cit.

' *Conti to Pallavicini, May 11, 1771, ibid.

* ScHAFER, v., 458 seq. ; Duhr, Pombal, 115 seq.
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regulations which had led to the serious injury of the Church's

rights in Portugal.^ From Rome warnings were sent to Conti

to be vigilant ; he replied that he would not fail in this respect

but that success did not depend on him and that perhaps no

one could effect a change in such circumstances.^

Besides the laws proper, many ordinances, either written or

verbal, had been issued which were harming the Church and

which did not escape Conti's attention, but no authentic

information about them was obtainable. Thus, in 1760 all

Orders for men or women were forbidden to admit novices.

Although it was thought that this prohibition was to last only

ten years, in 1770 the royal assent had still to be sought for

the admission of every monk or nun.^

Outstanding among the innovations made during the breach

with Rome was the royal board of censors {Real mesa censoria)

,

which was set up on April 5th, 1768, and of which mention has

already been made. It was preceded by a decree which

suppressed the Bull In coena Domini and all Bulls relating to

the Index which had been issued subsequently without the

royal Placet, ordered their surrender within three months, and

forbade their reprinting and sale. The Real mesa censoria had

its headquarters in the Court in Lisbon, it had at its head

a president, and it had its own specific jurisdiction in every-

thing that concerned the examination, approval, or con-

demnation of books and writings printed in or imported into

Portugal.* This authority was to be used to prohibit all works

which defended the rights of the Holy See and opposed the

nationalization of the Portuguese Church.^ Conti's representa-

tion of the authority as being as harmless as possible ^ was not

in accordance with the facts, for even after the restoration of

1 *Conti to Pallaviciiii, March 22, 1772, loc. cit., 119A.

2 *Conti to Pallaviciui, September i, 1772, ibid.

3 *Conti to Pallaviciui, March 22, 1772, ibid.

* SCHAFER, v., 453 ; DUHR, loc. cit., II4.

^ Cf. the French ambassador's report, of April 19, 1768, in

Santarem, VII., 328.

* Report of January 29, 1771, in Theiner, Hist., II., 76 seqq.

VOL. xxxvni. K
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peace with the Holy See the censorship was exercised in an

anti-Roman direction just as much as before,^ which even

Conti could not gloss over.^ The Inquisition, which had

become a purely State institution, exerting its powers in the

same direction, the books of innovating authors could be

distributed in Portugal without hindrance, whereas the

importation and printing of Catholic writings met with the

greatest difficulties. The means employed to spread anti-

clerical doctrines are shown by an instance cited by Cardinal

Pacca. An application to read forbidden books received the

answer from the royal board of censors that it was permissible

to read a work so notoriously anti-Christian as Bayle's

Encyclopaedia, but that other works, especially those by

Bellarmine, were forbidden !

^

An even more effective means of propagating his principles

was found by Pombal in the complete reformation of the

university of Coimbra. As a precursor of the " reform " a

voluminous work was put into circulation by Pombal,

ascribing the decay of studies at Coimbra to the bad influence

of the Jesuits, though, in the opinion of the Austrian envoy,

Lebzeltern, the charges brought against them were merely an

endless repetition of spiteful accusations and contradictory

absurdities.'*

After Pombal had had himself proclaimed Visitor of the

university in August 1772 the new statutes were solemnly

1 Cherubini, *Nunziat. Lusit., II., loc. cit.

2 On January 14, 1771, he *reported, " Assai spesso [la Mesa
censoria] proibisce Tuso di quelle opere che non incontrano la

fortuna del clima." As many were doubting that the licences of

the Mesa were permitted, he was issuing them. On November 10,

1 77 1, he *reported that the Mesa had approved the theses of

certain clerics which he would not have been able to approve.

Nunziat. di Portog., 119A, Papal Secret Archives.

3 See the important *report from Pacca to Consalvi, dated

Lisbon, September 18, 1800, and partly in cipher, which provides

a most instructive survey of the development of ecclesiastical

affairs in Portugal resulting from Pombal's efforts. Ibid., 134.
* DuHR, Pombal, 98, 99 seqq.
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announced on September 29th. ^ This was followed by the

opening, with great pomp—Conti being among those present

at the ceremony—of the " new " university. The king's

satisfaction was not shared by the students. After the reading

of the statutes there was an uproar which was not easily

quelled. At first only a hundred of the former two thousand

students stayed on, and even by December the number of

those who came back amounted only to four hundred. As the

university could not continue its existence in these conditions

a fresh tax was imposed for its benefit, creating a very bad

impression. 2 Taking no notice of this, Conti reported to Rome
on December 22nd, 1772, on the earnest endeavour with which

the completion of the great work of the new university was

being taken in hand ; Pombal was indefatigable and was

making every effort to ensure the success of the institution.

^

The nuncio seems to have been totally unaware of the

Minister's intention in " reforming " the university, though

the character of the persons chosen for the purpose should

have aroused his suspicion. After Cardinal Cunha the most

noteworthy person whose services were enlisted was the new
Bishop of Beja, Manoel de Cenaculo, who in conjunction with

Antonio Pereira revised on anti-Roman lines the statutes for

the theological faculty.* The appointment of the professors

followed on the same lines. ^ The " reform " was also eagerly

promoted by Lemos de Faria, who did his best to influence

education in the diocese of Coimbra in a Jansenist and

Febronianist spirit. Like Cunha in the diocese of Evora, he

introduced Montpellier's Catechism, which had been rejected

by the Holy See.^ Pacca said of this man, who had been

entrusted with the supervision of Coimbra University, that he

might be described without any misgiving as an open heretic,

1 Gomez, 300.

2 DuHR, loc. cii., 100 seq., in accordance with Lebzeltern's

reports.

^ Theiner, Hist., II., 191.

* SCHAFER, v., 439.
^ *Cherubini, loc. cit.

« DuHR, loc. cit., 134 seqq.; cf. 114.
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by reason both of his anti-Catholic principles and his implac-

able hatred of the Apostolic See. All officials and advocates

and Church dignitaries underwent their training at this

university and Faria took advantage of this to imbue them

with his principles. Thus it was, according to Pacca, that

almost all who had studied here were filled with innovatory

views and a dislike of the Holy See and its representatives

that verged on hatred.^

These consequences did not develop to their full effect until

later, but they originated in the time of Conti's nunciature.

The nuncio's attitude of optimism persisted too long, but in

the end even he was forced to reckon with the impossibility

of the nunciature tribunal attaining any importance. Under

the influence of the views taught at Coimbra, the public

abandoned the nunciature and had recourse to the royal

Ministers. In consequence, the nunciature tribunal found

itself with insufficient revenue, and Portuguese priests or

insignificant advocates had to be employed to co-operate with

the Papally appointed Auditor.^ In addition to this, things

developed badly in another direction. After its reopening the

nunciature was assailed by the Ministry with royal requests

that increased as time went on. These Conti thought that he

had to consider, to avoid worse ills. This gave rise to the

opinion that the nuncio was in duty bound to pay attention

to such representations and that any resistance to them was
a crime. But the royal proposals affected such important

matters of church discipline as the suspension of Chapters of

Orders and the appointment of Provincials, whereby the

nuncio was not allowed to choose freely the worthiest and
fittest men for the post. By degrees the Government took

upon itself the appointment not only of the Superiors of Orders

but also their procurators and even doorkeepers. Still worse,

^ See Pacca's *report of September i8, 1800, loc. cit., mentioned
at p. 130, n. 3. Cf. also *Cherubini, loc. cit.

" Pacca's *report of September 18, 1800, ibid. Conti also had
to complain of the paucity of the fees coming into the nunciature

tribunal
; see his *report of March 19, 1771, ibid., 119.
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it demanded, and obtained, the authority to appoint Apostolic

Visitors with extraordinary powers. This led inevitably to the

complete disintegration of monastic life, the monks now
striving solely to win the favour of the Ministers and even the

ladies of the Court, since by this means the nuncio would be

forced to fulfil their wishes.^

Conti suffered under these conditions as much as his

successors. In a report of March 22nd, 1772, he poured out

vehement complaints about the decay of the nunciature

tribunal.^ On Pombal's recommendation Clement XIV. had

already created him a Cardinal in petto at a secret Consistory

held on September 23rd, 1771. His friends in Lisbon waited

for the publication with growing impatience.^ Conti must have

sighed with relief when it ensued on April 19th, 1773,^

announcing, as it did, the approaching end of his difficult

nunciature. His successor, Bernardino Muti,^ was appointed

on December 2nd, 1773. Conti remained at his post until

Muti arrived in Lisbon in the spring of 1774,^ when he advised

1 Pacca's *report of September 18, 1800, ibid.

^ " *Da tali e tante novita non e cosa strana che ne derivi la

decadenza del tribunale di questa Nunziatura. Una volta che

i luoghi pii non possono acquistare e colla scusa delle mani morte

tutto resta in mano ai secolari o al fisco, le cause ecclesiastiche

devono mancare per necessita. Tutte le questioni di legati pii,

di enfiteusi, di testamenti, di donazioni, di fondazioni, di cento

altri articoli privativi al foro ecclesiastico sono andate in fumo,

e a dir la verita, ora nella Nunziatura il numero e la qualita delle

cause si riduce alia sola materia de' sponsali. Di piii tutte le

grazie che faceva il Nunzio a frati e monache sono ridotte al

niente, perche quando non si moltiplica il numero de' soggetti le

grazie antiche non si rinovano e niuna se ne concede di nuova."

Conti to Pallavicini, March 22, 1772, ibid.

* V. Macedonio's *letters to Orsini, of May 15, June 18 and 25,

1 77 1, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma.

* NovAEs, XV., 191.

^ Karttunen, 251.

* Conti's *report of January 25, 1774 (" Si prepara a partire

senz' altro awiso coll' espressa condizione di consumare tutto

I'occorrente di sua commissione e dopo aver posto Msgr. Muti in
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him to exercise the greatest caution in his deahngs with
" the highly jealous and suspicious Portuguese Government ".

How justified this warning was, Muti very quickly realized.

" Here," he reported on August 11th, 1774, " all letters are

opened." ^ It was for this reason that Conti had already had
the cipher code of the nunciature changed in his day.^

In spite of all the signs shown by Clement XIV. of his

conciliatory attitude, Almada continued his demands for the

abolition of the Jesuit Order.^ It was remarkable, on the

other hand, that the interest of the Portuguese Government
in this affair, which it itself had initiated, suddenly seemed to

flag. There being no question of Pombal's animosity against

the Jesuits cooling off, this attitude was inexplicable.^ But
undoubtedly the chief driving force behind the demand for

the suppression was not Portugal but Spain.

corrente esercizio "), and April 28. One of Muti's first official

duties was to forward an *Editto della Reale Mesa Censoria of

April 28, 1774, which condemned a written work dealing with

Malagrida's innocence. Nunziat. di Portog., 120, Papal Secret

Archives.

1 *Muti to Pallavicini, August 11, 1774, ibid.

" Conti's *report from Lisbon, June 2, 1772, ibid., 119A.
^ Gomez, 247.

* Ibid., 248.



CHAPTER III.

The Bourbons' Demand for the Total Abolition of the

Society of Jesus and Clement XIV. 's Resistance in

THE First Years of His Pontificate.

As in the case with Portugal, Clement XIV., as soon as he

was elected, strove to obtain peace with Spain, France, and

Naples by showing them the utmost goodwill. Here, however,

he was faced with far more serious obstacles, the three closely

united Bourbon Courts being determined to make a settlement

dependent on the granting of very great demands. According

to the ultimatum drawn up by Choiseul while the conclave

was still in progress, the new Pope was to be compelled, by

force if necessary, to make the following concessions

:

(!)• Satisfaction for the duke of Parma
; (2) the surrender of

Benevento and Pontecorvo to Naples, which, in return, was

to waive its claim to Castro and Ronciglione
; (3) the surrender

of Avignon and Venaissin to France in return for a monetary

compensation
; (4) the total abolition of the Jesuit Order.^

With regard to the last point it was long thought that

Cardinal Ganganelli had given a definite promise during the

conclave and that his election had resulted from it. The

authentic history of Ganganelli's elevation to the Papacy,

however, shows that those who imputed to him a simoniacal

transaction were doing him a grievous injustice. It has been

proved, on the contrary, that the Cardinal refused to enter

into any such pact and that there is no question of his having

given a formal promise before his election. ^ It is equally

certain, however, that the ambiguous position towards the

Jesuit question which he had adopted as a Cardinal was

maintained by him in the conclave.

Inexperienced in the ways of the world, the Cardinal did

not realize what a lever this attitude of his was giving to the

enemies of the Jesuits ; now that he was Pope they could

1 Masson, 119. - Cf. above, p. 78.
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exert pressure on him. If the utterances he had made, they

calculated, were a true reflection of his inward conviction, he

must, now that he had acquired the power, as Head of the

Church, to suppress the Society, put them into execution.

At first, however, this calculation showed no sign of coming

true, though there was some evidence to indicate that Clement

XIV. was moved by anti-Jesuit feelings. When the Generals

of the religious Orders presented themselves, as usual, to do

homage to the new Pope, they were all received with affection

except the Jesuit General Ricci, who was given an icy welcome

by Clement XIV. When Ricci commended his Order to the

Pope, the latter said not a word in reply but straightway

imparted his blessing, which, of course, was the sign of

dismissal.^ No less interest was aroused by the Pope's

retention of the office of ponens for the process of beatification

of the anti-Jesuit Palafox, which was so eagerly espoused by

Charles III. Clement told the Spanish ambassador Azpuru

that he would take a particular interest in the matter on

account of his veneration of Bishop Palafox and his regard

for the king's desire. As for the suppression of the Jesuit

Order, Azpuru obtained no very clear statement from the

Pope, it is true, but he thought that there were grounds for

hoping that his king's wish in this matter, too, would receive

favourable attention, seeing that the Pope himself had told

him that he would remove the obstacles.^ The French

^ On May 25, 1769, Azpuru *reported to Grimaldi on the
" frialdad con que [Clement XIV] recivio al beso del pie al

General de la Compania a quien dijo pocas palabras, y cuando

le recomend6 su Religion, lo despidio immediatamente, dandole

Su S*' benedicion, singularidad que hasido generalmente notada,

y se tiene per un pronostico de la extincion, mayormente
comparada esta sequedad con el amor y benevolencia con que
recivi6 a los demas generales "

; which the Jesuits also admitted

to be " muy funesto pronostico ". Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
^ " *Se quitarian las espinas " (Azpuru to Grimaldi, May 25,

1769, ibid.). Orsini had already *reported to Tanucci on May 23,

1769, that the Pope would continue to be the " Ponente della
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ambcLssador Aubeterre was assured by Clement XIV. at an

audience on May 31st, 1769, that he would arrange everything

to the satisfaction of the House of Bourbon ; as for the

Jesuits, he must be given a little time, as he could not do

everything at once ; but he could assure him that the Courts

would have cause to be satisfied.

^

Like Aubeterre, Azpuru, at another audience on June 3rd,

made no official request for the suppression of the Jesuits but

merely stressed his king's great interest in the matter, arising

from " Catholic zeal for the good of the Church ", he being

her obedient son and protector. Azpuru received the same

answer as Aubeterre ; he also learnt at this time that the

Pope had spoken disapprovingly to Cardinal Orsini and the

Maltese envoy of the Jesuits' attitude during the pontificate

of Clement XIII.^ On June 15th Azpuru reported to Madrid

that not a day passed without the Pope's showing signs of

his goodwill regarding the suppression, so that there could be

no doubt about it. In the audience he had granted him the

day before he had spoken in exactly the same way as on

June 3rd and he had asked confidentially for information

about the property of the Spanish Jesuits in Rome. The
Secretary of the Propaganda, Marefoschi, was collecting in the

archives all the documents relating to the Jesuits, and

Palafox's process was to be accelerated. Azpuru concluded :

" I have no doubt that the Pope will satisfy our king in

everything." ^ Tanucci's friend, the Neapolitan agent

Centomani, gave it as his opinion on June 20th, 1769, that

the suppression of the hated Order was imminent or at any

rate was no longer remote.*

causa Palafoxiana "
; on May 26 the Cardinal *wrote that he

thought that the Pope would undertake the suppression of the

Jesuits. State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1473.

1 Theiner, Hist., I, 353. Cf. *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June i,

1769, loc. cit.

2 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 8, 1769, ibid.

' *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 15, 1769, ibid.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, June 20, 1769, ibid., Esteri-Roma,

1216.
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This conception was erroneous if only because the Bourbon

envoys had still refrained from taking any official step. This

was certainly not due to any lack of zeal, for it is hard to say

who nursed the greatest hatred of Loyola's Order—Tanucci in

Naples, Choiseul in Paris, or Charles III. in Madrid. The same

feelings animated the envoys in Rome, the main topic of

whose reports were now the " extincion de los Jesuitas ".^

Azpuru was determined to do everything in his power to bring

this about, as he considered that the destruction of the Order

was necessary for the good of Christianity.^ The same view

was held by Cardinal Orsini, who had once been a supporter

of the Order when the Courts had been more favourably

disposed towards it.^ Cardinal Bernis, too, who succeeded

Aubeterre as the French ambassador on June 27th, 1769, was

filled with the conviction that now that the main branch of

the tree had been lopped off, the axe must be laid to the

trunk, for this was demanded by the political situation and

the peace of the Catholic States and the Holy See.^ The
underlying reason for the eagerness shown by the Bourbon

statesmen was undoubtedly the fact that nothing short of the

complete destruction of the Jesuit Order could sanction the

forcible measures they had taken in their respective countries.

But despite the unanimity regarding their goal, the means of

attaining it were far from clear. ^ Charles III. was of the

opinion that the new Pope should be dealt with as firmly as

1 " Extincion " or " extinction " was the standing expression

used in the reports ;

" suppression " or " abolition " occurs only

occasionally. In a *Ietter to Tanucci of August i, 1769 (State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^W^)^ Orsini rejected " ogni

espediente medio " and demanded " la totale, intera abolizione
"

in accordance with Charles III.'s intention.

2 *Azpuru to Roda, September 12, 1771, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
' *Orsini to Tanucci, August 13, 1771, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1477.

* Masson, 120. Aubeterre, *reported Orsini to Tanucci on

June 27, 1769, was leaving highly dissatisfied with both Bernis

and Choiseul. Ibid., 1473.
^ Masson, 147.
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Clement XIII. had been, seeing that he was compromised both

by his attitude when he was a Cardinal and by his election,

which appeared to be the work of the Bourbons. This view

was shared by Azpuru and Aubeterre. But Cardinal Bernis,

the experienced diplomat, considered it more advisable to

work for their desired object by gentle methods than by

blustering and forceful ones. This immediately earned for him

the mistrust of the Spanish king, who was burning with desire

to see the Jesuit Order completely annihilated. The partisan-

ship left behind by Loyola's disciples, even in the countries

from which they had been driven out, he wrote to Louis XV.
on June 7th, 1769, was undoubtedly harmful both to religion

and to national tranquillity. He considered the appointment

of a Cardinal as ambassador endangered the attainment of

their common goal to such an extent that Choiseul had some

difficulty in setting his mind at rest on the score of Bernis'

reliability.^ Inevitably the view held by the Spanish king

affected the relations between Azpuru and Bernis. Even before

the Cardinal had taken up his post as ambassador, a serious

disagreement arose between them on account of Bernis'

unwillingness to put the suppression of the Jesuits before all

other demands.^ Soon their differences grew so many that

Azpuru wrote complaining to Madrid that Bernis was trying

to postpone the settlement of the Jesuit question as long as

possible. This was correct inasmuch as the Cardinal wanted

to obtain the extinction of the Order by gradually crippling it,

without using force and provoking a stir. The complaints

made by Madrid to Paris about Bernis' attitude were so

frequent that Choiseul had to defend his ambassador every

week.^

Madrid was firmly convinced that Bernis was a friend of the

Jesuits. Charles III. accused the Cardinal of falsely asserting

that he, the king, was trying to conduct the affair by indirect

and secret methods. Everything was in the balance, he

1 Masson, 122.

- *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 6, 1769, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy to Rome.
^ Masson, 145 seq.
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averred, because the Cardinal was not following the instruc-

tions of his Court. This charge was quite unfounded, for

actually Bernis had no instructions, Versailles not being in so

feverish a hurry as Madrid. Choiseul was primarily concerned

with the acquisition of Avignon and he feared, not without

cause, that Clement XIV. wanted to combine the two affairs.

On June 19th, 1769, the Spanish ambassador in Paris, De
Fuentes, was instructed to see to it that strict orders were

sent through Choiseul to Bernis to work for the suppression

with energy and in conjunction with the other Bourbon

envoys.^

Choiseul took umbrage at the suspicion of the Madrid

Cabinet and he disapproved of their haste. " Our feelings

about the Jesuits," he wrote to Bernis on July 4th, 1769,

" are no less sincere than those of the Courts of Madrid and

Naples, and nothing could be more unjust than to try to sow

suspicion about our alleged lukewarmness. We have no other

desire than to speak and act in conjunction with these two

Powers and we shall never refuse to march along with them,

step by step. I also notice with regret that our attitude

towards their Ministers is far more open and sincere than

theirs towards us. However, for prudence sake, we must over-

look this and continue to strive as effectively as we possibly

can after our worthy object by methods that are gentle,

honourable, and creditable to the three Crowns. The way in

which the Pope has already expressed his opinion of the

Jesuits on various occasions is enough to set our minds at

rest, both as regards the issue and his definite wish to be

given time to fulfil the demands of the three rulers. The mere

fact that he is inclined in this direction entitles him to con-

sideration. Cardinal Solis and Azpuru agree with Your
Eminence in this and they would be contradicting themselves

were they to complain of a delay the necessity and propriety

of which they appeared to acknowledge. But if Azpuru were

to make Your Eminence the proposal which has already been

submitted to Aubeterre, namely that you should hand the

1 Ibid., 146.
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Pope a copy of the memorandum made for Clement XIII. on

the general and complete suppression of the Jesuits, there is

nothing against Your Eminence taking this step." " I am
entirely of your opinion ; in the handling of the matter in

question gentleness and firmness must be used simultaneously

with skill and intelligence. Success is often delayed by trying

to rush things ; the only result is to weary and upset the

persons who have the say in the matter, and instead of

progressing one loses ground. Your Eminence's wise power

of discretion is a certain security for your conduct and it is

much to be desired that the envoys of Spain and Naples

should imitate you in this respect." ^

This instruction did not reach Rome till July 9th, 1769.

On the 5th Bemis had reported from there to Choiseul that

two days previously he had had a conversation with Cardinal

Orsini and another with Azpuru, with the object of bringing

some order and agreement into the proceeding which was

occupying the attention of the three Courts. Azpuru had

assured him that he would show " the same willingness to

follow my advice " as he would Aubeterre's ; he had shown

him a dispatch which prescribed this line of action. If, as was

expected. Cardinal Solis was not entrusted with the affairs of

Spain, he, Bernis, would command the greatest influence in all

matters of common interest to the three Courts. The Portu-

guese envoy had spoken in the same sense. He could also

reckon on Cardinal Orsini, who, it was true, had the bad habit

of reporting to Tanucci the most trivial details that were

brought to his attention and of laying too great weight on

whatever came to his ears from any quarter.

Bernis reported further that he, Orsini, and Azpuru had

had a talk with Almada, who seemed to see the necessity of

conducting the affair with great circumspection and absolute

secrecy. " We will consult together as to how to find various

excuses for seeing the Pope alone. The simplest way, in my
opinion, would be to make it appear that the affairs of Parma,

Benevento, and Avignon were the subjects of our conversation

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 355 seq.
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with the Pope." ^ On July 13th, 1769, Bernis reported on a

talk he had had with the General of the Augustinians, a

Spaniard who had been let into the secrets of the Madrid

Cabinet. This enemy of the Jesuits was also convinced that

the matter of the suppression must be handled with extreme

care and in the greatest secrecy and that it must not be

allowed to pass through several persons' hands. The General

thought that the carelessness and incompetence of the

Portuguese envoy Almada, the imprudent vivacity of Cardinal

Orsini, and the limited knowledge possessed by Azpuru

resulted in his, Bernis', being badly supported. The General

had also called his attention to the presence of Jesuit emissaries

among his entourage. In the further course of the conversation

the Cardinal managed to shake the General's belief that secret

negotiations were being carried on between the Pope and the

Spanish Court through the medium of Manuel de Roda and

Charles III.'s confessor.^

There were two persons whom Cardinal Bernis suspected of

working in secret for the Jesuits. He had discovered by
clandestine means, he reported, that Cardinal Delle Lanze had

been consulted on the Brief to Parma and that he had warmly
approved of it. Formerly this Cardinal was reputed to be a

Jansenist, but since the expulsion of the Order from France

he had become an out-and-out Jesuit. Secret inquiries had

also brought to his knowledge that at a recent audience with

the Pope this Cardinal had stated in the name of his prince,

the King of Sardinia, that even if the Jesuit Order was
suppressed he would still keep it in his dominions.

Bernis also viewed with great distrust the offer made by the

Polish charge d'affaires, the Marchese Antici, who declared his

readiness to subscribe to France's request for the suppression

of the Jesuits. Bernis advised Cardinal Orsini to ask the

Marchese if he was making the offer in the name of the king

and the republic, or merely in the king's name, or of his own
accord. " In the first and second cases we would inform our

Courts, in the third case we should make no reply." Finally,

1 Ibid., 354. 2 Ibid., 356.
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Bernis reported that probably the Augustinian Georgi, a plain,

accommodating, and learned man, of whom the Pope thought

very highly, would be given the task of drafting the Bull for

the suppression of the Jesuits.^

In a private letter bearing the same date, July 13th, Bernis

had another, unpleasant, piece of news to impart to Choiseul.

Grimaldi had written to Azpuru that an order had been sent

to Bernis to renew the request for the suppression, and Azpuru

showed the French ambassador Grimaldi's letter on the

subject. " This," considered Bernis, " was sadly out of tune

with a secret negotiation ; and apart from that I am amazed

that the Spanish ambassador is not instructed how to handle

a case that must be well prepared before it is presented to the

Pope. So far as I am concerned I have constantly declared

that I would not hold back when Spain had made up its mind

to take the Jesuit question in hand ; but it must first be

decided whether it is to be conducted with the Pope in secret

or with a noise and a publicity that would endanger the success

of the affair and are bound to create many obstacles." ^

After Bernis had received on July 19th, 1769, the instruction

of the 4th he had no other course but to carry it out. In this

he was aided by an unexpected incident.

By a Brief of July 12th, 1769, Clement XIV., following an

old custom, had granted indulgences to the missionaries of the

Jesuit Order and their charges. In this document it was stated

that the Pope was complying with the request of the Jesuit

General because he wished to foster and increase the piety and

activity of the missionaries in question and the devotion of

those to whom they were sent.^

The impression made by this Brief, which was perfectly

harmless in itself and was couched in the usual chancery style,

was unexpectedly great. After all that had gone before it was

only natural that the Brief should give rise to much rejoicing

among the friends of the Jesuits and the Jesuits themselves,

but it was tactless to have it copied and circulated in Rome
and elsewhere as a proof that Clement was a friend of the

1 Ibid., 357 seqq. 2 Masson, 147.

^ Bull. Cont., v., 30 ; Ins pontif., IV., 159.
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Jesuits and that with the same steadfastness as his predecessor

he would reject every request of the Courts for their sup-

pression.^

The excitement it aroused in the opposite camp was equally

great. Was this mark of favour a prelude to the hoped-for

suppression ? " What a catastrophe !
" Azpuru wrote immedi-

ately to Bernis, " A Brief in favour of the Jesuits !
" He

personally was of the opinion that remonstrances must be

made to the Pope. What did His Eminence think about it ?
^

This question was easily answered. It was a most opportune

moment for the Cardinal to demonstrate to Spain his readiness

to co-operate in the Jesuit affair. He invited Azpuru and

Orsini to a conference on July 18th, 1769, in the Palazzo

Sciarra, which he was occupying until October.^ All three

agreed that the time had come to take official steps. Bernis

was charged with the composition of a memorial in which not

only was a protest to be made against the Brief but also the

suppression of the Jesuit Order was to be demanded.* He
set about his task without delay. On July 21st Orsini and

Azpuru approved the memorial, which Bernis was to present

at his next audience.

Clement XIV. was extremely upset by the unexpected effect

of the Brief. Cardinal Negroni, who had signed it and who
acknowledged that he was in favour of the suppression, pro-

tested that it was quite harmless.^ The Pope was at especial

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 20, 1769, and *Fernan.do Coronel

to Aranda, Rimini, July 28, 1769, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
2 *Azpuru to Bernis, July 17, 1769, ibid.

^ In October, 1769, Bernis moved into the palazzo built for the

De Carolis family by Alessandro Specchi, a pupil of Carlo

Fontana's ; it faces S. Marcello and belonged to the Jesuits.

Later, the house was acquired by the Marchese Simonetti, and in

1833 by the Boncompagni. It is now occupied by the Banco
di Roma.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 20, 1769, loc. cit.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, July 21, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma tWs-
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pains to pacify Azpiiru, through the agency of Bontempi. He
assured him that he had approved of the Brief, along with other

petitions, without looking into it closely, but he had now
forbidden it to be reprinted and he was ready to grant all

Spanish missionaries the privileges held by the Jesuits before

their expulsion. Azpuni replied that he would report the

matter to his king ; in any case, it affected not only Spain

but also the other Courts which were agreed about the suppres-

sion. At the consultation with Bernis and Orsini it was

recognized that the Pope was not to blame for the Brief and

that he could not withdraw it. In spite of his reassuring them

through Bontempi that he had not changed his view and that

the Jesuits were triumphing too soon, the ambassadors held

to their decision that the memorial must be presented to

him.i This was done by Cardinal Bernis on July 22nd, at a

secret audience which lasted several hours.

The memorial read as follows :
" The ambassadors of

France, Spain, and Naples have the honour to represent to

Your Holiness that in accordance with the instructions of

their Courts and at the same time to give the Holy Father

a proof of their respect, they have delayed until to-day the

renewal of the petition which has already been submitted by

their sovereigns to Clement XHL on the subject of the

complete suppression of the Jesuit Order. It seemed fitting

to the three Courts not to interrupt Your Holiness's occupa-

tion during the first days of Your government and equally

to allow Your Holiness the time asked for by Your exalted

Self in which to formulate a scheme in a matter the settle-

ment of which is absolutely necessary for the peace of the

Church, the tranquillity of the Cathohc States, and the preserva-

tion of the harmony that must prevail between the State

and the Church. Your Holiness has expressed Yourself so

clearly and has deigned to enter into the details Yourself of

the measures to be taken in this matter, that it would have

been a lack of confidence in the virtues of Your Holiness

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 20, 1769, loc. cit. Cf. *Orsini to

Tanucci, July 8, 1769, ibid., C. Fames, 1474.
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to show impatience regarding the unanimous wishes of the

rulers of France, Spain, Naples, and Portugal and the secret

wishes of all other Catholic princes, who, though they do not

openly declare themselves, are awaiting the event.

" As much as a month ago the ambassadors of Spain and

Naples received orders from their Governments to resume

proceedings against the Jesuits. Cardinal Bernis also received

instructions to join in these proceedings, but at the same time

to pay every consideration due to the Head of the Church,

the ruler of the Pontifical States, and still more to the great

merit which Your Holiness above all men possesses.

" The three ambassadors mentioned above would not

be presenting again the petition already addressed to

Clement XHI. were it not that the Brief of July 12th makes

further silence impossible. The Jesuits and their adherents

are exploiting this Brief, they are drawing from it conclusions

which mislead the weak, foster fanaticism, and encourage

the protectors of a degenerate Order. The most virtuous

and learned persons have always held its morality to be lax

and dangerous, its theology to be anything but strict in matters

of importance. Disobeying ecclesiastical ordinances it has

taken part in commercial transactions, intrigues, and plots.

After careful consideration the four renowned rulers were

compelled to drive it out of their dominions, not only for

reasons of State but also because of their devotion to religion

and their filial respect for the Holy See. Though they have no

wish to repeat here the serious charges against the Jesuits,

what reply can be made to the following ? An Order which

at all times and in all countries has made a terrifying impression

on other Religious, on the secular clergy, the nobility, the

royalty, the Bishops, and even on the Popes, on whom it is

wholly dependent, even now, when it is almost destroyed, still

inspires terror. The aforesaid Brief, which in other circum-

stances could only appear as a formality, is in these days,

owing to the advantage which the Jesuits are trying to gain

from it, capable of stirring up suspicion and uneasiness between

the Holy See and the Governments.
" The aforesaid ambassadors were therefore of the
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unanimous opinion that it was their duty to carry out the

orders of their Governments regarding the suppression of the

Jesuit Order. They assure Your HoHness that the three rulers

deem this destruction to be profitable and necessary, without

thereby violating the secrecy which appears to Your Holiness

to be needful in this weighty and difficult matter. They

accordingly apply to Your Holiness to-day, asking only

that You give the matter Your earnest attention and then

issue a favourable reply.

" Your Holiness is too enhghtened not to know that the

Jesuit Order has always held in honour the principle ' He who
is not for us is against us '. Consideration for those who
demand absolute devotion is needless. In affairs of this kind

time is so precious that the loss of it jeopardizes every-

thing and one runs into danger oneself. Fanaticism is never

lulled to sleep, it always has its eyes open and its weapons

in its hand ; if one pays regard to it one only strengthens it

still more. It can only be anticipated and overcome by

courage and swift action. Your Holiness knows full well what

disastrous consequences can foUow for the man who allows

time to an adversary who thinks that all is lost. Your Holi-

ness 's perspicacity and experience see through everything.

May Your Holiness therefore communicate Your thoughts

and plans to the rulers who have always formed the support

and ornament of the Papal throne ; then Your Holiness will

find a sure solace and aid in their devotion and power." ^

Clement XIV. accepted the memorial most reluctantly,

regarding it as premature and as a sign of mistrust. ^ He
justified the Brief of July 12th, on which the Jesuits had had

the impertinence to preen themselves. He had reprimanded

1 This memorial of the three ambassadors, dated July 22, 1769,

in the Archives of Simancas (Est. 5036), the Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, and the State Archives, Naples

(Esteri-Roma y-rfyv) '< printed, with no indication of its origin,

in Theiner, Hist., I., 363 seq.

2 For what follows, cf. Bernis' report of July 26, 1769, in

Theiner, Hist., I., 363 seq.
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Cardinal Negroni for not having supplied the envoys with

advance information of the Brief and would shortly lower the

Jesuits' pride by two other Briefs. As for the suppression of

the Order, he must pay regard to his conscience and his

honour : to his conscience by observing the rules of the

Church and following the example set by his predecessors in

similar cases ; to his honour by not lightly disregarding the

consideration he owed to the princes and States which were

not asking for the suppression, namely the emperor and

empress, the Polish republic, the King of Sardinia, the

Venetians, the Genoese, and even the King of Prussia.

Although he had been threatened and even made to fear for

his life, fear would not prevent him from accommodating the

Bourbons immediately. But he also knew the regulations and

his obligations, and no human consideration would induce him

to renounce them. He promised the three rulers of the House

of Bourbon to confirm all the measures they had taken against

the Jesuits in their States and he was willing to prevent their

return for all time, but he wished to have the considered

opinion of the clergy of these kingdoms. " We came to an

agreement," added Bernis, " by which the Pope was not to

take any step in the matter without giving me time to inform

the king about it." Supported by the opinions of the clergy of

France, Spain, Naples, and Portugal, Clement asseverated, he

could act on good grounds and with honour. These opinions

were sure to be favourable and would be the signal for the

other Catholic States to follow suit. All the princes, or at

any rate the greater part of them, would petition for the

suppression of the Jesuit Order. Meanwhile, he would work

towards this goal himself, step by step, and every day he

would give greater proof of his sincerity, but prudently and

systematically. If the General of the Jesuits were to die he

would delay the election of his successor. But he must be given

time, and regard must be paid to his position.

When Bernis broached the question of the suspected

deahngs with Spain, Clement assured him that they had never

existed. " He gave me a sufficiently strong proof," continued

the Cardinal, in his report to Choiseul, " by asking me earnestly
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to suggest to our king (he calls His Majesty ' our king ') on

his behalf that he petition Charles III. to issue all commands
respecting the suppression of the Jesuits through you, Monsieur

le Due, and to direct these instructions exclusively to me, so

that these negotiations may continue to be conducted by the

Holy Father and myself." Bernis observed that it might be

suspected that this proposal originated with him, whereupon

the Pope replied with considerable warmth :
" Refer every-

thing to me, quote me all the time, write in my name and at

my request, for it would be impossible for Cardinal Orsini,

careless as he is, to keep such a secret." Finally, Clement

promised Bernis to indicate to him another way of com-

municating with him in safety without increasing the number
of audiences. He explained that he was surrounded by
adherents of the Jesuits, who were the real masters of the

Pontifical States, and that his life was threatened. Neverthe-

less, his life was in God's hands and he would never be moved
by revenge or complaisance, still less by fear, to destroy an

Order that had been confirmed by his predecessors. His

inmost desire was to please the king and to win his friendship

and the benevolence of the other princes. But he was not

only the Pope of the Bourbons but also the Pope of the

empress, the emperor, and the other Catholic princes. He
must also consult the clergy, so as to provide his plans with

a respectable basis ; the world must not believe that conditions

had been imposed upon him in the conclave. At the end of

the audience the Pope embraced Bernis several times and

told him that he wanted him to be a friend of Brother

Lorenzo's and to trust him. " From all this," said Bernis,

" we must conclude that time alone will show how much of

what I am reporting on the Pope's way of thinking is true.

For although I judge him to be very subtle and I have little

trust in Italians in general, least of all the Frati, nevertheless

it seems to me it would be carrying suspicion too far to

imagine that the Pope is only intending to deceive the Courts

in order to gain time. As each day passes his actions will

throw more light on his character, which I find to be composed

of much intelligence, a fairly wide knowledge of foreign
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countries, a gift of easy communicativeness, a good memory,

no vanity, and extraordinary cheerfulness." ^

Four days later Azpuru, too, was received in audience by

the Pope, who told him what he had told Bernis. He also

complained bitterly about the mistrust he was encountering

and authorized Azpuru to write to Grimaldi that the king

would do well to trust him and let Fra Lorenzo Ganganelli

handle the matter. If he was prevented from carrying on

with the scheme he had formed he would hand the Jesuit

affair over to a Congregation, as Clement XIII. had done.

In the face of this threat Azpuru replied that his royal master

was far from distrusting His Holiness ; on the contrary, he

set so much store by the Pope's wisdom, talent, and love of

all Catholic princes that he considered it unnecessary to

consult anyone else. Clement's reponse to this was that

secrecy was an important part of every negotiation, and of

this one especially. It was for this reason that he had not

consulted even his Secretary of State.^

These binding statements of the Pope's, who only asked for

time, made a deep impression not only on Bernis and Azpuru

but also on Orsini and even Tanucci. It was no slight thing

that so violent an anticleric as the Neapolitan Minister should

now give it as his opinion that after the fourfold statements

made to the Bourbon envoys there could no longer be any

doubt about the sincerity of the Pope's promises. He must be

given time, for the extinction of the Company was a far more

difficult business for the Pope than its expulsion was for the

princes. The expulsion had given and was still giving much
trouble, and after two years was still incomplete.^

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 364 seq.

2 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 27, 1769, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in. Rome.
^ *Tanucci to Losada, August 8, 1769, from Naples :

" non
pare che si deva dubitare della promessa del Papa circa I'estinzione

della Compagnia. S. S'^^ la ha finora ripetuta quattro volte ai tre

Ministri Borboni. Vuol tempo ; non credo che gli si possa negare.

Per il Papa e affare piu scabroso di quel che sia stata ai sovrani
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As a result of the audiences he had had in the first half of

August Azpuru decided to fall in more than ever with Bernis'

view that the Pope ought not to be pressed too closely and

that he must be allowed to act on his own. There was no

doubt that he was seriously contemplating the dissolution of

the Order which, as he said, both in the time of Clement XIII.

and now was disturbing the peace of the Church and was

breeding discord among the princes.^ On August 12th Azpuru

was able to express his thanks for the removal of the Jesuit

employed in the Spanish foundation at Loreto. In this

connexion Clement remarked that he was happy to meet all

the king's wishes ; only let him be trusted and given time.

It was also on this occasion that the Pope told Azpuru as

a secret that in agreement with Bernis he had decided to

withdraw from the Jesuits the direction of the Greek College

in Rome.

2

Flattering as was the commission of July 22nd, Bernis saw

clearly from the beginning that in view of the persistent

distrust of the Madrid Cabinet its execution would prove to

be very difficult. He wrote to Choiseul that unless a change

took place he could relieve him of his post and entrust the

matter entirely to Azpuru. He could only undertake the task

if his advice was followed and the path of moderation and

prudence was taken. " I am an opponent of all party spirit

and I abominate the intrigues, despotism, and fanaticism of

the Jesuits. On the other hand, I am fully convinced of the

danger that would arise with the triumph of the Jansenists." ^

Choiseul' s chief interest at that time was not the Jesuit

question but the acquisition of Avignon. Bernis, however,

warned him against combining the two affairs, since success

could be obtained only by giving way on one of the two

demands. It would be better, he thought, to let the Spaniards

secolari I'espulsione, la quale ha esatta molta cura, la quale dura

ancora, e dopo due anni non e finita." Archives of Simancas.

' *Azpuru to Grimaldi, August 10, 1769, ibid.

2 *Azpuru t(j Grimaldi, August 17, 1769, ibid.

^ Masson, 148 seq.
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handle the Jesuit question, for they had nothing to lose, and

Charles III.'s confessor, filled with monkish spite, would have

nothing more to say.^

It is strange how Madrid persisted in the fixed idea that

Bernis was playing a crooked game in the Jesuit affair.

Charles III.'s dissatisfaction finally came to such a pitch that

Choiseul feared that the political alliance with Spain was

endangered. It was for this reason that the matter now
assumed for him, the frivolous free-thinker, an importance

that he had hitherto failed to ascribe to it. He accordingly

decided to disregard every other consideration and on August

7th, 1769, he peremptorily ordered Bernis to address a note

to the Pope, threatening to break off diplomatic relations in

the event of further delay. Two months would be the limit

of his patience.2 The extent of the Foreign Minister's

annoyance can be seen from a confidential letter written in

cipher, in his own hand, which he attached to Bernis' instruc-

tion. He would not be in the least surprised, he wrote, if in

the present circumstances the Pope, who still retained much
of the character of the Frati, driven by the cowardly fear of

being poisoned, had entered into secret negotiations with the

monkish confessor of the Spanish king. Nor would he be

surprised if he had offered him the prospect of a red cap.

" However that may be," continued Choiseul, " our requests

will put a stop to the dealings of the fratacci. We shall be

free of the squabbles between the Courts which are being

stirred up on account of this wretched business—squabbles

which might become very serious if we do not cut through the

knots. Best of all, we shall counter the intrigues of Monsieur

Tanucci. We shall remove for good and all any possible

grounds for the insults and suspicions about our indifference

towards the suppression of the Jesuits which are being voiced

in Madrid, Naples, and even in Lisbon. We shall give the

Pope other causes for fear, to set against those he already has.

We shall put a stop to the petty Roman tricks and find out

what we are to make of the Pope's way of thinking. I have

1 Ibid., 149 seq. ^ Theiner, Hist., I., 370 seq.
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no trust in him at all, for it is difQcult for a Frate not to be

always a Frate, and more difficult still for an Italian Frate to

handle matters openly and honestly. Work together with

Azpuru, who enjoys Grimaldi's complete confidence. As for

the Spanish Cardinals, they are insignificant apes." ^ In

another private letter Choiseul complained that the Jesuits

had been persecuting him now for ten years. In France, he

said, everyone was sure that he had caused their expulsion,

in Spain it was thought that he was supporting them. Neither

was true, that he would swear before the whole world. In the

whole of his life nothing had been so indifferent to him as the

Jesuits, but now he had had enough of them, for they had

become so much the bugbear of Governments that the people

in Madrid forgot England, Pitt, and the most vital interests

so as to think only of Loyola's disciples and " to pester me.

The deuce take the Jesuits, and the Pope too, if he doesn't

rid me of them ".-

In his anxiety to satisfy Spain Choiseul went to extremes.

The aforesaid instruction for Bernis was not enough ; on

August 3rd, 1769, he uttered the bitterest reproaches to the

unsuspecting nuncio, Giraud, about the Brief of July 12th.

The king, he declared, was tired of waiting ; if the Order was

not dissolved within six weeks he would recall Bernis, and

France would break with the Holy See. The Spanish envoy

De Fuentes, who had appeared in the meantime, also made
the most bitter complaints about the Brief, and he and

Choiseul decided to inform the Spanish king of the instruction

sent to Bernis.^ In this way Choiseul hoped to put an end to

Charles III.'s suspicion and Clement XIV.'s " intrigues ".

Bernis had not expected this new instruction and had asked

the Pope in a confidential note on August 11th, 1769, to name
a day each week on which he could speak to His Holiness

;

1 Choiseul to Bernis, August 2, 1769, partly in Theiner, Hist.,

I., 372, supplemented in Masson, 131, n. 2.

- Masson, 150 seq.

^ See Giraud's report, in cipher, of August 7, 1769, in Theiner,

Hist., I., 369 seq.
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this would be better, he said, than secret meetings arranged

by indirect means. As Clement, to repair the offence given

by his Brief of July 12th, had informed the Cardinal that two

other Briefs would shortly be published, which would lower

the pride of the Jesuits, Bernis thought Madrid would rest

content with that and remember that the Pope had to pay

regard to those princes who had entrusted their universities,

seminaries, and missions to the Jesuits. He was strengthened

in this view by Azpuru's having informed him of a dispatch

stating that his Government would allow the Pope time.

As Choiseul also wrote that Charles III. was pleased with

him (Bernis), the latter thought that the two months' grace

laid down in the instruction of August 7th was not meant

seriously. He believed that in the end he would be able to

satisfy Spain without resorting to extreme measures.'-

Meanwhile, the luckless Clement XIV. was harassed by a

thousand apprehensions. His fear of the Jesuits and their

friends was so great that he took precautions against being

poisoned. Azpuru reported that the Jesuit General Ricci

concluded from this fear of the Pope's that it would not come

to a suppression. 2 His fear of poisoning, which recurred later,

was a source of amusement to Choiseul and Frederick 11.

The former wrote to Bernis :
" The Society of Jesus may be

a danger to the State and a collection of intriguers, but it

does not consist of poisoners." ^ The Pope was also perturbed

by the question of the suppression being discussed in numerous

written works, in which curious views were frequently

expressed. Two Jesuits in Pesaro went so far as to assert in

a highly polemical work entitled " Thoughts on the Behaviour

of the Bourbon Courts towards the Jesuits " that the Pope

had not the authority to dissolve the Society. This could only

irritate Clement XIV., and one can understand his prohibition

of the work.^ It was a great embarrassment to him that not

1 Ibid., 367 seq. ; Masson, 152.

" *Azpuru to Grimaldi, August 24, 1769, loc. cit.

^Theiner, Hist., I., 554. Cf. DuHR, Jesuitenfabeln, 73.

* See, along with Theiner {Hist., I., 382), Bernis' *letter to

Azpuru, of August 19, 1769 (he was to inform the Pope of the
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only Austria and Sardinia but also Prussia and Russia would

have nothing to do with the suppression of the Order.

The Pope also made great difficulties for himself through

wanting to do everything on his own and in trusting nobody.^

He had not even confided in the nuncio Giraud, thinking that

he was in connexion with Torrigiani and Ricci,^ but the

whole plan of the suppression had been revealed to the nuncio

by Choiseul and through a breach of secrecy on the part of

the secretary of the ciphers everything had come to the

knowledge of the Jesuits.^ Clement XIV. was seriously

intimidated by Choiseul's threat to break off diplomatic

relations. " Why," he complained to the Abbe Deshaises,

whom the careful Bernis had sent to him in advance of

himself, " should the new Pope be blamed for his predecessors'

mistaken attitude towards the Bourbons, especially as he has

definitely promised to do everything in his power to repair

these errors and commit them to oblivion ? Why doubt his

sincerity in the Jesuit affair, when he asks only for time,

which is absolutely necessary to do justice to the canonical

regulations and to the duty, the decency, and the consideration

he owes to the clergy and the Catholic princes who have

entrusted the Jesuits with their seminaries, missions, colleges,

and universities ? That cannot be done in two months, which

are barely enough for the preparation of a well-reasoned Bull."

The Pope expressed his astonishment especially at being

threatened with a diplomatic rupture if he did not carry out

the complete dissolution of the Jesuit Order within two

months. He considered that as Head of the Church and as

work produced by the Jesuits Franchini and Stefanucci at Pesaro),

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, also Azpuru's *letter

to Grimaldi, of August 24, 1769, ibid.

^ On August 29, 1769, Tanucci *wrote to Losada about the

Pope :
" Volendo fare tutto da se, o non volendo aver di chi

fidarsi, e naturale che si trovi imbarazzato per tante disposizioni

e providenze delle quali ha da esser composta I'Opera Grande."

Archives of Simancas.

2 Theiner, Hist., I., 375.
* Bernis to Choiseul, August 30, 1769, in Masson, 153.
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a secular prince more consideration should be paid to him

and that he ought not to be treated as an open enemy when

in the three months of his reign he had shown his unalterable

determination to satisfy the Bourbons.^

Clement XIV. referred to these complaints when Bernis

appeared in audience on August 29th, 1769.^ As evidence of

his anti-Jesuit attitude he cited his procedure in the matter

of Loreto and Frascati and, still more, his recent forbidding

of the Jesuits in Rome to preach in their churches during the

jubilee. At the moment, he said, he was working on the

condemnation of some of their books and on the closing or

restriction of several of their houses. This would give the clergy

an opportunity to declare themselves against the Order, and

the other Catholic princes to join the Bourbons. France and

Spain must support him in this in Germany, Poland, Genoa,

and Venice. To doubt his promises regarding the Jesuits was

nothing less than to doubt his honesty. Violence and over-

hastiness were incompatible with his principles ; nothing

would be gained by force and threats ; but he would always

respect the will of " our " king—as he again called Louis XV.

—

as long as he did not ask him for anything which offended his

dignity as Pope and common father of all the faithful. Later

on in the conversation the Pope remarked that although

many Jesuits had rendered good service to the Church and to

learning in the past, the Society itself had always provoked

unrest. But he refused to hasten its suppression, as this

conflicted with the canonical regulations, common fairness,

and a sound and reasonable policy.

Bernis replied that he knew the Jesuits well enough already.

It was not a question of convincing him but the Kings of

France and Spain. " What am I to do, then ?
" asked the

Pope impatiently. " Am I to go to Versailles and Madrid

myself ? Shall I commit to writing my honest opinion and

send it to our king and the King of Spain ? I will do that and

hand you the letter together with a copy for Choiseul."

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 375.
2 Bernis' report of August 29, 1769, ihid., 376 seq.
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Nothing could have been more welcome to Bernis than such

an offer. Content with this success, he refused under any

consideration to take a step further and force an immediate

decision. " If the Pope is not given time," he wrote to Choiseul,

" and a rupture is brought about, I must ask the king to

recall me, for as priest, Bishop, and Cardinal, I will not make,

the first move leading to the separation of France from the

Holy See." ^

Choiseul, burning with desire to be finished with the Jesuit

question, which was proving such a nuisance to him, had sent

Bernis on August 26th, 1769, more stringent instructions, at

the same time accusing the Pope of ambiguity and dishonesty,

particularly for having spoken of obtaining the opinions of the

Bishops and the princes who still tolerated the Jesuits.

Incidentally, he admitted quite openly that he had not meant

his former threats to be taken seriously and had intended

them only as a means whereby to spur on the Pope to come
to a decision.

2

How deeply the director of French policy was disgusted

with the whole affair can be seen from the letter he sent to

Bernis on August 26th. " I do not know," he wrote, " if it

was a good thing to drive the Jesuits out of France and Spain,

They have been expelled from all the States of the House of

Bourbon. I think it was even worse, once these monks had

been expelled, to take steps in Rome in a sensational manner

to bring about the suppression of the Order and thus call the

attention of Europe to the matter. But this has been done, and

the Kings of France, Spain, and Naples are at open war with

the Jesuits and their adherents. Will it come to a suppression

or not ? Who will be the victors—the kings or the Jesuits ?

This is the question which is agitating all the Cabinets and is

the source of the intrigues, the annoyance, and the embarrass-

ment of every Catholic Court. Truly one cannot regard this

spectacle in cold blood without also perceiving its indecency,

and were I ambassador in Rome I should be ashamed of

^ Masson, 153 seqq.

2 Theiner, Hist., I., 377.
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seeing in Father Ricci a worthy opponent of my sovereign." '

Thus the matter was regarded as purely one of power, not of

right, Bernis' reply, of September 9th, was on the same

lines : as matters now stood, for the sake of their honour,

the Kings of France and Spain would have to win the battle

they had begun against the General of the Jesuits. " Only

the Pope can win the victory for us and it only remains for

us to induce him to do so. He is a Bishop and must follow

the canonical forms and must look after the clergy and his

own prestige. Being a secular prince, he is obliged to pay

considerable regard to the Courts of Vienna and Turin, also

Poland. The reply he gave me when I renewed the request

can appear suspicious if one really considers him to be too

weak or a deceitful character. A poor Religious, the son of

a village doctor, with no relations, and no friends in the

Sacred College, his strength must be in his spirit, which is

not predominant in him as in Sixtus V. but which one cannot

deny altogether, seeing that he has openly declared himself

against the Jesuits in his public actions and has definitely

promised the Ministers of the three Crowns to extinguish this

Order in due course. He will even renew this promise to the

King of France and the King of Spain under his own hand.

That is not a sign of either weakness or deceit. Time will

unveil his intentions more and more, and if they are bad

there will always be ways of employing threats and the

appearance of force, which would now be both unjust and

inopportune. The whole art of the negotiations must therefore

consist now in inducing the Pope to take some steps every

day which will involve him in a. net from which he cannot free

himself without causing a great stir. No other procedure is

applicable to his character, for in this affair he wants to avoid

the appearance of obeying the princes more than the canonical

regulations." ^

Clement XIV. acted in accordance with this principle when

in southern Italy Tanucci confiscated the properties of the

Roman College of the Greeks, so as to force the removal of

1 Ihid., 378. 2 Ibid., 378 seq.
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the direction of this institution from the Jesuits, The Pope

made this dependent on the previous restoration of the

properties, lest he give the impression of yielding to the power

of the princes.^

Whereas Bemis and even Orsini gave credence to Clement

XIV. 's assurances, 2 in Azpuru there was a reawakening of the

old mistrust. He complained that the Pope's behaviour was

shifty and vacillating : his promises were always of a general,

never of a definite nature.^ Accordingly, another assault

seemed necessary. In agreement not only with Azpuru but

also with Bemis and Orsini, the Portuguese envoy Almada
presented a note from his Government, dated September 15th,

demanding the complete extirpation of a Company which was

notorious for its disturbance of public order, was hostile to

the Popes, and was destructive of CathoHc dogma and sound

morality.* Bernis also presented a fresh memorandum from the

Bourbon ambassadors, dated September 18th, which de-

manded the promise, not only to approve of the measures taken

hitherto against the Jesuits in France, Spain, and Naples in

a Brief motu propria but also to make known a plan for the

complete suppression of the Order. ^ The Pope replied that he

was resolved to carry out his promises, but that to satisfy his

conscience he wanted the Bourbon Courts to provide him first

with a memorandum setting out the reasons for the expulsion

1 Ibid., 381.

- *Orsini to V. Macedonio, September 14, 1769, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma i^^fxi-

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, September 14, 1769, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. The letter was in answer to one of

Grimaldi's, of August 29, 1769, dealing with the excitement

caused by the Brief of July 12, 1769.

* *Almada to Clement XIV., September 15, 1769, ibid. Cf.

*Orsini to Tanucci, September 12, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1474. Azpuru had instigated Almada to take the

step in a *letter of September 10. Archives of Simancas.

* *Copies of the Memoire of September 18, 1769, in the Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome and in the State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma t^^.
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of the Jesuits, together with some testimonies from Bishops

and theologians ; then no future Pope would be able to declare

his Brief invalid.^

Eight days later, to confirm his statements, the Pope

composed a letter to Louis XV. Out of consideration for the

king he chose the French language for the purpose, but as his

command of it was none too good and as, for secrecy's sake,

he did not wish to speak quite openly, the resulting composition

was a curiosity ^ which Bemis thought would make the king

laugh. It did, however, succeed in making it clear that the

Pope was still resolved to approve whatever steps were taken

by the Bourbons in the Jesuit affair and then to dissolve the

whole Order as quickly as possible.^

When Bemis appeared in audience on September 25th the

Pope handed him this letter unsealed and repeated the

^ Bemis' *letter to Azpuru, of September 19, 1769, Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome, and to Choiseul, of September 20,

1769, in Theiner, Hist., I., 384 ; it is, however, dated

September 18 in the copy in the Archives of Simancas, Estado

1571. See also *Azpuru to Grimaldi, September 21, 1773, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 According to the *original in the Archives of Foreign Affairs

in Paris, the Brief reads as follows :
" Clemens P. P. XIV.

Charissimo in Christo Filio Nostro Ludovico Francorum Regi.

Charissime in Christo fill noster, salutem et apostolicam benedic-

tionem ! Le dernier projet nous manifesto au nom de Votre

Royale Majeste par le Cardinal Bernis touchant le commun connu

affaire, a ete par nous avec agreement accueilli : nous semblant

beaucoup a propos pour le bien conduire a sa fin avec satisfaction

reciproque. Cependant nous serons en attention de recevoir par

le meme Cardinal les memoires qui sont necessaires pour cela,

afin de pouvoir apres examiner I'affaire : ce qui ayant ete

accompli, nous donnerons una marque constante de notre pater-

nelle affection avec laquelle donnons a Votre Majeste et a la

Royale sa famille I'apostolique notre benediction. Datum apud
Sanctam Mariam Maiorem pridie calendas octobris 1769,

Pontificatus nostri anno primo." Cf. Masson, 154 seq. ; Theiner,

Epist., 31.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 385 seq.
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assurances it contained. On Bernis' remarking that it could

have been more positive he received the reply that he, the

Cardinal, could explain his views in greater detail. The

accusation of delay was made light of by the Pope. " Events,"

he said, " will justify us, both you and me. You are a Bishop

and I am the Pope ; we have our rules to obey and our honour

to preserve ; but the sovereigns will be satisfied. If only

I could betake myself to the rulers of France and Spain for

just an hour ! They would do justice to me, and in fact they

will do so ! As for you, you are my friend, my consolation,

and my support. All would be lost if ever you left your post

in Rome."

Later on, the Pope informed the Cardinal that an attempt

had been made to persuade him that France wanted only a

reform of the Jesuits, not their suppression ; but he had

refused to believe it. With the object of destroying the good

relationship between the Courts of Madrid and Versailles he

had been advised to give credence to this view, as the alliance

was a danger to the Holy See. To this he had replied that

Providence had raised him to his exalted position so that he

might strengthen the Papal throne by concord with the great

sovereigns, and he would always find his glory, his security,

and his tranquillity in the preservation of this concord. " In

a word," concluded Bernis, " God alone knows the thoughts

of men, but it is impossible to express them in a more

unexceptionable way than is done by the Pope." ^

The Papal letter to Louis XV., with its unconditional

promise of suppression, provided evidence of both the Pope's

and Bernis' straightforward conduct in the whole affair. It was

high time that Bernis procured such evidence, for the

animosity against him in Madrid, which Choiseul thought he

had silenced, had risen to extreme heights. On September 9th,

1769, De Fuentes, the Spanish ambassador in Paris, had

handed Choiseul a dispatch from Grimaldi, of August 28th,

which stated in the most severe terms that the Cardinal's

conduct was threatening to destroy the good relations between

^ Report of September 27, 1769, ibid., 386.

VOL. XXXVIII. M
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Madrid and Paris. " This Cardinal," it said, " is full of

ignorance or malice blended with some secret interest.

Personally I consider it would be better for His Eminence

were we to presume that he is acting in this matter like

a dolt." 1

Choiseul lost no time in justifying the Cardinal's conduct

through the medium of the French envoy in Madrid, the

Marquis Ossun. Bernis, he said, was co-operating most closely

with Azpuru and he could only presume that the accusations

came from a personal enemy. If the good relations between

Louis XV. and Charles III. were to be preserved, the source

of the accusations must be discovered. Ossun, who through

his long residence in Madrid had become more Spanish than

French, was unable to procure the required information.

He knew only of a direct correspondence between Clement

XIV. and Charles III.'s confessor, dealing principally with

the beatification of Maria of Agreda and the definition of the

dogma of the Immaculate Conception.^

Bernis had better luck in his investigations. He discovered

that the accusation originated with Tanucci, who wanted the

kingdom of Naples to be separated from Rome, not only

politically but ecclesiastically. For this purpose Benevento

was to be wrested from the Pope, the abbeys were to be

confiscated and their revenues were to fill the State treasury,

and the Bishops were to be nominated by the king. Tanucci

feared that if Bernis solved the Jesuit question successfully he

would no longer be able to fish in troubled waters.^ Conse-

quently he was untiring in his intrigues, not only against the

^ Masson, 155 seqq.

^ Ibid., 156. Grimaldi, ^writing from S. Ildefonso on

September 19, 1769, had sent Azpuru Charles III.'s letter about

Maria of Agreda and the Immaculate Conception (Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome). On September 7, 1769, Clement XIV.
had *written to the King of Spain about the progress of the

Causa Palafox and at the same time had recommended a letter of

the Bishop of Barcelona to be examined by the ecclesiastical

judges. (Archives of Simancas, Est. 4977.)
^ Masson, 157.
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Pope but also against Bernis and Azpuru, endeavouring by

sowing suspicion to bring their honour into disrepute and

contempt.^ In Rome he used for this purpose his agent

Centomani, who acted as charge d'affaires during Cardinal

Orsini's villeggiatura. " My accusers," Bernis reported to

Paris on September 27th, " are Tanucci, Centomani, and

Azara. The last-named hoped to grab the sole direction of the

Jesuit affair and thereby to open up a diplomatic career for

1 On September 14, 1769, Tanucci *wrote to Catanti :
" E vien

Macchiavelli che dice tutt' uomo composto di bene e di male.

Probabilmente piacera anche a Ganganelli il passare sotto questo

aforismo, sapendo o dovendo sapere, che in quel suo nuovo mestiere

il bene non h stato neppure Tunc per cento." On September 19,

1769, Tanucci *complained to Catanti that the Pope " non

mantiene le promesse ai Ghibellini, non le disdice. Laonde e

Guelfi e Ghibellini non lo qualificano che per disertore e fanfarone ".

Writing to Orsini on September 23, 1769, Tanucci asks :
" Why

does the Pope want the Bishops' opinions on the suppression ?

Why does he want to be informed how the Jesuit properties are to

be used ? And with what right ? " On September 26, 1769,

Tanucci was ^writing to Cattolica :
" Le notizie di Roma

minacciano burla, e tricare e intrigare e fare addietro quei passi,

che si voglion far credere progressi. Tre preti, Ministri dei Borboni

in Roma, non mi fanno sperare, e mi fanno temere che stiamo in

un castello, che doviamo difendere dalla parte di dentro e dalla

parte di fuora." On the same day he *wrote to Losada :

" Comincio a sospettare che il Papa ci burli. Dio voglia che non

sia vero il sospetto. Certamente ora mette alia sua promessa

dell'estinzione dei Gesuiti una condizione, ora una altra, e va

anche pescando da noi qualche condiscendenza per la via." He
repeats his complaint in another *letter to Losada on October 3 :

" Non vedo come finira I'affare di Roma. Finora non sono sicuro

di qualche burla dell'accorto Papa. Continua il pascere di promesse,

ma in ogni udienza il card, di Bernis trova qualche nuova cosa

che il Papa vuole e colorisce in maniera che persuade Bernis e

Azpuru. Orsini, se devo credere alle di lui lettere, ascolta e avvisa

e non si dichiara." In a *letter to Catanti of October 17, 1769,

Tanucci uses stronger language with reference to Clement XIV. 's

autumn holiday in the Alban Hills : "II Papa cavalca, e ride in

Castel Gandolfo di chi lo ha fatto, e sperato, e creduto." Writing
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himself." Bernis made it clear to Tanucci as well as Choiseul

that he would not put up with this behaviour any longer.^

The effect the intrigues had in Madrid is seen from a letter

of Grimaldi's to Azpuru, dated October 17th, 1769, which

described Cardinal Bernis' report of his audience at the end of

August as misleading and inaccurate and the procedure

proposed by him as offensive to the king. Copies of this letter

were dispatched to and received by Bernis besides Choiseul.^

In these circumstances it was difficult for Bernis to obtain

the required memorandum on the motives of the Bourbons'

expulsion of the Jesuits, especially as Choiseul showed little

desire for such an exposition but feared* rather another delay.

The same view was held by De Fuentes, who pointed out that

Charles III. had already rejected a similar request made by

Clement XIII. Choiseul. asserted that it was for the Spanish

king to decide this question. " I should be very glad," he

wrote on October 9th, 1769, " if there were no such persons as

Jesuits, but what interests me much more is that the Spanish

to Roda on the same day, Tanucci says :
" Tempo continua a dirci

11 Papa dopo sei mesi. Intanto dice altre cose, che pur son tempo !

I nostri di Roma sperano tuttavia, ma 11 tempo e lo stratagem.ma,

sul quale Roma suol confidare, e spesso felicemente. Compatisco

il Papa che sta circondato da Terziari e da persuasi che i Gesuiti

sono lo strumento piu efficace ora della machina Romana. Un
Papa dotto, che avesse buona intenzione per eseguirla, dovrebbe

uscir da Roma." To Losada Tanucci *wrote on October 24, 1769 :

" How easy it would be for the Pope to copy the Bull against the

Jesuati ! And the business ' che lo aveva fatto Papa ' has been

dragging on for six months. But the three Ministers either cannot

or will not see through the Roman trickery. Her Imperial

Majesty does not hate the Jesuits." ..." On October 31, 1769,

Tanucci was *complaining to Cattolica that Bernis and Azpuru

had an interest in supporting the Roman cabals against the

suppression. How can there be any fear of the next Pope revoking

the suppression ! The monkish confessor will have scruples about

it." All these letters in the Archives of Simancas, Estado 6009

and 6010.

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 397 ; Masson, 157.

2 Theiner, Hist., I., 387 seq.
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king should have no cause to complain about France. Our

interest demands that every consideration be paid to Charles

III.'s ardent desire for the suppression of the Jesuits." ^

Choiseul as well as Bernis must have been relieved when it

slowly dawned on the Spanish monarch's limited intelligence

that Bernis had been suspected unjustly. But this did not by

any means put an end to all the discrepancies.^ Madrid set

to work on the memorial required by the Pope, for which the

Bishops were invited to state their views,^ whereas Paris

would not hear of any such step.* In Rome Bernis, assisted

by Azpuru and Orsini, and ignoring Azara's intrigues and

agitations,^ entered on another confidential discussion, in

which Almada, the Portuguese representative, also joined.

The written work, entitled Reflexions, which resulted from

their labours, endeavoured to show the impossibility of

acceding to the Pope's request for a memorial and put forward

the counter request that all the proceedings which had been

taken in the Bourbon States against the Jesuits and their

property should be approved unconditionally in a Brief motu

proprio and that finally the sovereigns should be informed of

the plan whereby the Order was to be completely suppressed.^

^ Masson, 157 seq.

" Ihid., 158 seq. ; Theiner, Hist., I., 398.

^ The minute of the *circular to the Bishops, dated S. Lorenzo,

October 22, 1769, in the Archives of Simancas, Estado 686, which

contain also the Bishops' replies ; sixteen of them take refuge

in an eloquent silence.

* Masson, 159.

^ In a *letter to Grimaldi of November 2, 1769, Azara declared

that Bernis was on bad terms with Azpuru, Orsini with Centomani.

Fra Lorenzo (i.e. the Pope) : "da oydos d uno y a otro y se rie de

entrambos, ganando entretanto tiempo que es el fuerte de su

sistema. No piensa hacer nada sino por fuerza y se saldra con

ello." Azpuru, he says, was pretending to be ill so as not to have

to execute the business with the Pope that had been entrusted to

him. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* " Reflexions a communiquer confidentiellement a S.S. par

le card, de Bernis," ibid. The conference on the Reflexions, to
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It was soon seen how difficult it was to give effect to these

demands, for the nearer the time approached for a decision

the more Clement lapsed into complete despondency. Not

only did he fear the Catholic States which had not joined the

Bourbons but he was also apprehensive lest England, Prussia,

and Russia might stand up for the Jesuits and threaten the

Papal States, where his own subjects would rise against him

were he really to proceed with the complete suppression of the

Order. He was also alarmed by the prophecies of his imminent

death which were rife in Rome at this time. When he handed

the Pope the Reflexions on November 13th, 1769, Bernis tried

in vain to persuade him that his fears were exaggerated and

were merely bogies conjured up by Jesuit supporters to

intimidate him. The Pope retorted that His Eminence did

not know the intrigues of the Jesuits well enough ; they were

his sworn enemies, they would never forgive the humiliations

he had already made them suffer, and he hoped that the

Bourbons would appreciate his perilous situation. He only

asked for time, to enable him to see to the suppression at

a favourable opportunity and in accordance with the canonical

regulations. " His Holiness," reported Bernis, " has renewed

in the most definite fashion his former promises regarding the

Motu propria and the communication of his plan and he has

charged me to bring this positive assurance to the attention of

the Ministers at the Courts of Paris, Madrid, Naples, and

Portugal." " I still maintain, therefore," the Cardinal con-

cluded his report, " that the Pope is honestly working against

the Jesuits but that he is full of fears, since he, being a Reli-

gious himself, knows far better than anyone else what unruly

monks are capable of, when driven to extremes." ^

Azpuru, too, when he was received in audience the following

evening, found the Pope melancholy, worried, and full of fear

of Jesuit intrigues, which were robbing him of his sleep. He

which Almada also was invited, took place on November ii, 1769,

in Bernis' residence ; vid. *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 16,

1769, ibid.

^ Report of November 15, 1769, in Theinhr, Hist., I., 399 seq.
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had, he said, to apprehend disturbances in the States of the

Church, the putting in of Russian ships at Ancona, the

appearance of Greeks at Loreto ; and the King of Prussia was

favouring the Jesuits. Azpuru tried to calm him by telHng him

that he could rely on the troops of the Spanish king for his

protection. Clement assured him that he would resign the

tiara rather than not keep his word with Charles III. Cardinal

Orsini was given similar assurances on November 15th.^

The extent to which the Pope was dominated at this time by

morbid fear of the Jesuits would hardly be believed had we

not authentic evidence, especially that of Azpuru ^ and Bernis,

to testify to the fact. Wherever he looked he saw the Jesuits

plotting against his person and his State : they had bribed his

officials ; Antici had sold himself to them, as well as Cardinal

Albani ; they were in touch with the Russian fleet which was

wintering off Tuscany, and with the Greeks, and they were

planning an insurrection in the Papal States. If he was to keep

his promise, France must afford him security. " The Pope,"

thought Bernis, " has looked too long on the deep gap he has

to cross." ^

It is curious how often with Clement XIV. deep depression

was succeeded by the opposite emotion ; he had only to think

of Sixtus V. to regain courage, which, however, soon dis-

appeared again. ^

Meanwhile, Louis XV.'s reply, of October 29th, 1769, to the

Pope's letter in French, had arrived in Rome. The king

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 16, 1769 {loc. cii.) and

*Orsini to Tanucci, November 17, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma t%V'i •

^ *Azpuru to Fray Joaquin (De Osma), November 16, 1769,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. In a *Ietter to

Grimaldi of November 21 Azpuru draws the following conclusion :

" Quanto inescusable y urgente es la entera aniquilacion de una

Sociedad que origina tan graves temores a su mismo Gefe." Ibid.

' See Bernis' reports in Masson, 159.

* " C'est la fievre tierce, un jour bon, un jour mauvais," says

Bernis {ibid., 160). Azpuru, *writing on November 21 (see

above, n. 2), mentions that the Pope was quiet and free from fear.
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expressed his thanks and his hope that His Hohness would

delay no longer in a matter which did not touch on dogma

and which lay entirely in his hands. He could assure him that

the French clergy would accept the Brief of suppression with

submissiveness and gratitude. It lay with the Pope to decide

on the most suitable form, but the longer he delayed the greater

would be the abuses and difficulties.^

On handing this letter to the Pope on November 20th,

Bemis supported his king's desire for the speediest possible

suppression of the Jesuit Order. The Pope told him that he

would carry out his former promises irrevocably, as soon as

circumstances permitted. As he had always said, he must also

obtain the assent of the Viennese Government and the other

princes, for without their counsel and their petition he could

not suppress an Order which was being protected by them and

which was maintaining so many necessary and useful institu-

tions in their States. The Pope insisted at this audience that

he had not promised to suppress the Jesuit Order immediately,

but only when circumstances permitted. " I deduced from

this clearly enough," said Bernis, " that the Pope fears that

his admissions and the promises he has given will be used to

force him to do on the spur of the moment what he believes

can be done wisely and without loss of his prestige only after

a certain lapse of time. I have often remarked that too firm

language and too terse arguments displease the Pope and cast

down his spirits. Accordingly, as my audience drew to an end,

I did my best to encourage him and to persuade him to take

at least the first few steps. At the same time I coaxed him

into thinking that the difficulties and obstacles which he

1 Theiner, Hist., I., 393 seq. Ibid., 394 seq., for the apocryphal

letter from Clement XIV. to Louis XV., which first appeared in

the Gazzetta di Florencia of October 21, 1769. According to

Azpuru's *report to Grimaldi, of November 30, 1769 [loc. cit.),

the Pope was so incensed that he was thinking of making repre-

sentations to the Florentine Government. Like many others,

Clement ascribed this forgery to the Jesuits or their friends. He
remarked to Bemis that it was just as well that the Jesuits were

always doing something stupid. Theiner, Hist., I., 396.
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foresees and which hitherto have occupied too much of his

attention will disappear. We shall have our way with the Pope

only by persuading him without his noticing it. His gentle

and conciliatory character often leads him to make promises

without realizing at once their full consequences. Since this

last discussion with His Holiness I have realized far more

clearly that he must be led on, step by step, whereby one

should be generous with coaxings but sparing with threats.

As for the Reflexions which have just been handed to him the

Pope said quite openly that in his Motu propria he would never

be able to ratify the dissolution of the Order on the authority

of the Parlements, nor the appropriation of the Jesuit estates

without knowing precisely how it was carried out. He hoped,

however, to formulate his Brief in such a way and to base it

on such grounds as would satisfy the sovereigns, without

incurring the reasoned reproaches of the Catholic world or the

clergy. The material for this Brief had already been prepared

and its arrangement was nearly complete. On this point too

he would explain himself quite clearly in a letter which he will

send to the King of Spain to-morrow. But in view of the

publication of this Brief he will describe to his Catholic Majesty

his present situation, together with his fears for his own
safety and that of his States. He will tell him that he looks

to the friendship of the three monarchs, not only for counsel

but also for effective means Vv^hereby to secure himself against

the intrigues and the cunning plots of the Jesuits and their

protectors." ..." The Pope," Bernis added, " says indeed

that he has only one fear—not to be true to his duties—but he

fears dangers, great and small. He fears to offend certain

Powers by complying with the wishes of others. He fears that

he will be accused of having accepted the Papacy on condition

that he dissolves the Jesuit Order. Above all he fears the

revengeful and angry spirit of the Fathers and the intrigues

of the old Cardinal Albani, their protector." ^

For ten days more Clement XIV. put off the dispatch of the

1 Bernis' report of November 23, 1769, ibid., 400. Bernis had

informed Azpuru of his audience in a *letter of November 21,

1769 (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome). He mentions
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promised letter to Charles III., then finally signed it on

November 30th. " We conceive it Our special duty," he wrote

in his own hand, " to inform your Royal Majesty about Our

intentions, which aim always at providing you with visible

proofs of the fulfilment of Our obligations. We have made it

Our business to collect the documents which We must use in

composing the Motu propria agreed upon, by which We will

justify to the whole world Your Majesty's wise conduct in

expelling the restive and rebellious Jesuits. As We must

work at this alone and are burdened with so many other cares,

it is not a question of neglect but only of delay, which has

become necessary to bring so important a matter to a successful

end. We ask Your Majesty not to conceive any distrust of Us,

for We are firmly resolved to act, and We are occupied in

giving the public irrefutable proofs of Our righteousness. We
shall submit to the wise consideration of Your Majesty a plan,

which Your Majesty will receive shortly, for the complete

dissolution of this Society. We shall also conclude other

matters which have been entrusted to the care of Our dear son,

Monsignor Azpuru, Your Majesty's plenipotentiary envoy.

In short. We shall not cease to provide your Majesty with

sincere proofs of Our good-will." ^

With this formal, written, and unconditional promise

Clement XIV. departed from the course he had previously

followed, of oral and indefinite assurances. Herewith, in

here also that Almada was supporting him in every step he

took. Cf. *Orsini to V. Macedonio, November 16, 1769, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tWo- ^^ November 21 Orsini

reported to Tanucci :
" Sabbato Almada fu dal Papa, ma finora

tace con noi. Nondimeno e stato invitato al congresso d'oggi
"

{ibid.). On November 30, 1769, Azpuru *reported to Grimaldi

once again that the Pope was contemplating the suppression more

definitely than ever ; to Bernis he was repeating " sus promesas y
que haria mas de lo que havia ofrecido " {loc. cit.).

1 Theiner, Epist., 37. Masson (160, n. 3) reproduces from the

Archives of Foreign Affairs in Paris the French translation of the

Italian original, in which " benevolenza " towards the king has

become " zele et attachement ".
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regard to the Jesuit question, he took a decisive step forward

along the road on which he had set out. In December it was

known that he was having preparations made for the suppres-

sion by such professed enemies of the Jesuits as Marefoschi,

Jacobini, Bishop of Veroh, and the Augustinian Georgi.

Marefoschi was to collect the necessary documents, for which

task the archives of the Spanish Embassy were placed at his

disposal in absolute secrecy.'- Also at the Pope's instigation the

process of Palafox's beatification was resumed.^ Further

assurances were given to Bemis and Azpuni, the Pope asking

only for time and giving as one of his reasons the continuing

obscurity of the attitude of the Empress Maria Theresa.^

Choiseul attributed the greatest importance to the letter

written to Charles III. The Pope, he said, could now no longer

retreat, for it was highly dangerous to go back on one's word,

once it had been given to such a prince as the Spanish

monarch.*

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, December 5, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma xWcr- ^'^d C. Fames, 1474 ; *Centomani to Tanucci,

December 10, 1769, and *Orsini to Tanucci, December 12 and 15,

1769, ibid. Cf. also *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 30 and

December 14, 1769, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
In a *letter to Losada of January 23, 1770, Tanucci rejoices at

Marefoschi's appointment, describing him as " prelato dotto,

onesto, savio e conoscitore della cabala Gesuitica e di altri ordini

frateschi ". (Archives of Simancas, Estado 601 1.)

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, December 12, 1769 (there is mention here

of Charles III.'s sending the Pope tobacco, cocoa, and vanilla),

and Tanucci's *reply of December 16, loc. cit. ; cf. *Azpuru to

Grimaldi, December 14, 1769, and *Grimaldi's letter of thanks, of

January 2, 1770, ibid.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, December 21 and 28, 1769, loc. cit.

* Masson, 161. In a *letter to Tanucci of December 9, 1769,

Grimaldi asserts that " il papa ha promesso al re I'estinzione in

iscritto, finora era stato di palabra " (Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6102). Charles III.'s letter of thanks to the Pope, of

December 26, 1769, in Theiner, Hist., I., 540 seq. ; cf. also

Grimaldi's *letter to Fuentes, of January i, 1770, loc. cit., Estado

5088.
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And yet from now on the matter was protracted more than

ever. Bernis, who had been principally responsible for the

promise made to the Spanish king, was not apprised of its

text till two months had passed. At the same time he had to

suffer the mortification of the whole business being taken out

of his hands by Louis XV. and Choiseul and placed entirely

in Azpuru's. He thus found himself relegated to the role of an

idle spectator when, in early January, 1770, Azpuru informed

the Pope on behalf of his Government that the required

documents could not be supplied until the Motu propria had

been drawn up and the plan for the suppression had been

made known to them.^

Azpuru, for whom Charles III. had obtained the wealthy

archbishopric of Valencia as a mark of his satisfaction,^ had

already been unwell in December,^ and his health did not

improve as time went on. Meanwhile great excitement was

caused in Rome by the news that an attempt had been made on

the life of the King of Portugal. ^ The hot-blooded Almada

immediately ascribed the murderous attack to the Jesuits and

used this wholly arbitrary supposition as the basis of a memo-
randum in which he peremptorily demanded the suppression

of the Order. 5 This he handed to the Pope in a private audience

^ Bernis' reports in Masson, 161 seq. ; cf. the *letter sent by

Bernis to the sick Azpuru on December 11, 1769 (Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome).
2 *Roda to Azpuru, December 26, 1769 (announcement of the

nomination to Valencia), ibid. ; cf. *Fray Joaquin de Osma
(Charles III.'s confessor) to Azpuru, December 26, 1769, and

*Grimaldi to Azpuru, December 27, 1769, ibid. On December 7,

1769, Azpuru had told the king's confessor that the Pope would

preconize him as Archbishop of Thebes i.p. at the consistory

of December 18, " haviendo escogido el papa este titulo "
;

cf. *Azpuru to Fray Joaquin, December 21, 1769, ibid.

* *Azpuru to Fray Joaquin on the same day (his " salud " was
" poco menos que arruinada "), ibid.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, January 9, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1475.

^ Cf. above, p.m.
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on January 7th. ^ After reading the document, which was

framed in the most violent language, Clement, without making

any pronouncement on it, returned it to Almada, who could

produce no authority from his Government to take any such

step.2 But the incident had seriously alarmed the Pope,

who now renewed his former promises to Azpuru.^ The

opinion of the Augustinian General Vasquez was that

though the Pope asked for time he was determined on the

suppression.^

Nevertheless, and although it was still quite unknown

whether the Jesuits had played any part in the crime, ^ Bernis

and Orsini made common cause with Almada and decided to

remind the Pope of his promise by means of another memorial.

It was to be presented by Bernis. Two days before he was

received in audience Azpuru had an apoplectic stroke.^

The memorial presented by Bernis on January 22nd "^ was

such that not even the most outright enemies of the Jesuits

have dared to publish it.^

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, January 11, 1770, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 Theiner, Hist., I., 512.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, January 18, 1770, loc. cit.

* Vasquez to Roda, January 18, 1770, Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid,

Vasquez I.

^ Even Almada admitted this (Theiner, loc. cit., 543).

« *Bernis to Orsini, January 19, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^^, and *Orsini to Tanucci on the same day,

ibid., C. Fames, 1475.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, January 22, 1770, loc. cit., and *Orsini

to Tanucci, January 23, ibid., C. Fames, 1475.

* " II est vraiment douloureux," even Theiner wrote {loc. cit.,

543). " qi^6 ce prince de I'figlise (Bernis) se soit fait, en cette

occasion, I'instrument aveugle de cette intrigue portugaise ;

d'autant plus que de tout temps il avait exhorte toujours les

cours a la moderation et a des conciliantes mesures. Son memoire,

presente le 20 de ce mois au Saint-Pere, est un fidele echo de la

fureur aveugle du Portugal contre la Societe de Jesus. Nous le

laisserons pour cette raison, ainsi que celui d'Almada, s'eteindre

dans I'oubli (pour ne rien dire de plus) qu'il merite, et nous ne les
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Clement's reply was that he gladly accepted it, as Azpuru

assured him that it did not contain a single word of distrust

of his intentions. He would read it, he said, but he would

answer it, not with words but with deeds.^

The memorial was approved by Madrid,^ but no order was
issued for any further action. It was content with Choiseul's

assent to Spain's taking the lead in the Jesuit affair and with

Bemis' compliance.^ It was now resolved to send Azpuru
the written opinions of thirty-four Bishops who had declared

in favour of the suppression of the Jesuits, together with

a short report on the cause of their expulsion from Spain.

These documents, however, were not to be submitted to the

eussions pas meme mentionnes, si ce n'eut ete necessaire pour

faire connaitre au lecteur quelle etait, en ces tristes temps, la

position du papa ..."

^ On January 25, 1770, Orsini *reported on his talk with Bemis
on the 23rd, when the latter told him about his audience on the

22nd (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome). On
January 30, 1770, Orsini *reported to Tanucci : Yesterday the

Pope told Bernis that he would answer the memorandum with

deeds, not words, as he knew that the Holy See would know no

peace with the princes until the Jesuits were suppressed. Bernis

calmed him by saying that the King of Spain had a written promise

and was satisfied with that. Bernis, who is extremely pleased with

the confidence shown by the King of Spain, keeps the said

Archbishop of Valencia [Azpuru] informed about everything

(State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma t^t)- Bernis' *letter to

Azpuru, of January 30, 1770, refers to the accompanying report

of Orsini's, of January 25, 1770 (see above), and adds :
" Sa

S^^ a confirme dans I'audience hier au soir la meme reponse :

elle a ajoute qu'elle etoit convaincue de la necessite de sup-

primer la Societe des Jesuites pour le bien et la tranquillite

des £tats catholiques et 1' ' avantage du S. Siege '. Elle s'est

expliquee par ce point avec plus de franchise et d'ouverture que

jamais. Du reste en desirant satisfaire les cours, Sa S*^ veut agir

avec prudence et eviter autant qu'il sera possible les inconveniens

sans chercher cependant de vains pretextes pour differer."

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
- *Grimaldi to Azpuru, January 30, 1770, ibid.

* Theiner, Hist., I., 544.
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Pope officially, but only confidentially, as France and probably

also Naples were disinclined to take a similar step.^

Azpuru, who had recovered his health to some extent but

was still ailing,^ kept the Madrid Cabinet informed about the

audiences given to Cardinal Bernis, It was gathered from his

reports and the accompanying notes of the Cardinal that the

Pope was renewing his promises to produce the Motu proprio,

was continuously occupied with its composition, and was

asking for an Italian translation of the Bishops' opinions.^

Although this tedious task considerably delayed the matter,*

it had to be undertaken. On March 6th, 1770, Berrtis reported

that Marefoschi had been instructed to prepare the Motu

proprio, the draft of which would be notified to the ambassadors.

1 With his *letter of January 23, 1770, Roda forwarded the

Bishops' reply " sobre la extincion de los Jesuitas para entre-

garla confidencialmente al papa "
; he sent also " una pequena

apuntacion de los motivos que determinaron el extranamiento "

(Archives of Simancas, Estado 5078). On the same day Grimaldi

sent on the *documents to Azpuru with instructions to show

them to Bernis and Orsini (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome). On January 27 Grimaldi *authorized Fuentes to show

the documents to Choiseul (Archives of Simancas, Estado 4572).

The replies of the sixteen Bishops who were against the suppres-

sion were not forwarded {*ibid., Estado 686).

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, January 23, 1770 :
" Azpuru sta

malissimo." *Id. on January 26, 1770 :
" Martedi il S. Viatico

a Azpuru. Oggi sta un po meglio." *Id. on January 30 :

" Azpuru sta sempre meglio." *Id. on February 9th : Azpuru

has left his bed (State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1475).

3 *Bernis to Azpuru, March 6, 1770, and *Azpuru's reply on

February 7, 1770 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, February 15, 1770,

enclosing Bernis' note of the 13th ; *Id. on February 22, 1770,

enclosing Bernis' note of the 20th and Orsini's of the 19th
;

*Id. on March i, 1770, enclosing the Secretary of the Propaganda's

request for the translation of the Bishops' opinions. The trans-

lator was " Andres Catani, hombre de bien fiado y de secreto
"

(Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome).
* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 13, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1475.
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Although the Pope was seriously occupied with the

scheme for the total suppression, the report went on, he was so

timorous that he would only advance slowly, step by step.^

On March 16th the Pope told Bernis that the Motu proprio was

nearing its end ^ ; on the 19th he again assured him of his

readiness to fulfil the promises he had made in his letter to

Charles III.^ The same assurance was given to Orsini. " We
are working Ourself and having others to work for Us," said

the Pope. " The matter is making progress but it must be done

well, with the assent of the whole of Europe, such as was given

to Our Encyclical." ^

But Uttle was known of any serious steps being taken against

the Jesuits in accordance with these assurances. Bernis and

Azpuru could only report that they had been forbidden to hold

their Lenten missions and catechizings in S. Ignazio ^ and that

they had been relieved of the direction of the seminary in

Frascati.^

Choiseul, meanwhile, had lost all patience. " This is

absolute mockery," he wrote in the margin of the dispatch

in which Bernis had reported for the tenth time the work that

was being done on the Motu propria.'' " These alternations of

1 *Bernis to Azpuru, March 6, 1770, and *Bernis to Choiseul,

March 7, 1770, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, March 6, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^.
* " Touchoit a sa fin." *Bernis to Azpuru, March 17, 1770,

loc. cit.

3 Bernis to Azpuru, March 20, 1770, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5037.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 20, 1770, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma

^^ ; cf. *Azpuru to Grimaldi, March 22, 1770, loc. cit.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, February 2, T770, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1475.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, February 16 and 23, 1770, loc. cit.,

Esteri-Roma t^^, and C. Fames, 1475 ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

February 15, 1770, loc. cit. Cf. Bull. Cont., V., 147, and S. Cambo,

II Tusculo e Frascati, 43 seq., with a reproduction of the bust of

Cardinal York.

' Masson, 163.
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courage and fear with which the Pope is afflicted a propos of

the Jesuits," he complained to Bernis on March 27th, 1770,

" give us no promise of the speedy or thorough decision which

must come about." " It is now almost a year since he has

occupied the chair of St. Peter and we have had nothing from

him but the promise to produce the Motu proprio and the

scheme for the suppression of the Order. But we have handed

over the direction of the matter to Spain, and it is reported

from Madrid that Charles III. is so firmly convinced of the

Pope's good intentions and sincerity that he has no fear at all." ^

This was perfectly correct. The only thing that was repeatedly

said by Madrid was that Bernis was to keep strictly to Charles

III.'s instructions ^ as passed to him by Azpuru.

On March 26th Clement wrote to Azpuru that the material

for the Motu proprio had been prepared and that he was now
waiting for a model for it from a distant country, but he asked

that the strictest silence be kept about the whole affair.^

Although the Motu proprio thus lost all its value, no objection

was made by Madrid to this request.*

When in April Azpuru had to retire to the coast to recuperate,

the negotiations were left almost entirely to Orsini and Bernis.^

On April 3rd Bernis reported to Azpuru that the Pope was

working with Marefoschi on the Motu proprio and on the

scheme for the suppression ; his motives were sincere and he

had learnt to his joy that no objection would be raised by

Vienna. The Pope had also asked him for a copy of Clement

XI 's Brief on the suppression of Port Royal. ^ On April 7th

' Theiner, Hist., I., 548.

* *Bernis to Azpuru, February 6, 1770 : Every courier from

Paris brought him orders to obey every instruction coming from

Charles III. (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome). Cf.

*Orsini to Tanucci, February 6 and 13, 1770, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma i^^^-
* *Copy in the Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome

;

cf. *Bernis to Azpuru, March 28, 1770, loc. cit.

'' *Grimaldi to Azpuru, April 17, 1770, from Madrid, ibid.

^ *Azpuru to Grimaldi, April 5, 1770, ibid.

* *Berms to Azpuru, April 3, 1770, ibid.

VOL. xxxvin. N
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Orsini informed Azpuru and Bernis, on the Pope's authority,

that the Motu proprio was being revised, and that the scheme

for the suppression would be communicated to Charles III.,

to whom France and Naples had handed over the further

conduct of the matter.^ On April 9th Orsini wrote to Tanucci

that the Pope had almost finished correcting the Mohi proprio

and that in a few days Marefoschi would submit it to him in

draft form.2 But instead of this there was another delay.

Succumbing once again to fear and despondency,^ the Pope

suddenly announced on April 23rd that he was not yet able to

communicate the draft as he had been unable to discuss certain

points with Azpuru, who was indisposed ; also he was so

dissatisfied with its style that it seemed necessary to reshape

the whole document.*

Bernis, as well as Orsini and Azpuru, was grievously dis-

appointed by this fresh setback. The French Cardinal, who
was suffering from a chill, gave expression to his feelings in

a letter to the Pope of April 27th, hinting at the calamitous

effects that were likely to ensue. ^ Azpuru wrote a similar

letter from Palo, where he was convalescing, and offered to

come to Rome to inquire further into the matter.^ The Pope

was seriously put out by this renewed pressure. When Bernis

appeared in audience on April 30th he gave vent to the most

bitter complaints about Tanucci's ecclesiastical reforms in

Naples, which grievously contravened the Spanish concordat

of Benedict XIV. 's. In spite of his trying to repair the mistakes

made by Clement XIII., he protested, he was being more

^ *Orsini to Azpuru, April 7, 1770, ibid.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, April 10, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma tWs- A similar *report was made by Azpuru to

Grimaldi on April 12, 1770, loc. cit.

^ *Bernis to Choiseul, April 11, 1770, ibid.

* *Bernis to Azpuru, April 24, 1770, ibid. Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci

on the same day, Esteri-Roma yWtj. ^^^- ^i^-

5 *Bemis to Clement XIV., April 27, 1770, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
« *Azpuru to Clement XIV., April 28, 1770, ibid.
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violently opposed than his predecessor. Nevertheless he would

keep his promises to Charles III. and would shortly have the

Motu proprio ready. But Bemis could not ascertain any

precise date for this.^ Azpuru's comment was that the Pope

was frightened of the Jesuits and their friends and that he

would have to be encouraged.

^

At the audiences which were granted to Bernis on every

Monday in May he was always given the same assurances.^

Clement even informed him that in further support of his

promises he intended to add another Motu proprio to the one

which was now almost ready, ^ but the document in question

was not to be obtained from him. On May 21st Clement

authorized Bernis to pacify Azpuru by referring to this

second Brief. ^ At the end of May he told Orsini that the

Courts ought to be pleased with the delay, as good use would

be made of the time.^

What Paris thought of the situation is shown by the

comment made by Choiseul to Bernis, that there was a world

of difference between going slow and not going at all and that

hitherto, as far as he could see, the Pope had not taken a single

step to bring about the suppression of the Jesuit Order, which

was absolutely necessary.'^ But before this letter arrived in

Rome, Bemis, on June 9th, 1770, had again described, and

1 *Bernis to Azpuru, May i, 1770, ibid., and *Bernis to Choiseul,

May 7, 1770, Archives of Simancas, Estado 4571. Cf. *Orsini to

Tanucci, May i, 1770, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tWs-
- *Azpuru to Grimaldi, May i, 1770, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
3 *Bernis to Azpuru, May 9 and 16, 1770, ibid. ; also Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5087.

* *Bernis to Azpuru, May 22, 1770, loc. cit.

^ Ibid, and *Bernis to Choiseul, May 23, 1770, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 4571.
*> *Orsini to Tanucci, May 29, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^^. Cf. *Bernis to Azpuru, May 29, 1770, Archives

of Simancas, Estado 5087.

' Choiseul to Bernis, May 20, 1770, in Theiner, Hist., I.,

54«-
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more urgently than before, the serious consequences of delay.^

Clement took this insistence very badly ; he was neither

timorous, nor weak, nor insincere, he told Bernis in audience

on June 11th, and it was insulting to mistrust him after the

letter he had written to Charles III., and all his other solemn

promises. He could give only an hour a day to the Motuproprio,

but in spite of that it was nearly finished. But he must be

given time for the companion document ; it was an unheard-of

thing to try to bind a Pope down to a time-limit. ^ He expressed

himself in similar terms at an audience he granted Bernis on

June 18th : in the covering document he intended to throw

light on the Jesuit morality, which could not be done so

quickly. If he was thought to be honourable he must be

trusted ; if not, any kind of negotiation was a waste of time.^

On June 19th the Pope tried to persuade Azpuru, who was

now recovered, of the necessity for the delay in publishing the

Motu propria ; the king, he said, would see that he would do

even more than he had promised ; he intended to write to him

shortly, but it would have to be kept secret.* On June 25th

he reassured the French Cardinal that he would keep his

promise, but he did not want his scheme to fail for want of

deliberation.^ On July 3rd Bernis reported that the Pope had

not gone more deeply into the Jesuit question on the previous

day, but had merely remarked that he was still at work and

that the delay would not be so long as expected.® After the

declarations made on July 9th, Bernis wrote on the 11th, it

was only a question of time, but he had not been able to obtain

^ *Bernis au Papa, June 9, 1770, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
2 *Bernis to Azpuru, June 12, 1770, ibid. The Pope's anger was

vented wholly on Bernis ; his manner towards Orsini and Azpuru

was less severe ; vid. Orsini's *letter about his audience of

June 10, dated June 12, 1770, ibid.

^ Bernis to Choiseul, June 20, 1770, in Theiner, Hist., 549. Cf.

*Bernis to Azpuru, June 19, 1770, loc. cit.

" *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 21, 1770, ibid.

^ *Bernis to Azpuru, June 26, 1770, ibid.

8 *Bernis to Azpuru, July 3, 1770, ibid.
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any clear statement as to how long this would be.^ Orsini was

told by the Pope that he would not be able to give the reason

for delaying the Motii proprio until later ; he wanted the

lightning to precede the thunder by only a brief interval and to

have its devastating effect only where he directed it.^

However dissatisfied he was with the delay, Choiseul firmly

refused to allow Bernis to abandon his role of passivity.^

On July 3rd he sent him the most definite instructions not to

write or say anything before receiving the order to do so from

the Spanish king.* Bernis finally received clear information

about Madrid's views in mid-July. He discovered that Charles

HI, had been induced by his confessor, Osma, to grant the

Pope the time he had asked for. Osma hoped in this way to

obtain the canonization of Maria de Agreda and the definition

as a dogma of the Immaculate Conception. However little

sympathy Choiseul had for these aims of the confessor, on

July 30th he repeated the order he had given at the beginning

of the month. ^ Bernis had no other course but to obey. One

must arm oneself with patience, he had written on July 27th,

1 *Bernis to Azpuru, July 11, 1770, ibid.

- " *Che 11 lampo di poco preceda il tuono ed 11 fulmlne danneggl

solo dove nol lo Indirizzeremo e non altrove." Orslnl to Tanucci,

July 3, 1770, State Archives, Naples, Esterl-Roma tWs- ^^
July 6, 1770, *Orslnl Informed Tanucci of the " mlsteriosi

dettl e pass! del Papa che ha gla sul tavollno un minutlssimo

dettagllo di tutti gll effettl e sommlnistrazionl che hanno i Gesultl

nello Stato pontlficio ". Ibid.

' Orslnl *reported to Tanucci on June 5, 1770, that at the

meeting of the ambassadors Bernis had Informed them of a

dispatch from Versailles that had come the day before, " sulla

dllazlone veramente eccesslva della, soppressione del Gesultl."

State Archives, Naples, Estero-Roma y^^. Orslnl himself, as he

*wrote to Tanucci on June 12, 1770, thought that Clement XIV.

should be given time, as " sovrano " and " Papa ". On the

19th he *wrote again to Tanucci, " II Papa sa bene clo che promise

In Iscrltto al Re Cattollco, Inutile di dlmandare ; Marefoschl dice

che segulra la soppressione." Ibid.

* Theiner, Hist., I., 550.

5 Masson, 164 seqq.
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and not alarm a nervous soul who had been a Religious for

more than forty years and did not know how to be a ruler.^ But

Bernis soon grew restive again owing to the report in Rome
that Charles, his scruples confirmed by his confessor, would

not strike the final blow against the Jesuits. The Pope, it was

said, agreed with the confessor, and it would end with the

Spanish king withdrawing his request for the suppression of

the Jesuit Order, In these circumstances Bernis advanced

the view that if nothing happened after the expiration of the

time allowed by Spain a firm attitude must be adopted. If

this was not done by Spain, France could do so, with the

object of acquiring Avignon.^

The frivolous Choiseul passed on these confidential messages

to Ossun, the French envoy in Madrid, who submitted them to

Grimaldi. As a result Bernis was suspected by Charles and his

Ministers of wanting to alienate Spain from France and thus to

bring about the downfall of Choiseul. Actually, however,

Bernis had merely done his duty as reporter and otherwise

had kept strictly to the instructions of the Spanish Cabinet as

passed to him by Azpuru.^ When finally Madrid became

seriously disturbed ^ and instructed Azpuru at the end of July

and again in August to give the Pope an emphatic reminder

about his promises,^ Bernis, at the end of August, lent Azpuru

his support. In reply to their representations both received

the calming assurances they had heard so often before.^

In a long report of September 5th Bernis sought to justify

his conduct up to date. It had not been his fault that the affair

^ Theiner, Hist., I., 552.

2 Report of August i, 1770, in Masson, 165.

^ Ibid., 166 seq.

* On June 5, 1770, Grimaldi *wrote to Azpuru that the long

delay was beginning to cause Charles III. " desconfianza "
;

*on July 8, 1770 : France, too, was beginning to lose confidence.

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ *Grinialdi to Azpuru, July 31, 1770, also on August 6, 14,

and 28, 1770, ibid.

« *Bernis to Azpuru, August 28 and September 4, 1770, and

Azpuru to Grimaldi, August 30, 1770, ibid.
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had not progressed more rapidly. For two months the text of

the Papal letter to Charles III., of November 30th, 1769, had

been withheld from him. He had been subordinated to an

ambassador who wanted to play the lead in spite of his ill-

health but who had been unable to provide any means of

solving the problem. Bernis then repeated his opinion that the

question of the possession of Avignon must be Hnked with the

suppression of the Jesuits, but to this proposition Choiseul

again refused to listen.^ Bernis had to bow to Choiseul's

decision on this question as on the continued relinquishment

of the entire direction of the Jesuit question into the hands of

Spain. Meanwhile Azpuru's insistent pleadings merely elicited

from Clement XIV. correspondingly lively renewals of his

promises. When the anti-Jesuit Marefoschi, who had been

created Cardinal in petto on January 29th, was proclaimed as

such on September 10th, 1770, the Pope pointed to this as

a clear proof of the sincerity of his motives.^ The resumption

of the process of Palafox's beatification at the end of August

had the same end in view.^

1 Masson, 167 seq.

2 Bernis to Azpuru, September 12, 1770, loc. cit. Madrid also

took this view of Marefoschi's appointment ; vid. *Grimaldi to

Azpuru, October 2, 1770, ibid.

3 *Orsini to Tanucci, August 21 and 31 and September 21

(State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1476) : [Copia di lettera

scritta dal card. Orsini al sig. marchese Tanucci in data del

21 agosto 1770.] " Fui venerdi alia udienza del Papa e parlando

a Sua S'^ sul punto della soppressione della Compagnia di Gesu,

con buona maniera gli dissi la bella riflessione che V. E. mi

scrisse colla sua confidenziale degl' 11, che poteva credersi che

I'idea di Sua S*^ fosse di fermare sul punto nel quale ora si trovano

le cose, e trattenere tutte le potenze, che vogliono Testinzione

de' Gesuiti, nell'espettazione, e nella inazione ; e gli feci questo

discorso, perche nel congresso tenutosi oggi fa otto giorni 14. del

corrente tanto il card, de Bernis, che msgr. arcivescovo di

Valenza mi disscro, che venendo I'opportunita lo dicessi al Papa

in aria, che il Ministero de' tre sovrani Borbonici poteva ci6

dubitare. Sua S^^ mi rispose : Di questo non vi e dubio, per

sopprimere la Compagnia di Gesu h6 impegnato la mia riputazione.
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Cardinal Orsini was assured by the Pope that he was working

at the suppression, which would come about when it was least

expected. As to any steps taken by England in favour of the

Jesuits the Pope knew nothing, and to King Frederick II. of

Prussia's communication, which was a mere recommendation,

he had made no reply.^ Bernis, at the end of September,

confined himself to asking the Pope to make good use of the

time allowed him ; to which request Clement smihngly

assented!^

At this juncture Clement was in the best of spirits, thanks to

the settlement with Portugal, and he took up his usual autumn

residence in Castel Gandolfo.^ At the end of October he made

reasurring statements to Bernardo del Campo, who had been

sent from Madrid to Rome on a secret mission.* On October

16th Charles III. had written to the Pope that as he had never

doubted the sincerity of His Holiness he had not hitherto

sono costante, faro vedere la mia fedelta, et avendo la direzione

dell'affare Sua M*^ Cattolica, quel sovrano in questa dipeiidenza

e il mio oroscopio. Ho avuto bisogno, e I'ho tuttavia, di qualche

poco di tempo ; li motivi non posso dirli. A sue tempo li sapranno

non solo i sovrani, ma anche loro signori i Ministri qui residenti,

e quando li sapranno mi daranno ragione. Poi m'insinuai a dire

de' Gesuiti quale era stata la loro condotta passata negli intrighi,

nella ambizione, nella morale e nella disubidienza alia Santa Sede

quando questa non conveniva colle loro massime. Non mi lascio

finire il Papa e m'interruppe, dicendomi : Di questo sono per-

suasissimo, e ne ho letto, e studiato assai, specialmente da che sto

in questa Sede, avendo riassunto i fatti della condotta de'

Gesuiti a tempo de' miei antecessori, e per fine conchiudo che mi

riporto a come lo penso della Compagnia di Gesu ai termini, co'

quali ho scritto su di essa alle mie lettere di pugno a Sua M*^

Cattolica."

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, September 12, 1770, loc. cit.

2 *Bernis to Azpuru, September 25, 1770, ihid.

3 *Orsini to Tanucci, October 12, 1770, C. Fames, loc. cit.

4 *Orsini to Tanucci, October 23, ihid. Cf. Masson, 168.

Clement XIV. sent Charles III., through B. del Campo, a picture

of the Saviour by Guido Reni ; vid. *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

November i, 1770, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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directly reminded him of his promises, but now a speedy

settlement was wanted and he offered every possible help to

bring this about. ^ On his return from Castel Gandolfo the Pope

at first put off seeing Azpuru and Bernis,- but when they were

finally received they heard such good news that Azpuru gave

it as his opinion on November 8th that the end of the Jesuits

was quite near.^ On November 14th the Pope wrote to Charles

III. that if he would wait just a little his wishes would be fully

satisfied.* But it was just then that the attention of the

Spanish Cabinet was diverted by the danger of war with

England,^ which made it all the easier for the Pope to hold off

the ambassadors. He pointed out to them that he had a tedious

sort of mosaic work to do ^ and at the same time he took

1 *Charles IIL to Clement XIV., from S. Lorenzo, October 16,

1770, ibid. On November 8, 1770, Azpuru *reported that the

letter had been handed to the Pope {ibid.). Charles had been

exerting pressure through his ambassador. On September 4, 1770,

Grimaldi *instructed Azpuru to press for the conclusion of the

Motii propria and the scheme for the suppression, as there

not a few who thought " que el Key se ha entibiado en el empeno
que manifesto al principio en lo que toca a la extincion ". That
was not so, and he was to go on pressing. On the other hand,

*on September 12 he reminded Azpuru that the Pope was not to

be forced ; threats would only make the situation worse. Ibid.

2 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November i, 1770, ibid.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 8, 1770, ibid. Orsini, who
was pressing the Pope at the time, was told that he could not

apprise him of the obstacles he was encountering. *Orsini to

Tanucci, November 13, 1770, ibid.

* *Clemente XIV. a Carlo III., November 14, 1770, ibid.

* Masson, 168 seq.

•* *Orsini to Tanucci, November 21, 1770 (Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5087) :
" Fui alia udienza ieri mattina e non lasciai di

opportunamente insistere per la soppressione della Compagnia di

Gesii. II Papa mi rispose : Noi manterremo quel che abbiamo
promesso, dobbiamo far il quadro, ma essendo lavoro di mosaico,

uniamo tutte le pietre per comporlo, ed a questo ci applichiamo

e continueremo ad applicarci ; e senza altro dirmi sul proposito,

cangio discorso."
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measures calculated to show his anti-Jesuit attitude. Thus

he had a secret instruction conveyed to the Jesuits expelled

from Naples to retire from the frontier into the interior of

the Papal States and gave a negative reply to the question of

the Bishops, whether the unfortunate clerics were to be

employed on pastoral duties. Soon, he said, to Bernis he would

do still more.i

While the enemies of the Jesuits were working for the

dissolution of the Order one of their most frivolous opponents

was overtaken by his fate. On December 25th, 1770, Choiseul

succumbed to the intrigues of Louis XV. 's mistress, the

Comtesse Du Barry. The Minister who had ruled France for

ten years was banished as a traitor. The hopes, however, of the

Jesuits' friends and the Jesuits themselves which were raised

by this event were not to be realized. France's close connexion

with Spain in the Jesuit affair continued unimpaired,^ and of

this the Pope was expressly informed on January 21st, 1771.

^

As in Madrid the suppression of the Jesuits was closely

connected with the beatification of Palafox and at the same

1 * Bernis to Azpuru, December i8, 1770 :
" Le Pape a dit hier

soir au card, de Bernis qu'il avait donne ordre a tous les Jesuites

renvoyes du royaume de Naples et qui etoient restes sur les confins

de ce royaume ou dans les villes maritimes, de rentrer dans

I'interieur de I'fitat Ecclesiastique. Les eveques qui ont ecrit a

Sa S'^ pour savoir s'ils pouvaient employer les susdits' religieux

dans le s* Ministere ont regu de sa part une reponse negative. Le
Pape a ajoute au card, de Bernis que dans quelque tems il se

feroit autre chose de plus marque par rapport a ces memes
religieux, et qu'il ne perdroit pas de vue ce qu'il avait promis "

{ibid.). Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, December 18 and 25, 1770, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma y^^^ and C. Fames. 1476 ;

*Azpuru to Grimaldi, December 27, 1770, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome. Another anti-Jesuit step was Marefoschi's

appointment as Corsini's successor in the Congregation to which

the Collegium Germanicum was subordinated. This was *reported

by Orsini to Tanucci on December 21, 1770 {loc. cit.).

2 Theiner, Hist., IL, 106; Masson, 169 seq., 176.

^ *Bernis to Azpuru, January 22, 1771, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
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time far-reaching concessions were being sought in regard to

the tribunal of the nunciature, no great difificulty was ex-

perienced by Clement XIV. in postponing the decision still

further. Wrapping everything in an even greater secrecy than

before,^ he quietly assured Azpuru through his confidant

Macedonio that the canonization of Palafox would be followed

immediately by the death of the Jesuit Order.^

Cardinal Bernis, who still had to follow the instructions of

the Spanish Cabinet just as closely as ever,^ had returned in

January, 1771, to his old plan of attaining the suppression of

the Jesuits (and thus satisfying Spain) by the surrender of

Avignon. But Choiseul's successor, La Vrilliere, would not

agree to this. The fact that the Paris nuncio Giraud had

demanded the return of Avignon on February 11th, 1771, and

again on March 3rd, was not known to the Cardinal. In

accordance with his orders he pressed for the preparation of the

Motu proprio and confined himself to that. Clement, however,

now declared that an observation on the dissolution of the

vows of the French Jesuits must be inserted. Bernis acquiesced,

but Paris regarded it as prejudicial to the royal power, and

therefore intolerable. The Motu propria which the Cardinal

had been demanding for two years now had to be rejected by

him, and the only result of his renewed insistence on the

subject of Avignon was his being informed on March 9th, 1771,

of the steps taken by Giraud, with the observation that the

king would settle the question when he knew Charles III.'s

opinion on it.^

^ *Orsini to V. Macedonio, January 24, 1771, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma f^jft-

- *Azpuru to Grimaldi, January 31, 1771, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5088. As he *reported to Grimaldi on January 17, 1771,

Azpuru had previously informed the Pope through Bontempi
" que no havia tenido particular gusto S.M. quando ricivio su

carta, viendo defraudado la esperanza que tenia de que se explicase

il S. Padre en terminos m4s claros y menos indiferentes y
equivocos." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

^ Theiner, loc. cit.

* Masson, 179-181.
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The Spanish Cabinet at this time obtained from the Pope,

after long and secret ^ negotiations, a very important con-

cession of an ecclesiastico-poUtical nature. By a Brief of

March 26th, 1771, the jurisdiction of the Auditor to the

nunciature was superseded by a tribunal called the " Rota of

the Apostolic Nunciature ", to which the investigation and

settlement of ecclesiastical lawsuits was to be transferred.

The Brief thus secured for the monarch the most important

influence in the appointment of the judges who were to

exercise the Papal jurisdiction in the name of the nuncio.

^

Despite this important concession Madrid's old distrust of

Clement XIV. persisted. No matter how reassuring were the

statements made by the Pope to Orsini, Bernis, and Azpuru,^

he was not believed ; as he gave no definite time-limit,* it

1 The Brief on the reform of the nunciature was to be issued

before the departure of the new nuncio to Spain ; vid. *Azpuru to

Grimaldi, June 26, 1770, loc. cit. Azpuru *dispatched the Brief

on September 27, 1771 {ibid.). Cf. *Erizzo to the Doge of Venice,

November 21 and December 22, 1770, State Archives, Venice.

2 Hergenrother in the Archiv fiir kath. Kirchenrecht, XI.

(1864), 375 seq., 395 seq. The Brief, by which the nunciature

tribunal became practically a royal ecclesiastical authority, was

not published by the Spanish Government until after the sup-

pression of the Jesuit Order, on October 26, 1773, the excuse given

being the late arrival of the new nuncio, Valenti Gonzaga, who was

prevented by illness from entering on his duties until the end of

the year (see Theiner, II., 318 ; on p. 66 Theiner gives, in error,

the beginning of 1773).

3 *Orsini to Azpuru, March 4, 1771, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome ; *Bernis to Azpuru, March 5, 1771, ibid. ;

*Azpuru to Orsini, March 5, 1771, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma xWs-
* *Bernis to Orsini, March 12, 1771, ibid. On March 19, 1771,

Bernis *reported to Orsini that the Pope had told him on the

previous day that he would satisfy the Bourbons, but that he must

observe the rules ;
" qu'on me laisse faire et tout ira bien " [ibid.).

Orsini *wrote to Macedonio to the same effect on March 21, 1771

{ibid.). Tanucci fed Grimaldi's distrust, *writing to him on

March 28, 1771 :
" II Papa e pastore ; ma N.S. cacci6 subito
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was argued, he was only using the Palafox affair to postpone

the suppression of the Jesuits.^ But its final settlement, as

Grimaldi wrote to Azpuru on April 9th, 1771, was most

urgently desired by the king.^ Distrust also was at the back of

Grimaldi's opinion that if Louis XV. agreed to the restoration

of Avignon to the Papacy it should be delayed until the Pope

had suppressed the Jesuits in accordance with his promises.^

Orsini was as confident as Bernis that Clement would keep his

i venditori dal tempio. Eppure quei contrattori di bestie non eran

piu rei dei Gesuiti. Perclie tarderebbe il Papa ? " Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6104.

1 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, March 26, 1771, ibid., Estado 5038.

On April 3, 1771, Roda *wrote to Marefoschi from Aranjuez that

Charles III. was very much afraid that the Palafox affair would

be protracted, and that therewith " el efecto que mas anhela, que

es el de la extincion de la Compania, por contemplarlo mui

urgente y necesario, y creer que insta su execucion al bien de la

Iglesia universal, a la tranquilidad de los soberanos y a la quietud

y seguridad de S. S^ misma. No ignora S. M. el arte y manejo de

estos Regulares y la astucia con que han burlado siempre las

resoluciones que en diferentes tiempos se han querido tomar por

los Sumos Pontifices y Principes catolicos contra su perniciosa

conducta, su mala doctrina, sus intrigas politicas y sus excesos y
desordenes ". " How much more so now that the Holy See has

approved so many of the venerable Palafox's writings in which

the Society of Jesus is so violently attacked," etc. Bibl. S. Isidro,

Madrid, Vasquez II.—When Azpuru asked the Pope, who had

given as a date the Antipreparatoria della causa Palafox, when this

Congregation would assemble, the Pope shifted the date to the

day of the recognition of Palafox's " virtu eroiche ". v. *Azpuru

to Grimaldi, April 11, 1771. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome.
2 " *Ha servido de gusto a S.M. que el S. Padre continue en

su primer proposito : pero desea vivamente ver el fin de un asunto

en que si hay dificultades, tambien ha pasado much tiempo para

vencerlas." He was to continue " sus oficios " at a suitable time.

Grimaldi to Azpuru, April 9, 1771, ibid.

' *Grimaldi to Ossun, April 22, 1771, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5233. C/. Masson, 184.
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word,^ but nevertheless thought it necessary to acquaint him
with the feeling in Madrid. The Pope replied to him on April

19th that he was keeping to his word and that his letter to

Charles III. and the latter's reply formed the basis of the

matter, to settle which he was constantly at work. If he was
still hesitating it was only because he wanted to settle the

business properly. After all, His Majesty had handled the

expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain in a similar way, although

he had more power than the Pope.^

As time went on Clement had to admit to himself that he

1 *Orsini to Grimaldi, April 4, 1771 :
" Certamente il Papa

ritarda molto radempimento delle sue promesse, dice averne forti

ragioni, quali non comunica ; io credo lo adempira, ateso e state

sempre uomo di parola ed accortissimo ; onde non puote non
prevedere le funestissime conseguenze alia S. Sede ed al proprio

credito, se ci mancasse
; questo raziocinio, dando al Papa il solo

attribute di uomo che ragiona, non mi fa dubitare, e che in ogni

udienza fo il mio dovere, prego I'E. V. esserne carta." Archives

of Simancas, Estado 5088. On April 11, 1771, Orsini repeated to

Macedonio his view of the Pope's intentions :
" Io non dubito."

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma fV^s ." *Bernis to Azpuru,

April 9, 1 771 :
" Le Pape en parlant de I'affaire des Jesuites a dit

hier au soir ces propres paroles au card, de Bernis :
' J'ai bonne

memoire et bonne volonte '
; ensuite Sa Saintete m'a parle avec

reconnaissance de la reponse que lui ont faite leurs Majestes trfes

Chretiennes et Catholiques touchant le Bref qu'Elle a ecrit a ces

deuxmonarques au sujet de I'accommodement des cours de Madrid
et de Londres : le Saint Pfere, apres Dieu, met toute sa confiance

dans I'amitie des souverains de la maison de France. Le Card,

de Bernis a I'honneur de renouveler a Msgr. I'archeveque de

Valence les assurances de son sincere et respectueux attache-

ment." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. On April 16,

1771, Bernis *reported to Azpuru :
" A I'egard de I'affaire des

Jesuites Sa S*^ a dit au card. Bernis qu'elle ne la perdoit pas de

vue, mais qu'Elle vouloit la faire bien et qu'elle en etoit serieuse-

ment occupee " (ibid.). Similarly *Bernis to Orsini on the same
day. State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1478.

2 *Orsini to Azpuru, April 22, 1771, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
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must give Charles III. more obvious proofs of his good inten-

tions than mere words. He therefore decided to strike some

teUing blows at the Jesuits, even though some considerable

time would have to pass before they could take effect. On
March 6th he had authorized Marefoschi to visit a Jesuit

institution, the Irish College,^ which duty, as was only to be

expected of a man of Marefoschi's type, was performed in an

anti-Jesuit manner. ^ What was far more wounding to the

Jesuits was the subsequent issue of a similar ordinance in

respect of one of their chief teaching institutions in Rome.

On May 8th a Brief was published, entrusting the Cardinals

York, Marefoschi, and Colonna with the visitation of the

Roman Seminary.^ The Cardinals, the first two of whom, like

the secretary to the visitation, Carafa di Colombrano, were

professed enemies of the Jesuits/ were given the most exten-

sive powers of investigation into the temporal and spiritual

conditions of this college. This measure, the execution of

which began on May 16th, caused the greatest stir in Rome.^

The enemies of the Society were already proclaiming in

1 *Brief to Marefoschi, March 6, 1771, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma^^'^'y;;.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, March 19, 1771 {ibid, C. Fames, 1478),

also on the loth (alteration of the oath, Jesuit confessor removed)

and 28 May, 1771 (Marefoschi ordered the pupils henceforward

to attend lectures at the Propaganda), ibid. On June 13, 1771,

Azpuru *reported to Grimaldi :

" Entre las novedades que han

resultado de la Visita Apostolica del Colegio de Iberneses cometida

al card. Marefoschi " one was " la absolucion a los alumnos de

qualquier juramento, que hasta ahora huviesen dado, y que desde

hoy en adelante le presten del modo que lo hacen los alumnos de

Propaganda Fide, como informara a V. E. la adjunta copia del

Decreto dado para este efecto por el referido card. Marefoschi ".

There followed the decree of April 27, 1771. Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. It was not till September that

Marefoschi presented the Pope with the final report on the visita-

tion of the Irish College. Vid. *Orsini to Tanucci, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames, 1477. It appeared in printed form.

^ *Oisini to V. Macedonio, May 9, 1771, ibid., Esteri-Roma ^^^^,.

* Bernis, in Masson, 185.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, May 17, 1771, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma ^^j.
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triumph that the suppression would take place at once.^ Even

the Pope expressed himself in this sense to Bernis on May 13th :

" You see, My Lord Cardinal, that when I am trusted and

allowed to act, all goes well. I am a man of my word ; but

impatience and precipitation do more harm than good." ^

With these two blows were associated a number of other

measures calculated to inspire confidence in Clement's repeated

asseverations of his fixed resolve.^ Already under Clement

XIII., when the approval of the veneration of the Sacred

Heart was under consideration, he had, as Cardinal Ganganelli,

declared his opposition to this favourite devotion of the

Jesuits,* and he now came out again on the side of the oppo-

nents. At the end of May the Abbe Collet was banished from

Rome for having set up an image of the Sacred Heart in the

Coliseum.^ The punishment must have seemed all the stranger

1 " *Si va air estinzione " (Centomani to Tanucci, May 10,

1771). Tanucci *wrote exultingly about this fresh stroke to

Orsini on May 18, 1771. On the same day Orsini *wrote to

V. Macedonio, " siamo sicuri," and again on June 7, 1771, " sono

sicuro della soppressione." Ibid., Esteri-Roma ^'^^1,-.

2 " *Le Pape, en parlant hier soir au card, de Bernis de la visite

qui va se faiie du Seminaire Remain, par les ordres de Sa S*®, lui

a dit ces propres paroles :
' Vous voyez, M. le Cardinal, que

quand on se fie a moi et qu'on me laisse agir, les. choses se font

mieux et dans toutes les regies : je suis homme de parole ; croies

que I'impatience et la precipitation gatent plus les affaires qu'elles

ne les arrangent.' Le cardinal de Bernis n'a pas manque de louer

le Pape sur la purete de ses intentions et de I'assurer que nos Cours

en etoient bien persuadees." Archives of Simancas, Estado 5038.

Cf. *Bernis to Orsini on the same day. State Archives, Naples,

loc. cit.

3 *Bernis to Azpuru, April 28, 1771, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5038 ; *Bernis to Orsini and Tanucci, April 28, 1771, also

to Orsini on May 7, 1771, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma

fV^y ; *Bernis to Aspuru, May 7, 1771, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* Cf. our account, vol. xxxvii, 407.

^ Vid. besides Bernis' reports in Masson, 184, n. i seq., Vasquez's

account of the " escandaloso suceso del Coliseo !
" sent to Roda
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in view of the fact that permission to hold the feast in the

Coliseum ^ had been given by Clement XIV. to Cardinal Rossi,

who was known to be a friend of the Jesuits.^ In the following

month another step was taken by the Pope. Up till then it had

been customary for the Jesuits to use for their procession

from the Gesu on the last day of the octave of Corpus Christi

the canvas sun-screens that had been used previously for the

celebration of the feast in the Piazza di S. Pietro. This favour

on May 16, 1771. An eye-witness said that " el objecto de la

adoracion (mejor diria ; supersticion), practicada en dicho Coliseo

era una imagen de Jesu Christo, que abierto el pecho mostraba su

corazon como vaso que contenia particulas consagradas ; y Jesu

Christo con una particula en la mano comunic^ndola a una muger,

que los prudentes interpretes juzgan que sea imagen de la famosa

Alacoc, ya que al mismo tiempo se publico la relacion que incluyo

a Don Juan, enque vera V. Ex. citada una vision de esa profetisa

jesuitica ! — Blasi ha compuesto una obra contra la supersticion

del corazon separado del sacrosanto cuerpo del nuestro Redentor,

la qual la ha pulido Giorgi, corxigiendo algunas cosas y haciendo

algunas notillas !
" Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid, Vasquez, II. For

Collet's banishment, see *Orsini to Tanucci, May 31, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames. 1478. In Spain the devotion to the

Sacred Heart was prohibited by Charles III. {vid. *Roda to Azpuru,

from Aranjuez, May 28, 1771), for which *Roda extolled him as a
" principe illuminato " in a letter to Marefoschi of the same day

{loc. cit.). For the advocate Camillo Blasi's written attack on the

devotion to the Sacred Heart, see Hurter, Nomenclator,

V^ 79, 496.

1 Masson, loc. cit.

2 *Vasquez to Roda, June 20, 1771 : At first the Pope had

approved of " el escandaloso suceso del Coliseo !" Cardinal Rossi

had been betimes in obtaining the Pope's permission, to

Marefoschi's indignation. " Lo que nos aflige sumamente y debe

afligir a quien ama la religion, es que vemos casi imposible el

remedio, bien considerado el caracter del Papa. Si Dios no toma
alguna providencia extraordinaria, esta supersticion, como otra

qualquiera que quieran inventar los Jesuitas y sus Terciarios,

sussistiran sin que haya quien los disipe !
" Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.

VOL. XXXVIII. o
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was now refused them, as were also the loan of the Papal

musicians and the escort of the Swiss Guards. " This is further

evidence of the Pope's firm intention to keep the promises he

gave the king," reported Azpuru to Madrid on June 18th, 1771.

^

A few days previously Clement had again excused himself, first

to Orsini and then to Bernis, for having delayed matters up till

then, but he could not tell them the reasons for it. If only,

he said, he could have a quarter of an hour with Charles III. !

^

To dispel the mistrust of him that still persisted in Madrid,^

he agreed in June, 1771, to stand as godfather to the child that

was expected by the Princess of Asturias, the King of Spain's

daughter-in-law.* He knew well how much Spain's attitude

counted in the recovery of Avignon. Bernis advised its return

in the first dispatch he sent, on June 26th, 1771, to Choiseul's

1 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 13, 1771 :
" En el ultimo dia de la

octava del Corpus Domini los Jesuitas de la Casa Profesa han

hecho siempre por la maiiana la procesion de esta solemnidad con

las mismas tiendas, que por motivo del sol y mas decencia se

ponen en la que se hace en la basilica de San Pedro, y estan a cargo

del Mayordomo del Papa, pero se han visto precisados en esta

ocasion d hacerla por la tarde, pues haviendo pedido las referidas

tiendas, se las han negado de orden de S. B'^ con la circunstancia,

que no asistio a la funcion, como era costumbre, la niusica de la

capilla del Papa, en lo que parece ha manifestado mayormente su

constante cinimo de cumplir quanto ha ofrecido a S.M. relativo

d la extincion." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, June 7, 1771, loc. cit., C. Fames.
* *Orsini to Azpuru, June 16, 1771, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, and *Bernis to Orsini, June 25, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^.
3 On May 14, 1771, Grimaldi *wrote to Azpuru that it was clear

from what the Pope said that he was trying to put off the

suppression, so that a settlement was further off every day.

Procrastination was tantamount to a breach of promise. The king

suspected that the Palafox affair was being dragged out so as to

postpone the suppression. Archives of Simancas, Estado 5088.

**Charles III. to Clement XIV., from Madrid, June 9, 1771,

and *Clement XIV. to Charles III., June 20, 1771, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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second successor, the Due d'Aiguillon. The Paris nuncio

Giraud, who had pressed for the settlement of this matter on

May 14th and 28th, renewed his request in a very urgent

manner on August 25th. Grimaldi, however, had already

informed the French Cabinet on July 21st that Charles III.

did not approve of the premature return to Avignon : no such

step must be made until the Papal promises had been fulfilled.

The return of Avignon, Charles insisted, must take place simul-

taneously with that of Benevento and Pontecorvo, as they

were also closely connected with the suppression on the Jesuit

Order, no matter whether the latter preceded or followed the

return. In the latter case there must be a clause providing

against the Pope's failure to keep his promise.^

The Spanish Cabinet was also concerned about an ordinance

of Louis XV.'s of June 15th, 1771, whereby all priests who had

been banished from France since 1756 were allowed to return

to the country.2 Grimaldi demanded that at least the Jesuits

be excluded from this amnesty, but this was rejected by Paris

as an interference in France's internal affairs, for the king had

no cause to complain about the secularized Jesuits, and their

toleration in France had no connection with the demand for

their suppression.^ In the end, however, Bernis received the

same instruction as before, namely to support whatever steps

were taken by Spain. With this demand the Cardinal complied.'*

Azpuru, however, had another stroke in July while resting at

Frascati^ and was hampered in taking any energetic steps

not only by his poor health but also because he flattered

1 Masson, 185 seq., 187.

* Misgivings were immediately expressed by Fuentes, who sent

Grimaldi the royal ordinance with his *letter from Paris of

June 24, 1771. Archives of Simancas, Estado 4579.
8 Masson, 190.

• " * Bernis e Azpuru hanno parlato al Papa per la soppressione

con calore sommo " (Orsini to Tanucci, July 16, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1477).

* On July 9, 1 771, Orsini *reported to Tanucci that Azpuru had

retired to Frascati on medical advice ; on July 16 he *reported

that he had had a stroke. Ibid.
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himself that he had prospects of becoming a Cardinal.^ With

regard to his promise Clement consistently expressed himself

in such a way as to leave no doubts as to his sincerity in the

minds of Bernis and Orsini. They were confirmed in this

impression by the ardour with which the Pope pressed on in

two matters which he described as being an important part of

his scheme for the suppression, namely the visitation of the

Roman Seminary and the Palafox process.^ The spirit in

^ On July 27, 1771, Tanucci *complained to Orsini about

Azpuru " che pretendendo al cardinalato inacquava I'affare dei

Gesuiti. Ma restinzione dee marciare sola come il sole per cielo ".

Archives of Simancas, Estado 6104.

" *Bernis to Azpuru, July 2, 1771 : "La Pape s'est entretenu

assez longtems avec le card, de Bernis, dans I'audience de hier au

soir, de I'affaire de Palafox. Sa S*^ est contente de la derniere

ecriture qui vient d'etre finie : Ella fit I'histoire abregee de cette

affaire et se plut a raconter toutes les intrigues qui en ont

successivement embarrasse la marche. II est aise de condure de

cette narration que notre S* Pere est toujours dans les memes
sentimens, et que son projet est de finir I'affaire des Jesuites a

la satisfaction de nos Cours, en observant les regies canoniques."

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. *Bernis to Orsini,

July 2, 1771, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma f'^j'^g ; *Orsini

to V. Macedonio, July 3, 1771 :

" What an honour for Pagliarini !

The two copies of Blasi's book, for you and Conti, have been

dispatched to Genoa. The visitation of the Irish College is

practically over ; only the Rector is staying there for a short time.

The visitation of the seminary is making progress, with some
modifications." Ihid., Esteri-Roma -^^. *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

July 4, 1 771 (the Pope wants to settle the Jesuit affair " a satis-

faccion de las cortes interesadas y sin faltar a la observancia de las

reglas can6nicas "), Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome
;

*Bernis to Orsini, July 9, 1771 (yesterday evening the Pope spoke

[on the Jesuit affair] as theologian, father, and judge ; he has

a systematic plan, of which the visitation and Palafox form

essential parts). State Archives, Naples, loc. cit. ; *Orsini to

V. Macedonio, on July 9 (visitation of the Roman Seminary) and
II, 1771 (we have no doubts about the suppression), ibid.,

C. Fames, 1477 ; *Orsini to Tanucci, July 16, 1771 (on Sunday
morning the seminarists went to the Lazarists, in accordance
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which the latter was conducted is shown by the exclusion, at

the Pope's command, of the Jesuit Acquasciolti from all

participation in the proceedings and by the prohibition of any

attack on Palafox's writings, on the score that they had

with Marefoschi's decree), ibid., C. Fames, 1744 ; *Orsini to

V. Macedonio, July 25, 1771 (the " soppressione " is certain),

ibid. ; *Azpuru to Grimaldi, July 25, 1771 (measures affecting

the Seminario Romano and the Congregazione Antipreparatoria),

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome ; *Orsini to Tanucci,

July 23, 1771 (in a few days an extensive summary will be distri-

buted for the Congregazione Antipreparatoria), State Archives,

Naples, loc. cit. ; *Orsini to Azpuru, July 30, 1771 (j^esterday

morning the Pope repeated his well-known assurances, adding

that the Motu propria was ready and that the princes would be

pleased with it. Next September the Palafox case would be dealt

with ; this would herald the fulfilment of the promises. The
Pope praised all the princes), Archives of Simancas, Estado 5038.

On the same day he *wrote in a similar vein to Tanucci, adding

that despite the " impenetrabilita dei consigli del Santo Padre

conta sempre sulle promesse de S.S*^ " {loc. cit.), C. Fames, 1477 ;

*Bernis to Orsini, August 6, 1771 (the Pope spoke in such a way
that it was impossible to doubt his motives), State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma f^g. The same view was expressed by
Orsini in a *letter to Tanucci of August 6, 1771, ibid., C. Fames,

1477. *Bernis to Orsini, August 13, 1771 (yesterday the Pope
showed himself " invariable dans ses maximes " regarding the

Jesuits), ibid., Esteri-Roma ^^-^\ ; *Bernis to Orsini, August 27,

1 771 (continuation of the visitation of the Roman Seminary),

ibid., C. Fames, 1477 ; *Bernis to Orsini, September 3, 1771

(the Pope held fast), ibid., Esteri-Roma ^^|^ ; *Orsini to

V. Macedonio, September 4, 1771 (" Sempre piii si assicura la

soppressione "), ibid. On September 10, 1771, Bernis *reported

to Azpuru that the Pope was aware of all the intrigues against the
" causa Palafox " and despised them. Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome. The same *report was made on the same date

by Bemis to Orsini, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma f]^^. Also on the same

date Orsini *replied to Tanucci's complaint about the Pope's

postponement of the decision by referring to the Palafox affair,

" preparatoria all' estinzione " (Archives of Simancas, Estado

6104).
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already been approved.^ Two events that took place at this

juncture were very opportune : on Chigi's death Marefoschi

was appointed in July as Prefect of the Congregation of Rites,^

and a written work imputed to the deceased Bishop of Utrecht,

declaring Palafox to be a Jansenist, proved to be a forgery

by a Belgian Jesuit.^ Amid general excitement the so-called

preparatory commission which was customary in canonization

processes met, under the Pope's presidency, on September

17th, 1771, In spite of the secrecy to which its members were

bound, Azpuru was able to report to Madrid on September 26th

that not a single vote had been cast against Palafox, that

twenty-four had been cast in his favour, and that ten members
had asked for a postponement of the decision.^ The pleasure

^ *I1 P. Postulatore to Azpuru, September ii, 1771, and *Azpuru

to Grimaldi, September 12, 1771, Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome. Orsini reported on September 12, 1771, to V. Macedonio

that before Marefoschi received the considered opinions he caused

a Papal decree to be read out, which forbade everyone except the

Postulator of the Faith to say anything against Palafox's teaching.

Loc. c4t., Esteri-Roma ^^5%. Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, September 13,

177X, ibid., C. Fames, 1477.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, July 19, 1771, ibid.

* This work, attributed to the Bishop of Utrecht, which had
already appeared in Italian in 1760 and was now distributed in a

French edition, caused an enormous sensation, as it was calculated

to damage the Palafox process. *Azpuru (to Grimaldi, August i,

1770 ; Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome) and *Orsini

(to Tanucci, August 2, 1771 ; State Archives, Naples) immediately

denounced it as spurious. Azpuru's secretary, Igareda, in his

*letter to Mahony of August 3, 1771, ascribed it to the " Jesuitas

o sus Terciarios ". Grimaldi was apprised of Charles III.'s vexation

by a *letter written from S. Ildefonso on August 20, 1771

(Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome). Ibid., the *protest

of the Jansenist Bishops of Holland, addressed from Utrecht,

August 12, 1 771. Tanucci rejoiced at the profit it brought to the

Palafox case ; cf. his *letter to Orsini, September 3, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma j^^.
* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, September 26, 1771 ; he also reported

that the vote of the Jesuit consultor " nada concluye en substancia
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with which Charles III. received this news ^ was impaired by

the report from Rome that even Marefoschi thought that

Clement was making use of the Palafox process to delay the

suppression ; moreover, not ten but eighteen members of the

commission had voted for the postponement. ^ The appre-

hension already expressed by Tanucci a few months previously

now became more widespread : the visitation of the seminary

and the Palafox process might drag on so long that the Pope

would die before they were over.^

The Spanish Cabinet was also constantly worried by France's

attitude towards both the Jesuit question and the return of

Avignon. In mid-September Grimaldi stated in energetic

terms that the restitution of the Papal territories was a matter

that was of equal interest to all three Bourbon Courts and one

that took time to settle. He also complained bitterly about

Giraud, the nuncio to Paris, especially on account of his

statement that it was only Spain that wanted the suppression.*

y lo ha despreciado S.S." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome.
^ *Grimaldi to Azpurii, from S. Lorenzo, October 7, 1771, ibid.

2 *Vasquez to Roda, October 31, 1771, loc. cit. As Roda *wrote

to Azpuru on July 16, 1771, Charles III. regarded the Palafox

affair as a pledge of the suppression of the Jesuits. Ibid.

^ *Tanucci to Grimaldi, July 9, 1771, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6104.

* Grimaldi's *letter to Ossun, the French envoy in Madrid,

cited by Masson (191) with no mention of date or source, bears the

date September 16, 1771 (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome and Archives of Simancas, Estado 5233). Grimaldi

dispatched it on the same day to Fuentes, the Spanish

ambassador in Paris, stressing how displeased Charles was with

Giraud 's note to Aiguillon about the restitution of the Papal

territories [ibid.]. On September 17, 1771, Grimaldi complained in

a *letter to Azpuru of the " indecencias escandalosas del Nuncio

en Paris ", who, apparently at the Pope's request, was associating

with the Du Barry [loc. cit., Estado 5233). Cf. Fuentes' *report

from Paris to Grimaldi, of September 5, 1771, confirming Mme
du Duffand's statement {Correspondance, ed. Lescure, II., 186)

that Fuentes avoided all contact with the Du Barry.
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The Due d'Aiguillon replied that in regard to Avignon no

steps would be taken except in agreement with Spain, and in

the Jesuit question France would adhere to the instructions

already given to Bemis. Charles III. took no further step in

the matter, but noted with growing annoyance that Aiguillon

was not only tolerating but even protecting the Jesuits in

France.^

Fresh instructions were sent to Azpuru, who was lying ill at

Frascati, to bring pressure to bear on the Pope (through

Orsini and Bernis) to suppress the Jesuits. ^ The two Cardinals,

however, were imable to perform this task, as the Pope was

busily occupied with the Palafox affair ^ and made use of his

customary autumn residence at Castel Gandolfo to avoid

listening to any further representations by the envoys.'*

1 Masson, 191 seq. On September 15, 1771, Grimaldi

*authorized Fuentes to raise objections to the Jesuits preaching

in certain Paris churches ; such conduct was intolerable at a time

when the sovereigns were demanding their suppression. Archives

of Simancas, Estado 5088. Aiguillon 's defence was that in

France only the Institute of the Jesuits was proscribed, not the

separate individuals as in Spain. Vid. *Fuentes to Grimaldi,

October 4, 1771, ihid., Estado 5088. Cf. *Aiguillon to Ossun,

October 7, 1771, ibid., Estado 4580.

2 *Azpuru to Orsini, from Frascati, September 13, 1771,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ *Tanucci to Orsini, September 21, 1771, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma t^^.
* On September 20, 1771, Orsini *reported to Tanucci : Monday,

Consistory and Thursday or Friday departure to Castel Gandolfo,

ibid., C. Fames, 1477. Before the departure Orsini, at an audience

on September 23, 1771, renewed in the name of the King of

Naples " I'istanza per la sollecita soppressione della Compagnia

de Gesu ". He received the following reply from Clement XIV. :

" *Di quest' affare, non accade piu parlare. Sono memore di

quanto h6 promesso, lo adempiro, non posso dimenticarmene, vi

penso, e ci travaglio continuamente, lascino fare a me ; ed indi

interrogd lo scrivente se avea veduto il decreto del Venerabile

Palafox, col quale si vieta di oppugnarsi la dottrina del servo di

Dio ; lo scrivente rispose, che lo avea ammirato ; il Papa replico :

Ne godo, lascino fare a me, e poi pass6 ad altri affari." Orsini
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Clement, however, did not neglect, during his villeggiatura,

to celebrate the birth of a grandson to Charles 1 11.^ by all

manner of festivities ^ and directed the consecrated swaddling

clothes to be sent to the prince.^ In a secret Consistory on

November 11th he informed the Cardinals of the joyful news

that had come from Madrid and of the entry of Louis XV. 's

daughter into the Carmehte Order.* On November 14th, 1771,

he had a cordial message of congratulation sent to Charles III.^

Meanwhile fresh expressions of misgiving were coming from

the Spanish capital. At the end of October, Vasquez, full of

apprehension, wrote to Roda that the Pope was in good spirits

but was doing nothing to keep his word. It was to be feared,

he continued, that he was hoping to satisfy Charles III. with

the Brief confirming the expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain,

and Marefoschi too was still of the opinion that the Palafox

affair was merely to serve as a means of postponing the

suppression.^ The process of beatification had indeed developed

in an increasingly mysterious manner. On October 10th

Azpuru had reported that the decree on Palafox's heroic

virtues would appear shortly,' but when on November 17th,

Orsini, acting for the sick Azpuru, urged that the matter be

brought to a conclusion, the Pope pointed out that they were

waiting for certain documents from Spain. He also complained

about the incompetence of the postulators, which was the

to Bernis, September 24, 1771, Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome.
1 Charles III. informed the Pope of the birth and baptism of the

Infante Carlos Clemente in a *letter written from S. Lorenzo on

September 19, 1771 ; he had represented the Holy Father at the

christening. Ibid.

2 *Azpuru to Grimaldi, October 3, 1771, ibid.

^ *Pallavicini to Azpuru, November 3, 1771, ibid.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, November 12, 1771, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames. 1477, and Azpuru to Grimaldi, November 14,

1771, loc. cit. ; the Pope's speech in Theiner, Epist., 188.

5 Theiner, Epist., 190.

** Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid, Vasquez, II.

' *Azpuru to Grimaldi, October 10, 1771, loc. cit.
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cause of the fresh delay. ^ Tanucci wrote to a friend at this

time, " As I have always feared, the Pope, Frate and

Romagnolo that he is, will fool us." ^ Centomani, Tanucci's

agent in Rome, complained that the last Consistory had been

as fruitless as all the thirty-one months of Clement XIV. 's

pontificate. The orders given so far in respect of the Roman
Seminary were only half-measures.^ Orsini, on the other

hand, thought that the forthcoming publication of the report

of the visitation provided safe grounds for presuming that

the suppression would take place.* Soon afterwards, however,

he had to admit that the Pope had never said the suppression

would follow the conclusion of the Palafox process.^

While Clement was repeating to the Bourbon envoys the

assurances he had made so often before and was waiting for

the arrival of the Palafox documents,^ Bernis' attention was

^ *Orsini to Azpuru, November i8, 1771, ibid. Cf. Orsini to

V. Macedonio, November 5, 1771 (Orsini had no doubt about the

suppression), State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^Sh-
2 *Tanucci to Nefetti, from Caserta, November 19, 1771 :

" II Papa frate e Romagnolo burlera, come io ho sempre creduto."

Archives of Simancas.

' *Centomani to Tanucci, November 19, 1771, State Archives,

Naples.

* *Orsini to Macedonio, December 12, 1771, ibid., Esteri-Roma
30 5

5 *Orsini to Tanucci, December 31, 1771, ibid., C. Fames, 1477.

Cf. *id. on December 29, 1771 {ibid.), on the banishment of the

Trinitarian Perez from Rome to Spain ; this measure, in which

Clement XIV. fully concurred, was taken by Charles III. because

Perez had voted against Palafox. Cf. Roda to Azara, December 24,

1771, in Cretineau, 345.
* *Orsini to Macedonio, January 2, 1772, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^^ ; *Bernis to Azpuru, January 7, 1772 (Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome), also on January 14, February 4

and II, 1772, ibid., and Archives of Simancas, Estado 5038 ;

*Orsini to Azpuru, January 28, 1772 (the Pope said, " Mantenemo

cio che abbiamo promesso a S.M.C."), ibid. ; *Bernis to Azpuru,

February 18, 1772 : "Ha paru au card, de Bernis que le Pape est

toujours serieusement occupe de la cause du ven. D. Jean de
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distracted from the Jesuit question by new commissions from

his Government. The most important one was the conferment

of the purple on Giraud, the ambitious nuncio to Paris, who
was doing all in his power to achieve this honour, and on the

Archbishop of Rheims, De la Roche Aymon. Clement XIV.,

very rightly, had but a poor opinion of both these men, who
were favourites of the Comtesse Du Barry, but on December

16th, 1771, he was forced to give way, so far as the incom-

petent Archbishop was concerned. Before attaining his end,

Giraud had to wait till April 19th, 1773.^ Besides these two,

Bernis had many other affairs to deal with.^

Palafox et de I'affaire des Jesuites ; il veut terminer Tune at

I'autre en observant les regies canoniques et celles de la justice et

de la prudence, comme I'exigent le devoir et la gloire des trois

monarques et la sienne propre. Le card, de Bernis a saisi cette

occasion d'assurer le Pape que S. M*^ Tres-Chretienne, toujours

fidele au systeme d 'union des trois couronnes, vouloit que son

ministre a Rome appuiat et secondat constamment les ordres et

les instructions qui lui seroient communiques par le ministre de

Sa M*^^ Catholique. Sa S*^ etoit deja persuadee de cette verite, sur

laquelle elle n'a jamais eu lieu de former aucun doute." *Id., on

February 25, 1772 :
" II ne fut question dont I'audience d'hier au

soir que des sentimens du Pape en faveur des cours catholiques et

principalement de celles de la maison de France. Le Pape assura

le card, de Bernis qu'incapable de manquer a ses promesses, il

chercheroit toujours avec empressement les occasions de prouver

son amitie et son attachement aux trois couronnes." {Ibid.) On
November 4, 1771, Aiguillon had written to Ossun :

" M. le

cardinal de Bernis s'est conforme aux ordres que Sa M*^*^ Catholique

a adresses a M. I'archeveque de Valence par rapport aux nouvelles

instances a faire pour la suppression des Jesuites, et continuera

d'agir avec ce prelat et avec M. le cardinal Orsini dans un parfait

concert sur cet objet." Archives of Simancas, Estado 5200.

1 Theiner, Hist., II., 122 seq. ; Masson, 192 seq., who treats

here also of Clement XIV. 's *Ietter to Louis XV. (omitted by

Theiner ; Archives of Foreign Affairs, Paris), the bulk of it

being written by Bontempi, the Pope being responsible for the

beginning and end only. According to Novaes (XV., 185) Giraud

had already been appointed in petto on June 17, 1771.

2 Masson, 196 seq., where there are further details about the
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Azpuru had long been too ill to do full justice to his duties

and when the cardinalitial appointment of the Archbishop

of Rheims brought home to him the futility of his own aspira-

tions for the purple he vented his ill-temper on the Pope, and

there was a violent scene with Father Bontempi.^ He had

previously tendered his resignation as ambassador, which

must have greatly embarrassed Clement XIV., but this time

Charles III. accepted it ^ and in January, 1772, entrusted the

temporary direction of the Spanish embassy to the Count de

Lavana,^ who had hitherto been his representative in Naples.

Lavaila, in concert with Bernis and Orsini, was to press the

Pope with every possible means and with the greatest energy

to suppress the Society of Jesus.'*

The change in the Spanish ambassadors was viewed with

apprehension by Clement XIV., who expected that the

representations made by a layman, as Lavaria was, would be

rumour that Louis XV. 's daughter was trying to bring about the

dissolution of the Du Barry's marriage, so that she could marry

the king. Cf. Grandmaison, Madame Louise de France,^ Paris,

1922, 138.

^ Cf. *Centomani to Tanucci, January 14, 1772, State Archives,

Naples. Orsini *wrote to Tanucci on December 31, 1771, that the

Pope had never said either to him or Bernis " che volesse far

Azpuru cardinale ", ibid., C. Fames, 1477, and again *on

January 28, 1772, ibid., C. Fames, 1479. That Azpuru's dis-

missal was not the result of his illness but " per disgusto di noi

e vergogna di non venir promosso cardinale " is brought out in

Vincenti's *letter to Pallavicini, February 4, 1772, Nunziat. di

Spagna 268A, Papal Secret Archives.

^ *Grimaldi to Azpuru, January 21, 1772 : Azpuru and Igareda

were to inform Lavaila of all current affairs, " particularmente del

de la extincion de los Jesuitas " (Archives of Simancas, Estado

5103)-

3 *Charles III. to Clement XIV., El Pardo, January 21, 1772,

ibid.

* " *Solicitar por todos los medios y con toda la eficacia posible

estimular al papa a la extincion de la Compania " (Grimaldi to

Lavaiia, January 21, 1772, ibid.).
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even more urgent than those he had already had to deal with.^

Bernis, in reportmg this to Paris on January 17th, 1772, gave

a most interesting explanation of the Pope's position in the

Jesuit affair.2 " The Pope's private letters to the King of

Spain and the good offices of the confessor Osma have had no

other object up to now than to gain time while the essential

documents for the process of the Jesuits are being searched for

and collected. I have grounds for thinking that the real

subject of the matter has never been discussed either by the

Pope or the king, nor put into proper order. The Pope has

always asked for time and up to now it has been granted to

him. The Palafox process was represented as the introduction

to that of the Jesuits, but even this affair is not yet finished

with and will take another year or two, after which the Pope

presumably will have to express himself more clearly.^ The

complete suppression of the Jesuits, which hitherto has been

demanded only by the Courts of Paris, Madrid, and Lisbon,

will be difficult to carry out unless it is also demanded or

expressly acquiesced in by the other Catholic Courts, such as

Vienna, Turin, Florence, Milan, and Genoa. But a demand will

never be made by these other Courts, and their definite assent

will be difficult to obtain. The Pope has stated that as judge

of the affair it does not become him to invite it. On account ot

this difficulty alone I have always regarded the complete

suppression of the Jesuit Order as a well-nigh impossible

undertaking."

1 Bemis on January i and 17, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II.,

200, 202.

2 Theiner, Hist., II., 202.

* On January 21, 1772, Bernis *\vrote to Azpuru, " Sa Saintete

s'est informee des intrigues et des moyens qui sont employes pour

mettre les plus forts obstacles a la canonisation de cet eveque,

centre lequel de touts terns les Jesuites et leurs partisants

fanatiques se sont eleves. Sa Saintete veut proceder dans cette

affaire selon toutes les regies : mais comme Elle est persuad6e de

la bont6 de la cause, Elle ne doute pas que la justice et la verite

ne triomphent de tous les efforts de la passion et de I'intrigue."

(Archives of Simancas, Estado 5038.)
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Bernis gives the following reasons for this conclusion. The

Pope cannot be expected to fall out with half of the Catholic

sovereigns for the sake of satisfying the others on so vexed

a question, in which the Pope, unless he is to fail in justice

and honour, cannot act otherwise than in accordance with the

canonical rules and forms and on the strength of reliable

documents which clearly show that the Jesuit Order is quite

corrupt and absolutely incapable of improvement. " So far as

I have been able to see into the Pope's mind," Bernis con-

tinued, " I have grounds for supposing that the Pope wanted

to go slowly, firstly to obviate any suspicion that the suppres-

sion of the Jesuits was a condition of his election. Secondly,

because at the beginning of his reign he found that tempers

were very heated, and doubtless he wanted by his hesitation

to give them time to cool. The Brief Motu propria was rejected

by Portugal and was declared to be inadmissible by France,

but for some time it engaged the attention of the Court of

Madrid. At the present time the Pope could put in its stead

the beatification of Palafox, a matter with which he is fully

conversant but which will take a fairly long time to bring to

a final conclusion. Lampoons against Palafox's teaching are

being circulated daily, although it was approved by the

Congregation of Rites under three different Popes. If Lavaiia

agrees with the suppression of the Jesuits not being taken

seriously in hand until after Palafox's beatification, the Pope

would still have plenty of time, but eventually the moment
for a definite statement would draw near and then the Holy

Father would probably be able to explain to the Spaniards

the impossibility of making away with the Jesuits in the States

in which they are protected, especially if the utter corruption

of the Order cannot be established." ^

This being the situation one can readily understand Lavaiia's

doubts of his abihty to execute his difficult task.^ As it

1 For the pain caused to the Pope by the writings against Palafox

which were continually appearing, see also *Orsini to Tanucci,

January 28, 1772, loc. cit.

^ *Lavaiia to Grimaldi, February 19, 1772, from Turin

(" muchisimo miedo "), loc. cit., Estado 5103.
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happened, he was never able to assume his new position ; his

death on February 23rd meant another gain of time for the

Pope. Previous to this the Jesuits had been dealt further

blows calculated to dispel the distrust of the Pope's intentions

which had been conceived for years past by Tanucci in Naples

and his agent Centomani.^ After the visitation of the Roman

1 *Tanucci to Losada, June 5, 1770 :
" La condotta del Papa

e quale io ho sempre aspettato. Verra 1'approvazione

deU'espulsione dei Gesuiti fatta dai Borboni e I'impiego dei loro

beni, perch^ il farla h interesse di Roma. L'estinzione si differira

tanto che si muti tutto I'aspetto dalle cose presenti ; e forse finira

il Papato Regnante prima di sopirsi le difificolta che nasceranno

parte naturalmente, parte per industria." *On August 7, 1770 :

" Di Roma non parlo ; mi dispiacera che si verifichi quel che ho

pensato fin da principio, cio6 che il Papa confidera nel tempo, e

intanto pascera di promesse." *0n January 8, 1771 :
" Di Roma

da qualche settimana nulla ! Son cessate anche le promesse

bench6 vane, che si ripetevano tutte le settimane." Loc. cit.,

Estado 6012, 6014. *Centomani to Tanucci, January 11, 1771 :

" Si proibiscono i ministeri ai soli Gesuiti espulsi : non si proibisce

la vestizione dei novizi. Quindi non si va all'estinzione . . . dopo

20 mesi di Pontificato. II P. Zaccaria fa portare qua la sua biblio-

teca : quindi crede che la C'^ vivra " (State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, 121 8). *Tanucci to Grimaldi, March 12, 1771 :

" La scusa settimanale del Papa h che non pu6 mandar via dal

suo Stato li Gesuiti, come han potuto fare li Sovrani Borboni e il

Portogallo, laonde ha bisogno di tempo. Questo suonerebbe

tempo lungo, qual sarebbe quello della morte di tutti o della

maggior parte de' Gesuiti che stanno nel paese ecclesiastico, e

involverebbe la vita dello stesso Papa, e neppur basterebbe,

sapendosi ch'Ei permette ai Gesuiti il vestir novizi clandestina-

mente " {loc. cit., Estado 6014). *Tanucci to Orsini, June 22, 1771 :

Always the same old policy of the Roman Court, to spin things

out and make use of the time thus gained. A proof of this was
" la Bolla 28 mesi sono ; la Bolla de' Gesuiti era distesa e

mancava solo il tradurla dallo stil forense in Gregoriano, opera

di poche ore : questo fu scritto a tutti li Borboni " (Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome). *Centomani to Tanucci,

June 28, 1771 :
" Da 25 mesi aspettiamo la soppressione. Chi

pu6 vedere chiaro ? " State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma
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Seminary had been brought to a conclusion in January, 1772/

Clement relieved the Jesuits of its administration and closed

the students' hostel (Convitto) that had been run in connexion

with it. 2 Both in this case and that of the Irish College he

1 218). *Centomani to Tanucci, August 6, 1771, enumerating the

Pope's measures against the Jesuits and pointing out that the

admission of novices had never been forbidden, whence Centomani

concludes :
" che solo il timore puo sforzare S. S. al passo

definitivo " {ibid., Esteri-Roma 1219). *Tanucci to Orsini,

October 21, 1771 :
" Benche Spagna e Francia insistano e

rinnovino anche le istanze, bisogna tolerar le dimore del Papa
quanto si possa riguardo all'estinzione dei gesuiti, dei quali

h ormai nauseante il discorso e poco decoroso " (Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6104). *Du Tillot to Azara, February, 1771

(no day given), casting suspicion on Bemis as a (Jesuit) Tertiary

(State Archives, Parma). *V. Macedonio to Orsini, Lisbon,

January 15, 1771, admitting that " la soppressione h un passo

un po' duro per la S. Sede " (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma A*^), but he wrote on June 25, 1771, to Orsini :
" Perch^

tante tergiversazioni quando si vuole estinguere ? E se le

scuole Gesuitiche sono cattive, perche non si finisce tutto d'un

colpo ? " {ibid., Esteri-Roma ^^-j).

^ On January 17, 1772, Orsini *reported to Tanucci that

Carafa di Colombrano had handed the Pope the " Relazione della

visita del Seminario Romano " {loc. cit., C. Fames, 1479).

^ CoRDARA, 138, who relates how Marefoschi, in his hatred of

the Jesuits, entrusted the investigation of the economical adminis-

tration to the expert accountant Smuraglia, who had been initiated

into Marefoschi's schemes. Smuraglia, after examining the

seminary's account-books for two centuries, declared that

5,000,000 gold scudi were missing and that they had been em-

bezzled by the Jesuits. Although the Jesuits laughed at this

accusation, as the seminary was groaning under heavy debts and

they were hard put to it to maintain the convittori, Marefoschi

asseverated that there could be no doubt about his allegation.

Clement XIV. accordingly deprived the Jesuits not only of the

administration of the seminary but also of the Convitto for noble

students, which was managed in connexion with it, and had proved

to be of great benefit ; the house was closed and was finally put up
for sale. Smuraglia was richly rewarded, but Marefoschi never
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gave unqualified credence to the impassioned reports of

Marefoschi. The direction of this latter institution too was

taken away from the Jesuits and handed over to secular

priests.^ Almost simultaneously a Papal circular letter was

sent to all Bishops in the Papal States ordering them to forbid

the Jesuits expelled from Spain, Parma, and Naples to hear

confessions, preach, or even catechize. To Azpuru this was

a sure sign that the Pope was determined on the suppression.^

A similar interpretation was put upon a most severe measure

that was taken against the Jesuit General, Ricci. The

Promotore della Fede, Monsignore Pisani, had made a will

appointing his brother as his heir, but on his death-bed, as his

brother was living in Malta, he handed over the administration

of his estate, pending the heir's arrival in Rome, to another

brother, who was a Jesuit. The last-mentioned, having no

experience of business, entrusted the affair to the Jesuit

Casali. Although Casali fulfilled his duty most conscientiously,

Pisani's other brother, when he finally arrived in Rome,

dreaming of untold wealth, accused him of embezzlement and,

to the general dismay of the Romans, brought an action

against his own brother, the Jesuit. Clement XIV. intervened

by appointing as judge Monsignor Alfani, whose reputation was

bad but who happened, conveniently, to be a bitter enemy

of the Jesuits. Without hearing his defence Alfani condemned

Father Pisani to restore 7,000 gold scudi which were alleged

found the 5,000,000 scudt. Even Centomani spoke of

Smuraglia's " conti e composti fantastic! " in his *letter to

Tanucci of May 26, 1772 {ibid., Esteri-Roma 1220).

^ *Orsini to Macedonio, January 30, 1772, according to which

the administration was handed over to Marefoschi (ibid., Esteri-

Roma T.^VV)-

- *Azpuru to the king's confessor, January 31, 1772 :
" Estos

dias ha expedido Su S*^ una carta circular a todos los Obispos da

este su Estado, encargandoles que a los Jesuitas expulsos de esos

Reynos, del de Napoli y Parma no permitan el administrar el s'°

Sacramento de la penitencia, predicar, ni expHcar el catequismo,

y esta parece ser una neuva prueba de la determinada voluntad

del S° Padre en punto de la extincion de la Companfa." Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

VOL. XXXVIII. P
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to have been embezzled, and the Pope ordered the Jesuit

General to pay out this sum. Disregarding Ricci's reasoned

remonstrances, Clement XIV. caused, through Alfani, the sum
demanded to be subtracted from the funds of the Roman
College.^

In spite of the Pisani case, Tanucci's agent in Rome, Cento-

mani, had frequently repeated, with reference to the suppres-

sion of the Jesuits, the words uttered by the doubting Thomas.

Orsini, on the contrary, saw the case as another " Lavalette

affair " p- In Rome, where, shortly before, the postponement

of the suppression had been made fun of in the comedies acted

during the Carnival, so radical a change took place in public

opinion ^ that the Pope was now generally regarded as a

1 CoRDARA, 129 seq. *Centomani also, when writing to Tanucci

on July 19, 1 77 1, referred to Alfani as " perpetuo Anti-Jesuita
"

(State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 12 19). He *reported to

Tanuccion December 27, 1771 :
" II P. Generale Ricci condannato

proprio motu e pubblicamente dal Papa medesimo a pagare nella

causa Pisani. — Cosi gli ha detto Alfani sub secrete : Tesecuzione

sta rimessa a' 8 o 10 gennaio prossimo." *On February 14, 1772 :

" Alfani ha sequestrati mille e piii luoghi di Monte del Collegio

Romano, che vuol dire presso a 130™ scudi : quindi minacciera

lunedi il Procuratore Generale, se non paghera gli 8" scudi dovuti,

e prontamente, di fare subastare o aggiudicare detti luoghi

sequestrati. — Cosi si fara se non verra da palazzo qualche ordine

di sospendere." *On February 25, 1772, Centomani informed

Tanucci that the Father General would not agree to pay money
which was not owed. Consequently Mgr. Alfani had ordered, on

Saturday morning, " secondo le facolta comunicategli dalla

S'^ Sua, la traslazione di luoghi 54 del ColP R"° a favore dell'erede

del fratello del defonto, e costituiscono la somma di scudi 7 mila."

Another reason why the Father General refused payment was

that " la sua Compagnia non ha data veruna causa e non e stata

ne pur udita ". On March 3, 1772, Centomani forwarded the

" *Decreto di Msgr. Alfani nella causa Pisana ", dated March i.

State Archives, Naples.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 6, 1772, ibid., C. Fames, 1479-

' " *Comedie che potranno finire in tragedie," wrote Centomani

to Tanucci on February 11, 1772, ihid., Esteri-Roma 1220.
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serious persecutor of the Jesuits.^ Even the Jesuit Cordara,

who had known the Pope of old, now began to waver in his

opinion that Clement XIV. was no personal enemy of the Order

and had only allowed one injustice after another to be done to

it in order to save it from the worst disaster, namely suppres-

sion, which was so ardently desired by the Spanish king.^

Even this witness, who was the last person to pronounce an

unfavourable judgment on Clement XIV., had to admit that

the Pope had made a fatal mistake in not openly and frankly

rejecting the first demand of the Bourbon envoys by the firm

declaration that although he was no friend of the Jesuits he

could not and would not suppress their Order.^ And indeed,

what reply could Charles III. have made to a Pope whom he

esteemed as a learned and holy man who was wholly devoted to

him and whom he took to be an enemy of the Jesuits, if he

had refused to intervene in a matter concerning the whole

Church, on the ground that the Bourbons, who had driven

the Jesuits out of their realms, had not the slightest right to

demand that the same thing be done in the other realms

where the Order was still existing ? * But Clement XIV., weak

and fearful, never open and straightforward, had not the

courage to utter a decisive " No ". Instead, he took the

course of dissimulation and delay. ^ Priestly sincerity and

firmness of speech would have befitted no Pope more than

him, is Cordara's judgment, for he was a Religious by profes-

sion and had no nepoti, and so had nothing to fear.

" However," continues Cordara, " he trusted too much to his

1 Cordara, 130.

2 Ibid.

2 Ibid., 125, 260.

* When Cordara visited the sick King Carlo Emanuele, in

Turin, and recommended his Order to him, the king said :
" For

my part, I cannot see why the King of Spain, after he has driven

the Jesuits out of his own country, wants them to be destroyed

in every other one." This, he added, had placed the Pope in

great difficulties and he would hardly be able to resist the force

the Bourbon princes were bringing against him.

* " Simulandi ac tergiversandi consilium cepit " {ibid., 160).
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keen wits, and consulting no one he preferred crafty plans to

sound ones and thus, as we say, cut his own throat. In a

torrent of words he mingled ambiguous statements to the

envoys, actually promising nothing but giving the impression

that he wanted to satisfy their demands, so that when they

left him they were full of hope." ^

Cordara is by no means blind to the failings of his fellow-

Jesuits. He laments, with just cause, the trust put by elderly

Fathers, some of them even highly cultured and serious men,

in prophecies which dispelled all fear of a suppression. He
refers especially to a woman in Spain, pious perhaps but

certainly simple and uneducated, who foretold that the Pope

would never disband the Jesuit Order. In Sicily the Jesuits

took this as a heavenly oracle, gave it the widest circulation,

and reported it to the highest authorities of their Order. " To
tell the truth," admits Cordara, " I too have never feared the

worst, not on the strength of prophecies but on rational

grounds. I had a high opinion of the Pope's good-will and

prudence. Besides, whatever he thought, and even if he were

regarded as our greatest enemy, I could not persuade myself

that to please the King of Spain he would rob himself of his

picked troops and hamstring himself, so to speak. For all

religious Orders serve the Pope, it is true, but the Society of

Jesus is reputed to be his bravest and most loyal legion. This

reason alone weighed so much with me that it seemed certain

that Clement XIV. would never consider for a moment the

dissolution of the fighting body which has always done service

on behalf of the Apostolic See with such ardour." ^ Cordara,

therefore, was exceedingly surprised when Clement XIV.,

concealing his plans in a mysterious obscurity, showed his

hostility towards the Jesuits so openly as not even to grant

an audience to their General.^ " The Pope's attitude was such,"

1 Ihid., 125.

^ Ibid., 127 seq.

^ Ihid., 124. The Lucchese envoy reported on July 29, 1769,

that on the Thursday the Jesuit General Ricci intended to invite

the Pope to attend the Feast of St. Ignatius in the Gesu, but

after being kept waiting in the Anticamera for two hours he was
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explained Cordara, " as hardly to be distinguishable from

that of a really embittered enemy. He did not even consider

the Fathers to be worthy of his blessing. When he was out

driving and saw them kneeling in the street and thus showing

their reverence for him, he turned his eyes away. He also

forbade his friends and everyone in the Papal palace to have

any dealings with the Jesuits. Not satisfied with this he

openly showed his dislike of their adherents and proteges.

The opinion thus took root that whoever sided with the

Jesuits would fare badly with the Pope and if he were applying

for a post he would certainly stand less chance than others."

To show that this was not mere talk Cordara cites a case that

was known only to a few. When Garampi was appointed

nuncio to Poland in April, 1772, Clement forced him to dismiss

his secretary, Franciscus Cancellarius, who was as competent

as he was learned, on the score that in the circumstances then

prevailing men attached to the Jesuits could not be employed

in public positions.^

But in spite of all his efforts Clement did not succeed in

misleading Charles IH. about his plans. " No amount of

dissimulation availed him in a city such as Rome," says

Cordara, " where there were so many who saw through him.

These men sent word to Madrid that the king must not allow

himself to be hoodwinked. The Pope's anti-Jesuit attitude,

they said, was not genuine ; he was playing a crafty game so

as to gain time and meanwhile to find out other ways of

leaving the Jesuits undisturbed," ^

Cordara thinks that the harsh measures taken by the Pope

against the Jesuits were intended to remove Madrid's firmly

rooted suspicion that his conduct was deceptive and that he

wanted to be an apparent rather than an actual opponent of

the Jesuits. All the wounding blows that he struck against the

Order, even the appointment of the extortioner Alfani as

judge, appear to Cordara as merely means whereby to put

not admitted into the Pope's presence. Arch. sior. Hal., 4th

series, XX., 380.

1 Cordara, 128 seq.

2 Ibid., 124.
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the King of Spain under an obligation to him by this humilia-

tion of the Jesuits and thus to save the Order after all.

Cordara's chief reason for taking this view was that even when
three years of his pontificate had gone by, the Pope was still

holding out against the ceaseless insistence of the Bourbons.
" He kept on putting off the fulfilment of their demands," he

wrote, " and played with them, as it were. This is all the more

remarkable seeing that by putting the suppression into effect

he could have regained Avignon and Benevento with a stroke

of the pen. He preferred the diminution of his power to the

destruction of the Order." " And would a Pope have done

that," he asks, " who was really an enemy ? He seems to have

feared only one thing, to show the Jesuits any sign of his

benevolence, as that might have given offence to the King of

Spain's representative. This was why he returned the Jesuits'

petitions unread, but when the description " Jesuit " was

left out he gave his approval without ado, even when he

knew the petitioner very well." ^

Cordara's view of Clement's attitude towards the Jesuits

was confirmed by the Procurator General of the Hieronymites,

Felice Nerini, who was a particular favourite of the Pope's.

Nerini informed Cordara that he was quite sure that Clement

loved the Order and that he was trying every means of saving

it. If he possibly could, he would leave it untouched, but he

was obviously very hard pressed and he was setting his hopes

on procrastination and some unexpected happening. In 1772,

when the Franciscan Conventual, Giovanni Carlo Vipera, an

old and intimate friend of the Pope's, came to preach in Rome,

Cordara learnt from him that the Pope had said that he had no

intention of suppressing the Order, but that it still had much
to suffer for the sake of its preservation. For this reason

Cordara likens Clement XIV. to Pilate, who had Christ

scourged so as to save him from death.^ The unwearying

defender of the Pope, who attributes even his worst actions to

his good intentions, cites many other instances of how Clement

XIV. neglected no opportunity of appearing inimical to the

1 Ibid., 129 seq. ^ Ibid., 131 seqq.
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Jesuits. Thus the Jesuit Antonio Lecchi, although h^ had

rendered splendid service in draining the marshes near

Bologna, got the worst of his dispute with the Vice-Legate

Ignazio Boncompagni, despite the view taken by the Congre-

gation of Cardinals, because the Pope sided with the Vice-

Legate. To show that anyone who had business dealings

with the Jesuits got the best of it by favour of the Pope, even

when the right was not on his side, Cordara recalls the instance

when Clement XIV., disregarding a judicial verdict, compelled

the Jesuits to hand over their General's summer residence near

Castel Gandolfo, although they had bought it lawfully from

the Irish College, and, to please Cardinal York, he deprived

them of their college and church at Frascati.^

Cordara relates further, that however much the Jesuits

were pained by all this, they accepted it patiently, in the hope

of escaping their doom. But the more Clement tried to pacify

the Order's enemies by insulting it, the more urgently the

Bourbon envoys demanded its complete suppression.^ To
justify their attitude—and this was unknown to Cordara

—

they could always invoke the fatal promise contained in

Clement's letter to Charles III., of November 30th, 1769.

The urgings and baitings of the Bourbon Courts, which had

been going on now for three whole years, were to reach their

climax when the sickly Azpuru was replaced by a diplomat of

the first rank who, keeping his object in view with inexorable

consistency, used every weakness and every concession of the

Pope's to force a victory over his timid but ever-struggling

opponent.^

1 Ibid., 139 seq.

2 Ibid., 140.

3 DuHR, A ufhebung, 446.



CHAPTER IV.

The Suppression of the Society of Jesus—The Origin

AND THE Issue of the brief ' dominus ac redemptor ',

OF July 21st, 1773.

(1)

The much-coveted post of ambassador to the Holy See ^ was

entrusted on March 24th, 1772, to one of Spain's leading

advocates and keenest supporters of the royal prerogatives,

Jose Moiiino, fiscal to the law-court of Castile.^ Charles III.

and Grimaldi had agreed on the selection of this man in the

1 High hopes of obtaining the post had been held especially

by Roda's ambitious spy, the Caballero de Azara, who had

already been intriguing with Tanucci against Azpuru and Bernis

with the object of becoming the ambassador in Rome himself.

[v. Theiner, Hist., I., 544 seq.). Consequently Lavana's appoint-

ment was a " colpo inaspettato e sensibile " for him (*Vincenti

to Pallavicini, from Madrid, January 28, 1772, Nunziat. di

Spagna, 268 A, Papal Secret Archives). Pallavicini was " con-

tentissimo " with Azara's failure, Bernis and Orsini were satisfied

with Lavana for other reasons. *Centomani to Tanucci, March 11,

1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1220. Cf. also

Vincenti's report of February 25, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 201.

Vincenti *reported Lavana's death to Pallavicini on March 10,

1772 (referring to Lavana as " creatura di Grimaldi "), and

mentioned as likely candidates for the post in Rome Carvellos

who, however, was " notato con carbone negro per spacciato

Gesuita ", and Fuentes (Nunziat. di Spagna, loc. cit.). Aiguillon

*wrote from Versailles to Ossun on March 10, 1772, that hence-

forward the French and Portuguese representatives would bear

the title of " ambasciadori " (Archives of Simancas, Estado

4582).

" Monino, b. 1738, d. 1819, lived to see the restoration of the

Jesuit Order ; v. Coxe, Hist. d'Espagne, V., 153 ; Men^ndez

Y Pelayo, Heterodoxos, III., 159 ; Nonell, Pignatelli, I., 376 ;

Pacheco y de Leyva, 39 seqq., where further special literature is

mentioned.
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greatest secrecy ; on the day of its publication ^ it came as

a surprise to the whole world.^ It greatly displeased the Count

of Aranda and the king's confessor, the Franciscan Osma, who
feared, not without cause, a diminution of their influence,

which had hitherto been very great.^ It also caused much grief

to the Auditor of the Madrid nunciature, who painted a most

sinister picture of the new ambassador in his report to the

Cardinal Secretary of State on March 24th, 1772 ; in his

opinion the appointment was bound to appear to the world

as a declaration of war. " I know the man," he wrote, " and

the spirit that animates him. I know how averse he is to Rome,

and that with his suave, courteous, and temperate behaviour

he gives the appearance of being deeply religious, although

his attitude towards Rome, the Papal authority, and clerical

j urisdiction is one of hostility.
'

' In support of this statement the

nuncio referred to a number of Monino's considered opinions,

which show that he had been exceedingly crafty, clever, a past

master in the art of deception, and outstandingly active in

working for the destruction of the Jesuits ; at the same time,

it could not be said with certainty whether he was actuated

by principle, or animosity, or self-interest.* That the chief

object of Mofiino's mission was the suppression of the Jesuit

Order, the Auditor learnt from Grimaldi himself.^ It was

also stated by Charles III. when writing to Tanucci.^

Mofiino's instruction, dated May 5th, 1772, and issued at

Aranjuez, was drawn up by Grimaldi, who had lost all trust in

1 *Grimaldi to Azpuru, from El Pardo, March 24, 1772, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
- *Vincenti, writing from Madrid to Pallavicini on March 17,

1772, said of the candidates for the post in Rome :
" Ceballo

sara ripudiato per la consaputa razione, Squillace anche, non si

parla piu di Moiiino." (Nunziat. di Spagna, 268, loc. cit.).

3 *Vincenti to Pallavicini, March 24, 1772 (Roda also was dis-

satisfied). On March 31 he *wrote that Mofiino was hated by
his colleagues (ibid.).

* Theiner, Hist., II., 209.

* *Vincenti to Pallavicini, March 24, 1772, loc. cit.

« Pacheco y de Leyva, 40.
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Clement XIV, 's sincerity.^ Monino was instructed to press on

with four demands : (1) The suppression of the Jesuit Order,

(2) the conclusion of the process of Palafox's beatification,

(3) the final regulation of the Madrid nunciature, (4) the restric-

tion of the right of asylum. The first point was the most

difficult one, said the instruction, but in the king's eyes the

most important. In this connexion the ambassador was to act

in concert with the other Bourbon envoys. ^ This last item was

added although even according to his own admission Grimaldi

distrusted both Bernis and Orsini, as being clerics.^

Mofiino's appointment filled all the enemies of the Jesuits

with hope, for he had the reputation of being the most

determined opponent the Society of Jesus had in Spain.*

Orsini 's comment was that this diplomat might well succeed in

taking the fortress that had been besieged for three years in

vain.^ Tanucci's agent, Centomani, wrote that even if Clement

XIV. received the new representative of Spain with greater

craftiness than ever he would not succeed in diverting this

man from the right path.^ It was Mofiino's task to win the

victory, which, however, in view of the Pope's extremely

1 On April 28, 1772, Grimaldi *wrote to Fuentes that in spite

of his numerous promises the Pope did not really want the

suppression ; the Palafox process was merely a blind ; after that

was finished with, the assent of all the princes would be asked for

and then it would be merely a question of a reform and the

diminution of the Jesuits' privileges. Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
^ " *Instrucci6n para Don Joseph Monino," given at Aranjuez,

May 5, 1772, ibid.

' On the first page of the *draft of Mofiino's instruction

(Archives of Simancas, Estado 5108) there is an observation which

throws suspicion on Bernis' and Orsini 's loyalty to their princes

by reason of their being clerics.

* Aiguillon in Masson, 200.

5 *Orsini to Tanucci, April 14, 1772, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1479.

* " *Non mai lo potra fare prevaricare ne pure intepidire come

con altri e seguito." Centomani to Tanucci, May 5, 1772, ibid.,

Esteri-Roma 1220.
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timorous nature, could be obtained only by vigorous language.^

The Queen of Portugal wrote to Charles III. that King Joseph

I. had accorded Monino the highest praise and had sent

Almada formal instructions to support him.^ Similar instruc-

tions were sent to Bernis by the Due d'Aiguillon, Louis XV.
having completely relinquished the conduct of the Jesuit

question to the King of Spain.

^

In Rome, Monino's arrival, naturally enough, was awaited

with anxiety, it being very doubtful if this hard-headed

jurist, who, as a layman, had no favours to seek from Clement

XIV., would allow himself to be put off as long as his prede-

cessor Azpuru had been.^ Bernis, who in his latest reports

had spared neither Azpuru nor the Spanish Cabinet,^ was
equally perturbed. The Pope himself was unable to conceal

his disquiet ; he is said to have ejaculated to the Portuguese

envoy Almada, " May God forgive the Catholic king for sending

Mofiino !
" ^ Not only Clement, who up till now had retained

control of the Jesuit situation,' but the whole of Rome felt

^ " *Sicuramente si stima da tutti che ad un tal passo (suppres-

sion of the Order) non sara mai per venirvi se son forzato e con-

dotto da un giusto timore." Centomani to Tanucci, May 19, 1772,

ibid. *Id. on May 26, 1772 : It was thought that the Pope " per

natura timidissimo " would not have the " coraggio di resistere

quando con efficacia gli venga parlato resolutamente ". Ibid.

* *Letter of April 20, 1772, loc. cit., Estado 7297.

^Masson, 203. Cf. *Bemis to Azpuru, March 31, and June 2,

1772, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Centomani to Tanucci, June 2, 1772, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma 1220 ; *Orsini to Tanucci, June 2 and 9, 1772,

ibid., C. Fames, 1480.

* Masson, 202 seq.

« Bernis' reports in Theiner, Hist., II., 211, 219, and Monino's

in DuHR, Aufhebung, 446. " *I1 n'a ete question dans I'audience

d'hier au soir que de la prochaine arrivee du nouveau ministre de

S.M. Cath." and of the Queen of Naples. Bernis to Azpuru,

June 16, 1772, loc. cit.

^ Bernis' report of January i, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 200.

With reference to Azpuru 's apoplectic stroke the Augustinian

General Vasquez had *written on January 25, 1770, that the
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that the decisive moment was approaching,^ The excitement

that gripped everyone found expression in numerous written

articles, satires, and illustrated broadsheets. In the words of

a contemporary, it rained such productions.^ Most of them

were concerned with the Palafox process, which was still

being promoted by the Pope.^ A publication which came to

Rome from France and which attacked Palafox's loyalty as

a subject was suppressed by order of the Pope, who had it

refuted by the learned Dominican Mamachi.*

Pope was frightened of losing this envoy, as he helped him to put

up a resistance. If Azpuru died, Vasquez hoped that a different,

vigorous, non-clerical envoy would be sent in his place. (Bibl.

S. Isidro, Madrid, Vasquez, I.). Vasquez repeated this warning

on April i8, 1771, for he held Azpuru responsible for the perpetual

delay. If only Roda could come to Rome for a month or two !

For " no sera cosa estrana, que S.M. aun teniendo aqui Su

Ministro, se sirva de V.E. en un negocio de tanta importancia,

que seria menos glorioso sujetar toda la Europa a su dominio, que

extirpar una Sociedad que emposesada de todo el Mundo Catolico,

se ha hecho ley el atentar contra lo mas sagrado que hay en cielo

y tierra " {ibid., Vasquez II.).

1 " *Qui niente si fa, aspettiamo Monino." Orsini to Pignatelli,

June 17, 1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^.
2 *Orsini to Tanucci, June 26, 1772, ibid.

* *Orsini to Azpuru, January 8 and 28, 1772, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* Lettres de PhilarHe sur I'orthodoxie de Palafox, Rome, 1772-3.

For the Epttre en rdponse A un ami sur I'esprit de sddition de

Palafox, V. *Orsini to Tanucci, April 14, 1772, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames. 1479, also *id. to Igareda, April 14, 1772, ibid.,

Esteri-Roma fWs* according to which Orsini was immediately

informing Grimaldi also of this step, and *id. to V. Macedonio on

April 16, 1772, ibid. Centomani also *reported to Tanucci on

April 14, 1772, on the " due foglietti stampati credesi nella privata

stamperia del Collegio Romano contro il decreto ultimo (of

September) del papa nella causa Palafox—e una orrenda satira

—

vi si attacca anche il Passionei ", ibid., Esteri-Roma 1220. Cf.

Orsini to Tanucci, April 21, 1772, ibid., C. Fames, 1479. On
April 16, 1773, Azpuru *sent Grimaldi, as evidence of the way in

which Palafox's enemies went to work, two writings which the
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An enormous stir was caused by an engraving of the Last

Judgment, with Charles III, among the damned, which found

its way ever5rwhere, even into Spain. Azara condemned it

with alacrity, thinking that this would be an excellent

means of restoring his diminished reputation in Madrid.^

Clement XIV, also lost no time in taking steps to stop the picture

being circulated in Rome. All concerned in its distribution were

arrested, the shop owned by the Tyrolese bookseller who had

offered the picture for sale was closed, and the Maestro del

Sacro Palazzo was severely reprimanded for his lack of

vigilance.2 Bontempi saw to it that these measures were

members of the Congregation of Rites had had sent to them from

Milan. They were (i) " Note di falsita che dimostrano apocrifo un

cotal decreto spacciato come pontificio in certa carta spagnola, la

quale dicesi stampata ' Madrid en la imprenta de Josef Doblado '

senza data ne anno ne mese tradotto dal francese in italiano "
;

(2) seventeen theses pubHshed in Lucca. Dedicated " all' honore

della immacolata Sede Cattolica ", they brought the most serious

charges against Palafox, of having favoured Jansenism (which the

author tried to prove by numerous examples), for which reason

the Jansenists had glorified him after his death and had defended

him in their writings until 1769. (Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome.) Orsini, *writing to Tanucci on December 18, 1772,

before the appearance of Mamachi's three small volumes defending

Palafox's doctrine, described them as " capo d'opera ". (State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1480.) Centomani *announced the

forthcoming appearance of this work on December 29, 1772

{ibid., Esteri-Roma 122 1). Bontempi *wi-ote to Roda on April 23,

1772, that the Pope had caused the suppression in Venice of a

work against Palafox. (Archives of Simancas, Estado 688.)

' *Azara to Grimaldi, April 23, 1772, ibid., Estado 5068.

2 Along with Theiner, Hist., II., 205 seq., see *Azara to

Grimaldi, April 23, 1772, ibid., and *Orsini to Grimaldi on the

same day, ibid., Estado 5038. Bemis *wrote to Azpuru on April 28,

1772 :
"

. . . Sa Saintete s'est etendue ensuite davantage sur la

punition decernee contre le distributeur d'une estampe abominable

qui a ete repandue a Rome, pendant quelques jours, et qu'on croit

avoir 6te gravee dans la province du Bassan de I'Etat de Venise.

Sa Saintet6 gemit profondement des exc6s auxquels le fanatisme
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reported to Madrid.^ Needless to say, the Jesuits were

immediately accused of being the originators of the satire,

which they denied.^ Even so vehement an enemy as Centomani

pitied the poor Jesuits, those who had been expelled from

Spain and Naples being threatened with the loss of their

pensions.^

Grimaldi, with undue haste, denounced the Jesuits as being

the undoubted authors of the satire, which made the suppres-

sion of the Order more necessary than ever.^ As the result of

investigations made by order of the Pope, it appeared that the

engraving had been made by a speculative bookseller of the

name of Remondini at Bassano in Venetian territory and that

it was a reproduction of one which had appeared as early as

1606, with the crest of Cardinal Arrigoni, and again in Paris

in 1765, when the Cardinal's crest was replaced by that of the

se porte dans ces terns malheureux ; elle met toute sa confiance

en Dieu, dans la Religion et dans I'amitie des Augustes Monarques

de la Maison de France " (ibid.). *Igareda to Grimaldi, April 30,

1772 (arrest of the distributor), ibid.

1 *Bontempi to Roda, April 23, 1772, ibid., Estado 688.

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, April 28, 1772, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma 1220.

3 *Centomani to Tanucci, May 5, 1772, ibid.

* " *Los autores de esta sacrilega satira sin duda son los

Jesuitas " (Grimaldi to Muzquiz, May 16, 1772, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5068). Similarly, *Grimaldi to Arriaga on

May II, 1772 :
" Se ha vendido publicamente y esparcido en

Roma la estampa de que incluyo un exemplar ; y por la carta

adjunta de Don Nicolas de Azara (que me devolvera V.S. y lo que

le ha escrito el S"^ D" Manuel de Roda) se enterara de lo que ha

pasado con motivo de su publicacion. No pudiendo dudarse que

es obra de los Jesuitas quiere S. M. que en llegando a Roma, de a

entender al Papa y sus Ministros, que S. M. ha recivido una injuria

muy grave con esta sacrilega satira, la cual manifesta el odio que

tienen sus autores a su sagrada persona, valiendose V. S. de este

acontecimiento como de una nueva razon de la urgente necesidad

en que nos hallamos de que S. B^ cumpla sin mas dilaciones lo que

tiene ofrecido, y de que S. M. lo solicite por todos medios hasta

lograrlo." In Grimaldi's *letter to Azara of May 12, 1772, praising
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Spanish crown.^ Further steps were taken by Venice as well

as by the Pope, principally for the purpose of discovering

the real author and of making every possible satisfaction to

the Spanish Government. ^ Although from first to last nothing

him for his ardent condemnation of the engraving, he calls it a

" sacrilego insulto de los Jesuitas ", who are thus displaying

" toda la maldad de que son capaces " (ibid.). Roda, too, *writing

on May ii, 1772, to thank Bontempi for what he had done in the

matter of the engraving, said that the hatred thus shown by the

Spanish Jesuits for Charles III. demonstrated the necessity for

their suppression. (Archives of Simancas, Estado 688.) Vincenti

also *reported to Pallavicini on May 9, 1772, that Grimaldi

ascribed the authorship of the engraving to the Jesuits (Papal

Secret Archives, Nunziat. di Spagna 268 A). On June 2 and 16,

1772, Vincenti *reported that this view still persisted (ibid.),

although Isidro Martin had *reported from Venice on May 9, 1772,

that it was clear that the name of the originator was Remondini

(loc. cit., Estado 5068).

1 *Azara to Grimaldi, April 20, 1772 :
" En el negocio de la

satira que remiti a V. E. par el Correo pasado he sabido que el

Papa haciendo continuar el proceso, ha averiguado haver sido

impresa aquella infame estampa en Basano en la imprenta de un

tal Remondini, noble Veneto
;

por lo cual piensa el Papa usar

algun oficio de quexa con la Republica para vendicar la injuria

hecha a nuestro Amo. Yo que he observado que se ponia mucho
ahinco en averiguar los vendedores y estampadores de esta obra

de tinieblas, he insinuado que me parecia mas necesario buscar

quien es el autor o autores de ella, porque esto es lo principal que

importa saber, conocer y castigar
; y me parece la cosa tan clara

que supongo se hara assi ..." (Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome.) The step taken by the Pope through the nuncio and the

Venetian envoy, to enable Venice to clear the matter up, was

reported by Isidro Martin to Grimaldi from Venice on May 9,

1772, /oc. cz7., Estado 5068. Ibid. *Igareda to Grimaldi on June 4,

1772, also *numerous relative documents. *Orsini to Tanucci on

June 23, 1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^?i^.

2 *Mgr. Onorati to Isidro Martin, May 7, 1772 (efforts were

being made to discover the author). Archives of Simancas.

*Igareda to Grimaldi, May 21, 1772 (the nuncio and the Venetian

envoys in Rome and Madrid have caused the Senate to take
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prejudicial to the Jesuits came to light, their enemies persisted

in maintaining that the satire could only have originated with

them,^

This was followed shortly afterwards by another publication

which greatly displeased the Spanish Government. This was

a written work, entitled " The truth, revealed to our lord the

king by Fra Francisco de Alba ", in which the Galilean,

Jansenist, and anti-Jesuit innovations in Spain were sharply

attacked. Naturally this too was suppressed by the Spanish

Government, 2 but it was as helpless as the Pope to prevent

the continuance of satirical publications in Rome. One of the

most acrid manifestations of the time was a broadsheet

circulated in Rome in which the Jesuit General was shown

with his hands bound, facing the Pope, with the Bourbons on

his left and the Emperor and the Kings of Sardinia and Prussia

on his right. Beneath the portrait of the Pope was the legend,

" What shall I do with this man ?
" " Crucify him, crucify

him !
" reply the Bourbons. " What evil hath he done ?

"

asks Clement XIV. " I find no cause of death in him," declares

the King of Sardinia, and the Emperor protests, " I am

vigorous steps), ibid. The *resolution of the Pregadi, dated

May 29 {ibid., Estado 5782) reads as follows :
" Ha deliberato il

Senato che si dichiari innocente il Remondini, e che per giustifi-

cazione della Repubblica verso la corte di Spagna sia formata una

circolare, la quale dichiari le buone ragioni che ha avute il

Govemo per supporlo innocente nelle accuse addossategli, tra le

quali principalniente quella : Che la stampa gira Roma sin' da

otto anni a questa parte, senza che questa abbia spiacciuto o sia

stata rilevata dalla Santa Sede." On July 9, 1772, Grimaldi -wTote

to Azpuru that he trusted that Venice would do what was necessary

to punish those who were guilty in the affair. Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ *Tanucci to Grimaldi, June 28, 1772, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6105. Ibid. 688, a severe *edict of the Spanish Inquisition

of October 13, 1772, against " estampas satiricas alusivas a las

providencias tomadas con los regulares expulsos ".

2 *Vincenti to Pallavicini, June 16, 1772, Nunziat. di Spagna

268 A, Papal Secret Archives.
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innocent of the blood of this just man." Into the mouth of

Frederick II. of Prussia, however, are put the words, " What
will you give me and I will deliver him unto you ? " The

concluding words of the broadsheet admirably interpreted the

prevalent feeling in Rome :
" They consulted together that by

subtilty they might apprehend him and put him to death." ^

On Moriino's departure from the Spanish capital on

May 18th, 1772, ^ Grimaldi wrote to Tanucci that he had no

extravagant hopes of success, as Rome often had recourse to

extraordinary methods of seduction.^

Moiiino reached Rome on July 4th, when the Eternal City

was sweltering in the summer heat. His advent was expected

to clear the situation, for unlike Bernis and Orsini, he was not

the man to be satisfied with the fine assurances that had been

^ Masson, 203. In his *reports to Tanucci of June 16, 19, and 23,

1772, Centomani speaks of other satires against the Pope, not

only on account of his attitude in the Jesuit question but also

because of the suppression of the Congregation of S. Rufo, which

Clement XIV. was thought to have ascribed to the Jesuits. He
accordingly caused investigations to be made through Cardinal

York in Monte Porcio, where the Jesuits were alleged to have

printed the writings, but nothing compromising was found

(State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1220). Igareda *reported

to Azpuru on June 25, 1772 : "... Remito a V. E. los acostum-

brados Chracas y manuscritos de los demas avisos diarios de esta

Capital, que acompafian otros dos que han salido con titulo de

testamento y codicilio de Jesuitas. No he podido lograr el folio

de las observaciones contra el Breve del Papa relativo a la supresion

de la Orden de S'^ Rufo y su incorporacion a la Militar de S'^ Lazaro,

ni tampoco la carta del Prelado que escribe a un amigo de Turin,

porque algunos cardenales y otros que las han rasgado." Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ Aiguillon to Bernis, in Masson, 203. When in Barcelona

Mofiino received Roda's letters of May 19, 1772, with the engraving

of the Last Judgment. See *Monino to Roda on July 9, 1772,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
' *Grimaldi to Tanucci, from Aranjuez, May 19, 1772, Archives

of Simancas, Estado 6105.

VOL. xxxvni. o
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repeated so often by Clement XIV.^ The time was past for

putting off Charles III. by means of such compHments as the

1 On April 7, 1772, Bernis *wrote to Azpuru that on the previous

day he had again reminded the Pope of his promises :
" Sa S'*^ a

repondu a ces nouvelles insinuations avec cordialite ; elle paroit

veritablement occupee de preparer les moyens de satisfaire a ce

qu'elle a promis." Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, April 28, 1772 :
" Non dubiti della

soppressione dei Gesuiti quantunque ritardata." (State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames, 1479.) On May 5, 1772, Bernis *wrote to

Azpuru :
" Le pape dans I'audience de hier au soir n'a parle

qu'indirectement des Jesuites, mais il a paru au card, de Bernis

plus serein et plus satisfait qu'a I'ordinaire ; il a memo laisse

echapper cette parole : J'espere qu'avec I'aide de Dieu tout ira

bien. II n'a pas ete possible au dit cardinal de faire expliquer

d'avantage Sa S*^, laquelle paroit toujours de plus en plus dans le

dessein de meriter I'amitie et la confiance des trois couronnes."

On May 12, 1772, Bernis *wrote :
" Le Pape dans I'audience de

hier au soir n'a dit rien de particulier ni de remarquable au card, de

Bernis sur I'affaire des Jesuites ; il a parle en general de I'interet

que les princes catholiques ont de proscrire les livres impies et

dangereux qui attaquent ouvertement les fondemens de notre

religion. Les sentimens de Sa S*^ envers les trois couronnes sont

toujours les memes ; elle se plait a en demontrer la vivacite et

la sincerite." *On May 19 : "La conversation a roule hier au soir

a I'audience du Pape pendant assez longtemps sur les Jesuites.

Sa S'^ s'est montree toujours dans les memes sentimens a leur

egard et le card, de Bernis n'a pas manque de lui rappeler que

I'union de Sa M*^ Trfes Chretienne avec leurs Majestes Catholique

et Sicilienne sur le point de la suppression comme sur tous les

autres seroit inalterable. Le S. Pere n'en a jamais doute et le

card, de Bernis a toujours ete autorise a convaincre le pape de

cette verite." *0n May 26, 1772 :
" Le Pape dans I'audience

d'hier au soir n'est entre dans aucun detail sur I'affaire des

Jesuites ; il s'est entretenu seulement de la prochaine arrivee de

Don Joseph Mofiino nouveau ministre de Sa M'^ Oath. II est plus

vraisemblable que jusqu'a cette epoque Sa S'® ne s'ouvrira

qu'imparfaitement sur I'objet de la suppression etant bien

informee que la commission du card, de Bernis est d'executer les

ordres de Sa M'® Cath. qui lui seront communiques sur cette
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Pope's agreeing to be godfather to the child expected by the

Princess of Asturias.^ The idea that England's influence might

save the Order also faded out.^ A sign of the importance

attributed to the new ambassador was that, contrary to the

usual ceremonial, Cardinals Orsini and Bemis visited him

first, on the day following his arrival.^ On July 7th, instructed

by the Pope, the Franciscan Bontempi presented himself to

Monino to explain that the audience which the Pope would

normally have granted him would have to be postponed. After

Bontempi had made the most fine-sounding assurances about

the Pope's disposition and had laid stress on his desire for

peace, Mofiino replied in his dry manner that that depended

entirely on His Holiness.*

negociation et de seconder efficacement las demarches." *0n

June 23, 1772 : At yesterday's audience we spoke about the

engraving of the Last Judgment. " II n'a ete question des

Jesuites que par occasion." Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome.

1 Masson, 204. Regarding the medal with the circumscription
" Deus nova foedera iunxit " Centomani *reported to Tanucci on

July 8, 1772, that it had been developed into an elegiac couplet :

" Cum Rege Hispano Clemens nova foedera iunxit. Cum Loyolitis

foedera prisca tenet." (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma

1 22 1.) In a *letter to the Spanish king of August i, 1772,

Clement XIV. expressed his joy at being the godfather to the child

expected by the Princess of Asturias. State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1479. Cf. above, p. 194.

^ At the French Court, as reported by Giraud, Caprara's mission

to London was ascribed to the Pope's intention of inducing

England to favour the Jesuits. See Theiner, Hist., II., 174.

^ Ibid., 212 seq. On the same day, July 5, Monino visited

Pallavicini and saw Almada. *Centomani to Tanucci, July 7,

1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1221.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, July 8, 1772. Moiiino's *original reports

in the Archives of Simancas, Estado 5039 seqq., have been used

and reproduced in part by St. Priest ( 1 846, App. n. VI.) , Lafuente
{Hist., XIV., 249), Ferrer del Rio (II., 359 seqq.), Danvila y
CoLLADO (III., 462 seqq.), DuHR [Aufhebung, 446 seqq.), Pacheco
Y DE Leyva (41 seqq.). Theiner {loc. cit., II., 215 seqq.) thinks
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It was impossible for Monino to speak to his predecessor,

Azpuru, as the latter died a tragic death on July 7th, 1772.^

But he had a long talk with Bernis, which gave him, however,

very little satisfaction, though the Cardinal was by no means

remiss either in showing the new ambassador every attention

or in justif5^ng his own past conduct. When Mofiino asked him

what the Pope really wanted and whether he was hesitating

from weakness or had changed his mind, Bernis could give but

a meaningless reply. Monino gave him to understand with

the utmost distinctness that Charles III. would never alter his

opinion of the Jesuits, and in the general interest the business

must now be finished with at last. For three years they had

been following the wrong course in aiming at the complete

destruction of the Order while combining it with other things.

that little faith is to be placed in Monino's genuine reports, as

with his pride he would certainly magnify things, and it was in

his interest from the first to give his Court a favourable impression

of what he had achieved. For this reason Theiner relied for the

most part on Bernis' reports, which agreed with Monino's in

essentials and did not bear the stamp of Spanish pride and

braggadocio. Duhr {Aufhebung, 447) also touches on the question

whether everything that Monino reported as having been said

by the Pope was true, and remarks appropriately :
" Monino's

despatches, which describe the course of the audiences in an almost

dramatic fashion, give an impression of truth, though we must

remember that their tone was probably influenced by the thoughts

and feelings of the ambassador and his employers. On the other

hand, it would be rash to take every saying of the Pope's as

reported by Mofiino as unconditionally guaranteed and certain,

on the sole testimony of this diplomat."

1 Since March 26, 1772, most, and since April 30 all, the *reports

had been prepared by Igareda. On May 21, 1772, he *described

Azpuru's condition as hopeless ; *on July 6 Azpuru received the

Last Sacraments ; *on July 7 he died in agony, his legs, which

had been poulticed with spirits of wine, having caught fire.

Moiiino saw to it that he had a magnificent funeral in S. Mario in

Monserrato. Cf. besides Igareda's *report of July 9, 1772 {loc. cit.),

Centomani's *letters to Tanucci of July 7 and 10, 1772, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1221.
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The Motu proprio and the Palafox process were therefore to be

put on one side, the Pope was not to be allowed any further

evasion, and they were to march straight towards their goal.^

With this plan the Augustinian General Vasquez, with whom
Moiiino had a long talk soon after his arrival, was in complete

agreement. To Vasquez's suggestion that the Pope be handled

with gentleness and kindness, like a wax model, and be forced

to drink the bitter chalice Moiiino replied that he entirely

agreed. Nevertheless the General went on urging the ambas-

sador to do his utmost to free the Church with the greatest

energy from the pest which had been weakening it for two

centuries.^

From the start Mofiino kept the whole business so much in

his own hands that he did not apprise Bernis or Orsini of

everything. On July 12th he finally obtained his first audience,

which had been postponed until then owing to the Pope's

having a cold. Clement used all his skill to win over the

ambassador. Leaving the main point untouched, he professed

his love for Charles III. and enlarged on his aversion to the

Jesuits. This encouraged Moiiino to say outright that the

suppression of the Jesuit Order was not difficult, and that it

would benefit the Church and content the Catholic princes.

1 Bemis' report of July 8, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 216 seq.,

and *Monino's to Grimaldi of June 9, 1772, Archives of Simancas.

Cf. Masson, 205 seq.

2 *Vasquez to Roda, July 9, 1772 : Monino's arrival on the

4th " a las nueve y media de la noche ". Visit to Vasquez and

practical information. The result of the " Arrenguilla " was :

" Pero tras la suavidad y dulzura es necesario hacerle ver al

Papa como en bosquejo, y a lo lexos el caliz de amargura que se

le har^ probar infaliblemente." And Mofiino replied, " Esto

mismo estaba yo actualmente pensando." Vasquez insisted that

everything be done with the greatest energy " para purgar la

Iglesia de la peste que por dos siglos la tiene enferma ". Both

were in the fullest possible agreement as to the undertaking that

had been planned . . . Moiiino knew Zelada as " hombre el mas
pemicioso al bien de Espaiia ..." Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid,

Vasquez, II.
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The Pope held that the matter required time, secrecy, and

trust. " My king," repHed Monino, " is a very pious prince.

He honours the Pope and loves Your Holiness personally, but

after carefully considering the matter in question he is firmly

resolved to carry it out. He is a man of honour and an enemy

of any kind of deception ; if mistrust were to creep into his

heart, all would be lost." Mofiino also hinted that a continued

refusal on the part of His Holiness might result in the

suppression of all the Orders in Spain.

In spite of this unmistakable language Clement, throughout

this conversation, which lasted an hour and a half, avoided

making any definite statement that he would suppress the

Jesuit Order, adhering to his general request for time. Monino

asked for an audience on a fixed day every week, to avoid the

attention that would be aroused by special audiences. Clement

promised to meet this request, but regretted that for the

present he was unable to do so owing to the necessity of taking

a course of Turkish baths to cure a herpetic rash. To convince

the insistent ambassador of the truth of this statement he

bared his arm and showed it to him.^

The time which the Pope had thus gained once more—his

cure, during which all audiences were cancelled, being stretched

over three weeks ^—was not left unused by Mofiino. He saw

clearly that the chief cause of the delay which had occurred

hitherto was the weakness and the disunity of the envoys.^

He therefore decided to remedy this trouble first. Knowing

that Bernis' prime concern was to retain his post as ambas-

sador, he pointed out to him that this depended on his attitude

1 Monino to Grimaldi, July 15, 1772, in St. Priest, 317, and

Bernis' report of the same day, in Masson, 206 ; cf. Danvila y

CoLLADo, 464. Theiner [Hist., II., 219) errs in dating the

audience July 13, 1772.

2 *Gentile to Colloredo, August 26, 1772. The treatment,

remarks Gentile, was undergone " per curare la sua salsedine, che

molto le molesta ". (State Archives, Vienna.)

' *Moiiino to Grimaldi, July 30, 1772, Archives of Simancas,

loc. cit.
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towards the Jesuit question.^ And in fact the Cardinal changed

his attitude before any further pressure was put upon him by

Madrid. The extent to which he did this is seen in the report he

sent Aiguillon on July 21st. " I wish very much," he wrote,

" that for his own honour and probably also for his peace of

mind in the future that the Pope would alter his procedure

regarding the Jesuits. The oracular attitude has its uses, but

after three years' delay one must speak openly, and that is the

only way for the Pope to escape with honour from this

embarrassment. For a long time it has been possible to

believe that the Holy Father had an understanding with the

Court of Spain, which would have explained his mysterious

behaviour, but to-day it is quite clear that the King of Spain

contained himself in patience only out of respect for the Head

of the Church and preferred to let suspicion fall on his Ministers

and those negotiating the matter rather than doubt the

honesty of the Pope. As he is keeping to his resolution to make

His Hohness fulfill his promise, the Pope will find himself in

a greater embarrassment than ever if he goes on procrastina-

ting. Mofiino will not agree to be satisfied so easily as the

Archbishop of Valencia (Azpuru)." " To get to the root of the

matter, Monino said to me, the Pope's former promises were

either sincere or equivocal. If he gave his word sincerely, for

three years he has failed to keep it ; but if he wanted to gain

time, he has been merely playing with the King of Spain and

the other rulers of the House of Bourbon. Whereas formerly

it was only a question of the Jesuits, it is now a question of the

Pope, who has given His Catholic Majesty a promise in

writing." "It is a matter of a very serious nature for the

Pope," commented Bernis, " if Spain is determined to view it

in this light, especially if, as Mofiino made me realize, the

settlement of all the other matters which are so important for

1 Masson, 206 seq. On. August 11, 1772, Grimaldi *wrote to

Monino that the king was very pleased with Bernis, and Fuentes

would see that Bernis was made to realize " que del buen exito

del negocio de la extincion depende su permanencia en esta corte ".

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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the Holy See are to depend on the outcome of the Jesuit

question." ^

The seriousness of the situation was reaHzed in Versailles

too. Bernis was repeatedly instructed that the part he had to

play was to be an active one only when Moiiino thought fit, as

the matter must remain under the sole direction of the Spanish

king.^ Another success for Moiiino was that he restored the

good relations between Bernis and Almada that had been

disturbed.^

Having to wait some time for his second audience, owing to

the extension of the Pope's cure, Monino used the opportunity

to explore the ground. He carefully examined the previous

course of the negotiations, the Pope's character, and the

personalities with whom he would have to deal in the pursuit

of his aims. From the Secretary of the Memorials, Macedonio,

he learnt how easily the Pope made promises and how prone

he was to delay their execution. The same source supplied him

with particulars about the poor capabilities of Orsini and

Almada.^ For his purposes, therefore, Bernis was still the

chief personality. Although he still distrusted him he revealed

much of his plans to him. He intended, he said, to send the

Pope a memorandum which would compel him at last to come

to a decision on the Jesuit question ; he would represent to

him that any further delay would be regarded as perfidy and

would be bound to create the danger of an open breach between

Madrid and Rome. Spain could not rest content with a reform

of the Order ; it insisted on its complete suppression. If the

Pope continued to evade the obhgations he had entered into

he was running a very grave risk.^

1 Theiner, Hist., II., 221 seq.

2 Masson, 207 ; Theiner, loc. cit., 223 seq.

3 Pacheco y de Leyva, 44.

* Ibid., 45.

5 He was confirmed in this by Grimaldi ; w. his *letter of

July 7, 1772, in which Bernis was judged very unfavourably : he

had used every guile to avoid the suppression or at least to delay

it ; he thought only of his personal interests ; but now he would

receive definite instructions. Archives of Simancas, Estado 5108.
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The longer Monino's audience was postponed the more

impatient he became. The Pope's illness was the subject of

the most diverse rumours. Many surmised that it was merely

an excuse for withdrawing himself from public affairs and

doubted that he was really ill. This was not correct. It was

known on good authority that both his illness and his excessive

nervousness, which made him frightened of every fly he saw,

were reducing him to a state of melancholy. The Augustinian

General Vasquez and Cardinal Marefoschi, both enemies of

the Jesuits, declared that Clement XIV. 's state of health was

such that he would either go out of his mind or would soon

die.^ Mofiino had little sympathy with the invalid. He wrote

to Grimaldi that he was more convinced every day that the

Pope needed to be driven forward with firmness and a certain

vehemence, coupled sometimes with courteousness.^ Nor was

he impressed by Clement's solemn announcement to him on

August 20th that he would shortly bless the consecrated

swaddling-clothes for the new-born Spanish prince.^

What was to prove of the greatest importance was that

Mofiino succeeded first in intimidating the Pope's most

influential confidant, the Franciscan Bontempi, then in

corrupting him with promises. Finally Bontempi was ready

to render any service to the ambassador, making only one

condition : the preservation of the utmost secrecy.^

It was thanks to him that Mofiino secured his second

audience with the Pope on August 23rd. Six whole weeks had

passed since his first one. This time the Pope was the first to

broach the great question by reveahng to Mofiino a plan which

without actually suppressing the Order would inevitably

bring it to an end. As Innocent XIII. had planned in his day,

the Jesuits were to be forbidden to admit novices, hear

confessions, or preach ; the General's powers were to be

1 *Vasquez to Roda, August 20, 1772, loc. cit.

^ Letter of August 20, 1772, in Duhr, Aufhebung, 447.
* *Clement XIV. to Monino, August 20, 1772, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5039.

* Bernis' report of August 6, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 232,

and Monino's of August 20, 1772, in Masson, 207 seq.
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transferred to the Provincials. Clement XIV. was not allowed

to develop this idea, as Mofiino rejected any such palliative,

insisting that the evil must be removed by the roots. To the

Pope's misgivings of the great difficulties that would arise in

the countries where the Order still existed, Mofiino remained

deaf.^ As in the same audience he had put forward the

restriction of the right of asylum in Spain, the Pope communi-

cated to him the draft of the Brief on this subject at a third

audience on August 30th. To the suppression of the Jesuits

Clement renewed his former objections, namely that the

Jesuits were still active in a large part of Germany, in

Bohemia, Tuscany, Venice, Modena, and even in the Papal

States. Mofiino, who had received instructions to hasten

a decision and who had been informed by Macedonio of the

Pope's vacillating character, countered this by saying that his

misgivings existed more in his imagination than in reality.

That His Holiness might inform himself on this point he would

like, he said, to submit to him a plan by which, while preserving

his honour, he could put an end to the embarrassing situation

in which he found himself with regard to the Bourbons. " So

saying," reported Mofiino to Madrid, " I drew forth a paper

on which were written my intentions and views and I was

about to read it when the Holy Father gently signed to me to

desist. I put my -paper away again but showed by my
demeanour my displeasure with this refusal. The Pope then

said that he intended to undertake something which the other

princes would be unable to oppose and with which His

Majesty would be highly satisfied, but it would take time.

My reply was that such a delay would expose him to many
dangers and that only the complete suppression of the Jesuit

Order would satisfy the king. I had to tell him clearly that if

the delay was at all long a big fire might spring up, bigger

than one thought—I meant the suppression of all the Orders.

^ Bemis' report of August 23, 1772, and Monino's of August 27,

1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 234 seq., Masson, 208 (here the

audience is wrongly dated the 28th) ; Danvila y Collado,

417 seq. ; Pacheco y de Leyva, 49.
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When the Pope said that he would throw some water on the

fire I rejoined that unfortunately the water was four hundred

hours away from the fire and therefore could not be strong

enough to quench it, and who knew what might happen in the

meantime ? The Pope objected that if great care was not

taken with the quenching the Jesuits would be all the more

terrible, being driven to desperation. But if they were allowed

to hover between fear and hope, they would keep quiet. ' No,

most Holy Father,' I replied, ' the pain from a diseased tooth

can only be removed by pulling it out by the roots. I ask

Your Holiness in Christ's name to believe me and to look on

me as a man who is filled through and through with the love

of peace.' " But the Pope was not to be moved from his

refusal to listen to Monino's scheme yet awhile.^

True to his principle that what could not be got by kindness

must be taken by force, Mofiino, not content with threatening

the Pope himself, used Bernis also to intimidate the unhappy

Clement still more until he promised to consider the acceptance

of Monino's plan.^ This " miracle " having been worked,^

Mofiino urged on his victim still further. At another audience,

lasting an hour and a half, on September 6th, he made an

emphatic reference to the stringent demands contained in his'

instructions, to the dangers of any long delay, and to the

decisive measures which would be taken by the Courts if the

Pope broke his word. First and foremost, Bernis had said,

the Pope must be stripped of his false hopes and made to

realize the dangers that threatened.^ Noticing the agitation

caused by his threats, Mofiino did not fail to point out that

the suppression of the Jesuits was in the interest of the peace

of the whole Church, the authority of the Holy See, good

1 Monino's report of September 3, 1772 ; v. Ferrer, II., 387 se^.
;

St. Priest, 325 seq. ; Danvila y Collado, 473.
2 Masson, 209; DuHR, Au/hebung, 447; Pacheco y de

Leyva, 51.

'Mofiino to Grimaldi, September 3, 1772, v. Danvila
Y Collado, 474.

* Theiner, Hist., II., 243.
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relations with the Catholic States, and the tranquillity and

the reputation of the Holy Father. Regarding this last point,

he allowed himself to remark that as soon as the Jesuit

question had been settled to the Bourbons' satisfaction they

in return would pave the way for the restoration of Avignon

and Benevento and the settlement of all other matters touching

the Holy See. Though the Pope rejected this last observation,

remarking that he did not drive bargains like a merchant,

Monino gained his main point : the Pope accepted detailed

proposals for the drawing up of the Bull of suppression.^

This document,^ which had been worked out with careful

regard for the Pope's apprehensions and was to form the basis

of the Brief of July 21st, 1773, contained in eighteen articles

the main points of the eventual Brief of suppression. According

to this document it was to be explained that the suppression

was the result of weighty and urgent reasons which affected

the good government of the Church but which the Pope must

keep within his inmost heart. The Pope was to forbid the

whole clergy, including the Jesuits, to attack the suppression

or its reasons or without special permission to disparage

anyone in the matter, either in writing or by word of mouth,

publicly or privately, under pain of major excommunication,

which was reserved to the Pope alone. All princes, spiritual

1 For the important audience of September 6, 1772, see Mofiino's

report of September 10, 1772, largely reproduced in Ferrer, II.,

391, and Bernis' of September g, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II.,

241 seq. ; cf. Pacheco y de Leyva, 52 seq., 100 seq.

2 Its history, based on the original documents, is told in detail

by Pacheco y de Leyva (70 seqq.). On p. 70 he gives the

" Facsimile del primer Apunte o Nota latina ", though only the

first page ; on pp. 70-81 the " Primer borrador de la minuta

razonada traducida al castellano del Apunte o Nota latina "
;

on pp. 82-9 the " Copia del borrador latino del Apunte o Nota

para el breve de Sopresion ", presented on September 6, 1772 ;

all three pieces from the Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome. On pp. 90-99 is a *Spanish translation from the Archives

of Simancas ; on both documents Monino had made marginal

notes justifying the various points.
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and temporal, were called upon to execute the Bull of sup-

pression conscientiously. The Pope was to admonish all the

faithful to remember that they were children of the one

mother, the Church, and that therefore they were to love one

another and were to abhor divisions and disunity, envy,

enmity, and insidious persecution. The novices in the Society

were to be dismissed and sent back to their families. Those

who had taken simple but not yet solemn vows were to be

released from every obligation and might choose another

profession. Those who had taken solemn vows were also to be

discharged and could either enter another Order or remain

as secular priests under the obedience of the Bishops of their

place of residence. Priests who did not wish to leave the

houses of the Society for want of employment or a decent

dwelling might remain in their houses for the time being,

provided that they dressed as secular priests and obediently

subjected themselves in every way to the local Bishop. Each

Bishop was to authorize two or three reliable ecclesiastics in

his diocese to make an exact account of the properties,

revenues, and charges of all the Jesuit houses, colleges, and

hospices ; they were to use the revenues partly for the good

of the bishopric, partly for the maintenance of the members
of the suppressed Society of Jesus, especially those who could

find no employment or had remained in their Order's houses

for the reasons already stated. The Jesuit houses were to be

used as they thought fit, but only for religious purposes ; their

previous names were to be altered and they were to be called

after some saint. The new object to which these houses were

to be devoted was to be decided on as far as possible with the

agreement of the Government and the Pope. The Bishops

could grant or refuse permission to the members of the

suppressed Society to hear confessions or perform other

ecclesiastical duties, but in so doing they were to exercise

caution and were first to examine the Religious carefully to

see if they were fit for these duties. The more competent

Jesuits might be employed in instructing the young, either

reHgious or lay, but they were not to direct the establishments.

The Jesuits who stayed on in their houses were not to be
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replaced by others when they died or left the Society ; the

houses could thus be used for their new purpose as quickly as

possible and it would be plain to all that the Society really

had been suppressed. With regard to the Society's houses in

Rome the execution of the aforesaid regulations was to be

entrusted to a Congregation of Cardinals, which might be

identical with the visitation commission of the Roman
Seminary. The same Congregation might also be empowered

to investigate and settle all doubtful points which might arise

when the regulations were being carried out ; but in all

difficult matters the Holy Father was to be consulted and his

permission obtained. The Congregation of Propaganda was

to decide on the missions, but without departing from the

regulations laid down in the Bull of suppression. The powers

of the General, the Provincial, the Rectors, and of all other

Superiors of the Order were to be annulled in their entirety and

for ever. The princes were to be invited to support with their

power the execution of this constitution of suppression.

Simultaneously with the publication of this constitution it would

be urgently necessary to order the General and his Assistants,

the Rectors, and the Procurators General to leave Rome at once

and to allot them separate destinations where they were to

remain until further orders and to enjoy their complete freedom.

This plan was not communicated to Bernis, it being known
that the nuncio in Paris was informed of everything. In any

case the French Cardinal had no need to know the details,

as his duty consisted merely in inspiring the Pope with

confidence in Moiiino and in convincing him that Charles III.

could only be satisfied with the suppression of the Jesuit

Order and that the dangers this would incur were only

imagined.^ Orsini's task was similar.^ The leading role Moiiino

retained for himself ; keeping in close touch with the ambitious

Azara,^ he was in constant connexion not only with the two

' Masson, 209.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, September 8, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1480 ; Pacheco y de Leyva, 55.

^ *Vincenti to Pallavicini, September 22, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Nunziat. di Spagna 268 A.
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Cardinals but also with Almada and with Bontempi, Mace-

donio, Alfani, and Carafa de Colombrano, all four of whom
had been bought with Spanish gold.^

At an audience on September 9th Orsini reminded the Pope

of his promise, and the Pope complained of this to Monino

when he presented himself on the 13th. On this occasion the

Spanish ambassador tried to hand over to the Holy Father

the records of a Provincial Council held in Mexico in October,

1771, and a message from this assembly to Charles III. ; in

both cases the complete suppression of the Jesuit Order was

demanded. The Council's memorial to Charles III. was a

formal indictment of the Jesuits and a request for their

abolition. The Pope, it was argued, had the power not only

to found new Orders but also to suppress existing ones. In

support, reference was made to the fate of the Templars, the

Humiliati, the so-called Jesuitesses, the Bamabites and

Ambrosians ad Nemus, the Armenian Basilians, the Canons

Regular of S. Giorgio in Alga in Venice, the Jesuati, the

Hieronymites of Fiesole, and two other societies. Then all

the charges brought against the Jesuits by their enemies were

repeated : their wealth, their ambition, their false doctrines,

their commercial deaHngs, their attitude in the ritual question,

their secretiveness, their intrigues, political and otherwise,

their participation in attempted assassinations and their

consequent expulsion. Hence followed the necessity for their

suppression, for which so favourable an opportunity would

never occur again. ^ The Pope refused to accept this voluminous

document, though agreeing to look into it later, if necessary.

^ *Monino to Grimaldi, September 19, 1772, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. For the pensions for Macedonio,

Carafa di Trajetto, Carafa di Colombrano, and Alfani, v. *Orsini to

Tanucci, September 11, 1772, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.

1480. For Spanish pensions for Cardinals and other persons, see

also *Centomani to Tanucci, April 28, 1772, ibid., Esteri-Roma

1220. 2 xhe *exposition of the Council, written from Mexico and

dated October 26, 1771, was signed by four Bishops and two pro-

curators and covers 69 pages. Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome, Exped., n. 9.
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When Monino opened the subject of Avignon, Clement again

retorted that he was making no bargains in matters of this

kind.i

Even less satisfactory was Monino's two-hours' audience on

September 20th. The Pope complained of the measures taken

by the Tuscan Government against the Franciscans, which

seemed to him to be reprisals for his measures against the

Jesuits in Rome, Moiiino repeated that the longer the Pope

hesitated the greater the risk he was running. At this the

Pope, after some resistance, accepted an abstract of the

documents of the Mexican Provincial Council and used very

strong language about the Jesuits, but refused to discuss the

scheme for their suppression ; he would study the matter, he

said, during his residence at Castel Gandolfo.^

Before the Pope left Rome for his villeggiatura two more

blows were struck against the Jesuits. Despite the objection

of the Cardinal Vicar of Rome, Colonna, a visitation decree of

September 17th ordered the provisional closing of the Roman
Seminary and its Convitto, the transference of its administra-

tion to the Visitors, the removal of the Jesuits there, and the

distribution of the seminarists among other institutions,^

^Monino's report of September 17, 1772, in. Pacheco y de
Leyca, 55 seq. ; cf. Masson, 209, who makes the following

comment on Clement's negative reply, " Neanmoins, on s'etait

entendu."

2 Monino to Grimaldi, September 24, 1772, in Ferrer, II., 404 ;

Pacheco y de Leyva, 57 seq.

* On the strength of a Papal *rescript " ex audientia S." of

September 11, 1772 (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1221),

the Visitors issued on September 17, 1772, a *decree which ordered

the closing of the Seminary " per modum suspensionis " {ibid.,

C. Fames, 1480). On the same day Azara *reported to Grimaldi :

' Hoy por la manana se este haciendo la clausura del Seminario

Romano. Van los visitadores en publico (menos el Card' Colona

que no ha querido concurrir, y se ha declarado siempre por los

Jesuitas) y echaran de la Casa al Rector y demas Jesuitas, y
distribuiran los Seminaristas por varios estudios de Roma,
mientras se toma otra providencia." (Archives of the Spanish
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The Pope had evidently accepted the figures put before him

by Smuragha, who on Marefoschi's behalf had examined the

books of the institution.^ The same thing happened when
Marefoschi presented the report on the visitation of the Irish

College, in whicli the Jesuits were accused of having secretly

appropriated certain sums from the college revenues and of

having trained their pupils badly. This institution too was taken

from the Jesuits and placed under the direction of Cardinal

Marefoschi as the Protector of Ireland.^ As had been feared,

the Jesuits found it impossible to maintain themselves in Rome
once they had been condemned to pay the enormous sum they

were alleged to have embezzled during their administration

of the Roman Seminary.^ No wonder that at first the measure

taken was regarded as the forerunner of the suppression.^

But the general opinion soon veered round again. As Orsini

wrote to the ever-suspicious Tanucci, such paltry measures

satisfied neither friend nor foe.^

Embassy in Rome.) Similarly *Monino to Grimaldi on

September 17, 1772, ibid. For Colonna's opposition v. *Centomani

to Tanucci, September 22, 1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma 1 22 1. According to *Orsini's letter to Tanucci on

September i, 1772, Marefoschi was against the seminary, Colonna

for it, York midway between the two. (C. Fames, 1480, ibid.)

^ CoRDARA, 138, and above, p. 208, n. 2. A *refutation of

Smuraglia's calculations in Cod. 288 in the Bibl. Estense at

Modena, where also there are other relative *documents. The

Jesuits' reply is mentioned by Orsini in his *letter to Tanucci of

September 22, 1772, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1480.

* CoRDARA, 139. The *decree concerning the Irish College, of

September 23, 1772, State Archives, Naples, loc. cit.

^ " *La perizia obligando i Gesuiti a pagare in Roma 374,000

scudi rovina la Compagnia " {loc. cit.).

* *Centomani to Tanucci, September 18, 1772, ibid., Esteri-

Roma 1222.

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, September 29, 1772 :
" L'affare ora

conchiuso del Seminario Romano fu eccitato dal Clero fin dal

principio del presente Pontificato, per questione di spese. Quindi

non vi e questione della soppressione Gesuitica, come neppure nella

chiusura del Collegio Ibernese . . . La detta soppressione non

VOL. XXXVIII. R
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Pleased as Madrid was with Mofiino's activity and even with

Bemis'/ it was still worried by the Pope's attitude. It was
thought that he must be reckoning on French support.

Wherefore Charles III. wrote on September 21st to Louis XV.,

asking him to send Bernis the most stringent instructions to

press for the suppression by all possible means. Louis' reply

was that he still agreed that Bernis was to conform to Mofiino's

direction in all respects.^ In Madrid the greatest impatience

persisted. On October 6th Mofiino was again instructed to

leave nothing untried and again to offer as a bait the return

of Avignon.^ When Clement had assented to the diminution

of the right of asylum,^ Charles III. used the opportunity on

October 13th, when writing his letter of thanks, to recommend
once more the speediest possible suppression of the Jesuit

Order " in the interest of public security and the peace of the

Church." ^

AU negotiations being suspended ^ during the Pope's

appare come conseguenza di nessuna provvidenza del Papa. Al

contrario vi sono segni di protezione " {ibid. 1221). *Orsini to

Tanucci, on the same day :
" Si, si, piccole misure, che 'neque

amicos parant, neque inimicos tollunt ' " {ibid., C. Fames, 1480).

For Tanucci 's mistrust, v. his letter to Grimaldi and Losada, of

September 29, 1772, in Danvila y Collado, 484.

^ *Grimaldi to Monino, September 8 and 22, 1772, Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome, and *on the same day to Magallon

(Spain's representative in Paris), Archives of Simancas, Estado

5089.

^Charles III.'s letters of September 21, 1772, and Louis XV.'s

reply of October 3, 1772, in Masson, 210.

^ *Grimaldi to Mofiino, October 6, 1772 {loc. cit.) : The king

was very pleased with the Brief dealing with the restriction of

asylum but was impatient about the " extincion ", wherefore

Monino was to press the matter again. Although the Pope said

" que no hacia comercio de la extincion ", Monino was to point

out that if the " extincion " were secured the restoration of

Avignon would be secured also.

* Brief of September 12, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 499 seq.

'" Theiner, Hist., II., 254 seqq.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, October i, 1772, ibid.
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residence in the country, to which he had retired on September

21st/ Monino went to Naples on October 9th, but very soon

returned, as in his absence the Duke of Arcos, with a brilhant

retinue of Spanish nobles, had unexpectedly arrived in Rome.

The Pope invited the duke to Castel Gandolfo, where

a splendid banquet was held in his honour. When Arcos,

obeying Charles III.'s instructions, began to touch on the

Jesuit question, the Pope broke in with the words, " His

Majesty will be satisfied ; only let him rely on me. His

ambassador has no doubt already informed him of the happy

state of affairs that has been reached." ^

This view was not shared by Moiiino, who was still affected

by the impression he had derived from the interview of

September 20th, following which he had written to Grimaldi

that all was lost. Nor was his mistrust dispelled by the news

of the fresh steps which had been taken against the Jesuits

in Rome and Loreto.^ It had been confirmed, in fact, by a

fresh difficulty raised by the Pope : he could not hold a

Consistory for the suppression because, except for York,

Marefoschi, and one other, all the Cardinals were against such

a measure or were, at any rate, not certainly in favour of it.*

After Clement had returned to Rome at the end of October,

Monino wrote to Grimaldi that although His Holiness certainly

had no love for the Jesuits, someone was holding him back

1 *Azara to Grimaldi, September 24, 1772, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 Theiner, Hist., II., 247 seqq. ; *Orsim to Monino, October 5,

1772, and *Monino to Grimaldi, October 22 and 29, 1772, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
3 *Orsini to Tanucci, October 2, 1772 : More threats against

the Society, especially in Loreto ... It was said that the reports

on the Irish College and the Roman Seminary would be printed

" con tutte le licenze ed approvazioni ", in other words as so

many official documents against the Society . . . Corsini and

Alfani would be entrusted with another visitation. State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma -^-i^.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, October 20, 1772, Archives of Simancas ;

cf. DuHR, Aufhebung, 448.
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from taking the last step, either Bontempi or the friends of

the Jesuits. Notwithstanding the assurance given to Arcos, if

the Pope went on hesitating throughout November, the

Neapohtan Government would have to exert decisive pressure

by occupying Castro and Ronciglione.^ How greatly Monino

distrusted Bontempi is seen from a report to Grimaldi of

November 5th, in which he says that he has prevailed upon

Almada to threaten Bontempi. " Two things must always be

kept before the eyes of such a man : gratitude or punishment.

He deserves the latter rather and so we must close our eyes

until we see whether he will help us out of our difficulty or

not." 2

What Moiiino learnt from Macedonio also confirmed him in

his mistrust that Clement would keep his word. " But I am
not losing heart," he wrote to Grimaldi, " the Pope has bound

himself." ^

Tanucci's opinion at that time was that Monino was the

only Spaniard who knew how to manage affairs in Rome.*

Mofiino indeed shrank from no method of achieving his

purpose, whether it was bribery of the Pope's confidants or

threats against the Head of the Church himself. On November

8th he went to an audience, which he almost had to obtain by

force, determined to stick at nothing. He first presented

Charles HI.'s letter of October 13th, with an ItaHan

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, October 29, 1772, loc. cit. ; cf. Danvila

Y CoLLADo, III., 488. In his *letter to Grimaldi of October 20,

1772 (see p. 243, n. 4), Monino said that everything had been

arranged with Naples in the event of the Pope's deceiving them.

Fuentes had already proposed in the summer to compel the Pope

to agree to the suppression by occupying Castro and publishing

his letters to Charles III. See *Grimaldi to Fuentes, Archives

of Simancas, Estado 5039.

^DuHR, Aufhebung, 451.

' *Monino to Grimaldi, November 5, 1772, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* " *Monino per me finora e I'unico spagnuolo che sia capace

di trattar negozi in Roma." Tanucci to Fogliano, October 21,

1772, Archives of Simancas, Estado 6019.
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translation, and he also took with him Grimaldi's instruction of

September 29th, according to which he was to work for the

suppression by every possible means. He hoped in this way
to intimidate the Pope, but unexpectedly Clement offered

resistance and pointed out the necessity of obtaining before

the suppression the assent, not only of the Court of Vienna

but also of the Italian princes and States. Only when that had

been done could he unfold to the Spanish king the scheme

which was to be followed. Moiiino, stifling the annoyance

caused him by this announcement, asked for speedy informa-

tion, if possible within a month. Although the Pope at this

audience had insisted on the strictest secrecy, Mofiino paid

not the slightest attention to this request. He communicated

the gist of his interview to Bernis, and his report to Grimaldi

ended with " Now Castro must be occupied ".^ This was

entirely in accord with Tanucci's way of thinking ; on

November 10th he wrote to Grimaldi that as all Rome was

for the Jesuits force would have to be used with the Pope and

he would have to be threatened with a complete rupture with

Spain, Naples, France, and Portugal.^

Although Bernis urgently represented to the Pope the

danger threatened by the Bourbons,^ and Almada presented

a violent letter from Pombal,* Clement still held out. His

reply to Charles HI.'s letter, which reply he communicated to

the Spanish ambassador through Bontempi, was couched

throughout in general terms, the Jesuits not being even

mentioned.^ As against this, what signified a Brief that

allotted the property of the Jesuits in Frascati to Cardinal

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, November 12, 1772, ibid. ; cf. Duhr,

Aufhebung, 448 ; Pacheco y de Leyva, 59 ; Bernis' report of

November 11, 1772, in Theiner, Hist., II., 256 seqq.

2 *Tanucci to Grimaldi, November 10, 1772, loc. cit., Estado

6105.

' Theiner, Hist., II., 259.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, November 10, 1772, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames, 1480.

* Theiner, Hist., II., 260 ; Danvila y Collado, III., 489.
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York's seminary and spoke of still further steps, in particular

a visitation of the Jesuits' chief teaching establishment in

Rome, the Roman College ? ^ Monino told Bontempi that if

the Pope went on delaying a decision and concealed his

thoughts in ambiguous and artificial language, the Spanish

Government would cast aside nice feelings and Bontempi

would be the first to suffer,^ In spite of this threat Clement

told Moiiino at an audience on November 15th that he needed

more time to study the matter, firstly for reasons of conscience,

secondly not to give rise to the belief that the suppression of

the Jesuit Order was a condition of his election. " At this,"

reported Mofiino, " I could no longer contain myself and with

a vehemence I had never used before I told him how surprised

and bewildered I was by this new manner of speech." The

ambassador then tried to show the Pope that he could salve

his conscience with the declaration of more than thirty

Spanish Bishops and the request of the Mexican Provincial

Council. As for his other misgiving Monino observed with

a smile that after three and a half years no one could well

accuse the Pope of having bound himself in the conclave to

bring about the suppression. Monino then explained at length

how unnecessary it was, and how little consonant with the

dignity of the Holy See, to seek the agreement of every

Catholic prince, whether great or small, in a matter which

depended solely on His Holiness. When the Pope admitted

that no Government, but only the nuncios in Vienna and Paris,

had interceded on the Jesuits' behalf, Monino suggested that

the silence of the other Governments might be taken as

consent. He then painted in lively colours the renown the

Pope would win by the restoration of peace and even suggested

that the Jesuits themselves would be glad to be rid of the

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, November 4, 10, and 17, 1772, and *to

Giancane on November 19, 1772, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma, ^f^.

Cf. Clement XIV. 's *Brief to Cardinal York of November 10,

1772, and *Monino to Grimaldi, November 19, 1772, both in the

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 Theiner, loc. cit.
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continual suspense and dread. The interview came to an end

with Mofiino still urging the Pope.^

At the next audience, on November 22nd, Monino repeated

the threat of a rupture. The effect of this on the Pope was to

make him speak more clearly. After complaining about

Marefoschi's poor observance of the bond of secrecy, he

declared that he could trust no one and for this reason he had
to compose the draft of the Brief of suppression himself. He
also spoke of how he intended to shape the preamble to the

document.^ But as the Pope spoke rather less decisively to

Bernis,^ Monino was still distrustful.*

Meanwhile every courier from Madrid brought further

urgent and insistent instructions.^ Moiiino could think of no

other course but to bribe the Pope's associates and in particular

to bind Bontempi to himself with Spanish gold.^ Through

the Pope's confidants, in conjunction with threats, the goal

was to be reached at last. According to Orsini's report of

November 24th, Clement expostulated to the importunate

envoy, " Have a care for my death ! You are trjnng to force

me to ride at post-haste speed, but now that I have laid my
scheme I will not alter it." ' Highly agitated, he complained

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, November 17, 1772, loc. cit. ; Danvila
Y CoLLADO, III., 491 seq. ; Bernis in. Theiner, loc. cit., 261 seq.

^ *Monino to Grimaldi, November 26, 1772, loc. cit. ; Danvila
Y CoLLADO, III., 493 ; Bernis on November 24, 1772, v.

Masson, 212.

^ Masson, ibid.

* Danvila y Collado, III., 493.

' Ihid., 494.

" *Monino to Grimaldi, November 26 and December 3, 1772,

loc. cit., Danvila y Collado (493) quotes this report of

November 26, in which it is stated that Bontempi was to receive

40,000 scudi. The passage runs :
" Solo me falta dar el ultimo

asalto de interes al influxo del P. Buontempi, de quien me hay

revelado, que tiene ya impuestos cerca de 40™ escudos
;

sin varias alhajas que recibe. Si este ataque no da lumbre, no ay

que esperar. Estoi en el concepto de que no la dar4." Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5039.
" *Orsini to Tanucci, November 24, 1772 : " Temete la mia
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bitterly to Almada about the pressure to which Spain was

subjecting him.^ But this pressure together with the influence

of his confidants finally brought him to the decisive turning-

point.

On November 26th Monino wrote in confidence to Grimaldi

in his own hand, " I have nothing more to do now than make
the final assault on Father Bontempi, who, I have been told

confidentially, apart from his acceptance of sundry jewels,

has already incurred obligations to the tune of 40,000 scudi.

If this attack does not open a breach, the prospect is hope-

less." ^ The attack launched on November 27th was so

successful that on the following day the Father was able to

report to Moiiino that the final victory was close at hand.^

Mofiino found this news confirmed at his audience on the

29th. ^ Using the strongest terms, Clement repeated his

promise to suppress the Jesuit Order, adding that he wished

to bring the matter to a speedy end. Monino would see that he

would keep his word. To Bernis also he spoke in a similar

sense. " It is true," he said, " that three and a half years of

my pontificate have passed, but I have been continually

active and I have already succeeded in destroying the Jesuits'

prestige in Rome with the nobility, the prelates, the Curia,

and the people. It was necessary to open the road towards our

goal in this manner. When the suppression has come to pass,

I will explain to Your Eminence the reasons for the delay and

then you will acknowledge that I was right." " The Pope,"

morte," exclaimed the Pope in response to the Ministers' impor-

tunity, adding, " Mi volete far caminare con cavalli di Posta, ma
io non vogho cangiare I'idea del progetto fissato." But he con-

firmed all his promises. State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1480.

1 *Monino's second report to Grimaldi, of December 3, 1772

loc. cit.

2 DuHR, Aufhebung, 451 seq. Cf. above, p. 247, n. 6.

' Vid. Moiiino's *report mentioned above, at n. i.

* Theiner, Hist., II., 263. According to Bernis' report of

December 2, 1772, which is quoted here. Cardinal Colonna, who
was formerly favourably inclined towards the Jesuits, is said to

have used his influence with the Pope in the contrary direction.
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Bemis said to Orsini, " has never spoken about the suppression

so calmly and firmly before." ^ In the middle of December

Clement deprived the luckless Jesuits expelled from Portugal

of the pension granted to them by Clement XIIL, which he

had already reduced from 12,000 to 9,000 scudi? At the same

time, following on further threats by Mofiino,^ he took another

step in the deepest secrecy, which committed him still more.

He commissioned the prelate Zelada, titular Bishop of Petra,

who was born in Rome but had remained a Spaniard, to work

out a Bull of the suppression together with Mofiino, on the

lines of the draft presented by the Spanish ambassador on

1 *Orsim to Tanucci, December i, 1772 :
" Mi disse il Ministro

di Spagna, che il Papa neH'udienza di domenica 29 del passato

avevagli ratificato la promessa della soppressione della Compagnia

di Gesu con termini fortissimi, soggiungendo che desiderava uscire

presto da questo affare, che presto ne sarebbe uscito mantenendo

la parola e Lei signore cavaliere lo vedra ; che trov6 il Papa allegro

e gli sembra risoluto. II card, de Bernis poi mi riferi avergli il

Papa detto, dalla cui udienza allora tornava :
' Ripeto la pro-

messa fatta alii tre sovrani Borboni di sopprimere la Compagnia

di Gesu, h vero che sono passati tre anni e mezzo del mio pontificate

e vi 6 sempre pensato e travagliato e gia sono riuscito a far perdere

il credito, che la Compagnia aveva in Roma presso la nobilta, la

prelatura, la Curia ed il popolo, conveniva aprirmi una strada, gia

me la sono aperta. Si compiaccia scrivere a S.M*^ Christ, che mi

favorisca d'assicurare e d'entrare garante con S.M. Cattolica, che

mantengo la parola data di sopprimerla
;
quando cio sara seguito

diro a Lei signor cardinale i motivi, che 6 avuto, per differirla e

Mi dara ragione o almeno compatimento.' E mi narro il cardinale

in fine, che il Papa era allegro e mai gli aveva parlato sull'assunto

con eguale ilarita e fermezza." State Archives, Naples, C. Fames.

1480.

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, December 18, 1772, loc. cit., Esteri-

Ron^a 1221 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, December 19, 1772,

State Archives, Venice ; *Orsini to Tanucci, December 22, 1772,

adding that the General Ricci had been forbidden " di domandar

licenze di far debiti, di alienare capitali ". State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames. 1480.

' Danvila y Collado, III., 498.
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September Gth.^ " This seems to be the end," was Grimaldi's

comment. " Bontempi shall have his jinghng reward, but

not until the deed is done." ^ Clement had exacted from

Zelada an oath not to inform anyone of the commission he had

received.^ " This secretiveness of the Pope's," said Moiiino,

" is all of a piece with his character. He likes surprises. He
is timid and suspicious. I fall in with his ways as far as I can,

so as to forestall any excuse. The reliability of his man of

confidence (Zelada) is not above suspicion, but he is so

ambitious that he is always ready to change sides. However,

his duty is confined merely to formal alterations ; the main

business is settled, unless these priests are deceiving us." *

Monino soon saw that he had nothing to fear from Zelada.

In a joyful letter to Grimaldi dated on the last day of this

eventful year, 1772, he reported the " good progress " that

had been made :
" Zelada has examined my draft for the Bull

of suppression, has approved of it, and praises it beyond all

measure. He suggested only four unimportant alterations, to

which I immediately assented." At the end of this letter

Mofiino observed that although all seemed to be going well

he would be apprehensive until the suppression had actually

been carried out. All depended now on preserving secrecy in

every direction, especially that of Paris, to prevent any

intrigues by the nuncio there.^ The latter, however, Hke many

others in Paris, soon discovered everything, although Bernis

observed complete silence in his official dispatches, and had

1 Bernis' report of December i6, 1772, produced by Masson

(212, n. 4) from the private archives of the Bernis family. Masson

observes that the accounts to be found there " detruisent absolu-

ment le recit de Theiner ".

2 *Grimaldi to Moiiino, December 22, 1772, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ Masson, 214 n.

^ Tanucci's letter of December 23, 1772, in Pacheco y de

Leyva, 61 ; cf. Mofiino's report of December 17, 1772, in Danvila

Y CoLLADO, III., 498 seq.

5 The letter is reproduced in full in Pacheco y de Leyva,

121 seq.
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asked Aiguillon to inform no one but the king. The text of

the draft was not communicated even to Bemis, who, as he

wrote, left Spain the honour, or rather the responsibihty, for

the whole affair. The Pope was left in no doubt that until it

was all settled there was to be no question of the return of

Avignon.^

The failure to preserve the secret resulted in it becoming

generally supposed that the Jesuit cause was lost. This was

accentuated when the strange opinion that Frederick IL

would intervene on the Order's behalf proved to be false. At

the end of 1772 a letter of December 4th from the Prussian

king to D'Alembert became known. It contained the following

passage :
" Amid all these various movements the Order of

the Jesuits is to be destroyed at last and the Pope, after

wriggling for a long time, has yielded at last, so it is said, to

the importunities of the first-bom sons of his Church. I have

received an emissary of the General of the Ignatians, who
urges me to proclaim myself as the protector of this Order.

My answer to him was that when Louis XV. deemed it

advisable to disband the Fitz-James regiment I did not

consider myself entitled to intercede on its behalf, and that

the Pope was sufficiently master in his own house to undertake

any reform that he found to be right and fitting, without any

heretics meddling in the business." ^

The enemies of the Jesuits saw at once what a weapon the

Prussian king's letter had placed in their hands.^ Pombal

sent the Pope a copy of it,* as did also Charles IIL In his

covering letter to Mofiino Charles said that the letter would

convince the Pope of the open rebelliousness of the Jesuits

against the Catholic princes and the Holy See and their

^ Masson, 213 seq. In a *letter to Grimaldi of December 24,

1772, Monino reports on Zelada's work and complains " del poco

secreto que guarda el Ministro de Francia en estos asuntos, y las

malas resultas que puede esto tener ". Archives of Simancas.

- Theiner, Hist., II., 267 seq. ; Corresp. de Frdddric II., IX.

{CEuvres, XXIV.), 587, here dated December 4.

3 DuHR, Gesch., IV., 14 seq.

* Letter of December 21, 1772, in Collec^do, III., 164 seq.
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intrigues with the non-CathoHc Powers. He spoke in a similar

fashion to the Auditor of the ApostoHc nunciature in Madrid,

who added to his secret report of January 5th, 1773, the

remark, " It is generally thought here that the fate of the

Jesuits will be decided very shortly." ^ And this surmise was

correct.

On December 28th, 1772, Zelada had reported to the Pope

on the execution of his task. Clement expressed his satisfaction

and bade him proceed with the composition of the Bull, on

which he was to report progress every Monday. By January

6th, 1773, the draft of the BuU had been prepared by Zelada,

approved by Monino, and handed to the Pope. The document,

a copy of which was sent by Monino to Madrid on January 7th,

was similar in all essentials to the Brief Dominus ac Redemptor

which decreed the dissolution of the Order. The alterations

made in Zelada's draft were of a purely formal nature.^ News

of the decisive step was sent by Monino to the King of Spain

and his confidants, and shortly afterwards to Tanucci in

Naples. No wonder that it occasioned much joy ^ ; at the

beginning of 1773 the Neapolitan troops were withdrawn from

1 Theiner, loc. cit., 268. The *copy of Frederick's letter is in

the Archives of Simancas, Estado 5039. Cf. also *Nunziat. di

Spagna 268 A, fo. 438, Papal Secret Archives. In Rome Frederick

II. 's letter was generally known by the beginning of 1773 ;

*Orsini to Tanucci, January 12, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma tV^j.

2 Bernis' private reports of December 30, 1772, and January 6,

1773, in Masson, 215 seq. (where, however, the day on which

Zelada made his report is given erroneously as December 30) ;

Monino's reports of December 31, 1772, and January 7, 1773 (by

which the copy of Zelada's draft was sent to Madrid), in Pacheco

Y DE Leyva, 121 seq., 134 seq. ; ibid., 137 seq., the reproduction of

this copy ; ibid., 102 seq., the " segunda minuta modificada que

sirvi6 para la formal expedicion del breve de extincion ", according

to Monino's autograph, and 123 seq., the Italian translation of this

piece. Cf. ibid., 62 seq.

3 *Tanucci to Monino, December 26, 1772, and January 2, 1773,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 6020.
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the frontier of the Papal States.^ But there was still some

doubt that the affair would continue to make good progress.

This was the case especially with the keen-sighted Mofiino,^

who was well aware of Clement's indecisiveness and timidity

and, in particular, his fear of being accused of having bound

himself in the conclave by a formal promise. " I hover between

fear and hope," Monino wrote to Grimaldi on January 7th,

1773. " I fear that something unforeseen may intervene and

I realize that any incident, however trivial, may give rise to

difficulties. However hard we tried to soothe the Pope he

would harbour misgivings about the agreement of the Viennese

and Florentine Governments." ^ This being the situation,

every possible influence was brought to bear on the unhappy

Pope, especially through his confidants, Zelada and Bontempi

in particular, who, with others, had been corrupted.* By
January 7th Monino was already suggesting how Zelada was

to be completely won over, but the important man, he

emphasized, was Bontempi and Bontempi only. Of Zelada

he remarked that he hoped to make his fortune by the whole

affair ; in any case everything would be kept secret.^ Never-

theless the Venetian envoy Tiepolo discovered the close

relations between Monino and the Pope's most trusted

counsellors ; he thought that Bontempi would probably get

the red hat.^

1 Tanucci had already stated in his *letter of December 26,

1772 (see p. 253, n. 3), that the occupation of Castro was unnecessary

.

The withdrawal of the Neapolitan troops was *reported by

Tiepolo to the Doge on January 9, 1773, State Archives, Venice.

* He had already given expression to this anxiety in his *report

of December 22, 1772. Archives of Simancas, Estado 5040.

* Pacheco y de Leyva, 136.

* Cf. above, p. 247, n. 6.

5 *Grimaldi to Moiiino, January 5, 1773, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. Monino also tried to influence the

Pope by sending him the translation of an opinion advocating the

suppression written by a member of the Sorbonne. Ibid.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge on January 13, 1773, State Archives,

Venice.
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In his audiences of January 10th and 17th Mofiino had the

impression that though the Pope still wanted to withhold his

assent he was resolved as in honour bound to announce the

suppression. At the audience of January 17th Clement

definitely informed the ambassador that he had only two or

three points to set out in the draft and that they did not affect

the substance of it.^ Nevertheless Mofiino did not feel certain

of the final result. Although Bontempi tried to reassure him,

and Zelada was showing the greatest zeal, he thought that the

Pope would get caught up in the formalities of the document.^

At an audience on January 31st he noted that the Pope

apprehended the resistance of the Florentine Government.

From Zelada he learnt that he had put before the Pope a fair

copy of the Brief of suppression ^
; after Clement had read

it it would be passed to the secretariate ior execution.*

Simultaneously it became known that the Pope had lapsed

into melancholy because a prediction had been found in the

palace that he would die during the Carnival.^

When Mofiino heard of this fresh indecision of the Pope's,

he expressed his impatience in strong language at an audience

on February 6th, 1773, whereupon Clement rejoined that

soon, very soon, the Bourbons would be satisfied. Neverthe-

less on the 7th the Spanish ambassador induced Cardinals

Orsini and Bernis to press the Pope again, although the

former had not been initiated into the secret.** As the result

of this pressure, on February 11th the Pope had a copy of the

Brief of suppression sent through Bontempi to Monino, to be

1 Pacheco y de Leyva, 64 ; Danvila y Collado, 504 seq.

2 *Monino to Grimaldi, January 28, 1773, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. Cf. Danvila y Collado, 506 seq.

Grimaldi expressed his confidence in a *letter to Tanucci of

February 23, 1773. Archives of Simancas, Estado 6106.

8 " Minuta en limpio."

* *Moiiino to Grimaldi, February 4, 1773, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ *Centomani to Tanucci, February 2, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma 1222.

* Danvila y Collado, III., 507 ; Pacheco y de Leyva, 156.
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forwarded to Charles III., as he wished this matter to be

dealt with as between sovereigns.^ Bontempi now considered

that everything had been settled. The document was dis-

patched by courier to Madrid on the same day. " To get this

far," added Moiiino, " it needed a discussion with the Pope

which was pretty sharp and irritating." ^

In Madrid,^ where the draft arrived at the beginning of

March, Charles III. was highly satisfied with the fulfilment

hitherto of all his wishes.'* The draft, according to his judg-

ment, was in accord with the principles of justice and fairness

and was calculated to put an end for ever to the disturbances

caused by the influence of the Jesuits in every Catholic State,

By this act the Pope would win honour and glory. The king

offered to write in his own hand to the Kings of France, Naples,

and Portugal and to the Empress Maria Theresa and to send

them a copy of the draft. Moiiino was instructed to express to

the Pope his acknowledgment of this fresh proof of his

paternal love and to assure him that all his conditions,

especially that of secrecy, would be conscientiously observed.^

Tanucci also received news immediately of the event which

was " desired with such uncommon ardour arid was so impor-

tant for our holy religion and our whole family." As the copies

of the draft to be conveyed by the couriers had yet to be made

1 Bernis, in Masson, 216, and *Monino on February 11, 1773.

- *Monino to Grimaldi, F'ebruary 11, 1773, ibid., Danvila y

CoLLADo, 507 seq. ; Duhr, Aufhebung, 448 ; Pacheco y de

Leyva, 156 seq., where the whole report is reproduced.

^ Grimaldi had already *written to Tanucci on February 23,

1773, that according to the report rendered by Monino (who, it

mustbe said, was stillnot entirely certain ofsuccess) the future might

be faced with confidence ; Pombal, too, was pressing very hard.

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1801. For Pombal, v. his

*letter to Almada of December 21, 1772, in Collecfdo, IIL,

153 seqq.

•• *GrimaIdi to Monino, March 2, 1773, loc. cit. ; *Grimaldi to

Magallon on March 5, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Estado 5040.

^ Danvila y Collado, 509. The *Resumen del breve in the

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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out, he was sending him in the meantime an extract through

Grimaldi. " We must give thanks to God," he wrote, " for the

peace of Our realms and the safety of Our person could not

be guaranteed in any other way." ^

On March 5th Charles III. wrote in his own hand to Louis

XV. and Maria Theresa, on the 6th to King Joseph I. of

Portugal, from whom, as also from the French monarch, he

could confidently expect a reply of assent, since Pombal was

in command in Lisbon, and from Versailles AiguiUon had

already written on January 25th, " If Spain approves of the

draft, we shall do hkewise, without even reading it." On

March 9th Charles wrote to King Ferdinand of Naples.

^

In his letter to Maria Theresa the Spanish king reminded

1 *Charles IIL to Tanucci on March 2, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6067 ; Danvila y Collado, 509. Tanucci had

already, on February 20, 1773, *expressed his pleasure at the

victory, for which both the victor and the Pope deserved praise

{loc. cit., Estado 6020). On reading the draft, Tanucci could not

refrain from making some critical remarks, of which, however, he

said nothing to the king. See *Tanucci to Charles III. on March 30,

1773, ibid., Estado 3720.

2 Pacheco y de Leyva, 65 ; Masson, 216 seq., where the letters

sent and received by Louis XV. and also Aiguillon's are reproduced.

Joseph I. of Portugal's letter in Collecgdo, III., 165 seq. ;
ibid.,

177 seq., his letter of assent, of March 13, 1773. Joseph's letter

met with Grimaldi's complete approval, but in Louis XV.'s letter

he was not pleased with the expression " condescendencia del

Christ™^ " and thought that it must have come from Aiguillon.

His advice, therefore, was to show only the first letter and to make

only a verbal reference to Louis XV.'s. See *Grimaldi to Monino,

March 23, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. Ibid.,

in the second letter of the same date, further laments about the

unfortunate wording of Louis XV.'s letter. Mofiino *replied on

April 8, 1773, that he could not show the Pope Joseph I.'s letter

only ; it would be better not to show either. Even if Louis XV.'s

letter did seem strange, Bernis had his instructions to insist on the

suppression {ibid.). Joseph I.'s great joy was brought out also

in the Queen of Portugal's *letter to Charles III. of May 2, 1773,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 7297.
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her of the statement she had made in 1770, that she would not

oppose an eventual suppression by the Pope.^ Attached to

this letter was the original draft of the Brief which had been

sent to Moiiino by way of Bontempi.^ In Clement XIII. 's

pontificate Maria Theresa had been inclined to give positive

support to the Jesuits, but by February, 1768, she had already

decided not to offer any opposition to the Bourbons.^ In

March, 1769, she had definitely declined formally to take sides

against the Order, remarking that this was also the attitude

of her son, Joseph II.* This latter assertion was afterwards

falsified, for on January 15th, 1770, Joseph wrote to Choiseul

that his view of the suppression was the same as the French

Minister's, as he knew of Jesuit plans for a tyrannical auto-

cracy. Kaunitz, who was all-powerful with the Empress, was,

he alleged, also in agreement with Choiseul and Pombal.^

1 Arneth, IX., 564 seq.

2 Pacheco y de Leyva, 65 seq.

* DuHR, Maria Theresia, 208 seq. Duhr was the first to make

clear the empress's position regarding the Jesuit Order, after he

had previously disposed of the tale that a general confession made

by the empress had been revealed by the Jesuits {Jesuitenfabeln *

[1904], 40 seqq.), a tale which was still being served up to his

readers by Lea in 1896 {History of auricular confession, II., 455

(Philadelphia).

* *Aubeterre to Bernis, March 28, 1773, in Jesuit possession,

Suppr. 9.

^ *Joseph II. to Choiseul, January 15, 1770, copy in MSS.

3518/1389, fo. 40, of the Bibl. Vittorio Emanuele, Rome. Cf.

Masson, 218. Mgr. Siva had *reported to Garampi on March 25,

1769, that the emperor himself had told his confessor that the

Order would be suppressed by the new Pope and that he himself

would be indifferent (Nunziat. di Germania, 389, Papal Secret

Archives). On September 23, 1769, Vincenti *wrote to Pallavicini

that the emperor remained cool and indifferent, even in the face of

Prussian pressure. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.

Regarding a spurious letter from Joseph to Choiseul, of January,

1770, V. Hist.-pol. Blatter, CXXXIII. (1904), 787 seqq. Joseph II.

was afterwards not hostile to the ex-Jesuits.

VOL. xxxvin. s
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The Spaniards were not unaware how much depended on

the decision to be taken by Austria, the most important of the

Cathohc Powers. If the Court of Vienna, Azpuru had said

at the beginning of 1770, refrained from protecting the

Jesuits, it would mean " a big step towards the suppression." ^

The " big step " was taken as a result of the empress's

ardent wish to see her daughter Marie Antoinette married to

the Dauphin, the future Louis XVI. On March 16th, 1770,

Fuentes was able to report to Madrid that the Imperial envoy,

Mercy, had informed Choiseul that although the empress, so

far as her States were concerned, had no grounds for the

suppression such as had been cited by the Bourbons, she

would not oppose whatever the Pope thought necessary in the

matter for the good of the Church, provided that he gave

previous notice of it to the imperial Court. ^ When the

French interpreted this as a request of the empress's, she

made it clear to the nuncio that she had merely stated that,

neither urging nor objecting, she awaited the Holy Father's

decision on the fate of the Jesuits. Should His Holiness deem
it expedient to reform them or suppress them, she had no

objection to raise.^ Madrid realized at once how powerful an

encouragement this " indifference " offered to anti-Jesuit

opinion. Maria Theresa's statement, Grimaldi wrote to Azpuru,

was of the greatest importance ; the Pope must be given

^ *Azpuru to Bernis, 7 February, 1770, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* *Fuentes to Grimaldi, March 16, 1770 : Count Mercy had told

Choiseul that with regard to the suppression the empress had

stated to him " que aunque no tenia ella, por lo que miraba a los

de sus Estados, los motivos que los Principes de la Casa de Borbon,

para solicitar la abolicion de la Orden, no se opondria a lo que el

Papa creyese deber hacer en este asunto por el bien de la

Iglesia ".—But, continued Fuentes, Her Imperial Majesty had

asked to be informed of the Pope's decision. Mercy, speaking

for the empress, had brought this also to his knowledge, so that

the interested parties [especially the Pope] should be quite clear

as to the situation. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* DuHR, Maria Theresia, 209 seqq.
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exact information of it, for every excuse now fell to the

ground.^

At the end of March, 1770, news of the empress's attitude

reached Rome. Azpuru had it conveyed to the Pope by means

of Orsini.2 The Bourbon envoys were already hoping that the

Pope would induce the Court of Vienna to ask for the suppres-

sion, but Clement's reply was that this was inconsonant with

his dignity and that it was the business of the Bourbons to

take such a step.^ From these words alone, apart from other

reports, it may be deduced that the Pope would have welcomed

positive opposition from the empress in spite of his constant

allusions to the great difficulties caused by those countries

from which the Jesuits had not yet been expelled. Worrifed

and threatened as he was, Clement XIV. knew only too well

what an important weapon it would have been for him in his

struggle with the Bourbons if he could have pleaded the

opposition of the empress. In view of the anti-Jesuit attitude

of the other Catholic Powers, it could only be a question of

Austria when he objected again and again that he could decree

the suppression only with the agreement of all the Catholic

States of Europe.^ After the empress's statement in the spring

of 1770 the appeal to Austria had lost much of its force,

Maria Theresa having bound her hands, though not yet

entirely, but in 1773 the arrival in Vienna of Charles III.'s

letter gave her another opportunity of making a decisive inter-

vention, and her attitude was awaited with universal excite-

ment.^ But the empress failed again. Her reply to Charles III.

was already prepared for her signature by April 4th, 1773. The

draft had been composed by Kaunitz, but at the last moment

1 " *Este paso es esencialisimo," Grimaldi to Azpuru, March 27,

1770, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 *Bernis to Azpuru, March 28, 1770, and *Azpuru to Grimaldi,

April 19, 1770, ibid. Cf. *Orsini to Tanucci, April 17, 1770, State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1475.

* *Azpuru to Grimaldi, August 23, 1770, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5087.

* DuHR, Maria Theresia, 208.

* *Magallon to Grimaldi, March 16, 1773, loc. cit., Estado 6106.
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the empress gave it a less formal tone and inserted a passage

favourable to the Jesuits. Despite the high esteem, she

declared, in which she had always held the Society of Jesus,

which indeed it had merited by its zeal and its good conduct

in Austrian territory, she would put no obstacle in the way of

its suppression if the Pope considered it expedient and

profitable for the unity of their holy religion. But she must

state confidentially that she did not accept the clause dealing

with the Jesuit properties, as she could not recognize the

Pope's right to dispose of the Orders' estates and persons.^

In Madrid, Grimaldi found the answer better than had been

expected. The one condition made by the empress would have

to be fulfilled, whatever difficulties were raised in Rome.^

Charles III. immediately declared his readiness to support

this " just demand ",^ for his main purpose had been achieved :

the Pope's last defensive weapon had been struck from his

1 Arneth, IX., 93 seq., 565 seq. ; Pacheco y de Leyva (66)

errs in giving the date of the letter as April 7, Ferrer (II., 454) as

April 2. Tanucci did the empress an injustice when he *wrote to

Grimaldi on March 9, 1773, that she would give way about the

acquisition of the Jesuit property. Loc. cit., Estado 6106.

" *Grimaldi to Monino, April 27, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
3 See the corresponding instruction issued to Monino in

Grimaldi's *letter of April 27, 1773, which also speaks of

Charles III.'s great joy at the empress's reply. Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5040. Cf. ibid. 6106, *Grimaldi to Tanucci on

April 27, 1773. Monino found the empress's request perfectly

justified and promised to support it (*letter to Grimaldi of

May 13, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome), but he

was worried about what Maria Theresa meant by " the persons of

the Order ". Could it be, perhaps, that the empress wanted to

send the " good " Jesuits to Lombardy ? (Second *letter of the

same day, ibid.) Grimaldi *replied on June i, 1773, that the

expression puzzled him too, but that the Pope would clearly not

put any difficulty in the way of fulfilling the condition. Monino

was to proceed in such a way that " cada uno pueda entenderlo en

el sentido que mas le acomode "
; the king relied entirely on his

proved acumen. Ibid.
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hand. Clement XIV. had hoped in vain that the sincerely

pious empress who had inherited from her forbears a hking

for the Jesuits, who had entrusted to the Jesuits the education

of her sons and daughters, and who in all other respects too

was very well disposed towards them, would never agree to

their suppression. With Maria Theresa high policy, the desire

for good relations with the Bourbons in Paris, Madrid, Naples,

and Parma, had proved superior to all other considerations.

The welfare of her daughters weighed very heavily with her.

Moreover, anti-clerical counsellors, such as the Voltairian

Kaunitz, pro-Febronian Cathohc " enlighteners ", such as

the Provost of the Augustinian canonry of St. Dorothea in

Vienna, Ignaz Miiller, the empress's confessor, and the Jan-

senist Van Swieten, all sworn enemies of the Jesuits, exerted

a powerful influence on the great sovereign, who in this case

" played the part of a weak woman and a fond and anxious

mother." ^ She succumbed to the stronger will of those around

her and to political and family considerations. That she was

acting against her convictions was admitted by one in her

confidence, the Lord High Steward Khevenhiiller, who thought

that she would rue this step till her dying day but would

never be able to repair it.^ She was not spared the regret.

Cardinal Migazzi relates that after the suppression, a few

months before her death, he was to hear her say, " If only

I had taken your advice and listened to your remonstrances !
" ^

Her regret would have been greater still had she known the

fate that awaited her daughter in France, for the sake of whose

marriage she had sacrificed the Jesuits.^

1 The foregoing is based on Duhr's excellent treatment of the

subject {Maria Theresia, 211, 216 seq.). Visconti had *reported to

Pallavicini on September 23, 1769, that the enemies of the Society

were the theologian and imperial confessor (Provost Miiller ?)

and the principal physician, Van Swieten. Nunziat. di Gemiania,

387, Papal Secret Archives.

2 Khevenhuller-Metsch, Tagebuch 1770-1773, 183 seq.

3 WoLFSGRUBER, Miguzzi, 1 86.

* DuHR, Maria Theresia, 221.
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Authentic documents show how much importance at this

last stage of the proceedings was attributed to the attitude of

the Viennese Government. On January 26th, 1773, Grimaldi

wrote to Monino that the Viennese Court must be worked on.^

The question put by the Minister to Monino on March 9th,

" What will be the answer of the Courts ? " ^ could refer only

to Vienna. Austria's agreement, Grimaldi emphasized, was

absolutely necessary.^ The Pope was worried by the empress's

failure to reply, Monino reported to Grimaldi on March 25th.*

Charles 1 11.^ and Tanucci ^ feared that the empress would

have conscientious scruples. On April 22nd Monino summed

up the situation thus : "If Vienna resists, the Pope will do

nothing," and on the 29th he wrote of the intense interest

with which Maria Theresa's answer was awaited, which answer

would also decide the attitude of the Florentine Government.'

A modem historian was perfectly correct in saying that Maria

Theresa's act of friendship towards the Spanish king, chiefly

motivated by the love of her children, meant the death-blow

to the Society of Jesus which she valued so highly.*

In Piedmont, in the meantime, King Carlo Emanuele, who

was friendly to the Jesuits,^ had been succeeded by Vittorio

Amadeo, who was closely related to the Bourbons and was

1 *Grimaldi to Monino, January 26, 1773, in forwarding him the

copy of the Brief of suppression in draft form, " que he podido,

digamoslo assi, robarla." Archives of Simancas, Estado 5040.

" *Grimaldi to Moiiino, March 9, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
' *Grimaldi's second letter to Monino, of Marcla 9, 1773, loc. cit.,

Estado 5040.

* In the Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
5 *Monino to Grimaldi, April 6, 1773, ibid.

6 *Tanucci to Charles III., April 20, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 3720.

' *Mofiino to Grimaldi, April 22 and 29, 1773, loc. cit.

* DuHR, Maria Theresia, 210 seq.

* The news of his death was known in Rome, as Orsini *wrote

to Tanucci on February 26, 1773, " mercoledi sera." Loc. cit.,

Estado 4987.
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always ready to comply with their desires.^ Tuscany's attitude

was decided by that of Vienna. Consequently the only States

left on the Jesuit side were a few small ones in Italy and

Germany, which, being of Httle importance, could not influence

the decision,^ but when inconvenient opinions were voiced

even there they were kept hidden from the Pope. The zeal of

his entourage in this respect is shown by the fact that Bontempi

simply suppressed the letters from German Bishops recom-

mending the Jesuits and surrendered them to Moiiino.^ And
when the Catholic world was thus apparently united, what

signified it that a few non-Catholic Powers, such as Prussia,

Russia, and England seemed to be well-disposed towards the

Jesuits ? In any case, so far as Prussia was concerned, the hope

cherished by the Jesuits' supporters had already been des-

troyed by Frederick II.'s letter to D'Alembert, which had

become generally known.*

Although Clement XIV. disdained the advice of the

Cardinals, the antipathy of the majority of them towards the

suppression of the Jesuit Order was nevertheless a serious

obstacle in the way of such a measure. This was attested by

no less a personage than Mofiino, who as early as October,

1772, advised the Pope to create Cardinals of other ways of

thinking.^ But it was some time before the next promotion

1 CoRDARA, 137. In a *letter to Grimaldi of April i, 1773,

Monino expressed his joy at the change that had occurred in Turin.

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Neither Vienna nor Turin will make any difficulties about the

suppression, and Genoa need not be considered, wrote Tanucci

to Orsini on July 31, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Estado 6021.

' Cf. the letter from Monino mentioned above, n. i.

* Cf. above, p. 251.

5 *Monino to Grimaldi, October i, 1772, loc. cit. By attending

the New Year Eve's service in the Gesu in 1770 eight Cardinals

openly showed their sympathy with the Jesuits. Cf. *Azpuru to

Grimaldi on January 10, 1771, ibid. In his *letter to Tanucci of

February 3, 1772, Orsini stated with satisfaction that " Martedi

sera "only five Cardinals appeared in the Gesu (State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames, 1479).
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took place. It was not till April 19th, 1773, that Zelada

received the red hat, along with Francesco Carafa. On
March 15th Simone also was invited to join the senate of the

Church ; of the thirteen new Cardinals chosen by the Pope on

April 26th only Braschi and Delci were proclaimed as such.^

The skill with which Moiiino acted led Bernis to remark

that if Spain had sent an ambassador of that kind four years

earlier the thorny problem would not have dragged on so

long.2 Mofiino was indeed untiringly active in all directions.

He calmed Tanucci's ever growing impatience,^ and, to keep

the Pope complacent, he put forward a proposal in mid-April

1773, shortly before Zelada's cardinaHtial appointment,

regarding the return of Avignon and Benevento, whereby due

attention was paid to the Pope's aversion to using the Jesuits

for bargaining purposes. Clement was to offer to mediate

between the Duke of Parma and Charles III., and the settle-

ment of the dispute was to be followed by the return of the

two territories. Charles, who had the same misgivings as the

Pope, approved the plan, but Louis XV. and the Duke of Parma

would have none of it. But while Paris was still objecting,

Clement had already undertaken the task of mediation,

insisting that the return of Avignon and Benevento should

precede the publication of the Brief of suppression.* By May
there was no one in Rome who doubted that he was resolved

to sacrifice the Jesuits,^ but the conjectures as to the causes of

the delay were widely divergent. According to Cordara, the

Pope would rather have yielded to the Bourbons' pressure by

1 NovAES, XV., 206 seq.

* Danvila y Collado, 513.

3 ihid., 514.

* Masson, 219. Vincenti, who *communicated to Grimaldi " in

the deepest secrecy " the plan elaborated by Mofiino, said that

its object was to save " 11 decoro delle corti Borboniche ed insieme

della S. Sede e di N. Sg. per non dare a divinare che motivi tem-

porali mosso avessero 11 S. Padre alia convenuta estinzlone

de' Gesultl ". Report to Pallavicinl, of June 18, 1773, from

Aranjuez, Nunziat. dl Spagna 268 A., Papal Secret Archives.

* Danvila y Collado, 518 seq.
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some other means than the Brief of suppression, as he feared

that this would provoke discontent and open unrest, would

scandalize the pious, and give the heretics cause for triumph

and contempt. Moreover, soHcitude for the reputation of the

Holy See made him hesitate to decree the dissolution of an

Order which his predecessor had confirmed only a short time

previously. Thus it was that again a plan was formed which

would bring the Jesuit Order to an end without it being

possible for anyone to say that it had actually been suppressed.

Under cover of an Apostolic visitation the Bishops in the

Papal States were to close the noviciates in their dioceses,

discharge the scholastics, forbid those Jesuits who were

priests to indulge in any spiritual activity, and subject them

to episcopal authority like any other clerics. It has been

thought by some that the Pope intended by these measures

to prepare the people for the imminent suppression of the

Jesuit Order.i But Clement XIV.'s apologist, Cordara, who
went on steadily searching for excuses for the Pope, inter-

preted his motive in the sense indicated above. He thought

that if the affair were allowed to develop slowly on a long

roundabout course something might intervene to prevent its

consummation.

2

The first attempt to put this strange plan into practice was

made in Bologna, where. Cardinal Malvezzi, an ardent

opponent of the Jesuits, was Archbishop.

On January 13th, 1773, the Pope ordered the visitation of

the FuccioH College, which was under the direct control of the

Jesuit General, and entrusted this duty to Marefoschi and

Alfani.^ This and other measures, such as the refusal of the

^Theiner, Hist., II., 326 ; Danvila, 506 seq.

2 Cordara, 140.

' *Centomani to Tanucci, January i and ig, 1773, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1222. *Orsini to Tanucci,

January 15, 23, and 26, 1773, ibid., C. Fames, 1481, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 4987, and State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma f'fy¥k- In 1646 Giovannantonio Fuccioli had founded a

small college in Rome, called after himself, whose pupils (of whom
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Camera Apostolica to sanction the sale of silver articles to

the amount of 10,000 scudi for the maintenance of the Jesuits

expelled from Portugal, showed quite clearly what was to be

expected in the future.^ When the Jesuits of Bologna, fearing

that they would be reduced to beggary hke their Portuguese

brethren, attempted to sell some valuables, Malvezzi reported

them to Rome. Clement thereupon gave the Cardinal per-

mission, in a secret Brief, to visit all the Jesuit houses in the

diocese of Bologna and to secularize those Fathers who made
such a request. 2 Malvezzi, who belonged to the diplomatic

school of Benedict XIV.,^ would, with all his animosity

against the Jesuits, have preferred another method of

procedure.^ He feared difficulties with the Legate, inadequate

support from the Pope, and opposition from the strongly

pro-Jesuit Bolognese.^ It was not till March that Malvezzi

acted on a fresh summons by the Pope, who furnished him with

greater powers.** He began his visitation at Cento, where, in

accordance with his instructions, he did not show the Papal

there were six in 1785) attended lectures at the Roman College.

Cf. Pius VI. on April 6, 1785, Bull. Rom. Cont., VI., 2, pp. 1473 seq.

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, January 12, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma fVVV-

* *Orsini to Tanucci, February y, 1773, ibid. Cf. Bernis in

Theiner, Hist., II., 326.

* This was the opinion given by *Kaunitz to Colloredo on
May 20, 1769 (State Archives, Vienna).

* Malvezzi and Marefoschi, Vasquez surmised in a *letter to

Roda, were the men who " moveran la barca que esta parada por

falta de remeros ". Vasquez i, Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid.
5 *Orsini to Tanucci, February 26, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 4987, and *on March 2 and 5, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames, 1481 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge on February 27,

1773, also reporting on the " dispiacere del papa per la violazione

del segreto sul breve " (State Archives, Venice).

* *TiepoIo to the Doge, March 6, 1773, ibid. *Malvezzi to

Macedouio and to Clement XIV., March 6, 1773, in Jesuit posses-

sion ; *Orsini to Tanucci on March 12, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^^"5.
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Brief/ since, as Orsini surmised,'-^ it contained matters that

could not be made public. Malvezzi himself regarded the

Papal order to keep the Brief secret as something quite

extraordinary and would have liked to have another Brief
;

he would also have liked to know if the resolution to suppress

the Society was definite, so that he could be on safe ground

when carrying out the visitation.^ In this duty he showed no

lack of zeal. At Cento he ordered the Jesuit schools to be

closed. As it was intended to do the same thing in Bologna,^

1 *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., March 10, 1773 (here Malvezzi

asks why the Brief contains the words " si mihi videbitiir "
; it

was for the Pope to issue commands), and *March 13, 1773, which

contains the following : The Brief orders me " ricercare della

vita, costumi e riti loro ", but Chinese or Malabar rites are not

in usage here. As far as their life and customs go, " apparente-

mente sono buoni. — Della dottrina e morale precisaniente non

parla il Breve." But " V^ 8'^ m'insegna che la dottrina e molinistica

e la morale un vero schietto probabilismo ! Prima di tutto che

V.S. dia facolta di separarli dal loro Generale e d'obbligarli ad

aprirsi ". In Jesuit possession.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, March 23, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 4987. Cf. also *Conte G. Zambeccari to Orsini on March 17,

1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^¥7-

» *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., March 24, 1773 : He (Malvezzi)

had that day summoned the four Jesuit Rectors to tell them about

the visitation. " Se la S*^ V^ non me I'ordina, mi astengo dal

produrre il Breve di Commissione, benche regolarmente si dovrebbe

produrre sulle prime."—He asks for another Brief, " che sia total-

mente conforme alle sue determinazioni."—He asks the Pope to

give him " ulteriore schiarimento sulla determinata soppressione ",

so that the visitation may be carried out on sure ground. In

Jesuit possession.

* *Malvezzi to Macedonio, March 31, 1773: The schools in

Cento have been closed, and the same thing will happen in Bologna.
" Se le rispettive Diocesi lasceraniio Noviziati, Scuole, Seminari,

Collegi di Convittori, non potra V^ S'^ venire al suo fine. Lasciare

nelle mani di tal gente I'educazione della gioventu, questa .se gli

afieziona . . . e prende i loro pregiudizi e gli dissemina ... ad

etemare le massime gesuitiche." Ihid.
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a disturbance arose among the people which soon grew more

serious.^ But the Cardinal was no more intimidated by this ^

than by the great difficulties he encountered in his dealings

with the Jesuit novices and scholastics. In a letter to the Pope

he asserted that the Jesuits were real seducers, both in the

pulpit and in the confessional. The withholding of the Brief,

he now thought, was in the interest both of the Pope and the

Visitor.^ In April an order was issued to the novices in the

Jesuit college in Bologna to return to their families within

three days. With the exception of two Convitti, all the Jesuit

schools Avere closed, and their sodalities were disbanded.*

No provision for the education of the young was made by
Malvezzi,^ whereupon the Bolognese Senate complained to

the Pope and demanded a substitute for the lost schools and

sodalities.^

There can be no doubt that Malvezzi intended to drive out

1 *Malvezzi to Clement XIV. on April 3, 1773 (the attachment

of the Bolognese tertiaries still persisted, if only out of sympathy),

ibid., and Bernis on April 14, 1773, in Theiner, Hist., II., 327.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 30, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1487.

* *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., April 3, 1773 : Have obeyed the

Pope ; the novices were discharged. Report on the execution of

the task. The Jesuits are real seducers, both in the pulpit and in

the confessional. To keep silent about the Brief is of advantage to

the Visitor as well as to the Pope. " Poiche in tal modo rimane nel

piano arbitrio di V^ S'^ il restringere, rivocare ed ampliare le

facolta, e all'Esecutore quelle maniere usare che sono piu adattate

alle circostanze e conformi alle intenzioni di V^ S*^^. Poi in fine

stabilir il mio operato . . . coll'Ap'"^^ Sua Approvazione." In

Jesuit possession.

* *Letter from the Provost of the archiepiscopal chancery,

Natali, to the Rector of the Jesuit College of S. Lucia in Bologna,

Jacopo Belgrado, April 5, 1773, ibid.

^ *Zambeccari to Orsini, April 14, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma fViri-

^ Undated *copy of the petition, which shows that the sodality

had a membership of 2,000. In Jesuit possession.
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the Jesuits entirely from Bologna and his diocese. That he

still concealed this object was due solely to the regard he had

to pay to the local population.

^

In such a difficult situation the Bolognese Jesuits decided

to seek the advice of their Superiors. Jacopo Belgrado, the

Rector of the Jesuit College of S. Lucia, appealed first to his

Provincial at Modena, who encouraged him to resist and

demanded to be shown Malvezzi's powers in writing.^ Through

the Provincial, Belgrado also received the General Ricci's

instructions of April 3rd. According to these, he was to resist

if Malvezzi tried to deprive the Fathers of their name, their

dress, and their dependence on the General. If they were

refused an insight into the Brief, the Rector was to have

recourse to the Pope. Supplementary instructions were issued

on April 7th, the principal one being that the dissolution of

the vows and the destruction of the noviciate was not to be

allowed.^ In a further instruction the General's Assistant made

1 On April 7, 1773, *Malvezzi justified his mode of action to

Macedonio, who acted as intermediary with the Pope. Its object,

he said, was not only not to betray " quello che si vuole tener

celato " but also " avvezzare il popolo a stare senza di loro ".

A fresh Brief had not yet been found necessary, " sembrandomi che

se non altro le lettere di Lei che presso di me ritengo abbastanza mi

garantischino." In Jesuit possession.

2 *Provincial Angelo Melchiori to Belgrado, from Modena,

April 6, 1773 : We for our part cannot alter what the Church

decided two centuries ago. Caprice lacking any sure basis must
be resisted. P.S. in the evening : If His Eminence insists, he should

be asked for his written orders. The duke here will receive as

many Jesuits in his lands as can live there. But how can one live

there ? Ibid.

^ *Ricci to Belgrado, April 3, 1773 : Istruzione : i. Are the

name of Jesus, the dress, the dependence on the General to be

abolished ? No, and again no ! 2. If orders are given, he is to

show the Brief, and if he does not show it : recourse to the Pope

(ibid.). *On April 7, 1773, Ricci added the following instructions :

I. To the dispensation from the vows the answer is : No. In this

connexion the Brief is always shown. 2. Equal resistance must
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it clear that Ricci desired Belgrade not only to demand an

inspection of the Brief but also to insist on Malvezzi giving

his orders in writing. If force was used, Belgrado was to make
a formal protest.^

The resistance offered by the Jesuits and the Senators

caused Malvezzi great annoyance. He sneered at the Senators'

anxiety to have a proper system of education, ^ and the

Jesuits' counter-representations he left unanswered.^ In the

midst of the storm the Fathers remained calm.* Although the

people were on their side, Malvezzi continued to take steps

against them. On April 22nd he forbade them to engage in

any spiritual activity, including even the teaching of the

catechism and the care of prisoners,'' and he also had an

inventory taken of their property,^ All this failed to shake

the Fathers' equanimity.'^ Malvezzi showed less self-control

;

when the Jesuits submitted to him a written defence of their

be offered when the noviciate was disbanded (ibid.). Melchiori's

*letterof Aprilg, 1773, forwarding the General's instructions {ibid.)

.

1 *Melchiori to Belgrado, April 16, 1773 : Fr. Gorgo explains

the General's will as follows : i. The Cardinal is to show his Brief.

2. The orders are to be given in writing. 3. If force is used, a

legalized protest must be made. Fr. Rusca has acted very well in

the matter of the novices and up to now has been successful. Ibid.

^ *Malvezzi to Macedonio, April 17, 1773 : How ridiculous these

pro-Jesuit Senators are ! They think their efforts " possano se

no altro ritardare le sovrane determinazioni !

" and they want
" pur far credere, che il non lasciare le scuole a' Gesuiti faccia

mancanza nella Citta ". Ibid.

' *D. Luis de Gnecco to Grimaldi, April 20, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5042.

* " *Sereni in mezzo a si critiche vicende." Zambeccari to

Orsini, April 21, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma f'lt";^.

^ *Malvezzi to Belgrado, April 22, 1773, in Jesuit possession.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, April 27, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1481.
^ They were still setting their hopes on Maria Theresa's

resistance, *reported Zambeccari to Orsini on April 28, 1773,

ibid., Esteri-Roma fVsT- Fr. Gorgo, Ricci's Assistant, also

*wrote to Belgrado as late as May 29, 1773, that it was reported
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position, he straightway tore it up.^ To malce his position

more secure, the Cardinal sought an extension of his powers,

which Clement XIV. granted him by a further Brief on May
15th. 2 On the strength of this Malvezzi, on May 25th, declared

the scholastics to be absolved from their vows and forbade

them to wear the dress of their Order.^ To demonstrate the

invahdity of these steps Belgrado, with the agreement of the

Provincial and the General,* composed a treatise, which, so

far as is known, never reached the Pope's hands. ^ With regard

from Vienna " che presto vedremo gl'effetti della protezione di

Casa d'Austria ". In Jesuit possession.

1 *Belgrado to Melchiori, April 28, 1773, Bibl. Corsini, Rome,

Cod. 1550.

^ Extract from the *Brief Concedimus speciali of May 15, 1773 :

" Queste sono le facolta concesse all' Arcivescovo di Bologna nel

Breve." Comprehensive powers relating to the novices, the

students of philosophy and theology, who are to be released, and

to all the other Jesuits of the diocese, whom the Cardinal may
secularize if they request it. Authority also to prohibit all pastoral

activity and to take charge of goods, archives, sacred vessels, etc.

(in Jesuit possession). Malvezzi thanked the Pope in a *letter to

Macedonio of May 22, 1773 : Thanks for the two Briefs ! But why
" concedimus " and not " iniungimus "

? . . . What would the

Jesuits say about the said authority ? In the accompanying letter

I am asking you to give the Pope a list of the " facolta del secondo

Breve " with my observations, so that he " per di lei mezzo mi
significhi il suo volere " {ibid.). Gnecco to Grimaldi, June i and 8,

1773, in Danvila y Collado, 521.

^ *Malvezzi to Belgrado, May 25, 1773 :
" D'ordine della S*^ di

N.S. ed in virtu di s. Ubbidienza si comanda al padre Rettore :

a) di dimettere nel tempo discreto i due carissimi e tutti i filosofi ;

b) di dichiarar a suddetti studenti che il Cardinale ' li dispensa da

qualunque voto da essi fatto secondo ITstituto della Compagnia ',

c) di intimar a' medesimi il divieto di riprender I'abito senza ' la

licenza della stessa S^^ di N.S.' ; d) di ricevere nella sua casa altri

Gesuiti che vorrebbero stanziarvi ; e) di relevare ne' conti il

risparmio che nascera dalla partenza." Ibid.

* *Gorgo to Belgrado, May 29, 1773, ibid.

* The *Memoriale al Papa, drawn up after Malvezzi had ordered

the secularization of the scholastics, who were real Religious,
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to the dissolution of the scholastics' vows, the Rector insisted

with great firmness that he be made acquainted not merely

with a portion of the Papal Brief but the whole of it.^

Malvezzi's view was that this might be asked of a simple

prelate but not of a Cardinal and Archbishop of a Papal

State.^ On June 2nd he repeated his ordinances of May 25th.^

As his threat to remove Belgrade from his post in the event of

further disobedience * had no effect, he proceeded to use

force. On June 5th he had Belgrade and his procurator

arrested and taken across the frontier under military escort.^

Macedonio informed Malvezzi that the Pope approved of his

procedure against Belgrade and desired him to continue to

act on these lines.® The Pope's withholding of the final blow,

he wrote, was to make certain of its effect ; the Cardinal's

execution of his orders would put courage into Clement XIV.^

Malvezzi also received a letter from the Augustinian Giorgi

in Rome complimenting him on his " admirable attitude
"

towards the Bolognese Jesuits.^

After succeeding in making the novices return to their

homes Malvezzi hoped to intimidate the fourteen scholastics,

but they persisted in maintaining that they could only obey

on May 25, ibid. It quoted the words used by Malvezzi to the

Rector of the two Jesuit colleges of S. Lucia and S. Ignazio in

Bologna :
" Vol non avete ne delitti ne accuse." For Malvezzi's

irregular proceeding, see also *Belgrado to the Provost Natali

on May 29, 1773, when Belgrade invoked the Bull Superna of

Clement -X {ibid.). Against the ban on preaching the Jesuits

appealed also to the Congregazione de' Vescovi e Regolari

{v. *Melchiori to Belgrade, June i, 1773, ibid.).

1 *Belgrado to Natali, June i, 1773, ibid.

2 *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., May 12, 1773, ibid.

3 *Malvezzi to Belgrade, June 2, 1773, ibid.

*Theiner, Hist., II., 330.

5 *Zambeccari to Orsini, June 5, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Rema tV/y.
« *Macedenie to Malvezzi, June 11, 1773, in Jesuit possession.

^ *Id., June 10, 1773, ibid.

» Ibid.
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if their consciences were set at rest by seeing the Papal

ordinance. Malvezzi refused to show it to them, saying that

a Cardinal had to be believed when he gave an assurance

about the Pope's will. He then put an end to the dispute by

having the scholastics brought under guard to the villa of the

seminary, depriving them there of their religious dress, and

sending them home.^ Some, to his armoyance, entered

Modenese territory, where, however, the duke forbade them

to resume their dress ; others went to Ferrara. These Malvezzi

requested the Legate of Ferrara to imprison.^

The Fathers who had stayed on in Bologna and who were

unanimously resolved to continue their resistance were at

first kept under guard. On June 15th their church was closed,

their goods were confiscated, and administrators were put in

charge of their colleges.^ The Cardinal found little money with

the Jesuits but many debts.* The riches attributed to them

by their enemies, therefore, proved to be illusory. To escape

further persecution, Scotti, the Rector of the Collegio dei

Nobili, and soon afterwards some of his colleagues, fled from

1 *Zambeccari to Orsini, June 5, 1773, loc. cit. ; *Zambeccari

to Grimaldi, June 8, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Estado 4737 ;

*Orsini to Tanucci, June 8, ibid. 4987 ; *Gnecco to Grimaldi,

June 8, 1773, ibid., 5042 ; *Malvezzi to Macedonio, June 5, 1773,

in Jesuit possession ; *Centornani to Tanucci, June 11, 1773,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1222 ; *Orsini to Tanucci,

June II and 15, 1773, ibid., C. Fames, 1481.

2 *Zambeccari to Orsini, June 9 and 16, 1773, ibid., Esteri-

Roma ^J-fir; ; *Gnecco to Grimaldi, June 15, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 5656 ; *Orsini to Tanucci, June 15, 1773, loc. cit.

3 *Zambeccari to Orsini, June 5 and 16, 1773, loc. cit., and to

Grimaldi on June 22, 1773, loc. cit., Estado 4737 ; *Malvezzi to

Macedonio, June 19, 1773, in Jesuit possession. *Macedonio to

Malvezzi, June 26, 1773 (the Pope's approval), ibid. ; *TiepoIo to

the Doge, June 26, 1773, State Archives, Venice. According to

Orsini's *letter to Tanucci of June 22, 1773, the Pope considered

that "
il card. Malvezzi ha eseguito esattamente il nostri ordini in

Bologna ", State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma ^^,^5.

* *Gnecco to Grimaldi, July 6, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5656.
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Bologna, where any usefulness on their part had been made
impossible. Hunger would reduce the others to subjection,

Malvezzi wrote to the Pope.^

The news of these events, which violently incensed the

Bolognese,^ spread through the whole of Italy and gave great

offence. Even Bemis spoke of the unusual severity which had

been used.^ The Pope, unable to ignore the general feeling,

was more perturbed than ever.* His embarrassment was

increased by Monino's having openly asserted from the

beginning that the Bolognese visitation, of which he had not

been told in advance,^ was merely another way of putting off

the final settlement.^ The appearance in Rome of the

intriguing Giraud and the restitution problem caused Moiiino

the greatest anxiety at the beginning of June.' To prevent

another retreat, as he himself reported on June 3rd, he

launched out into further threats and reproaches against the

Pope, who, deeply depressed, asked him not to worry and

frighten him so much. Though it lasted two hours, the

interview had no result. Monino went away grievously

1 *Malvezzi to Clement XIV. and to Macedonio on June 30,

1773, in Jesuit possession. On August 4, 1773, Malvezzi *reported

to Macedonio : These Jesuits are gradually leaving . . . are being

feted in Modena {ibid.). On August 14, 1773, Tiepolo *reported

to the Doge that almost all the Jesuits had left Bologna (State

Archives, Venice). On the same day Malvezzi complained in

a *Ietter to the Pope that the Duke of Modena was giving a cordial

welcome to all Jesuits {ibid.).

2 *Zambeccari to Orsini, June 23, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma t^Vst ', Cordara, 141.

^ Masson, 221.

* Cordara, 141 ; Masson, 211, n. 3.

5 *Monino to Grimaldi, February 22, 1773, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
8 Theiner, Hist., II., 226; Masson, 216; Pacheco y de

Leyva, 157. Centomani also spoke sceptically of the proceedings

in Bologna in his *letter to Tanucci of February 23, 1773. State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tVj'j-

' Danvila, III., 521.
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troubled and discouraged and immediately called Zelada and

Bontempi into consultation. All were agreed that Giraud must

have been intriguing and that now the Pope must

be spoken to in the most threatening manner possible.^ But

it is improbable that Mofiino would ever have reached the goal

unaided. Clement XIV.'s confidants, Zelada and Bontempi,

had to be induced by fresh promises of money to lend their

aid,2 for, as Moiiino reported on June 29th, " they alone can

save us." ^

In a confidential report to Grimaldi on April 29th, 1773,

Monino had already remarked that Zelada had admitted to

him that he was heavily in debt ; in view of the good service

this man had rendered and was still able to render—and not

only in the matter of the suppression of the Jesuits—6-7,000

scudi would be appropriate, and an equal or greater sum was

proposed for Bontempi.^ On June 3rd Monino acknowledged

the receipt of a royal order in respect of 8,000 scudi for Zelada,

and asked also for a generous benefice for him.^ On May 18th

Charles III. had sent Monino 8,000 scudi " for secret expenses

in the royal service "
; Bontempi was to have his reward later.^

That both men had rendered good service to Spain was again

attested by Monino in a letter of May 20th, 1773.' From

a letter written from Aranjuez on June 1st, 1773, to the

Franciscan Archbishop Osma, the Spanish king's confessor,

we learn that immediately after Zelada had been made

a Cardinal he had been presented by Louis XV. with an abbey

bringing in 2,000 Roman scudi annually and that Charles III.,

following his example, had decided to present him with benefices

1 Ibid.

2 DuHR, Aufhebung, 448.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, June 3, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* DuHR, Aufhebung, 452 ; Danvila, 515.

^ DuHR, loc. cit., 453.

* *Grimaldi to Muzquiz, May 17, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5040 ; *Grimaldi to Monino, May 18, 1773, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome ; Danvila, loc. cit.

'• In the Ai chives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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amounting annually to 3,000 Roman scudi} In accordance

with the advice given him by the Pope's confidants, Mofiino,

as he reported on June 10th, was not sparing of strong expres-

sions and threats at his next audience. He reported at the

same time that the Pope intended to announce the Brief of

suppression at a Consistory in the manner of a peace treaty.

But when, he asked, would the Brief be signed and printed ?
^

Incidentally Mohino did not trust Bontempi ; this is clear

from his suggestion that the 10,000 scudi destined for this

cleric should be accompanied by an instruction that they were

not to be paid until the Brief of suppression had been

published.^

Charles III. continued to satisfy without delay all Monino's

requests on behalf of the Pope's confidants. By a royal

ordinance of June 14th Zelada was presented to two canonries

in Seville and Cordova which had an annual value of 60,000

reales.^ A great sigh of relief was breathed in Madrid on the

1 Danvila, III., 516. Grimaldi had already *informed Monino

on May 25, 1773, that Charles III. would do more for Zelada than

Louis XV. {loc. cit.).

2 Monino's second *letter of June 10, 1773, ibid., Danvila,

loc. cit.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, June 24, 1773, loc. cit. The 10,000

scudi were remitted on July 13, 1773, Danvila, loc. cit.

* *Grimaldi to Monino, June 15, 1773 :
" Al Card, de Celada

ha presentado el Rey para dos Canongias que se hallan vacantes

en las Santas Iglesias de Sevilla y Cordova, cuyo valor anual se

regula en treinta mil reales poco mas o menos cada una de ellas.

Por la carta adjunta le doy esta noticia ; y si V. S. gusta, podra

anticiparsela por si mismo antes de hacerle entregar la carta."

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. Roda *wrote on the

same day to Monino that Zelada was rewarded solely on account

of " el zelo, trabajo y desempeno en la grande obra que tanto nos

interesa " (ibid.). The thanks of " His extremely useful Eminence "

was conveyed by *Monino to Grimaldi on July i, 1773 {ibid.).

In Zelada's *letter of thanks to Grimaldi, of July i, 1773, he said

that with all the will in the world he was not capable of serving the

king as his magnanimity deserved, but he would do his level best.

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5048.
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arrival of Monino's report of June 17th that Clement XIV.

had succumbed to the latest assault ; he had signed the Brief

of suppression at last and had handed it over tohim to be printed,

as he could not trust the Camera Apostohca.^ But immediately

a fresh delay occurred, for Clement was unwilling to have the

Brief published until after the restitution of the Papal terri-

tories ; he feared that otherwise Tanucci would retain Bene-

vento and Ponte Corvo.'^

Madrid was constantly consumed with the greatest impa-

tience. " We thought we had reached harbour," Grimaldi

wrote to Monino on June 22nd, " and it hardly redounds to

the honour of the Pope and the sovereigns if their word is open

to doubt." He presumed that Giraud had reopened the

question of restitution, as the Pope refused to bargain and

knew the intentions of the Kings of France and Spain. He
also suspected the influence of the English envoy. ^

As Louis XV. obstinately refused to agree to Monino's plan

of solving the restitution problem by Papal intervention in

Parma, Charles HI. gave way.^ He promised to ensure the

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, June 17, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome. It is not possible to say with certainty on

which day the decision was made. Bemis wrote on June 16, 1773,

to Aiguillon, " Le Pape a signe le bref d'extinction des Jesuites."

Masson (221) thinks that the signature took place as early as

June 8, as Bemis wrote on the gth, " Le Pape a promis a M. Monino

de signer hier le bref de la suppression des Jesuites." Pacheco

Y DE Leyva (67) takes it to be June 9.

2 Masson, 221.

' *Grimaldi to Monino, June 22, 1773 :
" Es sensible, que

quando nos creiamos al puerto de nuestra negociacion, salgan ahi

con una pretension contraria a la inteligencia en que estabamos de

acuerdo con ellos
;
que es poco decorosa para el Papa mismo, para

los Reyes, y que ofende a dos Soberanos, dudando que puedan

faltar a su palabra. V. S. vera lo que dize de oficio y lo que se han

respondido de Francia a la idea de la mediacion del Papa para el

ajuste del Infante : me remito pues a la de oficio, y no me dilato

mas, por no replicar aqui lo mismo, y por falta de tiempo."

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Grimaldi to Magallon, June 28, 1773, ibid.
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removal of the Pope's doubt about Tanucci's honesty by

writing to his son, the King of Naples.^ Meanwhile Mofiino had

been as active as ever. Through Bontempi he went to

extremes in pressing the Pope and threatened to inform the

Portuguese envoy, Almada, of everything if there was any

further delay.^ He was disturbed by the thought that the

forcible steps taken by the Pope against the Jesuits in Bologna

were only a way of gaining time,^ especially as further visita-

tions similar to that in Bologna had been ordered for Ravenna

and Ferrara.* In Rome itself the Pope had caused the

notorious Alfani to have the archives of the Jesuit noviciate

sealed up for the purpose of a visitation ^ and at the same time

he had issued an order, by a Brief to Cardinal Acquaviva,

Legate of Urbino and Pesaro, for the confiscation of all Jesuit

1 *Grimaldi to Mofiino, June 29, 1773 :
" No tango que decir

sobre el negocio principal, pues avra ya visto V. S. que no

quieren en Francia la niediacion del Papa para reconciliacion con el

Infante, y si persisten en que preceda la restitucion a la extincion,

veo el negocio mal parado ; einbio a V. S. copia de lo que escrivi

ayer en mi confidencial a Magallon [see the preceding note] sobre

el asunto para que quede V. S. enterado de todo, y sola anadire

que si el temor de ahi nace de que desconfian de Tanucci, pueden

deponerle, pues el Rey esta resuelto a escrivir al Rey su hijo que

deve absolutamente restituir Benevento, y lo executara S. M. por

el Correo proximo." Ibid.

- *Monino to Grimaldi, June 24, 1773, ibid.

3 Bernis to Aiguillon, June 16, 1773, in Masson, 222, n. 2. The

impetuous Centomani had already objected *on January 12, 1773,

to the resumption of these petty visitations, " che poco meno

diventano eterne e questo dope tre anni e mezzo di pontificato e

sei di promessa estinzione ". Letter to Tanucci, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma 1222. Cf. ibid., a second *letter of

Centomani's to Tanucci of January 19, 1773.

* *Moiiino to Grimaldi, June 24, 1773, loc. cit. ; Cordara, 141.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, June 25 and July 2, 1773, also *Centomani

to Tanucci, June 25, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma

TuW 3,nd 1222. According to Tiepolo's *Ietter to the Doge, of

June 26, 1773 {loc. cit.), Cardinals Pamfili and Corsini had refused

to become Visitors to the noviciate.
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property in those places. The Bishop of Montalto received

a similar order on June 25th. ^ There could be no doubt that

the Pope's intention was to extend the measures taken in

Bologna to the whole of the Papal States. But to this Mofiino

objected so violently that the dispatch of further Briefs of

visitation was suspended and it was resolved to set up a

Congregation of Cardinals to determine the measures to be

taken after the suppression of the Jesuit Order. ^ The establish-

ment of this Congregation, which wielded even greater powers

than the Inquisition, was literally forced on the Pope by

Mofiino, as the latter himself admitted. " It costs me un-

believable efforts," he wrote on July 1st, " to induce the Holy

Father to move with the speed the affair demands." ^ But

there was still the question of the restitution of Avignon and

Benevento to be settled. Mofiino urgently desired a decision

to be taken and complained of the embarrassing situation in

which he was placed by the contradictory attitude of the

Courts, especially Tanucci's endeavour to retain Benevento.*

He was worried also by the dispatch of the Brief of visitation,

in spite of his objection, to Cardinal Borghese, Legate of

1 Bull. Cont., v., 613 seq.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, July i, 1773, loc. cit. The names of the

Cardinals as given by Masson (222 seq.) are not entirely correct.

I have adopted the particulars given by *Tiepolo in his letter to

the Doge on July 17, 1773, loc. cit., and those of Clement XIV.

(in Theiner, Epist., 259).

3 *Letter of July i, 1773, loc. cit.

* *Moiiino to Grimaldi, July i and 8, 1773, loc. cit. ; *Tanucci

to Charles III., April 27, 1773, loc. cit. In his *letter of July 6,

1773, Charles III. urged his son Ferdinand IV. most strongly to

restore Benevento to the Pope (Archives of Simancas, Estado

5233 ; Danvila, 525). Tanucci, however, was absolutely opposed

to it. On July 13, 1773, he *wrote to Grimaldi :
" 11 Breve e

gia in Firenze : Erizzo ne ebbe comunicazione dal Granduca.

Sappia che .se non si tratta la conservazione di Benevento adesso,

tutto sara finite ; Dio sa quando si dark una altra occasione . . .

Poi, ' non debbono esser patti per i'estinzione.' " Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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Ferrara.^ On July 7th Malvezzi wrote to Clement that he would

do well to turn a courageous front against the Society, not

that of St. Ignatius but of Lainez and Acquaviva.^ While

Alfani was still at work on the archives of the noviciate,

Cardinal Orsini, on the Pope's authority, sealed up the archives

of the English College. Further Briefs of visitation were sent

to Cardinal Acquaviva in Urbino and to the Bishop of Mon-

talto.^ The Venetian ambassador regarded all these measures

as a confirmation of the coming suppression, but apart from

the Bourbon envoys no one had any certain knowledge of the

time or manner in which the Brief of suppression would be

published.*

On forwarding to Charles III. Maria Theresa's answer, the

Pope had written on July 8th that he would not delay much
longer in " bringing to an end the most thorny problem which

we have in hand "
; he tendered his thanks for the marks of

favour bestowed on the new Cardinal, Zelada.^ The publica-

tion of the Brief of suppression was still withheld, however,

though on July 15th Mofiino was able to report that the Brief

relating to the commission of Cardinals had been made out

at last but he was still far from satisfied with Clement XIV. 's

demeanour.^ And indeed the Pope's behaviour seemed to be

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, July 8, 1773, ihid. ; *Orsin.i to Tanucci,

July 6, 1773 :
" Sabbato sera parti il breve per Borghese."

Archives of Simancas, Estado 4987..

2 The *letter discusses in detail the manner of utilizing the

various Jesuit properties in general and those in the Papal

States in particular. In Jesuit possession.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, July 9, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^^.
* *TiepoIo to the Doge, July 10, 1773, State Archives, Venice.

On the Pope's orders Malvezzi had arrested on July 8 and 9, 1773,

three Spanish Jesuits who had written in defence of their Order

and against Palafox. They were afterwards banished. Zambeccari

to Orsini, July 10 and 13, 1773, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma yVA >

*Gnecco to Grimaldi, July 13, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5456.

5 Danvila, 527.

» *Monino to Grimaldi, July 15, 1773, loc. cit.
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more mysterious than ever. " The Brief of suppression would

have to be issued either before or at the same time as the

appointment of the commission of Cardinals," was Tiepolo's

opinion, " but perhaps the suppression will take place without

a Brief, as the Sacred College has not been consulted at all in

this affair." ^ Tanucci was already doubting whether at his

age he would live to see the annihilation of the Jesuits.^

That the intended suppression had meanwhile ceased to be

a secret no longer troubled Clement XIV., who thought that in

this way the world would get used to what would happen.

Instead of taking any action, he ordered prayers to be said,

performed spiritual exercises,^ and had investigations made

about the Jesuit property in the States of the Church.*

Mofiino was finally so exasperated that on July 22nd he

wrote in very strong language to Grimaldi about the post-

ponement of the suppression until after the feast of St.

Ignatius and advised him not to admit the nuncio to Madrid.^

On the same day he wrote a threatening letter to Bontempi.

The Brief, he said, was still without a date and the signature,

and His Holiness intended to take his course of baths as usual.

The nuncio in Madrid would not be accepted and the restitu-

tion of the Papal territories would not take place until the

suppression had been carried out.^ This " extreme step " was

not without effect. Bontempi went to Moiiino with the infor-

mation that he could send to Madrid or wherever else he

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge, July 17, 1773, loc. cit.

2 *Tanucci to Charles III., July 20, 1773. To arouse King

Ferdinand's anger, Tanucci relates in this letter that a sailor with

an iron-tipped stick had been caught in the royal garden. This

man pretended to be mad, but it had come to light that at the

instigation of the Jesuits he had come from Terracina to murder

the king. Archives of Simancas, Estado 6021.

'For the Pope's visit to Paul of the Cross (Cordara, 142),

see below, Chapter VIII.

* Masson, 222 seqq.

^ *Monino to Grimaldi, July 22, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
« *Monino to Bontempi, July 22, 1773, ibid.
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pleased the copies of the Brief of suppression which had been

printed in the greatest secrecy and were dated July 21st.^

The opinion in Madrid was that the Pope, who owing to his

bathing cure was not receiving visitors,^ had taken such a

decisive step that retreat was now impossible. It was decided

in Madrid not to publish the Brief for the time being but to

wait until it was published in Rome, so that it would be clear

in Spain that the measure originated in Rome.^

While the Brief of suppression was being sent off in packets

to Versailles, Naples, Lisbon, and Vienna, the visitations of

the Jesuit colleges in the Papal States were continued * and

the commissaries were appointed for the execution of the

Brief in Rome.^ The aforesaid Congregation of Cardinals

met on August 6th ; Marefoschi was its president, and

Corsini, Zelada, Casali, and Carafa were also members.

Macedonio,^ who was in the closest touch with Mofiino,

1 *Monino to Grimaldi, July 29, 1773, ibid.

* " *Alfani e senza lavoro essendo il papa in. retire " (Centomani

to Tanucci, July 30, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma

1222). Cf. *Tanucci to Orsini, July 31, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6021.

3 *Grimaldi to Mofiino, August 17, 1773, in reply to Monino's

letter of July 29, 1773. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Tanucci to Mofiino, July 21, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6021. *Orsini to Tanucci, August 8, 1773, on the visitation

of SinigagUa and Ferrara, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1481.

*Malvezzi to Macedonio, August 4, 1773, in Jesuit possession.

5 *Orsini to Tanucci, August 10, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma fV^V-

* CasaU, who was not trusted by Monino, was dropped

(Danvila, 526). Other alterations were made ; v. *Monino to

Grimaldi, July 15, 1773 :
" Anado a V. E. que hay alguna varia-

cion en los Prelados que deben asistir a la Congregacion, pues en

lugar de Pallota concurrira Macedonio como Secretario y me alegro,

porque es persona de mi intima confianza. Este me ha confiado la

correspondencia del Card. Malvezzi Arzobispo de Bolonia, que

es excelente, y en ella ha hecho al Papa grandes y solidas reconven-

ciones. Tenga V. E. paciencia, pues con ella iremos, si Dios quiere,

arrivando al termino ..." Loc. cit.
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functioned as secretary, Alfani as assessor, the Dominican

Mamachi and the Franciscan Observant Carlo Cristoforo da

Casale as consultors.^ The first session of the Congregation

took place on August 9th. " At the moment of writing,"

reported Bemis on August 11th, " it is not yet known on what

day the Brief of suppression will be published, but it is not

far off now and it may be expected at any moment." ^ A
Papal constitution of August 13th imparted to the Congrega-

tion the powers which had already been made out, enabling

it to deal with any matter still affecting the Society of Jesus

suppressed by the Brief of July 21st. It also bound the

members of the Congregation to the strictest secrecy on pain

of excommunication, which would take effect immediately

and which, except in danger of death, could be remitted only

by the Pope.^

Meanwhile all the Jesuit churches in Rome were filled with

the faithful, and the Fathers performed all their usual functions

as though there was nothing to fear.^

At the first session of the Congregation on August 9th the

Pope had announced that the suppression would take place on

the IGth.^ This time there was no more delay. On the evening

of the appointed day the secretary of the Congregation of

Cardinals, Macedonio, an intimate of Monino's, accompanied

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, August 13, 1773, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma

To¥k- C/. Theiner, Hist., II., 337 seqq.

^ Ibid., ^^y. " *La soppressione e piu affare d'ore che di giorni,"

Macedonio informed Cardinal Malvezzi on August 14, 1773, in

order to pacify the man, '

' che piu d 'ogni altro si e immortalato nello

zelo I'assecondar le idee del S. Padre, che sono di togliere dal

campo evangelico il seme di discordia." Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* Theiner, Epist., 259 seq. The document is not among the

*Epist. dementis XIV. in the Papal Secret Archives. Theiner does

not mention where he found it.

* *All the Jesuit churches are crowded and the Jesuits are

carrying on with their usual functions, academies, etc. (Tiepolo

to the Doge, August 14, 1773, State Archives, Venice.)

» *Monino to Grimaldi, August 12, 1773, loc. cit.
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by soldiers and police officers, presented himself at the

professed house " al Gesu " and announced to the General

Ricci and his Assistants the Brief by which the Order of

St. Ignatius was dissolved.^

Ricci, a gentle and peace-loving character, had never

thought of using any other defence against the growing storm

than prayer and still more prayer. With his " almost naive

sense of justice " he could not imagine his Order being sup-

pressed by the Pope, especially as he had formed a very good

opinion of Clement XIV., even at the time of his election.

^

Even after Clement had struck some very severe blows at him

personally as well as at his Order, it seemed to him incredible,

as Cordara explains, " that the Vicar of Christ will burden

his conscience with so blatant an injustice as the destruction

of a society which has deserved well of the Holy See and the

whole Church, and this without a court of inquiry and without

revealing the charges that have been raised. Surely the Pope

agrees—and to think otherwise is impossible—that before

an accused person can be condemned his guilt must be evident

and that he must be given the opportunity of proving his

innocence ? All this is demanded by natural justice, which no

monarch and no Pope can violate, and failing which any

finding of a court of justice would be null and void. And is it

also to be believed that a Vicar of Christ would contradict

1 Along with Bemis' *report of August 18, 1773 (Archives of

Foreign Affairs, Paris), v. Monino to Grimaldi, to Mahony, to the

Conte do Aguilar (in Turin), to Laforcada, Coronel e Gnecco (in

Bologna), all on August 19, 1773 (Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome). Azara refers to these reports in his *letter to Grimaldi

of August 19, 1773, in which he congratulates him on the

" triunfo " (ibid.). Cf. *Llano to Grimaldi, August 19, 1773 :

congratulations on the victory to Grimaldi, the sole leader

in the struggle, to Moiiino, and to the king, " otro Hercules

verdaderamente en la circunstancia para descargar el gojpe

de gracia sobre la Hydra ..." The Dominican Ferrari, he adds,

claims to have assisted in the reconciliation of the duke with the

Infante. Archives of Simancas.

2 In Jesuit possession.
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what was said by his predecessor eight years ago in the Bull

Apostoliciim, in which two hundred Bishops concurred ? In

this Bull the Pope approved of our Institute and took it under

his protection, he praised the members of this Society, and

stated that it was persecuted only by heretics, unbelievers,

and free-thinkers, that it was only they who desired its

destruction and for no other reason than because this Order

had defended the rights of the Holy See so vigorously and had

opposed the errors of the time. Was the present Pope to

contradict this because he has not the apostolic courage to

oppose the libertines and infidels ? And is it to be believed

that the Head of the Catholic Church, an enlightened theo-

logian, like the present Pope, will suddenly tear this great

breach throughout the whole of Christendom by depriving it

at a single blow of so many instructors of Christian youth in

almost every Catholic city, of so many spiritual advisers, of so

many heralds of the divine message in the pulpit, in the

oratories, in the retreat houses, and by drying up the source

of so many missionaries to the heretics, infidels, and savages ?

In this year alone they have converted a thousand Arians and

other heretics in Transylvania. Is it not an outrageous

injustice to a Vicar of Christ even to think him capable of

creating such havoc in Catholic Christendom and of helping

the enemies of the Church of Rome to gain such a triumph ? " ^

On July 31st, the feast of the founder of the Order, Ricci

had written to Cordara, " To-day, with God's help, we have

celebrated the Feast of our holy father Ignatius with less

pomp and ceremony but with the unusually large participation

of the people. It was said that this would be the last time,

but St. Peter was freed from his chains just as Herod was

about to bring him forth to the people for execution." ^

1 P. Termanini, *Vita del P. Lorenzo Ricci, 84 seq. {ibid.).

Cf. DuHR, Ricci, 85 seq. ; Carayon, Ricci (Paris, 1869), 79 seq.

Many Jesuits hoped that the Order would be saved by the opposi-

tion of the Empress Maria Theresa and the other sovereigns

attached to her ; v. the *letter of the Assistant Gorge to Belgrade,

of May 5, 1773, in Jesuit possession.

2 Civilfd catt., 1927, III., 547.
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No wonder that on reading the Brief Ricci was amazed
;

but he retained full control of himself and when asked, on the

Pope's orders, if he accepted the Brief, he replied that what-

ever the Pope decided must be sacred to everyone ; it did

not need his concurrence.^

At the same hour the Brief of suppression was made known
to the Rectors of all the other colleges and houses of the

Jesuits in Rome by prelates accompanied by armed escorts,

and at the same time the archives, account offices, and

sacristies of the Jesuits were sealed up by notaries. The

Jesuits were forbidden to perform any ecclesiastical functions

or to leave their houses until further notice. On August 17th

the General Ricci was taken to the English College.^

The Brief of suppression, dated July 21st, which was not

posted up in the usual places and of which it was impossible

to obtain a printed copy in Rome as late as August 18th,^

opens with the following considerations :
" Our Lord and

Redeemer [Dominus ac Redemptor) Jesus Christ, who was

preannounced and revealed as the Prince of Peace, committed

his office of atonement to the care of the Apostles and conveyed

to them the power of the word, so that they, as emissaries of

Christ, who is the God of peace and love, not of dissension,

might proclaim this peace to the whole world and that all

begot in Christ might form one bod}^ and one soul. Thus it is

above all the duty of the Pope, who administers Christ's

office of atohement, to secure the peace of the Church and in

this cause to sacrifice even those things which are personally

dear to him. Assuredly the religious Orders are the best means

of ensuring the welfare of the Church, but if an Order ceases

to fulfil the mission entrusted to it, the Pope must revive it,

reform it, or dissolve it." *

This preface is followed by the body of the Brief composed

1 Another phrasing, but of the same purport, is found in Ruhr,

Ricci, 87.

^ See Monino's *report mentioned above, p.284 , n. i.

^ Theiner, Hist., II., 340. DuHR, Ricci, 87.

* We found the *original of the Brief of suppression in Sec. Brcv.

3801, Clementis XIV. Divers., I., III., 1773, p. 130& seqq..
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of three main parts : the first two are of a historical character

intended to provide the grounds for the last one, which

contains the actual enactments and the provisions made for

their execution.

The first part, then, is a survey of the actions taken by the

Popes in regard to the reform or extinction of religious

Orders. To effect this purpose Clement XIV. goes back to the

time of Innocent III. and then cites in chronological order the

suppression of the Templars in 1312, of the Humiliati, of the

Reformed Conventuals in 1626, the Order of SS. Ambrose and

Barnabas ad Nemus in 1643, then the reform of the Poor

Servants of the Mother of God of the Pious Schools in 1645,

the suppression of the Order of St. Basil of Armenia in 1650,

of the Priests of the Buon Gesu in 1651, of the Canons of

St. George in Alga in Venice, of the Hieronymites of Fiesole,

and of the Jesuati of St. John Colombino—these last three in

1668. On all these occasions the Pope had not adopted any

regular judicial procedure, which would only have provoked

further dissension, but had acted on his own authority

" according to the dictates of prudence ", decreeing the

suppression at a single stroke without leave of appeal or

defence. With the same care (these words introduce the second

part of the Brief), he too, Clement XIV,, has informed himself

about the origin, existence, and present state of the Society

of Jesus.

At this point the Brief refers at length to the history of this

Order, sketching it in broad strokes and treating it in a highly

Archives of the Briefs, Rome. It was frequently reproduced, on

several occasions in Rome in 1773. The Papal ordinance was first

drawn up as a Bull ; for its conversion into a Brief, v. Sec. Brev.

3801, loc. cit., p. iig :
" *Die 18 Mai 1773 : Sanctissimus mihi

consignavit minutam Bullae suppressionis Societatis Jesu et iussit,

ut ea mutanda esset iuxta stylum literarum in forma Brevis.—

-

Die 7 Junii 1773 : Facta huiusmodi mutatione eidem Sanctitati

Suae consignavi minutam non solum dictae Bullae sed etiam

Brevis. — Die 12 Augusti 1773: Sanctitas Sua mihi restituit

minutam tantum dicti Brevis a se subscriptam et mandavit ut in

ea apponenda esset data diei 21 lulii proximi praeteriti."
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one-sided manner. Everything good and favourable which

should certainly have been said about the Order has been

carefully passed over in silence, whereas the shady side has

been proportionately accentuated. The assertion is made
and an attempt made to prove it by evidence that " at the

very birth of this Society there germinated manifold seeds of

dissension and jealousy, and that not merely within itself but

also against other Orders, against the secular priesthood,

against academies, universities, public schools, and even

against the princes in whose States the Jesuits had been

received." ^

Thus it is, the Brief proceeds to relate, that steps against

the Order have been taken in Rome by individual princes from

the earliest times. The inquiry undertaken by Sixtus V. at

the urgent request of Philip II. of Spain unfortunately had to

be left unfinished owing to his death. In spite of all the sub-

sequent Papal decrees and privileges the accusations and

disputes increased. The prohibition against Jesuits taking

part in State affairs was of no more avail than the most recent

confirmation of the Order—extorted rather than petitioned

—

by the Pope's predecessor, Clement XIII. Those princes

" whose piety and magnanimity towards the Society of Jesus,

inherited from their forefathers, is universally renowned "

have indeed decreed the expulsion of the Society's members

from their lands to preserve the unity of the Church, but for

the sake of the lasting pacification of the whole Church they

have insisted on the general suppression of the Order.

And so in the last part of the Brief Clement XIV. disposes

of the Society in the following manner :
" Since it can no

longer bring forth the abundant fruits or be of the usefulness

for which it was founded," also because " it is hardly, if at all,

possible to restore a true and lasting peace to the Church as

long as it remains in existence ", and finally for other reasons

" suggested to Us by the principles of prudence and which

We retain concealed in Our breast ", " after mature delibera-

tion, with certain knowledge, and in the fulness of Our

1 Theiner, Gesch., 363.
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apostolic power, We dissolve, suppress, extinguish , and abolish

the said Society." ^

The various executive instructions which follow correspond

entirely with the eighteen points of the draft which the Pope

accepted from Monino's hands on September 6th, 1772.

^

The novices were to be released, the members of the Order

who had taken simple but not solemn vows were to choose

another occupation within a year, those who had taken solemn

vows were to leave their houses and either enter another Order

or place themselves under the direction of a Bishop as secular

clerics ; only when the first of these two alternatives was

impossible might they reside in their houses as secular clerics

until the premises were finally used for charitable purposes.

Next come instructions concerning the hearing of confessions

and preaching by the ex-Jesuits, with episcopal licence, their

exclusion from schools and missions, their release from the

vow of poverty, whereby they had been forbidden to accept

benefices and Mass stipends, also the revocation of all the

privileges and liberties which had been granted to them.

Finally any attempt to lodge an appeal which would have a

delaying effect, or to defend the Order by word or writing,

was forbidden. The princes were asked to issue the necessary

laws for the execution of the Brief, and the faithful were

admonished to preserve peace and concord.

This Brief of July 21st, 1773, represented the most obvious

victory of " enlightenment " and royal absolutism over the

Church and its head, and for this reason, naturally enough,

the most diverse judgments have been passed upon it. In the

camp of the " enlighteners " and in the Bourbon Courts it

was received with sheer joy, while the enemies of the Society

praised it to the skies. A calmer and more sober judgment

was reserved for recent times.

Of the Pope's authority to suppress the Order there can be

no doubt, but whether the measure was justified, that is to

say whether the motivation which was imposed on the Pope

was sound enough and whether he personally was convinced

^ Ibid., 368 seq. ^ For particulars, see above, p. 236.

VOL. XXXVIII. u
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of its justice, is another question. That the text of the Brief

itself was conclusive evidence against the Society of Jesus

must be firmly contested, for the signature on the document

which was practically appended under duress is of no value

for establishing the truth. The decisive step had already been

taken by Clement XIV. on November 29th, 1772, when he

gave his word to the King of Spain.^ All former statements

might have been considered as private expressions of opinion

having no binding force, but this was in answer to an official

request. Previously it might have been possible for him to

utter a non possumus (which he never had the strength to do)

,

but from that moment onwards his hands were tied. If any

fact can be estabhshed by documentary evidence it is that the

Pope was subjected to enormous moral pressure.

This, of course, does not answer the question, to what extent

the Order was responsible for its fate and whether the mischief

it caused really called for its reform or suppression. This is

not the place to speak of the great services rendered by the

disciples of St. Ignatius in the cause of the Catholic restoration

and the missions. On the other hand, that there were many
instances of individual failings cannot be denied : pronounced

exclusiveness, for instance, and interference in political

matters. There may weU have been other discrepancies, such

as those of a financial nature in the various houses, though

these were of a purely local and personal character. But the

Pope did not dissolve the Order on account of its immorality

or its false doctrines or its relaxed discipline, but solely to

preserve the peace of the Church.^ It was tragic that precisely

those princes who had gained most power, both internally

and externally, through the work of the Jesuits and the

Catholic restoration should have been misled by evil coun-

sellors to use that power to wreck the Society. But that it

aroused so much hostility among the " enlightened " was

due, not to its lapses and failings, which might occur in any

human undertaking, but to the realization that this was the

^ See above, p. 248.

I. B. Weiss, Weltgeschichte, XIII.*, 78.
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strongest bulwark of the Roman Church and that it had to be

destroyed.^

There still remains to be considered Clement XIV. 's personal

attitude towards the Society of Jesus. The complaint was

often raised by those who were in frequent contact with him

that no one knew what the Pope really thought about the

Order. In this respect his actions were no true guide. If he

was convinced of the Jesuits' guilt and was sincerely opposed

to them he would hardly have resisted for three years. If he

thought them innocent he should have taken the part of the

persecuted and harassed Order in a more energetic fashion.

Cordara, who knew the Pope well and consistently tried to

justify his conduct, was of the opinion ^ that at first Clement

was a friend of the Jesuits. When he was promoted to Cardinal,

he says, Clement XIII. called him a " Jesuit in Franciscan

clothing ". But in order to gain the Papacy Ganganelli

thought it expedient to throw in his lot with the other side

and he entered the conclave as an enemy of the Order. His

behaviour there confirmed his adherents in their belief that

as Pope he would certainly and quickly decree the suppression,

but what actually happened was very different.

Was it that as Pope he felt a heavier responsibility in the

matter than as an ambitious Cardinal ? However that may
be, he took care not to let his temporizing attitude, which

became more and more suspicious as the affair approached

its climax, appear too noticeable, and in his efforts to convince

the importunate Bourbons of his zeal he overstretched himself.

He still hoped to escape from the net that he himself had

woven, but beginning with trifling concessions he allowed

himself to be driven from one weakness to another, and the

crowning tragedy was that the few counsellors to whom he

lent an ear had been corrupted. He hesitated long before

inflicting this deep wound on the Church ; but there was no

other way left. Why was it too that he dealt only with the

1 Bluntschli {Memoiren, III., 249) :
" The attack on the

Jesuit Order was a blow struck at the heart of Papal absolutism."

2 Cordara, 154 seq. Cf. above, pp. 84, 90.
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princes, never with the dignitaries of the Church, never with

the Bishops ? Why too in a matter so important for the

Church did he allow the decision to rest with the temporal

Powers ? ^ And even after the Brief had been issued and he

thought that it could not be revoked, Clement XIV. still

continued his enigmatic attitude, showing remarkably little

interest in the fate of the victims.

1 " *Non vi e esempio d'un pontificate piu grazioso per i

principi e piii umiliante per il sagro coUegio del presente." Brunati

to Colloredo, August 13, 1774, State Archives, Vienna.



CHAPTER V.

The Restitution of the Papal Territories of Avignon

AND BeNEVENTO—ThE EXECUTION OF THE PAPAL

Brief Suppressing the Society of Jesus.

(1)

All the enemies of the Jesuit Order were filled with an

indescribable joy when, after using every possible means to

attain this end, they finally obtained its complete suppression.

The greatest jubilation was in Portugal, where Pombal had

initiated the persecution of the Jesuits and had set the example

to France, Spain, and Naples. A special courier dispatched by

Almada arrived in Lisbon with the Brief of suppression on

September 6th, 1773, but its publication was postponed by

King Joseph I. until he had received the nuncio. Cardinal

Conti, on the following day.^ The document was then

announced to all Portuguese dominions by an order [Carta de

Lei) of September 9th, signed by the king and all his Ministers.

This order contained " the whole gamut of possible and

impossible fables about the Jesuits
'

' : the Society of Jesus

had given rise to nothing but revolutions, tumults, and

dangerous scandal ; no fewer than twenty-four Popes had

tried to reform it ; care should be taken lest there were still

remnants and conventicles of it in existence, and lest there

were people going about in Jesuit garb. Information about all

1 " *Ieri al momento che comparve il corriere sospese il Re di

palesarne al publico rimportanza, perche si riserb6 di riceveme

prima da me officio. In fatti questa mattina nel presentarmi alia

corte ho havuto su tale assunto colla M'^ Sua lunga sessione in

dettaglio e si e poi resa publica rautorevole decisione del S. Padre

a contentamento di tutti i buoni." Conti to Pallavicini, Lisbon,

September 7, 1773, Nunziat. di Portog. 119 A, Papal Secret

Archives.

293
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such things was to be laid with the law-court in Lisbon.

A royal letter of the same date addressed to the Cardinal

Patriarch and the Portuguese Bishops contained a request to

execute the Brief and to organize demonstrations of delight.^

The nuncio also commanded the Bishops to observe the

regulations of the Brief with the utmost exactitude.^

The Government imparted a definitely ecclesiastical

character to the celebrations.^ Although Pombal was confined

by ill-health to his country seat at Oeyras he insisted on

making the arrangements himself, down to the last detail *
;

after all, as the English envoy Robert Walpole wrote, was it

not he who had been the first of his century openly to attack

an Order which in Portugal as elsewhere, until Joseph I.

ascended the throne, had wielded so great an influence ?
^

On Pombal's instructions a finely printed translation in

Portuguese of the Brief of suppression was prepared and sent

off along with the decree of September 9th.^

On September 29th and 30th and on October 1st a solemn

service with Te Deum was held first in the patriarchal church,

then in all the other churches of Lisbon. Out of regard for the

Protestant envoys the diplomatic corps was not invited to the

celebrations. The nuncio Conti, however, always ready to be

^ Collecgdo dos negocios de Roma, III., 115 seq., 217. Cf. Duhr,
Charakteristik Pomhals, 447. With the sub-title " Impress, na

Impressao Regia em Latim e Portuguez ; e anda ordinariamente

junta a todas as Collec9oes das Leis Estravagantes " the Brief of

suppression, was admitted into the body of Portuguese law

[Collecgdo da legislagdo Portuguesa, ed. Ant. Delgado da Silva,

III., 684.) The royal placet for the Brief, of September 9, 1773,

ibid., 709.

2 Collecgdo dos negocios, 219. Cf. *Conti to Pallavicini,

November 2, 1773, loc. cit.

' *Pallavicini to Conti, October 28, 1773, ibid.

* *Almodovar to Grimaldi, September 28, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 7303.
* Smith, Memoirs, II., 154.

" *Conti to Pallavicini, September 21, 1773. Nunziat. di Portog.,

116, loc. cit. Cf. DvHR, loc. cit.
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of service, took part in them, to the great satisfaction of the

Government. For the evenings of the said three days orders

were given for the illumination of the whole city,^

On September 14th Pombal authorized Almada to express

to the Pope the king's thanks for the destruction of so perni-

cious an Order.2 Besides this, on September 30th, Joseph I.

addressed a special letter to Clement XIV., praising in

emphatic phrases " the most highly enlightened, the exceed-

ingly Mdse and decisive Brief ".^ Charles III. too, in his

letter of thanks, extolled the glory the Pope had gained and

the service he had rendered not only to the Church but also

to the State.* On reading this message Clement XIV. was

moved to tears. ^ Similar messages were sent by Louis XV.
of France and the King of Naples.^ Tanucci emphasized the

merits of Charles III. and Mofiino.' The Spanish envoy in

Venice, Squillace, wrote that it was due to Mofiino that the

janissaries of the Holy See, as Benedict XIV. had called the

1 *Conti to Pallavicini, October 5, 1773, loc. cit., 119 A ;

*Almodovar to Grimaldi on the same day, loc. cit., Estado 7303.

2 Collecgdo, III., 218.

' Ibid., 219.

* *Charles III. to Clement XIV., from S. Ildefonso,

September 7, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome.
^ " *I1 Papa piangeva leggendo la lettera di S.M'^ Catt."

(Bontempi to Monino, September 22, 1773, from Castel Gandolfo,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043.) Cf. Danvila, III., 540 seq.,

where Clement XIV. 's letter to Charles III., of September 30,

1773, is also reproduced.

* Louis XV. 's letter in Theiner, Hist., II., 386 (presented by
Bernis on September 20, 1773 ; v. *Orsini to Tanucci,

September 21, 1773, loc. cit., Estado 4987) ; the *letter from

King Ferdinand of Naples, of September 12, 1773, in the State

Archives, Venice. In the *Regolari Gesuiti in the Papal Secret

Archives the letter bears the date September 13, which is wrong,

as it was sent by Tanucci to Orsini on the 12th ; v. C. Fames.

148 1, State Archives, Naples.

' *Tanucci to Azara, August 21, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6021.
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Jesuits, had been vanquished, destroyed, and annihilated.^

This was also Grimaldi's view ; in a letter to Mofiino of August

31st, 1773, he credited him with the whole glory of having

suppressed the Jesuit Order.^ Roda considered that Mohino

had celebrated a greater triumph than any of the ancient

Romans, for he had founded a new epoch, had given peace

both to the Church and to the State, and had justified the

Governments which had expelled the Jesuits.^ Mofiino's

accomphces, Azara and Bischi,* and, above all, Bontempi,

were duly rewarded. Instead of the 10,000 scudi that had been

reserved for him,^ the Franciscan received a life pension of

1,500 scudi, which was to be kept secret and was to be debited

to extraordinary expenses with no mention of any names.^

1 *Squillace to Mofiino, Venice, August 28, 1773, Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 *Ibid., and Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043. Grimaldi's

letter to Mofiino, of September 7, 1773 {ibid.), was also full of

praise.

^ *Roda to Moiiino, September 7, 1773 :
" No es razon, que

guarde silencio en una ocasion en que tanto se interesa su honor

y gloria de V. S. I. y es justamente aclamado. Ha conseguido

V. S. I. un triunfo mayor que todos los que se conservan en las

reliquias de los antiguos Romanes. Ha dado V. S. I. una epoca

a la historia, que no se borrara jamas en los siglos venideros, y no

se podia esperar en los tiempos pasados. V. S. I. se puede decir

que ha dado la paz a la Iglesia y al Estado, y el honor a los cortes

que expelieron los Jesuitas. El Rey esta sumamente agradecido

y lo ha explicado haciendole a V. S. I. Camarista de Castilla.

Doy a V. S. I. mil enhorabuenas y al mismo tiempo gracias par lo

que V. S. I. ha hecho a favor de n''" Azara volviendo por su

estimacion y decoro, para desagraviarlo de lo que ha padecido."

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* Danvila, hi., 545 ; *Grimaldi to Mofiino, September 7,

1773, loc. cit.

5 See above, pp. 248, 276, also *Grimaldi to Monino, July 13,

1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ On August 26, 1773, Monino *reported to Grimaldi that

Bontempi had refused the 10,000 scudi, which were accordingly

returned by Mofiino on September 10 (*lcttcr from Muzquiz,
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As a mark of his gratitude King Charles III. assigned to his

ambassador an important post in the law-court of Castile and

conferred on him one of the noblest titles in the realm, the

Count of Florida-Blanca.^

Clement XIV. received many other acknowledgments of

his work. A letter from Cardinal Malvezzi contained the

following passage :
" After all the toil, the sleepless nights,

and the tears which the Brief has cost him, may the Pope now
enjoy the glory and the universal approval." ^

This wish, however, was not to be fulfilled. The restitution

of the occupied Papal territories was to cause the Pope all

kinds of trouble and painful insults.

His desire that the return of the Papal possessions precede

the suppression had finally to be abandoned in face of the

opposition of the Bourbon Courts. They pointed out that

such a procedure was capable of an interpretation which

would be most injurious to the Holy See and it would give rise

to the suspicion that the Jesuits had been sacrificed for

material interests.^ Monino's project of avoiding the appear-

ance of a barter by the Pope's acting as intermediary in the

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043) ; *on September 7, 1773,

Griraaldi agreed that he should have instead a secret pension, of

1,500 scudi per annum ; v. *Monino's *letters of this date and of

September 23, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
^ *Grimaldi to Moiiino, September 5 and October 12, 1773,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. Cf. Theiner, Hist., II.,

391 ; Danvila, III., 544 seq. Grimaldi *wrote, inter alia, to Roda

on September 5, 1773 :
" El Rey ha venido a conceder Plaza del

Consejo de la Camara a Don Joseph Mofiino, Ministro del Consejo,

y interino de S. M. cerca la Santa Sede, en atencion a sus meritos

y servicios, y particularmente a los que ha hecho desde que exerce

al Ministerio de Roma : lo que de orden de S. M. participo a V. E.

para que par su medio se expeda el decreto correspondiente."

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043. Cf. *Moriino to Grimaldi,

on September 28, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
2 *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., September i, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti.

' Arneth, IX., 95.
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dispute between the Infante Ferdinando, Duke of Parma, and

Charles III., was frustrated by the opposition offered by

Louis XV. ^ Nevertheless, if such an impression was not to

be given, Parma would have to supply the pretext, it being

Clement XIII. 's quarrel with the Duke of Parma which had

led to the occupation of Avignon by French troops and of

Benevento by Neapolitan ones.^

As before, the greatest difficulties were presented by

Tanucci's attitude, he being bent on retaining Benevento at

all costs. His manoeuvrings irritated even Mofiino.^ Having

failed to persuade the French to retain Avignon, Tanucci now
tried to spread the idea that it was Spain which objected to

the restitution of the Papal territories.^

This was entirely contrary to the facts. Actually Charles III.

wrote so firmly to the King of Naples on the subject of Bene-

vento that Naples had to jaeld. Tanucci then tried to procure

special advantages for Naples, especially in regard to the

rights to Castro.^ On August 23rd Cardinal Orsini read the

Pope a letter from Tanucci which said that to show his

gratitude for the suppression of the Jesuit Order the King of

Naples was ready to surrender Benevento and Pontecorvo

while reserving his rights to these territories as well as to Castro

and Ronciglione. This came as a painful surprise to the Pope,

who said that the question of restitution would first have to be

settled in agreement with France and Spain. He stressed at

the same time that it must not appear to be the price paid for

1 Cf. above, p. 277.

^ Masson, 231.

^ In his *letter to Grimaldi of August 5, 1773, Monino stressed

Tanucci's contradictory attitude. Tanucci wanted to retain

Benevento, but he, Monino, had his doubts " de que se usasse del

medio de la retencion . . . para obtener la supresion." In another

*letter written to Grimaldi on the same day Monino deplored

Tanucci's persistent equivocation in the restitution question.

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Tanucci to Caracciolo, August 7, 1773, ihid.

^ *Tanucci to Monino, July 31 and August 14, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6021 ; Masson, 231. Cf. above, p. 278, n. i.
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the suppression of the Jesuits.^ When Orsini, speaking for

Tanucci, said on this occasion that Monino was in agreement,

he was not telhng the truth. Monino, hke Grimaldi,^ no more

approved of Tanucci's clumsy manoeuvre ^ than he did of the

French Cabinet's demand for the prior settlement of all

differences of a material nature affecting Avignon.* Convinced

of the necessity of avoiding everything that might lead the

outside world to suppose that the restitution was by way of

compensation for the suppression, he proposed on August 25th

to the French king that he agree to the unconditional return

of the territory. Louis XV. 's inability to adopt this proposal

was due solely to his reluctance to be a party to the untruth

that Clement XIII. 's procedure had been caused by the

Jesuits. But he was in complete agreement with Spain that

any suspicion of chaffering must be avoided by the Duke of

Parma's providing some excuse for the restitution.^ He there-

for approved of the proposal submitted by the Spanish Cabinet

that the duke should ask the three Bourbon kings to agree to

the restitution, which seemed to be facilitated by the letter

written in his own hand by Ferdinand of Naples on September

12th, thanking the Pope for the suppression and offering the

1 *Tanucci to Orsini, August 21, 1773, *to Grimaldi, August 24,

*to Charles III., also on August 24, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6021, 6106 : Masson, 232.

2 In a *letter to Monino of August 31, 1773, Grimaldi stressed

that it must not appear to the world as if the restitution was a

reward for the suppression. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome. Cf. also *Grimaldi to Aranda on September 27, 1773,

where he says that after the suppression the restitution must also

take place ; but it was necessary " que no parezca ser un medio
de pagar la providencia de la extincion o que el Santo Padre la

haya exijido como condicion precisa : pues de ello resultaria poco

honor a Su Santidad y a los mismos soberanos ". Archives of

Simancas, Estado 4590.
^ *Monino to Tanucci, August 17 and 18, 1773, ibid., Estado

5233-

* *Moiiino to Grimaldi, December 30, 1773, ibid.

* Masson, 233.
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immediate and unconditional return of Benevento and

Pontecorvo.^ To make things easier, Aiguillon suggested that

Clement XIV. should send the Duchess of Parma the Golden

Rose, whereupon the Duke was to ask for the restitution.

The Pope, however, would not adopt this proposal, being

unwilling to recognize the Infante as the Duke of Parma until

he had asked for his enfeoffment by the Holy See.^ When the

Infante was finally reconciled with Charles III. the Pope sent

cordial letters of congratulation to the Spanish and French

monarchs.^ Tanucci now began to beat a retreat, and tried

to ejccuse himself to Charles III.^ On October 23rd the

Infante wrote an encouraging letter to Clement XIV. on the

subject of the restitution.^ On November 6th he asked the

kings of Spain, France, and Naples to restore the occupied

territories to the Pope.® On the Pope's return from Castel

Gandolfo the King of Naples, obeying the instructions of his

father, Charles III., repeated his offer of September to surrender

Benevento and Pontecorvo. Cardinal Bemis, who had still

not received any direct instruction from his Government to

^ See Ferdinand's letter of September 12, 1773 (mentioned

above, on p. 295, n. 6), to which Clement XIV. did not reply till

December 28.

2 Masson, loc. cit. In his *letter from Fontainebleau, of

October 22, 1773, Aranda pointed out to Grimaldi that such

presentations as the Golden Rose were made, according to custom,

only to independent sovereigns. Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome.

* Theiner, Epist., 268 seq. Charles III.'s *acknowledgment, of

October 5, 1773, in the Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Tanucci to Charles III., October 5, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6021. Ibid., another *letter of Tanucci's to

Charles III., of October 12, 1773, in which he made much of his

intention to prevent the whole odium of the suppression falling

on Spain.

^ *The Duke of Parma to Clement XIV., October 23, 1773,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5208.

* *Letter from the Duke of Parma to Charles III., Colorno,

November 6, 1773, ibid. Ibid., Charles III.'s *reply, of December 7,

^773-
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offer the return of Avignon, was all the more embarrassed by

Clement's showing his displeasure at this silence.^ The Pope

responded to the Infante's overture by sending him a letter of

thanks on December 2nd, but avoided using the ducal title.^

On December 7th Aiguillon instructed Bemis to negotiate

with the Pope on the return of Avignon in concert with the

Spanish ambassador. The Cardinal, without waiting for any

further instructions from Paris, arranged with the Spanish

and Neapolitan envoys that they should inform the Pope

verbally that His Most Christian Majesty, by reason of his

attachment to and his filial respect for the Holy Father and

the Holy See, and out of regard for the mediation of the

Infante Ferdinando, was resolved from that moment to

transfer the occupation of Avignon and the county of Venaissin

to a delegate appointed by the Pope. In the future the Pope

was to possess the States as his predecessors had done, without

prejudice to the rights of the French crown.^

When Cardinals Bernis and Orsini communicated this

statement to the Pope on December 20th, he showed great

satisfaction with it, but made it clear that this act of pure

magnanimity and duty on the part of the king ought no

longer to have the appearance of a negotiation and that he

accordingly already regarded the Franco-Spanish proposal

as a definite declaration and as a matter that was settled.'*

Meanwhile, however, a dispatch from Paris had arrived in

Rome making the restoration of Avignon dependent on the

settlement of certain awkward points of dispute, such as the

free passage of goods destined for the Dauphine. This greatly

embarrassed Bernis, and Moiiino too saw that it was impossible

now to make any such terms. The Pope in fact informed

Bernis that the surrender must take place quite simply and

without any conditions and must not be postponed any longer

^Theiner, Hist., II., 418 ; Masson, 234.

^Theiner, Epist., 271.

3 Theiner, Hist., II., 419.

* Ibid., 420. *Orsini to Tanucci, December 21, 1773, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma t\;W.
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on any pretext. He intended, he said, to entrust the adminis-

tration of the legation of Avignon to the former nuncio to

Poland, Angelo Maria Durini, who was persona grata to

Louis XV., and to instruct him to fulfil every reasonable wish

of the king's, to put down every kind of contraband, and to

compensate with pensions the officials who would lose their

emplojonent as a result of the transfer.^

Contrary to his wont, Clement XIV. now acted with the

greatest celerity. By Briefs of December 28th, 29th, and 30th,

he conveyed to the kings of Naples, France, and Spain his

joy and gratitude for their assurance of the speedy return of

his States.^ At the same time he thanked the Infante Ferdi-

nando for his mediation.^ And he went still further. In his

Brief to the Infante he spoke of the surrender as if it had

already taken place and he decided to announce it in the most

solemn manner and to celebrate it with the greatest pomp.

In his eagerness to bring about an accomplished fact he quite

overlooked how little the affair had redounded so far to the

honour of the Holy See. Diplomats such as the Venetian

ambassador, who had had no part in the affair, did not conceal

their opinion of such a procedure. " Just as the suppression

of the Jesuit Order is generally considered to be of little

advantage to the Holy See, it having been carried through by

1 Masson, 235 seq. On September 30, 1773, Orsini had *reported

to Tanucci that now not a Vice-Legate, but a President, was to

be sent to Avignon, as to Urbino, and that a Neapolitan would

be sent to Benevento as Governor. State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames, 1481.

2 Theiner, Epist., 277 seq., 279 seq., 281 seq. *Orsini to Tanucci,

December 28 and 31, 1773, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma f\,W-

* The Brief of December 30, 1773, which is missing from

Theiner, is in the Archives of Simancas, Estado 5208. Cf. Vita

di Clemente XIV., Venezia, 1775, 129 seq. In the Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome it bears the date September 28.

Ferdinand *wrote on January 6, 1774, ^^ Clement XIV. :

" Quando era per scrivere al Papa annunziando che i tre sovrani

Borboni fanno di buon cuore le restituzioni, viene il secondo Breve

che anticipa i ringraziamenti." Loc. cit., Estado 5208.
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the Bourbons," Tiepolo wrote to the Doge on January 15th,

1774, " it is not to be expected that the Pope will gain much

from the restitution, but he persists in celebrating it." ^ Nor

would he be diverted from his purpose even when France

raised such obstacles as to disconcert Grimaldi.-

On January 17th, 1774, a Consistory was held for the sole

purpose of considering the question of the restitution. In

a verbose address Clement announced to the Cardinals the

great event. " Of their own free will," he told them, " Our

beloved sons Louis of France and Ferdinand of Naples prevail

upon Us to re-enter into Our former possessions of Avignon,

Venaissin, Benevento, and Pontecorvo, and they conduct Us

back there again with their own hands, in the most loving

fashion. In no man has the desire to increase his possessions

been so great as their joy and generosity in handing back to

Us the rights and the property of the Church." Their decisions

were supported, he said, by King Charles of Spain, who,

together with the Infante of Parma, was covered with the

most fulsome praise. And it was not only the princes who

were accorded the highest praise imaginable for their piety

and wisdom but also the envoys. The second part of the

address announced the thanksgivings which the Pope had

ordered to be made to God.^

If Clement expected his speech to make a deep impression

he was greatly mistaken. All the reports agree that, apart

1 *State Archives, Venice.

"^ *Grimaldi to Arauda, Januarj' 17, 1774, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5233.

^ The text of the speech in Theiner, Eplst., 283 seqq., corre-

sponds to a contemporary printed version. Cf. Bull. Cont., V.,

678. What Conti *wrote about the allocution to Pallavicini on

February 22, 1774, was characteristic :
" Niente si potrebbe

immaginare di piu eroico che I'espressivo ritratto fatto da N. S.

della pieta dei sovrani, niente di piii glorioso puo augurarsi al

trono pontiiicio che I'affettuosa concorrenza di tutti a celebrare il

noma del Sommo Pastore dopo una epoca bastantemente equivoca

sul punto della reciproca tranquillita." Nunziat. di Portogallo

120, Papal Secret Archives.
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from Cardinals Corsini and Marefoschi, the members of the

Sacred CoUege received it in a " chilly silence ".^ This was

yet another matter in which their advice had not been sought

and they now observed that the restitution had only been

promised and had not yet taken place ; they scented

also secret agreements that were prejudicial to the Holy

See.^

When the Consistory had concluded the Pope went in

solemn procession to the church of SS. Apostoli, where the Te

Deum was intoned. Two pompous inscriptions in praise of

Clement XIV. had been affixed to the fa9ade of the basilica,^

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, January i8 and 21, 1774, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223 ; *Brunati to CoUoredo,

January 22, 1774, State Archives, Vienna. Monino also brings

out in his *report to Grimaldi of January 20, 1774, the

" insensibilidad " both of the Sacred College and the people

towards the restitution. Archives of Simancas, Estado 4986.

Tanucci *wrote to Losada on January 25, 1774, " Fu notJx,bile il

silenzio e il niuno applauso dei cardinali infetti dalla scabbia

Gesuitica eccettuati Corsini e Marefoschi." Ibid., Estado 6022.

2 See Centomani's *lettcr of January 21, 1774, mentioned in

the foregoing note.

* The inscriptions on the basilica of the Twelve Apostles ran

as follows :
" Clemens XIV. P. O. M. omnium virtutum exemplar

et praemium ; scientiarum amplificator et custos ; Regum con-

servator et vindex ; Ecclesiasticorum patron us et index ; Dilectae

Christi Sponsae iura disciphnam candorem integritatem inter

maxima temporum morum legum discrimina ita servat atque

tuetur ut nulli Pontificum Regum Principum secundus ubique

locorum fulgeat sapientia pietate prudentia. — Clemens XIV.

P. M. ex inclita divi Francisci ordinis Minorum Conventualium

familia nullo humano favore sed peculiari divino consilio ad

regendam et gubernandam Petri navim in medio mari aquarum

impetu diu concussam, cunctis suffragiis evectus pietate doctrina

prudentia dexteritate ab imminenti periculo liberavit ac solus

super frementes undas suis ipsis manibus salvam et incohimem in

portum veritatis ct unitatis reduxit fluctuum inde ventorumque

ingentem vim ita composuit ut facta sit tranquillitas magna
perpetuo duratura." State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223.
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and these, like his exuberant allocution, were sharply criti-

cized.^ On the following day, the Feast of St. Peter's Chair,

the Te Deum was sung again in St. Peter's, whence the Pope

drove back in his carriage with Cardinals Bernis and Orsini.^

On these two evenings the city was brilhantly illuminated,^

but there was no sign of any genuine rejoicing on the part of

the people. In his progress through the city the Pope had not

been cheered by the onlookers ^
; the only cries that were

heard were rather of a threatening nature, attributable to the

bad material conditions that prevailed. It was only the taking

of timely and stringent measures that prevented a rising of

the bakers, which was to break out on January 18th, when the

Pope was proceeding to St. Peter's.^ Naturally all this

greatly distressed the Pope, but he was not to be deterred from

his course of action. On January 19th he communicated his

allocution, accompanying it with still more praises, to the

Bourbons and to the Empress Maria Theresa and Joseph 11.^

At the same time he authorized the Archbishops of Avignon

1 See Ceutomani's *letter of January 21, 1774, mentioned

above in n. i, p. 304.

2 Centomani commented on the incident in his *letter of

January 18, 1774 (see above, p. 304, n. i) : "II Papa voile asso-

ciarvi Orsini e Bernis umiliandoli piu tosto die dando loro onori."

3 *Orsini to Tanucci, January 18 and 19, 1774, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma f'l.VJ'g ; *Monino to Grimaldi, January 20,

1774, Archives of Simancas, Estado 5233 ; *Azara to Grimaldi,

January 20, 1774, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome.
* *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, January 22, 1774 :

" Ne nel

Sacro Collegio si sa esservi stata alcuna dichiarazione di com-

piacenza, ne nel popolo ... si senti alcuna voce di acclamazione."

State Archives, Venice. Brunati also *reported to Colloredo on

January 22, 1774 :
" Pare incredibile I'indifferenza di quasi tutta

Roma nelle pubbliche dimostrazioni fatte dal Papa per la recupera

di Avignone, Benevento e Ponte Corvo. Si fosse intesa una sola

voce di Eviva e di publico applauso !
" State Archives, Vienna.

•> *Centomani to Tanucci, January 25, 1774, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223.

* Theiner, Epist., 287 seq. ; ibid., 354, Joseph II. 's reply.

VOL. XXXVIII. X
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'

and Benevento to take possession in his name of the

surrendered lands.

^

It was soon apparent that all these arrangements were

sadly premature, for the actual surrender of the territories was

delayed to an extent which no one thought to be possible.

Where the obstacles lay was known only to those immediately

concerned. The Venetian ambassador Tiepolo described the

behaviour of the Bourbons in this question of the restitution

as absolutely enigmatic.^ As no precise information was

available it was thought that the affair was developing pretty

badly for the Holy See.^ Always prone to satire, the Romans

now observed that the Pope seemed to have been swindled even

over the price to be paid for the suppression of the Jesuits.*

The surrender of Avignon was hindered by the French

Government's refusal to revoke the changes in the administra-

tion it had introduced during the occupation. The chief

trouble was that the Parlement of Avignon, like all the other

Parlements in France, had been suspended, and its restoration

would have meant a serious reverse for Aiguillon. No definite

statement on this question could be extracted from the Pope.^

To no one was this contretemps more welcome than to the

old enemy of France, the artful Tanucci, who in his turn

delayed the surrender of Benevento. On January 25th, 1774,

he had given orders for this to take place,^ for which he had

1 *Pallavicini to Doria, January 19, 1774, Papal Secret Archives,

Nunziat. di Francia 461 ; *Orsini to Tanucci, February i, 1774,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tWb- C/. Theiner, Hist.,

IT, 467.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, January 29, 1774, loc. cit.

' *Brunati to Colloredo, January 22, 1774, loc. cit.

* Theiner, Hist., II., 468.

5 Masson, 237. For Clement XIV. 's attempts to recover

Avignon in the same way as Alexander VIII. had recovered it in

1689, V. *Cifra al Nunzio Doria, of January 26, 177/I, Nunziat. di

Francia 461, Papal Secret Archives.

* Tanucci *reported to Charles III. on January 25, 1774, that

the relevant orders were being issued that evening. Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6107.
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been duly thanked by the Pope, who then issued his instruc-

tions for the taking over ^
; but two days later Tanucci made

it dependent on the surrender of Avignon.^ A Papal commis-

sary had already taken possession of Pontecorvo, but this

had not yet happened at Benevento owing to the absence of

the Archbishop Francesco Pacca, who had been authorized

to take possession and who died on February 13th, 1774.^

Paris was extremely angry with the Neapolitan minister.

Louis XV. and Aiguillon described Tanucci as the most

mischievous, mendacious caviller that had ever walked the

earth.* The Spanish king also was highly annoyed by the

delay in the handing over of Benevento ^ and absolutely

refused to hear of any conditions being attached to the

surrender of Avignon. Whatever was necessary to put things

into order there, said Grimaldi, could be settled later.^

The firmness with which Charles III. insisted on the return

of Benevento and his dissatisfaction with Tanucci's conduct,

of which Tanucci was made aware, were such that the latter

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, January 28, 1774, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^\.
2 Theiner, Hist., II., 467. The date given here, January 17, is

wrong ; the right one is given in the German edition, II., 465.

^ Gams, Series, 673 ; Zigarelli, Storia di Benevento, Napoli,

i860, 165. Joannes de Vita, Bishop of Rieti, was nominated as

Pacca's successor. If he, commented Centomani in a *letter to

Tanucci on February 22, 1774, " non si fosse mostrato terziario

[pro-Jesuit], al pari di Mgr. di Liguori vescovo di S. Agata,

sarebbe degno soggetto per dottrina e costume." State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223.

* Masson, 238. Tanucci accused Aiguillon as well as Bemis of

trickery in the matter of the restitution ; see *Monino to

Grimaldi, February. 17, 1774. Archives of Simancas, Estado 4986.

5 Theiner, Hist., II., 468 ; Danvila, III., 550.

* At Grimaldi's request Aranda *wrote to Aiguillon on

February 2, 1774, that the restitution of Avignon must take place

" sans y mettre aucune condition ni restriction laissant pour

apres les arrangements que Ton pretend ". Archives of Simancas,

Estado 5233.
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had to give way. He admitted that he had misled the King of

Naples with his advice and begged Charles's pardon ;
^ on

March 23rd, 1774, he had the city and district of Benevento

evacuated.^

The return of Avignon and the Venaissin was decided on at

the same time, but the Pope had to allow the administration

introduced by France to remain unchanged. The commandant
of the county, the Marquis Rochechouart, released the

inhabitants from their oath of loyalty to Louis XV. on April

25th, replaced the arms of France by the Papal ones, and then

departed with his troops.^ When the news of this reached Rome
on May 3rd, Bernis and Durini hurried to the Pope,* who sent

a letter of thanks to Louis XV. on the next day.^ Clement

XIV. 's joy was so great that he decided to send the Spanish

king a valuable cameo depicting Moses' brazen serpent in the

desert.® But the hapless Pope was to have even this joy

embittered. Hardly had the French troops withdrawn when
the newly-appointed Vice-President of the county, the

1 *Taniicci to Charles III., March 15, 1774, ibid., Estado 6107.

2 *Orsini to Tanucci, March 25, 1774, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^W,- ; *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice on March 26,

1774 (it is thought here that Tanucci has delayed so much with

Benevento because he did not want to make restitution before

France), State Archives, Venice ; *Tanucci to Azara, March 26,

1774, Archives of Simancas, Estado 6022 ; *communication of

March 26, 1774, ibid., Estado 5784. In a *letter to Tanucci of

April 12 Charles III. expressed his satisfaction with the restitution

of Benevento by the King of Naples {ibid., Estado 6069).

* Masson, 238. The Lettres patentes for the restoration of

Avignon were issued from Versailles on April 10, 1774. Copy in

the State Archives, Venice. The letter of thanks to Aiguillon, dated

April 20, 1774, in Theiner, Epist., 303 seq.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, May 3, 1774, State Archives, Naples,

Estcri-Roma, 1224. ^ Theiner, Epist., 304 scq.

* Masson, loc. cit. Mofiino was already reporting to Grimaldi on

April 28, 1774, that the Pope " muestra un reconocimiento

bivissimo a los officios del Rey que supone con razon ser la causa

verdadera del buen efecto ". Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome.
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Archbishop of Avignon, Francesco Maria de' Manzi, aboUshed

all the offices set up during the occupation and restored the

administration to the condition in which it was on June 11th,

1768. This Aiguillon refused to tolerate. He demanded the

nullification of Manzi's ordinances and the deposition of

Manzi himself as Vice-President. In vain Bemis advised him

to rest content with the fulfilment of the first of these demands.

Aiguillon insisted on both of them and by means of threats

forced Clement to give way entirely. The Pope had to acquiesce

not only in Manzi's banishment but also in the reconversion of

the whole administration by Doria, the nuncio to Paris, to

the state it was in before the surrender.^ The matter was not

finally settled until well after the death of Louis XV. on

May 10th, 1774.2 j^ |^a,d cost Clement XIV. so much anxiety

^ Masson, 238 seqq. In his *report to Grimaldi of May 12, 1774,

Mofiino attributed the blame to Manzi {ibid.). Grimaldi *replied

on May 31, 1774, that he approved of Manzi's action being

repudiated, but why had the Pope not made things clear to him
in advance (" prevenido claramente ") ? [ibid.]. Tiepolo *reported

on May 28, 1774, that the Archbishop of Avignon had not been

made acquainted with the secret articles (State Archives, Venice).

Doria took his auditor with him to Avignon, in consequence of

which there is a big gap in the *nunciature reports, extending to

August 17, 1774 ; V. Nunziat. di Francia 461, Papal Secret

Archives.

2 Clement XIV. 's anxiety about Avignon was *reported by
Tiepolo on July 2, 1774. On July 9 he ^reported on the difficult

situation that had been brought about in Avignon by the nuncio

Doria, who could not leave the nunciature without offending to

some extent the royal family and the King of Spain. On August 6

he *wrote of the extraordinarily confused state of affairs in

Avignon (State Archives, Venice). The matter was settled by
Aiguillon's successor, Vergennes, in August, 1774 ; v. Masson,

239. Clement XIV. sent a letter of condolence to Louis XVI. and

Marie Antoinette on June i, 1774 (Theiner, Epist., 309 seqq.),

announced the death of Fouis XV at a consistory on the 6th

(allocution in Theiner, loc. cit., 315 seq. ; cf. *Tiepolo to the

Doge of Venice, June 11, 1774, State Archives, Venice), and at the

exequies had a funeral oration delivered by Leiio Falconieri in
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that even in February, 1774, fears were entertained of his

health. What particularly distressed him was the many
rumours and conjectures on the question of the restitution,

whereby nearly always the accusation was made that he had

allowed himself to be betrayed by his egotism and the cunning

of the envoys. It was said quite openly in Rome that the

Society of Jesus had been sold in exchange for Avignon and

Benevento.^ The conditions imposed by France were univer-

sally thought to be severe. ^ Fault was found too with the

far-reaching concessions made by Clement XIV. to the Spanish

king with regard to the tribunal of the Madrid nunciature.

Further complaints were made about the economic conditions

in Rome.^ The feeling of the Romans was shown on the occa-

sion of the Pope's procession to the Minerva in the spring of

1774 : almost the whole of the aristocracy and all the Cardinals

absented themselves on the plea of rainy weather.* Later the

Pope's uneasiness was enhanced by the attitude of the Spanish

Government towards the new nuncio to Madrid, Aloisio

Valenti Gonzaga,^ and the difficulties encountered in putting

into effect the Brief suppressing the Society of Jesus.

the Quirinal {v. *Tiepolo to the Doge, July 9, 1774, ibid.). The

exequies, organized by Bernis with great pomp, took place on

July 28 in S. Luigi dei Francesi. Masson, 269 seq.

1 Theiner, Hist., II., 468 seq.

2 *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, March 30 and May 7, 1774,

State Archives, Venice.

* *Id., February 2, 1774, ibid.

* *Id., April 16, 1774, ibid.

5 *Id., June 16, ibid. For the Spanish nunciature, see above,

p. 188. A Valenti Gonzaga, formerly nuncio to Switzerland, M'ho

had been appointed to Madrid as far back as August 28, 1773

(Theiner, Epist., 263), arrived there on December 17, 1773

(Theiner, Hist., II., 318), but Tiepolo was still reporting on the

" cose imbarazzatissime della nunziatura in Hispania " on

August 6, 1774 (^^^- ^^^)- I't was only in one of his last Briefs, of

September 8, 1774, that Clement XIV. was in a position to thank

Charles III. for settling the matter of the Spanish nunciature.

Theiner, Epist., 325.

« *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, April 16, 1774, loc. cit.
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(2)

These difficulties were not anticipated by Clement XIV.,

especially after the Jesuit General Ricci and his Assistants,

to his surprise, had submitted to the order of dissolution

immediately and without protest, and the sudden and ener-

getic measures taken had been accepted without disturbance

by the people of Rome in spite of their affection for the

Jesuits.^ The Congregation of Cardinals constituted for the

purpose of executing the suppression had made careful and

precise preparations ^ and in carrying out the decision taken

both Alfani and Macedonio showed the most creditable zeal.^

By the morning of August 17th not a single Jesuit was able

to function in any of the churches of his Order. All of these

churches remained closed except the Gesu, S. Ignazio, and

S. Apollinare, where the ecclesiastical duties were taken

over respectively by the Capuchins, the Minorites, and a

secular priest. The office of the Penitentiaries of St. Peter's,

which the Augustinians had striven with the greatest energy

to secure for themselves, was transferred to the Franciscan

Conventuals.*

On August 17th the commissaries of the Congregation of

Cardinals reported on their activities in the Roman Seminary,

in the German, Greek, and Scots Colleges, and in the Casa

di Trastevere, where the Jesuits expelled from Portugal were

1 *Id., August 21, 1773, ibid. ; *Centomani to Tanucci,

August 20, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223.

Even so ardent an opponent of the Jesuits as the Augustinian

General Vasquez acknowledged in his *letter to Roda, of August 19,

1773, that Ricci " y todo su sinedrio se sujetaron a la intimacion

con toda resignacion a la voluntad do Su Santidad y de Dios ".

Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid, Vasquez III.

2 *Giornale dell' esecuzione del Breve, compiled by Fr. Rhomberg,

in t. VI., Regolari, Gesuiti, Papal Secret Archives.

'For Alfani, see *Centomani to Tanucci, August 20, 1773,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223. For Macedonio, see

" Almada " in Collecgdo, III., 182 ; cf. ibid., 183.

* Brief of August 10, 1774, Bull. Cont., V., 775 ; *Tiepolo to the

Doge of Venice, August 21, 1773, loc. cit.
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accommodated. These and all the other Jesuit establishments

were occupied in the name of the Holy See, and the valuables

and papers found there were sequestrated.^ No resistance was

offered anywhere ; in every case the Fathers complied with the

orders given.^ In the Germanicum the pupils were admonished

to obey the will oi the Vicar of Christ, to refrain from any

expression lacking respect, either among themselves or in

their letters home, and to behave as submissive sons of the

Holy See.3 The powers of the Cardinal Protectors had been

suspended by the Pope and had been transferred to the afore-

said Congregation.*

All the Jesuits in Rome were confined to their houses, which

were occupied by soldiers, for eight days, while the secular

dress they now had to wear was being got ready for them.^

On August 18th the Congregation of Cardinals, when trans-

mitting the Brief of suppression to all the Bishops in the world,

attached to it a special circular letter containing instructions

for carrjdng it out. According to one of its clauses the various

properties of the Jesuits were to be seized in the name of the

Holy See and held at its disposal.^ Naturally this exasperated

the representatives of the States which had seized the

properties of the Jesuits at the time of their expulsion. Moiiino

was especially offended, as this regulation of the Congregation

of Cardinals directly contradicted the previous arrangement

which Maria Theresa had made with the Pope through the

mediation of the King of Spain.' Through Zelada he complained

bitterly to the Pope. Alarmed by Almada's indignant attitude,*

1 See the *Giornale mentioned above in n. 2, p. 311.

2 *Pallavicini to Caprara, August 21, 1773, Nunziat. di Colonia,

Papal Secret Archives.

3 Steinhuber, II., 180.

* *Macedonio to Borgia, August 16, 1773, Archives of the

Propaganda in Rome.
* See the *Giornale mentioned above in n. 2, p. 311.

* Text in Collecgdo, III., 186 seq.

' Arneth, IX., loi.

" *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, August 27, 1773, State

Archives, Venice.
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Clement now explained that it was only a cjuestion of the

Jesnit properties in the States of the Church, excused the

offending clause on the plea that it was of a purely formal

nature, without prejudice to the rights of the sovereigns, and

ordered the Congregation to withdraw the circular letter,^

Another factor which necessitated this was that in Turin and

Milan the clause had caused a suspension of the execution of

the Brief. The contretemps, which was not easily smoothed

over, left a most unpleasant impression, the Spanish agent

Azara regarding it as another instance of " Rome's bad

faith ".2

Another difficulty arose from the dispatch by the Con-

gregation of Cardinals on August 22nd to the Propaganda of a

case of sealed instructions for missionaries throughout the

world, with the order to forward it immediately to its destina-

tion. Zelada drew the attention of Propaganda to this pro-

cedure being contrary to the Brief of suppression, in which the

Pope had expressly reserved to himself the right of sending

instructions to the missions.^ Clement, however, waived his

right on this occasion and committed to Propaganda the

charge of making out the necessary instructions.^

There was a second point in which a departure was made

from the stipulations of the Brief of suppression. The Brief

left it to the judgment of the Bishops to grant or refuse the

Jesuits powers to hear confessions and to preach. On Septem-

ber 1st, however, the Pope, acting through the Congregation

of the Bishops and Regular Clergy, forbade all the Bishops

of the States of the Church to employ the Jesuits on such

1 *Monino to Almada, August 25, 1773, Collec^do, TIL, 187;

*Mofiino to Grimaldi, August 26, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome. See also *Monino to Mahony, August 21, 1773,

ibid. For Moiiino's exertions, see also *Grimaldi to Almodovar,

September 9, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Estado 7308 ; *Orsini

to Tanucci, August 30/31, 1773, ibid., Estado 4987.
^ Azara, II., 440 seq.

* *Letter from the Propaganda to Zelada, August 22, 1773,

Arc]u\'es of the Propaganda in Rome.
* *Macedonio to Borgia, August 24, 1773, ibid.
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pastoral duties or for educational purposes, unless they had

first obtained his permission.^

Before the Brief of suppression had been published the

Augustinian General Vasquez had written to Roda that it was

above all necessary to proceed against the ex-General and to

render him incapable of having any communication with his

adherents.2 And in fact action was taken on these lines.

Whereas from August 24th onwards the other Fathers were

allowed out again in secular dress, the General and his Assis-

tants were kept back in the English College.^ This was all

the more remarkable seeing that Ricci had submitted himself

unreservedly to an authoritative decision, which had been

carried out without an inquiry, interrogation, or the con-

currence of an advocate.

This heroic bearing of the former General was not imitated,

it must be said, by all the Jesuits. In their indignation at

the decree of suppression, they so far forgot themselves as to

utter insults and imprecations not only against the Spanish

^ Text of the letter in the Vita di Clemente XIV., Venezia, 1775,

115 seqq. ; *Orsini to Tanucci, August 31, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma ^V/k ; *Orsini to Mofiino, August 26, 1773,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043, and *on September 3, 1773,

ibid., 4987 ; *Monino to Grimaldi, September 2, 1773, Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome. According to Tanucci's *report to

Orsini, of September 7, 1773, King Ferdinand of Naples thought

that the order ought to be enforced all over the world. State

Archives, Naples, C. Fames, 1481. For Germany, see below,

pp. 352 seqq.

* It was necessary, above all, he *wrote in his letter of July 22,

1773. " de asegurar el P. Ricci de modo que viva gozando de todos

los bienes de este mundo, pero incapaz de comunicacion alguna

con Jesuitas de sotana, de capilla y de spada." Bibl. S. Isidro,

Madrid, Vasquez III.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, August 24, 1772, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 4987, and another *letter to the same person on the same

date, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma T^„Vr,- On September 2,

1773, Mofiino *reported to Grimaldi that all the Roman Jesuits

were now dressed as abbes and that many had left their houses.

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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king as being the author of the measure but even against the

Pope.^ Although these Fathers were not distinguished for

their knowledge or their virtue they were readily listened to

by both the nobles and the common folk.^ This was equally

the case with the prophecies then in circulation, according to

which the Jesuits would shortly rise again. Prominent in this

connection was the Dominican nun Maria Teresa Poll of

Valentano, who, though she had formerly foretold that the

Pope would never suppress the Order, still found many

credulous listeners, among them the ex-Jesuits of Turin.^

When Teresa Poll foretold the early death of the Pope *

and her prophecies were circulated in the course of time

throughout Italy, the Pope was compelled to cause the

Inquisition to take proceedings against her.^ The ex-Jesuits

and their friends who had allowed themselves to be deluded

by a woman's fantasies did no good service to their cause,

^ CoRDARA, De suppressione, 159.

2 Ibid.

3 Ibid., 149.

* Masson, 290.

^ The process was instituted by Clement XIV., in July, 1774

{v. *Alfam to Macedonio, June 8, 1774, Regolari, Gesuiti II., Papal

Secret Archives, and *Biglietti all' Abate Pacific!, ibid.), and con-

tinued and concluded under Pius VI. ; v. *Grimaldi to Roda,

March 25, 1776, Archives of Simancas, Estado 5061, with the

attached decree of the Cardinals of the Inquisition Torrigiani,

Castelli, Rezzonico, Colonna, Boschi, and Antonelli. Involved in

the process were some ex-Jesuits, Mayoli, Poli's confessor, and

Azzaloni, the confessor of the peasant woman Bemardina Renzi,

the second chief prophetess, and Antonio Venizza and Coltraro,

who were in correspondence with Mayoli and Azzaloni ; v. Boero,

II., III. The Inquisition found the accused guilty of " grande

imprudencia, temeridad y soberbia y un espiritu refractario a las-

constituciones de la Sede Apostolica y sedicioso contra los

principes ". The accused women were- given spiritual punish-

ments, likewise the Jesuits ; Mayoli was prohibited for life from

exercising pastoral duties. Cf. Uanvila, III., 569 seqq. Many

*documents relating to the process are preserved also in the

..\xchives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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for Monino naturally did not fail to draw attention to these

excesses and to complain of the over-lenient treatment

of the ex-Jesuits.^ As the result of his representations the

Pope not only issued the said ban on hearing confessions

and preaching but also took such harsh measures against

the wholly innocent Ricci that even Cardinal Bernis could not

withhold his disapproval.^

On August 26th Ricci underwent his first interrogation.^

Two days before, the ex-Jesuit Orazio Stefanucci, a most

learned canonist, who had been accused quite groundlessly of

having written a work on the simoniacal election of Clement

XIV., had been confined in the Castel S. Angelo.^ Soon after-

wards two other Fathers shared his fate.^ At the end of the

month they were joined by a lay-brother who was alleged to

have helped Stefanucci burn some correspondence in the

German College.^ Connected with these measures was an edict

of the Congregation of Cardinals, dated August 26th, for-

bidding anyone under pain of excommunication which would

come into effect ipso facto to conceal or remove letters of credit,

moneys, valuables, or documents belonging to the suppressed

Order.' By way of precaution, the Pope, on September 7th,

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, August 28, 1773, State

Archives, Venice.

2 Masson, 229.

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, August 27, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma fV¥k ; *Tiepolo to the Doge, August 28, 1773, State

Archives, Venice.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, August 24, 1773, loc. cit. ; *Tiepolo, in the

report cited in n. 3 ; *Monino to Grimaldi, August 26, 1773,

Archives of Simancas, Estado 5043. The written work on

Clement XIV. 's simoniacal election never existed ; see below,

P-3I7. n. 3-

* Monino's second *letter to Grimaldi, August 26, 1773, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Orsini to Tanucci, August 30/31, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 4987.

' *Regolari, Gesuiti III., Papal Secret Archi\es. Cf. the letter

of Orsini's cited in the preceding note.
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granted the Congregation of Cardinals, at its request, the most

far-reaching powers.^ Members of the high aristocracy,

such as the Duchessa Lante, had already been subjected to

police investigations,^ and now, under Alfani's direction,

the investigations assumed quite grotesque forms. Alfani

himself reported how he had searched the privies of the

German College for forbidden writings in the hope of getting

on the scent of the treatise on Clement XIV. 's simoniacal

election.^ But apart from this he thought he already had

enough material to deal with Stefanucci and Rhomberg, the

Assistant for Germany, without going into the formalities

of extra-judicial proceedings.^ In spite of the perseverance

with which Alfani performed his unappetizing task he failed

to find the treatise on Clement XIV.'s simoniacal election

for the simple reason that, according to Macedonio's testimony,

no such writing ever existed.^ All the other charges against

Stefanucci having been proved to be baseless, the Con-

gregation of Cardinals wanted to release him, but this was

1 The Congregation's *application bears on the reverse the

note :
" N.S. nell' udienza del 7 Settembre ha dato le necessarie

facolta." Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti I.

2 " *I1 guidice Andreotti " to Macedonio, September 4, 1773, in

which he wrote that the duchess asserted that she possessed

neither writings nor anything else belonging to the Jesuits. Ibid.

2 In his *letter to Macedonio, of September 6, 1773, Alfani said

that he would explore his " finds " " a dispetto d'un enormissimo

fetore. Dopo aver combattuto con i Gesuiti, mi restava a com-

battere con i loro escrementi, ma tutto si faccia in servizio e per

la gloria del S. Padre." Macedonio was to convey this information

to the Pope. Ibid. According to Caballero, there was a disserta-

tion of Stefanucci's entitled De electione simoniaca, but this had

been written in 1768 at the instance of Cardinal York, so that it

could not have treated of Clement XIV.'s election as having

already happened. Cf. Sommervogel, BiblioMque, VII., 1527.

* " *Senza le fredde fornialita degl' estragiudiciali." Alfani to

Macedonio, September 8, 1773, Regolari, Gesuiti II., Papal Secret

Archives.

* Macedonio's testimony, in his report to Pius VI., in Boero,

II. 2, 77 n.
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prevented by Alfani. Stefanucci remained a prisoner and died

as such in February, 1775.^ The false rumour of the existence

of a written work on the election of Clement XIV. served

to instil into the Pope the fear of a schism and to set him

against the Jesuits more than ever.^ In other ways, too,

the most evil reports about the Society were put in circulation

by its enemies. The Augustinian General Vasquez talked wildly

about the discovery of a Jesuit plot against the House of

Austria.^ As was only to be expected, the greatest zeal in

spreading evil rumours was shown by Moiiino, who reported

to Madrid that every day brought fresh discoveries of Jesuit

machinations, some of which were extraordinarily incrimina-

ting.^ On September 10th Alfani issued an order prohibiting

ex-Jesuits entering a nunnery or corresponding with nuns.

On the same day the Archpriest of S. Eustachio, Catrani,

was taken to the Castel S. Angelo.^

The manner in which Alfani extended his investigations was

finally too much even for the Pope. He had him informed by

Macedonio that what had been written or spoken before the

suppression was not to be followed up. Alfani was not to let

himself be distracted by purposeless investigations from his

main preoccupation, namely the danger of a schism, which

would certainly have occurred if the ex-General or others,

under cover of specious pretexts, had tried to preserve the

substance of the suppressed Order. ^ For this purpose, therefore,

the police investigations and arrests were continued.' The

Congregation of Cardinals was also busying itself in the

same direction when the Pope retired to Castel Gandolfo

1 Ibid., log.

2 Ihid., 77, n. 7.

3 Danvila, III., 559.
« Ibid., 558.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, September 10, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 4987.

* *Macedonio to Alfani, September 11, 1773, loc. cit., Regolari,

Gesuiti IV.

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, September 11 and 18, 1773,

State Archives, Venice.
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in the latter half of September.^ The prime movers in the

business were Moiiino and Almada ; the Venetian ambassador

thought that these two would never rest content until there

was not a Jesuit left in Rome.^

Monino's and Almada's persistency in demanding the most

stringent measures ^ was entirely to the liking of Charles III.

and Pombal. When congratulating Tanucci on his part in

obtaining the suppression at last the Spanish king declared

that vigilance was more than ever necessary.*

Spain was chiefly interested in energetic proceedings being

taken against Ricci, so that the public might be led to believe

that the Bourbons' demand for the suppression of the Order

was justified by reason of the serious misconduct of its head.^

Ricci was charged with having abstracted large sums of money

and valuables.^ In mid-September the general opinion in

Rome was that the unfortunate ex-General would never

regain his freedom so long as Clement XIV, was alive.'

Meanwhile a beginning was made with the distribution of the

precious objects and paintings owned by the Jesuits, in which,

1 *Orsini to Tanucci, September 21, 1773, according to which the

Cardinals' deliberations took place at Marefoschi's or Carafa's

residence. State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma 1223.

* Tiepolo's *report, communicated to the Pregadi on

September 16, 1773. State Archives, Venice.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge, September 18, 1773, ibid.

* *Charles III. to Tanucci, September 7, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado 6068 ; *Grimaldi to Monino, September 14,

1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome,
^ Carayon, Ricci, 100 seq.

* *Pallavicini to Mancinforte, September 15, 1773 :
" Senti che

nel banco di uno di codesti commercianti trovinsi 100,000 zecchini

fattivi passare da questo abbate Ricci, durante il suo generalato,

ed anche una cassetta di medaglie d'oro e di altre insigni quahta

del Museo Chircheriano : quando sussista I'esistenza dei primi,

grato mi sarebbe il sapere di quale spettanza appariscano."

*Id. on September 25, 1773 : Thanks for the news of the frequent

transfers of Jesuit funds to Florence. Nunziat. di Firenze, Papal

Secret Archives. ^ *Monino to Grimaldi, September 16,

1773, Archives ofSimancas, Estado 5048.
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besides the Museo Sacro in the Vatican and the Vatican

itself, the Cardinals of the Congregations were not forgotten.^

Even Ricci's Tokay, in which Zelada and Corsini took a

particular interest, was divided among these gentlemen,

Alfani keeping back a share for the Secretary, Macedonio.^

The Venetian ambassador Tiepolo reported that these presenta-

tions were made at the express command of the Pope, to

stimulate the Cardinals of the Congregation to still further

efforts.^ This was unnecessary, as it happened, as on Septem-

ber 23rd the Congregation had decided to imprison Ricci

in the Castel S. Angelo for safety's sake.* The order was

carried out late in the evening of the same day, Ricci being

transferred to the Castel S. Angelo from the English College,

where he had been treated with consideration.^ The same

1 *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, September i8, 1773, loc. cit. ;

*Alfani to Macedonio, September 24, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti I.

2 *Alfani to Macedonio, September 25, 1773 {ibid.) : Fr. Ricci's

good Tokay, which Corsini and Zelada were looking for, was

found and distributed " a tutti gl' E™' component! la S.C. e ne

6 conservata la rata pel degnissimo Segretario ; che ne dice

Monsignore Ven™° ? O fatto male or bene ? Certa cosa e che tutti

ne anno marcato in voce ed in scritto un singolarissimo gradi-

mento ". "La rarissima serie delle posizioni di canonizati, che

era nella casa di S. Andrea " had been handed over to the Prefect

of Rites, Marefoschi, but everything referring to the Palafox

process had been put aside for the Pope.

' " *Onde animarle sempre piii alia continuazione di un' opera

che sommamente interessa le sue [the Pope's] cure e sollecitudini."

Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, September 23, 1773, loc. cit.

*Macedonio's instruction to Alfani, of September 14, authorized

by the Pope, regarding the distribution of Jesuit belongings,

ihid., Regolari, Gesuiti IV.

* " *Per motivo di piii gran sicurezza," Alfani wrote to

Macedonio on September 24, 1773, ibid., Regolari, Gesuiti I.

^ *Centomani to Tanucci, September 24, 1773, loc. cit. The

removal took place " alle cinque della notte ", loc. cit., Regolari,

Gesuiti I. For Ricci's treatment in the English College, v. Collecgdo,

III.. 186.
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lot was meted out to his secretary, Gabriello Comolli, and the

five Assistants : the Itahan Antonio Gorgo, the Pole, Carlo

Korycki, the Spaniard, Francisco Montes, the Portuguese,

Joao de Gusmao, and the German, Ignaz Rhomberg—the

Sanhedrim, as Monino called them. Alfani hoped that now
Ricci's interrogation would also be conducted with more
energy.^ He wrote gleefully to Macedonio on September 25th :

" Ricci and his five Assistants are in the Castel S. Angelo
;

all the arrangements were carried out with precision and

without a hitch." ^

Alfani insisted on the prisoners being treated with the

utmost severity. Ricci and Stefanucci were prohibited from

writing ; Rhomberg's request for clothing was refused. When
the others asked permission to take a little exercise they

were told that security measures would first have to be taken

by the Congregation.^

On September 24th the prisoners in the Castel S. Angelo

were joined by four others, so that there were now thirteen

of them, apart from the Archpriest Catrani. Precautions

were taken to prevent their communicating with one another,*

and, not content with that, Alfani personally saw to the

boarding up of their windows, so that they should not com-

municate with the outer world. ^ At the beginning of October

1 See Alfani's letter to Macedonio, mentioned on p. 320, n. 2.

2 *Alfani to Macedonio, September 25, 1773. The letter

(Regolari, Gesuiti, I., loc. cit.) begins with " Cantemus Domino ".

*Mofiino to Grimaldi, September 20, 1773 :
"

. . . los dias pasados

por precaucion trasportaron del Colegio llamado de los Ingleses al

Castillo de S. Angel, al Abate Don Lorenzo Ricci, que fue General

de la Compania extinguida, y tambien a los asistentes de Italia,

Polonia, Esparia y Portugal." Archives of the Spanish Embassy
in Rome.

3 The ex-Jesuits' *petition and the Congregation's *reply in

Regolari, Gesuiti IV., loc. cit.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, September 28, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1223.

* On September i, 1773, Alfani sent Macedonio for forwarding

to the Pope his " *Regolamento da osservarsi in questo

VOL. XXXVIII. Y
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the inexorable gaoler had the permission to say Mass with-

drawn from Ricci and his companions ; on Sundays and

holidays they were taken to divine service one by one, under

military escort.^ Alfani also induced the Pope to have orders

given to the governor of the castle, Mgr. Salviati, to reduce

by half the money spent on the prisoners' food.^ When
Giovanni Battista Faure, who had also been brought to the

castle, was found with utensils with which he might have

throttled himself, all the prisoners' cells were searched again

with the greatest care. The governor still being thought

to be too humane, he had attached to him a Major Pescatore,

who was ordered to use the utmost severity.^ A report on the

prisoners' demeanour had to be made to Alfani every evening.*

The avaricious Alfani was also engaged at this time in

sequestrating the valuables of the Jesuits kept at the Gesu

and at S. Andrea ; he, who had accused the Jesuits of removing

their treasures, now had to admit his surprise that this had

not been the case in these two places.^ " By the mercy of God,"

seriosissimo emergente ", adding that even after a day's strenuous

labour he was not tired, " tanto ardente " was " il suo zelo per la

gloria de S.S*^ ". Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti III.

1 *Centoniani to Tanucci, October 5, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1223.

* *Alfani to Macedonio, October 7 and 11, 1773, loc. cit.,

Regolari, Gesuiti II.

* *Centoniani to Tanucci, October 12, 1773, loc. cit., Esteri-

Roma 1223. Faure, who had written against Palafox, was arrested

because he might have continued to do so ! {v. Boero, II. ^,

109 seq.) A drop of oil found on Faure 's bed was taken for ink, in

consequence of which a soldier was posted in his cell day and night

to guard him [ibid., in).

* On October 9, 1773, Alfani *reported to Macedonio that on

the previous day he had arranged with Mgr. Salviati, the Governor,

and Pescatore : "in ogni sera mi si faccia tenere un precise

detaglio degl' avvenimenti che possono occorrere alia giornata,

onde il Santo Padre sia in giorno del tutto, anche le piii minute

cose di questo emergente." (Long report on the security measures

taken, loc. cit., Regolari, Gesuiti 11.)-

5 *Alfani to Macedonio, October 13, 1773, ibid.
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he wrote to Macedonio on October 16th, " all instructions

are most exactly performed in the castle ; but I, the author

of them, am the object of the most bitter hatred. The interro-

gation of Ricci and Faure is to be accelerated." ^ On October

26th Alfani reported to Macedonio that for the better sur-

veillance of the prisoners Pescatore was employing sixty

soldiers ; all of them were Germans and therefore more exact

in the performance of their duties.^ Macedonio replied on the

following day that the Pope, distrusting the governor as being

friendly to the Jesuits, also insisted on the greatest vigilance.^

Alfani was delighted to hear this and that the Maestro di

Palazzo, the Dominican Mamachi, who was as fiery as he was

learned, was preparing a work against the Jesuits with

feverish haste.* On the other hand, he was far from satisfied

with the attitude of the commission of Cardinals,^ in which,

as opposed to the fury of Cardinals Casali and Corsini, Cardinals

Zelada, Trajetto, and Marefoschi were all for the humane
treatment of the prisoners.^ Another bone of contention

among the members of the commission was the use to which

^ *Id., October 16, 1773, ibid., III.

^ *Id., October 26, 1773, ibid., II. The letter contains the

names of the soldiers and their instructions.

^ *Macedonio to Alfani, October 27, 1773, ibid., IV. Cf. also

Tiepolo's *report to the Doge of Venice, of October 30, 1773, in

which Alfani is described as the strict gaoler of the prisoners in

the Castel S. Angelo and the Governor as being lenient. State

Archives, Venice.

* See Alfani's letter cited in n. i, also *Mamachi to Alfani on

January 19, 1774, and *Mamachi to Macedonio on March 28,

1774 (about his great work *" quasi tutto fondato sulle carte dell'

estinta societa e il restante su d'incontrastabili documenti "),

Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti VI. and II.

' " *Sia poi ringraziato Iddio che sino a giovedi non si radunera

piu questa benedetta assemblea." Alfani to Macedonio, October 25,

1773, ibid., II.

* *Vasquez to Roda, October 7, 1773, saying that without " el

miedo que le tienen al Ministro de Espaiia " Jesuitism would

triumph, since Corsini always gave way to the other three

Cardinals. Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid, Vasquez III.
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the Jesuit valuables were to be put/ which led Tanucci

to remark that the Congregation was more eager to track

down the ex-Jesuits' money than their offences.^

Widely divergent views were also held on the problem of

replacing the teaching staff in the former Jesuit establish-

ments. How great a loss was inflicted on the schools by the

suppression of the Order is seen from the fact that at the

beginning of October many Bishops in the Papal States were

asking for ex-Jesuits to be employed in the schools and

sodalities in their dioceses. The commission of Cardinals

found the question rather too difficult for them to deal

with.^

The filling of the vacant posts in the teaching establish-

ments in Rome that were formerly managed by the Jesuits

presented particularly grave difficulties, although the Francis-

cans and Dominicans offered their services in this connexion.*

The Congregation of Cardinals held long sessions to discuss

the matter. Alfani was sorely embarrassed by there being

no suitable teachers for the lower schools ^ and by the failure

of many of those who had been Hcensed by the Pope.® By
the middle of October the Congregation found itself com-

pelled to enlist the services of quite a number of ex-Jesuits ' ;

to Tanucci's horror this took place, not only in many towns in

Italy, but even in Rome itself, in the Roman College, to which

the Roman Seminary had been transferred after the removal

of the Jesuits. At the beginning of November Zelada and

1 *Tiepolo to the Doge, October 2, 1773, loc. cit.

^ *Tanucci to Azara, October 2, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado 6021.

^ *Alfani to Macedonio, October 16, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti II.

* Ibid.

^ In his *letter to Macedonio, of October 14, 1773, Alfani calls

those proposed for the lower schools " scarsi atti a destar la risa,

non il rispetto de' fanciulli ". Ibid., II.

* See the complaints in Alfani's *letter to Macedonio, of

October 16, 1773, ibid.

' *Tiepolo to the Doge, October 16, 1773, State Archives, Venice.
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Alfani had to employ five ex-Jesuits there despite the objec-

tions of two members of the Congregation. ^ The Jansenist

party in Rome now spread the fearful news that hence-

forward the teaching at the Roman College would be entirely

on Jesuit principles. Cardinal Zelada especially was sub-

jected to contempt and suspicion, but Monino's confidence

in him remained unshaken. ^ The rigid anti-Jesuits in the

Congregation succeeded in having the teaching of the students

in the German College itself, entrusted solely to the Domini-

cans.^ The Venetian ambassador Tiepolo reported on Novem-
ber 13th that the disunity in the Congregation was such that

some of its members no longer attended and that it now met
only once a week. In fact there was talk of its being dissolved

altogether.^

Clement XIV. wanted Marefoschi to undertake the direc-

tion of the Gesu, where Alfani with inhuman harshness had

dragged the old and sick ex-Jesuits,^ but as he was to have the

assistance of Alfani, he firmly refused to accept the appoint-

ment. As he wrote to Bernis, he did not want to have any-

thing to do with a man who was universally detested in

Rome.^ By the end of the year Marefoschi, who had gradually

^ *Orsini to Giansante, November 4, 1773, and *Orsini to

Tanucci, November 5, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma

To¥k .' *Centomani to Tanucci, November 5, 1773, ibid., 1223 ;

*Tiepolo to the Doge, November 6 and 13, 1773, loc. cit. ; *Moiiino

to Grimaldi, December 2, 1773, Archives of Siraancas, Estado 5048.

2THEINER, Hist., II., 383.

^ See Orsini's letter to Giansante cited above, n. i. Cf.

Steinhuber, II., 183 seq.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge, November 13, 1773 {loc. cit.) : he

thought that Monino would not put his hand in the wasps' nest

(" vespaio ").

5 BOERO, II. 2, 64.

" *Marefoschi to Bernis, November 14, 1773 (with Bemis'

*reply of the 15th) and November 19, 1773. In this second letter

Marefoschi says of Alfani, " ha I'odio di tutti i sassi a Roma."
In Jesuit possession. *Tiepolo to the Doge on December 4, 18,

and 25, 1773, State Archives, Venice.
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changed from an enemy to a friend of the Jesuits, also ceased

to attend the meetings of the Congregation.^ This was now

dominated by Corsini and Zelada, whom Mofiino designated

as being most capable of completely extirpating Jesuitism.^

Charles III. was also highly pleased with Zelada, who was

known in Rome as the " Cardinal k la mode " {el cardenal a la

moda).^

The Congregation of Cardinals was grievously embarrassed

by the refusal of the Portuguese Government to make any

payment towards the maintenance of the expelled Portuguese

Jesuits in the Papal States. There were still 700 of them,*

and their upkeep cost the Camera Apostolica 60,000 francs

a year, 5 which was all the more distressing in that the re-

organization of studies was also involving it in a heavy

outlay.^ While Alfani was spying out the Jesuit properties in

England,' the Congregation was trying to lay its hands on

their properties in Italy. With the Pope's approval it ruled

that the revenues therefrom were not to be used for pubhc

charities until the Itahan and Portuguese ex-Jesuits were

dead.^ In many cases the ruling came too late, as the

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge, December 25, 1773, ibid.

2 *Monino to Grimaldi, January 6, 1774 : the Jesuits would

give the world no peace " mientras existan sus cenizas ". (Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome) Mofiino expressed himself in

a similar fashion in a *letter to Grimaldi on June 6, 1774, referring

to Zelada and Corsini as " los mas fuertes para desarraigar el

tronco del arbol en todas partes ". Archives of Simancas, Estado

4986.

^ Danvila y Collado, III., 560.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, October 19, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1223 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge, December 18,

1773, and April 2, 1774, State Archives, Venice ; *Orsini to

Tanucci, January 21, 1774, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma ^,^^\.

5 Theiner, Hist., XL, 382.

" *Tiepolo to the Doge, December 4, 1773, loc. cit.

' *Alfani to Macedonio, October i, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti II.

* Congregational *decrees of December 9, 1773, ibid., and of

December 19, 1773, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames. 1481.
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superintendents of the Camera Apostolica had already leased a

number of the best properties to their favourites.^ In addition,

disputes arose with the Governments of Tuscany, Genoa,

and Ragusa.2

Through the commissary Coronel, who was dispatched to

Rome for the purpose, the Spanish Government came to an

understanding with Clement XIV. about the pensions for the

Spanish ex-Jesuits in the Papal States '
; but it kept a very

watchful eye on their behaviour * and saw to it that they were

kept scattered and separated.^ Still fearing a revival of the

Society, they insisted on the banishment being prolonged.*

The Neapolitan Government took up a very similar position.'

It was this fear of a resurrected Order that caused the Con-

gregation of Cardinals in November, 1773, to prohibit groups

of more than four ex-Jesuits ^
; it was also the chief motive

that actuated the proceedings against the incarcerated

leaders of the Society, of whom it was said by Cardinal

Orsini in early November, 1773, that they would never regain

' *Centomani to Tanucci, December 24, 1773, loc. cit.

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge, January 29, 1774, loc. cit.

* Danvila y Collado, III., 537.
* *Monino to Laforcada, November 18, 1773, and his *reply of

December 11, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* *Report of the three commissaries to Monino, Faenza,

January 15, 1774, ibid.

* *Grimaldi to Monino, October 19, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5208. On October 19, 1773, Charles III. *wrote to Tanucci

that although he had to thankGod for the suppression of the Jesuits,

nevertheless thej^ must never cease to " vigilar siempre mas sobre

los que lo fueron ". Ibid., Estado, 6068.

' *Orsini to Tanucci, August 24, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma ^^^. For the punctual payment of the pension,

V. Danvila y Collado, III., 577. On August 28 Tanucci *\\Tote

to Caracciolo : "II Breve gesuitico fu pubbUcato nel di 19.

Ihsinui V.E. costi I'esaminarlo bene prima d'accordargU I'exequa-

tur. Non vi mancano insidie. Qui faremo il nostro dovere."

Archives of Simancas.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, November 2, 1773, loc. cit., Esteri-Roma,
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their freedom.^ They were as carefully guarded as ever in

the Castel S. Angelo and were treated very strictly. ^ They

were completely cut off from the outer world, knew nothing

of what was going on, and were not even given such harmless

news as the deaths of their acquaintances. During the winter

not even the aged ex-General was allowed a little fire.^ The

Marchese Giani, a relative of Ricci's, tried in vain to induce

the Pope to relax the treatment of the prisoner in a few

particulars.*

The interrogation of the prisoners, about which the strictest

silence was observed,^ was conducted by Andreotti, a judge

from the law-court on Montecitorio, assisted by the notary

Mariani, Alfani hoped at first that the proceedings would be

carried out quickly and successfully,^ but when they showed

signs of being protracted he tried every means of influencing

the prisoners, even by making them presents of chocolate and

coffee.' But Ricci and Faure were impervious to his blandish-

^ " *A mio credere non recuperanno la liberta." Orsini to

Giansante on November 4, 1773, ibid.

2 See the letter of Orsini 's cited on p. 327, n. 8.

3 See the Processo 274 mentioned below, on p. 330, n. 2.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge, November 13, 1773, State Archives,

Venice.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, November 19, 1773 : The proceedings

against the former General and his colleagues, the former

Assistants of the suppressed Society, were wrapt in silence.

They were still being very closely guarded in the Castel S. Angelo.

Archives of Simancas.

* *Alfani to Macedonio, October 7, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti II.

' *Alfanito Macedonio, December 8, 1773 :
" Mi sto divertendo

cogl'abbati Ricci e Faure
;
quotidianamente mi godo 1 criminali,

e procure di infiammarli colle parole, coUe cioccolate e con

i cafffe : ma la materia esce dalla loro sfera : rE™° Casali non per

anco si e prestato al bramato congresso : ma io sono sempre

pronto," ibid. Regarding the taking over of S. Andrea by the

Lazarists and the transfer of the Passionists to SS. Giovanni

e Paolo, Alfani writes (ibid.) :
" Per verita il chaos della sop-

pressione gesuitica non mi e stato tanto incommodo e afifannoso
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ments. " I am almost bursting with impatience at the

slow progress of the case," wrote Alfani, " but I am doing

my utmost." ^ He complained of Andreotti to the Pope,

apparently successfully.^ No less energy was displayed by

Alfani's closest ally, Monino, whose influence in Rome was

decisive at this period,^ and who was also effective in having

Cardinal Maivezzi rewarded with the appointment of Datarius.*

It was also Monino's agitations which were held responsible

for the search by military police of the palace of the widowed

Duchess Faustina Capranica Lante, who was a friend of the

Jesuits ; as she protested too loudly she was shut up in

a convent.^ Her sons' tutor, the ex-Jesuit Benincasa, after-

wards Bishop of Carpi, had already been taken to the Castel

quanto mi e state quest'affare con divoti e servi di Die Signori."

Ibid.

1 *Alfani to Macedonio, November 26, 1773 {ihid.) :
" Mi sento

crepare nella lentezza del giudice criminale : io a cacciarle in

corpo un poco di fuoco lo chiamai ieri I'altro al congresso. Per

dimani gliene ho intimate un altro : in somma faccio colle mani

e co' piedi ecc."

2 *Tiepolo to the Doge, June 11, 1774, loc. cit.

* The firm cohesion of the Bourbon Courts was described as

" admirable " in Brunati's *report to Colloredo on January 22,

1774 :
" danno qui il tuono, tengono tutti in soggezione e ris-

petto." State Archives, Vienna. Cf. *Tiepolo to the Doge,

July 9, 1774, State Archives, Venice.

* *Tiepolo to the Doge, March 26, 1774, ibid. In his *report

to Grimaldi of April 14, 1774, Monino speaks himself of his

" rigorosos oficios " for Malvezzi (Archives of the Spanish Embassy

in Rome). On April 16 Malvezzi wrote Monino a fulsome

*letter of thanks, declaring " che niuna cosa terra mai si presente

all'animo suo quanto la somma bonta di Sua M*^ Catt." [ibid.).

Malvezzi cut a poor figure in Rome. Centomani represented him

in his *report to Tanucci of June 21, 1774, as " malatto, per-

seguitato da tutti, inodiato da molti, odioso ai Terziari, poco

ben visto dal Papa." State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1224.

On July 5, 1774, *Centomani informed Tanucci that " Malvezzi

continua a far qui nessuna figura ". Ibid.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, March 25, 1774 : Apologies for the search

made of the duchess's palace in spite of its bearing the royal arms of
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S. Angelo at Christmas, 1773.^ The interrogations came to an

end in the middle of January, 1774. Why the result of them

was kept secret is easily understood when one reads the

questions and answers which were carefully noted down by

Ricci,^ not for his own justification, which he left to divine

providence, but to restore the honour of his suppressed Society.

Ricci readily and fully supplied all the information required

of him. When asked whether he considered that the suppres-

sion meant the end of his own authority, he gave a vigorous

reply in the affirmative. To the further question, what

authority he thought he would have had if the Pope had

acted differently, he gave this answer :
" Only the authority

which the Pope would have allowed me in such a case." He
pointed out that such questions were irrelevant to the case

in hand and that they ought to keep to the investigation of his

conduct . Thiswas admitted to be correct by the examining judge.

From the beginning the questions put to Ricci about his

conduct were concerned largely with the charge of having

concealed or sent abroad moneys or property belonging to the

Society. Andreotti spoke first of fifty, then of twenty-five,

millions. Ricci replied, " I have concealed neither money nor

goods ; and nobody has done so with my knowledge and

consent. When it was suggested to me recently that I should

conceal certain things, I disapproved of it and strongly

advised against it. It is true that a sum of money was sent

to Genoa recently for an oversea mission. The amount will

be found entered in the Procurator-General's books. The

money was remitted to Genoa, not to be kept there, but to be

Naples, but they had to act " presto e segretamente ". Ibid.

Esteri-Roma fVA ', *Tiepolo to the Doge, March 26 and April 2,

1774, loc. cit.

1 BOERO, 11.^, 190.

2 " Processo fatto al sacerdote D. Lorenzo Ricci gia Generale

delle Comp. di Gesu," in Murr, Journal, IX., 254 seqq., and in

BoERo, II. 2, 80 seqq. ; French translation in Carayon, XVII.

,

105 seqq. For Moiiino's preliminary work in the proceedings,

V. Boero, II. ", 79.
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1

forwarded to the missions. Neither I nor anyone else, to my
knowledge, sent anything out of the country to be kept aside

or to be deposited in a bank. The rumour that we are in

possession of millions, which we have hidden or invested, is

just a lie, the baseless chatter of the common folk, which

our enemies, no doubt, have bruited abroad with great delight

and which, at best, had its foundation in the beauty, the

richness, and the orderliness of our churches. The wealth

ascribed to us is a fantasy, a stupidity, complete madness,

I was amazed that men of repute and intelligence could give

any credence to such fairy-stories. They ought to be convinced

of the falsity of such rumours now that the minute and

exceptional investigations made inside and outside Rome
with the object of discovering at last these imagined treasures

have proved fruitless." ^

When it became known at the end of 1773 that the interro-

gations in the Castel S. Angelo were coming to an end, the

verdict was awaited with general impatience. But as the

interrogations had elicited nothing detrimental to the Society,*

no verdict was given. Ricci accordingly requested Andreotti

to inform him of the cause of his imprisonment. When
Andreotti replied that it was not any offence that was the

cause, Ricci decided to compose a petition to the Congregation

of Cardinals. He was not allowed to write this down himself,

but only to dictate it.^ In it he drew attention to his innocence,

which had been fully established by the inquiry, to his age

of seventy-two years, to his poor state of health, and to the

injustice of keeping him in prison on the suspicion of wanting

to restore the Order. This suspicion was completely baseless,

as he had never attempted anything against the supreme

^ This full reply of Ricci's to question 19 of his interrogation

in MuRR, loc. cit., 268 seq. Cf. Carayon, 114 seqq.

- This was not known till long afterwards. Albani *reports it

to Colloredo on May 4, 1775. State Archives, Vienna.

^ The precise text of this *petition, which is quoted only from

memory in Murr {loc. cit., 268 seq.), is in Regolari, Gesuiti VI.,

Papal Secret Archives.
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authority and any attempt at a restoration was both impos-

sible and hopeless : impossible because all the property of the

Society had been sequestrated and all the princes had accepted

the Brief of suppression ; hopeless because the Pope was

against it. His only desire was to end his days in peace. The

only ruling on this petition was : "Si prende provvidenza."

Nothing more was done in the matter before Clement XIV.

died in September.^ In October Ricci' presented another

petition to the Congregation of Cardinals.^ The new Pope

wanted to release Ricci but Mofiino opposed this with all his

might. He roundly stated that if the ex-General were

openly declared to be innocent and were to be set free, it

would be tantamount to pronouncing a verdict of nullification

on the Brief of suppression. Mofiino succeeded in having the

interrogations continued. But as these merely established the

innocence of the Assistants Montes and Gusmao, they

were released, in view of their advanced age ; but they had

to swear to maintain complete silence about their imprison-

ment.^ Mofiino was unable to prevent this release or the

granting of some slight alleviations to Ricci by Pius VI.

But the harrowing imprisonment, which must have gradually

worn down the old man's strength, still went on.^ When Pius

VI. proposed to intern Ricci in his birthplace, Charles III.

advised caution and alluded to a letter from the Queen of

Portugal, according to which there was a fear in her country

of a restoration of the Order. And of this, declared Pius VI.,

there must be no question.^

When eleven months had passed since the death of Clement

XIV. Ricci appealed to the Pope with a petition in which he

described his situation in words whose simplicity made them

1 MuRR, 268. On December 4, 1773, Tiepolo had *reported to

the Doge : "I detenuti in Castel S. Angelo hanno presentato

supplica, finora senza effetto." State Archives, Venice.

* *Ricci to the Congregation of Cardinals in October 1774,

Regolari, Gesuiti, VI., loc. cit.

3 Danvila, III., 566.

* DuHR, Ricci, 87.

* Danvila, loc. cit.
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all the more moving. For fifteen years, he wrote, he had

directed the Society of Jesus without a single complaint

being made against him ; nevertheless he had now been kept

for two years in the closest custody. His examination, which

could have been finished in a few weeks, had been dragged out

on flimsy excuses. Although his complete innocence had been

established, he could ascertain no reason for his arrest, as the

Congregation of Cardinals persisted in their decision of " si

prende provvidenza ". He had been granted some alleviations

by the favour of His Holiness, it was true, but the sentence

was still suspended and his incarceration still went on. He

was still forbidden to speak to anyone but Major Pescatore

and occasionally the Vice-Governor ; even the consultations

with his physician had to be conducted in the presence of

others. Ricci concluded by saying that if the mercy of the

Pope did not release him from that slow and painful death,

there was nothing left to him but to beg the Lord to summon
him from his misery quickly and to prolong the life of His

Holiness for many years, to the great advantage of His

Church.^ To this appeal to his compassion Pius VT. was not

entirely deaf ; in May Ricci and his companions received

permission to move about freely in the Castel S. Angelo.

But their actual release was successfully opposed by Moiiino.^

He even obtained the resumption of the interrogations, but

before they could be completed death released the General

from his sufferings on November 24th, 1775. At the command

of Pius VI., his obsequies were held in a fitting manner, at

the expense of the Camera Apostolica, in S. Giovanni de' Fio-

rentini. He was buried, not, as his Spanish gaolers would

have liked it, in the Castel S. Angelo, but in the Gesu.^

After Ricci's death the proceedings against his companions

1 " Memoriale alia S'^ di P. Pio VI. del abbate L. Ricci," in

MuRR, loc. cit., 272 seqq.

2 Masson, 323 seq. Cf. *Momno to Pius VI. on May 31, 1775,

Papal Secret Archives.

* BoERO, II.*, 103 ; DuHR, Ricci, 89, with the observation
'" Ricci lies there by the side of the departed Generals, as worthy

as the worthiest of his predecessors ".
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were suspended ; in any case, there was no more evidence of

guilt to be brought against them than against their General.^

Even Mofiino had to give way now.^ Fathers Le Forestier

and Gualtier were released on July 29th, 1775, Faure and

Benincasa in August,^ and finally the remaining Assistants in

February, 1776.*

One of these, the eighty-two-year-old Rhomberg, almost

a complete cripple, could hardly be moved out of the castle.

He declared that he would rather remain there, for there at

least he had two fellow-prisoners who took compassion on

him and carried him every morning to the chapel, where he

could hear Mass and receive Holy Communion.^ Ricci's

secretary, the seventy-year-old Gabriello ComoUi, had already

succumbed to the rigours of imprisonment on January 13th,

1774. Alfani kept his death a secret and had him buried at

night without any religious ceremony.^ Two Jesuits and two

secular priests who were detained in the Castel S. Angelo and

who seemed to be compromised in the affair of the prophetesses

of Valentano, were brought before the Inquisition but were

soon absolved and had only to perform some spiritual

penances.' Stefanucci had already succumbed to the suf-

ferings of his two years' imprisonment.^

1 The interrogations are reproduced in Boero, II. ^, 105 seq.

See also the " *Relazione delle cause de' carcerati in Castel S.

Angelo (i. II Generale e gl' assistenti. — 2. Faure. — 3. Catrani.

— 4. Benincasa. — 5. Le Forestier. — 6. Sante Zazzera), 1773-

1775 ". Papal Secret Archives.

2 Danvila y Collado, III., 569.

' BoERO, II. 2, 120, and Monino's *autograph (1774-5) in the

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
* Masson, 326. According to Boero (II. ^, 120) Le Forestier,

Gualtier, and his brother were released on July 29, 1775, Faure

and Benincasa in August.

^ Boero, II.*, 120 seq. * Ibid., 105 seq. ; cf. 119.

' Bemis' *report of March 6, 1776, in the Archives of Foreign

Affairs, Paris, cited by Masson (327), and the letter from Fr.

Coltraro, who was arrested in Orvieto in May 1774 and was

treated in a really barbarous way ; v. Boero, II.-, 112-6.

* See above, p. 316, and Steinhuber, II. 2, 181.
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Apart from the absence of evidence against the accused/ it

must be remembered that it was priests who remained priests,

and some of them over seventy years old, who were subjected

to this severity by Mofiino and Alfani. That they succeeded

in keeping such men in prison as though they were criminals is

less to be wondered at, perhaps, than that Clement XIV.
gave way to them on this point as on so many others. That

many hard measures were taken against the prisoners without

the Pope's knowledge and against his will is clear from the

account given by Louis Gualtier, who was taken to the horrible

prison of San Leo in September, 1774.2 Nevertheless, of the

many tragedies that have taken place in.the dungeons of the

Castel S. Angelo, the confinement of Ricci and his companions

is one of the most appalling. Besides, even if only to preserve

the appearance of justice, the proceedings that were brought

against them should have preceded the suppression of the

Order. The Christian resignation with which all this was

borne by the prisoners will be admired for ever.^

(3)

In Portugal, Spain, and Naples, from which the Jesuits

had already been banished in the pontificate of Clement XIII.,

the promulgation of the Brief of suppression merely meant that

1 The interrogating judge, Andreotti, admitted himself that a

more innocent person than Ricci had never been prosecuted.

See CoRDARA {De suppressione , 159), who, as ever, is at pains to

excuse Clement XIV. and harks back to Boniface VIII. 's

proceedings against Celestine V. Cordara says here that there

were many Jesuits who wanted to remain such, just as before,

and that if Ricci had been free they would have regarded him
as their head, just as some Fathers had asserted that the Rector

of the college in Breslau was to be regarded as the General because

Frederick II. had not had the Bull of suppression published.

The Papal authority might thus have suffered grave injury.

Cordara also ascribes the severity of the imprisonment to Alfani's

baseness and brutality. Incidentally, he seems to be repeating

hearsay, for the most part.

2 BoERO, II. 2, II seq., 116-8. * Ibid., 119.
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their return to their native country continued to be impos-

sible.^

Though watched with Argus-eyes by the Spanish diplomats,

the execution of the Brief in Italy met with only minor

difficulties, which were soon overcome.^ This was not the

^ The publication of the Brief of suppression in all Spanish

territories was ordered on September i6, 1773 ; v. Danvila

Y CoLLADO, III., 537. *Grimaldi to Monino, September 28, 1773,

and the latter's *reply of October 14, 1773, in the Archives of

the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
'^ In Bologna the Brief of suppression was published by

Archbishop Malvezzi as early as August 25, 1773, in Ferrara on

the 28th, and then in Ravenna ; v. *Gnecco to Grimaldi, August

31, 1773, from Bologna, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5042 ;

*Zambeccari to Orsini, from Bologna, August 26, 1773, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma tV^t- Typical of Malvezzi's

severity was his refusal to allow an ex-Jesuit to attend Marshal

Pallavicini on his death-bed. Malvezzi *reported this himself to

Clement XIV. on September 25, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti I. Sympathy for the Jesuits persisted for some

time in Bologna, some of the nobles there now sending their sons

to Modena ; v. *Malvezzi to Clement XIV., October 27, 1773

{ibid., II.) ; on November 3, 1773, he *reported {ibid.) that the

schools had reopened " con altri soggetti di merito non inferiore

ai Soci ". — In Florence, with the archduke's permission, the

Brief was communicated on August 28, 1773, by the nuncio to

all the Bishops (*Viviani to Moiiino, Florence, August 28, 1773,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy, Rome). At first the regulation

dealing with the Jesuit property raised difficulties (*Viviani to

Monino, September 4, 1773, ibid.), whose solution was made

dependent by the archduke on the decision of Vienna (*Zambec-

cari to Orsini, September i, 1773, State Archives, Naples, loc.

cit.). Cf. Reumont, Toskana, II., 167.—In Genoa the Govern-

ment came to an understanding with the Archbishop, the Spanish

Consul Juan Cornejo doing his utmost to bring about the speedy

execution of the Brief ; v. his *reports to Moiiino on September 21

and October 4, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome
and Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5658.—In Modena the

execution went off smoothly. The State Archives there possess

numerous relevant documents. Cf. Danvila y Collado, III.,
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case in France, where the Order was dissolved, but where its

members had not been driven from the country.

No royal letters patent were attached to the Brief of

553.—The difficulties that arose in. Parma were soon overcome

{ibid., 546 seq.).—This was not the case in Piedmont-Sardinia

{ibid., 552 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, September 11 and 18,

1773, State Archives, Venice) ; but the Spanish envoy Aguilar,

supported by the Papal charge d'affaires, managed to have a

beginning made with the execution of the Brief by the end of

September (*Aguilar to Mofiino, August 27, September 22 and 29,

October i and 6, 1773, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in

Rome ; *Mofiino to Aguilar on October 2, 1773, ibid., and

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5345). On October 7, 1773,

Moiiino was able to report to Grimaldi that in Turin " *va todo

ya felizmente " {ibid.).—The behaviour of Venice, which was

reported in detail by the Spanish envoy Squillace, was

characteristic. At first the publication of the Brief in Rome
had no effect there (*Squillace to Mofiino, August 28, 1773,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome), the Senate waiting

for the official communication {*id., September 4, 1773, ibid.,

and *to Grimaldi on the same date, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5783), so that the Jesuits in Venice went on performing

their usual functions as before (*Zambeccari to Orsini, September

9, 1773, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma TrsM- " If Venice

proceeds to give effect to the Brief," *wrote Squillace to Moiiino

on September 11, 1773 {loc. cit.), "it will not be for Rome's

sake but for its own." On hearing this, Mofiino bestirred himself

to see that Rome sent the Brief officially, and in this he succeeded

(Moiiino to Squillace, September 11, 1773, ibid.). The Brief

was handed by the nuncio to the Venetian authorities in mid-

September {*Squillace to Grimaldi, September 18, 1773, loc. cit.,

Estado, 5783). Thereupon orders were given for the publication

of the Brief, the Jesuits in the meantime continuing their

activities undisturbed (*SquilIace to Moiiino, September 25, 1773,

loc. cit., and *to Grimaldi on the same day, loc. cit., Estado, 5783).

Finally, towards the end of the month, a decree authorizing the

execution of the Brief was published, providing for all con-

tingencies {cf.
" In Pregadi " of September 29, 1773, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5783, and State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, tV^). and the execution was duly carried through

VOL. xxxviii. z
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suppression which had been transmitted by Bernis, nor was it

registered in any of the Parlements of the kingdom, the Jesuit

Order being regarded as non-existent since the royal edict of

1764. The document was, however, communicated by the

Government to all the Bishops.^ Whereas in Spain several

of the Bishops dependent on the Court had acclaimed a measure

which their king had wrested from the Pope,^ the situation

was different in France. The sympathy which the French

clergy had shown with the Jesuits since 1764 was now

increased. No one thought that the Pope could have been so

weak as to destroy his most loyal supporters, and the joy

this caused the unbelieving philosophers and the Jansenists

was viewed with horror.^

In the first flush of indignation there was talk of making

a protest, even of summoning a Council. Aiguillon sought to

prevent this by putting all the blame on Spain, while empha-

sizing the necessity of keeping on good terms with this Power

for reasons of foreign pohcy, and by declaring that Bernis

had had no part in composing the Brief of suppression.* The

Minister succeeded in restraining the French Bishops from

remonstrating with the Pope,^ but he could not stifle the

(*Squillace to Grimaldi, October 2, 1773, loc. cit., Estado, 5783,

and *Centomani to Tanucci on October 8, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1223). In the middle of October the

Jesuits were officially informed of the Brief and were ordered to

dress as secular priests and to refrain from hearing confessions

and preaching (*Squillace to Grimaldi, October 16, 1773, Archives

of Simancas, Estado, 5783). In the middle of November a

proclamation was made by the Doge, supported by one from the

Archbishop (*both ibid., Estado, 5656), whereby everyone in

possession of property originally belonging to the Jesuits was

obliged, under pain of heavy penalties, to report it and to return it,

compensation being paid at the rate of 20 per cent.

1 Theiner, Hist., II., 385.

2 Ibid., 391 seq.

* Regnault, Christophe de Beaumont, II., 228 ; Masson, 241.

* Masson, 242.

* Ibid. The letter from the Archbishop Beaumont of Paris to

Clement XIV., published by Cretineau-Joly {Clement XIV.,
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sympathy which was felt with the Order. Some of the Bishops

thought of taking advantage of the permission granted in the

Brief to continue employing Jesuits in the cure of souls by
stretching the meaning of this activity.

Many laymen also sided with the Jesuits, and popular

opinion swung round in their favour.^ Louis XV. himself

made no secret of his regret that the poor Jesuits were now
being treated like criminals.^ Magallon, the Spanish ambassa-

dor in Paris, found that his attempts to pacify the king

—

a difficult task in any case—were rendered ineffectual ^ by
the warm sympathy felt with the victims by the king's

Carmelite sister, Louise.^

For the Bishops to use the Jesuits in their dioceses a royal

decree was necessary. The Government, however, chiefly

because of its fear of offending Spain, thought that it could

not take this step before it was quite certain that the Jesuits

had completely submitted to the suppression and had no

intention of continuing as an Order. It was at this juncture

that Bernis intimated that he had heard from the Pope

himself that there was evidence of the existence of extremely

compromising documents, the principal one being a circular

letter of Ricci's in which he had demanded that novices should

still be admitted.^ The result of this was that Louis XV. put

off signing the decree and requested Bernis to produce

authentic evidence for his assertions. But this was more than

Bernis or Clement XIV. was able to do. The Pope asked the

king to withhold his signature until the result of Ricci's

examination was known ; he himself, he said, had nothing

334), is rejected by Masson, and its genuineness is justifiably

contested by Theiner {Hist., XL, 475). Sicard also denies its

authenticity {Les dveqiies, Paris, 1905, 451, n. i).

1 Masson, 241.

- " *Pauvres Jesuites, on traite les particuliers comme s'ils

avaient commis de grands crimes." Magallon to Grimaldi,

Paris, September 3, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4589.
3 Ibid.

* Masson, 214, 243.
'- Ibid., 243.
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against the individual ex-Jesuits and their employment by

the Bishops, but rather against their coalescing into a Congre-

gation.^ But this was precisely what the Archbishop of Paris

and the king's daughter, Louise, had in mind. In these

circumstances Aiguillon pressed all the more vigorously for

the divulgence of Ricci's letter. But, as before, Bernis was

unable to produce the slightest evidence of its existence.^

Meanwhile the Archbishop of Paris had worked out a

detailed scheme for the union of the French Jesuits into

a Congregation under its own head, which plan was forwarded

by Aiguillon to Bernis. Both these men were extremely

perturbed, for the restoration of the Order in France was

bound to lead to a conflict with Spain. Bernis tried to induce

the Pope to declare his disapproval. Clement objected at

first, but then allowed himself to be persuaded by Monino and

Bernis. Cardinal Zelada was instructed to prepare a Brief

definitely condemning the conduct of the Jesuits in Silesia and

the scheme for a French Congregation. When the document

was ready Clement suddenly said that he could not issue it

as it would only lead to complications ; instead he promised

to give his views to Bernis in a special letter.^ This was finally

prepared on March 9th, 1774 ; it said that the Pope insisted

on the Brief of suppression being put into effect and authorized

Bernis to inform the French Bishops that they were not to

tolerate anything in their dioceses that ran contrary to the

Brief.* Bemis accordingly composed a comprehensive circular

letter to the Bishops, but the French Government forbade

its despatch. Keenly as the Princess Louise fought for the

reunion of the French Jesuits, Aiguillon insisted, as before, on

the Pope condemning this plan in a fresh Brief.^ Meanwhile,

^ Ibid., 244 seq.

* Ibid., 254 seq., 247 seq.

^ Ibid., 251 seqq., 254 seq. Cf. Doria's *report to Pallavicini,

March 21, 1774, Nunziat. di Francia, Papal Secret Archives.

* Theiner, Epist., 297 seq. It was this Brief of which Brunati

received confidential information from Bernis. See Arneth, IX.,

123.

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge, May 28, 1774, State Archives, Venice.
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on May 10th, 1774, Louis XV. died. His successor, Louis XVL,
was thought to be favourably inchned towards the Jesuits.

The soHcitude of their enemies increased when the Brief of

suppression met with serious opposition in Germany, Prussia

in particular, and in Russia.^

(4)

Hardly had the draft of the Brief of suppression been

brought to the Hofburg in Vienna, by way of Madrid, at the

end of March, 1773, for the approval of the empress,^ than

Maria Theresa, acting in concert with Joseph H., placed before

Prince Kaunitz a number of questions about the measures to

be taken. At the Minister's suggestion ^ the empress instructed

the state councillor Kressl on May 17th to set up a com-

mission to deliberate, in the event of the suppression, on the

educational, financial, and personal aspects of the situation.*

In its memorandum of June 9th the commission laid down

the principle that the Jesuits should be subject spiritually

{quoad spiritualia) to the diocesan Bishops, financially to the

local authorities {Landerstellen) , and scholastically to the

commission of studies. The management of the aristocratic

academies, the hostels {Konvikte), and the charitable institu-

tions could be left to the ex-Jesuits, though not exclusively.

Since the Brief accused them of laxity they were to be removed

from the chairs of theology, ethics, and metaphysics, but

might usefully be retained for the other faculties, especially

as they were unrivalled in the mathematical sciences and their

maintenance would cost less than that of lay teachers. As

the " common folk " were more attached to the Jesuit churches

1 *Doria to Pallavicini, April 25, 1774, loc. cti.

^ Cf. above, p. 257 ; Duhr, Jesuitenfabeln, 61 ; id. in the

Zeitschrift fiir kath. Theol., XXII. (1898), 441 seq., and the

Stimmen der Zeit, CX. (1925), 207 seqq. Part of what follows in

our account overlaps the pontificate of Clement XIV.
' *April 8, 1773, State Archives, Vienna, K[aiser] F[ranz]

A[kten] 75a, No. 5.

* *Ibid. ; copj^ and additions, ibid., Staatsakten 1773 ad No.

2953-
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than was " desirable " and were not so easily to be rid of

their prejudices, in places where there were schools the teachers

could also hold divine services, elsewhere other Religious

were to be employed, after consultation with the Bishops.

In connexion with the proposed methods of appropriating

and utilizing the Jesuit properties the assertion was made

without any evidence that " the exportation and concealment

of their famous wealth had begun " about the year 1760,^

In her reply to Charles III. of Spain Maria Theresa had

stated that she could never recognize the right claimed by the

Pope in the Brief to dispose of the Order's property, but that it

was her intention to provide for every member of the Order

in her realm. ^ After an initial resistance ^ Clement XIV. gave

way to Spanish pressure on this point.'* At the beginning of

July he informed the empress that, relying on her sense of

duty, he had struck out the offending passage from the Brief

and asked her to utilize the houses and properties for the good

of religion and the State.

^

On August 30th, 1773, the Brief arrived in Vienna in its final

form.^ The special Congregation charged with the execution

of the suppression had a circular letter attached to it,'

addressed to all the Bishops in the world, which was to give

rise to many unedifying disputes. In this letter the Bishops

were ordered to take possession of the Jesuit properties in

1 *Ibid., K.F.A. 75a, No. 10.

2 Arneth, Maria Theresia, IX., 93.

» Mercy to Kaunitz, Paris, June 16, 1773 ; Kaunitz to Mercy,

July I, 1773 ; Arneth, loc. cit., 94 seq.

* *Grimaldi to Magallon, April 26, 1773, State Archives,

Vienna, K.F.A. 75b, B.

* Arneth, IX., 566 seq. The Pope's letter, which also went by

way of Madrid, was not to be presented to the empress until the

Brief of suppression had been put into effect ; *Clement XIV. to

Charles III., July 8, 1773, State Archives, Vienna, K.F.A. 75b, B ;

*GrimaIdi to Magallon, July 26, 1773, ibid.

« Maria Theresia to Grand Duke Ferdinand, August 30, 1773,

in Arneth, Briefe, I., 228.

' On August t8, 1773, Institutnm S.J., I., 331.
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the name of the Holy See and to hold them at the disposal

of the Pope. On the remonstrances of the Austrian charge

d'affaires, Herzan, the letter was withdrawn so far as Austria

was concerned/ but in that and other countries it caused

considerable ill-feeling towards Rome,^ so that the nuncio

Visconti found it advisable to have other copies of it printed,^

from which the passage in question was omitted.*

After the empress, who deeply regretted the fate which had

overtaken the Jesuits,^ had taken counsel with Cardinal

Migazzi and Baron Binder,^ the instruction was issued to all

local authorities on September 10th to affix the exequatur to

the Brief of suppression and to carry it out in conjunction

with the episcopal commissaries, to promise the former

^ *Herzan to Kaunitz, August 23, 1773, State Archives, Vienna,

K.F.A. 75b, B.

2 *Visconti to Macedonio, September 9, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti 52 ; *Visconti to Pallavicini, Septem-

ber 16, 1773, Nunziat. di Germania, 387, ibid. The Pope told the

Austrian envoy Herzan that the letter had been issued without

his knowledge (*Herzan to Kaunitz, August 23, 1773, loc. cit.).

Macedonio *wrote to Visconti :
" Sebbene la S*^ di N. S. abbia

fatto spedire una lettera circolare a tutti i vescovi, con cui si ordina

di prendere possesso nomine Sanctae Sedis dei beni generalmenle

dell'estinta Compagnia gesuitica, e ci6 per serbare I'uniformita di

quelle lettere spedite per lo Stato pontificio e per gli altri Stati,

giusta lo stile e regola della S. Congregazione de' Vescovi

e Regolari, nondimeno . . .
". State Archives, Vienna, K.F.A. 75b, B.

3 There is a copy in the Vienna State Archives, Staatsrats-

vortrage, 170 (1773), IX. Cf. Diendorfer, Die Aufhebung des

Jesuitenordens im Bistuin Passau (1891), 29 seqq.

* *Maria Theresa to Kaunitz, September i, 1773, State Archives

Vienna, Staatsratsvortrage, 170 (1773), IX. ; *Kaunitz to Maria

Theresa, September 16, 1773, ibid.

* Cf. Maria Theresa to Archduke Ferdinand, August 30, 1773,

in Arneth, Briefe, I., 228 ; to Baron von Neny, September 10,

1773, ibid., IV., 315 seq. ; to Countess Enzenberg, October 16,

1773, ibid., 568.

« *Binder to Maria Theresa, September 6 and 8, 1773, State

Archives, Vienna, Staatsratsvortrage, 170 (1773), IX.
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Jesuits protection and favour in the name of the sovereign,

on condition that they comported themselves as loyal servants

of the Church and the State, but to take possession of their

properties for the good of the educational establishments.

The church inventory was to be made by the commissaries of

the regional authorities, who were to hand a copy to the

representatives of the ecclesiastical authority. In general the

notification was to be made " with every discretion, indul-

gence, and courtesy, and neither now nor in the future were

the former Jesuits to be treated with discourtesy ".^ Accor-

ding to the executive regulations laid down by the commission

of suppression on September 19th the ecclesiastical commis-

sary had only to read out the Brief of suppression and the

covering letter, whereas the two Government representatives

had to take possession in the name of the State of the entire

property of the colleges and the churches, without allowing

the ecclesiastical commissary to have any say in the matter.

There was no longer any mention of a copy of the church

inventory.^ The elderly and feeble Jesuits were to be collected

together in one house. Each Jesuit was to receive 100 florins

for the purchase of secular clerical dress. Those who were not

to be employed in the schools or in the cure of souls were to

receive a monthly pension of sixteen florins.^ As, according

1 *Decree of September lo, 1773, ibid., Staatsratsakten, 1773,

No. 1986.

^ Count Firmian gave effect to the civil claims in Lombardy
with particular severity, putting an unduly wide interpretation

on the arrangements made between tlie Pope and the empress.

The State commissaries took possession not only of the collegiate

properties but also of the churches, the sacred vessels, the

vestments, and even the tabernacles. The only function left to

the ecclesiastical authority was the reading of the Brief (*Pozzo-

bonelli to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti, 52).

* *State Archives, Vienna, K.F.A. 75b, B. In the following

year the pension was raised to 25 H. for a number of aged Jesuits

(decree of the Court treasurer, of February 22, 1774, State

Archives, Innsbruck, Kattan, 494).
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to the instructions in the Brief, those Jesuits who continued

to live in community were forbidden to perform any ecclesias-

tical function except the celebration of Mass, it was suggested

to the Bishops that they should cause those ex-Jesuits who
were destined for the cure of souls to leave their colleges without

delay and that they should confer jurisdiction on them anew,

to obviate interruption in the services in the Jesuit churches.^

The supplementary regulation issued by the Congregation of

Cardinals on September 1st, 1773,^ which forbade the Bishops

to employ ex-Jesuits in the schools or in the cure of souls

without obtaining permission from Rome in each separate

case, was treated as a dead letter in Austria as in the whole of

the German Empire.^

After the Brief of suppression had been published in Vienna

on September 10th,* its execution proceeded in the rest of

the country in the course of the following months.^ For the

classes in mathematics and physics as well as in the humanities

the Jesuits were retained, but they were excluded from the

chairs of philosophy and theology, in spite of Migazzi's remon-

strances.^ Maria Theresa still bestowed marks of her favour

on the former Jesuits. Not a few of them were installed in

ecclesiastical posts of honour by her and her son. The best-

known of them was Count Hohenwart, who was entrusted

with the superintendence of the education of the sons of Grand

^ *September i8, 1773, State Archives, Vienna, K.F.A.

75c ; *tbid., Archives of the Ministry of Education, Abt. 92,

No. 107.

" A copy in the State Archives, Munich, lesuitica, 694.

^ Cf. *State Archives, Vienna, Staatsratsakten, 1773, Nos. 2037

and 2042 ; ibid., K.F.A. No. 31.

* *Letter of the Church Councillor D'Effner, Vienna, October

23, 1773, Kreisarchiv, Munich, Gen.-Reg. 728/29.

^ The Austrian Province of the Order, which included Hungary,

numbered no less than 1,806 members in 1767, 1,899 in the

following year, and there were still 1,819 in 1773. Duhr, Gesch.,

IV., I. 347-
* *Migazzi to Tioli, September 13, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti, 52.
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Duke Leopold of Tuscany ^ and who afterwards became Prince

Bishop of Trieste ^ and finally Archbishop of Vienna.^

When the investigation into the wealth of the Jesuits failed

to produce the results expected,* it was only natural that

soon the most extravagant stories of their defalcations were

being bandied about. In consequence of talk about the

Bohemian Jesuits having made away with a million florins

and of having been guilty of various other frauds, the Govern-

ment commissaries were instructed to examine all the account-

books from 1760 onwards.^ More rigorous measures proposed

by the commission for the ex-Jesuits were rejected by the

empress on the score that so far only suspicions, but no proofs,

of Jesuit misappropriations had been brought to her notice.®

^ *Crivelli to Pallavicini, February 22, 1777, ibid., Nunziat. di

Firenze, 165.

2 *Herzanto Zelada, May 20, 1791, Nunziat. di Vienna. 692, ibid.

3 Metzler, in the Linzer theol. Quartalschrift, LXIV. (191 1),

276 seqq. Under Joseph II. the two ex-Jesuits Kalatay and

Splenyi were made Bishops of Grosswardein and Waitzen

respectively. Cf. Caprara to Buoncompagni, August 23 and 27,

1787, January 7 and February 7, 1788, Nunziat. di Germania,

436 and 431 respectively, loc. cit.

* *Garampi to Pallavicini, July 9, 1776, ibid., 423 ; *report of

the Councillor to the Legation, Von Miihl, October 23, 1773,

State Archives, Osnabriick, 340b, No. 27.

^ *Ibid. Bags of gold and chests of silver were said to have

been buried or walled, up in Millstatt. Thorough investigations

on the spot showed that the assertion was quite baseless (*State-

ment of Count Kollowrat, of March 9, 1774, State Archives,

Vienna, Staatsratsakten, 1774, No. 628). Cf. *Referendum of

August 3, 1774, ibid., No. 2028.

« In the protocol of the ex-Jesuit commission of February 31,

1774, is the following marginal *note in the empress's hand :

" Up to dato all asserta were mere assumptionen, which have

been found to be false. Thank God I have not allowed myself to

be led astray by all the letters from abroad. As soon as anything

reel is put before me I shall look into the matter sharply enough.

M." State Archives, Vienna, Staatsratsakten, 1774, No. 1135.
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Out of consideration for popular feeling ^ the Government at

first left everything much as it was ; it was only with the

passage of the years that more considerable changes took

place.

As a large part of the revenues from the Jesuit estates was

swallowed up by the cost of the civil administration ^ and

the State Bank lowered its rate of interest, it became necessary

to close altogether a number of smaller establishments. This

was begun under Maria Theresa and was continued to a wider

extent under Joseph II. ; schools and hostels for the less

wealthy students of the middle and peasant classes were shut

down and their endowments in many cases were transferred to

the Theresianum, whose revenues in 1781 amounted roughly

to 60,000 florins.^ Under the influence of the freethinking

members of the State Council the buildings and finances of

the Order were partly alienated from their original object and

were used for purely State, mostly mihtary, purposes. Thus

in 1776 the War Ofiice was moved to the Professed House in

Vienna.* The conversion into barracks of the Professed House

and the College of St. Nicholas in Prague provoked consider-

able discontent.^

Owing to the poverty of the country Switzerland was

seriously embarrassed by the abolition of the Jesuit Order.

The Brief of suppression, together with the news of its execu-

tion in Rome, reached Lucerne on the evening of September

^ Cf. DiENDORFER, loc. cit., 5 seqq. ; DuHRin the Jesuitenfabeln

437 seqq., and in the Hist. Jahrbuch, VI. (1885), 413 seqq.

^ *Garampi to Pallavicini, July 9, 1776, Nunziat. di Germania,

423, Papal Secret Archives!

3 *Garampi to Pallavicini, December 13, 1781, May 16 and

August 23, 1783, Nunziat. di Germania, 411, 412, loc. cit.

* Eberle, Das Kriegskanzleihaus Am Hof, Vienna, 1913, 36, 50.

* *Garampi to Pallavicini, July 9, 1776, Cifre, Nunziat. di

Germania, 423, loc. cit. On August i, 1776, Maria Theresa gave

lier consent to the removal of the barracks at Linz to the Jesuit

College there (Kolb, Mitteilungen iiber das Wirken der PP.

Jesuiten in Linz, Linz, 1908, 180).
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1st, 1773.^ On the 3rd the Council of Lucerne, which had been

receiving information about the intentions of the Bourbons

for some time past,^ sent word of what had happened to the

friendly Catholic cantons and to the Abbot of St. Gall.^ The

next day the nuncio Valenti sent the official documents to the

Swiss Bishops, requesting them to make preparations for their

prompt execution and to take possession of the properties of

the Society of Jesus in the name of the Pope.^

The whole of Catholic Switzerland was gravely perturbed.^

The people were seized with grief and indignation and gave

vent to their feelings with a frankness characteristic of Swiss

confederacy.^ The Jesuits themselves accepted their fate with

resignation and submissiveness.' In general, the local authori-

ties, though not all of the same way of thinking, showed much

indulgence in the performance of their duties,^ although they

1 The agent Fargna had already informed the council of

Lucerne, from Rome, on August 18, 1773. State Archives,

Lucerne, Jesuiten, Fascicle I. (provisional label).

2 Cf. *protocol of August 27, 1773, ibid., *Ratsprotokolle, V.,

62.

=* *Circular letter, ibid., Jesuiten, Fascicle L
* *Valenti to the Bishops on September 4, 1773, Nunziat. di

Svizzera, 222, Papal Secret Archives. *Valenti to Corsini,

September 11, 1773, ibid.

5 " *
. . . tutta I'Elvezia e in grandissimo fermento " (Valenti

to Pallavicini, September 25, 1773, Nunziat. di Svizzera, 191,

ibid.).

« *Valenti to Pallavicini, September 4, 1773, ibid.

' " *I religiosi poi a quel che sento, hanno anche qui presa

questa prima notizia con rassegnazione e sommissione " [ibid.).

" *Quod Friburgenses et Soloduranos [Jesuitas] attinet, omni

encomio sunt digni : submissionem perfectam, mores inculpatos,

laborem assiduum et doctrinam insignem in eis laudo et diligo
"

(Prince Bishop Joseph Nikolaus von Montenach of Lausanne to

the nunciature secretary Castorno, April 24, 1774, Episcopal

Archives, Fribourg, Case 30, Colleg. Soc. lesu, IV., 6). There were

no Jesuits (including 82 priests) working in Switzerland,

distributed over six colleges.

« *Valenti to Pallavicini, September 4, 1774, loc. cit.
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were greatly embarrassed as to how they were to carry on the

schools in view of the notorious poverty of the colleges.^

According to the regulations of the Brief the Jesuits lost all

authority to teach or to minister to the faithful if they con-

tinued to live a communal life in their colleges. But as the

endowments were insufficient to maintain the ex-Jesuits and

to pay other teachers—of whom it was almost impossible to

obtain an adequate number of a suitable quality ^—both the

Bishops and the cantonal authorities appealed to Rome to

relax the regulations to some extent.^ The nuncio himself

advised against a blunt refusal of their proposals, lest the Swiss

authorities be driven to desperate measures, such as laying

hands on the estates of the churches and convents.* In the

event Rome granted the dispensation which had been sought,

though for one year only,^ but either explicitly or tacitly it

must have been renewed, for ever5rwhere the ex-Jesuits

continued, as secular priests, to live in community and to

perform their previous functions in the churches and the

schools.^

The Council of Lucerne, which had already, since 1769, been

^ Kratz, Die wirtschaftliche Lage der deutschen Jesuitennieder-

lassiingen am Vorabend der Aufhebung, in the Hist. Jahrbuch,

XXXIX. (1919), 527. 547 seqq..

2 *VaIen.ti to Pallavicini, September 4, 1773, loc. cit.

^ *Protocols of September 24, November 5 and 17, 1773, State

Archives, Lucerne, Staatsprotokolle V., 65-9 ; *Valenti to

Montenach on September 22, 1773, Nmiziat. di Svizzera, 222, loc.

cit.

* *Valenti to Pallavicini, September 25, 1773, ibid., 191.

* *Pallavicini to Auditor Servanzi, February 12, 1774, ibid., 285.

* The well-known convert N. J. Albert von Diesbach, formerly

an officer in the service of the King of Sardinia, who became

a Jesuit in 1759, was seriously considered by the Pope in 1782

as the prospective Bishop of Lausanne. Cf. *Cardinal delle Lanze

to Caprara on June 11, 1782, Nunziat. di Svizzera, 226, loc. cit.
;

Pallavicini to Uditore Zampirolo on July 6, 1782, ibid., 196 ;

Pallavicini to Garampi, August 17, 1782, Nunziat. di Vienna, 682,

ibid. ; *Caprara to Boncompagni, July 17 and October 2, 1788,

Cifre, Nunziat. di Germania, 435, ibid.
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receiving from the college an inventory of its possessions and

all its titles to property, intended at first to act entirely on

its own account in the manner of the princes of the Empire.^

After lengthy negotiations with Cardinal Rodt in his capacity

of Bishop of Constance ^ an agreement was reached by which

the college was to be closed, and its possessions were to come

under civil administration, but the ex-Jesuits were to resume

their former activities as members of a community of secular

priests headed by one chosen by themselves and subject to

episcopal jurisdiction.^ After the Bishop and the Council

had come to an agreement about the disposal of the Jesuit

property,* the official announcement of the Papal Brief took

place, after several postponements, on January 17th, 1774,

At nine o'clock in the morning a " deputation of honour
"

from the Council, accompanied by the episcopal commissary,

Hartmann, arrived at the college, where " all the ' Herren

Jesuiten ', still wearing their Jesuit dress and cloaks, stood

quite sad and distressed ". After a solemn speech expressing

the universal grief of Catholic Switzerland, but also recalling

the obedience due to the Holy See, the Bishop's representative

read the main dispositions of the Brief. The outgoing Rector,

Segesser, then handed to Governor Mohr a silver plate on

which were the keys of the college and the church. Thereupon

both commissaries and Jesuits left the buUding. On the

following day, the ex-Jesuits, clothed as seculars, being

reassembled in the Xaverian House, as the college was now

1 *Valenti to Pallavicini, September 4, 1773, loc. cit.

2 *Protocol of September 17, 1773, State Archives, Lucerne,

Staatsprotokolle V., 64 seq. ; *Valenti to Pallavicini, September

25, 1773, loc. cit.

^ *Servanzi to Pallavicini, December 4, 1773, Nunziat. di

Svizzera, 191, loc. cit. ; Segesser, Rechtsgeschichte der Stadt und

Republik Luzern, IV., Lucerne, 1858, 70 seqq. ; StahElin, Der

Jesuitenorden und die Schweiz, Basel, 1923, 94 seqq. ; Fleischlin,

Aus den Annalen des Gymnasiums zu Luzern, in Monatsrosen,

XXX. (1885-6), 410 seqq.

* *Servanzi to Pallavicini, December 25, 1773, January i and 8,

1774, loc. cit.
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called,- the commissary Hartmann accepted their pledge of

loyalty to the diocesan Bishop and granted them the necessary

spiritual faculties, while the president of the " deputation of

honour " handed them back their keys and authorized them

to continue with the direction of the lycee on the same footing

as before.^

The dissolution of the Order took place in Porrentruy

(October 13th) 2 and in Fribourg (October 15th, 1773) ^

earlier than in Lucerne. Solothurn followed in the spring of

1774.* The Valaisans found it hardest to bow to the inevi-

table ; it was not till May, 1774, that the Prince Bishop of

Sion could proceed to execute the Brief in Sion ^ and Brigue.^

In the course of time large gaps were created in the ranks

of the ex-Jesuits by death or transfer to parishes. Their

places were gradually filled by secular priests. In Brigue and

Sion the schools were taken over by Piarists ; they were

followed by the Fathers of the Faith of Jesus, who paved the

way for the return of the resurrected Society of Jesus.

1 *Protocol of January 17, 1774, State Archives, Lucerne,

ProtokoU der Rate und Hundert, II., 168-170 ; *Castomo to

Montenach, February 7, 1774, Episcopal Archives, Fribourg,

Case 30, v., 3.

2 In Porrentruy, which belonged pohtically to the prince-

bishopric of Basel, ecclesiastically to the archbishopric of

Besan9on, the Vicar General was the suffragan Bishop Gobel

who made a name for himself in the French Revolution. See

Vautrey, Hist, dii College de Porrentruy (1886), 148.

* " *Diarium Ministri Colleg. Friburg. Helv.", Arch. Prov.

Germ , VI , 27.

* *State Archives, Solothurn, Ratsprotokolle 1774, pp. 281

seqq. ; Fiala, Geschichtliches uber die Schule von Solothurn, V.

(1881), 24.

* *Resolution of the ordinary Maien-Landrat at Sion (May

9 to 18, 1774), State Archives, Sion, L 2 (Resolutions, 177 1-5) ;

Jerome Zimmermann, Essai sur I'hist. du College de Sion (1914);

83 seqq.

* Imesch, Zur Gesch. des Kollegiums zu Brig (1912), 47 ;

Pfulf, Anfdnge der deutschen Provinz, Fribourg, 1922, 56 seqq.
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Even prior to the Brief of suppression the Jesuits in Bavaria

had been hard hit by a State measure. In 1769 the Electorate

of Bavaria, following the current mode of thought, issued a

number of ordinances aimed at the restriction of monastic

life. Among these was one, issued on December 30th, obliging

all Orders having more than three houses in the territory to

form an independent religious Province with a Bavarian

Provincial, whose election or appointment needed the sanction

of the civil Government.^ The Jesuit Provincial, Joseph

Erhard, tried every possible means of averting the blow, which

affected the Upper German Province particularly severely

as all its seminaries lay in Bavaria. But in vain. On November

1st, 1770, the separation was effected. The Upper German

Province was left with twenty-one colleges and 471 members

of the Society, while the new Bavarian Province had eleven

colleges and 542 ^ or 546 members.^

When, towards the end of August, 1773, news of the suppres-

sion that had taken place in Rome reached the Court of

Munich,* the Elector Max Joseph appointed a commission,

with Count Seinsheim as its president, to make the necessary

provisions for the forthcoming dissolution of the Order in

Bavaria.^ Any hopes the Jesuits may have had of being

allowed to go on living together as secular clerics ^ were soon

dispelled.'' Adopting the proposal of the commission, the

1 DoBERL, Entwicklungsgesch. Bayerns, II. (1912), 275.

2 Including the Regensburg College in the prince-bishopric of

that name.
* DuHR, Gesch., IV., i, 222 seqq. In 1773 the Bavarian Province

numbered 514 members, the Upper German Province 509

members ; the scholastics and novices of the latter Province,

however, were still in Bavaria.

* *Max Joseph to Seinsheim (undated), State Archives,

Munich, lesuitica, 696.

5 *Ibid. Cf. Hist. Jahrbuch, VI., 417 seqq.

« Erhard to the Prince Bishop Ferdinand Christoph of

Chiemsee, September 4, 1773, in the Hist. Jahrbuch, VI., 421, n. 2.

' According to a *conference minute of September 7, 1773, the

Elector refused the application. State Archives, Munich, lesuitica,

694-
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prince, " moved by hereditary devotion to the See of Rome,"

decided to " piibhsh the Brief and to have it put into effect

in every point that does not touch on temperalia ".^ Even

before the arrival of the Brief electoral officials appeared at

the various estabhshments to set their seals to the safes,

account books, and church treasuries.^ Like Maria Theresa,

the Elector, as ruler of the country, was given permission by

Rome to dispose freely of the Jesuit property to the common
good of the Church and the State.^ After the practical details

concerned with the suppression had been worked out with

the diocesan Courts, the publication of the Brief took place

in Bavaria in the first days of October, 1773,* the collaboration

of the ecclesiastical authorities being confined to the reading

out of the Papal document, while their representatives received

inventories of the church treasuries.^ The Jesuits had to

pledge their word orally and in writing to submit to the

Holy See and to obey the ruler of the country.^ All foreigners

had to leave the country. Novices and scholastics of Bavarian

origin were allowed to continue their theological studies at

Ingolstadt, The old and feeble were allotted the former

noviciate at Landsberg " for their sustenance ". Those of the

rest who were not given employment in churches or schools

received twenty florins a month. Those who were entrusted

^ *Max Joseph to Baron von Prugglach and Church Councillor

Eichberger on September 4, 1773, ibid., lesuitica, 695 ; *Mace-

donio to Alfani, October 15, 1773, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari,

Gesuiti, 55.

2 Cf. *protocol on Ingolstadt of August 30 to September i, 1773,

State Archives, Munich, lesuitica, 1539.

3 *Max Joseph to Baron von Prugglach, September 4, 1773,

ibid., 695.

* *Abbate Israldi to R. Padre . . . [?], Munich, October 5, 1773,

Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53.

^ *The Prince Bishop of Freising to the Congregation for the

suppression, October 19, 1773, ibid. ; *commission protocol of

Ingolstadt, State Archives, Munich, lesuitica, 1539.

• The *formula of obedience with the signatures of the Ingol-

stadt Jesuits, ibid.
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with pastoral duties had to reside outside the colleges. At
Ingolstadt two-thirds of the teachers were retained, the other

third were replaced by seculars or Religious, the object being

to effect a breach in the monopoly and the spirit of the Society.^

According to the reports made by the commission the suppres-

sion was carried out without any disturbance, the Jesuits

adapting themselves with a good grace to their new mode of

hfe.2

The assets of the Order, the total value of which was esti-

mated at 7,382,000 florins, passed under State administration

and were used principally for educational purposes.^ When
in 1780, the Elector Karl Theodor instituted the Bavarian

langue of the Maltese Order by way of providing for his

illegitimate son, the Prince of Bretzenheim, it was intended

at first to include some convents in the endowment. But when

they objected, the Jesuit assets were allotted to the Knights

of Malta, at the instigation of the nuncio to Cologne, Bellisomi,

with the charge of being responsible for the pensions for the

ex-Jesuits, while the abbeys had to supply the teaching

staff.* As a result, some of the Gymnasia, such as Mindelheim ^

and Landsberg,^ went entirely out of existence, while the others

lost more and more of their former character.

1 Undated *aide-memoire, State Archives, Munich, lesuitica,

695 ; *Kreisarchiv G.L. 1489/1521, No. 9 ; Ordinariatsarchiv,

Augsburg, K 98, No. 2.

" Cf. *Ickstadt and Prugger to Elector Max Joseph, November
I, 1773, State Archives, Munich, lesuitica, 1539. In protest

against the Brief of suppression Benedikt Stattler pubHshed his

Amica defensio Societatis lesu anonymously (BeroHni et Vratis-

laviae, 1773). Cf. [Le Bret], Sammlung der merkwiirdigsten

Schriften, Frankfurt, 1773 seq.

* DOBERL, II., 275.

* *Bellisomi to Pallavicini, November i, 1780, and July 31,

1781, Nunziat. di Colonia, 196 and 197, Papal Secret Archives ;

Hist. Jahrbuch, VI., 437.

^ ZoEPFL, Das Mindelheimer Jesuitenkolleg, in the Archiv fur

die Gesch. des Hochstifts Augsburg, VI. (1921), 53.

* Landsberger Geschichtsbldtter, XVIII. (1919), 77.
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In the free imperial city of Augsburg the first news of the

suppression of the Jesuit Order caused such consternation and

excitement that there was a fear of popular risings.^ The
magistrate of the Catholic confession left nothing undone

in his efforts to effect the preservation of the Jesuits in some

form or other, protesting against the Brief of suppression to

the Pope and Emperor,^ Cardinals, and Princes of the Empire,

When it was realized after some weeks that no concession

would be made, the college's two endowed estates, Kissingen

and Mergenthau, were appropriated by Bavaria, in whose

territory they lay. In reply to the summons of the Elector

Klemens Wenzeslaus, the Bishop of Augsburg, not to hinder

the execution of the Brief any longer, the deputies of the

Catholic magistrate pointed out the impossibility of providing

for the upkeep of the ex-Jesuits so long as the endowed estates

were retained by Bavaria and the college funds by Austria.^

After tedious negotiations, protests lodged in Vienna were

finally successful. In accordance with the conclusum of the

Imperial Court Council of May 14th, 1776, Bavaria finally

surrendered the sequestrated districts. The proclamation

of the Brief followed a few days later, on the 20th. The out-

going Rector, Joseph Mangold, was appointed episcopal

director of the College of St. Salvator.* The Jesuits submitted

without protest to the Papal ordinance and, with the permis-

sion of the ecclesiastical authority, continued with their

educational and pastoral duties, and with their communal
Hfe.^ When death and disease thinned their ranks the gaps

1 *Church Councillor Nigg to Konferenzminister von Homstein
on September 9, 1773, Ordinariatsarchiv, Augsburg, K 98, Auf-

hebungsakten, 1773.

2 DuHR in the Hist. Jahrbuch, VI., 428, n. i.

3 *Provost von Ungelter to Count Lagnasco, August 24, 1774,

Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 52.

* *Ordinariatsarchiv, Augsburg, K 80, t. II., No. 159.

* *Klemens Wenzeslaus to Pius VI., November 9, 1775, ibid.,

No. 163 ; copy in the Papal Secret Archives, Nunziat. di

Germania, 395.
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were filled first by ex-Jesuits, then by secular priests. In

face of the dangers presented to the Church in Germany
by the forces of " enlightenment " the ex-Jesuits of St. Salva-

tor provided a valuable support to the representatives of the

Holy See.^ When Augsburg fell to Bavaria in 1806 they were

forced not only to abandon their college but to leave the

city.2 The Catholic lycee was closed and in its place the

Protestant St. Anna-Gymnasium was declared to be an

unsectarian institution for both confessions ^ ; the build-

ings of the Jesuit college were thenceforward used as

barracks.

In the little imperial city of Rottweil on the Neckar, as in

Augsburg, legcd disputes about the Jesuit assets hindered the

execution of the Brief of suppression until February 28th,

1776.*

The Elector Karl Theodor of the Palatinate refused at first

to have the Brief put into effect in his lands so long as he had

not been officially notified.^ Accordingly, at the request of

Canon Robertz,® the nuncio to Cologne sent a copy of the

Brief to the Minister Obemdorff,' who promptly replied that

1 *Nuncio Odescalchi to Nuncio Ziucci, January 29, 1799, ibid.,

Nunziat. di Colonia, CXCII. (192) ; *Annibale della Genga to

Antonelli, June 2, 1799, ihid., 208.

^ *Royal decree of July 10, 1807. The ex-Jesuits were placed

under police observation.

8 Plazidus Braun, Gesch. des Kollegiums der Jesuiten in

Augsburg, Munich, 1822, 93 seqq.

* Greiner, Gesch. der Schule in Rottweil, Stuttgart, 1915, 82.

* *Karl Theodor to Bishop Damian August von Limburg-

Styrum of Speyer, September 11, 1773, Papal Secret Archives,

Regolari, Gesuiti ; *Karl Theodor to the Neuburg Government,

September 13, 1773, City Archives, Augsburg, Akten des Jesuiten-

kollegs 55.

* *Robertz to Caprara, September 18, 1773, Regolari, Gesuiti,

58, loc. cit.

"> *Caprara to Obemdorff, September 21, 1773, ibid. ; General-

landesarchiv, Karlsruhe, Akten : Pfalz, Generalia, 6263.
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his master would give effect to the Papal ordinance.^ Mean-

while the Palatine Government instructed its agent Antici to

obtain from the Holy See permission to dispose freely of the

persons and property of the Jesuit Order in the electoral

domains.2 On October 20th, 1773, the nuncio Caprara informed

the Minister, on behalf of the Pope, that his prince might

regard as non-existent the passage in the opposite sense in the

circular letter of August 18th.^ The necessary arrangements

having been made with the diocesan Courts, the Brief was
proclaimed in Neustadt an der Haardt on October 23rd,* in

Mannheim on November 15th, and in Heidelberg on November
16th.^ In Neuburg an der Donau the proclamation was

delayed until March 15th, 1774.^ Those Jesuits who were

suitable and were so inclined were allowed to continue their

work in church and school and to live together as secular

priests.

The procedure adopted in the lands of Jiilich-Berg was even

more lenient. On the conclusion of negotiations with the

ecclesiastical authorities the Jesuits in the colleges of Diissel-

dorf, Diiren, Jiilich, Miinstereifel, and Ravenstein ' were

1 *Obemdorfi to Caprara, September 25, 1774, loc. cit.,

Regolari, Gesuiti, 58 ; *Caprara to Pallavicini, September 30,

1773, ibid., Nunziat. di Colonia, 180.

2 *September . ., 1773, Generallandesarchiv, Karlsruhe,

Akten : Pfalz, Generalia, 8684.

' *To Oberndorff, October 20, 1773, ibid., 6263.

* *Ibid., Kopialbuch, 455, pp. 131 seqq.

* *Fiscal Heimes to Elector Emmerich Joseph, November 17,

1773. Ordinariatsarchiv, Augsburg, K 107 ; *Cathedral Archives,

Mainz, Case in, Ex-Jesuiten No. 2.

* *Church Councillor Steiner to Elector Klemens Wenzeslaus,

March 16, 1774, Ordinariatsarchiv, Augsburg, K 107.

' Cf. Kniffler, Das Jesuitengymnasium zu Diisseldorf (1892),

34 seqq. ; Harnisch, Der bergische Schulfonds in Diisseldorf, in

Jahrbuch fiir den Regierungsbezirk Diisseldorf, XIV. (1909), 198

seqq. ; Van Laak, Gesch. des Gymnasiums in Diiren (1926),

120 seqq. ; Kuhl, Gesch. der Stadt Jiilich, III. (1894), 153 seqq. ;

Katzfey, Gesch. der Stadt Miinstereifel (1854), 237 seqq.
;
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secularized in January and February, 1774, and subordinated

to episcopal jurisdiction, but they were left in their houses as

a Congregation of secular priests charged with the duty of

conducting the institutions on the same lines as before.^

Although the Roman Congregation for the suppression and the

nuncio to Cologne made repeated requests for the complete

execution of the Brief and threatened the Jesuits with the

withdrawal of their spiritual faculties,^ they never prevailed

upon Karl Theodor.^ The five colleges kept going for twenty

more years until the occupation of the Rhineland by the

French and the confiscation of ecclesiastical property gradually

reduced the institutions, which had already lost much of their

old prosperity, to the point of extinction. Some schools closed

down altogether and were not revived in an altered form until

after the wars of liberation.

In general, in both the ecclesiastical and secular States of

Germany the Brief of suppression was carried out in a con-

siderate manner. The sole exception was the Electorate of

Mainz. Here harsh measures were used which aroused the

indignation of contemporaries ^ and which were probably due

Verzameling van Charters engeschiedenkundige bescheiden hetrekkelijk

het Land van Ravenstein, II., s' Hertogenbosch, 1850, 633, 640

seqq. ; Van Miert, De Jezuiten te Grave en het Land van Ravenstein

(separate impression), Ravenstein, 1914, 21 seqq.

^ *Notarial deed relating to the suppression in Diisseldorf, of

January 31, 1774, in the Archdiocesan Archives, Cologne,

Jesuitenakten, Aufhebung 293 i ; protocol in the State Archives,

Diisseldorf, Julich-Berg ; Geistl. Sachen, Specialia, 136 ; *Copia

di lettera alia S. Congreg. Deputata, of February 3, 1774,

Nunziat. di Colonia, 180, Papal Secret Archives.

2 *Corsini to Caprara, March 2, 1774, ibid., 275 ; *Caprara to

Belderbusch, April 14, 1774, ibid., 181 ; *Caprara to Count

Goldstein, August 19, 1774, ibid. ; *Pallavicini to Caprara,

September 3, 1774, ibid., 275.

3 *Caprara to Corsini, August 18, 1774, ibid., 181.

* Cf. VoGT, Rheinische Geschichten und Sagen, IV, Frankfurt,

1836, 210; ScHROHE, Zur Gesch, der oberrhein. Ordensprovinz,

in the Freiburger Diozesanarchiv N.F., XXVII, 250 seqq.
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to the Archbishop's aversion to the central authority of the

Church and to its defenders.^ Already in 1771 the Government

had demanded from every religious house in the Electorate

an exact account of its financial state, under pain of confisca-

tion. By a decree of August 21st, 1773, special commissaries

were again appointed to take stock in the course of the

following few days of the property owned by the Jesuit

colleges. Both the officials and the heads of the various houses

were strictly enjoined to preserve silence on the matter.^ On
September 2nd, 1773, as soon as the news of the suppression

of the Society of Jesus arrived in Mainz, the Elector Emmerich

Joseph appointed a commission to put the suppression into

effect.^ In the capital this was done in a sensational manner.

On the evening of September 6th the cannon on the ramparts

were turned against the city and five hundred men from the

garrison occupied the principal squares and the streets leading

to the Jesuit college and noviciate.* Meanwhile the com-

missaries disclosed the Electoral orders to the assembled

community. They were to cease their communal life, they

were all allotted another place of residence, where they were to

exchange their Jesuit clothing for the dress of secular clerics,

and the officials were to take possession of the Order's property

in the name of the Elector.^ This announcement was received

1 At the suppression of the Mannheim College, Fiscal Heimes

made the following *statement on behalf of the Elector of Mainz,

who was also Prince Bishop of Worms :
" The aforesaid Breve

Apostolicum has come into the hands of the Elector, who after

due examination of it did not ^vish to oppose the Roman See in

this request." (Heimes to Emmerich Joseph, November 17, 1773,

Ordinariatsarchiv, Augsburg, K 107).

2 *City Library, Mainz, lesuitica B, Lad. 12 H; ibid., Ex-

jesuiten-Schulfonds A X I, la.

8 *Ibid.

* VoGT, loc. cit. ; *Baron von Hochstetten to the king [of

Prussia], September 14, 1773, Secret State Archives, Berlin,

R.7, 68, No. 5, reproduced in Katholik, LXXXIV, i (1904), 79 seq.

5 *Instruction (undated ; September 2, 1773) in the City

Library, Mainz, Exjesuiten-Schulfonds A X I, la. According to
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submissively by all the members of the Order. After they had

provided themselves with a minimum of clothing they were

taken in carriages to neighbouring convents, where they were

provisionally confined.^ The worst blow to them was the order

given on September 18th, forbidding them to perform any

spiritual function except the celebration of Mass in a private

chapel.^ After a few weeks they were gradually released with

the threat that if they rebelled in word or deed against the

measures taken they would not only lose their pensions but

would be imprisoned for several years, if not for life.^ Some of

them found employment as teachers or as pastors. The old and

infirm were accommodated in the noviciate, now destined to

be a priests' seminary. The scholastics were given the choice

of entering the ecclesiastical seminary or the training college

for teachers.'* All the rest were given a yearly pension of

the documents the Brief itself was never published. The nuncio

to Cologne seemed to be hinting at this when he wrote :
" *I1

Sig. Elettore di Magonza ha visitati e sciolti i gesuiti ; si e servito

delle Bolle in certo modo come di modello, per mostrare al

pubblico d'averli soppressi con potesta ordinaria." Caprara to

Pallavicini, September 23, 1773, Nunziat. di CoIonia 180, loc. cit.

^ The Superiors of the convents where the Jesuit lay-brothers

were accommodated had to employ them in manual labour,

dressed as laymen, " especially as the vows taken in their Order

have been dissolved by Eminentissimo as their supreme Arch-

bishop and Ordinario " (Protocollum archiepiscopalis Com-
missionis Regularium, of September 6, 1773, Decretum secundum.

City Library, Mainz, Exjesuiten-Akten A I, i).

* *Ibid. (deputation protocols). Cf. Vogt, loc. cit. ; Katholik,

loc. cit. Several incidents were passed over in silence by the

Mainzische privilegierte Zeitung No. 108, of September 8, 1773.

Werner {Der Dom zu Mainz, III, [1836] 207 seqq.) blames the

Court Chancellor Benzel for the various instances of harsh

treatment.

3 " *Extractus Protocolli Commissionis electoralis Mogun-

tinae," of September 11, 1773, City Library, Mainz, loc. cit.,

A XI, I.

* " The revenues of the Jesuits and their college are being

applied to the extension of the splendid school established so
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170 rix-dollars. The suppression was carried out in a similar

manner in the other colleges of the archdiocese, except that

in Eichsfeld, apparently, no recourse was had to the military,^

The desire of the Jesuits of Cologne to continue their exis-

tence in the guise of a Congregation of secular priests ^ seemed

to have been realized when, on Christmas Eve, the Vicar-

General, Von Horn-Goldschmidt, announced in the Collegium

Tricoronatum that, with reference to the Brief of suppression,

the Elector Maximilian Friedrich would secularize the Jesuits

and would convert the college into a seminary for clerics and

priests living in common, whose duty it would be to continue

the celebration of divine service and the instruction of youth

in the accustomed manner. According to this same Electoral

command, the new institution was declared to be an episcopal

seminary, under the direction of Praeses Sorgnit.^ It was

gloriously by the Elector some years back. For the most part

the school-books from the Heckersche Realschule in Berlin have

been introduced and, so far as possible, only such teachers are

being employed as are free from all religious Prijuges " {Katholik,

loc. cit.)

^ Cf. Spiringer, Ziiv Gesch. des Aschaffenburger hoheren Unier-

richtswesens (1901), 41 seqq. ; Grimme, Gesch. des Gymnasiums zu

Heiligenstadt (1875), 20 seqq.

2 *Idea oblata R™° D. Vic. Generali [praesent. in Vicariatu

25 Oct., 1773], Archdiocesan Archives, Cologne, Jesuitenakten

293c ; *aide-memoire on the necessity of retaining the Gymnasium
of the Tricoronatum (undated). City Archives, Cologne, Stadt-

kolnische Sachen, Geistl. Abteilung, Jesuiten, 7 ; Schrors, Ein

Bericht iiber die Aufhebung des Jesuitenkollegiums zu Koln, in the

annals of the Hist. Verein fUr den Niederrhein, CIX, 68 seqq.

^ *Decree of December 22, 1772, Archdiocesan Archives,

Cologne, Jesuitenakten, Aufhebung 293a ; *Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti 58 ; *Copia di lettera scritta al card.

Corsini, December 30, 1773, jbid., Nunziat. di Colonia, 180 ;

*Caprara to Pallavicini, January 6, 1774, ibid. The suppression

was carried out in Bonn, Neuss, and the colleges of Jiilich-Berg

in a similar manner (State Archives, Diisseldorf, Jiilich-Berg.

Gkiistl. Sachen, Generalia, 147, Vol. I, 4).
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clearly the Elector's intention to convert the College of the

Three Kings, where not only the classics but also philosophy

and theology were taught, into a Tridentine seminary and to

use its considerable property to relieve the constant financial

embarrassments of the diocesan seminary. As opposed to this,

the city council insisted that the Tricoronatum was a municipal

institution whose character had not been affected by the

council having entrusted its direction to the Jesuits almost two

centuries before. It would, however, gladly recognize the

Archbishop's rulings in the spiritual sphere. As a settlement

of the differences could not be reached, the council took

possession of the college properties on January 4th, 1774,

while still leaving their administration to the Jesuits. After

a temporary period of agreement relations became so bad

that on June 20th, 1774, the Elector had the Brief of suppres-

sion and the circular letter published, together with a decree

depriving all Jesuits of their spiritual faculties and ordering

them, with the exception of the teachers, to leave the college.^

In justification of his procedure the Archbishop could

plead that he was being incessantly pressed by Rome to

fulfil the Brief to the letter.^

In these circumstances the council's seizure of the Jesuit

properties proved to be fruitless, as they lay for the most part

outside the city's territory and had been sequestrated by the

Electorates of Cologne and the Palatinate. While Maximilian

Friedrich was trying to induce Rome to agree to the transfer

of the Jesuit properties to the diocesan seminary,^ the Cologne

Council appealed to the Imperial Court Council in Vienna,^

^ The electoral *decree is dated June 18, 1774. Authentic copy

in the Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 58 ; ofJEicial report

in the City Archives, Cologne, Stadtkoln. Sachen, Geistl. Abt.,

Jesuiten 2, No. 34. Ibid. *Ratsprotokolle 221, fo. 102, U, VI.,

161, p. 654 : *Copia di lettera scritta al card. Corsini, June 23,

1774, loc. cit.

2 *Pallavicini to Caprara, January 13, 1774, i&f<:?., 275 ; *Corsini

to Caprara, January 22 and 29 and April 17, 1774, ibid.

' *Caprara to Corsini, September 8, ibid., 181.

* *Caprara to Corsini, July 17, 1774, ibid.
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which recognized it as the " secular authority of the Jesuit

College " by a conclusum of October 20th, 1774.^ But the

vague ruhng that the Archbishop was to further the work of

teaching and training in conjunction with the City Council

gave the former an excuse to drag out the execution of the

decision year after year ^ until finally, by a conclusum of the

Imperial Court Council of January 27th, 1777, the Elector

was threatened with a " Realexekution ".^ On February 11th,

1777, a compromise was reached, by which the bulk of the

possessions owned by the Tricoronatum was awarded to the

city of Cologne, thus assuring the former of a material founda-

tion.^ In November, 1777, after long negotiations and only

in return for considerable gifts of money, Karl Theodor

assented to the release of the collegiate estates in Jiilich-

Berg.5

Hardly had this dispute been settled when another one was

started by the cathedral chapter, whose dignity was offended

by not having been invited to take part in the settlement.

Led by the Vicar-General and supported by the nuncio

Bellisomi,^ it questioned the validity of the spiritual faculties

with which the Archbishop had reinvested the ex-Jesuits.' The

result was that those who wanted to engage in pastoral work

^ Bianco, Die alte Universitdt Koln, I., 396 seqq.

2 *Caprara to the Conclave, December 22, 1774, Nunziat. di

CoIonia, 181, loc. cit.

3 *Archdiocesan Archives, Cologne, Jesuitenakten, Aufhebung,

2936.

* KucKHOFF, Gesch. des Tricoronatum, Cologne, 1931, 634 seq.

* Karl Theodor received 2000 carl d'or, Lieutenant-General

Belderbusch 2000 rix-dollars, Privy State Counsellor Castell 1000

rix-dollars (" *Nota des Herrn Secretarii Wirtz fiirgebracht in

Commissione d. Apr. 7, 1783," City Archives, Cologne, Stadtkoln.

Sachen, Geistl. Abt., Jesuiten, 13, No. 9).

« *Bellisomi to Belderbusch, April 10, 1779, State Archives,

Diisseldorf, Kurkoln IX., Stadtkoln, 36 G.

' *Letter from the Cologne cathedral chapter to Pius VI. and

Pallavicini, March 2, 1777, Nunziat. di Colonia, 193, loc. cit. ;

Bellisomi to Pallavicini, February 27, 1777, ihid.
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had to live outside the college.^ Better times returned for

them with the nunciature of Pacca, to whom they were of

welcome assistance in his struggle with the innovating ten-

dencies of the University of Bonn.^

With the suppression of the Jesuit Order the brilliance of

the old school gradually faded. Hindered in its peaceful

development by the constant chicaneries of the Electorate of

Cologne, it could never really flourish again, despite its

munificent subsidies. The decree issued by Elector Max Franz

on August 10th, 1789, excluding from all ecclesiastical and

civil posts in the Electorate those who studied at Cologne

University, marked the beginning of an inevitable decay.^

The French army of the Revolution merely completed the

work of destruction when in 1794 it removed to Paris,^ where

to some extent they still remain to this day,^ the most valuable

items of the collections of art and science. The Tricoronatum

survived the occupation for a few years more until the central

administration at Aix-la-Chapelle decreed the suppression of

all three G5nnnasia in Cologne on October 3rd, 1798, and set

up in their stead a central school on the French model. ^

The situation of the Jesuits in Saxony was pecuHar inasmuch

as they were the only clerics active there, and the confessor to

the Electoral Court was also the Vicar Apostolic' On receiving

1 " *Diarimn in Betreff der Approbation einiger Herren Ex-

jesuiten," ibid.

2 *Pacca to ZoUio, July 14, 1786, March 13, 1788, and July 7,

1789, Nunziat. di Monaco, 35, Papal Secret Archives.

^ KucKHOFF, 652 seqq.

* RiCHARTz, Ausgewdhlte Schriften von Ferdinand Wallraf

(1861), 199 seqq.

^ A volume of autograph letters from Leibniz to B. des Bosses,

S.J., in the Biblioth^que Nationale, lat. 10,355.

» KuCKHOFF, 658.

' The Saxon mission, which was subordinate to the Bohemian

mission, numbered eighteen members at the time of the sup-

pression : fourteen in Dresden, three in Leipzig, one in Huberts-

burg (Catal. pers., 1772).
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news of the suppression the Elector Friedrich Augustus III.

gave the missionaries to understand that he would retain in

their former offices all who wished to remain,^ But as the

ecclesiastical faculties became extinct with the announcement

of the Brief, the Elector proposed in Rome that the Electoral

confessor, Franz Herz, after he had laid aside the dress and

name of his Order, should be confirmed in his vicarial adminis-

tration so that he could straightway impart the necessary

approbation to the other Jesuits for their ecclesiastical offices.

^

The Roman Curia was at a loss, for nothing was known there

of the " alleged " Vicar Apostolic in Saxony.^ On January

18th, 1774, Clement XIV. asked the prince to have patience

for a while, as the Saxon Vicariate was quite unknown in

Rome and despite the researches that had been made no

document on the subject had yet been found.* Even when,

on May 5th, 1774, the Saxon agent Bianconi presented an

authenticated copy of the Papal letter of confirmation,^ the

Curia still had its doubts.^ It was not till after the election of

Pius VI. that the required Brief was sent to the Saxon Elector.

When Herz died on December 8th, 1800, he was succeeded

by the Court Preacher Alois Schneider, who had likewise

^ *The Palatine charge d'ajfaires Posch to Count Seinsheim,

September 10, 1773, State Secret Archives, Munich, Kasten

schwarz 57/3. *

2 *Posch to Seinsheim, September 17, 1773, ibid.

^ *Zelada to Macedonio, January 12, 1774, Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53.

* Theiner, Epist., 289 seq. The Spanish ambassador Mofiino

had first been asked to state his view of the matter.

^ *Torrigiani to Franz Herz, S.J., January 25, 1769, Regolari,

Gesuiti, 53, loc. cit. ; *Bianconi to Macedonio, May 5, 1774, ibid.

" *Pallavicini to Caprara, May 7, 1774, Nunziat. di Colonia,

275, loc. cit. Actually the Spanish party was bent on ruining the

project. For this reason Zelada advised the ambassador Mofiino

to procure copies of the Elector's letter and the Pope's reply, so

that he could pass them on to Charles III., who had great influence

in the Saxon Court. *Zelada to Macedonio, January 12, 1774,

loc. cit.
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belonged to the Jesuit Order and was the first of the Vicars

ApostoHc of Saxony to be raised to the episcopal status, by
Pius VII.i

The abolition of the Jesuit schools in Poland caused greater

confusion than in Germany. When the Brief of suppression

arrived in Warsaw in mid-September, 1773,2 the country,

already riven and distracted internally for years past, and

threatened externally as to its very existence, was still in

a violent ferment owing to the first partition, which had only

recently taken place and whose ratification was still awaiting

execution. With the exception of the pro-Russian party, the

overwhelming majority of the nation saw itself endangered

not only in its political independence but also in its religion.

As recently as September 13th, in the course of a debate on

the treaty with Prussia and the free practice of religion in the

ceded territories, the Castellan Gurowski had proposed that

the continued existence of the Jesuits in these parts be

guaranteed, as they alone were maintaining the schools that

were necessary for the preservation of religion.^

To the Government the suppression came as an unwelcome

surprise.^ The nuncio Garampi affirmed that the guarantee

by treaty of the free exercise of religion in the territories newly

acquired by Prussia and Russia had brought him little

consolation, as simultaneously with this had come the suppres-

sion of the Jesuit Order, which had distujrbed him more than

^ *Liber Memorabilium, Dresden, Kath. Pfarramt ; *copy in

the Arch. Prov. Germ.
* Addressed, strangely enough, only to the Ruthenian Bishops,

although the Jesuits were all Latins and were not in any way
subject to Ruthenian jurisdiction. " *Se dassi loro corso, non

solo non avrebbero effetto, ma cagionerebbero una irritazione

grandissima, non solo nei vescovi latini, ma anche nella Repubblica,

gelosissima di non lasciar avanzar in qualunque minima cosa

i Ruteni " (Garampi to Pallavicini, September 15, 1773, Nunziat.

di Polonia, 58, Papal Secret Archives).

» *Ibid.

* *High Chancellor Mlodziejowski to Garampi, May 27, 1774,

ibid., 118.
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anything else. Opinions on the subject swayed this way and

that. The circular letter issued by the Congregation for the

suppression, with its regulation about the appropriation of

the Jesuit properties in the name of the Holy See, had caused

particular annoyance, which Garampi had managed to remove

only by pointing to the concessions made to Austria. In view

of the critical situation the nuncio and the Bishops thought it

expedient to postpone the publication of the Brief until the

dissolution of the Diet, to avoid an undesirable (" strana ")

resolution of Parliament.^ Popular feeling was at first so

hostile that the Court and the Bishops were apprehensive of

disturbances.^ A proposal of Garampi's to ban two works

written against the suppression was rejected by the king on

the ground that his authority was not strong enough for him

to risk so arbitrary an act with a nation that jealously guarded

the freedom of the Press and was deeply embittered by the

suppression of the Society of Jesus.^ The Jesuits themselves

were completely crushed at first, but on reflection they

resigned themselves to their lot.* Their partisans, foreseeing

the harm that would ensue to religion and education, resolved

in the first flush of their indignation openly to reject the Papal

communication. The Bishops, on the other hand, fondly hoped

that they would be able to use the schools and properties of

^ *Garampi to Pallavicini, September 15, 1773, loc. cit.

* *Garampi to Macedonio, September 12, 1773, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 58, loc. cit.

' The King " tennesi sempre fermo nel suo proposito, cioh di

non avere tanta autorita da fare un coup d'eclat in faccia a una

nazione, gelosissima della liberta delle stampe, e amareggiatissima

della estinzione del gesuiti ". Garampi to Pallavicini, November

24, 1773, ibid.

* *Garampi to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, loc. cit. In their

first excitement the Jesuits had the announcement made to the

Diet, through the well-known Jesuit Wirwicz, that they were

ready to surrender their property to the repubhc and to continue

with their educational work for nothing, on one condition : that

the king and Diet should not permit the execution of the Brief of

suppression. Zalenski-Vivier, I., 50.
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the Jesuits for their own seminaries ; they were, moreover,

not unduly downcast by the decease of an exempt society

whose great reputation with the nation detracted from their

authority.^ The general discontent, however, persisted for

a long time, and it is an interesting fact that devotees and

freethinkers. Catholics and heterodox, friends and enemies of

the Society, aU in their own way were unanimous that the

suppression of the Jesuit Order would bring in its train great

harm or at least grave dangers to religion.^ Severe and

precipitate measures were advocated only by those magnates

who wanted to exploit the national exasperation so as to

^ The Bishops " *ne sono per altra parte malcontenti, che cessi

un corpo di esenti, che per il credito universale, che otteneva in

tutta la nazione, era anche ad essi formidabile ". Garampi to

Macedonio, September 22, 1773, Nunziatura di Polonia, 58,

loc. cit.

^ " *Non le parlo ne delle mormorazioni che qui si fanno ne dei

gravi danni, o almeno pericoli, che roperazione attuale puo

cagionare non solo alia pieta, ma anche alia religione in questo

regno. Cosa singolare ! E i devoti, e i libertini, e gli amici della

Societa e i nemici, anzi e i cattolici e molti dei dissidenti si

riuniscono negli stessi sentimenti " (Garampi to Pallavicini,

November 3, 1773, loc. cit., 113). In 1775, when there was a

question of extending to Poland the diminution of Church

holidays which had been conceded to Austria, Garampi advised

against hasty action, lest the reputation of the Holy See, which

had already been damaged by the suppression, should be still

further discredited. " *Ora un Indulto che si dasse cosi subito suUa

forma dell' austriaco . . . screditerebbe moltissimo la Sede

Apostolica. Pur troppo, a dirle in confidenza, ne abbiamo sofferto

colla soppressione dei Gesuiti. Ognuno vede la dilapidazione

e rapina, che si e fatta dei loro beni. Ognuno vede, che I'istruzione

e la educazione della gioventii, hanno ricevuto un gravissimo

colpo, e che la religione stessa, nonche la pieta, ne soffriranno

con I'introduzione di professori o dissidenti o cattolici di nuova

moda, sicchfe, eccetto quelli che hanno partecipato delle spoglie

gesuitiche, niuno 6 che non riguardi la soppressione come una

nuova calamita per il morale della nazione." Garampi to

Pallavicini, May 9, 1775, Cifre, ibid., 316.
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introduce the exequatur and to restrict or entirely abolish the

jurisdiction of the nunciature.^

Gradually all who were in any way acquainted with the

course of the negotiations that were going on in Rome were

of the opinion that it was impossible to refuse to publish

the Brief of Suppression. The chief difficulty lay in the

appropriation and utilization of the Order's assets. If Garampi

had had his way, the Bishops would have taken the matter in

hand. But they intimated to him that they had not the power

to ward off the clutching hands of the laity without the aid

of the civil authority, wherefore it would be better to summon
the support of the secular arm in advance. ^ The Austrian and

Russian envoys saw in the suppression a welcome means of

coming to the help of the exhausted Treasury.^ Under the

influence of Count Stackelberg the pro-Russian party tried to

exclude the co-operation of the ecclesiastical authorities

altogether and to transfer the assets to the State.* After

lengthy arguments this way and that, the resolution was

formed on October 6th to accept the Brief and to assign to

the king the right to dispose of the Jesuit property, on condi-

tion that a pension was provided for the members of the

extinct Order ^ and that the education of the young should

be promoted.^ For this latter purpose a second resolution

1 *Garampi to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, loc. cit.

2 " *Proggetto concertato coi vescovi ", of September 20, [1773],

ibid., 118.

3 *Garampi to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, loc. cit.

* *Stackelberg to Panin, October 2/13, 1773, State Archives,

Moscow, Affaires etrangeres III., Warsaw, October 1773,

Reception.

* In 1772-3 the Polish Assistancy consisted of four Provinces

numbering 2,359 members. After the first partition of Poland

1,769 remained in the republic, 2x3 passed to Prussia, 196 to

Russia, 162 to Austria. *Garampi to Macedonio, September 22,

1773, loc. cit.

« *RisoIuzione della Dieta polacca, of October 6, [1773],

Nunziata di Polonia, 118, loc. cit. According to Zalenski-

ViviER (I., 50) the Brief was first discussed on October 7.

VOL. xxxviii. Bb
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was passed on October 20th, by which a commission was set

up and sworn commissaries were appointed to take possession

of the properties with the co-operation of the Jesuits. The

Bishops were left free in their turn to dispatch representatives

to proclaim the Brief and to make inventories of the church

furniture and vessels. To make it possible for the schools to

continue, a provisional allocation of 300,000 florins in Polish

currency was made for the maintenance of the ex-Jesuits for

two months.^

When the Diet resumed its sessions on November 17th,

1773, the Society of Jesus had ceased to exist in Poland. On
November 3rd the suppression had been carried out in

Warsaw, Posen, and other bishoprics.^ The confederation had

forbidden private persons to take possession of the Jesuit

property, but this prohibition was largely ignored. Even

before the Brief was published the laity was trying to lay its

hands on Jesuit property.^ Even worse, most of the com-

missaries appointed to carry out the suppression took part in

the plundering themselves.^ Two admonitory letters written

by Garampi to the Primate Podoski ^ had little effect. The

Chancellor, Bishop Mlodziejowski of Posen, replied ^ to the

nuncio's protest by accusing the ex-Jesuits of various offences

and referring to similar occurrences in Rome. The nuncio's

letters draw a most melancholy picture of the situation : the

1 " *Stabilimento della comraissione letteraria di educazione.

Istruzione ai lustratori per i beni gesuitici," October 20, 1773,

Nunziat. di Polonia, 118, loc. cit. ;
" *Projet de I'etablissement

de la commission pour Teducation nationale et des lustrateurs,"

October 14, 1773, State Archives, Moscow, loc. cit., October 1773,

Reception. For further particulars, cf. Zalenski-Vivier, I., 60, 85.

^ *Garampi to Pallavicini, November 3, 1773, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 58, loc. cit. ; *Garampi to Macedonio, November 3, 1773,

ibid., Regolari, Gesuiti, 53 ; Zalenski-Vivier, I., 81 seq.

^ *Garampi to Macedonio, September 22 and October 27, 1773,

Nunziat. di Polonia, 58, loc. cit.

* *Garampi to Pallavicini, November 24, 1773, ibid.

^ On *October 28 and December 9, 1773, ibid., 80.

* On *May 17, 1774, ibid., 118.
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former members of the Order were wandering about in

distress,^ many of the churches and mission-stations were

abandoned, the pious foundations were not being maintained,

the profanation of church furniture was even a scandal to the

dissidents. The seUing price of the Jesuit possessions was

raised or lowered according to the good pleasure of the com-

missaries. One thing was certain : the curse of the whole

nation would rest for ever on all who had taken part in these

outrageous injustices. The worst mischief was that the

Bishops of Posen and VOna, who headed the commission,

actually abetted the transgressions. It was this that was

doing immense damage to the whole of the clerical profession

and was making everyone detest it.^ At Garampi's suggestion,^

Clement XIV. sent Briefs on September 14th, 1774, to the

king, the senate, the two Bishops mentioned above, and to

the nobility, calling on them to oppose the squandering of

the Jesuit assets and to provide the ex-Jesuits with a decent

existence.^ It was not till 1776 that the Diet, goaded into

activity by complaints coming from all over the country,

abolished the two commissions which had been set up in

Poland and Lithuania to dispose of the Jesuit property and

transferred their powers to the school commission, which

succeeded in rescuing the residue of the property for educational

purposes.^

Shortly before the official publication of the Brief the nuncio

had written to the Cardinal Secretary of State that the thought

of the religious indifference and scepticism that were rife in

the capital and among the aristocracy made him fear and

1 Their petition to the king (Zalenski-Vivier, I., 76 seqq.)

discloses the utter hopelessness of their plight.

2 *Garampi to Pallavicini, May 18, 1774, Cifre, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 314, loc. cit. ; *id. to id., May 18 and July 13, 1774,

ibid., 58 ; *Garampi to Macedonio, May 18, June 8, and July 13,

1774, ibid. Cf. *Corsini to Garampi, June 22, 1774, ibid., 45 ;

Theiner, Hist., II., 502 seq.

3 *Garampi to Macedonio, June 8, 1774, loc. cit.

* *Copies in the Nunziat. di Polonia, 118, loc. cit.

» Zalenski-Vivier, I., 105 seqq.
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tremble for the future training of youth.^ His apprehensions

may have been somewhat exaggerated, but it is undeniable that

at first the sudden suppression of the Jesuits threw the school

system into disorder and confusion. ^ The decay of the

academy at Vilna in particular was deplored by Garampi.

The endowments having been squandered, the professors were

obliged to look elsewhere for a bare living. By 1775 the

teaching staff was on the point of extinction, so that the

theological candidates had no means of continuing their

studies in Vilna.^ About 270 ex-Jesuits were re-employed in

their former educational institutions, others found posts as

tutors to the families of magnates.* At their own request,

several Bishops were given permission to employ on pastoral

work not only those ex-Jesuits who were living alone, but also

those who were living in community in their former colleges.^

Even in Clement XIV. 's time some of them were regarded

as likely candidates for bishoprics,^ and others were actually

raised to this dignity by his successor.''

The execution of the Brief of suppression in Belgium was

entrusted on September 2nd, 1773, by Maria Theresa to Duke

Charles of Lorraine, the stadholder of the Austrian Nether-

1 *Garampi to Pallavicini, October 27, 1773, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 58, loc. cit.

2 *Garampi to Pallavicini, May 9, 1775, Cifre, ibid., 316

;

Zalenski-Vivier, I., 75, 442 seq.

3 *Garampi to Castelli, July 12, 1775, Nunziat. di Polonia, 75,

loc. cit. For the decay of studies and discipline in the Papal

school at Vilna which had been transferred to the Basilians, of.

*Archetti to the Proto-Archimandrite Joseph Morgula, of August

I, 1 781, ibid., 85.

* Zalenski-Vivier, I., 442 seq.

* *Macedonio to Garampi, February 19, 1774, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 45, loc. cit. ; *Corsini to Garampi, May 21, 1774, ibid.
;

*Garampi to the Bishops of Cracow, Vilna, Plock, etc., July 2,

1774, ibid., 81.

* *Garampi to Macedonio, September 3, 1774, ibid., 59.

' *Garampi to Pallavicini, November 27, 1776, ibid., 60.
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lands, who left it to the Minister Plenipotentiary, Prince

Starhemberg, to arrange the " Detail ".^ As the feeling in

Government circles was anything but pro-Jesuit,^ it is not

surprising that the suppression in Belgium was carried out so

harshly that even Kaunitz and the empress were not in

agreement with all the orders issued.^

According to the Lettres patentes of September 13th, 1773,

at 7 a.m. on the 20th the executive officials had to go to the

colleges allotted to them, announce the empress's orders and

the Papal Brief to the assembled community, close the churches

and schools, and set seals to the archives, libraries, and

other articles of value.* In accordance with the declaration

of the letters patent, that the execution of the Brief was the

exclusive duty of the civil power, the majority of the Comite

jesuitique wanted at first to keep the Bishops right out of the

affair, not even notifjdng them of the measures to be taken.

Starhemberg, however, who had first consulted Prince

Kaunitz on the matter, found this to be " improper ". The

Bishops were therefore permitted to send a representative to

attend the deed of execution, by which the ex-Jesuits were to

be forbidden to hear confessions, preach, celebrate Mass in

^ BoNENFANT, La suppression de la Compagnie de Jesus dans

les Pays-Bas autrichiens (1773), Bruxelles, 1925, 49 seq.

^ Ibid., 40 seqq.

' Ibid., 4, 64. In the " *Resolutio Caes. Regia " on the protocol

of the Viennese ex-Jesuit commission of October 9, 1773, we read :

" I approve the measures taken in the Low Countries and Italy,

though the former went too far with the closing of churches, etc.

What a commotion it would have caused here !

" State Archives,

Vienna, K.F.A., 75 c.

* BoNENFANT, 56 seq. There were two Provinces of the Order

in the Austrian Netherlands : the Flandro-Belgian with 468

members, the Gallo-Belgian with 387 (Poncelet, Ndcrologe des

Jesuites de la province Flandro-Belge, Wetteren, 1931, xlvii). At

the dissolution of the Order in France in 1762 the former Province

lost four colleges with fifty members, the latter ten houses with

230 members. Their reception into Belgian colleges had been

forbidden by the Austrian Netherlands Government {ibid.,

p. cxxxi).
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public, or wear the dress of their Order.^ The commission's

attitude was already shown clearly enough in the decree of

September 13th, 1773 ; the subsequent proceedings threw

a still brighter hght upon it. The novices were sent home at

once, while the other Jesuits were confined to their houses and

were cut off from all communication with the world outside.

The Flemish Provincial, Cle, was taken to the Charterhouse,

the Walloon Provincial, Richard, to the abbey of Caudenberg

in Brussels.^ In the course of October all, except the Superiors

and the Procurators, were given their freedom. By December

7th all the ex-Jesuits were out of their houses.^ But it was

not till December 8th, 1775, that Starhemberg ordered the

release of the four last Jesuits still imprisoned.* Meanwhile

all the former members of the Order were kept under special

observation,^ which was not relaxed until the rebellion of

Brabant.^

The justification put forward for these stringent measures

was the suspicion that the Jesuits might secrete and embezzle

some of their assets. Ever since their expulsion from Spain

rumours about the surreptitious transfer of capital had been

floating round the whole of Europe. The commission prided

itself on recovering for the Treasury half a million florins

which had been hidden away by the Jesuits.' But even a

superficial reading of the relative documents discloses any

number of frivolous charges, distortion of facts, exaggerations,

and malicious insinuations.^ After the ex-Provincial Cle had

1 BoNENFANT, 58 seq. Cf. *Nuncio Ghilini to Macedonio,

September lo, 1773, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 52.

2 BoNENFANT, 56 SCq.

3 *Ghilini to Macedonio, October 8 and 26 and December 7,

1773, loc. cit., 53.

* BoNENFANT, 87.

s " Les Jesuites furent trait6s en ennemis publics." Ibid., 88.

* Ibid., 109.

' Ibid., j6. In his reports to Rome the nuncio Ghilini associated

himself with the accusations of the Comite jesuitique. Cf. *Ghilini

to Macedonio, October 8 and 26, 1773, lor. cit.

8 BoNENFANT, 75.
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been kept in custody two whole years and had been represented

to the central Government in Vienna as a dangerous criminal,

Starhemberg had to admit that all that could be brought

against him was conjectures that would not justify a regular

action at law.^ In this he was merely repeating the judgment

passed a year before by several State Councillors in Vienna on

the protocol drawn up by the Comite jesuitique : that it

consisted solely of assertions and conjectures, with no proofs.

^

The Bishops were provisionally prohibited from restoring

their spiritual faculties to the ex-Jesuits.^ The commission

would have liked to make this prohibition permanent, but it

was not allowed to have its way. In response to a protest

made by Cardinal Franckenberg of Mahnes * the empress, by

a decree of September 6th, 1775, allowed the Bishops to employ

the ex-Jesuits in pastoral work, with the proviso that in every

case the civil authority was to be asked a month in advance

if there was any impediment. This condition enabled the

Government to render the empress's permission valueless for

all practical purposes. Having been rebuffed on two or three

occasions, the Bishops made no further use of this humiliating

concession.^

1 Ibid. ; PoNCELET, p. cxxxv.

2 *Protocol of the Viennese ex-Jesuit commission of November

6, 1773, April 7 and 18, 1774, State Archives, Vienna, Staats-

ratsakten, 1773, No. 2465, and 1774, No. 1135. In his considered

opinion of May 12, 1774, State Councillor Stupan explained that

he could not advise that all Belgian Jesuits be deprived of the

right of inheritance and be excluded from school and church,

" since all the information that has been laid as to facts lacks

legally valid proof ; so that at present it all consists still of

assertions and presumptions, which also was the most enlightened

view taken by Your Majesty of the previous protocol of the

commission of February 11 of this year [1774]." Ibid.

3 *Ghilini to Macedonio, October 26, 1773, loc. cit.

* BONENFANT, 89.

5 Ibid., 88 seq. ; *Ghilini to Macedonio, December 7, 1773,

loc. cit. Cf. Cardinal Franckenberg 's *aide-memoire in *Garampi

to Pallavicini, March 7, 177Q, enclosure i, Nunziat. di Germania,

426, Papal Secret Archives,
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As the Comite jesuitique refused to sanction the ex-Jesuits

as teachers they were excluded from educational as well as

pastoral work. In the programme drawn up by the schools

commission instituted in 1776 it was contemplated that the

professors, who would be appointed by competitive examina-

tion, should be laymen or secular clerics. All colleges were

subjected to State surveillance. This abolition of the freedom

of education met with the mute opposition of the clergy.

On the whole, the reform produced little fruit, as it left

untouched the primary and higher schools, and the State

could not obtain a sufficient number of teachers.^ Towards

the end of the Austrian rule education in the Low Countries

was worse than before the suppression of the Jesuits.^

The suppression of the Society of Jesus was not in accord

with the wishes of the people. It gave satisfaction to only

a strictly limited circle composed almost exclusively of the

leading personalities in the Government who, like Neny and

the members of the Comite jesuitique, were under the spell of

the " enlightenment ". The majority of the Bishops were

favourably disposed towards the Order. To certain regulars

and seculars, who regarded the Jesuits as rivals, the event

brought a measure of satisfaction. The people did not fail

to show the Fathers that they had their sympathy. The

Comits jesuitique found it difficult to recruit enough agents to

carry out their orders ; but nowhere was there any actual

rebellion.^

1 BoNENFANT, 1 62 seqq.

2 " A la fin de I'ancien regime I'enseignement beige, prive des

Jesuites, etait plus pitoyable qu'avant leur chute : le prestige de

la Compagnie de Jesus s'en trouva fortifie dans bien des esprits."

BONENFANT, 1 65.

' Ibid., 165 seqq. " Le 19 de ce mois, lorsque Ton S9ut, a n'en

pouvoir plus douter, que le lendemain il n'y auroit plus de

Jesuites, on alloit en foule a leur 6glise ; jamais n'avoit-elle

ete plus remplie, nombre de personnes devoient tester sur la rue
;

on voulut entendre leurs dernifere voix sur la chaire de la verite ;

on voulut avoir leur dernier salut ; c'etait precisement qu'on le

faisoit pour les agonisans, on plaignoit ou pleuroit les pauvres
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The revenues from the Jesuit properties were estimated at

220,000 florins. At first the commission thought of providing

every member of the Order with the not inconsiderable

pension of 500 florins, but Kaunitz refused to agree to anything

more than the absolute minimum, so that it was reduced to

200-450 florins, according to the age of the recipient.^ The
value of the productive Jesuit properties was estimated by
the committee at ten and a half milHon florins.^ The sale by
auction of the furniture realized 920,198 florins.^ The church

plate, valued at 478,689 florins, was partly presented to other

churches (to the value of 42,333 florins), but most of it was
sold (for 389,150 florins).* The paintings were valued at

118,008 florins. About thirty of the most valuable ones,

including masterpieces by Rubens, Van Dyck, Breughel, and

De Crayer, found their way to Vienna, mostly to the imperial

galleries.^ The total number of books in the Jesuit libraries

amounted to c. 500,000 volumes. Three-quarters of them were

classed as theological rubbish and sold for the value of their

paper. ^ Whereas the administration was still presenting a

surplus of 8,000 florins in 1780, there was found to be a deficit

of 83,000 florins in 1792. The Jesuit funds disappeared with

the Austrian rule on the invasion of the French army of the

Revolution.'

With the suppression of the Order the work of the Bol-

landists seemed also to be endangered. The Comite jesuitique's

first intention was to have the great undertaking carried on

by laymen from the Academy, but Kaunitz decided that the

Peres ; on se plaignoit encore plus hautement du Pape." Report

of the commissary Luytgens of September 23, 1773, on the

suppression in Roermond, in Bonenfant, 67, n. i.

^ Ibid., Ill seq.

2 Ibid., 134.

' Ibid., 143.

* Except in the archdiocese of Malines the relics were not

removed from the reliquaries before they were sold {ibid., 138 seq.).

^ Ibid., 139 seqq.

" " Rapport de Gerard k Charles de Lorraine," of January 17,

1779, ibid., 141 seq. '' Ibid., 145 seq.
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services of the former collaborators were to be re-enlisted.*

At first they were left in their old home, the Professed House

in Antwerp, but in 1775 they were told to vacate the premises

as they were wanted for a military academy. Through the

efforts of the learned nuncio Garampi ^ a new arrangement

was made in 1778. The empress assigned the Bollandists the

abbey of Caudenberg in Brussels as a residence and paid every

assistant a salary of 800 florins, with the result that the

fifty-first volume of the work appeared in 1780. When the

abbey fell a victim to Joseph II. 's assault on the monasteries

in 1786 the Theresianum in Brussels, the old Jesuit college,

was designated as the next headquarters of the Acta Sanctorum.

Here the fifty-second volume appeared in the same year. But

when the condition imposed by Joseph II., that a fresh

volume must be produced every year, was found impossible

to fulfil, the emperor stopped the work in 1788, observing

that in any case it was " of little interest to really educated

men ". The whole organization was sold to the abbey of

Tongerloo, where the fifty-third volume was published in

1794. It was not long, however, before the work was brought

to a standstill by the invasion of the French troops, followed

by the confiscation of the monastic properties and the persecu-

tion of the Religious. It was not till 1837 that the great

enterprise was resumed.^

The further course of Jesuit history was vitaUy affected by

that of the kingdom of Poland.

1 Ibid., i6i seq.

2 *Garampi to Pallavicini, July ii, 1776, Nunziat. di Germania,

395, loc. cit. ; further relevant *documents ibid. Rome was very

happy to hear that the continuation of the work had finally been

assured. *Pallavicini to Garampi, December 27, 1776, Nunziat.

di Vienna, 665, loc. cit. Cf. *Pallavicini to Garampi, June 22,

July 27, and September 28, 1776, ibid., 665, 666 ; *Archbishop

Beaumont to an unknown correspondent, June 28, 1778, Nunziat.

di Colonia, 194.

3 Delehaye, L'ceuvre des Bollandistes 1615-1915, Bruxelles,

1920, 162 seqq. ; Poncelet, Nicrologe, cxii seqq.



CHAPTER VI.

The First Partition of Poland and the Fate of the

Catholics in the Annexed Territories—Febro-

nianism in Germany.

(1)

In north-eastern Europe the PoHsh-Lithuanian elective

monarchy was rapidly approaching its downfall. The civil

war between the pro-Russian Government troops and the

patriotic Confederation of Bar, the incursion of the Haidamaks,

and the Russo-Turkish war brought death and destruction

to almost every region of the realm.

All attempts to restore peace were frustrated by the inac-

tivity of the other European Powers and the obduracy of the

Muscovites. Stanislaus Poniatowski already felt that his

throne was tottering and in his helplessness he became more

and more subservient to the will of Russia, which was repre-

sented in Warsaw with brutal determination first by Wol-

konski, Repnin's successor, and then, after 1771, by Saldern.

In spite of all this, fresh confederations of the Polish

nobility were being formed on a small scale in all directions,

and this, together with the constant feuds that were being

waged, led to incalculable confusion. Declarations and

protests flew hither and thither ^ ; a summons to peace

issued by the king ^ was completely disregarded. The nuncio

Durini sent full accounts to Rome ^ of the skirmishes that

were fought with varjang results in the different theatres of

war, stressing especially the victories of the Confederates and

the Turks. Even in Prussian Poland there were clashes with

the Lutherans,* and fresh leagues of nobles were formed there

' E.g. the manifestoes of June 20 and 29, 1769, in Theiner,

Monumenta, IV., 2, 286 seqq.

^ On July 7, 1769, ibid., 290.

^ See his reports of June 28, 1769, ibid., 291 seqq.

* Durini's report of August 2, 1769, ibid., 299.

379
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in the name of freedom and the CathoHc faith.^ Between

times the hope was again expressed that things would soon

change for the better,^ there was a threat of a confederation

that would declare invalid all the resolutions taken by the

Diet since 1763 and would even dethrone the king,^ and

diplomatic correspondence was falsified and thrown in the

form of pamphlets among the contending parties.*

What was still worse, the religious spirit in Poland had

been largely undermined by the ideas propagated by West

European " enlightenment ". This was shown most clearly

when the Papal nuncio was instructed to visit the Piarist

establishment in Warsaw.^ The Provincial of the Order him-

self, Konarski, was regarded as the chief representative of

anti-ecclesiastical thought ; although one of his works had

been put on the Index and several ecclesiastical warnings had

been given him, he still continued to disseminate " enlightened
"

writings in Poland. When the nuncio tried to begin his

visitation the documents of the previous one were withheld

from him and an appeal was made to Rome.® Bishop Mlodzie-

jowski of Posen, a faithful partisan of the king and the

Russians, even tried to justify the Piarists to the nuncio,'

while Bishop Turski of Chelm revealed to him that it was

Konarski who had urged the king to close the nunciature in

1767.^ Finally the king too forbade the visitation, whereupon

Clement XIV. declared this edict to be of no effect and

1 Id., August 16, 1769, ibid., 302 seq.

^ " Anche un mese, e viva Die, la Polonia tomera nello state

pristino di cattolicismo e di liberta ; Tunc e I'altra sono cosi

strettamente legati in questo regno, che Tuno non pu6 fare senza

deir altra." Durini's report of July 8, 1769, ihid., 295.

' This was one of the resolutions of the Confederation of Brest

(Durini's report of August 2, 1769, ibid., 299).

* Durini's second report of October 7, 1769, ibid., 313.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 297 seqq.

* Durini's report of October 14, 1769, in Theiner, Monumenia,

IV., 2, 314.

' Durini's second report of October 28, 1769, ibid., 315 seq.

^ Durini's second report of December 9, 1769, ibid., 320.
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informed Durini that the matter would be referred to the

Congregation in Rome.^

Shortly after this there occurred another incident that

showed quite clearly the spirit that animated the Bishop of

Poseli. On December 23rd, 1769, the Pope sent the nuncio the

circular letter announcing the jubilee year, also a covering

letter instructing Durini to have the Polish Bishops make
this announcement and to discuss with them the best means
of maintaining the rights of the Church and of saving the

Catholic faith.- At the same time Clement XIV. informed the

king of this communication.^ When the circular letter was
published it was found that Mlodziejowski had distorted the

text outrageously, interpolating as one of the conditions for

gaining the jubilee indulgence unconditional obedience to the

king, thus turning an ecclesiastical document into a political

party cry against the Confederation of Bar.^ The Confederates

replied with a flaming protest ^ before God and the world.

Church, and fatherland, against an episcopal edict which only

prolonged the political distress and was of service only to the

enemies of Poland. They renewed their oath to defend with

all their might the freedom of the nation, the Constitution,

and the Catholic faith of their fathers. They also protested ^

against the sacrilegious and vandalic conduct of some Russian

auxiliary troops in a Franciscan convent in Poland, when
even the Blessed Sacrament had been outraged. Later there

were further arguments between the nuncio and the Bishop

1 Theiner, Gesch., I., 299.

2 Ibid., 323, also Theiner, Episi., 47.

' Theiner, Epist., 47 seq. Presented by Durini at the audience

of January 21, 1770 ; v. his report of January 27, 1770, in

Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 341 seq.

•• Theiner, Gesch., I., 431 ; Durini 's second report of April 7

and his first report of April 14, 1770, loc. cit., 347 seqq. On June 16,

1770 {ibid., 361 seq.) Durini reported that there was not a copy

to be had, as the notices had been torn down from the church

doors ; a refutation of the pastoral letter had also been published.

' On April 18, 1770, ibid., 324 seqq.

• On April 21, 1770, ibid., 326 seqq.
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of Posen, whom Durini described as a disaster for the whole

Church in Poland.^

Like Mlodziejowski, the rest of the PoHsh episcopacy was

sadly deficient in loyalty to Rome and the Church. Of the

twenty-seven Bishops, wrote Durini in April, 1770, only five

could be regarded as being true Bishops of the Catholic Church,

and two of these were prisoners of the Russians.^ The most

unworthy of them all was, as ever, the Primate of Poland,

Archbishop Podoski of Gnesen. In July, 1771, he arranged

with the Russian ambassador that he, Podoski, should be

carried off by force and that the crime should be attributed to

the Confederates. This plan had to be abandoned, but in its

stead another farce was acted : he was taken into what

appeared to be Russian custody and was thus represented to

his people as a political martyr.^ This failing to produce the

desired effect, in the course of the year he followed his

mistress, with whom he had formerly been living in Warsaw,

to Elbing.* In the years that followed he continued to look

on idly at his people's ruin, refusing to leave his Prussian

retreat.

In November, 1771, a mysterious attempt on the life of

King Stanislaus was made in Warsaw, the responsibiUty for

which was again foisted on the Confederates. But this too

failed of its desired effect ; in spite of the legal proceedings

that were instituted the general public soon regarded the

whole affair as but another trick of the Government party. ^

^ E.g. by reason of the ordination of two clerics (Durini's first

report of April 7, 1770, ibid., 346) and a censorship opinion on

Marmontel's romance Bdlisaire (second report of April 14, 1770,

ibid., 349).

* Durini's second report of April 14, 1770, loc. cit.

* Janssen, 115 ; Durini's report of August 17, 1771, loc. cit.,

402 seq.

* Durini's report of September 7, 1771, ibid., 403 seq.

' Cf. Durini's reports of November 6, 16, 23, and 30, 1771,

ibid., 409 seqq., also the report forwarded by Durini, ibid., 381.

Cf. Janssen, 119 seqq. ; Herrmann, V., 502 seqq. The manifesto

of protest issued by the Confederation of Bar on December 4,
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Formal messages of congratulation were sent to the king by
the foreign Courts and by Clement XIV.^

In the complete confusion that prevailed in public life the

enemies of the Church had an easy task. The Russian-

sponsored schismatic party worked eagerly for the seculariza-

tion of monastic property, and the Primate had forbidden all

appeals to Rome. Further, the schismatization of Poland had

begun in earnest, making especial headway in the Ukraine,

under the pressure of the Russian occupation, ^ In the gloomy

picture of the ecclesiastical situation in Poland as painted by
Durini,^ only the Orders—and no longer all of them—stand out

as the last props of the Church. No one hesitated any longer

to express his anti-clerical views quite openly. The most

flagrant example of this was the grand festival of the free-

masons held on St. John's Day, 1770, in Warsaw, " this new
Babylon," as Durini called it.* The whole city knew about it

three weeks before, but no one made any move to stop it,

least of all the competent diocesan Bishop Mlodziejowski of

Posen. It was common talk that the king had contributed

towards the cost of the sumptuous banquet that was held

in the evening and that the Bishop had attended it in

disguise.

By this time the Confederates were preparing to deliver

1771, in Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 384. Cf. Durini's report

of December 25, 1771, ibid., 412 seq., and Theiner, Gesch., II., 36.

The solemn celebration of the anniversary was reported by
Garampi under date November 3, 1772, ibid., 461. For the

subsequent judicial proceedings, v. Herrmann, V., 540, and

Garampi's second report of September i, 1773, loc. cit., 548 seq.

^ The Pope's letter, of December 24, 1771, in Theiner, Epist.,

197 seq. Prince Kaunitz's letter of sympathy in Theiner,

Monumenta, IV., 2, 382. The ceremonies held in connexion with

the solemn thanksgiving for the preservation of the king's life

were described by Durini on January 4, 1772, ibid., 438.

^ Janssen, 115 seqq. ; Theiner, Gesch., I., 436.

^ Janssen, 117 seq., where further details are given.

* Durini's first report of July 7, 1770, loc. cit., 364 seq.
;

Theiner, Gesch., I., 346 seq.
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their final blow against the wielder of the royal power, the

unworthy protege of Russia. In spite of all its efforts the

Government failed to form a counter-confederation sub-

servient to itself.^ As the king refused to join the Confederates

of Bar, they published in August, 1770, a manifesto which had

been drawn up some time before and which had been approved

by the Ottoman Porte. In this they held the king responsible

for all the misfortunes that had happened since the death of

his predecessor and declared that he had forfeited his royal

status on account of the unconstitutional and forcible methods

by which he had been elevated to the throne. He was guilty,

they asserted, of the blood of his countrymen and of the

universal despair ; himself a tyrant, he had delivered and

betrayed his country to the enemy. Consequently all the

decrees that had been passed since the death of Augustus III.

were of no effect. The present state of Poland was that of an

interregnum and the whole nation must rally against the

enemy and the usurper. ^ For Lithuania the interregnum was

declared by the Marshal of the Confederation Pac, on the

strength of the ancient Polish principle, " We are the electors

of the kings and the destroyers of tyrants." ^

In the following year, 1771, the Confederates of Bar tried

to give effect to this manifesto. There was talk of an imminent

convocation of the Diet to elect a new king, various candida-

tures were discussed, and a time-limit was fixed for the

recognition of all acts of the State affecting individuals

which had been put into effect since 1763.^ But the long

^ These efforts of Wolkonski's were reported by Durini on

December 2, 1769, loc. cit., 318 seq.

" Ihid., 333 seqq., the manifesto of August 9, 1770. For its

subsequent fate, cf. the report of September i, 1770, ibid., 337.

* Declaration of October 22, 1770, ibid., 338. Cf. Theiner,

Gesch., I., 438.

* Cf. the circular of the Bar Confederates of December 4, 1771,

in Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 383, and Durini 's reports of

May 13, July 6, October 19 and 26, 1771, ibid., 393, 399 seq.,

407 seq.
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struggle wore down the strength of the Confederation and

the enormous pressure exerted by the foreign Powers rendered

the realization of its aims impossible.

In these complicated conditions it was difficult for the

nuncio to maintain a non-party attitude. In any case, it was

known that he favoured the Bar Confederates. In his report

to Rome of January 11th, 1772, he approved also of the

interregnum,^ as the maintenance of Poniatowski's kingship

would be of the greatest harm to the freedom and Catholicity

of Poland, each of which was closely bound up with the other.

It is hardly surprising, therefore, that the Pohsh Govern-

ment viewed Durini's presence and activity as a check on their

aspirations. Attempts were made in various ways to under-

mine his position.2 This could best be done through the Polish

representative in Rome, Antici, whose continuous reports on

Poland naturally differed on many points from those of the

nunciature.^ Antici finally succeeded in obtaining Durini's

recall ; he was succeeded by Garampi, who had proved his

diplomatic worth in Germany. Durini was painfully surprised

when the news of this change was made known in Poland by

Antici before he himself had been informed of it.* On May
30th he made a formal complaint to the Curia that the nuncio

was always the last to hear of the decisions taken by his own

Court.^ Government circles in Warsaw looked forward to

having in Garampi a man favourably inclined towards their

way of thinking and they made no secret of their satisfaction

with the change. All the greater courtesy, therefore, was used

^ Ibid., 438 seq.

* Durini's report of January 19, 1771, ibid., 386.

' Id., September 28, 1771, ibid., 406 seq.

* " Durinio magni itidem cultique ingenii, sed fervidioris

naturae viro, qui apud regem nescio quibus de causis offenderat
"

is how Cordaxa's Commentarii account for his recall (Ciampi, I.,

114). A rumour to this effect had already been spread by Antici

on a previous occasion. Cf. Durini's report of March 16, 1771,

loc. cit., 387.

* Ibid., 447 seq.

VOL. XXXVIII. c c
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in bidding farewell to Durini and in furnishing him with the

necessary safe-conducts.^

Durini's departure, however, did not take place immediately.

Although Garampi left the Eternal City in May it was not till

September that he entered into his new sphere of activity.

He had been commissioned to make a lengthy stay in Vienna

and discuss there with the Imperial Government the questions

directly affecting the fate of Poland, in particular the plan,

which was now the chief political problem occupying the

attention of her neighbours, of reducing the boundaries of

the Polish kingdom for the benefit of the adjacent Powers of

Russia, Prussia, and Austria.

This so-called First Partition of Poland originated in the

aim of Prussian policy to throw a bridge across the Polish

corridor on the lower Vistula to the East Prussian possession

of the monarchy. 2 Frederick the Great found that the execu-

tion of this plan was seriously impeded at the Russian Court,

which, chiefly owing to Panin's influence, was not so interested

in the acquisition of various Polish territories as in gradually

reducing Poland to a state of complete dependence on the

Russian Empire. Catherine expressed her agreement with the

Prussian plan at first almost jocularly when conversing with

the Prussian Prince Heinrich on January 8th, 1771, then

quite definitely on June 1st in the following year.^ Austria

^ Durini's report of September 7, 1772, ibid., 449.

2 For the previous history of the Partition, cf. Ad. Beer, II.,

37 seq. ; Arneth, Maria Theresia, VIII., 293 seqq.
;

Janssen,

122 seqq. ; Forst-Battaglia, j68 seqq. ; Ssolowjoff, 131 seqq.;

KosER, II., 463 seqq.

3 Janssen, i 34-141 ; Forst-Battaglia, 172 seq. The im-

portance of Prince Heinrich's journey to St. Petersburg and

Frederick's careful attitude towards the other Powers, which in

1770 were not yet disposed to agree to the partition, is shown

most clearly in two letters written at this time by Frederick to

his brother. They were published by Koser in the Sitzungs-

berichte der Berliner Akademie, 1908, I., 286 seqq. See also in

particular R. Krauel, Briefwechsel zwischen Prim Heinrich von

Preussen und Katharina II. von Russland, Berlin, 1903.
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had given a certain impetus to this agreement by its incursion

into the PoHsh Zips for the purpose of enforcing ancient Crown

rights. In spite of this, Vienna still went on working at

pacificatory plans for Poland, until they were finally frustrated

by the almost complete inertia of the French.^ It is now

known that Maria Theresa was practically forced against her

will and conscience to give her assent to Austria's participation

in the Partition by the pressure brought to bear on her by

Joseph 11. and Kaunitz.^ The Prussian Government was

officially informed of Austria's acquiescence on February 28th,

1772, The following summer brought the constitution of the

triple alliance of the partitioning Powers, and on September

18th their representatives in Warsaw presented one note for

all three Powers stating the absolute necessity of a suitable

readjustment of the frontiers at Poland's expense.^ The sole

purpose of this step was to legalize the state of affairs already

existing, for in the preceding months the three Powers had

occupied with their military forces, without bloodshed, the

territories to which they laid claim. ^ One of the rare instances

of any resistance being offered, and then only for a short time,

was at Elbing.^

King Stanislaus must now have seen with a horrifying

clarity the results of his fatal policy, and in his pohtical

1 Broglie, Le secret du roi, II., 359 seqq.
;

Janssen, 149 ;

Ssoi-owjoFF, 131.

2 Arneth, VIII., 358 seqq. ; Beer, II., 140 seqq. ; Forst-

Battaglia, 178 ; Janssen, 157 ; Smolka, 14 seqq. ; Hist.-pol.

Blatter, LXXXII., 149.

* Beer, II., 204 seqq. ; Janssen, 158-164 ; Garampi's second

report of September 19, 1772, in Theiner, loc. cit., 457.

Stackelberg was the new Russian ambassador, Reviczky the

Austrian ; Prussia continued to be represented by Benoit.

* Austrian statements on the occupation, of June 10 and 17

and July 6, 1771, in Theiner, loc. cit., 418 seq., 420 ; the Russian

statement, under date September 5, 1772, ibid., 421. Cf.

Garampi's two reports of July 6, 1772, ibid., 451 seq. ; Forst-

Battaglia, 179.

* Garampi's second report of September 19, 1772, in Theiner,

loc. cit., 457.
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isolation he sent last-minute appeals for help to all the Courts

of Europe.^ To his dismay not a single hand was stretched out

to save him.2 Only one Power made any serious intervention

on his behalf, the one whose friendship he had made the least

attempt to gain : the Papal Curia.

As soon as it seemed likely that the partition project would

be realized, Clement XIV. tried to stop it through the media-

tion of the Catholic Courts. At the end of February 1771

the fear was already expressed in an instruction to the Paris

nuncio that it would come to a partition.^ In March the

nuncios to Vienna, Paris, and Madrid received instructions

containing an impressive exposure of these " horrible " aims.*

When Austria's participation seemed probable, the nuncio

Visconti was asked to make vigorous counter-representations

to the Government.^ One of the reasons why Garampi was

required to spend some time in Vienna on his way to Warsaw
was to discuss the Polish question.^ In various letters to their

imperial majesties the Pope begged them to use their influence

^ Ibid., 432 seq., of October 27, 1772. The king even turned to

the Doge of Venice for help ; v. No. 244 in Ehrenberg, Urkunden

und Aktenstucke zur Geschichte der in der heutigen Proving Posen

vereinigien ehemals polnischen Landesteile, Leipzig, 1892. Cf. also

Dam. Perrero, La diplomazia piemontese nel prima smembramento

della Polonia, studio su documenti inediti, Torino, 1894.

' For the refusal of the English and the French, cf. Garampi 's

report of December 14, 1772, loc. cit., 464. Braniski's mission,

the last hope, also failed ; v. Garampi on December 19, 1772,

ibid., 464 seq.

* *Cifre of February 27, 1771, Nunziat. di Francia, 461, also

the *Cifre of April 3, 1771, ibid., 455B, Papal Secret Archives
;

Beer, II., 315.

* Janssen, 168 seq.

^ Clement XIV. to the nuncio to Vienna, March 30, 1772.

Cf. Theiner, Gesch., II., 171.

* His letters of recommendation to the emperor and the

empress, of April 15, 1772, in Theiner, Epist., t.'Z'Z seqq. Cf.

Gesch. II., 171 seq. In his letter of March 4, 1772, the Pope

notified the empress of Garampi's arrival in Vienna (Theiner,

Epist., 211 seq.).
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on behalf of the Pohsh CathoHcs.^ Numerous instructions were

issued to the Paris nunciature in 1772 and 1773 with the object

of securing the intervention of the French with the partitioning

Powers.

2

^ See the letters of March 4, April 15, October 24, and December

5, 1772, and March 20, 1773, in Theiner, Epist., 211 seq.,

222 seq., 231 seqq., 233 seqq., 247 seqq.

* " *L'esposizione di quel passi che sono venuti preparando la

prossima catastrofe della tragedia polacca, scommoda assai

e pregiudiciale alia maggior parte di quelli attori palliati, che non

sono mai comparsi effettivamente sulla scena, si e, come Ella ha

ben previsto, gradita assai da Nostro Signore ; ma la di Lui

avvedutezza non gli ha permesso di reputare giustificato

abbastanza il contegno a cui si appigli6 cotesto gabinetto, quando

il re di Prussia dimand6, se la Francia si sarebbe doluta del di

lui ingresso in Polonia, quando I'avesse eseguito per esercitarvi

i suoi diritti. Egli h cosi avvezzo a cavar profitto da quelle

anticipazioni di misure che sa procurarsi, che nella sola im-

possibilita di attraversargli la rinnovazione degli esempi gik

datine puo trovarsi di che giustificare il languor della risposta

e della inazione francese corrispondente al sovraccennato punto

della da Lei riferita negoziazione." Cifra of June 17, 1772,

Nunziat. di Francia, 455 B, fo. 401, Papal Secret Archives.

" *Nel colmo dei mali, che affliggono attualmente la Polonia

sarebbe stato molto opportuno che da cotesta corte si mandassero

le occorrenti commissioni ai ministri residenti in Vienna e in

Pietroburgo per mitigare la sorte del cattolicismo e della religione,

esposta a gravissimi pericoli . . . Quanto alia S*^ Sua, non ha

egli trascurato di far prima d'ora direttamente colle Loro M*^

Imperiali tutte quelle parti che incombevano all'apostolico sue

ministero e che poteva meritare un oggetto di tanta importanza ;

ma per fare altrettanto con quel sovrani, che non sono nella

nostra santa comunione, egli non pu6 valersi di altro mezzo che

della efificace interposizione dei principi cattolici et principalmente

di Sua M'^ Chrisf"^, a cui, come a primogenito della Chiesa, non

pu6 non esser grata ed accettata qualunque occasione che gli si

presenti di segnalarsi in di lei sostegno e difesa." Cifra al Ab.

Riva in Paris, of June 9, 1773, ihid., 461, fo. 308 seq. Cf. *Cifre

of July 8, 1772, ihid., 455B, and September 27 and March 17,

1773, also that to Riva of April 28, 1773, ihid., 461.
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Time after time the Polish Government asked Durini to

report to the Curia on the lawless conduct of the foreign troops

in Polish territory and to bring about the intervention of the

neutral Powers.^ After the presentation of the note of partition

in Warsaw King Stanislaus sent a personal appeal for help to

the Pope on September 23rd ^ ; a few days later he expressed

his gratitude for the Papal autograph handed to him by

Garampi.^

Garampi had conducted negotiations in Vienna with the

imperial couple and with Kaunitz, but was unable to prevent

the incursion into Poland of Austrian troops on the pretext of

restoring order and of asserting the ancient rights of occupation

claimed by the Hungarian Crown. ^ With no tangible success

to his credit, he left Vienna and was received with great

cordiality at the Polish Court, where he presented urgent

letters of exhortation and recommendation from the Pope to

the king, the Bishops, and the magnates of the realm. ^ On
Durini's quitting his post in Warsaw the king recommended

him to the Pope for promotion to Cardinal,^ a tardy compensa-

tion for the disagreeable experiences he had had in Poland.

The passage of time brought no succour to the Polish king.

1 E.g. under date June 4 and 19, and July 18, 1772, in Theiner,

Monumenta, IV., 2, 418, 419, 420.

- Ibid., 424, also Theiner, Epist., 344 seq.

^ On September 26, 1772, in Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2,

425 seqq., and Epist., 346 seq. He also wrote on the same day

to the Secretary of State (Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 426).

* See his report of June 15, 1772, ibid., 449 seq. For Hungary's
' crown rights to the kingdom of Galicia " v. Smolka, 19 seq.

^ At his first audience on September 6, 1772. Cf. his report of

September 9, 1772, loc. cit., 455 seq. The Briefs, dated April 15,

1772, are reproduced in Theiner, Epist., 218 seqq. Cf. Theiner,

Gesch., II., 173.—^In Warsaw too Garampi indulged his literary

propensities ; he first worked at a history of the Polish nuncios

from early times until his own day and then principally at a

history of the Polish bishoprics. See the evidence in Ciampi, I.,

114 seq., II., 109.

* Theiner, Gesch., II., 177. The king's letter of September 26,

1772, in the Monumenta, IV., 2, 425.
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In October, 1772, he again approached the European Courts,^

including the Curia. The Pope made another attempt to

induce the French to intervene at the Russian Court, several

such exhortations being sent to the nuncio in Paris, but they

were all ineffectual. ^ In February, 1773, Stanislaus wrote once

more to the European Powers,^ but all his pleadings were

in vain ; no one lifted a finger to stop the territorial robbery

that was being perpetrated by the three Great Powers.

To ratify the partition treaties with Poland an extra-

ordinary Diet had to be convoked. On March 6th, 1773, the

Pope wrote to the king, the senate, the Bishops, and the

nobles,* exhorting them to support the rights of the Church

unyieldingly in spite of every tribulation. The foreign Powers

having fixed April 19th as the latest date for the opening of

the Diet,^ the provincial elections were held at the end of

^ Under date October 27, ibid., 432, and Theiner, Epist.,

347 seq. Cf. Theiner, Gesch., II., 177. Ibid., the release of the

four Polish nobles who had been taken prisoner (see our account,

vol. xxxvi., 227, 228) ; the relevant requests of the Polish Ministry,

of October 17, and Garampi's, of October 20, 1772, with Stackel-

berg's reply, of October 18, 1772, in Theiner, Monumenta, IV.,

2, 429 seqq. The Pope's letters of congratulation to Soltyk and

Rzewuski, of March 6, 1773, in Theiner, Epist., 243-5.

2 Cf. above, p. 389, n. 2. On November 28, 1772, the Pope

wrote again to the king about the sufferings of the Catholics

(Epist. Clem. XIV. ad princ. 171, p. 179, Papal Secret Archives).

The letter is missing from Theiner's Monumenta. Under date

December 2, 1772, the Pope *wrote to the Basilian monk
Porphyreus Starbek Wazinski, praising his zeal (Epist. Clem.

XIV., a° IV., p. 184, loc. cit.).

^ On February 17, 1773, Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 465 seqq.

* Theiner, Epist., 239-243. Ibid., 246, a similar letter from •

the Pope to the nuncio, of March 16, 1773. Under date March 20

he also exhorted the emperor and empress to fulfil their duty of

protecting the Church in Poland [ibid., 247 seqq.) ; similarly to

the kings of France (*on August 24) and Spain (*on March 25 ;

Epist. Clem. XIV. a° IV., p. 335, Papal Secret Archives).

^ Garampi's report of February 3, 1773, in Theiner, Monu-
menta, IV., 2, 516; Janssen, 173.
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March.^ The terrorism that prevailed on this occasion was

greater than ever. The Russian ambassador tried to gain

influence by enticements of every kind or by the threat of

employing military force.^ Here and there the assemblies

were interrupted and fresh dates for their termination had

to be appointed. Numerous protests were made against the

forthcoming Diet and the projects for partition. After the

election of the president of the provincial diet at Lublin the

nobles left the meeting-place, one after the other, so that

finally there were only three men left who were entitled to vote

and no election of deputies could take place. ^ The forth-

coming Diet therefore was expected to be only thinly attended.

In these circumstances there was no prospect of the treaty

being accepted unanimously and without opposition, which

condition was stipulated by the Constitution. To ensure

success without violating the Constitution it was necessary

to form a new confederation which would dominate the Diet.

But this would have to be done with skill and circumspection,

as in recent years all attempts to form a confederation devoted

to the Government had ended in failure. The Russian ambas-

sador Stackelberg now set about the task by the free distribu-

tion of the necessary bribes and by the appointment of the

two Marshals—Poninski for Poland and Radziwill for Lithu-

ania—before the opening of the Diet.* With the deceptive

watchword " for religion, monarchy, and freedom !
" a

programme was drawn up, which, from April 15th onwards,

was signed by some of the deputies. On the 19th, after the

usual church ceremonies, the Diet opened immediately with

the proclamation of the confederation. This was contrary to

the Constitution and aroused the most violent opposition.

^ Garampi's report of February 24, 1773, loc. cit., 519.

2 Garampi's first report of April 7, 1773, loc. cit., 251. Cf. Beer,

II., 215 seq.

* The situation as a whole is described in Garampi's second

report of April 7, 1773, loc. cit., 521 seq. Further instances in

Beer, II., 218.

* Garampi's reports of March 3 and April 14, 1773, loc. cit.,

519, 522 seq.
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A group of the opponents, led by the Lithuanian Reitan,

a member of the Bar Confederation, tried to break up the new

union, but their intention was frustrated by the other side

simply seizing the reins of government without more ado and

presenting the Bar Confederates with accompHshed facts.^

For a few days more the Diet discussed the vaHdity of the

new confederation but finally had to yield to the armed

pressure of the Russians.^ To deal with the treaties the old

and well-tried procedure was adopted of appointing a delega-

tion furnished with full powers of deliberation and settlement.

This time the king revolted against the stupidity of such

a procedure, but had to declare that the circumstances

forced him to accept it. But so as not to repel the patriotic

opposition he demanded in his speech the unconditional

preservation of the Catholic religion and its prerogatives

and, abandoning his former attitude, he spoke in favour of the

privilege of the Catholics of occupying the highest political

positions in the State. He also demanded the retention of the

old laws against apostasy, and the abolition of the mixed

tribunal. These points were included in the instruction for the

negotiating committee,^ which, after fresh reprisals on the

part of the Russians, was appointed by a narrow majority.*

This attitude of the king's won for him the hearts of all his

patriotically-minded subjects, who had formerly opposed him.

At the last moment the instinct of unity and self-preservation

seemed to be reawakening in the Polish nation and to be

triumphing over all its adversities. At the same time the

genuineness of the king's change of heart was not above

^ Forst-Battaglia, 182 ; Beer, II., 220 seqq. ; Garampi's

third report of April 21, 1773, loc. cit., 525 seqq. The sessions of

the Diet were guarded by 4,000 Russians ; v. Theiner, Gesch.,

II., 280.

" Garampi's reports of April 28, May 5 and 12 (second report),

1773, loc. cit., 52j-5^j. Cf. Theiner, Gesch., II., 283 seqq.

^ Garampi's two reports of May 12, 1773, loc. cit., 532 seqq.

* Garampi's report of May 15 and the first report of May 19,

1773. loc. cit., 535 seq.
; Janssen, 176; Forst-Battaglia,

183 seqq.
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suspicion, even the nuncio Garampi describing it as highly

dangerous.^

While the new confederation was trying to maintain itself

against the Confederation of Bar by means of circular letters

and edicts, 2 negotiations began on June 2nd, 1773, between the

delegation and the foreign representatives.^ At the beginning

of July the treaties, which had been presented in more or less

the same wording by all the partitioning Powers, were dis-

cussed separately, first the one with Austria, then the Russian

one, and finally that with Prussia. Garampi sent precise

reports to Rome on every detail and forwarded copies of the

notes and replies that passed between the parties.'* The

discussions were conducted under the constant threat of

armed interference by the Russians, while the spectre of

complete partition was already looming on the horizon.^

When the Diet reassembled at the end of September the

foreign representatives demanded unconditional acceptance

of the proposals.^ Again there was violent opposition, which

was quelled only by further threats of punitive measures.'

In early October it was resolved to authorize the king to

ratify the treaties,^ which was done on November 24th in the

Bishop of Posen's palace.^ The foreign troops were to evacuate

the territory that was still Polish in a fortnight's time, Austria

was the first to begin this operation.^"

Poland thus lost almost a third of its territory. Prussia

1 Garampi's first report of May 12, 1773, loc. cit., 532 seqq.

^ Garampi's reports of June 23 and 30, 1773, ibid., 539 seqq.

3 Garampi's repoit of June g, 1773, ibid., 539 ; Beer, II.,

225 seqq.

* Theiner, Monumenta, loc. cit., 470-515 ; also Garampi's

reports, especially those of August 18 and September i, 1773,

ibid., 546, 548 seq.

^ Garampi's report of July 28, 1773, ibid., 544.
•^ Garampi's report of September 22, 1773, ibid., 550.

' Ibid., also the reports of September 29, 1773, ibid., 550 seqq.

* Garampi's reports of October 6, 1773, ibid., 552.

" Garampi's report of November 24, 1773, ibid., 555 seq.

'" Garampi's reports of November 3 and 17, 1773, ibid., 554 seq.
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acquired the region about the lower Vistula, the province of

West Prussia ; Austria obtained Galicia, Russia an elongated

sector on the north-east border of Poland, constituting the

White Russian districts extending to the Dnieper-Dvina line.

Subsequently the frontier-posts were shifted, without previous

agreement, further and further into Polish territory from the

Austrian and still more from the Prussian side. The delegation

was already complaining of this to the representatives of the

two other partitioning Powers in February 1774.^ In the

summer of that year Russia was induced to check this unlawful

procedure by issuing an official declaration on the matter.^

(2)

The work of the delegation appointed by the Diet was not

finished with the settlement of the treaties of partition. Russia

had evolved for Poland a new Constitution , which was to restrict

the royal powers by the introduction of a " Permanent

Committee." ^ The negotiations made but slow progress ; the

Diet had to be adjourned a few more times * before a settlement

was reached in 1775.

In the negotiations conducted by the delegation the solution

of ecclesiastical questions was given special attention. The

claims of the Dissidents, of which nothing had been heard for

a long time, suddenly cropped up again in 1774 in the form of

a proposal put to the delegation by Poninski. The discussion

1 Garampi's reports of March 23, April 13 and 20, 1774, ibid.,

284, 286 ; in addition, the complaints of March 16, April 7, 12,

and 14, 1774, ibid., 569 seqq. Cf. Janssen, 180 seq. ; Koser,

Friedrich II., II., 475 seq.

2 On August 22, 1774, Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 579 seq.

^ Herrmann, V., 542 seqq. ; Garampi's reports of July 7 and

December 8, 1773, April 27 (first report), May 4, August 27, and

September 17, 1774, loc. cit., 541 seq., 557 seq., 586 seq., 587, 596,

598 seq.

* Garampi's reports of January 26, February 2, May 11 (second

report) and 15, September 24, and October i (second report),

1774, ibid., 581 seq., 588 seq., 599 seq.
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of the matter was left to a sub-committee under the chairman-

ship of a Bishop.^ Some differences of opinion were expressed,

but it was finally agreed to uphold the laws against apostasy

in a mitigated form and that 1717 should be the standard year

for deciding conflicting claims to the possession of expro-

priated churches,^ The Dissidents were to be excluded from

the highest political posts and they were not to send more than

three deputies to the Diet.^ It is to be seen from this decision

what a subordinate role the Dissident question had played

in the aims of the non-Catholic Powers in respect of

Poland.

Another important matter was the regulation of ecclesias-

tical conditions in the territories to be ceded. The nuncio

Durini urged the members of the delegation to insist on the

maintenance of the status quo ; he himself drew up two

memoranda, which he handed in.* Together with Poland's

insistence Austria's firm attitude in this matter was of great

advantage. The imperial ambassador Reviczky affirmed ^

that no special article was necessary in the treaty to be made
with his Government, as the Catholic principles of his

sovereigns would be vaHd also in Galicia, but he agreed to the

inclusion of such a clause in the treaties with the other Powers

if Poland granted equality of rights to the Dissidents in its

own territories. Clement XIV. had made a special appeal to

Maria Theresa to safeguard the rights of the Church.^ The

Russian representative at first wanted to restrict himself to

1 Garampi's report of February 23, 1774, ibid., 583.

2 Garampi's first report of March 2, 1774, ibid.

^ The latter point was not definitely settled until 1775 ;

V. LiKOWSKi, I., 131, 162 ; Pelesz, II., 563 ; Beer, II., 310 seqq.

Cf. Theiner, Zustdnde, 266 seq. ; Janssen, 184.

* Garampi's second report of August 18, 1773, loc. cit., 547.
^ Ibid., 485.

* On March 20, 1773, in Theiner, Epist., 249 seq. Emperor

Joseph II. replied under date April 25, 1773, that nothing had

been neglected by the participating Powers in this connection

{ibid., 349).
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an assurance of the principles of toleration held by his

sovereign,^ but then accepted an article in the treaty by which

the Catholics of both rites in the new territories were to enjoy

complete freedom of religion and the security of their posses-

sions. Similarly in the treaty with Prussia the status quo in

the religious conditions in West Prussia was guaranteed and

the Catholics were promised the same toleration as existed in

the other Prussian provinces.^

How necessary these precautions were, especially in the

case of Russia, was to be seen very soon. In spite of a fresh

edict of toleration issued by the Czarina, the ecclesiastical

rights of the Russian Catholics were gravely endangered. In

the ecclesiastical sphere the fatal consequence of the disintegra-

tion of the Piast Empire, which began with this first partition

of Poland, was the gradual and systematic destruction of

the Greek Uniate Church in the Ukraine and in White

Russia.

Since the Union of Brest in 1596 those portions of the

Russian people over whom the double empire of Poland and

Lithuania had maintained its rule on its eastern borders, had

gradually ranged themselves under the primacy of Rome,

with the exception of a small minority gathered round the

Orthodox bishopric of MohUev. The internal conditions of

this Uniate Church were not exactly exemplary, with the

possible exception of the Basilian Order, which also supplied

the Bishops. The root trouble was the inadequate training

of the secular clergy, who were unable to grasp in the proper

manner the dogmatic differences between the Church of

Rome and that of Byzantium. Moreover, the Uniates were not

considered as their equals by the Latin Catholic Poles, and

complete equality of pohtical rights was obstinately refused

them. It is understandable, therefore, that these peoples,

who in any case were more closely connected with the Russians

1 Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 491.

* Theiner, Zustdnde, 258. For the new administration of West

Prussia, cf. Koser, II., 481 seqq. ; for ecclesiastical questions,

p. 496 in particular.
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of the Czarist Empire by reason of their reHgious rites and

racial ties, felt little loyalty towards the Polish Crown.

^

As the result of the first partition of Poland this Uniate

Church, all of which had formerly been in Polish territory,

was split into three politically separate portions. Only a small

portion remained in Poland, that of the Western Ukraine,

under the Metropolitan of the Union, Archbishop Wolodkowicz

of Kiev, whose moral conduct and fulfilment of his pastoral

duties were hardly laudable.^ The western portion of the

Uniates, in Galicia, fell to Austria, the northern portion, in

White Russia, to the empire of the Czars.

Of the 2 • 7 million Polish subjects who passed under the rule

of Maria Theresa about two-thirds were Ukrainian Uniates

(Ruthenians), concentrated for the most part in the dioceses of

Lemberg and Przemysl. Important as were the efforts made
to bring about a reform, especially those made by Bishop Leo

Szeptycki of Lemberg, and however flourishing the spiritual

and economic activity of the Basilians, the religious state of

the people and the secular clergy was bad.^ As the imperial

Government made it one of its chief tasks to improve these

conditions, the Galicians adapted themselves to the new
regime with joy and inward relief.* An imperial edict of

^ Further details in Lehtonen, i 15-133 ; Likowski, I., 136

seqq.

2 Likowski, I., 165-177 ; Pelesz, II., 499 seq., 529 seqq. For

the ecclesiastical disciplinary proceedings against him, cf. also

in particular Theiner, Ziistdnde, 262.

^ Pelesz, II., 598 seqq. ; Korczok, 10 seqq.

* Korczok, 24 seq. ; Arneth, Maria Theresia, VIII., 420 ;

L. Chotkowski, Hisioire politique de r£glise en Galicie sous le

gouvernement de Marie-Therese, in the gazette of the Academy of

Sciences in Cracow, Cracow, 1910, 25 seqq. An important change

that afterwards took place was the withdrawal of the privilege

enjoyed by the Basilians of being the only Order to occupy the

cathedral chapters and the episcopal sees (Pelesz, II., 614-627).

For the cultural and colonizing activity of the Germans after

1772, cf. R. F. Kaindl, Geschichte der Deutschen in den Karpathen-

dndern, III., Gotha, 1911, 3 seqq.
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July 28th, 1774, assured the Uniates of an effective equaUty

of rights and changed the mutual attitude of the Catholics of

the two rites, which had frequently been hostile, to one of

successful co-operation. 1 The empress provided for the

training of the clergy by setting up the Barbaraeum in Vienna

and a seminary for priests in Lemberg in 1783. Subsequently

the Ukrainian standard of education also was raised and the

Uniates were even given their own Metropolitan constitution.

2

The fate of the Uniates in the eastern districts was just the

reverse. As most of the nobility in these parts had attached

themselves to the Latin rite for the sake of political privileges,

the Union had gained ground only among the uneducated

country-folk and even here it had been undermined by the

self-seeking and simoniacal practices of its priests. ^ The
Ukrainian Uniates had had a hard time of it even before the

first partition of Poland, and the subsequent period was not

to bring with it any lasting improvement. Since the incursions

of the Russians and the Haidamaks in 1768 the Greek Cathohcs

had been made to become schismatics by force of Russian

arms and measures of violence,^ in addition to which there

were a number of voluntary apostasies. In 1764 there were

^ Pelesz, II., 647 ; KoRSZOK, 28 ; Schirmer in the Revue

Internationale de th^ologie, X. (1902), 348, XII. (1904), 292.

2 KoRCZOK, 29 seqq., 45 seq., 71 ; Pelesz, II., 635 seqq., 655
seqq.

; P. Werhun in. Ukraine und die kirchliche Union, 31.

^ A. J. Brawer, Galizien, wie es an Osterreich kam, Leipzig-

Wien, 1910, 17 seqq. ; for the internal situation of the Church,

ibid., 98 seqq. ; cf. also Lehtonen, 130 seqq. ; Likowski, I.,

284-304.

* Theiner, Zustdnde, 259 ; Pelesz, II., 535 seqq. ; Likowski,

I., 139-159, especially also for the propaganda made by the

schismatic clergy. Foi the persecution of the priests, cf. Garampi's

report of March 10, 1773, loc. cit., 519 seq. Ibid., Garampi's gift

of money for the priests held in captivity, which was to be

distributed by a suitable Basilian. Also the collection of

documents which Garampi sent to Rome [ibid., 512 seqq.) and
his own full report [ibid., 562 seqq., and Theiner, Epist., 359
seqq.).
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1,900 Uniate parishes in the Ukraine and only twenty Orthodox

ones ; by 1775 in only two districts of the province the

Uniates had been robbed of 1,300 churches.^ In Volhynia the

Uniate priests were the victims of atrocities, being imprisoned

in the most barbarous fashion or tortured to death if they

refused to forswear the Union or to hand over their churches

to the schismatics.2 The Polish Government, the delegation

of the Diet in particular, made several protests against this

persecution of the CathoUcs and declared to be baseless the

Russian accusation that the Uniates had interfered with the

Russian occupation and had committed deeds of violence.^

On February 18th, 1774, after Stackelberg's conciliatory

assurances had proved to be ineffectual, he was handed a

memorandum in which the most recent incidents were

enumerated * ; in March another ofificial complaint was

lodged.^ In spite of this the measures taken by the Russians,

especially their popes, against the Uniate priests showed a

marked increase and assumed barbaric forms. On June 5th

the delegation handed in a third protest, which the Polish

king, at Garampi's instigation, supported with a note of his

own addressed to St. Petersburg.^ He also appealed to the

1 Lehtonen, 135. After the restitution of the churches in. 1775

there were still 186 of them remaining in Orthodox hands in these

districts alone, whereas formerly there were only twenty Orthodox

churches in the whole of the Polish Ukraine. Moreover, by 1773,

in the diocese of Kiev, for instance, the Russians had deprived

the Uniates of twenty-three deaneries and left them only nine
;

V. Hist.-pol. Blatter, CIV., 551.

2 Theiner, Zustdnde, 263.

* Pelesz, II., 542 seqq. ; Theiner, Monumenta, IV., 2, 5125^5'^.

* Theiner, ihid., 561 seq. ; id., Zustdnde, 264.

^ Id., Zustdnde, 265.

* Ibid., 266. For Garampi's energetic support, v. Pelesz, II.,

537 seqq. In general, cf. Likowski, I., 159 seqq. In a letter of

July 24, 1773, the Pope exhorted the king to fulfil his royal duty

of protecting his country's Church (Theiner, Epist., 256 seqq.).

Garampi's reports of May 4 and 25, 1774 (first report), deal with

the maltreatment of Bishop Rylo of Chelm, who was sent by
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foreign Powers to use their good offices on his behalf at the

Czarist Court. Garampi was continually sending the most

precise reports on the subject to Rome and as early as March,

1773, he forwarded a memorandum for Maria Theresa, request-

ing her intervention with Catherine II. Shortly before, an

instruction with the same purport had been sent from Rome to

Visconti.^ On April 25th Maria Theresa and Joseph II. did

indeed promise the Pope to support the harassed Uniates

and when in 1774 Clement XIV. forwarded Maria Theresa

a description of the situation as given by Garampi the empress

sent it straight to the Czarina, with a personal letter from

herself. 2

Finally the Czarina concluded a formal religious peace with

Poland in 1775 ^ and ordered the release of the imprisoned

priests and the return of the misappropriated churches.

Nevertheless only a fraction of what had been confiscated was

returned and many a priest was given his freedom only after

signing a statement that he voluntarily renounced his own

Church in favour of the schismatics.'*

Another method of gradually detaching the Catholics from

their faith was adopted in those districts of White Russia

which had been annexed in perpetuity by Russia in 1772,

and where the transfer to Russian administration had been

carried through with scarcely any resistance.^ The population

consisted roughly of 100,000 Roman Catholics, 800,000 Greek

Uniates, and 300,000 Russian schismatics. Catherine's main

object here was to keep the Uniates, who in any case were more

in sympathy with the Orthodox Russians than with the

CathoHc Poles, as a separate entity and then gradually to

Garampi on a secret visitation of the Ukraine ; Theiner,

Monumenta, IV., 2, 587 seq., 589, also Likowski, I., 178 ;

Pelesz, II., 539.

1 Theiner, Gesch., II., 286, 288, 297.

* Ibid., 437 seqq.

* The chief concession she made here was her renunciation of

the " iudicium mixtum ". Likowski, I., 162.

* Lehtonen, 135.

^ Ibid., z'ji.

VOL. xxxviii, D d
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loosen their ties with Rome and incorporate them into the

Russian State Church. ^ And this plan succeeded. For the

Latin Catholics a similar plan had been prepared.

It was only in recent years that the number of Latin

Catholics in Russia had increased to such an extent that a

special regulation of their religious conditions seemed to be

necessary. This was attended to by Catherine IL in the spirit

of toleration and State religion by means of a manifesto of

July 22nd, 1763.2 According to this, the Catholics of the

Latin rite—there were no longer any of the Greek rite—were

to enjoy freedom in the practice of their religion, in the

building of churches, and in the selection of their priests,

but they did not receive permission to propagate their faith

or to establish monasteries. In legal and administrative

matters the churches were subject to the authority of the

State.

For the time being this piece of legislation was sufficient,

but when in 1772 a hundred thousand White Russian Catholics

were annexed to the Russian Empire the need arose to regulate

their hierarchy, which was to be built into the rigid structure

of the absolutist State. For on no account would St. Petersburg

agree to these communities being left under their former

Bishops still resident in Poland, as was at first proposed by the

ecclesiastical authorities. On the contrary. White Russia, in

the same way as it had been incorporated into the Czarist

empire as a separate political province, was at least to be

raised to the dignity of a separate ecclesiastical province. The

systematic concentration of the Uniates in this province was

also contemplated, for on the one hand this was a new con-

fession for the great empire and on the other its connexion with

the Latin Catholics, already loose enough, was to be severed

altogether if possible.^

^ For the secret attempts made by Koniski, the schismatic

Bishop of Mohilev, to stir up trouble among these Uniates, v.

LiKOWSKi, I., 198 seqq.

2 Lehtonen, 543.
^ Nevertheless numerous Uniates preferred to go over to the

Latin rite (Likowski, I., 203 seqq.), although Clement XIV.
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The task of preparing a plan for the ecclesiastical constitu-

tion of White Russia was entrusted to the Russian ambassador

to Warsaw, Count Saldern, as being the most reliable person

with a knowledge of the situation. His opinion, dated Novem-
ber 9th, 1772, was substantially approved by the Russian

Conseil at the end of the month. Count Czerniszew making

a few additions to it before presenting it to the Czarina.^ The
gist of it was that the Uniates with their former hierarchy

were to be put under the Archbishop of Polotsk, while the

adherents of the Latin rite were to be included in a new
bishopric embracing the whole of Russia. As the most suitable

holder of this new office the convert Siestrzencewicz, a member
of the Lithuanian Calvinist nobility, was proposed. This plan

was borne out in the main, though not in every particular, in

the imperial ukase on the ecclesiastical organization of the

Russian Catholics ^ which appeared on December 14th, 1772.

A new " Bishopric of White Russia ", administering the whole

of Russia, was erected for the Roman Catholics, while the

Uniates remained subject to Archbishop Smogorzewski of

Polotsk.^ Both dignitaries received for their support a con-

sistory, not a cathedral chapter ; in disciplinary and adminis-

trative questions appeals might be made to the superior civil

authority ; the latter was to see that no propaganda was

made by the Catholics among the Orthodox ; Papal Bulls and

Briefs were subject to the imperial exequatur.

This decree, issued a few weeks after the announcement of

the partition, was irregular on two counts : Poland's assent

by treaty to the territorial annexations had not yet been

renewed, under date April 16, 1774, the prohibition of this

practice originally issued by Urban VIII. on February 7, 1624.

See P. Werhun, loc. cit., 25.

1 Lehtonen, I., 546-552 ; Maciej Loret, Koiciol Katohcki

a Katarzyna, II., 32-6.

* Loret, 38 seq. ; Lehtonen, 557 seqq. ; P. Pierling,

Catenna II. e i cattolici della Russia, in Civ. catt., 1909, II., 456
seqq. Catherine had previously been handed a counter-memorial.

* For Smogorzewski, see Likowski, I., 192 seqq. ; Pelesz, II.,

549 seqq.
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given and, what was far worse, the ecclesiastical sanction had

not been obtained. Naturally this arbitrary interference of the

schismatic empress aroused Rome's indignation. The Congre-

gation of Propaganda lost no time in drawing up a protest and

submitting it to the Pope. This was done on March 17th,

1773.^ No further trace of this document can be found
;

evidently it was not sent on to St. Petersburg.

Meanwhile the Czarina proceeded along her course un-

checked. Her next task was the nomination of the Roman
Catholic Bishop. Saldem had proposed Stanislaus Bohusz

Siestrzencewicz, a hvely hel esprit of wide interests, whose

mental energy was dissipated in too many directions. After

a stormy past he was now tutor to the House of Radziwill.^

In April, 1773, at the request of his Russophil Bishop, he was

nominated by the Pope as Bishop of Mallo in partihus infide-

lium and as Coadjutor-designate in Vilna. Being on good

terms with the Russophil party, he was appointed the first

Bishop of White Russia by a ukase of the Czarina's on

November 22nd (December 3rd), 1773.^ Siestrzencewicz had

to conform to Catherine's will in many respects, but he some-

times took the liberty of disregarding it. He refused, for

instance, to take over his new post without first obtaining

Papal confirmation.* The Czarina allowing him to apply to

the Curia, he wrote to the Pope,^ asking him to recognize his

nomination, and basing his request on the great interest and

sohcitude felt by his sovereign in the welfare of the Catholics.

Rome now found itself constrained to declare its attitude

towards the illegal proceedings that had been taken in Russia.

The ensuing negotiations, which went on for most of the

1 PiERLiNG, loc. cit., 459.
" Ihid., 460 seqq. ; Lehtonen, 573 seqq. ; Loret, loc. cit., 43-

51 ; also Garampi's letter to Castelli, of April 6, 1774, in Loret,

214. His correspondence in the Papal Secret Archives (Nunziat.

di Polonia) was edited by Parczewski Szantyr {v. ibid.).

^ PiERLiNG, loc. cit., 468 ; Loret, 55 ; Rev. d'hist. eccl., X.

(1919), 65 seqq., 308 seqq.

* Lehtonen, 579 seqq., 575.

' On February 10, 1774 ; v. Pierling, 469.
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following year, were conducted by the nuncio Garampi.^ He,

having already great confidence in Siestrzencewicz, defended

his protege on all points to the Propaganda, but stressed at the

same time that in spite of her principles of toleration the

Czarina was opposed to any close connexion between her

Catholics and the Holy See or the rest of the world.^ In these

circumstances it was impossible for the Pope to recognize the

arbitrary erection of the new bishopric, but the Propaganda,

reluctant to jeopardize any kind of ecclesiastical organization

and sacred ministry for the Russian Catholics, agreed to

nominate Siestrzencewicz as Apostolic Delegate for the former

Polish, now Russian, territories. The relevant decree, of

January 31st, 1774, received Papal confirmation on February

20th.3

In addition, Rome applied to the Court of Vienna for

support, and the Propaganda transmitted a copy of Garampi's

instruction to the nuncio to Vienna, Visconti.* In its declara-

tions and memoranda the Curia emphasized the glaring

contrast between the Czarina's quite unprecedented and

arbitrary action and her repeated assurances of toleration and

the retention of the status quo in ecclesiastical matters ; they

declared the ecclesiastical constitution of Russia as ordained by

St. Petersburg to be invalid, since it lacked Papal confirmation,

1 See the correspondence between Rome, Garampi, and

Siestrzencewicz in Loret, 59 seqq., 209 seqq.

^ Garampi to the Propaganda on March 9, 1774, ibid., 211 seq.

For Garampi's confidence, cf. Lehtonen, 462, 465. Rome's reply

was full of misgivings ; v. Castelli to Garampi on March 5 and 16,

1774, ibid., 212 seqq. Garampi praised and recommended
Siestrzencewicz again under date April 6, 1774, ibid., 214 seq.

He also consoled Siestrzencewicz and encouraged him at any rate

to show a keen activity in the meantime in those spheres in

which he had jurisdiction as Coadjutor of Vilna ; v. his letter to

him of August t, 1774, ibid., 2T5 .'ieq.

=* PiERLiNG, 470 ; Loret, 59-63.

* Loret, 87, 218 seqq. ; memorandum from the Propaganda to

Viscf)nti in Vienna, with two enclosures (memoranda on the

regulation of the Russian ecclesiastical constitution)

.
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and expressed the fear of a schism. In particular the

Propaganda considered it monstrous that the CathoHcs in

White Russia and those scattered over the whole empire should

have only one Bishop, which made the satisfactory fulfilment

of pastoral duties impossible. Without question two dioceses

must be erected for the territory newly acquired from Poland,

while the Catholics in the Russian diaspora would be cared

for, as before, by the missionaries of the Propaganda. For the

Uniates too the single archbishopric of Polotsk was insufficient

;

at any rate a larger territory should be allotted to the Arch-

bishop of Smolensk, who had become a Russian subject.

But that all appeals in ecclesiastical questions must be directed

to Rome and not to St. Petersburg was in accordance with a

fundamental principle, the observance of which was demanded

by Rome without exception from every Catholic Christian

community throughout the world. ^ The nuncio Visconti,

while acknowledging to the full the good will of the empress,

raised some doubts about the reliability of the Viennese Court.

^

It did in fact make some conditions about the Uniates in

Galicia, but on receiving a favourable reply from the Pope '

Maria Theresa entered on a correspondence with the Czarina

on the question raised by Rome.*

Nevertheless all the Curia's attempts to obtain some

concession from the Czarina seemed to be doomed to failure,

so that it became necessary to communicate with her by

direct means, in so far as that was compatible with the

dignity of the Curia. A good opportunity for this was offered

by the mission undertaken by the Knight of Malta, Sagramoso,

who, at the request of Pallavicini, the Secretary of State, was

1 Ibid.

2 Ihid., 224 seq., his letter to Pallavicini of February 24, 1774 ;

cf. ihid., 88.

3 Maria Theresa wanted the Church government in Galicia to

be "as if there were no country in Europe that went by the name
of Poland" {ihid., 89). The Pope replied under date March 5, 1774,

that he would instruct the nuncios to Vienna and Warsaw to make
further inquiries and conditions (Theiner, Epist., 2g6 seq.).

* LoRET, 89-92.
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to be sent by his Grand Master to the Russian Court. ^ While

there, he was instructed by Pallavicini,^ he was to have

a personal talk with Catherine about the situation of the

Catholics in her empire. She was to guarantee for Russia the

effective union between the head and members of the Church

and to sanction an adequate number of Catholic parish priests

and Bishops for these districts, as circumstances warranted.

Not one of the least favours His Holiness expected to receive

in virtue of her magnanimity and justice was the re-establish-

ment of religious peace and well-being among the Uniates of

the Ukraine. On the same day, May 28th, 1774, Clement XIV.

addressed a personal letter to Sagramoso on the subject of his

mission.^

Clement XIV. did not live to see the execution of this

scheme. It was interrupted by his death, but was resumed

by his successor.*

(3)

Clement XIV., engrossed as he was with the Jesuit question,

could give only half his mind to the development of the

ecclesiastical situation in Poland, and he devoted still less

time to the anti-clerical movements in Germany.^ In conse-

quence, not only was Febronianism able to spread almost

undisturbed in the latter country, but the first attempts were

made to put its principles into practice.

In the autumn of 1769 the information reached Rome that

the book of Justinus Febronius was being printed in Frankfurt

in a new and considerably enlarged edition. The Pope thought

the matter so serious that on October 14th he wrote a strongly

1 For Sagramoso, ibid., 94 seq.

" By letter of May 28, 1774, ibid., 226 seq.

3 Ibid., 225 seq.

* Ibid., 97.

" ScHMiD, Geschichte dev kath. Kirche Deutschlands, 10
;

Stumper, 158. For the sections dealing with Febronius, Pastor

had collected a number of sources from the Vatican which are here

developed by others.
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worded letter of admonition to the Archbishop of Trier,^ To
avert fresh injuries to the Church Klemens Wenzeslaus was

urged to use every effort and care " to stifle that poisonous

and pestilential abortion before it sees the light of day ".

As an additional precaution the Pope had his Secretary of

State inform Maria Theresa, under date November 18th, ^

that in view of the unheard-of audacity of the author it was

also the duty of the Empress to intervene, especially as the

publication was taking place without mention of where it was

being printed or the real name of the author, which was a

patent violation of the imperial laws. She was asked, there-

fore, to instruct the imperial censor in Frankfurt to impound

this new edition immediately.

But in imagining that anything could be done by imperial

intervention in the predominantly Protestant free city on the

Main the Pope was indulging in vain hopes, and in Trier also

his Brief failed to have the desired effect. In fact the first step

taken by the Elector there was to entrust the drafting of

a reply to Rome to no other than his suffragan Bishop

Hontheim. Hontheim's draft consisted of a flat refusal to

interfere with the printing on the score that Frankfurt was

a free city of the empire ; but some prospect was offered of

the book being banned by Trier. The Elector, deeming this

reply to be too brusque, rejected Hontheim's draft and used

more courteous terms, though the effect of his letter was

hardly more favourable.

Actually there appeared in the February of the following

year not a new edition but a second volume of Febronius's

work, purporting to be published at " Frankfurt and

Leipzig ".^ It was not a continuation of the first volume, but

a full discussion of all the refutations that had hitherto

^ In Epist. ad princ, 165, p. 298, Papal Secret Archives,

reproduced in Theiner, Epist., 32 ; Bull. Cont., V., 98 seq.

Cf. Theiner, Gesch., I., 273 seq. ; Stumper, 158.

* Cf. Theiner, Gesch., I., 274.

^ The title, exactly the same as in 1763, was followed by the

explanation :
" tomus secundus, ulteriores operis vindicias

continens."
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appeared. Hontheim went on with his trick of giving the

author a false name by introducing pseudonyms for the writer

of each one of the objections. In addition, he invented a new
editor,^ the pseudonym " Febronius " appearing only as the

writer of the final section on the obedience due to the Holy See.

Hontheim's presumable intention in pubhshing this new
volume under the protection of his Elector and with only

a feeble intervention on the part of the reigning Pope was to

reawaken public interest in his work and to set going again

the arguments it contained. In this he was completely success-

ful. In a few weeks the Bishop of Mainz and Worms was

writing to Visconti, the nuncio to Vienna, that Febronius's

work was much in demand and was seUing well in spite of its

high price. It was to be feared, he said, that the secular

Governments would extend their jurisdiction more and more

at the expense of the spiritual authority. In this respect, he

added, the Court of Mannheim was already showing its

willingness to follow the example of other Catholic princes.

^

In May, 1771, the Roman Congregation of the Index banned

this second volume as it had done the first.^ In August, when

the nuncio to Cologne was asked to make careful inquiries as

to how Trier really stood towards Hontheim,^ it was already

believed in Rome that the Elector Klemens Wenzeslaus had

forbidden the author of " Febronius " to publish a third

volume.^

* Caprara, the nuncio to Cologne, suspected the editor to be the

Canon and Professor Hillesheim (Schnutgen, loc. cit., 753).

2 *Letter of March 24, 1770, from Worms, Nunziat. di Ger-

mania, 652, Papal Secret Archives. It contains the following

passage :
" Dicunt ultro aperteque quod, si liceat ecclesiasticis

contra potestatem papalem scribere eamque coarctare, ipsis in

malam partem non possit verti, si et ipsi vigiles sint."

^ Cf. the *communication of the Secretary of the Index of

February 21, 1777, Nunziat. di Germania, 189A, loc. cit., which

gives May 24, whereas Reusch (Index, II., 942) gives May 14.

* *Cifre to Caprara of August 10, 1771, Nunziat. di Colonia, 272,

Papal Secret Archives.

* Thus *Orsini to Tanucci on August 9, 1771, State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1477.
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Meanwhile the hterary warfare was resumed with renewed

vigour. The most important work on the orthodox side was

the Antifehronius vindicatus of the ItaHan Jesuit Zaccaria,

which appeared in four volumes in 1772-73.^ When the

Dominican Mamachi personally presented the Pope with his

refutation of the " Febronius " in July, 1771, he was highly

praised.2 The Dean of Cologne University, Johann Gottfried

Kaufmanns, was also thanked by the Pope in a Brief of August

17th, 1771,^ for sending him his work against the " Febronius ".

Similarly the nuncio Caprara was instructed in May, 1773, to

convey the Pope's thanks to the Jesuit Carrich for his refuta-

tion.*

Hontheim was not by any means disposed to suffer these

attacks in silence. He was already preparing to launch another

general assault, by means of two further volumes written in

his own defence. The third volume duly appeared in 1772,

the fourth in 1773-74, the latter being in two parts. The

former consisted chiefly of a discussion with Walch, the author

^ In Rome and Cesena. A reprint of the first two volumes,

probably sponsored by German Jesuits, appeared in Frankfurt in

1772. Hontheim attacked the work in the fourth volume of the

" Febronius ". For details, cf. O. Mejer, Febronius, 91 seqq.

Even Brunati said that Zaccaria was one of Febronius 's most

competent opponents (*letter to Colloredo, February 2, 1774,

State Archives, Vienna). It is significant that the two anti-

Febronian works were on the Viennese Index of 1780 (Reusch,

11.. 942).

* *Vasquez to Roda, August 15, 1771, Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid,

Cartas de Vasquez.

3 In *Epist. ad princ, 169, p. 65, Papal Secret Archives.

Theiner, Epist., 173. J. G. Kauffmanns, Pro statu Ecclesiae

catholicae et legitima potestate Rom. Pontificis contra J. Febronii

librum, Cologne, 1770. For Kauffmanns, cf. Wesselmann,

Kempen, 1881 ; Annalen des Hist. Ver. f. d. Niederrhein, XLIII.

(1885), 210.

* *Cifre to Caprara, of May 22, 1773, Nunziat. di Colonia, 272,

loc. at. For the literary history of the " Febronius " in the reign

of Clement XTV., see also Walch, Neueste Kirchengesch., VI.

(1777), 189 seqq.
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of the Neueste Kirchengeschichte ^
; Hontheim himself had

suppHed him with an article on the origin of his work, but in it

he had drawn a clear dividing line between the Protestant

idea and the " purified " ecclesiastical system of Febronius.

As opposed to Walch, Hontheim defended the doctrinal

infallibility of the Church without the slightest qualification.

The most notable feature of the fourth volume is the highly

conceited preface,^ where allusion was made to the obvious

success of the work among Catholic Government circles and

it was again emphasized that the object of the book was the

reunion of the Churches. It was the author's duty, it was said

here, to " denounce those execrable and obnoxious super-

fluities which deter the Protestants especially from returning

to the Church ". And it was not only the clergy that were to

judge of the matter, but the whole Christian world. But in its

first phase at any rate the attainment of his object rested with

the action and the good will of the politicians. The most

recent ecclesiastical reforms carried out by several Catholic

princes were to be welcomed as the first steps along the road,

likewise the suppression of the Society of Jesus, the abolition

of the Bull In coena Domini, Portugal's breach with Rome,

and other such measures. All this, for Febronius, helped to

purify religion.

In March, 1773, the third' volume of Febronius was con-

demned by the Congregation of the Index without any specific

censures.^ At the same time it instructed its secretary to

apply to the Pope for another solemn condemnation of the

pernicious work. The secretary fulfilled his commission, but

1 Vol. III., pp. 313 seq.

* Dated " V Idus Martii 1773 ". According to Krufft (Mejer,

174) Hontheim intended to close his " career " with this double

volume and to retire to his property of Montquintin in Luxemburg,

but found himself unable to do so either on this occasion or two

years later.

^ *Communicatii)ii of the Secretary i)f the Index, of February

21, 1777, Nunziat. di Germania, i8q A, loc. cit., which gives the

date as March 29, whereas Reusch (II., 942) gives it as March 3.

^''olume IV. is not on the Index.
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without effect ^
; the ideas contained in the book had already

gained admittance into the ecclesiastical policy of the German
princes and had in fact, to some extent at least, been derived

by the author from ecclesiastico-poUtical practice.^

The doubtful honour of being the first to take steps in this

direction in a notable manner is due to the three Rhenish

Archbishops. In 1769 the Courts of Mainz and Cologne had

already issued invitations ^ to the Archbishop of Trier and

afterwards probably to one or two other Bishops, to attend

a conference on the removal of various abuses. In the Decem-

ber of that year Van Deel, the deputy from Mainz, Hillesheim,

Canon and Professor of Cologne, and Hontheim, suffragan

Bishop of Trier, met at Coblenz as the plenipotentiaries of

their spiritual lords. Hontheim presided ^ over the proceedings,

the protocol of which may be regarded as the prologue to the

notorious Punctation of Ems of 1786.

The very preamble to the document,^ which was signed on

December 13th and contains thirty articles, is pervaded with

the Febronian spirit. The agreements begin with a general

denunciation of the Roman Curia, whose abuses and exaggera-

ted claims had been steadily increasing since the fifteenth

century. So far from wanting to loosen the bond with the

Holy See, the three Electors were intent on strengthening it

anew by removing all excrescences. This could be done by
restoring the episcopal authority to its original condition and

by freeing their subjects from the oppressive taxes levied by
Rome. The emperor himself, with his powerful protection of

the German Church, was asked to obtain from the Pope the

restoration of its ancient freedom and to help clear away all

the scandals and abuses.

1 Cf. the *communication mentioned in the previous note.

* These territorial roots of the " Febronius " have been

brought to light by Leo Just in Das Erzbistum Trier und die

luxemhurgische Kirchenpolitik {Die Reichskirche, I.), Leipzig, 1931.

' Mejer, Febronius, 76 seqq.

* ScHNUTGEN, loc. cit., 745 ; ScHMiD, GescMchte der kath.

Kirche Deutschlands, lo.

* Printed for the first time in Lebret, Magazin, VIII., i seqq.
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The desires of these Rhenish ecclesiastics, which they set

out one by one, were of a varied nature, some of them merely

borrowings from the usual gravamina, but most of them

demands for reform of a Febronian and " enlightened

"

character. Thus complaints were raised against the excessive

number of new Apostolic Constitutions, whose publication in

future would need episcopal assent before they were legally

valid ; the same condition would have to be applied to all

Papal rescripts and the granting of favours. The informatory

process for the purpose of confirming an episcopal election

would have to be opened not only with the nunciature but also

with the competent or the nearest Ordinary. The payment of

annates and other moneys not only meant that a free nation

and the first of the Catholic peoples was subjected to a formal

tribute, but they were an appreciable drain on the economic

resources of the ecclesiastical principalities and set them at

a disadvantage compared with the Protestant principalities.

Then come the usual complaints about the system of appeals

and the other powers of the nuncios that evaded the episco-

pacy. This was followed by the demand for the Apostolic

faculty of dispensation for every Bishop. To restore the

episcopal authority to its former condition, exemptions were

to disappear and the regular clergy and the administration,

reform, or suppression of the religious houses were to be

subject to the local Bishop.

These agreements made at Coblenz were approved by the

three Electors, who on February 1st, 1770, sent similarly

worded notes containing their demands to the imperial

Government, with the request that they be put before the

Pope,^ In Vienna, where the empress especially, with her

respect for religious authority, jibbed at the overweening

demand,^ the matter was shelved until the autumn, when

a reply was sent in which the Electors' comprehensive pro-

^ Mejer, 81 seq. According to Krufft {ibid., 271) the Bishop

of Wiirzburg, who had also been invited to Coblenz. shortly

afterwards sent his communication too.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 413 seq.
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gramme was picked to pieces, all the points within the

competence of the imperial diet and those which did not

seem to be too urgent being separated from the rest. For the

remainder, which needed to be discussed, further evidence

was requested. But it was due also to the Elector of Trier

that the affair turned out otherwise than was desired. It.was

only owing to Hontheim's insistence and after a long delay

that Klemens Wenzeslaus put his name to the reply proposed

by Mainz and Cologne, and then he did not allow it to be

dispatched. He also rejected the further proposal to send a

personal plenipotentiary to Vienna, having precise information

from that quarter, as he said, " that the favourable moment
had not yet presented itself." Finally the Coblenz protocol

was sent also to the French Government, whereupon Cardinal

Rohan, who was asked to act as intermediary, expressed his

disapproval of the document and was praised by the Pope for

so doing. ^ So it came about that these agreements of the

ecclesiastical Electors had no immediate results, but they

merit attention in so far as most of the points reappeared ten

years later in the Josephine programme of reform.

But the Febronian-minded Archbishop of Mainz, Emmerich

Joseph von Breidenbach, was not to be diverted by this

failure from continuing his efforts to make good his preten-

sions. ^ The very next year the Cardinal Secretary of State

was complaining that force was being used in Mainz to obstruct

inconvenient appeals.^ The Elector was also said to be making

fresh efforts at the imperial Court to win favour for his

aspirations,* despite the counter-efforts of the nuncio

1 Theiner, Epist., 106.

^ For the episcopahst influence of the Archbishop of Mainz on

the Archbishop of Trier, v. Schnutgen, loc. cit., 752 ; cf. ibid., 744.

2 *Cifra to Nuncio Giraud in Paris, of July 24, 1771 :
" ed ora

con minaccie, ora con forza, hanno trattenuto gU appellanti

a desistere da ogni ulteriore ricorso." Nunziat. di Francia, 461,

fo. 137, Papal Secret Archives.

* Among other ways, by sending another memorandum. Cf.

*Cifra to Nuncio Giraud of July 24, 1771, loc. cit., fo. 140, and

Theiner, Gesch., II., 3.
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Visconti,^ and to be soliciting the interest of the other German
Bishops in his aims.^ Consequently the nuncios to Vienna and

Cologne were advised repeatedly to keep a special watch on

his whole line of conduct.^

Anti-clerical tendencies gradually made their way also

into the ecclesiastical policy of the secular princes. The Elector

Palatine, Karl Theodor, who was also Duke of Jiilich and

Berg, issued various decrees against the religious Orders

through the leader of his Government in Diisseldorf, Count

Goldstein, a friend of Hontheim's.* It was only the protest

made by Caprara, the nuncio to Cologne, that prevented them

being put into effect.^ Similar tendencies developed at the

Court of the Bavarian Elector, Max III. Joseph, so that here

too Caprara had to intervene, this time in the project to use

the revenues of the religious houses for the training colleges

of the clergy.® Since 1768 there had been enacted a number of

reforming decrees affecting the relations between the Church

and State, '^ which could not be allowed to go uncontested by

the ecclesiastical authorities. The necessity of erecting a

barrier against these encroachments gave rise to certain

unifying tendencies among the Bishops of the Bavarian

Electorate,^ which after numerous opinions had been given

1 Theiner, Gesch., II., 3.

" *Cifra to Nuncio Giraud (undated ; between September 4 and

II, 1771), loc. cit.

^ Among other occasions, on August 22, 1772 (in Theiner,

Gesch., II., 143 seq.), and on August 28, 1773 [ibid., 274 seqq.).

* Kjiowledge of Goldstein and his ecclesiastical policy is best

obtained from the oft-quoted work by Schnutgen {loc. cit.,

743 seqq.).

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 411 seq.

* Ibid., 413.

' Cf. G. Pfeilschifter-Baumeister, Der Sahburger Kongress

und seme Auswirkung 1770-1777 (Veroffentlichungen dor Goires-

Gesellschaft, Sektion fiir Rechts- und Staatswissensch., Heft 52),

Paderborn, 1929, 119 seqq., and 168-174 i^ particular. All the

original sources are also collected together in this volume (pp.

xviii-xlii).

* Ibid., 184 seqq.
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led to the calling of an episcopal congress.^ Invitations to this

were also issued at the end of June 1770 by the Archbishop of

Salzburg, Sigmund Christoph von Schrattenbach.^ The
conferences began at the end of July and went on, under the

chairmanship of Dean Truchsess of Zeil, until February 1771.

At the twenty-seven sessions the general subject of discussion,

after the preparation of a Bavarian concordat, was the various

measures of reform. The conferences were continued as a

congress of delegates until the end of 1772.^ In spite of the

high hopes that were justified by such an enterprise, it failed

for personal and tactical reasons.^ The only direct effect it

had was a certain moderation in the Electoral policy towards

the Church. When the congress opened Clement XIV.

encouraged Archbishop Schrattenbach by sending him a special

laudatory Brief ^ and he afterwards thanked him for informing

him of the lampoons that had been launched against him.*

Nor did Clement XIV. disdain to appeal directly to Max III.

Joseph and to advise him most earnestly not to associate

himself with the aims of the Rhenish Electors.' But the

greatest joy was shown by the Pope on hearing that under

the influence of the Duke of Wiirttemberg, Karl Eugen,

Klemens Wenzeslaus had withdrawn from the conspiracy

formed by the Elector of Mainz. ^ And finally the latter too

expressed his regret to the Pope for his former conduct in

a memorial of October 21st, 1773, and received in return, a few

months before he died, a letter of thanks from Clement XIV. ^

^ Ibid., 191 seqq.

^ Ibid., 220 seq.

^ Ibid., 402-423.

* Ibid., 431 seqq., 658 seqq.

* Theiner, Epist., 121 seq.

* Ibid., 91. Cf. Theiner, Gesch., I., 419 seqq.

'' Already on March 10, 1770 (Theiner, Epist., 69 seq.), also

on January 19 and March 14, 1771 [Hist., II., 3 seq.).

* *Cifre to the Auditor Rion in Paris, of July 14, 1773, Nunziat.

di Francia, 461, Papal Secret Archives, also the Papal letter to

the Duke of Wiirttemberg, in Theiner, Epist., 290 seq.

» Of February 5, 1774, ibid., 292.



CHAPTER VII.

The Survival of the Jesuits in Prussia.

The conquest of Silesia and the partition of Poland brought

under Prussian rule vast areas in which, in 1773, there were

twenty-six Jesuit establishments of var5ang size and impor-

tance, containing about 350 members of the Order.^ Frederick

the Great's attitude towards the Jesuits has often been the

subject of historical study. ^ His distaste for the Catholic

Church, which had been implanted in him in his youth,

continued to have its effect long afterwards, in spite of his

proclivity to free thought ; inwardly he never overcame it,

though later on in hfe, for political reasons, he allowed it to

recede more and more into the background.^ During the first

Silesian war he assured the nuncio to Warsaw that he would

leave the Silesian Catholics in full possession of their rights

and liberties, with no exception, not even the Jesuits,* but in

^ When the Silesian Province of the Order was erected on

January i, 1755, it numbered 225 members, in 1770 only 144.

In Jesuit possession, Bohemia 202. Cf. Duhr, Gesch., IV., i, 404
seqq. In the former Polish territories there were about 213 Jesuits.

Garampi to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, Nunziat. di Polonia

58. Papal Secret Archives.

* Peter Phil. Wolff, Allg. Gesch. der Jesuiten, IV., 54 seq.
;

Menzel, Gesch. der Deutschen, IV.^ (1855), 62 seqq. ; Reinkens,

Die Universitat zu Breslau (1861), no seqq. ; Zeller, Friedrich

d. Gr. als Philosoph (1886), 152 seqq. ; Grijnhagen, Schlesien

unter Friedrich d. Gr., II. (1892), 449 seqq. ; Witte, Friedrich

d. Gr. und die Jesuiten (1892) ; Pigge, Die religiose Toleranz

Friedrichs d. Gr. (1899), 285 seqq. ; Koser, Konig Friedrich d. Gr.

(1903), 550 seqq. ; Thoemes, Friedrichs d. Gr. Biindnis mit der

Gesellschaft Jesu (1901). Cf. Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, LXI.

(1901), 91 seqq. ; Loffler, Friedrich d. Gr. und die Jesuiten, in

Hist.-polit. Blatter, CXIV. (1909), 257 seqq.

3 Duhr, IV., i, 417.

4 Witte, 40

VOL. XXXVIII. 417 E e
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the Seven Years' War he was guilty of baseless suspicions and

excessively severe measures.^ It was during this period of

political and confessional animosity that the king uttered those

contemptuous opinions of the Order that clearly show the

influence of the polemical literature emanating from Portugal

and France. " It would be a good thing," he wrote, " to

abolish this Order altogether and let it share the same fate

that was meted out to the Templars with less justice. There is

any amount of the breed in Silesia. I should like to do away

with them as the Catholics have done. Perhaps I shall take

courage and follow their example." ^ A month before the

signing of the preliminaries to the Peace of Hubertusburg,

Schlabrendorf, his Minister of State for Silesia, submitted to

him the memorandum he had ordered, setting out in full the

measures to be taken for " the removal of the Jesuits ".

According to this memorandum, the 194 Jesuits in Silesia

possessed a yearly income of 45,731 rix-dollars, 21,436 of

which they had to pay away in taxes and other State dues.^

It may have been the meagre results of this inquiry and, more

probably still, political considerations that caused the king to

shelve his plans for the expulsion of the Jesuits. With the

far-seeing vision of the true statesman he saw that his military

conquests would be jeopardized if they were not followed by

the moral conquest of his new subjects.* Moreover, in the

desperate situation of the State finances, he was not likely to

forget that he would never obtain another teaching body at so

low a price for the necessary work of reconstruction. But his

antipathy to the Order still persisted. He refused to give his

placet to the Bull of confirmation of 1765, " not for any love

of Calvin, but so as not to give any further encouragement to

the existence in the country of the noxious vermin that sooner

or later will suffer the same fate as that dealt out to it by

France and Portugal ".^ In 1767, in his letters to Voltaire and

1 DuHR, IV., I, 412 seqq.

" KosER, II., 550.

^ March 7, 1763. Lehmann, IV. (1883), 105 seqq., No. 106.

* Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, LXXVIII. (1910), 471.

' KoSER, II., 550.
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D'Alembert, he was still expressing his sincere joy at the

expulsion of the Jesuits from Spain.

^

The earliest evidence of Frederick's change of attitude and

language is found in his letter to D'Alembert of January 7th,

1768. After saying that the Jesuits had been driven out of half

of Europe and that he could not guarantee what would happen

to them in Austria when Maria Theresa was dead, he made
the following declaration : "As for myself, I shall tolerate

them as long as they keep quiet and don't attempt to strangle

anyone." A few weeks later he remarked that however much
of a heretic he was he had no desire to copy the example of

the Catholic Powers, which, to pass the time, waged war on

the poor Jesuits. " I shall leave this Order alone as long as

it doesn't try to interfere with the secular power or murder

me or mine. Lions and tigers," he added sarcastically, " are

kept for the wild-beast fights in the circus, then why not

tolerate the Jesuits too ? " And he remained true to this

attitude,^ for in the course of the same year, 1768, he had the

offer made, of his own accord, to the Jesuit General to provide

a refuge near Potsdam for the expelled missionaries, on condi-

tion that they apphed themselves there principally to the

advancement of mathematics and natural science.^

When in the conclave of 1769 the Bourbon Powers were

exerting themselves to the utmost to secure in advance the

destruction of the Society of Jesus and only a few voices were

raised in its defence, Ricci preferred not to wait for the outcome

^ " Vivent les philosophes !
" wrote Frederick to D'Alembert on

May 5, 1767. " Voila les jesuites chasses de I'Espagne. Le trone

de la superstition est sape, il s'ecroulera dans le siecle futur
"

{CEuvres, ed. Preuss, XXIV., 422). It is interesting to note that

Frederick referred to the expulsion from Spain in a letter to

Voltaire of February' 10, 1767 {ibid., XXIII., 122), although it

was prepared in the deepest secrecy and was not put into effect

until April 2. 1767.

* KosER, II., 550 seq.

* Ricci to Dobroslau, September 3, 1768. In Jesuit possession,

Epp. Gen. ad Extemos. Cf. Stimmen der Zeit, XCIII. (1917),

350 seqq.
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of the conclave before thanking the king for having spoken so

often in favour of the persecuted Order, asking him at the

same time for his further protection.^ His letter could hardly

have arrived in Berlin when Frederick was again referring to

the Jesuit question in his correspondence with D'Alembert.

He thought that the forthcoming Papal election would^

depend, more than on anything else, on the total abolition of

the Jesuit Order. " So far as I am concerned, I consider it will

redound to my honour to preserve its fragments in Silesia and

not to aggravate its misery, heretic as I am. In future,

anyone who wants to see an Ignatian will have to go to

Silesia, the only province where he can find a relic of the

Order which only a short time ago was ruhng the Courts of

Europe with an almost despotic power. One day you in

France will repent of having turned out this Order, and in the

next few years the instruction of youth will suffer for it." ^

The Jesuit General was thanked by the king in courteous

terms. " Talent and learning," he wrote, " have always had

a right to my benevolence." Ricci, he said, could depend on

his giving proofs of this at the opportune moment.^ He
repeated this assurance to the General in a letter of September

13th, 1770.* Such statements coming from a Protestant Power

and from a monarch whose exceptional personal qualities and

successes had made a deep impression on public opinion were

not without their effect in Rome, and for the Society of Jesus,

whose very existence was already being threatened, they

were of high moral value. ^

^ Ricci to Frederick II., April 8, 1769. Stimmen aus Maria-

Laach, LXXVIII. (1910), 472.
* Written on *April 22, 1769. Lehmann, IV., 360 ; CEuvres,

XXIV., 451 ; WiTTE, 81 seq.

3 *April or May, 1769. Italian translation in Mamachi's *letter

to Alfani, January 19, [1774], Papal Secret Archives, Regolari,

Gesuiti 57.

* *Original in Jesuit possession, Suppr., Assist. Germ.
^ Heinrich Stumcke, Hohenzollern-Fiirsten im Drama, Leipzig,

1903. Cf. Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, LXV. (1903), 593 seqq.
;

*Grimaldi to Tanucci, August 27, 1765, Archives of Simancas,
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A short time before, Frederick had in fact taken a step that

was intended to benefit the persecuted Order. In 1770, when

the Pope's acquiescence in the suppression seemed to be

imminent, the Minister Finckenstein, at His Majesty's express

command, had to write to Ciofani, the Prussian agent in Rome,

that as a Protestant his royal master could not interfere with

the internal affairs of the Catholic Church, but as he was

entirely satisfied with the conduct of the Jesuits in his own

territories, especially Silesia, his desire was that in the event

of a suppression they were not to be included and that they

should be allowed to continue their activities as before.^ On
Ciofani venturing to doubt the advisability of making repre-

sentations on the strength of mere rumours Frederick insisted

on his taking the necessary steps without delay and on his

informing the Pope himself as quickly as possible of the

king's satisfaction with the Jesuits and of his wish to keep

them in his States no matter what happened.^

There were some who suspected that the overriding motive

of Frederick's attitude towards the Jesuits was financial,^

but although after the suppression had taken place he did in

fact lay claim either directly or indirectly to some portions of

Estado, 6097 ; *Tanucci to Grimaldi, September 17, 1765, ibid. ;

Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, LXXVIII., 471 seq.

* Finckenstein to Ciofani, June 30, 1770, in Lehmann, IV.,

403 seq., No. 382.

* Finckenstein to Ciofani, September 22, 1770, ibid., 406 seq.,

No. 386. How great was the sensation caused by the letter of

June 30 is indicated by Tanucci's inability to believe it. *Tanucci

to Grimaldi, September 4, 1770, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6103.

3 *Lacy to Grimaldi, November 19, 1773, ibid., Estado, 6637 ;

Grimaldi to Monino, January 4, 1774, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped., 1774 : "... e mi creda, che essendo

una forte raggione I'interesse e la speranza di tirar persone, che

portin denari, non vedendo comparire nh questi nh quelle, forse

si straccara." *Prince Bishop Schafifgotsch to Garampi, Troppau,

February 16, 1774, Nunziat. di Polonia, 119, Papal Secret

Archives.
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the Jesuit estate ^ it must still be remembered that his change

of attitude had already occurred when the suppression was

by no means certain. As an outspoken free-thinker the royal

philosopher had certainly no cause for any predilection for an

Order whose view of life was directly opposed to his own
;

nor was a practical statesman of his calibre likely to intervene

from purely chivalrous motives. It is all the more plausible,

therefore, that as a man of intelligence and foresight he rose

superior to common prejudices and that as a ruler of states-

manlike ability and power, whose life-task it was to strengthen

his kingdom, he did not neglect the opportunity of laying

his Catholic subjects under an obligation of gratitude and

devotion. 2 Although in view of the anti-Jesuit exertions of

the Bourbons his attitude was not entirely devoid of

mischievousness, it would be wrong to suppose that his

protection of the Jesuits was merely a means of obtaining the

recognition of his royal title by the Curia. This question was

of more concern to his Ministers than to himself.^ Practical

considerations were what told with Frederick. A year before

he had intervened in Rome on the Jesuits' behalf he had

obtained from the Augustinian Abbot Felbiger a detailed

report on the school system in Silesia.* In spite of the gloomy

picture he painted of the state of the Jesuit schools the Abbot

concluded his report with recommending that education be

left in Jesuit hands, owing to the scarcity of other teachers

and still more to the lack of funds, as the Fathers taught for

nothing. The University of Breslau, at that time the only

training institute for theologians in Prussia, would present an

^ *Wilhelm Classen, Vice-Rector of the college at Emmerich,

to the archiepiscopal commission, May 31, 1774, Archdiocesan

Archives, Cologne, Jesuitenakten, Aufhebung 293 i ; *Elector

Maximilian Friedrich to Vicar General Von Horn-Goldstein,

September, 1774, ibid.

2 Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, LXXVIII., 469 seqq.

3 KosER, II., 552.

* Felbiger's report of January 5, 1769, in Lehmann, IV.,

447 seqq., No. 331.
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even greater problem if it lost the Jesuits.^ From time to time

Frederick scoffingly referred to the promise he had given in

the peace treaties to leave the Catholic religion in statu quo,^

especially as his Silesian Ignatians had had no part in Mala-

grida's plot nor in Lavalette's bankruptcy ; besides, Ganga-

nelli had cut off their tails, so that they could not, hke Samson's

foxes of old, set fire to the harvest of the PhiHstines ^—but

the decisive motive for this " enlightened " sovereign was his

interest in education and the training of the Catholic youth,

for which, in his judgment, the Jesuits were irreplaceable.

It was with this argument that he countered the urgent

remonstrances of his French friends and justified the steps

he took at the Court of Rome.^ In Rome, however, the word

of the petty Protestant Prussian could have little weight with

the Great CathoHc Powers, especially when Austria persisted

in its strict neutrality, which in this case amounted to support

of the Jesuits' adversaries and was appraised by them as such.

It was for this reason that Frederick bluntly refused to inter-

vene directly to save the Order as a whole, as he was urged

to do by the Sardinian Jesuit Pintus, excusing himself on the

ground that the Pope was master in his own house and that

as a heretic it was not for him to interfere.^

1 KosER, 11. , 551 ; DuHR, Gesch., IV., i, 410 seq.

* Frederick II. to the Electress Maria Antonia of Saxony,

September 8, 1773, and January 8, 1774, in Lehmann, IV., 530

seq., No. 518, and 580, No. 558.

* Frederick II. to Voltaire, December 10, 1773, ibid., 575,

No. 551.

* Id. to id., October 24 and December 10, 1773, and November

18, 1777, ibid., 566, No. 540; 575, No. 551 ; V., 240, No. 318 ;

Frederick to Electress Maria Antonia of Saxony, January 8, 1774,

ibid., IV., 588, No. 558 ; Frederick to D'Alembert, January 7,

March 11, and May 15, 1774, ibid., 579, No. 557 ; 593. No. 573 ;

603, No. 588 ; *Frederick to Ciofani, August 17 and September 10,

1774, in Jesuit possession, Suppr., Assist. Germ. ; *Nuncio Doria

to Pallavicini, April 4, 1774, Cifre, Nunziat. di Francia, 561,

Papal Secret Archives.

5 Frederick to D'Alembert, December 4, 1772, in Lehmann,
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Frederick was staying in Breslau when the news crossed

the Alps that the suppression of the Society of Jesus had

taken place in Rome. On August 29th, 1773, he intimated to

Strachwitz, the suffragan Bishop and Apostolic Adminis-

trator, that the Brief was not to be published in his States.^

By a Cabinet instruction of August 31st the Department of

Religious Affairs was requested to issue an immediate order

for the suppression of the " Papal Bull ".^ Under date

September 6th a formal instruction was issued to all Govern-

ment offices to take the necessary measures to see that this

was done.^ The Silesian Provincial, Franz Gleixner, was

informed by the king that he had forbidden the publication of

the " Bull of suppression ". He felt all the more impelled to

take this measure, he said, as he had promised the maintenance

of the status quo in the peace treaty. His royal word was far

IV., 478, No. 472. The king was wrong, however, in calling

Pintus a delegate of the Jesuit General. Cf. Ricci to Pintus,

January 30, 1773, in Duhr, IV., i, 14 seq. ; Pintus to Zelada,

January 10, 1774, in [Boero,] Osservazioni, II. ^ 124 seq. *" lo

viddi la lettera scrittale(!) da un soggetto del Collegio Romano,

che I'esortava a tal passo con aggiungere ' non si meravigli ch'io

scriva, mentre qui sono tutti smarriti, e il Generale piu di tutti '."

Schaflfgotsch to Garampi, February 16, 1774, Nunziat. di Polonia,

119, Papal Secret Archives. Cf. above, p. 251.

1 *Diarium Sem. Glac, of August 20, 1773, Gymnasialarchiv,

Glatz ; Carmer to Frederick II., August 30, 1773, in Lehmann,

IV., 525, No. 512 ; *Frederick to Strachwitz, September 19, 1773,

Latin translation. Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53 ;

*Strachwitz to the Congregation for the suppression, September

27, 1773, ibid.

^ Lehmann, IV., 528, No. 515 ; *Latin translation in the Papal

Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53.

* Lehmann, IV., 529, No. 516 ; Latin translation, loc. cit.

The corresponding *decree of the West Prussian Government is

dated September 14, 1773 [ibid., Nunziat. di Polonia, 36). The

circular issued by the Government of Cleves bears the date

September 16, 1773 (printed copy in private ownership). Cf.

*Garampi to Macedonio, September 22, 1773, Cifre, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 58, Papal Secret Archives.
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too sacred to be withdrawn in consequence of something

happening abroad. The Provincial was asked to lose no time

in obtaining the views of the Silesian Fathers and of the

other Superiors and then to make some practical proposals.

In return for this favour the sovereign expected the Jesuits

to continue to devote themselves with all possible industry

to the training of youth and the advancement of studies.^

Karl von Reinach, the Superior of Wartenberg, who enjoyed

Frederick's particular confidence, was earnestly requested by
the Minister Carmer to interest himself in the matter and to

set out in a provisional opinion the difficulties that might arise

from the Order's Constitution and how they could be over-

come. As the Society, Carmer continued, was empowered by
the Bull Iniuncfum nobis (1543) to alter its Constitutions

according to the circumstances of time and place, fresh orders

could be issued without infringing the fundamental rules.

The vow of obedience to the Pope offered no obstacle, as his

true feelings on the step that had been forced on him were well

known and, besides, it was stipulated in the vow that it was
only to serve the good of souls and the spreading of the faith.

If the General of the Order was thinking of taking up his

residence in Prussia he would receive " a very gracious

welcome " from the king. Reinach was asked to attend to

the matter with care and assiduity, as his sovereign was

disposed to extend his protection, if need be, to the most

remote settlements of the Society of Jesus.

^

The Government's plan of having the Jesuit headquarters

in Prussia being frustrated by the arrest of Ricci and his

Assistants, the Provincial Gleixner, at Carmer's instigation,

summoned the Rectors of the Silesian colleges to a conference

^ Carmer to Gleixner, August 30, 1773, in Lehmann, IV., 525
seq., No. 513. Cf. *Reiffenauer, Rector at Breslau, to Schorn,

the Rector of Braunsberg, on September 8, 1773, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 119, Papal Secret Archives.

2 Carmer to Reinach, August 30, 1773, in Lehmann, IV., 527
seq., No. 514. Cf. *Carmer to the Rector of Glatz, September 11,

1773. Gymnasialarchiv, Glatz.
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at Neisse to deliberate on the problem of giving effect to the

Government's intentions in the situation then existing. It

was agreed to invite the Jesuits of the other Prussian provinces

and those abroad to combine with the Silesian Province of the

Order and to elect a Vicar General as soon as possible.^ On
October 3rd and again on October 14th, 1773, the king gave

his permission for the calling of a General Congregation and at

the same time indicated the Superior Reinach as the most

suitable man for the post of Vicar General. ^

The benevolent attitude of the Protestant king of Prussia

towards the persecuted Order gave great joy to the Jesuits

in other countries, especially the astronomers Hell ^ and

Mayer. It was hoped that the Court of the Palatinate would

keep the Jesuits in its dominions and incorporate them in the

Silesian Province. Similarly the Jesuit missionaries in Holland,

England, and non-European countries were to be attached to

the Silesian Province and be governed from Breslau.*

^ Carmer to the Cabinet, September 29, 1773, in Lehmann, IV.,

552 seq., No. 527. Corresponding letters were sent to the Jesuits

in England, Holland, and East and West Prussia. Cf. *Gleixner to

Schorn, October 2, 1773, Nunziat. di Polonia, 119, Papal Secret

Archives ; Theiner, Hist., II., 494 seq.

2 Lehmann, IV., 553, No. 527 ; Carmer to the Cabinet, October

10, 1773, ibid. ; Cabinet letter to Gleixner, October 21, 1773, in

Lehmann, IV., 561, No. 538. Garampi on the other hand *wrote

to Pallavicini on October 6, 1773, that the Jesuits had refused

to hold the election on conscientious grounds. Cifre, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 58, Papal Secret Archives.

3 Letter from Hell, September 17, 1773, in Lehmann. IV., 576*.

* Carmer to the Cabinet, November 17, 1773, in Lehmann, IV.,

571, No. 546. In a letter from Rome of September i, 1773, signed

" The Jesuits ", the king was asked to provide a retreat in his

dominions. Frederick was ready to grant the favour on condition

that they kept quiet. *Frederick to the Jesuits in Rome,

September 28, 1773, in Jesuit possession, Suppr., Assist. Germ. ;

Frederick to Ciofani on the same day, ibid. Ciofani thought it

inadvisable to present this letter, and Frederick assented

(November 26, 1773, ibid.).
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These far-reaching hopes soon proved to be illusory. On
November 1st, 1773, the former English Provincial, Henry

More, while thanking the king for his great favour, reported

that the English Province was already extinct and that its

members had been secularized.^ The replies from the other

countries were probably to the same effect. In many cases

confidence in Frederick was shaken by the widespread rumour

that his sole intention was to attract to his dominions the

Jesuit funds and then to withdraw his protection from the

Order.2

The Jesuits of Ermeland and West Prussia were not so

responsive to the king's wishes.^ Both the Rector of the

college at Braunsberg and the headmaster of the Papal school

there informed the nuncio to Warsaw, in the name of their

colleagues, that they were willing to submit to the Brief of

suppression. Through Prince Bishop Krasizki of Ermeland

they would petition the monarch to allow them to comply with

the Papal ordinances. If the reply was unfavourable, they

would leave the country immediately, so as to avoid the

appearance of wanting to frustrate the commands of Rome.*

On the same day the episcopal Official, Szczepanski, wrote to

Garampi that the Jesuits would follow the instructions of the

Holy See as soon as this could be done without injury to

religion, which would probabljr suffer if they left against the

wish of the sovereign.^ The Government, which had received

information of this correspondence, administered a reprimand

^ Lehmann, IV., 577^. The Provincial's Christian name was

Henry, not Thomas, as Lehmann gives it.

" Carmer's report of January 2, 1774, in Lehmann, IV., 576

seqq., No. 555. Cf. *Senzinnen (?) to Caprara, Diisseldorf,

September 22, 1773, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 58.

' By the end of October the nuncio had not yet made the

Brief available to the Bishops of Kulm and Ermeland. *Garampi

to Macedonio, October 27, 1773, ibid., Nunziat. di Polonia, 58.

* *Laszki to Garampi, November 22, 1773, ibid., 7 ; Duhr,

IV., I, 460.

^ *Szczepanski to Garampi, November 22, 1773, Nunziat. di

Polonia, 7, Papal Secret Archives.
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to the two Superiors and forbade them to have any connexion

with " the clergy in Poland ".^ It was only when they protested

that the school at Braunsberg was financially dependent on

the nuncio ^ that the king withdrew his prohibition.'

Strachwitz, the Apostolic Administrator of the Prince-

Bishopric of Breslau,* found himself in a most awkward

position. Frederick had told him orally on August 29th,

1773, that he was resolved to keep the Jesuits in his kingdom,

and when, in spite of this, on the arrival of the Brief he

applied for permission to publish it,^ he met with a refusal.^

To publish any Papal edict without the royal placet was more

than he dared to undertake and so, to avoid still greater

trouble, he had to desist from his request for the time being.'

Macedonio was in full agreement with Strachwitz's zealous

1 Cabinet order to Domhardt of January 13, 1774, in Lehmann.
IV., 581, No. 560 ; *Latin translation [Marienwerder, January xg,

1774], Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit. ; Domhardt to Laszki,

January 26, 1774 ; *Latin translation, ibid.

* Braunsberg, January 26, 1774; Zeitschrift fur Geschichts- und
Altertumskunde Ermlands, XII. (1897), 137 seqq. Szczepanski to

Garampi, March i, 1774, Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit.

* Cabinet order to the West Prussian Government, of March 10,

1774, in Lehmann, IV., 592 seq.. No. 572 ; *Frederick II. to

Krasizki, March 10, 1774, Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit.
;

Garampi to Pallavicini, March 23, 1774, ihid., 58.

* Prince Bishop Schaffgotsch had been excluded from the

administration of the diocese and interned in Oppeln by Frederick

II. on account of his attitude during the Seven Years' War.

Cf. Schlabrendorf to Schaffgotsch, March 11, 1763, in Lehmann,
IV., 107.

" Hoym to the Cabinet on September 12, 1773, ihid., 531 seq.,

No. 520.

* Cabinet order of September 16, 1773, ihid., 532 ; Govern-
ment of Glogau to Strachwitz, September 17, 1773 ; Latin

translation in the Papal Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53 ;

Frederick II. to Strachwitz, September 19, 1773 (Latin transla-

tion), ihid.,

' *Strachwitz to the Congregation for the suppression, Septem-

ber 27, 1773, ihid.
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and prudent conduct, which had saved him from useless and

dangerous deahngs with the king. But he asked the Adminis-

trator to make it clear to the Jesuits that it was their strict

duty in conscience to put no obstacle in the way of the Brief

and to ask the king to put it into effect. Strachwitz was also

asked to remind them that their faculties had come to an end

and that they could no longer make use of them without giving

scandal to the Church and doing harm to souls.^

Garampi's advice was that, in view of the king's character

and the attitude he had adopted hitherto, it was better to

wait and to dissemble, for any hasty step might be fraught

with grave dangers. Above all, the Jesuits, who were not

without their hotheads and fawners on royalty, were not to

be forced into submission by the threat of canonical penalties

or to be branded as rebels, as that might easily lead to furious

polemics. The support of the Bishops could not be relied on

for the moment. It would be more advisable to leave the

Jesuits to the pricking of their conscience. In time those of

them who were conscientious would either leave Prussia or

join the Bishops in begging the monarch to give way, and this

he was sure to do, once his first ardour had cooled.^ After

consulting the Spanish ambassador ^ Corsini wrote to Garampi

that as there was no hope of obtaining the king's consent to

the publication of the Brief he would do well to impress on the

Jesuits in Prussia that it was their bounden duty to submit

voluntarily to the Pope, otherwise they were rebels and

excommunicates. He might also bring forward other motives

1 November 13, 1773. The letter itself has not been found.

Its contents are deducible from Zelada's *letter to Macedonio of

November 13, 1773 {ibid.), the date from Strachwitz's *reply to

Macedonio of December 5, 1773 (Latin translation in the Archives

of Simancas, Estado, 5043).

" *Garampi to Pallavicini, November 3, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Nunziat. di Polonia, 58 ; Theiner, Hist., II., 408 seqq.

Cf. also *Garampi to Macedonio, October 27, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, loc. cit., 74.

» *Mofiino to Macedonio, November 24, 1773, ibid., Regolari,

Gesuiti, 53.
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which would help to detach them of their own free will from

the Power which was maintaining them in existence.^ The

Cardinal Secretary of State's reply was considerably milder.

He found Garampi's explanations convincing. He had not yet

spoken on the matter to the Pope as he had taken no immediate

part in the Jesuit affair and knew in any case that Clement

XIV. was opposed to any harsh measures. Perhaps the nuncio

could persuade the king through the Prince Bishop of Erme-

land to abandon his opposition. Whatever course he took he

was on no account to let it be known that he was acting on

the authority of Rome.^

While these messages were still on the way Strachwitz was

again expounding to the Congregation for the suppression

—

ofificially entitled the Sacra Congregatio deputata pro exequendo

Brevi Suppressionis Societatis lesu—the difficulties that

impeded the execution of the Brief. There was no lack of

willingness on his part, but he was hindered by his opponents.

The Jesuits were continuing their activity in the churches and

schools on the ground that they had not yet been officially

informed of the Brief. The person chiefly to blame was the

Superior Reinach, who stood in the king's favour. Many of

the laity were still confessing themselves to the Jesuits, others

were keeping away from them. He himself had been the

subject of complaints brought by them to the Minister

because he had refused to allow their scholastics to take their

priestly vows and had allotted other, special, confessors to

some of the women's convents. He was thus between Scylla

^ *Corsini to Garampi, December 4, 1773, ibid., Nunziat. di

Polonia, 118.

* " *Ad ogni modo non ne ho io tenuto un discorso opportune

con N'" Sig'"® per i due seguenti ijiotivi : uno il mio, non aver

parte diretta nell'affare gesuitico ; I'altro il sapere, che il Papa

h assai alieno dal procedere in subiecta materia a quelle rimbom-

banti a positive dichiarazioni ch'Ella saviamente sconsiglia.

In punto di uffici poi dir6, che se ne pratticano, compariranno

sotto altro nome." Pallavicini to Garampi, December 4, 1773,

Cifre, ibid., 44.
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and Charybdis. On the one hand his conscience forbade him

to go against the Brief, on the other heavy penalties and

injuries to reHgion were to be expected if he went against the

orders of the sovereign, Rome, therefore, might consider it

advisable for the Pope to set aside etiquette and apply to the

king to allow the Brief to take its course. One might also

commend the matter to Bishop Krasizki, who was very

influential in Berlin. From Prague the Provincial in Glatz

could be ordered not to offer any further obstacles to the

execution ; and possibly the Congregation might admonish

the Provincial directly, under pain of heavy penalties, to

submit to the Brief at last, together with his brethren.^

After launching some diatribes against " the sons of

mistrust " and praising the zeal of the suffragan Bishop,

to whom the Pope would show his gratitude at a favourable

opportunity, Macedonio exhorted him to be firm, to go

slowly (" cunctando "), not to ordain any Jesuit, and to keep

them away from the schools and the sacred ministry, as the

regulations of the Brief must be maintained unaltered.^

Instructions of a similarly vigorous nature were issued a few

days later to Archbishop Prichowsky of Prague.^

At the turn of the year the rumour was abroad in Rome
that at Frederick's instigation the Jesuits had elected a Vicar

General pending Ricci's release from imprisonment.* Frederick

^ *Strachwitz to Macedonio, December 5, 1773 ; Latin

translation in the Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5043.

2 Theiner, Hist., II., 496 seq., Epistolae, 350 seq., No. 296 ;

*Corsini or Macedonio to Strachwitz, January 15, 1774, Nunziat

di Polonia, 45, Papal Secret Archives, in Lehmann, IV., 582 seq.,

No. 565.

^ On January 19, 1774. Theiner, Epist., 352 seq. ; Lehmann,

IV., 585 seqq.. No. 565. This *letter, with a covering letter from

Garampi, of February 12, 1774, in the State Archives, Vienna,

K.F.A. 75b B.

* Bernis to D'Aiguillon, January 5, 1774, in Theiner, Hist.,

II., 497. Garampi, when asked for an explanation, could only

say that he knew nothing about it ; *to Macedonio, February 2,

1774, Nunziat. di Polonia, 58, Papal Secret Archives.
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had in fact thrown out the suggestion a good time before,^

but the man selected by him, Father Reinach, begged to be

excused on account of his faiHng physical and mental powers.^

Pintus, on whom Carmer had cast his eye, neatly evaded the

Minister's offer by pleading that he was no longer a Jesuit

as he had already been officially informed of the ecclesiastical

decree. If the king obtained permission from the Pope for

the Jesuits to continue to exist in Prussia and for him to

govern them, he would accept the office, otherwise it was

impossible.^ Later, Karl von Troilo und Roveredo, the

former Provincial, was reported in foreign journals as having

been elected, but this aged Father, who had been living in

retirement in the college at Glatz, had already passed away

on January 30th, 1774.4

Acting on instructions from the Congregation for the

suppression, Garampi had asked the various diocesan Bishops

for information about the mode of life and the intentions of

the Jesuits in Prussia. The Primate of Poland reported that

in his territory they were still wearing the dress of their

Order and were living in accordance with their old rules. He
had ascertained from conversation with several of the Fathers

that the Prussian Government intended to preserve their

1 *Reif[enauer to Schorn, September 8, 1773, ibid., 119;

Carmer to the Cabinet, September 29, 1773, in Lehmann, IV.,

552, No. 527 ; Cabinet orders of October 3 and December 8, 1773,

ibid., 553, No. 573.
* Report of Minister Zedlitz, of January 15, 1774, ibid., 581 seq..

No. 561.

» Pintus to Zelada, January 10, 1774, in [Boero], Osservazioni,

II.*, 125 seq. ; *Schaffgotsch to Garampi, February 16, 1774,

Nunziat. di Polonia, 119, Papal Secret Archives ; *Garampi to

Macedonio, March 2, 1774, ibid., 58.

* *Schaffgotsch to Garampi, February 16, 1774, ibid.
;

Garampi to Macedonio, February 23, 1774, loc. cit., Regolari,

Gesuiti, 53. By their representations to Frederick the Silesian

Jesuits had succeeded in having the matter deferred. *Garampi

to Pallavicini, March 2, 1774, Nunziat. di Polonia, 58, loc. cit.

Cf. Gazeta Warszawska of March 5, 1774. Theiner's account

{Gesch., II., 498 seq.) is criticized by Zalenski-Vivier (I., 178 seq.).
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Order even against the will of Rome, but they all assured him

nevertheless that they had no desire to detach themselves

from the obedience they owed to the Head of the Church.

The sincerity with which these assertions were made confirmed

the Primate in his conviction that the Jesuits were far from

harbouring the rebellious sentiments that were imputed to

them.i Bishop Bajer of Kulm was sure that the few Jesuits

there were in his diocese would long since have laid aside their

religious dress if they knew how they were going to keep

themselves alive. He could not support them and they could

expect no pension from the Government if they acted on their

own initiative ; besides, it was to be feared that any such

step on their part would have disastrous results for the rest

of the clergy. He was very worried about the ex-Jesuits who

were streaming into his diocese from Poland, where the

Brief had already been published ; they had no pension and

no emplo5mient and were eking out a precarious existence as

beggars.^

The Silesian Jesuits also were loath to continue their life

as Rehgious, in revolt against the Holy See, however much

they hoped that the necessary permission would be obtained

from the Pope by their sovereign. In the middle of December,

1773, the Provincial Gleixner had asked the Bishop of Erme-

land through his brother to try to obtain Rome's consent.

Gleixner had repeatedly explained to the Minister in Breslau

that if the Jesuits were to be kept in existence the assent of

the Holy See was indispensable. The reply he received was

an exhortation to be calm and patient ; the wound was still

too fresh to expect the request to be granted immediately,

but the future was not without hope. According to reliable

reports the king was in negotiation with Rome. " One thing is

certain," said Gleixner, " we are not rebels ; on the contrary,

we are ready to obey as soon as the king has lifted the ban

and the Pope's will is made known to us by the ecclesiastical

1 *Podoskito Garampi, January i8, 1774, Nunziat. di Polonia,

119, Papal Secret Archives.

* *Bajerto Garampi, February 18, 1774, ibid.
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authority." He was sure, he said, that it was not their duty

to press for the announcement of the Brief and to reject the

favour freely offered by the king, for many Cathohcs would

suffer in consequence. So let their consciences be at rest and

let them go on with their pastoral work.^ But in Garampi's

view this was merely lip-service, ^ and in his reports to the

Congregation for the suppression he continued to condemn

the Silesian Jesuits as recalcitrants.^

As time went on the situation became more difficult.

Strachwitz, continually pressed by the nuncio to execute the

Brief, refused to consecrate the Jesuit scholastics. He had

maintained a passive attitude up to the present, not wishing

to disobey the king's command, but he could not positively

participate in the preservation of the Jesuits by ordaining

them, without making himself liable to the ecclesiastical

penalties prescribed in the Brief.* The Jesuit Provincial, in

his turn, complained to the king that by refusing to ordain his

brethren and by excluding them from processions the Bishop

was depriving them of the confidence of the faithful and was

treating them as open rebels, although it was well known that

they had not taken a single step towards the preservation of

their Order and although up till then no official communication

had been made to them which would release them from their

religious vows. And they had no right to release themselves

from obligations which they had undertaken before God. In

the firm hope that by the mediation of the king the difficulties

with the Curia would be removed, it was suggested that the

Bishop be earnestly requested to leave the Jesuits in the

peaceful possession of their spiritual faculties until the matter

had been completely settled.^ When in reply to an admonitory

^ *Gleixner to Schorn, February 19, 1774, ihid.

^ *Garampi to Strachwitz, February 19, 1774, ibid., 81.

^ *Garampi to Macedonio, March 23, 1774, ibid., 58.

* Strachwitz to Zedlitz, March 15, 1774, in Lehmann, IV.,

593 seqq.. No. 574. Cf. also *Bajer to Garampi, June 21, 1774,

Nunziat. di Polonia, loc. cit.

^ Gleixner's letter of April 3, 1774, in Lehmann, IV., 596,

No. 576 ; Latin translation in the Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit.
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letter from Berlin ^ Strachwitz again expounded his stand-

point,2 he was told to behave towards the Jesuits as though

the Brief of suppression had never appeared. " And you will

be guided by this most strictly." ^

Similar difliculties arose in West Prussia, where the Jesuits

complained to the king that by refusing ordination and

approbation the Bishops were putting the Brief into effect

without its being published.* When Bishop Bajer expressed

his displeasure to Garampi at this change of attitude on the

part of the Jesuits,^ he was advised to exercise patience. He
too, said the nuncio, had imposed moderation on himself.

Though he was not to approve of the insubordination, he was

recommended to refrain from any authoritative step which

might offend the secular power.^

The moderate tone of this letter of the nuncio's may well

have been a reflection of the more conciliatory attitude of

the Roman Curia, which in March, 1774, in response to a

representation made by the Bishop of Ermeland, had given

permission to the Bishops to employ the ex-Jesuits in pastoral

duties even if they were still living in community.' Within

1 Cabinet letter to Strachwitz of April 6, 1774, in Lehmann,

IV., 596 seq.. No. 577. Cf. Carmer to Strachwitz of April 6, 1774,

ibid., 598, No. 581.

2 Lehmann, IV., 598, Nos. 582, 583, 584.

^ Cabinet letter of April 21, 1774, ibid., 602, No. 585.

* Letter from the West Prussian Jesuits of June 8, 1774, ibid.,

606, No. 592 ; Cabinet order to Zedlitz of June 19, 1774, ibid.,

607, No. 594. The letter from the Jesuits is subscribed " Your

Majesty's most loyal and humble Provincia Prussiae occidentalis

Societalis lesu ". There was in fact no Province of this name.

The title is explained to some extent by Garampi 's *letter to

Macedonio, in which he speaks of " II Provinciale di Polonia

Maggiore [Orlowski], prima della formale promulgazione dei Brevi

ritirosi in Prussia, dove vive e governa come Provinciale i collegi

prussiani." (March 23, 1774, Nunziat. di Polonia, 58, Papal

Secret Archives).

* *Bajer to Garampi, June 21 and July 16, 1774, ibid., 119.

* *Garampi to Bajer, June 30, 1774, ibid., 81.

' *Garampi to Canon Olekowski, March 19, 1774, tbid.
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the next few months the nuncio imparted this authority to

the Bishops who had appHed for it, stipulating, however, that

the Jesuits were to accept the Brief and from then on were to

regard themselves in their own consciences as secular priests.

Prudence demanded, he added, that this news should not

appear in the public journals and that the Religious themselves

should not talk about it.^ Without mentioning a word about

the aforesaid conditions Garampi also made this favour known

to Krasizki, the Prince Bishop of Ermeland.^ This communi-

cation may have given rise to the rumour that Clement XIV.

had approved of the continued existence of the Society by

means of a secret Brief.^

To put an end to the continual difficulties with the episcopal

authorities the Superior Reinach suggested to the king on

August 16th, 1774, that through Bishop Strachwitz he

inform the Pope of his unalterable decision to maintain the

Jesuits in existence and to obtain his consent to this.* On the

very next day Frederick- authorized the Bishop ^ and his

agent Ciofani ^ to explain to the Supreme Head of the Catholic

Church that the Jesuits were indispensable for the upbringing

of the youth of Silesia, wherefore he was asked to dispense

1 *Garampi to Strachwitz, April 20, 1774 ; *to Bajer, July 19,

1774, ibid.

2 •' *p 5 La Santita di N. Signore si h degnata di accordarmi

facolta di abilitare all' effetto di amministrare i Sagramenti e le

parole di Die, nonche di esercitar le Scuole, quel Socii dell' estinto

Istituto, che gli Ordinari dei Luoghi giudicheranno necessari al

servizio delle chiese o scuole, ancorchfe continuino a vivere in

convitto comune nei coUegi gia di detto Istituto." June 27, 1774,

Nunziat. di Polonia, 295, Papal Secret Archives.

* Cf. Father Michael Orlowski's letter of July, 1779, in [Boero],

Osservazioni, II. 2, 247 ; Zalenski-Vivier, I., 224 seqq.

* *Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit., 119.

* August 17 and 28, 1774, ibid. ; Lehmann, IV., 611, Nos. 600

and 601.

* *August 17 and September 10, 1774, in Jesuit possession,

Suppr., Assist. Germ. ; *Frederick II. to Reinach, August 17,

1774, Gymnasialarchiv, Glatz.
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them from the " Bull ". Although the words used in his letter

to his agent meant that Frederick was asking for the total

preservation of the Order in his States, he was at that moment
prepared to make concessions which in his eyes were mere

details but which in fact struck at the very heart of the

Society. When on December 23rd, 1773, Garampi asked

Krasizki to obtain for him the king's permission to execute the

Brief, he hinted that in return the Curia was ready to make
certain concessions in order to satisfy the king's wishes and

his honour.^ The Prince Bishop, after taking ample time in

which to study the ground,^ sent his cousin. Count Rzewuski,

to Warsaw on June 19th, 1774, to put the king's views before

the nuncio and to discover Rome's attitude towards them.^

Highly delighted, Garampi replied that there was no obstacle

at all to the reconciliation of the just desires of the king with

the demands of the Church. When next the Prince Bishop

was in Warsaw detailed arrangements could be made. Mean-

while complete secrecy was to be observed so as not to spoil

the negotiations.*

The secret was not so strictly kept by the other side. At

the audience which Frederick gave to the Rector Hertle at

Glatz on August 19th, he let it be understood that if it was not

possible to keep the name and the dress of the Order the

Institute must be left untouched in every other respect.^

A few days later he informed the Apostolic Administrator that

he would be satisfied if the Brief of suppression were modified

in such a way that the Jesuits laid aside their name and dress

but continued to conduct their schools under another title.

^

^ Papal Secret Archives, Nunziat. di Polonia, 80.

2 *Krasizki to Garampi, May 15, 1774, ibid., 142.

3 *Krasizki to Garampi, June 19, 1774, ibid.

• *June 27, 1774, ibid., 295.

* *Diarium Sem. Glac, of August ig, 1774, Gymnasialarchiv,

Glatz.

* *Strachwitz to Garampi, August 29, 1774, Papal Secret

Archives, loc. cit., 119. Cf. *Schaffgotsch to Count Hatzfeldt on

October 30 and November 4, 1774, State Archives, Vienna,

Staatsratsakten, 1774, No. 2718.
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The nuncio to Vienna, too, Cardinal Visconti, in a conversation

with the Abbot Felbiger held out some prospect of Rome's

coming to terms. Felbiger reminded the nuncio that the pre-

servation of the ex-Jesuits as a corporate body necessitated

the admission of novices, ordination at the end of the course

of studies, and definite rules for the new Institute. He added

on his own initiative that the only hope of success was for the

Holy See to recognize his sovereign's royal title. The abbot

concluded from the nuncio's reply that this would not meet

with any insuperable obstacles.^ The way had thus been

prepared for an agreement ^ when the death of the Pope

interrupted the negotiations.^

1 Felbiger to Carmer, September 14, 1774, in Lehmann, IV.,

615 seq., No. 608.

2 *Corsini to Garampi, September 17, 1774, Papal Secret

Archives, loc. cit., 118. Cf. Caraffa to Pallavicini, undated [1779-

1780], ihid., 242. Printed version in Causa Pignatelli, II., Sum-
marium, 116 seqq.

' * Garampi to Schaffgotsch, October 22, 1774, State Archives,

Vienna, Staatsratsakten, 1774, No. 2718 ; *Schaffgotsch to

Hatzfeldt on November 28, 1774, ihid. ; *Strachwitz to Garampi

on December 3, 1774, Papal Secret Archives, loc. cit., 119.



CHAPTER Vlir.

Clement XIV. 's Activity within the Church—The
Missions.

(1)

Not many of Clement XIV. 's decrees were concerned with the

inner life of the Church. At the opening of his pontificate

he proclaimed the usual jubilee for the invocation of the

divine protection. He first issued a Brief on this subject to

the city of Rome on September 11th, 1769,^ and then, on

December 12th of the same year he issued the same Brief, with

modifications suited to its wider destination, to the whole

world. ^ An introduction on his elevation to the Chair of

St. Peter was followed only by the arrangements made for the

celebration of the jubilee. It was symptomatic of the new
Pope's desire for peace that the accompanying Encyclical,

also of December 12th, addressed to all Bishops,^ should

contain a prolix exhortation to them to keep their flocks

obedient to the secular princes.^ The only other reference in

the Encyclical to the conditions of the time was an exhortation

to make a stand against the ever-spreading disbelief and to

oppose it by preaching Christ crucified.^ In Rome the jubilee,

which was to last two weeks, was opened by the Pope in

person ; accompanied by twenty-three Cardinals, the nobles

of his Court, and an immense crowd, he took part on foot in

the procession from S. Maria degli Angeli to S. Maria Maggiore.^

1 Bull. Cont., v., 40.

2 Ihid., 68 seq.

^ Ibid., 70 seq.

* " omnem solicitudinem vestram ad populum regum obedientia

ac obsequio rite imbuendum convertatis " {ibid., no. 5, p. 72).

^ Ibid., no. 3, p. 71.

« NovAEs, XV., 167.

439
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As usual, the proclamation of the jubilee met with difficul-

ties in France, In a special Brief to Louis XV,^ the Pope

explained why he had made no mention of the Bull Unigenitus

in his proclamation : whoever objected to it was by that very

fact incapable of obtaining the indulgence. The Pope succeeded

in arranging for the jubilee Bull to be published without the

authorization of the Parlement.^ If we are to accept the

testimony of the Archbishop of Sens, Cardinal Luynes, the

jubilee made a great impression in France.^ The Archbishop

of Aix petitioned the Pope to extend the time during which

the indulgence could be gained, on account of the lack of

priests in his diocese, and this request was granted by a Brief

of May 30th, 1770.*

A second extraordinary jubilee was proclaimed by Clement

XIV. on March 16th, 1771.^ It was to last from Maundy
Thursday till Low Sunday, but was to apply only to the Papal

States. According to the ancient custom a jubilee year was

celebrated every quarter of a century, and the next one was

due in 1775, Clement XIV. made a preliminary announcement

of this to the Cardinals assembled in Consistory on April 18th,

1774,^ and asked them to restore and decorate in a befitting

manner the churches whose titles they bore or which had been

placed under their protection ; he himself would attend • to

St. Peter's and to his former titular church of the Twelve

Apostles and would also try to improve the main roads.

In the Consistory of May 9th he spoke of the general announce-

ment which would soon take place, on the feast of the Ascen-

sion (May 12th) ; missions would be held in Rome to prepare

1 Of January 3, 1770, in Theiner, Epist., 50.

2 Theiner, Gesch., I., 441. For the Bishops' protest in 1770

against the Parlement's placet introduced in 1768 for Papal

concessions, cf. Picot, IV., 363. The decree of 1768 was somewhat

attenuated by Louis XV. [ibid., 365).

* Theiner, Gesch., T., 442.

* Theiner, Epist., 88.

* Bull. Cont., v., 290.

" Theiner, Epist., 302.
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the faithful for the jubilee.^ He sent a special invitation to

Emperor Joseph II. to visit him in Rome,^ but Clement XIV.

was not to live long enough to celebrate the jubilee year of

1775.

The summons to fight against the disbelief of the time

which Clement XIV. issued in his Encyclical to the Bishops

was repeated by him later. On March 1st, 1770, the Inquisition

condemned a so-called extract from Fleury's Histoire ecclesias-

tique, which purported to have been printed in Berne but

which was actually printed in Berlin. The preface was written

by Frederick the Great, and the book itself was thought to

have been written, at Frederick's instigation, by the Abbe
de Prades.^ Two other decrees were issued against works by

Lamettrie and Voltaire, and further works by the latter were

banned on December 3rd, 1770, and November 29th, 1771.

^

Prior to the assembly of the clergy the Pope wrote to Louis XV.
on March 21st, 1770,^ asking him to support the clergy's

efforts to stem the flood of anti-religious and immoral

productions of the Press. In support of this plea the Arch-

bishop of Toulouse, assisted by the theologian Bergier, drew

up, in the name of the assembly, a petition to the king in

which nine pernicious writings were singled out for special

censure. A warning from the assembly against the dangers

threatening from unbelief was distributed in all the dioceses.®

The Pope expressed his gratitude for this in a Brief of Sep-

tember 26th, 1770.' When the clergy met again in 1772 the

Pope instructed the nuncio on February 12th to convey the

same exhortation to the assembly and to send to Rome all the

^ Ibid., 305. The Bull by which the jubilee was proclaimed to

the whole of Christendom was dated April 30 {Bull. Cont., V.,

716 seq.).

2 On June 29, 1774, in Theiner, Epist., 317.

* Reusch, 590 ; PicoT, IV., 328.

* Ibid.

" Bull. Cont., v., 158.

* PicoT, IV., 333 seqq.

' To the king, in Theiner, Epist., 112 ; to the Archbishop of

Rheims as President of the Assembly, ibid., 113.
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works written for or against religion since 1770, so that they

might be appraised in a special periodical.^

The clerical assemblies of 1772 and 1775 also spoke against

the encouragement and propagation of disbelief by means of

the written word ^
; and the same was done by the most

highly esteemed of the Bishops.^ Both the Pope and the

clergy pointed out that the undermining of religion also

undermined the foundations of the State. Piety and the fear

of God, the Pope wrote to the king,^ were the foundation and

life-force of civil society ; so long as the people were subject

to God they could easily be kept obedient to the civil power ;

the welfare of the State depended not so much on armed

might as on the sincere respect for God and loyalty to revealed

doctrine. The clerical assembly of 1770 attacked especially

Holbach's Systente de la Nature, which held that all the king's

authority was conferred on him by the people, which could

limit or withdraw it ; the end of such doctrines, said the

assembly, was the abyss of complete lawlessness.^ But the

Government refused to listen to these warnings. They did,

it is true, condemn some pernicious books,^ but they were not

really in earnest '^
; a book such as Holbach's could be sold

with impunity.^ The king acknowledged to the assembly that

amid the mental ferment the clergy alone maintained its

principles with calm and steadfastness,^ but he would not

listen to the clergy's advice and allowed the revolution to

develop undisturbed.

Among the measures taken by the Pope to facilitate the cure

^ Theiner, Gesch., II., i8i.

" PicoT, IV., 370 ; RocQUAiN, 338.

* PiCOT, IV., 347 seq.

* On March 21, 1770, Bull. Cont., V., 159.

^ PicoT, IV., 334.

« Ihid., 341, 370.

' Ibid., 370.

8 Ibid., 335.

8 " qu'il n'oublierait jamais, qu'au milieu de la plus violente

fermentation des esprits le clerge etait seul rest6 calme et

immuable dans ses principes " {ihid., 370).
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of souls, as distinct from those taken to ward off dangers from

outside the Church, some of his directions for the reorganiza-

tion and administration of the bishoprics should be recorded.

At the suggestion of the King of Sardinia, Carlo Emmanuele,

he separated Biella from Vercelli and elevated it to the rank

of an independent bishopric ^ and gave the little town of

Susa, " the ancient gateway of Italy," a Bishop of its own in

place of the abbot who had formerly enjoyed episcopal

authority.^ As Spello lay too far from the diocese of Spoleto,

to which it had belonged hitherto, it was Joined to that of

Foligno.^ The Bishops of Tortona and Acqui were empowered

to appoint a Vicar General for those parts of their dioceses

which lay in Genoese territory.^ The same arrangement was

made for the towns of Mentone and Roccabnina (Roquebrune),

over which the Bishop of Ventimiglia recovered his spiritual

supremacy.^ In the East, Clement combined the bishoprics of

Sirmium and Diakovar,^ The Vicar Apostolic of the Uniate

Greek Ruthenians, who had his seat at Munkacs, was promoted

Bishop of that town,' whereby strong misgivings against

removing Munkacs entirely from the supervision of the Bishop

of Erlau or of some Latin prelate had to be overcome.^ In

accordance with the previous concordat the kings of France

did not have the right of nominating Bishops to those sees

whose territory was subsequently added to the French crown
;

each king had to be invested with this right. Clement XIV.

conveyed it to Louis XVI. on July 20th, 1774, in respect of

Besan9on, Orange, Brittany, and Burgundy.^

1 On June i, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 442 ; Gams, Series, 813.

2 On August 3, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 481 ; Gams, 823.

' On April 29, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 433.

* On March 5, 1773, ibid., 557.

* Briefs of January 29 and March 30, 1772, ibid., 414, 420.

« On July 9, 1773, ibid., 616 ; Theiner, Gesch., II., 270.

^ On September 19, 1771, Bull. Cont., V., 382.

8 Clement XIV. to Maria Theresa on October 10 and November

17 and 24, 1770, in Theiner, Epist., 115, 128 seq. ; Theiner,

Gesch., I., 393 seqq., II., 19 seqq. ; Arneth, IX., 83 seqq.

» Bull. Cont., v., 754, 756, 761, 763. Cf. PicoT, IV., 417 seqq.
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It was a joy for Clement on September 9th, 1769, to be able

to congratulate the Elector Palatine, Wilhelm, on his con-

version and to thank Duke Karl Theodor of Sulzbach, whose

influence had been chiefly instrumental in bringing the Elector

back to the old Church. Following the example of his father

Eberhard, Count Xavier of Solms in Lusatia also joined the

Catholic community.^ As a consequence the Saxon Ministers

contested his right to the fee of Sonnenwalde ; he appealed

to the Pope, who wrote to the Empress Maria Theresa on

August 26th, 1769, asking her to mediate on the Count's

behalf.2

(2)

No canonization was performed by Clement XIV., but

within a few weeks of his elevation to the throne, on June 4th,

1769, he solemnly proclaimed as beatus Francesco Caracciolo,

and three years later, on May 13th, 1772, he honoured in the

same way Paolo Burali of Arezzo.^ Caracciolo, in conjunction

with the priests Giovanni Adorno and Fabricio Caracciolo,

had founded an Order of minor clerks regular for the purpose of

performing pastoral duties ; it had been confirmed by Sixtus V,

in 1588. Caracciolo died in 1608 at the age of only forty-

five.^ Paolo of Arezzo, who has been likened to Charles

Borromeo, belonged to the Theatine Order ; he was raised

to the Cardinalate by Pius V.^ The liturgical veneration of

some other distinguished men and women was sanctioned by

a declaration of the Congregation of Rites confirmed by the

Pope, though not by a solemn beatification. Among these was

one who was close to the Pope in time, his fellow-Franciscan

Bonaventura of Potenza (d. 1711) ; Giuhana of Busto

Arsizio, of the Order of St, Ambrose (d. 1540), was more or

less a contemporary of Paolo of Arezzo. The Sylvestrine

^ Theiner, Epist., 23 seq., 24 seq.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 276.

8 Bull. Cont., v., 7 seq. and 438 seq.

* Freiburger Kirchenlex., IV. 2, 1821.

^ CJ. our account, vol. xvii, 165.
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Giovanni di Bestone lived in the thirteenth century. The

others were all of the fourteenth or fifteenth century : the

Augustinian Hermit Gregorio Celli of Rimini (d. 1343) ; the

lay-brother with the Franciscan Observants, Sanctes of

Montefabro (d, 1390) ; Caterina of Pallanza (c. 1478), also of

the Order of St. Ambrose ; Tommaso Bellacci (d. 1447), a lay-

brother of the Order of Franciscan Conventuals ; and

Giovanna Scopelli (d. 1491), a Discalced Carmelite. Germany
was represented by Margrave Bernhard of Baden (d. 1458

at the age of about thirty). Prominent among these beatifica-

tions was that of Antonio Primaldi and no less than 840

companions, all of whom were executed by the Turks in 1480

at the taking of Otranto for refusing to deny their Christian

faith.i

(3)

Having no high opinion of the counsel that the College of

Cardinals might have to offer him, Clement XIV. showed Httle

eagerness to fill its gaps ; on the twelve occasions when
promotion to this rank was made only seventeen persons,

besides eleven whose rank was never published, were raised

to the purple ; of these seventeen sixteen survived the Pope.

On June 22nd, 1769, he solemnly presented the red hat to

the French ambassador. Cardinal de Bemis, who had been

created by his predecessor.^ The first Cardinal of his own
choice was announced to the Consistory of December 18th,

1769. The man thus honoured was Paulo de Carvalho

e Mendoza, prelate of the patriarchal church in Lisbon,

president of the queen's council and of the senate. Grand

1 For all the above, c/. Novaes, XV., 169, 178, 184, 189, 208,

and GuERiN, Les petits Bollandistes. For the martyrs of Otranto,

V. Freiburger Kirchenlex., YK..^, 1150 seq. In the Analecta iuris

Pont., XX., 12, the decrees relating to the degrees of heroic

virtue attained by the Oratorians G. B. Villani and Antonio Grassi,

the Augustinian Hermit John of St. WilUam, Peter of Bethencourt

(founder of the Bethlehemites), and Charles of Sezze,

* Masson, 136.
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Inquisitor, and Grand Prior of Guimaraes. His admission to

the supreme council of the Church was probably due not so

much to his possession of all these titles as to the fact that he

was Pombal's brother. Unfortunately he also had his brother's

anti-clerical disposition ; indeed Cardinal Pacca thought that

he was even worse than the Minister.^ Carvalho was created

in petto and he died, on January 17th, 1770,2 three days

before his promotion was published.

In 1770 four promotions to cardinalitial rank were made.^

Mario Marefoschi (d. 1780), the Secretary of the Propaganda

and afterwards Prefect of the Rites, was created in petto on

January 29th, the publication not taking place until Sep-

tember 10th. He was followed on August 6th by Cosme da

Cunha, Archbishop of Evora (d. 1783),^ and on September 10th

by the Maestro di Camera, Scipione Borghese (d. 1782), and

Giambattista Rezzonico, Clement XIII. 's nephew.^ Rezzonico

died in 1783, universally mourned as a highly gifted, generous,

and charitable prelate. On December 12th two more Cardinals

^ " del fratello ministro assai peggiore." NoHzie, 68.

2 NovAES, XV., 171.

^ Ibid., XV., 179 seq. Conveyance of the Cardinals' biretta to

Acquaviva, with *Brief of April 13, 1773, Epist. a° IV., p. 361,

Papal Secret Archives.

* Cf. above, pp. 110-112.

^ The *allocution on the occasion of their appointment and the

publication of Marefoschi's appointment in Epist. a° II., p. 126,

and State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473. Orsini, writing to

Tanucci from Rome on September 11, 1770 [ibid., 17, tWs).

speaks of the opposition encountered by Marefoschi in the Jesuit

party. Spain and France had recommended him and had thanked

the Pope for his elevation. Du Tillot *wrote at that time to

Azara (from Parma, on December [23], 1770 ; Exp. " Parma ") :

" No se tan poco que gran fabor sera para Espana, Portugal

y Francia el nombramiento de todos sus nuncios a cardinales, ni

que vanidad o utilidad puedemos sacar de toutes ces petites

attrapes-la, qui devroient [etre] bien usees. Mais nous vieillissons

et I'experience ne nous rajeunit pas." For Rezzonico's promotion

the Pope was thanked by his brother Abondio. His *reply of

September 22, 1770, in Epist. a° II., p. 141, loc. cit.
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were created in petto : the Governor of Rome, Antonio

Casali (d. 1787), and the President of Urbino, Pasquale

Acquaviva di Aragona, a native of Naples (d. 1788). The

pubUcation of these two promotions followed on March 15th,

1773.

The three promotions of the following year, 1771, filled only

four of the vacancies in the Sacred College.^ On June 17th

the nuncios to Vienna and Paris, Antonio Eugenio Visconti

(d. 1788) and Bernardo Giraud (d. 1782), were created

Cardinals in petto, and on September 23rd the nuncio to

Lisbon, Innocenzo Conti (d. 1785). These three nuncios had

to wait till April 19th, 1773, before their promotions were

published. The last promotion of 1771, on December 16th,

and the only one of the following year, on December 14th,

1772,2 brought honour to two foreigners : Charles Antoine de

la Roche Aymon, Archbishop of Rheims (d. 1777), and

Leopold Ernst von Firmian, Bishop of Passau.^

The last three promotions followed in 1773.* On March

15th Clement XIV. raised to the purple the Uditore Santissimo,

^ NovAES, XV., 185. Conveyance of the biretta to Conti with

Brief of April 24, 1773, and recommendation of the bringer by

a *Brief of April 29, Episi. a° IV., p. 371, lac. cit. Conveyance

of the biretta to Giraud with *Brief of May i, ibid., to Visconti

with *Brief of May 15, ibid., 396. Casali's and Acquaviva's

publication was announced by *Orsini to Tanucci on March 13,

1773 (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, AVk)- " Casale,

fratello del P. gesuita Casale, si considera come un protettore

della Compagnia : cosi i Terziari sono contenti. . . . Ma che

scontezza nella prelatura !
" (*Centomani to Tanucci, Rome,

March 16, 1773, ibid., 1222)

2 NovAEs, XV., 185, 191.

* For Giraud, see above, p. 187. Conveyance of the biretta for

La Roche Aymon by *Brief to Louis XV. of December 16, 1771,

and *Brief to Firmian of January 10, 1773, Epist. a° III., p. 193,

a° IV., p. 228, Papal Secret Archives. *Orsini to Tanucci,

December 15, 1772, State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^^i^.

Cf. Arneth-Geoffroy, Briefwechsel Maria Theresias mil dem

Grafen Mercy, I., 270, 289.

* NovAES, XV., 206 seq.
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Gennaro Antonio de Simone (d. 1780), on April 19th the

Secretary of the Congregation of Bishops and Regular Clergy,

Francesco Carafa di Trajetto (d. 1818), and Francesco Saverio

Zelada (d. 1801), bom in Rome of Spanish parents. At the

twelfth and last promotion on April 26th, the third in 1773,

thirteen Cardinals were created, though only two of them were

made known : Giannangelo Braschi, Clement XIV.'s suc-

cessor, and Francesco Delci (d. 1787).^ The remaining eleven

were created in petto only and strongly as the dying Pope was

urged to publish their appointments he refused to give his

consent. 2

These final cardinaHtial appointments excited general

interest, as it was thought to be the Pope's intention to form

a strong party in the Sacred College which would confirm the

decisions he had taken, especially the one that concerned the

Jesuits.^ Centomani seemed to be disappointed with the

choice made by Clement XIV. ; according to him, all those

promoted or ear-marked for promotion were friendly to the

Jesuits.*

^ *Orsini to Tanucci, April 27, 1773, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1481.

^ See below, p. 531 seq.

^ " *Si crede che 11 Papa si prepara . . . un buon numero di

cardinal!, che col credito e con la voce sostengano le sue

determinazioni, quali esse siano, particolarmente sul punto del

gesuiti." *Tiepolo to the Doge, March 27 and April 3, 1773,

State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma 291. " Este metodo

nuevo de tenerlo todo secreto y suspenso, mortifica de modo
toda esta prelatura, que no me admirara que rebienten dos

docenas de ellos, porque todos esperan y todos desesperan, y estan

en tan fuerte agitacion que no se puede concebir. Para Pascua,

o antes, hay apparencias de que sera hecho el resto de la

promocion, y puede Vd. considerar la barahunda que aqui

andara, pues sabe Vd. que una promocion interesa mas a Roma
que todo cuanto hay en el mundo." El espiritu de Azara, II., 397.

* " *Tutti i promossi o promovendi sono Terziari, come dice

bene V.E." Centomani to Tanucci, Rome, March 30, 1773, State

Aichives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1222.
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(4)

In Clement XIV. 's time there were few signs of progress in

the inner hfe of the Church in any of the Cathohc nations of

Europe ; on the contrary, almost everywhere the Church was

losing ground as the result of powerful attacks from without.

The most important feature of this latter aspect, apart from

the abolition of the Society of Jesus, was the gradual destruc-

tion of the religious Orders. In this the leading part, which

was copied by other countries, was played by France.^ In

1768 several Orders had been required to amend their

Constitutions, and in the following year similar instructions

were sent to the various branches of the Franciscan Order

—

the Strict Observance, the Recollects, the Conventuals, and

the Capuchins—also to the Dominicans, the Calced and

Discalced Carmelites, the Augustinians, the Cistercians, the

Antonians, the Premonstratensians, and the Canons Regular

of the French Congregation.

^

The fate of the French Franciscans had already been under

discussion in the pontificate of Clement XIII. The documents

of the commission for the reform of the Orders provide a

splendid testimonial for them ; most of the Bishops, when

asked for their opinion, spoke decisively in their favour,

saying that they were useful and necessary for their dioceses
;

onl}' a few of them wanted the suppression of this or that

house and brought forward complaints.^ The most favourable

judgment was passed on the Recollects and the Capuchins.

^ Cf. our account, vol. xxxvii., 386 seqq. Statistics of the French

Orders in 1770 and 1790 in Gerin, Rev. des quest, hist., XVIII.

(1875), 88-90.

" Prat, 206.

' HoLZAPFEL, 363. Extracts from the episcopal opinions in

Gerin, loc. cit., 91-103. The Bishop of Angers was " very

content " with his five Franciscan convents ; according to the

Archbishop of Rheims they were of great benefit to the country

parishes ; the Bishop of Noyon praised their zeal and usefulness
;

the Bishop of Seez found them useful and very necessary ; the

Bishop of Evreux was " extremement satisfait du z^le et de la

regularite " of the convents at Evreux and Verneuil. Ibid., 92 seq.

VOL. XXXVIII. G g
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No complaint whatever was made against either of these

Orders by the Bishops, parish priests, or municipahties.^

Nevertheless the commission thought .that the Capuchin

Constitutions needed alteration as being over-strict and

suppressed twenty-two of their 421 houses. ^ It also strongly

recommended the amalgamation of the Observants and the

Conventuals. As long ago as 1745 Benedict XIV. had granted

the French Observants the right to own real property and to

draw permanent revenues, which brought them near to the

Conventuals.^ The reform commission now gave way entirely

to the will of the Government. By a Papal Brief of August

9th, 1771,* the eight Provinces of the Observants with their

287 convents and 2,000 members were incorporated with the

three Provinces of the Conventuals. The Observants thereby

ceased to exist in France and they no longer wore the dress of

their Order or bore its name. Instead of the eleven Provinces

that formerly existed there were now only eight, with 278

convents.^ The Brief authorizing this union was written by

Clement XIV. in his own hand.®

Several Orders were completely abolished. A royal edict of

March 25th, 1770, forbade the Benedictine Congregation of

the so-called Exempts to admit novices.' Archbishop Lomenie

appeared at the chapter of the Antonians and announced that

all further negotiation was useless and that any resistance

would be dangerous ; all houses with less than twenty inmates

would have to be closed. The Order sought to save itself by

uniting with that of Malta. ^

In the first years of his pontificate Clement XIV. wrote to

^ Ibid., 127, 132.

2 Ibid.

^ HOLZAPFEL, 360.

* Bull. Cont., v., 265 seq.

* Enumeration of the Provinces with their convents in the

Brief of December 23, 1771, Bull. Cont., V., 401 seqq. Cf. Heim-

BUCHER, II., 417.

« NovAES, XV., 183.

^ Prat, 209.

8 Ibid., 210.
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the Bishops and the nuncio to Paris to protest against the

high-handed proceedings of the commission, which had even

violated the rights of the Holy See by suppressing exempt

convents without consulting the Pope and by prescribing in

the new Constitutions given to the Orders the teaching of the

Gallican propositions of 1682.^ On December 3rd, 1770,

a Brief to the same effect was sent to the king,^ which was

answered on the 12th by Choiseul in non-committal phrases.

Practically nothing was gained by all these Papal messages.

From 1772 onwards the Pope agreed to confirm the new
Constitutions which had been submitted to him by certain

Orders. He did so, for instance, for the Carmelites,^ the

Augustinians,^ the Franciscan Recollects,^ and the Theatine

convent in Paris. ^ The French Trinitarians devoted to the

redemption of imprisoned Christian slaves had, since 1629,

embraced a more rigorous rule within the Order and had

formed their own Congregation, but they now numbered only

sixty members distributed over eight houses ; with Papal

approval they were compelled to abandon their former

separation from the main body of the Order. Even in 1767,

though, they had restored to freedom 200 prisoners in the

Barbary States of North Africa.^ The abuses affecting the

religious poverty of the French Benedictines, especially the

Cluniacs, were checked by the Pope.^ After lengthy negotia-

tions the Congregation of St. Rufus was also suppressed by
Papal decree in 1773."

A definite decay had set in in the religious life of the

^ Letters of July 26 and December 20, 1769, in Theiner,

Gesch., I., 309 ; to the nuncio of March 14 and June 20, 1770,

ibid., 452, 454.
^ Ibid., 461.

^ On May 30, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 441.

* On July 4, 1772, ibid., 455.
^ On April 3, 1773, ibid., 570.

^ On July 29, 1774, ibid., 766.

' Brief of August 13, 1771, ibid., 371. Cf. Prat, 205.

* On July 13, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 474 seqq.

* Prat, 211. C/. Jager, 432 ; Masson, Bernis, 274.
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Celestines. At the chapter which they were ordered to hold

at Limay-les-Mantes those in favour of a relaxation in the

rules were in the ascendency and elected one of themselves as

Vicar General. He in a petition to the Pope expressed the

desire for the suppression of the Order. The General also

wrote to the Pope, but in the opposite sense, Clement XIV.

chose a middle course between the two opposing requests, and

authorized the Bishops to visit the Celestine convents in

their dioceses and to report to Rome on their condition. The

opinions submitted were not favourable, and the Pope ordered

the suppression of various houses.^ What was left of the Order

was allotted the house at Marcoussy as a retreat by a decree

of the Conseil of July 4th, 1778.2 With this the Order was as

good as extinct.

The famous Dominican convent of St-Jacques in Paris

having fallen away from its former high level, Clement XIV.,

on February 15th, 1773, appointed the Bishops of Aries and

Meaux as Visitors and placed the convent under the immediate

direction of the Dominican General.^

The same year saw the issue of another edict of reform ^

for the religious Orders ; some of its regulations were benefi-

cial, but its prohibition of exemptions was an encroachment

on the rights of the Holy See. This was brought to the Pope's

notice and he succeeded in having some of the regulations in

the original draft removed.^

Naturally the continual interference of the State with the

religious life had a discouraging effect on vocations. Between

1768 and 1771 250 French Capuchin priests had died and had

1 Fourteen of them are enumerated in Prat, 215. Briefs with

permission to dissolve Celestine houses : to Cardinal Luynes, of

March 28, 1764, for the house at Sens {Bull. Cont., V., 701) ;

to the Bishop of Metz, of May 4, 1774, for the house there [ibid.,

723). There were only four Religious left in either house.

2 Prat, 215.

^ Bull. Cont., v., 553 seq.

* Prat, Pieces just., n. V., pp. xvi.-xxvii.

* Theiner, Gesch., II., 312.
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been replaced by only twenty. In 1770-1790 they lost 1,700 of

their 4,400 members.^ In the same period the four Franciscan

Orders on French soil had lost a total of 3,756 professed

members.^ Any encouragement from Clement XIV. was not

to be expected by the Orders ; he confirmed the various

modifications in the Constitutions submitted to him, but for

the most part the question of the Jesuits forced him to fall in

as far as possible with the wishes of the Governments.

The French Government's treatment of the religious Orders

was an inducement to the other Powers to follow suit. When
the preparatory steps were being taken for the suppression

of the Jesuits the other Orders realized that they too might

be threatened with the same fate ; many of their members
who had formerly opposed the Jesuits now began to draw
closer to them.^ In 1773 the Spanish Government did in fact

begin to take steps in Rome to obtain the enactment of

measures which would limit the number of Religious ; a

request was also to be made to raise the age at which vows
could be taken. An additional reason for presenting these

demands was to exert pressure on the Pope, who was still

hesitating about the suppression of the Jesuits.^ Monino
wrote ^ that plans prejudicial to the Orders were being

discussed all over Europe ; the whole question was being

^ Gerin, 130.

2 Ibid., 135.

* " Invece di diminuire, cresce senipre piu 11 numero dei

Terziari e quasi in tutte le Rehgioni, ed in quelle le quali erano

positivamente opposti alii Gesuiti." "Why ? Because the Jesuits

had persuaded them that it was a question of a common danger.

Centomani to Tanucci, Rome, April 14, 1772, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1220.

* " *Para poner al Papa en cuidado y moverle a la extincion

que tenia ofrccida, parecio conveniente que asi en Napoles como
aqui se diese tal qual movimiento a algunos asuntos interesantes

a la Corte de Roma," among others " la reduccion de numero
de los Regulares ". Grimaldi to Monino, February 3, 1773,

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Reales Ordenes, 53.

* *To Grimaldi, September 13, 1773, ibid., Exped. " Roma ".
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studied by Zelada ; and vows were not to be taken before

the twenty-first year. One newspaper ^ took it on itself to

report that the Pope was thinking of allowing only four classes

of Religious, and Aranda, writing to Roda, much approved of

it. 2 Zelada had already drafted a Bull on the taking of vows,

and Moiiino had a few alterations to propose ^
: vows were

not to be solemn at first and were automatically to lose their

binding force if the recipient left the Order. What had

hitherto been pecuhar to the Jesuits, he maintained, would

thus apply to all the Orders. Apparently Clement XIV. was

inclined to consider these proposals,^ and Zelada went on

working with Moiiino at the projected Bull, which was to

apply to the women's Orders also.^ Mofiino sent the draft to

the King of Spain, observing that similar projects were being

considered in Vienna and Paris.® One drawback to the

universal introduction of simple vows was that it looked as if

a page was being taken from the Jesuits' book.'' Mofiino was

in favour of it nevertheless, but Zelada thought that it would

be inconsonant with their honour to pursue this plan after the

Society of Jesus had been suppressed.^ Charles III. and

Grimaldi would not hear of a General of an Order who was

not a Spaniard, and similar views were held in Portugal. ^

1 Conrrier du Bas-Rhin, No. 77.

2 *0n October 2, 1773, Archives of Simancas, Gracia y Justicia

778.

3 *To Grimaldi, October 2, 1773, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Roma ".

* " *Tengo buenas esperanzas de que hemos de lograr la Bula

para la edad de las profesiones." Mofiino to Grimaldi, October

(4?), 1773, ibid.

^ *Monino to Grimaldi, October 21, 1773, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4986. *Grimaldi to Mofiino, from San Lorenzo, November

9, 1773. Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Reales

Ordines, 53.

6 *Mofiino to Grimaldi, November 25, 1773, ibid., Exped.

" Roma ".

^ *Mofiino to Zelada, December 19, 1773, ibid.

» *Grimaldi to Mofiino, December 14, 1773, ibid.

* " *Los Portugueses pareze que no quieren que ninguno de sus
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Otherwise, even in Clement XIV.'s time, the state of the

Orders was not wholly unsatisfactory. The Capuchins of

Savoy received an excellent testimonial on the whole from the

Archbishop of Turin, Francesco Lucerna Rorengus de Rora,

who in the capacity of Visitor had inquired into the condition

of their houses. His admonitions and instructions, confirmed

by the Pope,^ were directed principally against the penetration

of the spirit of nationalism, " that pernicious invention

introduced some years ago," which was capable of devastating

or upsetting in a very short time the whole Province, however

good it might be and however large its number of holy men.

No concessions were to be made to it in the choice of their

Superiors.^ As for their studies, the same professor was not to

be asked to lecture on philosophy and on moral and dogmatic

theology ; it would be best to appoint a special professor for

each of these subjects.^

The Capuchin Province of Cologne as hitherto existing

Clement XIV. divided into the Provinces of Cologne and

Westphalia.^ The antipathy between the Flemings and the

Walloons, which also made itself felt among the Capuchins,

necessitated the taking of a similar step in Belgium.^ Separate

Provinces of the Franciscan Observants were erected in

Estremadura ^ and in Bavaria,^ of the Minims of St. Francis

of Paula in Tuscany, ^ and of the Camaldolese in the kingdom

frailes ni estos de S. Francisco ni de otra ninguna Religion

dependan de General extranjero : no se como lo componen con

Roma." Grimaldi to Monino, November 30, 1773, ibid.

^ July 4, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 456-473.
^ " Spiritum, ut vocant, nationum . . . perniciosum inventum,

paucis tantum abhinc lustris invectum quod brevi totara provin-

ciam, etsi optimam sanctisque viris foecundam vastari queat aut

perturbare." Ibid., § 12, 463.

* Ibid., § 19, 469.

* January 22, 1770, ibid., 140.

^ February 25, 1773, ibid., 555.
* April 10, 1770, ibid., 169.

^ June 25, 1772, ibid., 452.

" May 18, 1 771, ibid., 339.
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of Naples.^ Of the German Benedictine monasteries Ettal

received the Cassinese privileges,^ St. Maximinus near Trier

the confirmation of its Constitutions.^ From now on the

Portuguese Province of the Carmehtes was to form a Congre-

gation of its own.^

It was in the pontificate of Clement XIV. that the Carmelite

Order attracted universal attention through the entry, as

a simple Sister, into their convent at Saint-Denis, on April 11th,

1770, of a royal princess, Madame Louise, a daughter of

Louis XV.^ Educated at first with the king's three youngest

daughters at the convent at Fontevrault, Princess Louise

from the age of thirteen was under the care of her pious

mother, Maria Leszczynska, and took it deeply to heart that

her father should be wallowing in the depths of vice, destined

apparently for eternal damnation. She resolved to devote

herself to a life of penance and atonement and finally received

her father's permission to enter Saint-Denis. Without taking

leave of the royal family, she drove there on April 11th, 1770,

and announced to her astonished retinue that she intended to

stay in the convent for ever. On September 10th, 1770, she

was solemnly clothed in the presence of twenty-four Bishops,

the nuncio, and the whole Court. It was an impressive scene

when the princess, surrounded by her ladies-in-waiting, and

clothed in a jewel-studded gown, knelt before the nuncio and

prayed in the customary form for " the mercy of God, the

poverty of the Order, and the company of the Sisters "
; she

then retired to an adjoining room and reappeared in the chapel

wearing the coarse habit of the Carmelites. Afterwards she

held in all earnestness to her resolve that with her entry into

the Order Madame Louise should die and that she would live

1 May 13, 1771, ibid., 321.

" On January 27, 1770, ibid., 146.

3 On July 10, 1771, ibid., 353.

* Brief of April 28, 1773, ibid., 575.

^ GiLLET, La venerable Louise de France, Paris, 1880
;

Geoffroy de Grandmaison, Madame Louise de France, la

venerable Thdrese de Saint-Augustin [1737-1787), Paris, 1922.
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as a simple Sister like any other under the name of Therese de

St-Augustin.^ Joseph II, when visiting her in 1777, told her

that he would rather be hanged than live a life like hers.^

Louis XV. 's opinion was not much different.^ It should be

mentioned that she had already begun to mortify her body

when she was still a princess.* On several occasions she was

elected Prioress of the convent. Her influence at Court she

used for the furtherance of religious aims, such as the provision

of a refuge for those of her Sisters in religion who had been

expeUed, the canonization of prominent Carmelite nuns,

a community life for the French Jesuits after the suppression of

their Order in France, and relief for the extreme poverty of

her convent.'' These causes necessitated her entering into an

extensive correspondence, in consequence of which she was

accused of being an intriguer, and various contemptuous

observations were passed upon her.^ " The world despises me
and I it ; so we are quits " was her view of the situation.'

Clement XIV. came into touch with her on several occasions.

On hearing of her entry into religion he wrote to congratulate

her ^ and empowered her confessor to dispense her from the

strict rule if the need arose. But she would not accept this

favour ; as long as she was well, she said, she did not want the

dispensation, and if she was illshe would have no need of it.^

The nuncio to Paris was authorized by Clement XIV. to

preside at her clothing and the taking of the vows, in the

1 Grandmaison, 76, 95, 99, 120, 175.

2 Ibid., 156.

' Ihid., 104.

4 Ibid., 69.

* Ibid., 119 seqq., 132 seqq.

* Ibid., 140 ; Masson, 276. For her efforts in support of the

Jesuits, cf. Masson, 240 seqq. For the assertion that Louise tried

to get Rome to declare the Du Barry's marriage null, so

that she could marry the king, v. Grandmaison, 138 ; Masson,

197.

' Grandmaison, 82.

^ On May 9, 1770, in Theiner, Epist., 83.

* Grandmaison, 86.
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Pope's name.^ On other occasions he thanked her for sending

him her portrait ^ and supported her efforts to reform the

Carmelites at Charenton.^ His attempt to use her influence

with Louis XVI. to obtain the retention of Cardinal Bernis

in his ambassadorial post in Rome was not a happy move.^

He allotted her convent at Saint-Denis an annual income from

the abbey of Saint-Germain-des-Pres.^ At her request he

permitted the veneration of relics she had received from the

Roman Catacombs ^ ; and it was also at her request that he

sent her the crucifix and the candlesticks which had belonged

to the Jesuits of the Roman College and which afterwards,

during the Revolution, found their way into the mint.' The

horrors of the Revolution were spared her, as she died at the

age of fifty on December 21, 1787. " I could not have believed

it was so sweet to die," she had said shortly before.^

Further evidence that the love of a religious life in com-

munity was not yet extinct in the eighteenth century was the

springing up of new Congregations. In Genoa, for instance,

a number of secular priests formed themselves into a com-

munity devoted to the cure of souls and taking Francis de

Sales as their model. ^

Clement XIV. had intimate relations with the recently

founded Order of the Passionists and its founder, Paolo Danei,

known in religion as Paul of the Cross (b. 1694).^" As the names

^ Briefs of July i8, 1770, to the king and the nuncio, of August

14, 1 771, to Louise herself and the king, in Theiner, Epist., 96,

97, 170, 171.

* On February 26, 1772, ibid., 208.

* Briefs of April 15, 1772, ibid., 217 ; Bull. Cont., V., 432.

According to Masson (256), the reform had little success.

* By Brief of August 10, 1774, in Theiner, Epist., 323. Cf.

Masson, 271.

* Brief of October 5, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 511.

« On September 8, 1773, ibid., 658.

' Grandmaison, 126 ; Masson, 249 seq.

8 Masson, 82.

* Brief of confirmation of November 8, 1771, Bull. Cont., V.,

388 seq.

*» Cf. our account. Vol. xxxv., 311. Biography by Strambi,
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of the Order and its founder indicate, the object of the new

society was the veneration of Christ's passion by means of

contemplation and penance and by the preaching of penance

and the love of Christ. The thoughts that form the leit-motif

of his Order had been developing in Paul's mind from his early

youth. The memory of Christ's passion had been implanted in

him by his mother and even as a small child he took no interest

in games but sought solitude in order to devote himself

undisturbed to prayer and mortification. With the passage of

the years this tendency grew stronger. Preferring to live in

complete poverty for God alone, he refused to accept the

legacy left him by an uncle nor would he avail himself of the

offer made by a pious, childless couple to adopt him. But

with all this Paul was not simply a recluse ; at every stage of

his life he exerted an important influence on those with whom
he came in contact. Even in his youth he was the centre of

a select circle of companions, and he constantly emerged from

his solitude to instruct the people and to preach penance. He
soon formed the plan of finding others who would live as he

did and of founding a society of the " Poor of Jesus ". At the

age of twenty-four he had himself clothed by his spiritual

director, the Bishop of Alessandria, Arboreo di Gattinara,

in the habit which was afterwards to be that of his Order and

he straightway set about the task of drafting the Rule of his

future community. '^

At first he was not successful in obtaining Papal sanction

for his new foundation. In beggar's clothes he presented

himself for an audience with Innocent XIII. but failed to gain

admittance. He retired in 1722 to the rocky caves in the

peninsula of Argentaro on the Tuscan coast, thence to Gaeta

and to Troia in Apulia, everywhere combining preaching

with the life of a hermit. In 1725, taking with him a letter of

recommendation from the Bishop of Troia, he went to Rome
again and this time he was more successful. As he knelt in

St. Peter's with his brother, who shared his way of life, he

Rome, 1786, revised by Valentin Lehnerd, Innsbruck, 1926;

Heimbucher, III., 309 seqq.

^ Lehnerd, 1-27.
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attracted the attention of the future Cardinal Crescenzi, the

friend of Leonardo di Porto Maurizio.^ The pious Crescenzi

and Cardinal Corradini saw to it that the two brothers were

well received by Benedict XIII., who gave them oral permis-

sion to recruit more companions. ^ On Whitsun Eve, 7th June,

1727, Benedict XIII. ordained them priests.

The new Order now began to take its rise. After 1742 the

first convent at Ortebello was followed by others. Benedict

XIV. confirmed the Rule by Briefs of May 15th, 1741, and

March 28th, 1746 ; and on April 10th, 1747, the founder was

chosen as the first General of the new Congregation.^ In the

jubilee year of 1750 he preached in Rome with Leonardo di

Porto Maurizio, and did so again in 1769.*

With Clement XIV. Paul of the Cross stood in high repute.

He had prophesied that Cardinal Ganganelli would receive the

tiara, ^ and when he came to Rome soon after the Pope's

accession to the throne Clement XIV. sent a carriage to fetch

him.^ He reconfirmed the rules of the Congregation in their

altered form by a Brief of November 15th, 1769,' and on the

next day he granted the undertaking several privileges by

means of a solemn Bull.^ On April 21st, 1770, he sent the

founder and his Congregation a Brief of appreciation.^ When,

after the suppression of the Jesuits, their noviciate on the

Quirinal came into the possession of the Lazarists, the Pope

presented the church and residence formerly used by the

Lazarists to the Passionists.^" It was the Pope's wish that

Paul of the Cross should visit him as often as possible ; he was

to be admitted even when no audience was granted to anyone

' Cf. our account, Vol. xxxv., 324, 335.

* Lehnerd, 39.

' Ibid., 60, 62, 64.

* Ibid., 79, 100.

8 Ibid.. 98, 252.

' Ibid.. 99.

' Bull. Cont., v., 105-126.

* Ibid, (arranged in the wrong order), 75-79.

» Theiner, Epist., 80.

^^ Brief of September 16, 1774, ibid., 781-8.
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else.^ On January 26th, 1774, when Paul had been ill for a

long time and was in danger of death, Clement XIV. visited

him and conversed with him alone. ^ The same honour was

paid to the dying man by Pius VI. on the first Sunday in

Lent, in 1775, a few days after his accession to the throne.^

Shortly before Paul's death on October 18th, 1775, the

Constitutions, which had again been altered, were confirmed

anew by Pius VI.*

A female, purely contemplative, branch of the Congregation

came into existence on May 3rd, 1771, with the foundation of

the convent of Corneto.^ Its first Superior was the Duchess

Anna Maria Colonna Barberini, widow of Sforza Cesarini, who

on the death of her husband had devoted herself to a life of

religion and had retired entirely from the world. Her appoint-

ment was made by Clement XIV., who had also approved of

the rules for the Passionist nuns.^

Contemporaneously with the Passionists the Congregation

^ Lehnerd, 106.

* According to Lehnerd (116) this was the last meeting

between Clement XIV. and Paul of the Cross, but Centomani

reported a visit paid by Clement in August (Appx. 3, i). Cf.

below, p. 523, n. i. Cordara (in Dollinger, Beitrdge, IIL, 52)

relates that Clement asked for Paul's opinion on his intention of

suppressing the Society of Jesus and that Paul dispelled his doubts

on this score :
" nisi aliter sua reddi possit Ecclesiae quies,

dignitas et libertas, quam societate suppressa, eam supprimere ne

vereretur." But this is merely Cordara's conjecture, as the two

men conferred in private. Besides, after the expulsion from

Spain, Paul thought that the Order would rise again with even

greater splendour. Letters to Reali of September 22, 1767,

Lettere, ed. by Amadeo della Madre del Buon Pastore, IV. (1924),

21 ; Boero, Ossevvazioni, II., 239 ; Analecta Bollandiana, 1926,

462. Once Paul referred to Ignatius of Loyola as his friend

(Lehnerd, 225) and he often used the Exercises [ihid., 66, 70,

85, 240, etc.).

^ Ibid., 116.

* On September 15, 1775, ibid., 117.

* Ibid., 93, 109.

* Brief of February 9, 1771, in Theiner, Epist., 137 seqq.
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of the Redemptorists was also assuming its final shape, in the

very place where it seemed impossible for a religious society to

make any progress—Naples, the paradise of regalism.

(5)

Tanucci's spirit had not yet lost its hold on the southern

half of the Italian peninsula. When Paris was considering

the appointment of an envoy to Naples, Aiguillon was informed

in the name of the King of the Two Sicilies ^ that the envoy

would have to be anti-Jesuit and anti-Roman. On the occasion

of Clement XIV. 's taking possession of the Lateran, Tanucci

had instructed his agent Centomani to see to the triumphal

arch which it was the custom of the Dukes of Parma and

Piacenza to erect for the ceremony, but in the inscription to

refer to them also as the Dukes of Castro and Ronciglione.

This slight on the Pope's rights of enfeoffment was obviated

only by the Pope's being satisfied with an arch without an

inscription. 2 It was made difficult for the Bishops and the

clergy to communicate with Rome and even with the nuncio ^
;

and it was forbidden to pay taxes to Rome.^ The anti-Papal

works of Giannone and Sarpi were reprinted.^ The religious

Orders were to come under the sole supervision of the State,

and the Camaldolese and the Brothers of Mercy, who had

allowed themselves to be won over to this point of view, had

to be threatened by the Pope with excommunication.^ Long

negotiations were started about the so-called regulations of

the chancery, whose reservations and evocations in favour of

Rome Tanucci refused to recognize for Naples. He called the

whole Dataria an Augean stable
"^

; in his view the chancery

^ *Fuentes to Grimaldi, Fontainebleau, October 26, 1771,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4580.

2 Theiner, Gesch., I., 328 seq.

3 Ibid., II., 188.

* Ibid., I., 517.

« Ibid., 518.

' Ibid., 329, 517.

' *To Orsini, May 18, 1771, State Archives, Naples.
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regulations cut across the rights both of tlie princes and the

Bishops.^

The episcopal authority, as it happened, was restricted by

Tanucci as much as the Papal one. No pastoral letter or

episcopal decree could be published without the royal placet.'^

The Government tried to curtail the Archbishop of Capua's

right, fixed by concordat, to the presentation of benefices.

The Archbishop, the Theatine Michele Galeota, would not

give way and was praised by the Pope for his conduct. If

there were more prelates of his character, wrote the Secretary

of State on June 18th, 1771, the Church would be in a better

situation.^ The Government had to cede finally to the Arch-

bishop's demands, but for a time, in 1772, he was expelled from

his diocese.^ Similar difficulties were created by Tanucci for

the Bishop of Troia, Marco di Simone. The nuncio to Naples

was instructed by letter from the Secretary of State, dated

July 16th, 1771, to defend the Bishop's rights on the basis of

the concordats.^ The intention formed by several Bishops in

the Neapolitan kingdom to appeal to the king against the

Government's encroachments on their rights met with the

Pope's approval and encouragement.^ Tanucci's dislike of

the clergy included the priests' schools. " Better not to study

at all," he said, " than to take poison with one's studies." '

For the monks he had a supreme contempt.^

The Jesuits were still a bugbear for Tanucci. He feared

^ *To Orsini, May 12, 1770, ibid.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 517.

" Ibid., II., 83.

* Ibid., 83, 188.

* Ibid., 83 seq.

* Letter from the Secretary of State, September 3, 1771, ibid.,

85-

' " *Meglio che non si studi, che studiando si beva il veleno."

Tanucci to Fogliano, July i, 1769, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

6009.

* " *I1 fratume pero e getto e cloaca della gente stolta e

pericolosa." To Nefetti, Portici, May 13, 1773, ibid., Estado,

3023, 803.
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their return, he tried to forestall such an unpleasant contin-

gency/ and he calculated the amount of money that was

leaving the country in the form of pensions for the exiles.^

For the Pope, on the other hand, the Jesuit question was a

means of defence against the encroachments of the Govern-

ment. These constant violations of the concordats, he com-

plained to Orsini, hindered him in the execution of the

important resolutions he had formed to satisfy the importuni-

ties of the kings of Spain and France ; they were making his

life such a misery that he felt like abdicating and shutting

himself up for good in the Castel Sant'Angelo.^ Even Orsini

protested ^ against Tanucci's desire to nationalize the Church

and told him straight out that together with the Italian and

Spanish Bishops he considered the Pope to be above even the

Ecumenical Councils.

Without first obtaining the Government's approval, the

nuncio, acting in the name of the Pope, was to proceed against

the priests and Religious who were spending their time in

Naples for no better object than to amuse themselves.^ In

a secret memorial ^ Tanucci was advised not to enter into

^ *Tanucci to Grimaldi, June 4, 1771, ibid., Estado, 6104.

* *To Orsini, August 11, 1770, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari,

Gesuiti, 109.

3 *These encroachments, the Pope is said to have complained,

were " una specie di fraporre ostacolo alle cose grandi, che

meditiamo, e siamo disposti a fare a premure di S. M*^ Cattolica

e Christianissima ". He was ready " per il bene delle Chiesa ad

andarsi a rinchiudere in Castel S. Angelo " (Orsini to Tanucci,

Rome, May 8, 1770, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames. 1475).

*Azpuru and the Pope were continually saying that the innova-

tions in Naples were delaying the suppression (Centomani to

Tanucci, Rome, January 22, 1771, ibid., Esteri-Roma, 12 18).

* *On May 29, 1770, ibid., C. Fames. 1475
^ November 8, 1771, Theiner, Gesck., II. , 86. " La maggior

parte del vescovi " was reprehensible, *wrote Tanucci to Cento-

mani on March 24, 1770 (Archives of Simancas, Estado, 601 1).

" Vogliono ozio non residenza."

* " *Secreta memoria," State Archives, Naples, Raccolta da

vari Archivii Napoletani, 676.
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negotiations with the Roman Curia, as they always resulted

in profiting the Curia and damaging the Catholic States.

Without more ado and with no further preparation a regiment

should be put into Castro to occupy the territory ; the

chinea ^ tribute should not be paid, and the revenues that

Rome drew from the Bulls, Briefs, reservations, etc., should

be withheld. By this means the Bishops would recover their

powers of dispensation. Had not Christ Himself commended

His Church to the Apostles and the temporal rulers ? The

Monarchia Sicula was a strong support for the Government.

All Neapolitans resident in the Papal States must be recalled

and all Papal subjects who owned property in Neapolitan

territory must be compelled to reside there or pay a huge tax.

Even the expelled Jesuits might be brought back and confined

in two fortresses, so that their pensions should not go to the

benefit of foreigners. The writer explained that the principle

on which he based his proposals was that the internal discipline

of the Church was the business of the Bishops, the external

that of the rulers. He failed to understand, he said, why his

king did not make up his mind not to be bothered with the

Roman Curia any more. It was only in the domain of dogma

that a few concessions were made to the Pope. As a model

for the Minister to copy, the memorial cited the behaviour of

Venice towards the Holy See.

In Clement XIV.'s pontificate the Signoria did indeed issue

a number of decrees that trespassed on ecclesiastical ground.

The Bishops were forbidden to leave their dioceses without

permission. 2 The faculty of releasing Bulls, for which hitherto

the parish priests had to apply to the nuncio and pay him the

appropriate fee, was transferred to the Patriarch.^ To Papal

Briefs concerned with the assignment to benefices the Republic

refused to give its exequatur.* The object of these measures

^ The annual tribute paid to the Pope by the kings of Naples

since the time of Charles of Anjou.

2 *Montalegre to Grimaldi, Venice, June 10, 1769, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5765. ' Id. to id., March 31, 1770, ibid., 5780.

* *Orsini to Tanucci, Rome, January 8, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^wh-
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was to prevent money leaving the country, and in pursuance

of this poHcy the Signoria even prohibited pilgrimages to the

shrine of St. Francis at Assisi. As the number of pilgrims was

assessed at 15,000 it was hoped in this way to prevent the

expenditure of three million reals.^ Another regulation was

that no cleric was to be in possession of two canonries, abbot-

ships, priorships, or simple prebends ; he was to have only

that one where he had his residence.^

The most serious interferences on the part of the State had

to be suffered by the monasteries and convents. As early as

September 7th, 1768, a law had been passed by which the

Religious were made immediately subject to the Bishops.^ As

this ordinance failed to meet with universal acceptance, on

April 29th of the following year all who had not submitted

within six months were threatened with immediate banish-

ment,^ All communication with foreign Superiors was

forbidden.^ On June 10th, 1769, the Spanish envoy to Venice

reported that seventy-four Franciscan convents had been

closed by the Republic and that measures had been taken to

restrict the number of vocations to the priesthood, whether

secular or regular.^ On June 17th he wrote that every week

some decree or other against the Orders was passed by the

Senate, but that at the time of writing only the Franciscans

had been affected.' But it was not long before the Dominicans

were also subjected to the State's zeal for reform.^ By the

middle of August, 1770, eighteen Dominican, twelve Carmelite,

and three Augustinian convents had been suppressed. This

1 *Montalegre to Grimaldi, Venice, June 8, 1771, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5781.

2 *Id. to id., Venice, March 31, 1770, ibid., 5780.

^ Cf. our account, vol. xxxvii., 373.

* *Montalegre to Grimaldi, Venice, May 6, 1769, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5765.

6 Theiner, Gesch., I., 329.

« *Montalegre to Grimaldi, loc. cit,. Estado, 5765.

' *Ihid.

* *Finocchietti to Orsini, Venice, December 2, 1769, State

Archives, Naples, Estefi-Roma, tWo-
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was paving the way, thought the Spanish envoy, for the

seizure of the Benedictine monasteries, whose riches and

power were well known. ^ And in fact, on December 5th,

1770, four of the twelve Benedictine establishments of the

Cassinese Congregation were swept away ^ ; they were not

allowed to accept any more novices until the number of

Religious had dropped from 300 to 160, which number they

were not to exceed in future ; the priests and lay-brothers

received an annual pension of 220 and 190 ducats respectively.^

Between April 7th, 1770, and August 26th, 1771, the Republic

made 387,389 ducats by the sale of fifty-two religious houses.*

But the " work of reform " did not finish here ; on September

12th, 1771, it was extended to twenty-one houses belonging

to the four Orders of the Camaldolese, the Olivetans, the

Canons of the Holy Redeemer, and the Canons of the Lateran.^

A year later it was the turn of four other Orders. The Augus-

tinians of the Venetian Province lost nine of their thirteen

convents, their fellow-Religious of the Lombard-Venetian

Province six of their ten convents, the Congregation of Monte

Ortone three of their six monasteries. The Servites fared no

better ; in their Province of Venice they were left with only

six of their thirteen convents, in the March of Treviso with

three of their six establishments. The Minims were treated

more leniently ; of their seven houses they lost only two
;

whereas the Hieronymites kept only five of their nine convents.®

The Jesuits were told to elect their Provincial in Chapter

1 " *Pregadi," August 2, 1770, ibid., Esteri-Roma, it^ ;

*Orsini to Tanucci, August 14, 1770, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1473 ; *Montalegre to Grimaldi, August 11, 1770,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5780.

2 Cecchetti, I., 224.

3 *Montalegre to Grimaldi, Venice, December 15, 1770, loc. cit.

* Cecchetti, loc. cit.

^ *J. Martin to Grimaldi, Venice, September 28, 1771, Archives

of Simancas, Estado, 5781.

* Cecchetti, II., 161. A *collection of Venetian decrees on
" proprieta et jurisdict. ecclesiastica, ordini regolari et luoghi pii

1769-1775 " in the Vatican Library, Vat., 9469-9470.
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in future, in the manner of the Theatines.^ Permission to do

so had arrived from Rome, it was stated.^ Tanucci made out

that the Jesuits' reply to the Senate's demand was ambiguous,^

but the Senate advised them that if they wanted to remain

within the frontiers of the RepubHc they would have to throw

off all dependence on their General and cease from all communi-

cation with him, and in future they would not be allowed to

receive any more novices.*

Clement XIV. did not receive these invasions of the ecclesi-

astical domain in silence. Time and again he protested against

them in his Briefs, he sent Martorelli to Venice to remonstrate,

and he instructed the nuncios to invoke the mediation of the

Catholic Courts.^

The Bishop of Brescia, Cardinal Molino, having refused to

obey the Senate's summons to undertake on his own episcopal

authority the visitation of the religious houses in his diocese,

had to leave Republican territory.® Clement solved the

difficulty by appointing Mohno Apostolic Delegate and

instructing him in this capacity to perform the visitation in

his name. Molino was allowed to return and was reinstated in

the possession of the property that had been confiscated from

him.' For this favour the Republic received Clement's

commendation.^ Perhaps the most arbitrary act of the

^ " *Pregadi," on May 6, 1769, Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5765-

- *Finocchietti to Orsini, July 22, 1769, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, i^^.^^.

^ *To Orsini, August i, 1769, ibid.

* *Montalegre to Grimaldi, September 30, 1769, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 5765.

^ Theiner, Gesch., I., 330.

* Cf. our account, vol. xxxvii., 374 ; *Orsini to Tanucci,

June 16, 1769, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1473.
' *Azpuru to Grimaldi, June 15, 1769, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome, Registro, 108. *Orsini to Tanucci, June 30,

1769, State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1474.

* *Montalegre to Grimaldi, June 24, 1769, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 5765.
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Senate was the order it gave to the Bishop of Udine to compose

a catechism recommending obedience to the sovereign.^

In Tuscany, Duke Leopold II., who in ecclesiastical matters

shared the views of his brother. Emperor Joseph II., began

his reforms in the spiritual sphere in the year of Clement

XIV.'s accession to the throne, though they did not reach

their climax till the reign of Pius VI. The exequatur had to

be afhxed to the decrees of all foreign Superiors ; no applica-

tions to Rome for dispensations might be made without

permission of the secretary for affairs of ecclesiastical juris-

diction. The right of asylum was abolished. The only notice

Rome took of this decree was to publish it. The monastic

prisons were brought under the control of the State. Nothing

is known of any protest raised by Clement XIV. against all

this.^ In 1769 there was promulgated a law, based on an

ordinance of 1751, restricting the amounts of property in

mortmain. The law was framed in general terms, but it was

aimed at the diminution of ecclesiastical property. Estates

held in mortmain had to be given in copyhold, so that the

original owners were left with only the annual rent as a fixed

income ; actually this meant that Church property passed

into the hands of laymen.^

Leopold II. was especially anxious to reduce the number of

religious houses. On taking over the Government he had

complained of the large number of nunneries ; in 1767 the

religious houses had to render an account of the state of their

revenues ; in 1777 he requested his Finance Minister Rucellai

to submit him detailed measures which would reduce the

number of houses and Religious. Rucellai's answer was that

no religious clothing should take place without the Grand

Duke's assent and that no vows should be taken before the

^ *Finocchietti to Orsini, Venice, December 9, 1769, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, i\^^..

* Reumont, II., 158.

^ Hermann Buchi, Ein Menschenalter Reformen der Toten

Hand in Toskana (1751-1790), Berlin, 1912, 88 seqq. Text of the

law, ihid., 79 seqq. For the real purpose of this legislation,

V. ihid., 43, 71, 109.
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age of twenty-one.^ In the early seventies a beginning was

made with the suppression of unimportant estabhshments.^

The suppression of the ten Jesuit estabhshments was carried

out in 1773 without difficulty.^

Regardless of the dangers to law and order that were

likely to arise from lack of religious unity, the Austrian

Government in the Milanese contemplated settling a hundred

Protestant families from Germany with the object of stimula-

ting trade and industry. The Papal Secretary of State pro-

tested against this in a letter to the nuncio to Vienna of

September 28th, 1771, and in the event Maria Theresa withheld

her assent to her Ministers' project.^ The Cardinal Archbishop

of Milan was also asked to give his support to the plans of

the Austrian statesmen, and on November 16th, 1771, the

Secretary of State again warned the nuncio to be on his

guard. ^

To reduce the number of religious houses was the policy of

almost every Government. In Lombardy the Imperial

Government proposed to amalgamate some of the smaller

houses, particularly those of the Olivetans and Hieronymites,

and accommodate their inmates in one or two larger establish-

ments, with the object of raising the standard of discipline

and studies. The revenues that would thus become redundant

were to be used for other religious purposes. " To avoid worse

harm," ® Clement XIV. sent the necessary powers to the

nuncio in Vienna, with instructions to obtain from the Bishops

precise information about the condition and the effectiveness

of the houses in question.'

When the possession of Corsica passed from Genoa to France

^ Ibid., III.

2 Reumont, 1 66.

3 Ibid., 167.

* Theiner, Gesch., II., 87.

5 Ibid., 89 seq.

* Pallavicini to the nuncio in Vienna, November 25, 1772,

ibid., 192.

' The Pope to the nuncio, October 17, 1772, in Theiner,

Epist., 230 ; to the empress, October 24, 1772, ibid., 231.
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in 1768 various difificulties were created for the Holy See.^

In the temporal sphere the Papal Government claimed the

overlordship of the island on the strength of the donation of

Pepin and the precedent created by Innocent II. and Honorius

III, In so far as spiritual matters were concerned, the Pope

could not acquiesce in silence in the French king's desire to

treat Corsica as if it were one of the French dioceses, in accor-

dance with which he introduced in October, 1769, the adminis-

tration of Church revenues according to the French system and

the obligation to observe the four Galilean propositions of

1682.2 By a Brief of March 14th, 1770,^ Clement XIV.

acknowledged the French king's right to nominate the Corsican

Bishops. As for the temporal supremacy over the island, it

was said in the Brief that the Holy See did not renounce its

claim to its temporal rights in Corsica ; the French Govern-

ment had at first rejected the Papal claims,^ but had finally

admitted a reservation in general terms. ^ In spiritual matters

the Brief stated that the Pope reserved to himself all the

rights which he had exercised in Corsica since time immemor-

able. In August, 1769, Clement XIV. had sent the Bishop of

Tiana as Visitor to the island to restore order to the dis-

organized ecclesiastical conditions.^

The only State in the whole of Italy with which the Pope

was on really friendly terms was the kingdom of Sardinia, and

that only during the lifetime of its ruler. Carlo Emmanuele III.

The king obtained from the Pope the extension of certain

Spanish privileges on the island of Sardinia,'^ also certain

restrictions of the right of asylum ^ and the erection of the

1 Theiner, Gesch., I., 312 seqq., 464 seqq.

2 Ibid., 313.

^ Bull. Cont., v., 152 seqq.

* The nuncio in Paris to Pallavicini, in Theiner, Gesch., I.,

312 seq.

* Covering letter to the Brief of March 14, ibid., 469.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 314.

' Brief of November 29, 1769, Bull, Cont., V., 130 seq. ; Theiner,

Gesch., I., 332.

* Theiner, Gesch., I., 520.
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bishopric of Biella for the needs of the mountaineers in

northern Piedmont.^ On March 8th, 1772, the Pope had to

inform the Cardinals in Consistory of the king's death.^

(6)

Clement XIV. 's accession to the throne inspired the former

Controller-General Laverdy with the idea of making an

attempt to obtain some sort of ecclesiastical recognition for

the French Jansenists. Charles III. of Spain was to use his

influence with the Pope on their behalf, while from the

Jansenist side a dogmatic statement was to be presented in

Rome ; if this met with approval, the French Government was

to lay it before an assembly of prelates, " who were already

peacefully inclined or who could be induced to become so by

the Court." Naturally the project came to nothing.^ In any

case the party was no longer interested in doctrinal strife
;

until 1773 the principal aim of its leading men was the destruc-

tion of the Society of Jesus.*

The Jansenists in Holland also took fresh heart under

Clement XIV. The archbishop of Utrecht wrote immediately

to the Pope,^ telling him of his longing for union and recon-

ciliation and speaking of love and forbearance, of the pure

faith of the Church of Utrecht, of Bossuet, and the freedom

there should be in matters of doubt. The men of Utrecht had

been the victims of calumny, and their arguments ought to be

heard by Rome. Furnished with recommendations from the

^ Brief of June i, 1772, Bull. Cont., V., 442.

^ Theiner, Gesch., II., 315.

' Preclin, 306 seq.

* Until 1773 " la destruction de la Compagnie de Jesus demeure

Tobjectif principal que poursuivent les chefs du jansenisme
"

{ibid., 305).

6 *0n May 9, 1770, Archives of Simancas, Gracia y Justicia,

254-9. F. de Vries, Vredespogingen tusschen de ond-bisschoppelijke

Cleresie van Utrecht en Rome, Groningen, 1930 ; Rev. d'hist. eccl.,

1931, 151 seqq.
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Empress Maria Theresa,^ an envoy from the Church of Utrecht

came to Rome. The steps taken by the Dutch Jansenists were

supported by the Spanish Court. Roda wrote from the

Escorial to the Archbishop of Utrecht ^ that Charles III. was

convinced that the pastoral letter ascribed to the Archbishop's

predecessor, Meindaerts, three years after his death, was a

calumnious falsification intended to besmirch the reputation

of the venerable Palafox and by means of false imputations

to vilify the doctrine and the faith of an illustrious Church

which had been founded by the king's most glorious ancestors.

The king had been moved to hear of the conditions in Utrecht,

of the great devotion to the Holy See, of the great purity of

faith, of the intense longing for reconciliation ; he was

extremely glad to hear that Jansen's five propositions had

been rejected by Utrecht and he would take steps at the

Court of Rome to promote concord, peace, and love.

Azpuru did in fact hand the Pope, in his king's name, a

memorial recommending the requests made by the Archbishop

of Utrecht. 3 The Pope replied verbally that a plenipotentiary

might be sent to negotiate on the question of reunion, but that

first and foremost the appeal to a ecumenical council must be

withdrawn. The request for reunion must be made in the name
of the Church of Utrecht, not in the name of the present

Bishops, who were not recognized by Rome. If these condi-

tions were fulfilled, the Pope, out of regard for the king's

intervention, would gladly put out his hand in the cause of

1 Mozzi, II., 450 seq. *Orsini to Tanucci, Rome, July 20, 1770,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^VA (o^ the agent employed

by Utrecht, Femandi).

* *San Lorenzo (Escorial), September 30, 1771, Archives of

Simancas, Gracia y Justicia, 589.

^ In this memorial Charles III. asked the Pope to protect the

men of Utrecht " contra las calumnias que se les levantan, los

admita en su gremio . . . asegurandose de la fe y catolica creencia

que dcben tener y ofrecen observar " (*Azpuru to Roda, October

31, 1 771, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro,

no).
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reunion, so far as the purity of the faith allowed.^ In the

following year too Roda wanted Moilino to take up the matter

and persuade the Pope to send a competent nuncio to Brussels

to initiate negotiations.^

Later on the Dutch Jansenists tried again to get Maria

Theresa to recommend them in Rome, but this time the

empress would have nothing more to do with them.^

(7)

In general, as we have said, the internal life of the Church

in the time of Clement XIV. presents anything but a cheerful

picture, and a particularly gloomy feature of it is the mission

field. It is now generally acknowledged that the destruction

of the missionary Orders, the Society of Jesus in particular,

at the close of the eighteenth century was bound to have the

most disastrous effects in the mission field. The geographer

Wappaus wrote in 1865 on the expulsion of the Jesuits from

Paraguay *
:

" It is no longer a very bold statement to make
that these measures were as much an injustice towards the

missionaries as they were harmful for the Indians and conse-

quently for the countries themselves. ... A century has

passed since then and they have not been replaced, but even

to-day their memory is still treasured by the Indians, who
speak with eagerness of the Fathers' regime as of a golden

age." Duflot de Mofras,^ who explored America in 1840-42,

speaks of the " brilliant results " obtained by the Jesuits in

New France and by the Spanish Franciscan missionaries in

California when working among the Indians, but he also says

that everything had been destroyed. " To his astonishment

1 *Macedonio to Azpuru, December 3, 1771, ibid., no. Cf.

Theiner, Gesch., II., 51 seq.

2 *Roda to Monino, El Pardo, February 22, 1774, Exped.
" Roma ".

» Mozzi, II., 450.

* Handbuch der Geographie und Statistik, I., 3, 1013.

* Exploration du territoire de I'Oregon, II., Paris, 1844, 384.
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the traveller in the most remote districts of America comes

across quite heavy crosses set up by the Indians. From the

very earliest times of the conquest the natives had a feeling

of reverence for the missionaries, as men who, in contrast

with all the other whites, did nothing but good to them and

always protected them. A nation that is not bent on destroying

the Indians . . . should send out missionaries before anyone

else, to continue the work of civilization begun in so admirable

a way by the Jesuits and Franciscans. . . . The wooden crosses

of a few poor Religious have won more provinces for Spain

and France than the swords of their best military com-

manders." Alexander von Humboldt wrote of the Atures

Indians on the Orinoco ^
:

" The Jesuits of old set them to

work and they never lacked a livelihood. The Fathers grew

maize, beans, and other European vegetables ; they even

planted sweet oranges and tamarinds round about the

villages ; and on the prairies of Atures and Carichana they

had 20-30,000 horses and heads of cattle. . . . Now nothing is

grown but a little manioc and bananas . . . the cultivation of

maize is entirely neglected, the horses and cows have dis-

appeared. . . . During an interregnum of eighteen years [after

the expulsion of the Jesuits] the missions were visited only

occasionally, by Capuchins. The hatos, the villages established

by the Jesuits, were administered by Government officials

calling themselves " royal commissioners ", in a disgracefully

slovenly fashion. . . . Since 1795 the cattle bred by the Jesuits

has entirely disappeared." Gothein ^ also states as a fact

that on the downfall of the Order the Spaniards " broke into

the territory that had been protected from them for so long,

like a pack of ravenous wolves, and in a short time they

reduced it to ruins. ... In a few years the country's stock of

cattle was practically demolished and the population had

^ Reisen in die Aquatorialgegenden des Neuen Kontinents,

in deutscher Bearbeitung von H. Hauff, III., Stuttgart, i860,

186.

^ Der chrisilich-soziale Staat der Jesuiten in Paraguay, Leipzig,

1883, 15, 61.
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shrunk by more than half." ^ Of Ecuador an eye-witness,^

after speaking of the amazing monumental buildings of the

early period in the towns, goes on to say, " To-day, then, we
look in vain for those flourishing Indian colonies in the

evergreen forests between the Cordilleras and the Amazon.

The towns and villages built there by the missionaries . . .

have either disappeared without a trace or are mere ruins

overgrown with vegetation or, most rarely of all, have

degenerated into miserable settlements. The Indians them-

selves have not merely reverted to their former wildness but

through their temporary contact with unscrupulous and greedy

merchants have become even more depraved than they were

before the missions."

Baluffi,^ the future Cardinal, goes so far as to say that

^ Cf. Habler, in Helmolt, Weltgeschichte, I., 409 :
" Those

who entered into their [the Jesuits'] inheritance managed in a few

years to turn the Indians away from all the cultural progress

that had been made under the Jesuits," etc.

2 LuDwiG Dressel, in Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, XVII.

(1879), 474-
^ He calls the suppression " un avvenimento che muto I'aspetto

d 'America. Se la caduta della Compagnia produsse quasi ovunque

rimarchevoli effetti, sono tali in America da contraddistinguere

il secolo, da fargli prendere il nome dal discacciamento di lei ".

L'America in tempo spagnuolo riguardaia soito I'aspetto religiose

dall'epoca del suo discoprimento sino al 1843 (Ancona, 1844), II.,

256. The Araucans, says Baluffi, were so exasperated by the

expulsion of the Jesuits that in their blind rage they destroyed

everything that reminded them of Spain [ibid., 256). Mgr.

Ranjel, the first Bishop to visit the old missions of the Maraiion,

in 1807, found them almost deserted, and they never revived

{ibid., 259). " As for New Granada, I wept when I read the

reports written in their own hand by the Viceroys Espeleta

and Mendineta, lamenting the decay of the missions, which

began on the day the sons of St. Ignatius were parted from

them " (ibid.). Ibid., 260, the decay in instruction. Cf. *Nuncio

Caleppi to the Secretary of State, Rio de Janeiro, February 23,

1816 (Papal Secret Archives, Nunziat. di Brasile) : The Govern-

ment protests against the restoration of the Society of Jesus, as
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the destruction of the Society of Jesus has changed the face

of America. The downfall of the Order, he says, had remark-

able effects almost everywhere, but in America it marked the

beginning of a new era, that of the expelled Society of Jesus.

Public opinion had been prepared for the destruction of the

missions many years before by the flood of writings aimed at

the destruction of the Society of Jesus and pretending to

justify themselves by the alleged conditions of the Jesuit

missions.^ It had already been initiated, before Clement XIV.

it has taken place without previous agreement. The nuncio will

continue to refrain from speaking about the matter to the

Minister, " non essendo questo certamente il momento da potersi

sperare un cambiamento di opinione rispetto ai gesuiti, che pero

non lasciano di avere anche qui ed a Lisbona un partito ben

grande, confessando pur anche li loro contrari, che la civilizzazione

degli Indiani disgraziatamente e cosi ritardata nel Brasile per la

espulsione de' predetti religiosi, che avevano maniere ammirabili

per attrarli, e toglierli dalla barbaric."

^ " About the middle of the eighteenth century," writes

Robert Streit, the bibliographer of the missions {Bibliotheca

Missioniim, III., Aachen, 1927, vii.), " there appears a genus of

missionary literature which shows unmistakable signs of being

a sham. It is work done to order. The superficiality with which

it was written, the haste with which it was published, the

unscrupulousness with which it was thrown at the public, are

unparalleled in the history of literature. It culminates in a

regular flood and overflows into every civilized country and

colony in a torrent of editions and translations. It was a literary

onslaught on the Society of Jesus, its missionary activity in

particular.—^We are not concerned here with the investigation of

the grounds and facts which gave rise to this disgraceful campaign

of lies and brute force, nor is it our duty at the moment to state

what grounds there were for the accusations brought against the

missionary work of the Jesuits. What we must expose on the

evidence of the literary material to hand is the unscrupulous

means, the reprehensible method, the brutal execution, and the

disastrous consequences. We have spared no pains to name this

genus of missionary literature and to determine it bibliographi-

cally. Its very bulk is repugnant and gives the impression of a list
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ascended the throne, by the measures taken by the Portuguese

and Spanish Governments. The Papal Brief of suppression

seemed merely to set the seal to their procedure, but before

Clement XIV. 's death it had hardly been announced in the

outlying mission fields ^ and until it had been officially

promulgated the missionaries did not cease to be Jesuits. For

the most part, therefore, evidence of the effects of the suppres-

sion can only be expected in the pontificate of Clement XIV. 's

successor.

Only a few days elapsed, however, between the publication

of the Brief of suppression and the issue of the order for its

application to the missions. On August 21st, 1773, a case full

of sealed letter-packets was brought to Propaganda by a

messenger who told a subordinate official of the secretariate

to send them off without delay to all the missionary Bishops.

Borgia, the Secretary of the Propaganda, protested to Cardinal

of goods which have been ordered and paid for. The tragic and

serious part of this affair, however, is that this literature was

a mighty weapon in the hands of those who were bitterly opposed

to the universal mission of the CathoUc Church, that far and wide

and for a long time it influenced public opinion, that it crippled

the life of the missions at home, and inflicted dire wounds on

the life of the missions abroad, and finally that it contributed

not a little to the destruction of the Jesuit Order, one of the

greatest of the missionary Orders. The evidence with which this

literature operated, hawked about from door to door in every

country, can be narrowed down on closer inspection to a few

assertions. But for many a long year afterwards, right into the

nineteenth century, we find it cropping up again in various books

and pamphlets, dragged out like a rusty weapon to be used

against the CathoHc Church and its missionary activity. Now at

last they have been relegated to their proper places as some of

the lies of history, but this missionary hterature and the persons

who wrote it, and the spirit that inspired it were of so pre-

ponderating influence that it was they who gave the eighteenth

century its characteristic stamp. . .
"

^ The relevant documents are listed under Pius VI. (vol. xxxix.,

chap. 7).
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Zelada ^ against this informal procedure, which was contrary

to all the rules of the chancery, and he reminded him that in

the Brief of suppression the Pope had reserved to himself the

settlement of missionary affairs in view of their importance.

If the special circumstances of each mission field were not

taken into account, it would lead to nothing but disorganiza-

tion and confusion. If the Vicars Apostolic were not empowered

to allow the Jesuit missionaries to continue their work for

the time being the 23,000 Catholics in the North American

colonies would suddenly be without their pastors, for it was

only Jesuits who were working there. In England a third of

the mission-priests, with more than 100,000 souls under their

care, were members of the suppressed Order. In the Scottish

mission, where there was a lack of priests, the removal of ten

of them would be a sad loss for the 22,000 Catholics who had

steadfastly kept the Faith in spite of every persecution. If

the ex-Jesuits were to be allowed to continue their educational

and pastoral work in Catholic countries, the same permission

should be granted them in the missions. In view of the

multiformity of missionary work and of the hundreds of

thousands of persons who had hitherto been entrusted to the

care of the Jesuits, mature deliberation and adaptation to the

prevailing local conditions were absolutely necessary.

After consulting the commission for the suppression and

the Pope, the Secretary of the Memorials replied ^ that the

postal packets had been delivered on the Pope's instructions

and that Propaganda was to attach to them an instruction

which enjoined the immediate execution of the Brief, but

which also empowered the missionary Bishops to employ

ex-Jesuits as secular priests until further orders, on condition

that they willingly complied with the Papal provisions. On

1 " *Memoria per TEm. de Zelada," of August 22, 1773,

Archives of the Propaganda, Miss. Miscall., V. In the packet

for the nuncio in Brussels there were Briefs for Bishops in

Albania and Red Russia, whereas several for Ireland and Scotland

were missing. *Ghilini to Borgia, September 21, 1773, ibid.

2 *On August 24, 1773, ibid.
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the following day a circular to this effect was addressed by

Cardinal Castelli to the Papal nuncios and the missionary

Bishops. According to this the missionaries had to signify

their submission by personal signature.

^

On receipt of these official documents the nuncio to Brussels

lost no time in having the Papal order carried out in the

mission fields in his jurisdictional area, namely Holland,

England, Scotland, and Ireland.^ Up to the beginning of the

eighteenth century the Jesuits of the Flandro-Belgian Province

had conducted more than forty mission-stations in Holland,

but they had subsequently lost a considerable number of them

as a result of Calvinist intolerance and Jansenist intrigues.

By 1773 there were only thirty-two Jesuits left in the territory

of the States General, who were looking after twenty-one

parishes in eighteen places.^ There being no Bishop in the

country who was in communion with Rome, the nuncio

Ghilini instructed the seven archpriests to execute the Brief

under the above-mentioned conditions.* As early as September

27th, 1773, the archpriest of Amsterdam reported the willing

submission of the two Jesuits there and urgently asked for

their retention in their posts, as they were gifted, respected,

and exemplary priests.^ Similar reports followed shortly

afterwards from the other archpriests.^ On returning the

authenticated formulas of submission the nuncio remarked

that the whole business had gone off without the missionaries

1 Castelli to Challoner, August 25, 1773, in Hughes, Documents,

602.

2 *Ghilini to Castelli, September 21, 1773, Archives of the

Propaganda, Miss. MiscelL, V.

^ PoNCELET, La Conipagnie de Jesus en Belgique. Apergu

historique, Bruxelles, 1907, 33 ; id., Necrologe, cii. seq ; Van
HoECK, De Jezmeten te Nijmegen, 's Hertogenbosch, 192 1, 143 seqq.

* *Ghilini to Castelli, September 21, 1773, loc. cit.

5 *Ghilini to Borgia, October i, 1773, ibid. ; H. J. Allard,

De Sint Franciscus Xaverius-Kerk op den Krijtberg te Amsterdam,

Amsterdam, 1904, 105 seq.

« *Ghilini to Castelli, October 8, 12, and 19, 1773, Archives of

the Propaganda, Miss. Miscell., V.
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offering any difficulty.^ On requesting the Secretary of the

Propaganda to convey to Ghihni the gratitude and esteem of

the commission for the suppression, Cardinal Corsini, with

prudent foresight, also had the recommendation conveyed

to the nuncio to remove the ex-Jesuits from their stations one

by one in some tactful manner, so far as this could be done

without prejudice to the Dutch mission. ^ As the Government

of the Austrian Netherlands refused to allot the mission priests

from Holland a pension from the Belgian Jesuit fund, the

nuncio himself took care of some of the most needy. Those

of the ex-Jesuits who lived long enough were still at their

posts when their Order was restored.^

The English Province of the Order numbered about 285

members in 1773 ; about 140 of them were active in the

kingdom itself, the remainder were in the English colleges on

the Continent and the North American colonies.^ According

to the instruction of Propaganda the Bishops had to send a

copy of the Brief of suppression to each individual Jesuit.

Challoner, however, the Vicar Apostolic in London, thought

this a dangerous procedure, as the publication of Papal

decrees in England was still a punishable offence, and he

^ *Ghilini to Castelli, November 2 and December 21, 1773,

ibid. ; *Borgia to Ghilini, January 18, 1774, ibid.

2 *April 16, 1774, ibid.

* Soc. lesu in Neerlandia Histonae Compendium, 's Hertogen-

bosch, i860 ; PoNCELET, loc. cit., 33 ; id., Nicrologe, civ.
;

BONENFANT, 1 75.

* Foley, Records of the English Province, VII., i. Analytical

Catalogue, 1696 to 1773. The Records (XII., 214) give the total

number as 274.—The Florence journal published the news that

the original correspondence on the Gunpowder Plot had been

discovered in the archives of the Jesuit noviciate in S. Andrea in

Rome. In answer to the Pope's request for more information on

the subject Mgr. Alfani replied that he had found nothing that

had any bearing on it, either direct or indirect, though he had

found a report of the execution of five Jesuits in the year 1679.

Cf. *Macedonio to Alfani, December 6, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 55. *Alfani to Macedonio, December

8, 1773, ibid., 53.

VOL. xxxvin. I i
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decided instead to convey the chief provisions of the Brief to

each Jesuit by word of mouth when next he met him and to

send the formula of submission for signature to those Hving

far away.^ The Provincial and twelve Fathers of the London

district signed on October Ist.^ The signatures from the other

three districts came in one by one.^ By January 15th, 1774,

all the sixty Jesuits of the Northern District had signified

their voluntary submission.* The whole proceeding had

taken place peacefully and quietly, without any difficulty

being made by the Jesuits.^ The announcement of the Brief

to the seventeen Jesuits in Ireland ® and the ten in Scotland '

^ ChallonertoStonor, September 24, 1773, in Hughes, Documents,

I., 2, 604. Challoner to Homyold, October i, 1773, in Burton,

Life and Times of Bishop Challoner, II., London, 1909, 167.

2 Burton, II., 167.

^ *Challoner to Castelli, October [5], 1773, Archives of the

Propaganda, Miss. MiscelL, V. *Ghilini to Macedonio, October 8,

1773, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53, Papal Secret Archives. Challoner to

the Coadjutor Bishop Walton, October 21, 1773, in Burton, II.,

168. *Ghilini to Castelli, November 16, 1773, Archives of the

Propaganda, loc. cit. On December 2, 1773, Bishop Homyold
*reported to the Prefect of Propaganda the submission of all the

Jesuits in the Midland District {ibid.).

* *Walton to Castelli, January 15, 1774, ibid. Ibid, the names

of the signatories.

^ *Ghilini to Castelli, November 2, 1773, ibid. "
. . . ut proinde

illis hoc testimonium promptae suae obedientiae possimus

exhibere." *Walton to Castelli, January 15, 1774, ibid.

« For the number of Jesuits in Ireland, v. *Ghilini to Castelli,

October 8 and November 19, 1773, ibid. The deed of submission

signed on February 7, 1774, was sent by the Primate Carpenter

from Dublin on April 20, 1774, to the nuncio Ghilini, ibid. For

the execution of the Brief in the diocese of Cork, cf. *Marefoschi

to Macedonio, March 24, 1774, Papal Secret Archives, Regolari,

Gesuiti, 53. Bracken, Memoirs of the suppression and restoration

of the Society of Jesus in Ireland, in Memorials of the Irish

Province S.J., I., Dublin, 1900 (privately printed), 133 seqq.

' *Bishop Grant and his Coadjutor Hay to Castelli, November
ID, 1773, Archives of the Propaganda, Miss. MiscelL, V. *Mac-

donald to Castelli, November 20, 1773, ibid.
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went off equally smoothly. The Vicar Apostolic of the Low-

land District asked the nuncio in Brussels to have the Scottish

ex-Jesuits living on the Continent return to their own country

to relieve the pressing need for priests.^ All the reports to

Propaganda stressed the calm and humble obedience with

which the Jesuits took this hard blow.^ The continuation of

their missionary labours was facilitated by the absence of

any noticeable change in their outward mode of life. The

transitional period was made easier for them to bear by

Bishop Challoner's chivalrous gesture of appointing their

former Provincial, Henry More, as the Vicar General for the

ex-Jesuits in his district.^

The missionary seminaries in Lisbon, Seville, Valladolid,

and Madrid had already been removed from the control of

the Society of Jesus when the Jesuits were expelled from

Portugal and Spain.* When the Society was suppressed in

Rome the direction of the English College was at first entrusted

to Italian secular priests.^ The Irish College had already been

closed in 1771.^ When the Order was suppressed in France

the Jesuits moved their flourishing college at St-Omer to

Bruges.'^ On their being overtaken by the general suppression

eleven years later most of their teachers and pupils retired to

Liege, where their institute of philosophy and theology had

1 *Grant and Hay to Ghilini, October 14, 1773, ibid. *Ghilini

to Castelli, November 16, 1773, ibid.

* Cf. above, p. 482, n. 4. Taunton, The History of the Jesuits

in England, London, 1901, 473
3 Burton, II., 168.

* Ibid., 100 seqq. Foley, Records, VII., i. Introduction, xxi.

seqq. ; Taunton, 472 seq.

* Gasquet, History of the Venerable English College, Rome,

London, 1920, 177 seqq. Stonor reported to Challoner as early

as August 10, 1773, that the Cardinal Protector Corsini was no

longer willing to allow the Jesuits to administer the college.

Burton, II., 163.

* DanVILA Y CoLLADo, III., 440 seqq.

' Burton, II., 39 seqq.
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a happier existence. ^ The Prince Bishop Francis Charles of

Welbruckhad had the Brief of suppression pubhshed forthwith,

but he allowed the English ex-Jesuits to continue to manage

their college as secular priests. ^ The last Rector, John Holm

{alias Howard), he appointed as the first President of the

institute, which had now been raised to the status of an

academy. In 1778, by declaring it to be a Papal seminary and

giving his approval to its form of administration, Pius VI

.

rendered it secure against all attacks of its enemies.^ The

invasion of the Netherlands by the French Revolutionary

army compelled the teachers to take refuge in their own

country, in a mansion at Stonyhurst in Lancashire which

had been placed at their disposal by one of their former

pupils.^

1 *Ghilini to Macedonio, October 26, 1773, Papal Secret

Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53. Taunton, 472 seq. ; Bonenfant,

125 ; Gerard, Stonyhurst, Belfast, 1894, 8 seqq. An attempt

was made to continue the college under the direction of Enghsh

Dominicans, but it was frustrated by the resistance of the students

{ibid.). The noviciate and tertianship at Ghent were also

suppressed (Foley, Records, VII., i. Introduction, liii. seqq.).

2 *Caprara to Pallavicini, October 24, 1773, Nunziat. di

Colonia, 180, Papal Secret Archives.

* For Challoner's efforts to convert the English college at

Liege into a seminary for secular priests, v. *Challoner to Castelli,

October [5], 1773, Archives of the Propaganda, Miss. Miscell., V.

" *Memoriale del Vicario Apostolico di Londra a Sua Santita

1774 " {ibid.). *Challoner to Castelli, June 7, 1774 {ibid.).

*Challoner to Stonor, June 14, 1774 {ibid.). Burton, II., 165 seqq.

On March 4, 1774, Gallus Leith, Abbot of the Scottish convent of

St. James in Regensburg, *asked Elector Max Joseph of Bavaria

to assign to the boys' seminary of his convent the foundation

instituted in 1626 by Maximilian I. for the English college in

Liege (State Archives, Munich, Kasten schwarz 405/15). On

March 28, 1781, Elector Karl Theodor ordered the foundation to

remain with the college at Liege (printed). In Jesuit possession,

Hist. Soc, 226, fo. 25 seq.

* Gerard, Stonyhurst, 21 seqq. ; Foley, Records, V., 188 seqq.,

VII., I, Introduction xlviii. seqq. ; Guilday, The English Catholic
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In Scotland the disposal of the Jesuit property gave rise to

differences of opinion between the Vicars Apostolic and the

ex-Jesuits.^ In 1773 the direction of the Scots College in

Rome was transferred to a Congregation of five Cardinals.

For forty years the Rector of the institute had been an

Italian, to the great dissatisfaction of the Scottish Bishops,

and on July 8th, 1793, the three Scottish prelates declared

that for the last twenty years the Scots College in Rome had

been more of a nuisance than a benefit to the Scottish mission.

^

In Madrid the missionary college for Scotland had lost its

revenues in 1767 with the expulsion of its former directors.

By agreement with the Spanish ambassador in London the

Visitors of the Scottish mission delegated the priest John
Geddes as their spokesman to make representations to the

Spanish king. Cardinal York supported this move with a

memorial which Azpuru, the Spanish ambassador in Rome,

was to send to the king.^ In effect, Charles III. did not extend

the law dealing with Jesuit property to the real estates, which

had only been administered by the Society. To compensate

the Scots for the loss of the suppressed college in Madrid he

allotted them the magnificent college formerly belonging to

the Jesuits in Valladolid.*

The area under the Vicar Apostolic in London included the

Refugees on the Continent 1558-1794, I., London, 1914, 151 seqq.,

343. For the destruction of the colleges at Bruges, v. Plowden
in Foley, Records, V., 173-183. For the suppression of the

college at St-Omer, ibid., 168-173 ; Burton, II., 39-81. On
March 8, 1773, Cardinal Corsini became Protector of England, and

all the English colleges were made subordinate to him {lus poniif.,

TV., 183 seqq.).

^ Bellesheim, Schottland, II., 376.

2 Ibid., 376, 390, 394-

' *York to Azpuru, Frascati, April 24, 1770, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Registro, 109.

* Bellesheim, 389. James Walsh, History of the Catholic

Church in Scotland, Glasgow, 1874, 511. On August 18, 1773,

Fr. Geddes, Rector of the college in Valladolid, was empowered to

admit his students to vows {Ins pontif, IV., 195).
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English colonies in North America/ where twenty-three

Jesuits were taking care of the 23,000 Catholics of English,

Irish, and German descent. ^ After some hesitation as to.

how to proceed,^ Challoner decided to send the missionaries

the forms of submission with the request that they should

sign them and return them to him for forwarding to Propa-

ganda.^ This was done by all the Jesuits without any

objection.^ Under their former Superior, John Lewis, whom
Challoner appointed as his Vicar General for the colonies,^

they cheerfully continued their labours, in which they were

assisted by reinforcements of their brethren from Germany
and England. Among the latter was John Carroll, who was

afterwards the first Bishop of Baltimore.'^

The mission to Canada (" New France "), which at one time

had been so flourishing, had suffered a set-back.^ After the

surrender of Montreal all the professors in the college there

had gone back to France,^ so that in 1766 there were only

thirteen Jesuits still working there. ^'^ As soon as the Brief

1 Burton, II., 123 seqq.

2 *Borgia to Zelada, August 22, 1773, Archives of the

Propaganda, Miss. Miscell., V. The numerical statistics of the

missionaries vary.

3 *Challoner to Castelli, October [5], 1773, ibid.

* Challoner to Fr. Lewis, October 6, 1773, in Hughes,

Documents, I., 2, 606. Guilday, Life and Times of John Carroll,

Archbishop of Baltimore, New York, 1922, 51.

^ Burton, II., 147. That the Prefect of the Propaganda was

unable to send the nuncio Ghilini a receipt for the signatures

before July 8, 1775, was probably due to the war of American

independence which had broken out in the meantime. Hughes,

Documents, I., 2, 607. • Guilday, Carroll, 56.

' Ibid., 51 seqq. ; A. Baumgartner in the Stimmen aus Maria-

Laach, XI., 18 seqq. ; XXXVII., 329 seqq. Leonard Neale,

Carroll's immediate successor, also belonged to the Society of Jesus.

® At times it had numbered forty and naore members.

Thwaites, Jesuit Relations, 73 vols., Cleveland, 1896 seqq.

» Ibid., LXXI. (1901), 394, n. 24.

1" RoCHEMONTEix, Les Jesuites de la Nouvelle France, II., Paris.

1896, 204.
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of suppression arrived in Quebec in 1774 Bishop Briand

conferred with the Enghsh Governor, Carleton, on how it was

to be carried out. Although Carleton was not a Catholic, he

advised Briand to do everything as quietly as possible and to

avoid making any outward change, so as not to provoke any

hostile demonstration on the part of the non-Catholics and

give Lord Amherst, the conqueror of Canada, an opportunity

of renewing his claim to the Jesuit property.^ The Bishop

was all the more willing to fall in with the wish of the civil

authority as he had no one to replace the Jesuits, especially in

the Indian missions. It was accordingly in complete secrecy

that he informed the Jesuits of their suppression ; no one

except himself, his secretary, and the Governor knew that

there were no longer any Jesuits in Canada, as they had to

retain their name, their dress, and their pastoral duties. All

submitted to the Brief with a willing obedience and, in their

new status of secular priests, placed themselves entirely at

the Bishop's disposal.

^

The permission given by Propaganda to leave the ex-Jesuits

at their missionary posts was a great relief to the Vicar

Apostolic of the Northern missions. Count Gondola, who had

been informed by the Danish envoy in Vienna that his king

wanted no other missionaries than the ones he had at present,

having had several years' experience of their zeal and peace-

ableness.^ On sending to Propaganda on December 19th,

1773, the statements of submission signed by the eighteen

ex-Jesuits, Gondola attached an honourable testimonial to

their obedience,* but pointed out at the same time that their

future ought to be provided for, so as not to compel them to

1 Thwaites, LXXI,, 392, n. 23.

2 Briand to Castelli, November 8, 1774, in Rochemonteix,

214 seq. Pius VI. renewed the indulgences and privileges attached

to their churches {ibid., 216).

3 Count Gondola, Bishop of Tempe i.p., to Castelli, Vienna,

September 20, 1773, Archives of the Propaganda, Miss. Miscell., V.

4 *<' Nemo erat, qui non plena cum resignatione, etsi non sine

iutimi animi sensu et dolore, obedientissime se submitteret."

*Gondola to Castelli, December 19, 1773, ihid.
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fend for themselves after the}^ had given the best years of their

hves to the service of the mission. The ex-Jesuit Weckbecker,

who had already been notified of the Brief at Aachen, was

attached to the ecclesiastical department of the imperial

embassy in Copenhagen.^

In the Northern missions the effects of the suppression were

not immediately palpable, as the ex-Jesuits, true to their

ideals, held on to their arduous outposts in the North. But

as they gradually fell out through illness and old age it was

difficult to find replacements.^ From the end of the eighteenth

century onwards the number of souls cared for by most of the

missions steadily sank.^ In Norway, after the suppression,

the Catholics were left completely orphaned.* Even after the

destruction of the Order the Northern seminary at Linz on

the Danube remained under the direction of the ex-Jesuits

until it was suppressed by Joseph II. in 1787.^ The suppression

of the Jesuit Order, followed by the measures taken by

Joseph II., caused most serious injury to the German College

in Rome.^

As regarded Sweden, the friendliness shown by the successor

to the throne to the nuncio in Paris when visiting that city '

promised greater toleration for the Catholics.

In a Consistory on June 17th, 1771, the Pope was able to

announce the good news that the Patriarch of the Nestorians

in Persia and Kurdistan, Simeon VI., had professed the

Catholic faith and had submitted to the Pope.^ The union

with Rome of the Nestorians in Persia and Kurdistan had

1 *Gondola to Visconti, December 20, 1773, ibid.

2 Metzler, 172.
s Ibid., 184.

* Ibid., 225.

^ Metzler in the Theol.-prakt. Quartalschrift, LXIV. (191 1),

276 seq.

' Steinhuber, II., 179 seqq.

' Theiner, Gesch., II., 48 seq.

^ Theiner, Epist., 155 seq. ; lus pontif., IV., 173 seq. ; Sam.

GiAMiL, Genuinae relationes inter Sedem apostolicam et Syrorum

Orienialium s. Chaldaeorum ecclesiatn, Romae, 1902, 386.
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taken place already in 1551, but in 1670 it was in danger of

being broken ; this was a renewal of the bond. In a letter of

December 12th, 1772, the Pope commended the Patriarch on

his efforts to bring about the return of his subjects also to the

one true Church.^ On the same day he conveyed his joy at

their return to the Church to the Chaldean Patriarch Elias in

Mesopotamia and the Chaldean Bishop Josue.^ As these two

Patriarchs were now in union with Rome and the third head

of the former Nestorians, the Patriarch of Diarbekir,

Joseph IV. Lazarus Hindi, a pupil of Propaganda, had always

been so,^ it came about that in 1772 all three Patriarchs of

the East Syrians were in obedience to Rome.

A decree of Propaganda issued at this time * was of

importance to the Melchites, the Arabic-speaking Catholics in

the Levant, as it subordinated also the Melchites in the

Patriarchates of Jerusalem and Alexandria to the Patriarch

of Antioch. Some Briefs in reply to the Melchite Patriarch

Theodosius ^ and Bishop Demetrius of Gibel ® show that the

ecclesiastical union with Rome was still being maintained.

The beneficial activity of the Melchite Basilian monks was

acknowledged by the Pope
;

petitions on their behalf sub-

mitted by their Abbot General and the Patriarch Theodosius

he referred to Propaganda.' The chief of the Druses was

thanked by him ^ for having supported, especially through

his brother Mansur, the decrees of the Apostolic See in the

internal disputes among the Melchites,

An Armenian Bishop, John, appeared in Rome in person,

1 lus pontif., IV., 173, n. i.

2 *Epist. 171 ad Princ. 193 ; *Epist. a° IV., i8g. Papal

Secret Archives.

* Reply of August 24, 1771, to the Patriarch's congratulations

on the Pope's accession, in Theiner, Epist., 174.

* On July 13, 1772, Mansi, Coll. Concil., XLVL, 575-582.

Cf. Karalevskij in Diet, d'hist. et de ge'ogr. eccl., III., 650.

^ Of January 20, 1770, in Theiner, Epist.
, 55.

^ Of September 7, 1771, ibid., 180.

' Briefs of February i, 1772, ibid., 204, 205.

8 On December 9, 1769, in Theiner, Epist., 38.
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having been put to flight by his opponents. He brought with

him a letter of recommendation, of March 25th, 1771, from

the Patriarch of Cihcia and Syria, Michael Peter ; the Pope

replied to it on May 25th, promising to take a nephew of the

Patriarch's into the Propaganda.^ In the same year news came

from Armenia that the jubilee in honour of the Pope's acces-

sion to the throne had borne fruit. Clement XIV, replied by

granting spiritual privileges to the Armenian Catholics of

Ancyxa.^ A more important step was his nomination of

Joseph Balit, a pupil of Propaganda and at that time a mission

priest in Aleppo, as successor to John Tasbas, Archbishop of

Mardin, who had resigned.^

A Maronite Bishop also appeared in Rome to seek justice

at the Pope's hands. The opponents of the Patriarch Joseph

Estephan and his measures of reform had not held their

peace during the new pontificate. At first they held a meeting

and addressed a written appeal to the people, and then kept

quiet for a time. Soon afterwards, however, on November 29th,

1769, they wrote complaining again to Propaganda, but were

turned away with a reprimand. Finally on September 25th,

1771, they laid their complaints before the Pope himself,

Clement XIV. exhorted them to keep the peace and referred

their cause to Propaganda. He repeated these instructions in

a special Brief addressed to some members of the El-Khazen

family who had written to him separately.^ The Papal

1 Ibid., 154.

" To Malachias Jeniserchis on December 18, 1771, ibid., 193 ;

Ius pontif., IV., 179.

* On March 20, 1771, Ins pontif., IV., 168.

* DiB in Diet, de theol. cath., X., 93 seq. ; Briefs of May 23, 1772,

lus pontif., VII., 206 seq., 207. Further Briefs arising from the

dispute were issued on October 10, 1770, to the Patriarch, with

a recommendation of the Capuchin Cesario of Neustadt (in

Theiner, Epist., 118), and to Archbishop Arsenius of Aleppo on

July 20, 1771 [ibid., 165). On April 15, 1773, Clement *replied

to complaints made by the Maronite Bishops that Propaganda

would instruct the Patriarch to treat the monks more gently.

Similarly the Bishops were recommended to induce the Patriarch
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1

admonitions, however, bore no fruit ; on the contrary, the

embitterment increased. The Patriarch was held responsible

for the excesses of the visionary Anna Agemi and his resigna-

tion was demanded. Complaint after complaint was made

against him to the Roman authorities. A Papal delegate,

the Cnsios of the Holy Sepulchre, Valeriano di Prato, who held

an inquiry into the affair from July 20th to September 10th,

1773, was inclined to favour the Patriarch's opponents, but

came to no final decision. Then in August, 1774, the Patriarch

Estephan appointed the Archbishop of Damascus to represent

his cause in Rome. But on arriving there the Archbishop found

that Propaganda had already come to a decision, on July 8th,

several points of which were altered in Pius VT's pontificate.

Estephan took Agemi's part. He had raised the feast of the

Sacred Heart to a holiday of obligation and he was glad to have

in his patriarchate Agemi's religious community, dedicated

to the Sacred Heart. ^ Clement XIV. also put an end to

the long-standing quarrel between the Aleppines and

Lebanese who were Maronite monks of St. Anthony, by

confirming their separation and the division of their property.^

Bad news came in about the Maronites in Cyprus : the

clergy was in want and had to earn its living by tilling the

fields and similar work. Christian doctrine was consequently

neglected, many were going over to the schismatics or the

Mohammedans, and Christian children were being brought up

in the ways of Islam. The Pope tried to encourage the Maronite

Patriarch to better these conditions.^

The Capuchin mission in Georgia, which had been destroyed,

to exercise gentleness and to exhort the monks to be obedient.

Epist., a° IV., fo. 364, Papal Secret Archives. Faculty given to

the Maronite Bishops on April 6, 1770, to impart the Papal

blessing twice yearly, lus pontif., IV., 163 seq. ; Theiner, Epist.,

144. For Agemi, cf. our account, vol. xxxv., 398.

1 DiB, loc. cit.

2 On July 19, 1770, lus pontif., IV., 164. Cf. Die, loc. cit., 135 ;

Karalevskij in Diet, d'hist. et de geogy. eccl., III., 865.

3 Brief of August 11, 1773, in Theiner, Epist., 258.
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fared better when King Heraclius came to the throne in 1761.

The mission was able to reopen in Tiflis and Gori in 1767,

though on their return the Capuchins did not receive their

churches back again.^ Clement XIV. thanked the king for

the good-will he was showing the Catholics and the missionaries

and asked him to continue with his protection. ^ In Persia,

on the other hand, the ban which had been placed on mis-

sionary activity in 1770 had still not been lifted.^

The effect on the Maronites of the suppression of the Society

of Jesus was the transference of their seminary in Rome to

secular priests and its confiscation and sale by the French in

1808. It was not revived till the time of Leo XIII.* When
the Jesuits were driven out of France the French Government

laid its hands on the funds set aside for the Maronite seminary

in Antura in the Lebanon.^ In general the events in Europe

involved the missions to the Levant in serious losses. The

Jesuits there were not paid the pensions allotted to their

brethren in France. In their distress the Jesuits in Syria and

Egypt appealed to the Bishop of Orleans ^ to plead for them

with the king. To this they received no reply. From Constan-

tinople the Jesuit missionaries had previously sent an appeal

for help to the Minister for Naval Affairs,' pointing out that

not only had their funds been confiscated but that a fire had

broken out in Smyrna, in consequence of which their mission

was on the brink of ruin. The appeal was made in vain.

After the Papal suppression the French consul in Aleppo,

Deperdriau, wrote to the Naval Minister, De Boynes,^ that

the missionaries were in the deepest distress. They found an

intercessor in the person of the French ambassador, De

1 Terzorio, VII., 277.

2 On August 23, 1769, in Theiner, Epist., 22.

3 Terzorio, VI., 178.

* DiB, 62.

* Rabbath, I., 139.

« The Superior of the mission, Perigord, on August 18, 1766,

ibid., 138.

^ On June 3, 1764, ibid., II., 597.

* On August ID, 1773, ibid., I., 137.
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Saint-Priest, who wrote ^ to Choiseul's successor, Aiguillon,

probably with some exaggeration, that in the Levant none of

the monks had given any attention ta the mission itself and

that for a long time the Jesuits had been the only Religious to

put their heart into the work. This justice, he went on, ought

not to be denied to them, as it was not suspect now that they

had ceased to exist. The progress that the Catholic religion

had made among the Armenians and Syrians was largely due

to them. And as the ex-Jesuits enjoyed the confidence of the

Sultan's subjects they must be kept at their missionary work.

As soon as the Brief of suppression became known he wrote

to Aiguillon - that the Brief forbade the Jesuits to undertake

the cure of souls, but in the Levant to restrain them from

administering the sacraments and to seize their property

meant that the missions there, especially in Constantinople,

would be thrown into utter confusion. For his part he had

instructed his subordinates to allow no one to confiscate

Jesuit property.

Subsequently Cardinal Bernis reported to the ambassador ^

that the Pope agreed with his instructions and that the strict

execution of the Brief would indeed spell the ruin of the

missions to the Levant. Nevertheless the Brief was officially

notified to the Jesuits by the Franciscan Massimo di Merlino

on March 24th, 1774.* The question who was to empower

them to continue with their pastoral duties was solved by

a letter from the Prefect of the Propaganda, Castelli.^ In

Smyrna the Jesuits were replaced in 1774 by the Capuchins,

under whose direction the mission flourished until its extinc-

tion in the Napoleonic wars.®

The activity of the Jesuits in Aleppo was crowned with

a brilliant success. With few exceptions the Jacobites there,

^ On November 10, 1773, ibid., II., 597. But that other Orders

had also done great work for the mission, v. ibid., n. i.

2 On September 2, 1773, ibid., 593.

* On January 12, 1774, ibid., 594.
* Ibid., 602.

^ Ibid., 605.

* Terzorio, IV., 38.
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together with their clergy, went over to the CathoHc Church.

Even their Bishop sent his profession of faith to Rome. But

at this point the Jacobite Patriarch hurried over from Mardin

and threatened to start a persecution by bribing the Turkish

officials. He was induced, however, to agree to a com-

promise : the Catholics promised him an increase in his

revenues and he entrusted the administration of the church in

Aleppo to the former Jacobite Bishop Geroue, who had

become a Catholic. But fresh difficulties arose immediately.

The Franciscans doubted the sincerity of Geroue's conversion

and appealed to Propaganda, which nominated as arbitrator

Kodsi, the Syrian Catholic Bishop of Jerusalem. Kodsi found

against Geroue, but others supported him. After the French

consul Deperdriau had intervened in the dispute it was settled

by a Papal Brief of June 22nd, 1776.1

Needless to say, Clement XIV. renewed the decrees affecting

the Holy Land which had been enacted by his predecessors.^

In Eastern Europe there was a danger of the Catholic

Ruthenians in Hungary being separated from Rome ; in

1751-61 the connexion had in fact been broken. Consequently

Maria Theresa was anxious for their Vicar Apostolic to be

elevated to the status of a regular Bishop of the Greek rite

with his seat in Munkacs. Clement XIV. gratified her wish by a

Bull of September 19th 1771.^ Differences between the

Ruthenian Metropolitan Wolodkowicz and his Coadjutors

were settled through the mediation of the nuncio to Poland,

and the conclusion of peace between them was confirmed and

ratified by a Papal Brief.*

Several Briefs of Clement XIV. 's were concerned with the

missions in the Far East. Francesco Maria Zen of the Chinese

1 Letter from Deperdriau of November 13, 1772, in Rabbath,

II., 591, with note, and 592.

2 On July 12, 1769, lus pontif., IV., 158. Faculty for the

Gustos to confirm, ibid., 180.

' Ihid., 176, with the letters to the empress of November 17,

1770, and to the Bishop of Erlau of October 10, 1770, ihid., n,

* Of March 20, 1773, ihid., 185,
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College in Naples reported from Manila on January 15th,

1770, on the departure of the ninety Jesuits from the Philip-

pines and added that the Archbishop was thinking of setting

up a Tridentine seminary for clerics from India and China in

their empty College of St. Joseph in Manila. A project of

Cardinal Tournon's would thus be realized and it was just the

time to establish such a seminary as there were several endow-

ments for the missions in Manila which could then be easily

acquired.^ Propaganda sent out two newly ordained priests,

Simonetti and Timoni, from the Chinese College in Naples,

and Clement XIV. recommended them to the Archbishop

of Manila,^ exhorting him to show his zeal for the projected

college by helping Propaganda to obtain possession of the

copious funds bequeathed by Cardinal Tournon. But by
1799 the new seminary was still only mentioned as a project.^

From China two documents were sent in by the Bishop of

Nanking, Godfrey of Laimbeckhoven.^ The first is noteworthy

as showing that even if rarely there were still some upper-class

Chinese who were Christians. The document dealt with the

case of a Tartar mandarin, Ma Joseph, who had been con-

demned on account of his religion but whose sentence had

finally been commuted to banishment. The second docu-

ment testified to the Jesuits' obedience towards the Papal

decrees.^

A lay official in the kingdom of Ava was praised by the

Pope for having used his influence with the king to further

the mission, and for this service he was created a knight of

1 *Archives of the Propaganda, Indie Or. e Cina, Scritt. rif.

nella Congr. 32, no. 20.

2 On June 21, 1770, Iiis pontif., IV., 164 ; Theiner, Epist., 93.

* *Archives of the Propaganda, Indie Or. e Cina 1 788-1 799,

Scritt. rif. Congr. 39, no. 25.

* *On June i, 1771, ibid., 32, no. 38.

* " *Misere ad me omnium S. Congregationis missionariorum

testimonia de absolutissima Patrum Societatis erga decreta

apostolica obedientia
; quod si ne ista quidem S. Congregation!

sufficiaut, nescio qua altera spongia tarn nigras cavillationes
"

(the rest of the text i.s damaged), ibid.
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the Golden Spur.^ Similarly the king of Travancore was

thanked by Clement XIV. in a special Brief for the goodwill

he had shown towards the Carmelite missionaries in his

country.^ The same honour was paid ^ to a Dutch Governor

in Malabar who had extended his protection to the Catholics.

Otherwise the mission in Malabar was in many respects in

a definitely unfavourable situation. The Vicar Apostolic, the

Carmelite Florentius of Jesus of Nazareth, Bishop of Areopolis

and founder of a seminary in Verapoly, wrote on December

31st, 1770,* that neither the Archbishop of Cranganore nor the

Bishop of Cochin had a permanent residence ; the Archbishop

had been expelled by the king of Travancore and was now
living in a lonely hut, the Bishop had experienced the same

treatment at the hands of the English and was now staying

near the church at Quillon. As both were Jesuits they had

received no payment from the Portuguese Government since

1759 and were living on what they had saved before then.

The few other Jesuits had already begun to sell the church

decorations in order to live. On the Fishing Coast and in

Madura, on the other hand, the Vicar Apostolic had heard

say, there were still twelve Jesuits, each of whom had up to

twelve churches in his care. In spite of his straitened circum-

stances the Archbishop of Cranganore, Salvator dos Reys,

still seemed to be in good heart. In his ignorance of conditions

in Rome he asked the Pope when congratulating him on his

elevation to the Papacy ^ to send him more missionaries,

especially those from the Society of Jesus. On October 10th,

1772, the Archbishop was again asking Propaganda and the

Pope himself for more missionaries ; he himself, he said,

had not the men to send out nor any means of maintaining

^ *To Peter Millard, March 4, 1772, Epist. ad princ. a° III.,

no. 281, Papal Secret Archives.

* On July 2, 1774, in Theiner, Epist., 318.

* On July 23, 1772, *Epist. ad princ. a° IV., p. 84, loc. cit.

* *Archives of the Propaganda, Indie Or. e Cina 1 769-1 771,

Scritt. rif. Congr. 32, no. 36.

* *On October 26, 1770, ibid., no. 27.
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them, as he was living in utter penury. Formerly Christianity

had made a great advance in his diocese through the work of

the missionaries, but for years past he had not had enough of

them.^ Soon after the suppression of the Jesuits the Pope

tried to improve the situation by transferring, on September

5th, 1773, the former Jesuit missions in Madura, the Carnatic,

Mysore, and neighbouring districts to the Discalced Carme-

lites.^

It was also the task of the Carmelites to cope with the

difficult conditions that existed in the empire of the Grand

Mogul. The Jesuit mission there had been completely des-

troyed, and there were no native priests for the " countless

Christians " in the country, since, except in Malabar, the Jesuits

had been chary of conferring Holy Orders on Indians, It is

understandable, therefore, that a thorough reorganization of

the Carmelite mission seemed to be necessary.^

In Cochin-China disputes among the different missionary

bodies in the time of Benedict XIV. had necessitated the

sending of a Visitor to mark off the different missionary areas.

But this did not put a stop to all further disputes. Another

Visitor, the Franciscan Julian of the Mother of God, again

admonished the missionaries not to trespass on each other's

areas.* Under Clement XIV. the disturbances grew worse.

1 *Ibid., 1772-73, Scritt. rif. Congr. 33, no. 19.

2 *The Secretary of the Propaganda to the General of the

Carmelites, September 9, 1773, ibid., no. 27.

^ *Ildephonsus of the Presentation of the Virgin to the Secretary

of the Propaganda, Vienna, March 28, 1771, ibi4., 1769-1771,

Scritt. rif. Congr. 32. The Jesuit mission in Agra " si pu6 dire

finita, stante che era sostenuta dai PP. Gesuiti di Goa ". *The

Prefect of the Tibetan mission, Giuseppe da Rovato, Patna,

December 29, 1769, ibid.

* *Decree " datum in oratorio S. Francisci Raygon " on

October 15, 1769, ibid., no. 28. *Pastoral letter of November 2,

1769, ibid., no. 30. *Letter to Denis Boiret about the disputes

with the seminary priests, Noveinber 19, 1769, tbid., no. 31.

*Letter to Propaganda, Macao, November 29, 1770, ibid.,

no. 32.
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According to the account of the Vicar Apostohc, Wilham
Piguel, Bishop of Canatha/ the missionaries there consisted

of three Jesuits, four Franciscans (inchiding a missionary

from Propaganda), and five missionary priests from the Paris

Seminary. Two of the Jesuits had positions at Court, the

Superior Loureiro as an astronomer, the other, Perroni, as

a physician ; both of these could appear in pubhc, the others

had to Hve in hiding for fear of persecution. There was

a cleavage between the French and the other missionaries.

Loureiro wrote to Propaganda, asking it not to appoint any

more Frenchmen as Vicar Apostolic or Provicar, otherwise

the purity of doctrine would be endangered ; it was universal

knowledge, he said, that in France the Parlement and a large

part of the clergy contradicted the decisions of the Church
;

and he went so far as to call the French missionaries arch-

Jansenists. The Vicar General Halbout inflicted a censure

on Loureiro as a calumniator. Loureiro appealed on December

31st, 1772, and on August 19th, 1773, the Vicar Apostolic

of East Tongking, Bishop Fernandez of Hierocsesarea,

decided in his favour. The Vicar Apostolic, who lived in

Cambodia, far away from Cochin-China, was exceedingly

embarrassed by the quarrel between his Vicar General and

Loureiro ; according to the Vicar General's letters he ought to

condemn Loureiro, and according to Loureiro's letters he

ought to condemn the Vicar General. Both were priests, but

which was speaking the truth ? Piguel suggested the appoint-

ment of a secret Visitor and the division of the Vicariate of

Cochin-China into two parts, one for the Jesuits and the

Franciscans, the other for the seminary priests.

The troubles were not confined to jurisdictional disputes.

The letters of the Vicar Apostolic, Piguel,^ are full of the

most serious charges against the Franciscans and Jesuits in

his Vicariate, the worst charge being one of immorality

brought against the Jesuit Marquez. But apparently it was

' *To Propaganda, June 19, 1770, ibid., nos. 18, 22.

* *Ihid., nos. 18, 22, 49 (to the Pope on June 10, 1771), and

50 (to Propaganda, June 14, 1771).
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based entirely on hearsay. It was a point against Marquez

that he had been dismissed from his Society, but it was in

his favour that he had then been accepted by the Franciscans,

in 1775.1 On July 26th, 1772, a defence addressed to Propa-

ganda " against the monstrous calumnies listened to by the

Bishop of Canatha " ^ was signed by the Franciscan Camillus

Zeller, the Jesuit Loureiro, " for thirty years missionary in

Cochin-China and Superior of the Mission," and Francisco

Juan Salguero, who signed as Provincial Commissary of the

Franciscan missionaries. Again, on August 18th, 1773, these

same missionaries made bitter complaints to Propaganda

about the Vicars Apostolic from the Paris Seminary, who, they

said, were avowed enemies of the Religious. The most

notorious of these enemies, they alleged, were Marinus Thien,

a pupil of the Frenchmen, and the Vicar General, Pierre

Halbout.^ Previous to this, Julian of the Mother of God had

testified that the Jesuits had had no part in the crimes which

had been committed, as asserted by the French and the

deceased Bishop.* The Franciscan Camillus Zeller praised the

Jesuits Loureiro and Perroni very highly : they devoted

themselves with the greatest zeal, he wrote, to the cure of

souls and through their influence at Court they had brought

about a mitigation of the persecutions, so that the Christians

1 *Ihid., 1776-78, Scritt. rif. Congr. 35, no. 15.

2 " *Apologia contra immanes calumnias quas audiverat

Vicarius Apostolicus episcopus Canathensis " {ibid., no. 54).

Even a French seminary priest, Fr. J. de Marion, speaks of

" *Conincinensium maledica et calumniosa lingua " on December

27, 1771, ibid., no. 55.

^ *Ibid., 1772-73, Scritt. rif. Congr. 33.

* *" non hanno parte nei delitti commessi, come dicono nel

processo li sign. Francesi ed il defonto Vescovo " (Piguel died on

June 21, 1 771), ibid., no. 5. *On December 6, 1770, Piguel

denied the charges brought against the French by Julian and

Marquez {ibid., no. 12). *Diego de Jumilla, on the other hand,

wrote again on June 26, 1771, to Julian " de dominis Gallis

calumnias contra Regulares foventibus et districtus eorum

invadentibus " {ibid.).
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enjoyed complete tranquillity.^ The Frenchman Boiret, on

the other hand, spoke ^ of the lamentable state of affairs in

Cochin-China ; he was thinking of coming to Rome to describe

them there and thus put an end to so many scandals.

Loureiro wrote ^ of the " infamous " calumnies committed by

the Frenchmen against the Franciscan Ferdinand and the

Jesuit Luis Marquez. The Frenchmen, he asserted, were bent

on driving the Religious out of the country and in this aim

they derived particularly strong encouragement from the

efforts made by the Bourbon Courts to destroy the Society

of Jesus. A letter from the Franciscan Camillus Zeller shows

us one of the effects of this work of destruction. Zeller had

a position at Court as an oculist and worked there " in con-

junction with the Jesuits " for the best interests and the peace

of the mission, though without much success. He asked

Propaganda to send him some more money besides his 100

pataccas, as in his position he was continually having to make
presents. But if in the meantime the venerable Society of

Jesus was suppressed by the Pope he would leave the Court

at once, for if the Jesuits were no more he would have such

a burden to bear that a thousand pataccas would not be

enough. For he knew how much it cost the Jesuits to make the

king and the mandarins, if not favourable, at any rate less

^ " *Ipsi enim iam a multis annis totiim onus soli portarunt

inexplicabili zelo sacramenta administrando christianis undequa-

que confiuentibus, et mathesi et medicina animos magnatum
infidelium lucrando, ne in christianos sanctamque legem acrius

saevirent. Illorum enim opera multae persecutiones contra

christianos fuere sopita, et quod missio haec magna fruatur pace

et tranquillitate, ipsorum apostolicae sollicitudini in acceptis post

Deum habemus. Unde non immerito columnae et sustentaculum

huius missionis ab omnibus salutantur. Nee invidia unius aut

alterius missionarii Galli eorundem integerrimam famam quam
tum apud regem et magnates infideles quam alios missionarios

habent, vel in minimo labefactare poterit." To Propaganda,

July i6, 1772, ihid., no. 14.

- *On August 16, 1772, ihid., no. 18.

=* *On August 18, 1772, ihid., no. 22.
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severe towards the Christians, and it would be difficult to

find others who would or could take these expenses on them-

selves. Wherefore it would be better for him to leave the Court

and devote himself in obscurity to the cure of souls.

^

Needless to say, the reports on the conditions in Cochin-

China were used to accelerate the suppression of the Jesuit

Order.

The missions in Cochin-China and Tongking also played a

certain part in the diplomatic negotiations under Clement

XIV. It was Moiiino's endeavour to ensure that the Vicar

Apostolic of East Tongking was always a Spanish Dominican.

^

After the suppression of the Jesuits, Moiiino and Bernis

renewed their request that conditions in Cochin-China and

Tongking be set to rights, in particular that some provision

be made concerning the missions formerly conducted by the

Jesuits. They accompanied their request with a draft of the

required Brief.^ The Pope wanted the Vicars Apostolic to

divide the territories among themselves, while Propaganda

would gladly have retained the Jesuits for the missions.*

At the instigation of Spain and France Clement XIV. ulti-

mately issued a Brief on the Vicariates in Indo-China.^ First

^ " *Si vero interea venerabilis Societas Jesu auctoritate

Apostolica fuisset extincta iuxta desiderium familiae Borbonicae,

absque ulla mora aulam sponte relinquam, cum in defectu PP.

Jesuitarum totum onus mihi imponeretur, ad quod portandum

nee mille pataccae sufficerent. Scio enim, Em. Domine, quantum
impenderint PP. Jesuitae, ut animum regis et mandarinorum

benignum et favorabilem vel saltem mitiorem redderent erga

christianos, et difficile erit, alios invenire, qui easdem expensas in

se suscipere possint vel velint. Unde melius erit, banc aulam

Cocincinae omnino relinquere, et in occulto munus Apostolicum

obire." August 4, 1773, ibid., no. 22 a.

2 *Memorial of December 27, 1771, loc. cit., no. 4. Several

memorials for the freedom of the Holy See in the nomination

of the Vicars {ibid., nos. 1-3).

^ *Cardinal Negroni to Macedonio, October 2, 1773, Papal

Secret Archives, Regolari, Gesuiti, 53.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, November 25, 1773, Rome, Reg. 11 1.

* On November 20, 1773, lus pontif., IV., 198. On December
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and foremost it was stated herein that the missionaries of the

former Society of Jesus were no longer in possession of the

privileges peculiar to their Order. If, however, the suppression

of the Jesuits necessitated alterations in the conditions of the

Vicariates, the Vicars Apostolic were to confer together and

make their decisions on the subject, always bearing in mind

the wishes of the kings of France and Spain.

Repljang to John, Bishop of Ceramus, Coadjutor to the

Vicar Apostolic, who had written from West Tongking,

Clement XIV. wrote on January 29th, 1772, that the Bishop

should be more and more convinced that nothing concerned

the Pope more nearly than the progress of the French missions

in Eastern India ; he would do all in his power to help them

forward ; further details would be supplied by the Secretary

of Propaganda.^

In Tongking as in China the ritual question was still a live

one. By the Papal decisions it had been forbidden to kotow

before the coffin of a deceased person. The missionaries in

East Tongking now asked if, presuming that there was no

question of superstition, it was permissible to make this

obeisance to the crucifix at the side of the bier or which had

been placed at the head or in the hands of the deceased, at

any rate when it was clear to everyone that the reverence was

being paid only to the cross. The Holy Office replied in the

negative. 2 The Chinese New Year might fall in the Christian

Lent. In that event, came the question from Fu-kien, were

the Christians bound to fast ? The " old missionaries " had

inserted a more lenient ruling in the calendars. In this case,

too, Rome refused the request ^ and ordered the observation

to be removed from the calendars. Next came a query from

28, 1773, Grimaldi *reported to Monino the receipt of the

Brief " by which the Pope assigns the former Jesuit missions in

China, Tongking, and Cochin China to the Spanish and French

missionaries " (Papal Secret Archives, Orden, 53).

1 Theiner, Epist., 203.

* On February 25, 1773, " Collectanea " of the Propaganda, I.,

306, no. 494.

3 On July 16, 1770, ihid., 302, no. 479.
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Su-tchuen : what was to be done when the order went forth

to subscribe money for the restoration of a temple or for

sacrifices to idols ? Whoever refused would be punished with

a thrashing or, if he were a Christian, he would be forced to

apostatize. One Vicar Apostolic had ruled that the subscrip-

tion might be made, not to abet superstition but to show

obedience to the mandarin. Or if the request was made by

the elders of the community the old missionaries thought

that the declaration made by the Christians that their contri-

bution was not for the purpose of helping idolatry was sufficient

to safeguard them from sin. The Holy Office again gave a

negative reply. ^ Nor might the Christian wives of heathen

husbands use their culinary skill for the preparation of

sacrificial offerings to the idols or to deceased persons, not

even when their refusal meant that they would be soundly

beaten.^ A less strict ruling ^ was given by the Congregation

on the obligation of the Chinese Christians to observe the

Sunday rest and the Christian feasts. It was no doubt owing

to the peculiar difficulties of the Chinese mission that it was

forbidden * to print religious works there without the permis-

sion of Propaganda.

Difficulties of another kind were encountered by the mis-

sionaries in the West African districts of Loango and Kacongo.

The incredible dullness of the negroes sometimes made them

wonder if they were capable of receiving the sacrament of

baptism.^ However that may be, the mission of secular

priests in these parts provides evidence that even in the

eighteenth century the spirit of heroic self-sacrifice was not

yet extinct. The mission was opened in 1766 by the priest

Belgarde, who had come to the Loango coast as a cabin-boy.

But the first three missionaries soon fell victims to disease,

which carried one off altogether and forced the other two to

1 On November 16, 1769, ibid., 300, no. 474.

2 Decree of December 15, 1769, ibid., 301, no. 476.

* On July 13, 1769, ibid., 299, no. 473.

* On December 28, 1770, ibid., 303, n(j. 482.

^ Decisions of the Holy Office of May 10 and November 8, 1770,

in " Collectanea ", I., 301, 302, nos. 477, 480.
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return home. Two more priests who settled in Kacongo in

1768 fared no better. Nevertheless recruiting for this dangerous

mission still went on in the home country ; the assembly of

the clergy of 1772 made it a grant of 6,000 livres and the Pope

gave it every faculty. On June 28th, 1773, there was a fresh

landing of five priests and six laymen at Jomba, but one

priest and one layman died on the cross-country journey from

there to Kacongo. The remainder were given a friendly

reception in Kacongo, in the neighbouring Sogno, where the

natives still retained some memories of Christianity implanted

in them by former missionaries, and in a colony of Sogno

beyond the Zaire. But soon there were only three of these

missionaries left ; then two of them died and the third returned

to France in ill health.^

In Upper Guinea, Coste, the " Apostle of Joal ", worked

among the Serers.^ Off the east coast of Africa the islands of

Reunion and Mauritius had been led back to Christianity by

the Lazarists.^ In North Africa it was the Lazarists again

who cared for the Christians under the supremacy of Islam.

On January 1st, 1771, the General of the Congregation,

Jacquier, testified to the constancy with which the missionaries

had tried to alleviate the lot of the Christian slaves. When
Algiers was in obvious danger of being bombarded by Danish

ships the Lazarists were the only Religious who remained at

their posts. ^ On the retirement of the Vicar Apostolic,

Philippe-Joseph le Roy, a member of this Congregation, the

Pope appointed in his place another Lazarist, Pierre-Frangois

Viguier,^ who was placed in charge not only of Algeria, as

his predecessor had been, but also of Tunisia, though, on

account of the vast distances that had to be covered, he was

^ Proyart, Histoire du Loango, Kakongo et autres royaumes

d'Afrique redigie d'apres les memoires des Prefets Apostoliques de

la mission frangaise, Paris, 1776, extract in Picox, IV., 219-223.
^ Henrion, II., 346 ; PioLET, v., 130.

^ K.i'LGERin the Zeitschr.fUr Missionswissensch., VII., 10^ seqq.
;

SCHMIDLIN, 375.

* Mdm. de la Congr. de la Mission, IX., 353.

5 On December 12, 1772, lus pontif., IV., 181.
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to assign his powers to the Prefect of the Capuchin mission

in the latter countr\^

In Mexico, after the departure of the Jesuits, the work of

converting the Indians lay almost entirely in the hands of

the Franciscans. The Mexican secular priests were incapable

of so arduous an undertaking as the missions ; repeated

attempts to use them in place of the Religious failed. More

than once the Franciscans had to be asked to take over

missions which had gone to pieces ; instances of this in the

time of Clement XIV. were the missions in the Laguna de

Parras and in the Paso del Norte on the borders of New
Mexico.^

Most of the work among the heathen Indians of Mexico was

done from the missionary colleges, and it was at the end of

the eighteenth century that " the Franciscan missionary

colleges in Mexico were in full flower "? Four of them,

Queretaro, Guatemala, Zacatecas, and Mexico, belonged to

the Franciscan Observants, one, that at Pachuca, was con-

ducted by the Discalced. Clement XIV. had on more than one

occasion to intervene in the affairs of these important institu-

tions. The four colleges of the Observants represented the

advisability of combining the offices of Commissary Apostolic

of the Missions and the Prefect of these same missions and of

choosing the Prefect from each of the four colleges in turn.

The Pope granted their wish on November 22nd, 1769.^

Originally these missionary colleges were independent of the

Provincial and were immediately subject to the General of

the Order. This regulation had been changed by Benedict

1 Lemmens, 242.—Pius IV. had laid it down on March 24,

1562, that parishes and stations in the missions were to be staffed

only by Regular priests. King Ferdinand VI. of Spain, however,

made out that the secular clergy were numerous and competent

in respect of their virtue and knowledge and that the Archbishops

and Bishops had often complained that they were being neglected.

Benedict XIV. accordingly made a change here by Briefs of

November 8, 1751, and July 10, 1753. Ins pontif., III., 467, 539.

2 Streit, Bibliotheca Missionum, III., Aachen, 1927, vii.

' lus pontif., IV., 162.
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XIII., but as the result of painful experience the original

arrangement was restored under Benedict XIV. so far as

the four colleges of the Observants were concerned. There

was now a fifth college, that of the Discalced at Pachuca,

which from the outset had been controlled by the Superior of

the Province of San Diego, in consequence of which it had

drifted further and further away from its purpose of serving

only the missions. At the request of the Commissary General

for the Indies, Clement XIV. placed this college also under

the direct control of the General of the Order. After ten years'

work among the Indians, however, the missionaries were to be

allowed to join the Province of San Diego.^

In Lower California, where they arrived in 1768, the

Franciscans departed in one respect from the custom of their

predecessors, the Jesuits : they took over only the spiritual,

but not the temporal, administration of the Indian villages
;

the latter was transferred to State officials. But on his arrival

in June the Inspector General, Jose de Galvez, discovered

that the civil officials were squandering the mission funds and

for this reason he placed the civil administration also in the

hands of the missionaries. Between April, 1768, and Septem-

ber, 1771, the Franciscans had baptized 1731 persons, all,

with few exceptions, Indians. But they increased the former

Jesuit stations by only one ; the project of immediately

establishing five others was frustrated by the Governor

Barri, and soon afterwards the Franciscans retired altogether

from Lower California. The reason for this was that on

April 8th, 1770, Juan Pedro de Iriarte, the Vicar General of

the Dominicans, had obtained the royal permission to open

a mission in Lower California. To the Franciscans of the

College of San Fernando in Mexico two Orders seemed too

much for the sparse population of this region and so by an

agreement signed on April 7th, 1772, and ratified by the

Viceroy Bucareli on May 12th, they left Lower California to

^ Brief of July 9, 1771, ibid., 170 seqq. The amalgamation of

the two offices in question was extended by Pius VI. to all

Franciscan missions {ibid., 426, no. 23).
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the care of the Dominicans. Nine of these, with a lay-brother,

landed there on October 14th, 1772. The ship carrying the

Dominican Superior, however, was wrecked and he was

drowned, so that the formal handing over of the mission to

the Dominicans could not take place till May, 1773. By ISOO

there were seventy Dominicans at work in seven stations in

Lower California. In 1834 the mission was again entrusted to

lay officials, under whose administration everything went to

rack and ruin and the Indians took to flight.

After relinquishing Lower California the Franciscans moved
to Upper California, where their achievements were among the

most splendid in the whole history of the missions. But the

full development of their activity here belongs to the suc-

ceeding pontificate.^

A decree of Propaganda dated May 5th, 1774, contained

a general instruction affecting all the missions ; it prescribed

for the missionaries the study of the languages used by the

natives committed to their charge.

^

1 Z. Engelhardt, The Missions and Missionaries of California,

San Francisco, 1908 ; The Catholic Encyclopedia, III., 179 seq.
;

Lemmens, 252.

* " Collectanea," 312, no. 504. Cf. ibid., 325, no. 527 (decrees

of May 5, 1774, and March 7, 1778).



CHAPTER IX.

Clement XIV. as Patron of Learning and Art—His

Government of the Papal States—His Illness and
Death.

Clement XIV. 's efforts to preserve the traditional primacy of

the Holy See in its encouragement of learning and art were

more successful than his financial and economic undertakings.

Highly cultured and an ardent bibliophile/ he aimed at

enriching the Vatican Library with the latest works of litera-

ture, especially those from France ^
;

possessed also of

artistic taste, he bestowed his favour on scholars and artists.

Doubtless his achievements in this direction would have been

still greater had he not been forced to devote most of his

attention to the harassing problems arising from the disturbed

relations between the Church and State. Nevertheless he was

able to encourage a number of literati.^ He extended his

^ " Sa Saintete aime les livres de preference a tout." Bemis

to Vergennes ; v. Corresp. d. direct de I'Acad, de France, XIII.,

No. 653, p. 29.

2 Masson, 275 seq.

3 In 1 77 1 Stefano Borgia, in the name of Propaganda, dedicated

to the Pope the Alphabetum Branimhanicum seu Indostanum

Universitatis Kasi of the Italian philologist I. C. Amadutius.

Then Fattorini dedicated his history of the university of Bologna

to him as a mark of his gratitude for favours received (v. Riv.

stor., 1897, 25), similarly Renazzi his Elementi di diritto criminate

{cf. ibid., 1909, 489 ; Baumgartner, Weltliteratur, VI., 553 seq.)

and his De Academia Ferrariensi a Clemente XIV. P.M.O. restituta,

Ferrariae, 1772. The Pope took a personal interest in the edition

of the ninety-first book of Livy's Histories discovered by the

German scholar P. J. Bruns {v. Allg. Deutsche Biographie, III.,

450 seqq.) ; v. Azara, II., 403, for the stop that was put to the

printing as the result of Assemani's doubts. Cf. *Albani to

Colloredo, July 10, 1773, State Archives, Vienna.—Many letters

of thanks were sent by the Pope to scholars who had presented

hiin with their works, e.g. to *G. C. Trombelli on July 29, 1769,

for the dedication to him of his Dissertationes liturgicae et

polemicae (Epist. Clem. XIV., A° I'', 165, Papal Secret Archives)
;

508
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Note 3 continued from page 508.

on October 6, 1770, to *Appiano Buonafede for the presentation

of his four volumes on Emanuele de Cardona, also approving his

decision to devote himself in future to church history {ibid., A°
II., 156) ; on November 24, 1770, *to Angelo Maria Bandini,

approving his plans for the future and accepting with pleasure the

dedication of his edition of S. Epiphanii Opera [ibid., 207) ;

*on January 9, 1771, to Canon Pey of Toulon [ibid., 258) ; on

June 2, 1772, *to Bishop Arnaldo Speroni Alvarotti, O.S.B., of

Adria for the tenth volume of his translations of the history of

the Church which he had dedicated to him [ibid., A° IV., 27) ;

on October 27, 1772, *to F. Nonnotte for the presentation of his

\-aluable Dictionarium philosophicum religionis {ibid., 157) ; on

May 21, 1773, *to Gabrieli Lancelotto Castelli principe de Turre

Muzza for his book De Siciliae et adiacentium insularum inscrip-

tionibus {ibid., A° V. and VI., 3) ; on May 24, 1774, *to Raffaele

Riano for his Dissertatio de injantium Bethlehemiticorum caede

{ibid., 155^) ; *to the Franciscan G. B. Martini, " the European

oracle in musical matters," for the presentation of his history of

music (A° II., 284, Papal Secret Archives). Many examples of

this type of letter have been reproduced by Theiner in his

Epist. dementis XIV. Thus on December 20, 1769, Gabriel

Gauchat and on January 6, 1770, the Dominican Antonio

V^alsecchi were thanked for their apologetic works {ibid., 46, 51) ;

similarly M. Gerbert on January 6, 1770, for his Opuscula theolo-

gica {ibid., 52), and Bonelli for the Prodromus to his new edition of

Bonaventura {ibid.) ; Trombelli on May 26, 1770, for the second

volume of his liturgical studies {ibid., 88) ; Bishop N. A.

Giustiniani of Verona on July 20, 1770, for the edition of opuscules

written by his predecessor Cardinal Valerio {ibid., 98) ; Bandini

on July 28, 1770, for his catalogue of the MSS. in the Laurenziana

in Florence {ibid., 99) ; Archbishop Lorenzana on December 19,

1770, for his work on the Mozarabic rite {ibid., 195) ; the Bavarian

Elector on March 28, 1772, for the presentation of eleven volumes

of Monmnenia Boica {ibid., 298 seq. ; cf. Theiner, Hist., II., 428) ;

Joh. Gottfried Kaufmanns on August 17, 1771, and the Franciscan

L. Sappel on December 14, 1771, for their anti-Febronian works

{ibid., 173, 193) ; and the Capuchin Vittore de Coccaglio on

February 8, 1772, for seven volumes of theological works {ibid.,

207).—Foundation Bull for the University of Miinster, of May 28,

1773, Bull. Cont., v., 582 seqq.
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protection in particular to the aged Pompeo Batoni ^ and the

German painter Raffael Mengs, who returned to Rome in

February, 1771, was received with great honour by the

artistic world, and was elected " Principe " of the Academy of

St. Luke. 2 Piranesi, the unrivalled engraver, dedicated to

Clement XIV. his plan of Rome ^ and his work on Trajan's

Column.* When Mozart came to Rome with his father in

April, 1770, the Pope bestowed the Order of the Golden Spur

on the infant prodigy, who after only one hearing was able to

transcribe from memory with hardly a mistake Allegri's

Miserere for nine voices.^

Clement XIV. 's chief interest was in increasing the treasures

housed in the Vatican Palace. For the library he acquired in

1770 several valuable papyri from the Vettori collection. In

1774 he ordered a special room to be set aside for the Latin

papyri.® The ceiling of this room he had painted with brightly

coloured frescoes by Raffael Mengs, which were highly

admired by his contemporaries. In the central picture, made
famous by Cunego's engraving, a beautiful female figure,

" History," is writing on the back of an old, winged man
representing " Time ", the events of the past, which are

indicated to her by the two-headed Janus on her right. On
the left a Genius is bringing scrolls. Fame, sounding a trumpet,

descends from on high, pointing to the Museum Clementinum

in the background. Over the two doors Mengs painted the

seated figures of Moses as the earliest historian and St. Peter

as the guardian of the New Testament, both between two

1 Reports of the Lucchese envoy, Arch. stor. ttal., 4th series,

XX., 379, 380 ; AzARA, I., 295 ; L'Arte, XIII. (1910), 454 seq.

2 NoACK, Deutsches Leben, 85 seq.

3 Goethe-Jahrbuch, XVIII., Frankfurt, 1897, 222.

* FociLLON, Piranesi, 119.

^ Ibid., 105, 415 ; Allg. Deutsche Biographie, XXII., 423 ;

O. Jahn, Mozart, 1. 2, Leipzig, 1867, 119. It was at this time that

Batoni painted the young composer's portrait. Mozart, unlike

Gluck, made no use of the title of nobility granted him by the

Pope.

* FoRCELLA, VI., 185 ; Carini, Bibl. Vatic, 122.
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youthful Genii. The figures are framed in a decoration consist-

ing of Egyptian and classical components intertwined with

Renaissance ornaments and naturalistic figures and garlands
;

this was the work of Christoph Unterberger from South Tyrol,

who also did some allegorical paintings relating to Portugal

and Avignon for Clement XIV. in Castel Gandolfo.^

The Papal collection of coins was increased by the Pope

through the purchase of Greek and Roman coins and 1,261

medals, including a series of bronze medals of Roman emperors

of the largest size.^ Great pleasure was caused to the Pope by

the presentation to the museum of a large collection of ancient

coins by Mgr. Passionei ^ and of 126 gold medals by Louis XV.*

^ Plainer, II., 2, 330 seq. ; Burckhardt, Cicerone, II.,

926 seq. ; Woermann in the Zeitschrift fiir bild. Kunst, V. (1894),

288. Cf. also O. Harnack, Deutsches Kunstleben, 9 seqq.
;

Hautecceur, 150 (" L'oeuvre est superieure au Parnasse ")
;

TiETZE in the Kunstgeschichtl. Anzeigen, 1912, 117. These authors

failed to make use of Cozza-Luzi's treatise, which is important

as giving details of the cost of the decoration of this room :

L'aula di papiri nella Bibl. Vatic, which appears as an appendix

to Moniimenta papyracea Bib. Vatic, recensuit et digessit O.

Mariicchi, Roma, 1895, 35 seqq. The decoration, which was not

completed till the pontificate of Pius VI., is dated by the

inscription over the entrance-door : Clemens XIV. P.M. A° IV.

Cf. also Voss, Malerei, 657 ; Renazzi, IV., 282 seq.

2 Carini, 121 ; Serafini, I., xxxii. seq. Cf. Gnecchi in the

Riv. ital. di numism., XVIII. (1905), 11 seqq.

' Report of the Lucchese envoy of June 15, 1771, loc. cit., 383,

* Clement XIV. thanked Louis XV. in a *letter of March 4,

1772 (Epist. ad princ, 169, p. 213, Papal Secret Archives).

*Orsini to Tanucci, March 6, 1772, State Archives, Naples,

C. Fames., 1479. In Masson, 204, n. 2, the inscription which

Clement XIV. had placed on the case containing these coins.

The Pope had occasion to write several other letters of thanks

to donors of coins, e.g. on February 16, 1771, to Conrado Ferretti

(" nummorum argenteorum ad Romanas familias spectantium

series "), Epist. ad princ, 167, p. 304, loc. cit. ; on November 18,

1772, to Duke Karl Theodor of Sulzbach (gold coins which had

been taken into the Vatican Museum), Epist. Clementis XIV.,
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The finest monument of Clement XIV.'s love of art is the

museum of antiquities in the Vatican, whose name still

perpetuates his memory. He saw to his sorrow that in spite

of the prohibitions issued by his predecessors dealers such as

Jenkins were still removing valuable antiquities from Rome
and taking them abroad. Rome also lost the famous Niobids,

which were removed from the Palazzo Medici to Florence in

1770/ and at the same time the King of Naples ordered the

removal of the treasures of the Palazzo Farnese to his own
capital. 2 In these circumstances Clement XIV., despite the

deplorable condition of his finances, considered it his duty

to save as far as possible the precious store of antiquities

possessed by the Eternal City.^ In March, 1770, he bought

from the sculptor Cavaceppi two magnificent examples of

decorative art dating from the time of Hadrian, the famous

Barberini candelabra.^ In April of the same year he paid

6,000 scudi for the statue of Meleager, of the Imperial period,

copied from a work of Scopas or his school ; it had once

belonged to Paul III.'s physician, Francesco Fusconi, and was
still in his house, which was afterwards the Palazzo Pighini. ^

An important purchase of antiquities was effected in September,

a° IV., p. 1 68, ibid. ; on June 4, 1772, to the Empress Maria

Theresa (another donation to the museum), Epist. ad princ. 171,

p. 17, ibid. ; on August 11, 1773, to Giovanni Biauchi, Epist.,

a° v., 173, p. 23, ibid.

^ JusTi, Winckelmann, II. 2, 19.

^ Masson, 289.

^ Hautecceur in the Mel. d'archeol., XXX., 59 seq. On
December 19, 1773, the Pope wrote a *letter of thanks to the

conservators of the town of Velletri for presenting him with the

funerary urn of Varius Marcellus which had been found there
;

V. Epist. Clementis XIV., a° IV., p. 207, loc. cit.

* Amelung, Skiilpturen des Vatik. Museums, III., 627 seq., 633.

^ Amaduzzi, Novelle letterarie di Firenze, 1770, 231 ; Corresp.

d. direct, de I'Acad, de France, XII., No. 6148 ; Helbig, I.*,

79 seq. ; Amelung, II., 33 seq., 37 seq. The museum acquired

some other antiquities along with the Meleager, such as a seated

dog {ibid., 163). Cf. Cracas for November 17, 1770.
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1770, on the advice of the Abate Giovan Battista Visconti,

who was assisted by his son Ennio Quirino. For 4,300 scudi

thirty-four statues, busts, bas-rehefs, and funerary urns were

acquired from the villa of Giuseppe Mattel, who was heavily

in debt. Among these were the beautiful Amazon, the so-

called " Pudicitia ", the Serapis, the Pan puhing a thorn

from a sat)n-'s foot, the colossal bust of Trajan's wife, Plotina,

the funerary relief of a Roman married couple, so much prized

by Niebuhr, and numerous figures of animals.^ This purchase,

on which occasion Clement XIV. expressly forbade Mattel to

part with the famous bust of Cicero, decided the Pope to

found the superb museum of antiquities in the Vatican.

In the early part of 1771 the architect Michelangelo Simonetti

began the conversion into a statue gallery of a portion of the

former summer-house of Innocent VIII. near the Belvedere.

^

This he joined to the octangular courtyard which Bramante had

built on to the summer-house. Simonetti encircled it with

sixteen Ionic columns of Oriental granite with pilasters of

coral breccia.^ An inscription records that this work was

completed in 1773.^ Worthy rooms were thus created both

for the antiquities which had already been in the possession

of the Popes since the time of Julius II. and for Clement XIV. 's

acquisitions, which were very numerous. No sooner were

antiquities discovered than they were bought.^ The Pope also

1 Hautecceur in the Mel. d'archeol., XXX., 57 seq., where,

on p. 69 seq., there is a reproduction of Braschi's Chirografo

relating to the sale, dated September 12, 1770. Cf. Helbig, I.^,

9, 151, 200, 221 ; Amelung, II., 87 seq., 93, 255, 354, 453 seq.,

463. 475. 497. 573> 615.

2 Corresp. d. direct, de I'Acad, de France, XII., No. 6234 ;

FoRCELLA, VI., 184. Singer {Kiinstlerlex., IV., 283) has almost

nothing to say about Simonetti, who deserves more ample

treatment. Above the door leading to the Sala de' Busti are the

arms of Clement XIV.
* JusTi, Winckelmann, II. ^ 36; Platner, II., 2, 126;

MiCHAELis in the Jahvhuch, I. (1890), 5 seqq. ;
Cecchelli, 100.

* FoRCELLA, VI., 185.

* Amelung, II., 158, 378, 507.

VOL. xxxvin. t- 1
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acquired many objects from sculptors and dealers/ such as

the colossal herma personifying a part of the sea, and the

so-called Eros of Centocelle (Amore Vaticano), from the

Scottish painter Gavin Hamilton.^ Another brilliant acquisi-

tion was the statue of a Roman offering sacrifice, the finest

togaed figure then known, once belonging to the Giustiniani

estate.^ In December, 1771, the seated figure of Jupiter, from

the Palazzo Verospi, was bought for 1,500 scudi * ; it now
occupies the central niche in the Sala dei Busti. Among the

objects moved from the Palazzo Barberini to the Vatican

were the Orestes sarcophagus and the delightful figure of a

girl running a race. ^ The obelisk of Antinous, now on the Monte

Pincio, and, in November, 1772, the colossal statue of Hera

passed from the possession of the Barberini to that of the

Pope.^ The Pope's agent in nearly all these purchases was his

treasurer, Braschi.' Some pieces were given to the Vatican,^

among them the Ara named after its donor, the Governor of

Rome, A. Casali, with reliefs depicting the fall of Troy and

the origin of Rome. The antiquary Orazio Orlandi provided

an explanation of the reliefs supported by illustrations.^

Some Etruscan antiquities were also transferred to the

1 Ibid., 473, 498, 549, 591.

* Helbig, I.', 117 seq., 197 ; Amelung, II., 408 seq.

* Helbig, I.*, 212.

* Ibid., 156 ; Amelung, II., 519. Amelung is incorrect in

saying that Clement XIV. began his collection with this purchase.

^ Helbig, I.^ 222, 234 seq.

* Novelle letterarie di Firenze (1772), 711 ; Helbig, 1.^, 195.

' Amelung, II., 520 ; Hautecceur, loc. cit., 67.

8 Amelung, I., 109 ; II., 83, 484, 554, 614. Mgr. Carrara's

gift of an Etruscan statue is mentioned by Azara in his report

of June 27, 1777. Azara, II., 195.

* Amelung's statement that the Ara Casali was acquired by

Pius VI. is incorrect (II., 241). Cf. the *Avviso di Roma of

August 18, 1772 :
" Nei scorsi giorni fu umiliata un ara antica

alia S*^ di N.S. per parte di Msgr. Casali, gov. di Roma, e fu

accompagnata da una elegantissima edizione con rami spiegati

dal Sig. Orazio Orlando, noto antiquario." State Archives,

Vienna. The bas-rehefs represent scenes from the Iliad and the

history of Rome.
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museum ^ and the foundations were laid of the Vatican collec-

tion of inscriptions.

2

In February, 1773, Clement XIV. visited the Museum
Clementinum,^ which brought the Vatican on a level with the

Capitol as a collection of antiquities. Its establishment was

due more to the Pope's adoption of another man's ideas

than to any resolution of his own. According to Pasquale

Massi * and Giovan Battista Visconti, the idea of creating

a separate museum of antiquities was the aforesaid treasurer's.^

It must, however, be placed to the credit of Clement XIV.

that he entered into the project of his artistically minded

subordinate with enthusiasm and understanding and that he

saw to the collection and display of the antiquities with care

and competence.^ The tragic part of the affair was that for

spending so much money on the museum he was violently

attacked by the citizens of Rome.''

The Pope having done comparatively little for the embellish-

ment of the Eternal City,*^ great discontent was caused by

1 Report of the Lucchese envoy, Arch. stor. ital., 4th series,

XX., 383 ; G. B. Passeri, De trihus vasculis etruscis encaustice

pictis a Cletnente XIIII. in Museum Vaticanum inlatis dissertatio

,

Florentiae, 1772. The ancient seal of the Garfagna which had

been explained by Garampi (Roma, 1759) and which had been

presented to the Pope by the future Cardinal Borgia was also

added to the museum by Clement XIV. [v. Barrier, II., 224).

^ Amelung, I., 161 ; Reumont, 779.

' *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, February 27, 1773, State

Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 291.

* P. Massi, Indicazione antiquaria del Museo Pio-Clementino in

Vaticano, Roma, 1792, 2. The roman numerals refer to Clement

XIV. 's acquisitions.

^ G. B. ViscoNTi, II Museo Pio-Clementino, L, Roma, t'''^^

preface, p. 4, also Hautecceur, loc. cit., 67.

* O. Harnack, Deutsches Kunstleben, 5. Cf. Vogel, Goethes

romische Tage, 154-9.
'' *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, February 20, 1772, State

Archives, Venice, loc. cit.

* On a pretty fountain in the Via Ripetta is the inscription :

" Munificentia Clementis XIIII. P.M. Aqua Virgo A° 1774." For
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the erection in his honour of an expensive triumphal arch in

his native town of S. Arcangelo.^ The town of Servighano,

which had been laid in ruins by a landslide, was rebuilt by

Clement XIV. in 1771 and given the new name of Castel

Clementino.2 When the village of S. Lorenzo Vecchio was in

danger of being flooded by an overflow from the lake of Bolsena

he built a new home for the inhabitants, S. Lorenzo Nuovo, on

a hill about a mile away.^ To meet the heavy expenditure

involved Clement made personal sacrifices ^ and tried to save

money by leaving unoccupied or combining various posts in

the State administration, a measure which aroused the lively

discontent of the officials. But all this was of no use. While

expenditure increased the revenues decreased in an alarming

fashion, chiefly owing to the cessation of payments from

Portugal and the Bourbon States. The budget fell into ever

greater confusion ; the annual deficit, which at the beginning

of the pontificate was 150,000 scudi, by the fourth year had

amounted to 500,000 scudi.

^

Far greater than Clement XIV. 's material cares were those

caused him by the suppression of the Jesuit Order and the

the work he did for S. Spirito cf. the inscription in Forcella,

XIII., 491. Outside Rome the Pope's arms are to be found on

one large and two smaller fountains in Genzano (v. Tomassetti,

Campagna, II., 256) and on a tower which he built at Fiumicino.

A barracks at Civitavecchia was begun in his reign and completed

in Pius VI. 's. To the cathedral at Macerata he presented a

damaged mosaic (" S. Sebastiano ") which Guido Reni had made
for St. Peter's.

1 Cf. above, p. 83, n. i ; Marini, 73.

2 Dizionario corografico deU'Italia, VII., i, 568.

^ Clement XIV. 's beneficence towards the inhabitants is

recalled by two large inscriptions there. This act of kindness did

not deserve the depreciation it has received at the hands of

Brosch (II., 136 seqq.).

* *Kaunitz to Colloredo, May 31, 1769 : the Pope was trying

to improve the financial situation by surrendering his income

from the Dataria ; the prices of meat and oil were being reduced.

State Archives, Vienna.

* Brosch, II., 137 seqq.
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deterioration of ecclesiastico-political conditions in the

Catholic countries.

He had to admit to himself more and more that he had made
a fatal error in thinking that in sacrificing the Jesuits he

could restore peace with the Catholic States. Then came the

realization of the evil consequences of the suppression of this

important Order, which needed time to reach their full

extent but which were already alarmingly great, especially in

the missions. All this had the worst effect on the Pope's

health, which at first had been perfectly satisfactory. In spite

of his sixty-four years Clement XIV. on becoming Pope had

still seemed a very vigorous man. He owed this to his very

simple way of living and to his placid temperament,^ The

maintenance of his good health was due largely to his annual

vacation at Castel Gandolfo, during which the trying audiences

with the ambassadors were suspended. Accompanied only by

his intimate friends the Pope roamed the lovely countryside

on horseback or on foot. The afternoons he spent playing

billiards. In 1770 he prolonged his residence at Castel Gandolfo

from September 26th to the beginning of November.

^

The only affection troubling Clement XIV. was a skin

disease, an herpetic eruption which he successfully kept in

check by taking a month's cure every summer with the

acidulous water of the Acqua acetosa, which was already highly

reputed in his day.^ In July, 1771, the trouble was particularly

bad, the pimples and pustules being so malignant that one

reporter referred to it as a kind of leprosy. Attempts were

made to relieve it by giving the patient a rub-down before

retiring. At this period there were also abdominal disorders.

As Cardinal Stoppani fell dangerously ill at the same time

with a similar complaint and there was a recrudescence of

the prophecies that the Pope would have only a short

reign, Clement XIV. was so upset that for several nights he

was unable to sleep. His companions tried to distract him with

1 *Kaiinitz to Colloredo, May 20, 1769, he. cit.

- Masson, 290.

2 Richard, Description de I'ltalie, VL, Paris, 1770, 243.
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amusements which, if we are to believe Centomani, were

hardly consonant with the gravity and the sacredness of so

high an office.^ More good was done on this occasion also with

the Acqua acetosa.^ In the following summer, of 1772, the

trouble again occurred in an acute form. The customary

water-cure,^ regular exercise in the Villa Patrizi,* the tempo-

rary restriction and then the complete cessation of the

audiences ^ had a beneficial effect. But the Pope's spirits

were at a constantly low ebb ; it was already being reported in

May that he was deeply depressed by the prophecy that he

would not live to see the opening of the jubilee year.^ Still

worse must have been the effect of Mofiino's continual insist-

ence, coupled with threats, on the suppression of the Jesuits.'

By the latter half of August Clement's apprehensions and

1 " *I1 Papa sta alquanto malinconico e varie notti di questa

e della passata settimana non ha potuto dormire ; se ne

attribuisce la causa al non stare bene essendogli uscito fuori per

tutta la vita molto umor salso facendogli delle pustole, che

formano una specie di lepra
;

per lo passato ha sofferto simile

incomodo, ma non a tal segno e con tanto prurito, per cui e

obbligato nell'andare a letto di farsi fare replicate strofinazioni,

ed in queste ultime settimane vi si e aggiunto il nuovo incomodo

per la difficolta di orinare, onde il Papa, entrato in maggiore

apprensione, anche a riflesso dello stato pericoloso del card.

Stoppani per un simigliante incomodo, non ha potuto dormire in

alcune notti. Quindi risorgono le varie fantastiche profezie del

breve suo pontificate da non dover oltrepassare il terzo o quarto

anno. Si procura dai Palatini di sollevarlo con vari divertimenti

ed invenzioni forsi non convenienti alia serieta e santita di cosi

supreme dignita." Centomani to Tanucci, July 12, 1771, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 474-1219, Cf. ibid. *id. to id.,

July 22, 1771.

2 <r *g gt4
g^a, benone dopo la cura delle acque." Orsini to

Tanucci, August 6, 1771, ibid., C. Fames., 1477.

3 *Moiiino to Grimaldi, July 23, 1772, Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
* *Id., August 13, 1772, ibid.

8 *Id., July 30 and August 6, 1772 (" Non da audiencia a los

Ministros estranjeros ni aun a alguno de los suyos "), ibid.

« AzARA, II.
, 304. ' *Masson, 290. Cf. above, pp. 229, 230.
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bodily sufferings had reduced him to such a state of melancholy

that Vasquez and Marefoschi were certain that he would

either lose his sanity or suddenly expire.^ In September

his physical condition improved, and at the end of the month
he went to Castel Gandolfo and stayed there till October

28th.- The rest and the abstention from the agitating negotia-

tions with the Bourbon ambassadors had a very good effect

on his health.^ During the first half of 1773 Monino had

nothing but good to report on the Pope's condition,* and at

the end of July Clement began his customary water-cure,^

which was again successful.^ Highly relieved by the lack

of resistance offered in Rome to the suppression of the

Jesuits, '^ he retired again to Castel Gandolfo on September

21st and enjoyed his afternoon rides in a carriage or on

horseback in the beautiful environs,^ But at the same time

it was noticed that he was more nervous now than at any

time since his accession,^ the reason being that he feared that

his adversaries had designs on his life. In consequence he

took the most extensive safeguards ; his food was brought

to him daily from Rome in two specially guarded wagons ;

the guards of the palace were doubled ; and whenever he

left the palace he was attended by a military escort.^"

1 *Vasquez to Roda, August 20, 1772, Bibl. S. Isidro, Madrid,

Cartas de Vasquez, II.; Hergenrother, K.-G., IV.«, 185, n. 2.

Cf. below, p. 525, n. 2.

2 *Monino to Grimaldi, September 17 and 24, 1772, Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. Masson, 290.

' *Monino to Grimaldi, November 10, 1772, ibid.

* *Id.. January 28, April 15 and 29, June 3, 10, 17, and 24,

July I, 15, and 22, 1773, ibid.

" *Id., July 29 and August 5, 1773, ibid., Azara, II., 431.

* *Monino to Grimaldi, August 12, 19, and 26, September 2,

9, and 16, 1773, loc. cit.

' *Id., September 2, 1773, ibid.

* *Id., September 23 and 30, October 7, 14, 22, and 28, 1773,

ibid. Also *Pallavicini to Conti, October 28, 1773, Nunziat. di

Portog. 183, Papal Secret Archives.

' Cf. above, p. 154.

^° *Reports from Tiepolo to the Venetian Senate, October 2 and
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He was also frightened and upset by the popular disturb-

ances that broke out on Christmas Day, 1773, and lasted till

the New Year.^ He ascribed them to the Jesuits, but what

really caused them was the discontent with his government.

At that time the dissatisfaction was general ; only the Bourbon

ambassadors were happy. Although order was restored by
making an example of some of the malcontents, Clement XIV.

had now entirely lost his nerve and imagined that his life

was in serious danger.^ His agitation was increased by the

continual prophecies about his death,^ the disunity in the

Congregation of Cardinals,* the French attitude towards the

Jesuit question, and the protection that was being afforded

to the Jesuits in Prussia and Russia.^

In addition to these factors, which had a very bad effect on

the old man's state of health, Bernis stresses the delay in the

i6, 1773, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 291, copy

in the Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5783, confirmed by
Centomani's *report to Tanucci of October i, 1773, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1223, and the report of the Lucchese envoy

of October 9, 1773, Arch. stor. ital., 4th series, XX., 385. In his

*report to Conti of October 28, 1773, Pallavicini speaks only of

the Pope being physically well. Nunziat. di Portog., 183, loc. cit.

Moiiino did likewise in his *reports to Grimaldi of October 28,

November 4, 11, and 25, December 2, 9, 16, 23, and 30, 1773.

Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
1 Masson, 291.

2 Ibid.

' On March 5, 1774, Moiiino sent Grimaldi an *abstract of these

" falsas profecias que han esparcido los Terciarios Jesuitas ".

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5048. On July 24, 1774, Brunati

*reported that the prophets of evil and visionaries had become

a perfect pest in Rome ; they were being arrested and confined

in large numbers. " Poco manca che non risorgano le sibille e gli

antichi oracoli." State Archives, Vienna.

* Mofiino to Grimaldi, February 17, 1774, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4986 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, February 19, 1774,

State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 291.

® This annoyed Tanucci very much also ; v. *Tanucci to Azara,

March 26, 1774, Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6022.
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return of Avignon, which was pubhshed prematurely, and the

attitude of Naples regarding Benevento ; the annoyance

caused him thereby, said Bernis, was all the more harmful

because he tried to conceal it.^ He did this so successfully that

it was generally thought that his health was satisfactory.

To confirm the Romans in this supposition he went to the

church of the Minerva on April 10th, 1774, to take part in the

customary distribution of dowries to poor girls. On reaching

the Piazza Venezia he was overtaken by a sudden downpour

of rain ; seven Cardinals and most of his other attendants

took to flight, but the Pope continued on his way and although

wet through and without changing his clothes he took part

in the ceremony. The result of this was a chill,^ but far worse

was the reappearance of the skin-disease,^ which now spread

to his throat and mouth. At the Easter ceremonies, it was

noticed that his formerly resonant voice had grown quite

hoarse.* To remove the trouble the water-cure was begun in

June.^ Once again the Pope was worried by the attitude of

Prussia and Russia towards the Jesuits, the sympathy shown

1 Masson, 286.

2 Report in the Arch. stor. ital., 4th series,' XX., 385, and the

reports in Masson, 291, where, however, as in Theiner {Hist., II.,

508), the incident is said incorrectly to have happened on

March 25. *Brunati to Colloredo, April 13, 1774, State Archives,

Vienna.

' *Centomani to Tanucci, April 12,1 774, State Archives, Naples,

Esteri-Roma, 1223. Cf. Azara, III., 29. Brunati *reported to

Colloredo on April 2, 1774, that the Pope had a bladder complaint.

Loc. cit.

* " Relazione " [Collefcdo, III., 221) sent by Charles III. to

the Queen of Portugal ; it is mentioned also b}'- Danvila y
CoLLADO (III., 589) and Lebret (VI., 139 seqq.). The " Relazione"

was reproduced in a lengthier form in Collefcdo, III., 225.

According to Bernis the Pope's health had already began to

deteriorate in February, 1774 (Theiner, Hist., II., 510 ; Masson,

286).

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, June 18, 1774 (State

Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma, 291).
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with the suppressed Order in France, the gloomy prognostica-

tions, and Spain's demeanour in the question of the nunciature.

^

Besides all this the cardinahtial Congregation for the sup-

pression of the Jesuits was unable to find suitable missionaries

or to raise the necessary pensions for the ex-Jesuits.^ Cento-

mani reported on June 21st that the Pope was most uneasy,

he was having novena after novena said, he maintained com-

plete silence, and was more than ever solicitous about his

health.^ This last was hardly surprising, as the skin-disease of

his throat and mouth were causing him the greatest irritation.*

At the ceremonial payment of the quitrent for Naples on the

feast of SS. Peter and Paul it was noticed how severely he was

being tried by his physical and mental torture.^ From the

shortness of his temper it was thought that he was afflicted

by some organic trouble ; he easily flew into a rage and when

in this condition often used improper expressions.^ In July

the preoccupations already mentioned were still worrying

him.' The founder of the Passionists, Paul of the Cross, whose

1 *Id., April i6 and June i6, 1774 [ibid.). Cf. *Centomani to

Tanucci, April 3, 1774 :
" II Papa sta male, egli teme le profezie

delle monache terziarie e dell' astrologo Casauria." (State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1224). Tiepolo *wrote to the Doge of

Venice on June 18, 1774 :
" Si sa che lo preoccupano I'affare

degli Ex-Gesuiti, la reapertura del Seminario Romano, i vescovati

nuovi di Polonia." {Loc. cit.)

2 *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, April 16, 1774 (ibid.).

8 *Centomani to Tanucci, June 21, 1774, reporting the rumour
" essersi sul dominio di Moscovia aperto il noviziato dei Gesuiti

con esservi gia 40 novizi " {loc. cit.).

* " *I1 Papa seguita nella sua malinconia e nell' incomodo della

sfogazione dei sali, che dal basso ventre li serpeggia per il viso,

onde si riconosce I'emaciazione e la malinconia " (Centomani to

Tanucci, July 28, 1774, loc. cit.). Cf. Bernis in Masson, 287.

5 *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, July 2, 1774 {loc. cit.).

• See in the Appendix (3b) Centomani's *report to Tanucci of

July 12, 1774 {loc. cit.).

' *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, July 23, 1774 (anxiety caused

by the failure to execute the Brief of suppression in various
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conversation was very welcome to him, advised him to ignore

the prophecies,^ but this had no lasting effect ; an attempt on

the life of the King of Naples brought on another access of

fear. 2

The reports issued about the Pope's good health were not

really believed, as the remarks let fall by his intimate circle

were invariably disquieting. It was said that he often left his

bed at night, that he had the windows of the gallery closed,

and that he paced there restlessly to and fro. The only time

the Romans saw him was when he went for a ride in the

afternoon ; no one could gain access to him except the

Secretary of State, the Secretary of the Briefs, and Macedonio.^

Another bad sign was that he did not attend the exequies for

Louis XV. at the end of July.^ On August 9th Centomani

reported the continuance of the skin-disease, which he again

countries), loc. cit., and *Centomani to Tanucci, July 26, 1774,

loc. cit. (anxiety about the trend of events in Avignon)

1 *Centomani to Tanucci, July 5, 1774, ibid. :
" (II P. Paolo

de' Passionisti) assicuro il Papa quando lo vidde nella sua cella,

stando egli infermo, che detta donna (Bernardina) era una

semplice e di buoni costumi, ma gl'altri facevano dirla cose che

ne pure s'era insognata di dire ; sicche le di lei profezie sono da

disprezzarsi, da non tenersene conto ; ed in tal modo il Papa

si tranquillizo."

2 *Monino to Grimaldi, July 7 and 14, 1774, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome. For the attempted murder, cf. the

" *ReIazione officiale " of May 11, 1774 {ibid.), and Tanucci 's

*report to Charles III. of May 24, 1774, in which he ascribed it

to the Jesuits of Terracina (Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6107).

^ " *L'aspetto del Papa dimostra essersi perfettamente

ristabilito e pure non mancano quei che lo pongono in dubio

quantunque siano Palatini, perche dicono che piu delle volte si

alza intempestivamente nella notte e serrando le fenestre della

galleria si pone a spasseggiare violentemente. Nel giomo esce di

buonora per le 21 e ritoma alle 23. Poche volte ha chiamato

li due Segretari di Stato e de' Brevi ed anche Msgr. Macedonio

e niun altro." Centomani to Tanucci, July 26, 1774, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1224.

* Masson, 291.
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referred to as a kind of leprosy.^ Formerly the pimples were

discharging their watery fluid outwards, but now it was working

into the body, so that blood-poisoning was feared. All the

attempts of the physicians to bring the fluid to the surface

were unsuccessful. Heated objects were brought into contact

with the body and by means of lighted stoves the Pope's

living room was made as hot as the blazing summer heat

outside—as hot as a bathing cubicle at Ischia, it was said by

some. But all to no purpose. ^ No wonder that the patient

fell into the darkest of moods. He would neither listen to the

advice of his physician Adinolfi nor hear of other physicians

being called into consultation. Occasional audiences were

granted only to Cardinal Negroni, the Tesoriere, and once only

to Monsignor Macedonio. Everyone else had to make their

business known through Bontempi, who was now more

influential than ever. Macedonio, on the other hand, on

account of a faithless servant, was in danger of disgrace.

Another of Clement's former confidants, the layman Ronca,

was forbidden to enter the Papal palace for having spoken ill

of Bontempi and Bischi. Carlo Giorgi and the Abbe Buonanno,

who had formerly been invited to join in the private discus-

sions, were under a cloud for the same reason.^ On August

16th Centomani reported that if the Pope had not sweated or

if everything had not gone as he desired he was angry beyond

measure.^

1 See the Appendix (3c) for Centomani's *letter of August 9,

1774 {loc. cit.).

2 Cf. CoRDARA {De suppressione, 152), Centomani's *letter of

August 9, 1774 {loc. cit. ; Appx. 3c), and *Monino's *report to

Grimaldion August 18, 1774 (Archives of Simancas, Estado, 4986).

2 Centomani's *letter of August 9, 1774 {loc. cit.) in the

Appendix 3c.

* See Centomani's *letter of August 16, 1774 {loc. cit.) in the

Appendix 3d. Cf. also *TiepoIo to the Doge of Venice on

August 13, 1774 (State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore Roma,

291). *Writing to Centomani on August 20, 1774, Tanucci

deduced a " fisica alterazione " from the Pope's continual

" irritazioni " (Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6023).
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Francesco Sanseverino, Bishop of Alife, said that the Pope's

behaviour was becoming unbearable to those around him and

that this was due possibly to mental as well as physical

suffering.! There can be no doubt that Clement XIV. 's deep-

seated mental and spiritual depression was connected with the

reproaches he brought against himself for having suppressed

the Society of Jesus. A classic witness in support of this is

the well-informed Cordara, whose evidence is all the more

important inasmuch as he always did his best to justify every

act of the Pope's. " The Pope," he said, " was haunted by

the ghost of the dead Society of Jesus, again and again he

remembered the damage its suppression had wrought on the

Church, the dishonour this unfortunate decision had brought

to his name, the hatred it had engendered. He pondered on

the loss to the Apostolic See of a safeguard and support, on

how Christ's field had lost a picked band of workers ; he

thought of the scandal caused to the faithful, of the triumphant

joy of the heretics, and of the great bewilderment of Christians

throughout the world. This distressing thought so racked him

day and night that sometimes he would babble in sheer grief

and seemed to be beside himself. Often in the night he thought

he heard the bronze bell of the Jesuits, though no one had

rung it." 2

1 " *Era solito nella primavera, e gli andava crescendo nell' eta,

di patire come un erpete per la vita. Codeste sfogazioni non

sono cominciate a comparire che in questi ultimi giorni, sicchfe

e stato ed e tuttavia in molta agitazione, stranisce volentieri

e si rende insoffribile a tutti coloro che lo servono. Oltre questa

cagione fisica del male possono esservene delle morali." F. San-

severino to Tanucci, Rome, August 23, 1774, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma fVgv-

2 Cordara, De siippressione, 151 seq. For the Pope's mental

disturbance towards the end of his life, cf. as a criticism of

Theiner, Hist.-pol. Blatter, XXXIII. (1854), 752, n. 2. Vasquez

feared " foggia " as far back as 1770 (see above, p. 233) [Boero]

{Osservazioni, II.*, 73) also speaks of " alienazione di mente "

and relates: "Aggiungcio solamente accemiando di fuga che

molti cardinali temendo che I'alienazione del Papa procedesse
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That Clement XIV. repented of the Brief of suppression and

declared that it had been forced on him is not said by Cordara.

Nor is there evidence of this elsewhere. On the contrary,

once the measures had been decided on the Pope insisted on

their execution, although the harm they were causing could

not have been unknown to him, but even if he had wanted to

withdraw them he could not have done so, for this the Bour-

bons would never have permitted. Now that he had become

their tool and victim the Bourbon representatives kept him

firmly on the path they had marked out for him ; they

inspired him with such a fear of the Jesuits, with whom many
members of the College of Cardinals were indeed in sympathy,

that his only way of safety seemed to him to be the complete

execution of the Brief of suppression.

And so the Pope's melancholy and excitability continued,

also his seclusion from the outer world, which provoked the

greatest curiosity and the most fantastic rumours. As only

the Tesoriere and the Secretaries of Congregations were

admitted into his presence for the transaction of urgent busi-

ness and Zelada could only gain admittance in secret with the

help of Bontempi,^ all other business was at a standstill.

^

Finally even Moriino, hitherto so optimistic, began to fear

that Spain was about to lose a very good friend.^ Both he and

troppo oltre, si adunarono insieme, e commisero al card. Fantuzzi

rincarico di stendere una scrittura e proporre ci6 che si dovesse

fare nel case proposito : e quegli la fece e presentolla al cardinale

Decano." It seems fairly certain that the contents of this passage

were taken from the " Memorie " of the Conte Marco Fantuzzi

(the Cardinal's nephew), III. :
" Delia Compagnia di Gesii e sua

abolizione." Original in the possession of the Contessa M.

Torricelli ; copy in the archives of the Civiltd Cattolicd.

^ See Centomani's *letter of August 9, 1774 {loc. cit.), in the

Appendix 3c.

^ *Tiepolo to the Doge of Venice, saying that the Pope would

have no rest till the Spanish nunciature was really (" di fatto ")

opened {loc. cit.).

* " *Me seria sensibilisimo que perdiesemos tan buen amigo "

(Monino to Grimaldi, August 18, 1774, Archives of Simancas,

Estado, 4986).
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Bernis had their fears confirmed when they were finally

admitted to an audience after the middle of August. They

noticed no mental derangement in Clement XIV. such as

was attributed to him by the current rumour, but they

found him very thin and physically weak. " The Pope's

former liveliness and high spirits had almost entirely dis-

appeared," wrote Moiiino. " He complained to me about his

physical sufferings, but in the course of the one-and-a-quarter

hour's audience I managed to enliven him a little, so that he

even made some jokes." ^

Monino and Bernis agreed in saying that the Pope's mental

suffering was principally due to his constant fear of an attempt

on his life. He tried to conceal this fear and to play the part

of the brave man, but it showed itself clearly enough when
Monino in his audience referred to the recently attempted

assassination of the King of Naples, which, together with the

prophecies, had deeply affected the Pope. Both ambassadors

say quite openly that the poison which was being administered

to the Pope by his enemies was the fear of being poisoned,

which they were subtly increasing. The ambassadors accord-

ingly tried to persuade the Pope that the best way to

protect himself against this sort of poison was to take no

notice of the suggestions whispered in his ear.^ But the Pope's

nervousness was so great that so far from taking this advice

he ordered still more stringent measures of precaution to be

taken. .No one was allowed to enter the Papal palace with a

stick ; it was strictly forbidden to stand about in the court-

yards ; the Swiss Guards were doubled ; and the two

Palafrenieri of the night watch were picked out by the Pope

himself. As Bontempi was in sole control of all communica-

tion with the outer world, many thought that he was holding

^ Reports from Bernis, who was still seeing the Pope, in

Masson, 286 seq., and Monino's *report of August 25, 1774
{loc. cit., Estado, 4986), largely reproduced in Danvila y Collado,

III., 580 seq.

* See Monino's *report of August 25, 1774 {''*^^- '^*^-)' i" ^^^

Appendix 2.
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the Pope prisoner, others that Clement XIV. 's state of health

was hopeless. Francesco Sanseverino thought this was saying

too much, though he too agreed that the situation was serious.^

Mofiino took the view that if the contemplated visit to Castel

Gandolfo failed to be of benefit the worst was to be feared.^

Besides Moiiino and Bernis, Almada was also granted an

audience on two occasions, but in every case the condition

was laid down that no business matters were to be mentioned.

Pallavicini and Zelada were each admitted once, Negroni, the

Secretary of the Briefs, three or four times. The Grand

Penitentiary Boschi and the Prodatarius Malvezzi were given

the necessary faculties to deal with matters which would

normally have had to be reported specially to the Pope. In

very urgent cases Malvezzi was to make use of Bontempi as

an intermediary.^ Cardinals Negroni and Simone, however,

had so little trust in the decisions conveyed by Bontempi

that they demanded their confirmation by the Pope, which

delayed still further the settlement of business.^ The Pope

still went out for his daily drives ; on August 25th, the feast

of St. Louis, he appeared at S. Luigi dei Francesi in the

afternoon, after the Te Deum, in spite of the heat, to pray

there, ^ but by the end of the month he who had once been so

sprightly was unable to leave his carriage, as walking had

become more and more of a trial. The change that was taking

place in his outward appearance too was becoming more and

more marked : one could hardly recognize the Pope of old

in this emaciated man with the colourless visage, distracted

^ *F. Sanseverino to Tanucci, August 30, 1774, State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, fV¥T-

2 See the report cited on p. 527.

^ Report of the envoy from Lucca, of September 3, 1774, in

the Arch. stor. ital., 4th series, XX., 386. Cf. the letter of August

23, 1774, cited on p. 525, n. i.

* *Centomani to Tanucci, August 30, 1774, Esteri-Roma, yVA.

loc. cit.

5 Masson, 292 Theiner {Hist., II., 512) wrote absentmindedly

that the Pope visited S. Luigi on July 25, " the feast of St. Louis,"

which error is repeated by Danvila y Collado (II., 388).
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eye, and open, slavering mouth. ^ It was now hoped to improve

his condition by altering his way of living. The senseless

heating of his apartments was completely abandoned and,

instead, the windows were opened wide. He had to give up

his evening coffee, instead of which he was served with

strengthening chicken-soup several times in the morning.

^

But above all it was hoped that a change of air would have

some beneficial effect. In spite of the Pope's weakness ^

everything was made ready for the move to Castel Gandolfo

on September 12th.* But this was not to be.

The decisive day for Clement XIV. was September 8th, the

feast of the Nativity of the Virgin, on which day were dated

the announcement of the universal jubilee in 1775 ^ and a

letter of thanks to Charles III. for finally settling the question

of the Spanish nunciature.® Anxious to silence the rumours

1 " *D'aspetto dimagrato, smunto di colore, rilasciato di corpo,

estatico nell' esterior volto, bocca aperta e bavosa " (Centomani

to Tanucci, August 30, 1774, loc. cit.).

2 *Centomani to Tanucci, September 6, 1774 [ibid.) : Mgr. Stay

found the Pope exhausted, but he is still hopeful. The Ministers

were being admitted again. " E stato cambiato metodo della

cura ; e gia si veggono aperte le linestre, e non sono diventate

foniaci le stanze che si tenevano riscaldate con suffomigi
;

gli si

e tolto I'uso del cafEe nella sera, e gli si danno replicati brodi di

poUame per la mattina ; in breve andra alia villeggiatura di

Castello " ecc.

3 *The Pope " continua con alguna mejoria, pero siempre con

debilidad que nos mantiene el temor " (Monino to Grimaldi,

September 8, 1774, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome).

* *F. Sanseverino to Tanucci, September 9, 1774, State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, ^V^V '> report of the envoy from

Lucca, September 10, 1774, loc. cit., 387 ; *Tiepolo to the Doge

of Venice, September 10, 1774, State Archives, Venice, Am-
basciatore Roma, 291.

« Cf. allocutions of April 18 and May 6, 1774, in Theiner,

Epist., 302, 305, and the Brief of May 14, 1774, Bull. Cont., V.,

724 seq.

8 *Monino to Grimaldi, September 8, 1774 {loc. cit.) ; Theiner,

Epist., 325.

VOL. xxxvin. M m
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about the unfavourable state of his health, he drove in the

company of Cardinals Pallavicini and Marefoschi to S. Maria

del Popolo to attend the ceremonies there. But on his arrival

he was so weak that he was unable to mount the steps of the

throne unaided. The service had to be shortened and the

Pope returned to the Quirinal quite listless with exhaustion.

Nevertheless he insisted on the following day on driving to

the Villa Patrizi, but on the way he was unable to impart his

blessing in a proper manner. On the morning of September

10th he went to S. Maria della Vittoria, where he could only

make the responses to the Litany in an unsteady voice.

Another excursion in the afternoon to the Villa Patrizi was

even worse for him than that of the previous day, for on the

return journey he fainted. In the courtyard of the Quirinal

a large number of curious spectators saw him lifted out of

his carriage in a senseless condition and placed on a litter ; in

this he was carried to his bedroom, which he was never to

leave again. As a fever set in in the evening,^ Adinolfi, his

medical attendant, ^ ordered a vein to be opened. Meanwhile

Cardinal Pallavicini had hurried to the scene and although

the Pope would hear of no such thing he ordered Adinolfi to

call in another physician, Saliceti, who was very highly

reputed. In the morning, after a bout of sweating during the

night had afforded the patient some relief, Adinolfi brought

Saliceti to the bedside, and the Pope, now almost entirely free

of fever, answered calmly all the questions put to him by the

new doctor. Saliceti found nothing seriously wrong with

him and thought that there was good hope of a recovery, but

the patient would have to do his part by banishing all fear

from his mind. This suited Clement admirably and he said

he would like to see Saliceti again. Although the fever had

1 Centomani's *report of September 13, 1774, in Appendix 3f.

Tiepolo *reported on September 10, 1774 :
" II Papa e caduto in

deliquio in villa Patrizi " (State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore

Roma, 291).

* According to the Lettres contenant le journal d'un voyage fait

d Rome en 1773 (Geneve, 1783 ; II., 56) Adinolfi was thought to

be one of the " plus ignares de Rome ".
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gone the Pope was still kept strictly segregated. None of the

Cardinals who had hurried to the palace nor anyone else was

allowed to see the patient, except his old associates Bontempi,

Fra Francesco, and Niccol6 Bischi, the valet Benedetti, and

the two doctors. From the last-mentioned it was learnt that

on the evening of the 11th there was again a slight fever and

on the 12th the Pope was allowed to get up for a little to see

for himself that there was no question of his being seriously

ill. Mass was said daily in the sick-room and a bulletin was

published that the improvement was still going on. Not

much trust was put in this, however, as it was heard that

the move to Castel Gandolfo had been abandoned and that

Bontempi was utterly dejected.^ But no other information

than what had been pubhshed could be gleaned from him or

the other men in the Pope's confidence. It was not till after

the Pope's death that it was learnt that an Enghshman of

the name of Menghin had been to see him secretly and that he

had sold him a powerful elixir as an antidote for more than

2,000 scudi.^ Niccolo Bischi managed to obtain from the Pope

a general absolution for his administration of the corn

supplies. Mofiino and Bernis, also Malvezzi, were foremost in

callously pressing the Pope, gravely ill though he was, to

publish the names of the Cardinals who had been reserved

in petto, whereby Bontempi was also to be awarded with the

red hat.^ They feared that at the next conclave their party

1 See *Centomani'.s report of September 13, 1774, in Appendix

3f-

2 On September 30, 1774, Centomani *reported to Tanucci on

the nightly visits paid by the Enghshman Menghin, " per mezzo

del quale fece venire una specie di elisir contro il veleno con

avervi speso due mila a piu scudi ; e si sono ritrovate innumerabili

bevette " (State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1224). The

Ragguaglio d. vita di Cleniente XIV. (Firenze, 1775), p. 69, says

that after the Pope's death there were found " nelle tasche alquante

pillole alessifarmache antisettiche ", which he had often used.

' *Centomani on September 13, 1774, loc. cit. Cf. *TiepoIo to

the Doge, July 18, 1774, State Archives, Venice, Ambasciatore

Roma, 291.
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would be too small/ the majority of the Cardinals being on

the side of the Jesuits. ^ Although by now the Pope was very

weak, his memory was failing, and with open mouth and

terror-stricken eyes he was constantly staring at some unseen

object, he managed to summon enough strength to refuse the

demand. The only instructions he gave were for the settlement

of business that it was impossible to postpone. Those about

him spread all manner of encouraging reports about the state

of his health, but they were not believed.^

No further attempt to disguise the gravity of the situation

was made after the morning of September 20th, when the

prayers of the whole Church were asked for the dying man and

the order was given for the exposition of the Blessed Sacra-

ment.* On the same day the Pope, who was now in a high

fever and was suffering also from an abdominal inflammation,

received the Viaticum. When Malvezzi made another attempt

to induce him to publish the cardinalitial appointments

Clement reminded him in excited tones of his benefactor

Benedict XIV., who had also refused to undertake a promotion

on his death-bed, although the vacancies in the Sacred College

were more then than at that time. According to another

account Clement said that in his condition he could only look

to the safety of his soul, which he had no desire to endanger

still more.^ He also refused to make any testamentary disposi-

^ Mofiino reported on September i, 1774, to Grimaldi on his

and Bemis' efforts, " pues la baraja con que nos hallamos tiene

pocas cartas buenas en que jugar." Archives of the Spanish

Embassy in Rome.
2 Bemis in Theiner, Gesch. Klemens' XIV., German ed., II.,

511. This passage was omitted from the French edition (II., 511).

^ See Centomani's *reports of September 16 and 23, 1774, in

the Appendix 3g, 3h.

* Centomani's *report to Tanucci, of September 23, 1774 (loc.

cit.) ; reports ixoin the Lucchese envoy of September 21 and 24,

1774 [loc. cit., 388 seq.).

^ See Centomani's *report of September 23, 1774 (Appendix

3h). Cf. *Tiepolo to the Doge, September 22 and 24, 1774

(State Archives, Venice, loc. cit.), and Bemis in Theiner, Hist.,
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tion of his property. He received Extreme Unction late in the

evening of September 21st and on the following morning

between 7 and 8 o'clock he breathed his last.^

The only person who was with him at the end was the

Franciscan General Marzoni.^ The corpse, which had im-

mediately assumed a black-and-bluish hue, was embalmed and

taken to the Vatican on the evening of the 24th, to be exposed

in St. Peter's according to custom, but it was already so badly

decomposed that the face had to be covered with a mask.

After the ceremonial identification had taken place in the

Cappella Paolina the authorities were forced by the terrible

smell emitted by the corpse to enclose it in a cypress coffin,

which was exposed in St. Peter's on September 25th-26th,

the burial taking place on the latter day.^

Naturally there were rumours of his being poisoned,^ but

II., 513 seq. In the Lucchese report of September 24, 177/], his

reply was to this effect :
" Che nelle circostanze in cui trovavasi

aveva da attendere agli affari della sua anima, la quale non

voleva maggiormente aggravare." Loc. cit., 389.

1 Acta consist, in Theiner, Hist., II., 516.

2 " *I1 Generale Marzoni assistette S. S*^ fino alia morte, pero

solo " (Tiepolo in the report cited in n, 5, p. 532). For the (entirely-

spiritual) presence of St. Alphonsus Liguori, cf. Pichler, Alphons,

292.

3 See Centomani's *report of September 26, 1774 (Appendix

3i). " *La sera di 24 [settembre] verso un'ora di notte furono

le di lui [Clemente XIV.] interiora poste gia in una vettina portate

in una carrozza alia portinaia di SS. Vincenzo ed Anastasio a

Trevi ed ivi consegnate al parocho vestito in cotta e stola ; che

ricevette con quattro torcie di libre 5 Tuna mandate prima da

Palazzo e fatte le debite anotazioni furono riposte nel consueto

luogo." Liber in quo adnotantur obitus Summorum Pontif.,

Archives of SS. Vincenzo ed Anastasio, Rome.
* *Macedonio to Almada, September 26, 1774 : On the day

after the Pope died and for some time afterwards there was much
talk of his having been poisoned (Archives of Simancas, Estado,

5076). During his illness there was only casual niontif)n of any

suspicion of poisoning. The first trace I found of it was in a

*letter written by a friend of Tanucci's, Francesco Sanseverino,
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this was definitely contradicted by the physicians and surgeons

who carried out the autopsy. Their verdict was that the rapid

decomposition was the natural result of the malignant fluids

brought about by the cutaneous eruption.^ The talk of

on August 30, 1774 (see above, p. 528, n. i). This is his explanation

of why the Pope's condition deteriorated after a stay in the

Vatican : "In questo tempo non si usavano le precauzioni che

si usano in Montecavallo circa il pranzo o altro che resta di suo

uso. Sicche il sospetto di una acquetta o di qualche specie di

veneno non resta irragionevole o mal fondato. Si aggiungono li

presagi che da quel tempo si cominciarono a spargere con piu

di furore e la storia ci mostra che cosi siasi sempre usato dalli

Neri quando vollero commettere o avevano gia commesso simili

eccessi." The last remark shows how much value is to be attached

to Sanseverino's suspicion. He also *wrote to Tanucci on Septem-

ber 9, 1774, that he thought that the poisoning had probably been

done with " acquetta di Perugia ". What he then goes on to write

is typical :
" L'esercito degli Ex-Soci e dei loro partitanti che

tempo indietro si vedea umiliato ed awilito, gia comincia ad alzar

la testa e con intolerabile impertinenza marcia baldanzoso e pieno

di ardimento e di brio che I'incontrattarli fa rabbia." State

Archives, Naples, loc. cit. Tanucci was as much obsessed with the

fear of the Jesuits as Sanseverino, but not to the extent of

believing the rumour of a poisoning (see p. 538, n. 2). For these

rumours, see above, p. 154.

1 On September 23, ,1774, Centomani *wrote to Tanucci {loc.

cit.) that the post-mortem had taken place in the morning. The

Abbe Fioravanti had been informed by a physician who was an

expert in anatomy and who happened to be present that the

intestines were healthy and that the stomach was sound ; the

latter contained a black substance that was recognized as

chocolate. There was a lesion of the pericardium and the lungs

were destroyed ; this removed all suspicion of poisoning such as

the " Frati " were spreading abroad. Cf. Appendix 3h, i, k.

Centomani to Tanucci on September 26 and again on September

30, 1774 {ibid.) :
" Non ostante tutto ci6, li piii savi per6

costantemente escludono tal veleno dato ; ed il Papa se lo

figur6 da se e da se dopo lo produsse." When the Pope described

all his symptoms to the physician Bianchi of Rimini he received

the reply " che rasserenasse la sua mente, che quel effetti non
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poisoning dwindled considerably when it became known that

Clement XIV. had taken a potent elixir supplied to him by

the Englishman Menghin. To put an end once for all to the

rumours and conjectures the Cardinal Camerlengo Rezzonico

had a detailed report on the Pope's illness and death prepared

by the two doctors who had attended the Pope during his

illness and the surgeon who had been present at the autopsy.^

This medical certificate, which was confirmed on oath, stated

that no poisoning had taken place and that the cause of the

Pope's death was internal, not external or extraneous.

^

When, several years later, a celebrated toxicologist was shown

Saliceti's opinion and the post-mortem report he gave his

professional opinion as follows :

—

1. Owing to the extreme scantiness of the data and the

complete absence of scientific principles in the statements

made by the medical attendants relative to the course of the

illness and the post-mortem examination, it is impossible to

give a definite opinion on the cause of the said Pope's death.

2. The fact that Ganganelli had suffered for a long time

from extremely obstinate cutaneous eruptions, ulcers in the

mouth, hoarseness, and scorbutic loosening of the gums,

gives ground for thinking that he was subject to a chronic

complaint, that to remedy these conditions he took an

procedeano dal veleno
;

per gli altri incomodi della sfogazione

col sudore si sarebbe liberato ".

1 *Centomani to Tanucci on October 4, 1774 : The talk about

the late Pope's having been poisoned has much decreased " dopo

che si e reso certo deH'abuso da lui fatto delU potenti elisir fatti

venire da Inghilterra ". Some of the Cardinals had instructed

Saliceti to render a precise report " per smentire totalmente detta

falsa voce ". Ibid., Esteri-Roma, 1225.

^ The report in Italian and German in Lebret, V., 305 seqq.

Cf. GiNZEL, Kirchenhist. Schnften, II., 271 seq. On October 25,

1774, Centomani forwarded the *' Relazione ufficiale sulla morte

del Papa ' with the observation " Niente veleno, affermano i due

chirurgi di Palazzo e Saliceti ". Loc. cit., Esteri-Roma, 1225.

There are also *copies of the brief and full reports in the Archives

of the Spanish Embassy in Rome.
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excessive amount of mercury, as was often done in those days,

and that chiefly through this last practice he induced the

aforesaid symptoms in the mouth.

3. It is possible that he was suffering at the same time from

a cancer of the stomach, and it is very probable that in the

final stages this was accompanied by ascites and inflammation

of the lungs.

4. It is impossible to determine whether or not poisoning

took place, owing to the complete absence of evidence on

which a judgment could be based. Although such a thing is

not impossible it does not appear to be very probable, as

diseased conditions were present, such as dropsy and inflamma-

tion of the lungs, which in themselves were capable of pro-

ducing death.

5. All the symptoms which were observed on the outside of

the corpse after death were merely the symptoms of decompo-

sition, which set in rapidly owing to the dropsical condition of

the corpse and the high temperature of the atmosphere at

the time. They offer no evidence on which to determine the

cause of death and it is entirely incorrect to connect them

with any previous poisoning.^

Many contemporaries, including even Cardinal Bernis, did

indeed persist in maintaining that the Pope had been poisoned,

but they were unable to produce a shred of evidence in support

of their opinion.^ A report ascribed to Mofiino, in which, on

1 GiNZEL, loc. cit., 249. There was already talk of cancer in

the Lucchese report of September 21, 1774 {loc. cit., 388), and in

the " Relazione " in ColleQcdo, III., 222.

2 Masson, 393 seqq. If those who held the poisoning theory

relied on the evidence given by the Franciscan General, Marzoni,

who was alone with Clement XIV. when he died, it should be

kno^\^l that on July 27, 1775, Marzoni stated on oath that in no

manner and at no time had Clement XIV. told him that he had

been poisoned or that he had noticed any sign of poisoning.

See the text of the statement in Cretineau-Joly, V.^, 329.

Marzoni 's printed circular letter on the Pope's death was

forwarded by *Centomani to Tanucci on October 7, 1774 (State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1225).
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the strength of the symptoms described in a medical work

by Paolo Zacchia, it was asserted that there had been

poisoning, was never written by the ambassador.^ Mofiino's

real opinion is to be found in the letter he wrote to the Marquis

Grimaldi, the Spanish Secretary of State, on September 29th.

In this he said, " The rumours and the general suspicion of

the people that the death was not due to natural causes were

increased by the various signs visible on the corpse and by
other inductive evidence." Moiiino, who found the report on

the autopsy too short, did all he could to discover the truth,

but he could find no definite evidence. ^ In none of the con-

temporary reports in which it was maintained that a poisoning

had taken place was any sound evidence produced. Those in

which the opposite view was held were very numerous and

included some that were written by anti-Jesuits.^ Thus

Tanucci wrote on October 11th, 1774, to King Charles III. of

Spain that Mofiino had doubtless reported on the conjectures

and the rumour of a poisoning by the Jesuits, but after exami-

ning precise and detailed reports from Rome he (Tanucci)

had arrived at the opinion that the only poison the Jesuits

had given the Pope was to make him believe that he was

poisoned, and the antidotes he took in consequence caused

his death. Tanucci wrote in a similar vein to Grimaldi on

November 1st, 1774.* Then in December, 1774, the news was

1 Ferrer del Rio, II., 504 ; Danvila y Collado, III., 585

seq. ; Ginzel, 245 seq. ; Duhr, Jesuitenfabeln*, 71. The report

in question was the " Relazione " cited above in n. i, p. 536.

2 Duhr, he. cit., 72 ; Masson, 294.

^ Duhr, loc. cit., 73.

* Ibid., 75. Cf. Danvila y Collado, III., 597 seq. Tanucci

says in a letter to Nefetti of October 4, 1774 •
" ^on crediate

ucciso 11 Papa da altri che dal siio pensar fratescho ; bon uomo
ma non filosofo ; ha sospcttato un male, che ha voluto curare,

lo ha curato troppo e male, ond' e venuto il male vero. Non
e nuovo che si muori per mala medicina. Lasciamo maturare

il suo successore . . . FaTifaronata delle solite e la vendetta di

sant' Ignazio, che dicon cotesti o furbi, o fanatici, o delusi."

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6025. To Catanti *Tanucci wrote
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published in the Nouvelles eccUsiastiques, the Jansenist organ

in Utrecht, that the Pope had been poisoned by the Jesuits.^

But this made no impression on those who had been close to

events. Tanucci wrote to a friend in August of the following

year, " Ganganelli was a good man who did not deserve to

die so quickly. In the pell-mell of the Jesuit question there

were and still are many criminal characters and many fanatics

capable of administering poison, but I adhere to my opinion

that the Jesuits themselves are the authors of the poisoning

story, for it serves their purpose of making people afraid of

them and of displaying their power, just as women are not

displeased by being thought to be of easy virtue, for this

shows that men like them and it entices them to compete for

their favours." ^

Tanucci is here repeating the opinion held by the Neapolitan

agent Centomani shortly after Clement XIV. 's death, that

the pro-Jesuits had floated the rumour about the poisoning

so as to realize their " diabolical plans " of making princes

fearful of their lives.^

Cordara thinks that Bontempi originated the rumour about

on October ii, 1774 :
" Non col veneno hanno li gesuiti ucciso

11 Papa, ma con farglielo credere. Egli h morto di medicina."

Ibid., E^tado, 6024. He *wrote in the same sense to Centomani

on October 8 and to Viviani *on the nth, adding : "Li stoUdi

che lo credono [poisoning by the Jesuits] sono di tutti li generi."

Ibid.

1 The article which appeared in the Nouvelles ecclesiastiques for

December 19, 1774, is reproduced in Collegcdo, III., 230 seq.

* *Tanucci to Nefetti, August 8, 1775 :
" GanganeUi fu un

buon uomo ; non meritava di morir tanto presto. Nel guazza-

buglio gesuitico erano e sono molti scellerati e molti fanatici,

laonde quel veleno pu6 essere ; io per6 persisto nel credere che

h stessi gesuiti siano autori della fama del veleno, anche non

vero : serve I'opinione ad atterrire e a mostrar potenza, come

non displace alle femine I'esser credute p. . ., perchfe indica che

piacciono agli uomini e gli alletta a concorrere." Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 6025.

* *Letters to Tanucci of October 4 and 11, 1774 (State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1225).
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Clement XIV. being poisoned by the Jesuits. " The Superiors

of the Jesuit Order," he says, "had already been imprisoned

in the Castel S. Angelo for over a year, and the rest of them,

even supposing that they were capable of so heinous a crime,

would not have been so silly as to commit such a deed when

everything was lost. But the authority of this one friar was

not so great that he could persuade anyone to believe so

incredible a story. Consequently the Cardinals treated the

rumour as an utterly ridiculous calumny." ^ Modern research

also has very rightly condemned the talk about Clement XIV. 's

poisoning as a calumnious fable.^

The death of his exalted protector brought Bontempi's

career to an end. Knowing full well how hated he had made
himself in Rome he left the Papal palace as speedily as he

could, taking with him, it was said, some important documents.

Monino, who sent his carriage to fetch him, afforded his

^ CoRDARA, 152. Even the compiler of the violently anti-Jesuit

Ragguaglio della vita, azioni e virtu di Clemente XIV. (Firenze,

1775) says on p. 80 that it could not be maintained with any

certainty that poisoning had taken place. Not so Caracciolo

(DuHR, loc. cit., 78 seq.).

2 ScHOELL, Coiirs d'hist. des £tats europeens, XLIV., 85 ;

Lafuente, Hist, de Espana, XIV., Barcelona, 1889, 259 ;

Theiner, Hist., II., 518 ; Ugolini in the Arch. stor. ital., N. S.

IV., I, 183 ; Reumont, Ganganelli, 70 ; Danvila y Collado,

III., 588 seq. ; of more recent writers, most convincingly,

Masson, 297 seqq. Cf. Gendry in the Revue des quest, hist., LI.

(1892), 429. The poisoning theory is rejected also by Cappelletti

in his // conclave del 1774 e la satira a Roma (separately reprinted

from Bilychnis, VII., Roma, 1918, 3). Ranke {Pdpsie, III.*, 201

seqq.) disdains even to mention the fable. Criticisms of the few

writers who clung to the story, such as Huber (Jesiiitenorden,

552) and UscHNER [Klemens XIV., Berlin, 1866), are in Ginzel

[loc. cit., 250) and Duhr {loc. cit., 78 seq.). We are not surprised to

find that such a writer as D. Silvagni still maintains the truth

of the rumour in his La Corte e la Societa Romana nei secoli XVIII
e XIX (Roma, 1884, I., 221). Even Lewin {Gifte in der Welt-

geschichte, 516-520) rejects the poisoning theory and supports that

of a chronic, cancerous disease of the internal organs.
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protection also to Niccolo Bischi, who was no less detested on

account of his administration of the corn supplies.^ To the

Dean of the Sacred College, Giovanni Francesco Albani, the

Spanish ambassador addressed a solemnly worded letter

saying that Bontempi and Bischi were under his king's

protection and that he, the ambassador, hoped, the wisdom

of the Sacred College being what it was, that no change

had taken place regarding the suppression of the Jesuits and

that a Pope would be elected who would prove to be a universal

father. Otherwise the Spanish Government would renew its

claims to Castro and Ronciglione and would have the Papal

States invaded by Neapolitan troops. Albani replied that the

College of Cardinals was not contemplating any change with

regard to .the Jesuit Order and the prisoners in the Castel

S. Angelo ; it had not the right to revoke the dispositions

taken by the late Pope. At the next election the Cardinals

would procure a Supreme Head who would be approved by

every Catholic country. As for Bontempi, he could not be

called to account as he had not held any official position.

The same applied to Bischi ; an account of the administration

of the corn supplies had to be rendered by the President of the

administration. On receiving this reply Monino regretted

having acted so brusquely. He sought an interview with

Albani and informed him that it was Spain's intention to act

in concert with France in the conclave and that Bernis would

1 *Tiepolo to the Doge, September 24, 1774, State Archives,

Venice, loc. cit. " *Queda entregado al P. Maestro Buontempi el

titulo de Predicador, que V. E. se sirve remitirme con su carta de

22 de este mes. Este rehgioso ha tenido grandisimo consuelo

y me pide que V. E. le ponga a los pies del Rey . . . Ya no tendra

que hacer uso alguno de esta gracia, porque Roma, segun su

costumbre, empieza k olvidar enteramente a este hombre, y
vendra dia en que le hechera menos. El se halla indispuesto,

segun todas las apariencias padece la misma enfermedad que el

Papa. Se trata la curacion con toda reserva, hasta que Dios

quiere descubrir al mundo, si verdaderamente ha avido algun

misterio de iniquidad." Mofiino to Grimaldi, December 15, 1774,

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 5043.
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be empowered to represent both Courts. As Monino showed

no interest in Macedonio and Alfani, although they had been

accused of serious offences, the Neapolitan agent Cento-

mani took up their case without being commissioned to

do so by his Government. Albani assured him that no steps

would be taken against Macedonio, but as for Alfani, many of

the Cardinal's colleagues were for suspending him from the

office of Uditore to the conclave, which office was joined with

that of Uditore to the Segnatura. The General Congregation

of the Cardinals, however, went no further in the matter.^

Bontempi, keeping in close touch with Mofiino, had taken

refuge in the house of the General of his Order at SS. Apostoli.

Here he showed the General Marzoni two Briefs written by

Clement XIV. The first relieved him of all dependence on

his Superior and gave him permission to choose whatever

convent he liked. The second gave him the faculty to secula-

rize himself as often as he wished. Bontempi then produced

a third Brief confirming him in the possession of all his

belongings. The General responded curtly that aU he needed

now was a fourth Brief to set his conscience at rest and save

his soul.2 Tanucci approved of Centomani's action and said

that Bischi would do best to retire to some country under

Bourbon supremacy.^ Bontempi, realizing that Rome was no

place for him, made use of his Brief of secularization and left

for Monte Porzio in the Alban Hills, where, consumed with

remorse and quaking with fear, he eked out a miserable

existence.^

It was the custom at Papal exequies to affix to the

^ See Centomani's *report of September 26, 1774, loc. cit.,

Appendix 3k.

2 See Centomani's report cited above (n. i).

3 *Tanucci to Centomani, October 8, 1774, Archives of

Simancas, Estado, 6024.

* *" Sta sospettoso rimordendogli la coscienza, giacche prende

timore degli alberi prendendogli per tanti uomini posti in aguato

per trucidarlo, onde prima della calata del sole ritoma alia sua

abitazione," Centomani reported to Tanucci on October 18, 1774,

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1225.
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catafalque inscriptions setting out the principal deeds performed

by the deceased. Those chosen for Clement XIV. 's catafalque

were connected with the foundation of the Museum Clement-

inum, the enrichment of the Vatican Library, the recovery of

Avignon and Benevento, the beatification of Francesco

Caracciolo and the Franciscan Conventual Bonaventura of

Potenza, and the return to union with Rome of the Nestorian

Patriarch Simeon and other schismatics.^ The suppression of

the Jesuits was passed over in an eloquent silence. Nor was

there any mention of it in the panegyric. Whereas usually

there were any number of applicants for the honour of

pronouncing the funeral oration, on this occasion it was only

with difficulty that a suitable personage—Francesco Bonamici,

Secretary of the Latin Briefs—was found to accept the duty.

This silence with regard to the suppression greatly disturbed

Tanucci ^
; it had been expressly enjoined by the Camerlengo,

who, like most of the other Cardinals, had not been consulted

by the late Pope on this highly important step and now gave

public expression to his disapproval.^

^ Ragguaglio delta vita di Clemente XIV., 85 seqq.

2 *Tanucci to Centomani, October 8, 1774, loc. cit.

* Centomani says in his *letter to Tanucci of October 18, 1774

{loc. cit.) that the CoUege of Cardinals did not allow the suppression

of the Jesuit Order to be mentioned in the inscriptions on the

catafalque or in the funeral oration. There was also a personal

incident that occurred in connexion with the exequies. The

return of Avignon was represented by an emissary kneeling

before Clement XIV., and on the emissary's cloak were visible

the lilies of France. Bernis and the other Bourbon representatives

refused to allow this. See Masson, 302, n. 2. A *report of

Centomani's to Tanucci, of October 11, 1774 {loc. cit.), contains

the following passage : "I tre Ministri borbonici con identico

biglietto fecero togliere dal catafalco le insegne Reali e i gigli del

mantello. Nessuna menzione della Soppressione ne intorno al

corpo del Pontefice, ne nella Orazione funebre, che non sara

stampata forse per diminuire la vergogna di una tale preterizione."

Monino's *note to the Camerlengo Rezzonico, of October i, 1774,

in the Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. In spite of

this the panegyric did appear in printed form.
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During the vacancy of the Papal See Rome was flooded with

an unusually large number of satires, which were aimed not

only at Bontempi and Bischi, but even quite directly against

the late Pope. Clement XIV. was attacked and insulted in the

most violent and malicious fashion.^ In one pamphlet the

following pictures appeared in the form of a pyramid : the

Bull In Coena Domini thrown on the ground, encircled with

the words " Destroyer of the Sacred Canons "
; an altar with

the statue of Jupiter Verospi, with a Jew and an Anglican in

front, and the legend below, " Worshipper of Idols." Below

a picture of the prisoners in the Castel S. Angelo were the

words " Persecutor of the clergy ", while the last picture

showed a number of Religious stripped of their habits, with

the legend, " Devastator of monasteries." At the base of the

whole design was the name of the physician Adinolfi, with the

title " Liberator of the City and the World ".^ In a sonnet

entitled " Clement XIV. reproved by St. Peter " the Pope

was accused of having surrendered the rights of the Church,

of having surrounded himself with persons of the lowest

degree, who had plundered the treasure, and in his efforts to

save the bark of St. Peter, of having handed it over to its

enemies. In another sonnet it was said that only the Jansenists

of Utrecht could say Mass for Fra Lorenzo Ganganelli,

surnamed Clement XIV.^ Naturally there was no lack of

scornful observations on the " peace ", for which so heavy

a price in the way of appeasement had been paid, having

^ See Appendix 4 for Brunati's *report of October 2, 1774,

State Archives, Florence. Cf. *Monino to Grimaldi, November 15,

1774, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome. Besides the

satires cited in the notes that follow, cf. also the long "*Iscrizione

satirica contro i cardinali, ministri, prelati, frati, autori, fautori

ed agenti della soppressione della Compagnia ". State Archives,

Naples, C. Fames., 1481. This satire of 1774 is reminiscent of

earlier ones :
" Venit ut vulpes (mendax). Regnavit ut lupus

(false), Mortuus est ut canis (impie)." See L. Morandi, / sonetti

romaneschi di G. G. Belli (Citta di Castello, 1889), CLXXXIX,
2 Theiner, Hist., II., 523 seqq.

* Ibid., 524 seqq.
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brought nothing but the recovery of two portions of the

Papal States. Even Clement's morals, which were really far

above suspicion, were dragged in the slime, the late Pope

being designated as " worse than Pharaoh and Beelzebub ".^

This plague of satires went on even after the opening of the

conclave ; one dramatic composition that appeared in the

course of the conclave was of such a nature that the Cardinals

had to have it publicly burned by the executioner along with

other satires and malicious pamphlets. ^ The Bourbon repre-

sentatives made no move whatever to protect the memory of

the Pope who had been so complaisant with them.

The causes of the odium which Clement XIV. had incurred

and the confusion in which he left the affairs of the Holy

See were discussed by the Imperial agent Brunati in his

report of October 2nd. He ascribed the confusion to the

Pope's inertia—he had not written two hundred lines in the

whole of his pontificate and had not read fifty—and to the

misdoings of his incompetent and dishonest favourites, who
were allowed to rule with despotic power.^ This complaint in

general terms about Clement XIV. 's inertia is completely

unjustified * and the satirists were outrageously unjust in

doubting the sincerity of his motives and in representing his

interest in the Vatican Museum as the encouragement of

paganism. But there were good grounds for the complaint

1 Ihid., 324 seq.

2 Masson, 307 seq. See also Silvagni, I., 246-267, and

Cappelletti, loc. cit., 5 seqq., for the play by the Abbe Gaetano

Sertor of Florence, entitled " II Conclave ", which was particularly

hostile towards Bernis, Zelada, Negroni, and Giraud.

* See Brunati 's *report in the Appendix 4.

* For Clement XIV. 's activity, especially in the first years of

his pontificate, see Chapter II. It was only during his water-cure

and his residence at Castel Gandolfo that the Pope refrained from

business as far as possible, and then again during his last illness.

The complaints voiced by Brunati and others were due partly to

Clement XIV. 's failure to publish the Cardinals reserved in petto.

Brunati was already *complaining about this on January 26, 1774

(State Archives, Vienna).
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raised by many other contemporaries, including even Bernis,

about Clement XIV, 's mode of government. Brunati says of

this that the Ministers had great difficulty in obtaining an

audience and when they did present themselves the Pope

gave them no time to speak ; they had to leave their requests

behind in writing, which were then passed to Bontempi. In

such a system of government, said Brunati, there was all the

more need of competent Ministers whom the Pope could trust

and to whom he could leave the settlement of affairs. But the

opposite was the case. The Secretary of State, Pallavicini, was

so insignificant that the Pope paid him no attention, and there

was no other Minister in whom the Pope confided ; in fact the

whole College of Cardinals was completely ignored. All

decisions were left to the all-powerful and despotic Bontempi.

So that he could rule undisturbed the practice was introduced

of having every matter decided by rescripts from the Secretary

of the Memorials, even when it should have gone to the

Congregation of the Council or to that of the Bishops, or to

the Vicariate, or to the Penitentiary.^

The equally sorry picture which Brunati sketched of the

government of the Papal States was also true to fact. A friend

of Bontempi's, Niccolo Bischi, had unrestricted control of the

provisioning of Rome and the grain trade. The directors of

the various departments were simply figureheads. ^ It was

calculated that a million scudi passed through Bischi's hands,

and the only account he had to render of them was a general

one, for which he had the Pope's authorization written in his

own hand. According to Brunati, Bischi prevented certain

^ Brunati's complaints about Bontempi's segregation of the

Pope in his *reports of August 6, 13, and 20, 1774 (State Archives,

Vienna)

.

2 There were popular disturbances at Marino and other places

on account of Bischi's maladministration of the corn supplies.

Cf. *Centomani to Tanucci on October 6 and 9, 1772 (State

Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 122 1), and *Monino to Grimaldi

on October 22, 1772 (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome).

For the lowering of the taxes, cf. the *report of May 31, 1769

(State Archives, Vienna).

VOL. XXXVIII. > N n
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clerics from being made Cardinals, the most notable instance

being De Vecchis, who was thought to be certain of the

honour but who Bischi feared would expose his fraudulent

administration. Along with other witnesses Brunati held

Alfani responsible for the harsh treatment of the Jesuits

locked up in the Castel S. Angelo ; his influence with the

Pope was so great, said Brunati, that it was he and not the

Congregation of Cardinals who had taken the decision.^

In Brunati's gloomy picture there was only one bright

spot : the improved relations with the Courts, of whose

displeasure Clement, according to Brunati, was in the greatest

dread. In general, these relations were in the skilful hands of

Cardinal Zelada, though even he was not entirely trusted by

the Pope, who not infrequently, though with the greatest

secrecy, took counsel of Cardinals Negroni and Simone. It Is not

surprising, therefore, that Clement XIV. was not remembered

with affection or respect by any class of Roman citizen and that

even those who had been in his confidence spoke ill of him.^

Brunati is not alone in his judgment ; the Polish envoy

Antici also gives as the reasons for the poor reputation Clement

XIV. left behind him in Rome his scanty respect for the

Cardinals, his blind confidence in persons of the type of

Bontempi and Bischi, and the suppression of the Jesuits.^

1 Appendix 4. Bischi, who subsequently received from Spain

a monthly allowance of 125 scudi (*Grimaldi to Nicola Bischi,

October 14, 1778, Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome), was

found guilty of embezzlement under Pius VI. (Benigni, Getreide-

politik, 94). Cf. Masson, 197, n. 5, and 290 ; also *Centomani to

Tanucci on October 6, 1772, and December 3, 1773 (State Archives,

Naples, Esteri-Roma, 1221 and 1223). Ibid., 1224, his *report of

September 20, 1774, on the financial situation :
" Un cardinale

mi disse che in Camera Apostolica non vi h un quattrino per le

spese del conclave, ne anche vi h grano sufhciente per Roma,

e pur quel poco e di cattiva qualita. Per tutto lo Stato vi e

positiva penuria di grano, legumi ed anche d'olio."

" Appendix 4.

^ Garampi made the following note on October 7, 1774, on the

receipt from the King of Poland of Antici 's report on the death
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This one act was enough for the enemies of the Order and the

representatives of an anti-clerical enlightenment to laud tlie

Pope to the skies. Even in the course of 1774 there appeared

on both sides of the Alps panegyrical biographies of Clement

XIV. in which the tastelessness of the encomia was surpassed

only by their falsity. They extolled him as a " grand esprit
"

and placed him on a level with the most famous rulers of the

age—Maria Theresa, Catherine the Great, and Frederick the

Great—for having accomplished a work which would make
his name immortal : the suppression of the powerful and

firmly established Order of the Jesuits.^ This unbridled

glorification could only harm the memory of Clement XIV.

When the enemies of the Jesuits were imprudent enough to

ascribe even the working of miracles to the late Pope ^ and

of Clement XIV. :
" *Dice Antici che niun papa e morto a' giomi

nostri con tanta esecrazione che questo pel disprezzo che mostrava

che avea per i cardinali, per le promozioni si eccessivamente

segrete, per il predominio che ne avea Buontempi, per 11 cieco

favore accordato a Bischi, che credesi aver defraudato I'Annona,

e per la soppressione fatta de' Gesuiti." Diario di Garampi.

Fondo Garampi, 73, p. 1059, Papal Secret Archives. Outside

Rome, too, the judgment was anything but favourable. " *Povero

Ganganelli," wrote Vincenzo Segneri from Bologna to a friend

on September 28, 1774, " obiit ingloriosus. Niente ha fatto, ma
ha fatto solamente disfatto." State Archives, Naples, Esteri-

Roma, -V/h •

1 Leben Klemens' XIV. I., Berlin and Leipzig, 1774, 3, 5,

cf. II., 129 seq.

^ *Monino reported on this to Grimaldi on July 20, 1775

(Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome) : Rome was flooded

with miracle-stories now instead of satires. Ibid, a *letter from

Grimaldi to Moiiino, of August 8, 1775, saying how Charles III.

laughed at the stories of miracles. Cf. the acrid criticism of these

tendencies in a *letter from A. Muzzarelli to a " Signora

Ferrarese ", undated (1774-5), in Regolari, Gesuiti, II., Papal

Secret Archives. A work appearing in Germany [De miracuUs

dementis XIV. commodisque mendicantiuni ex abotita Societate

Jesu, Francoforti, undated) was countered by the Notizie interes-

sanii la sacra persona del gran pontefice O. M. Clemente XIV. con
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to talk of his canonization, the other side pointed bluntly to

his great weaknesses and his timidity.^ Some attacks on him,

such as that of the Spanish ex-Jesuit Bruno Marti, were so

violent that Pius VI. had to prohibit their production in the

Papal States.^ The prophecy made in a work of 1775 that

Clement XIV. would be known in history as " the Great " ^ has

not been fulfilled. With the opening of the archives the glorifi-

cation of Clement XIV. came to an end. The more the

authentic sources came to light the less favourable was the

judgment passed on him. When we look back on his pontificate

as revealed by an examination of the archives, we must agree

I'aggiunta in fine di alcune lettere dello stesso non piii stampate.

Opera d'un teologo italiano. Lugano, 1778. On pp. 64-173 are

reproduced the Noiizie piii sicure relative a varie prodigiose

guarigioni seguite in vane parti a intercessione delta S. M. di

Clemente XIV.
1 " *Processo per introduzione della causa di canonizzazione di

Fra Lorenzo Ganganelli detto Clemente XIV.," a MS. of 58 pages,

which I saw in Luzietti's bookshop in Rome in 1902. It denied

the virtues ascribed to Ganganelli. The author treated :

" (i) della fede di Fra Lorenzo " (or his " credulita " with regard

to the prophecies about his death)
; {2)

" Della speranza
; (3)

and (4) Della carita
; (5) Della prudenza

; (6) Delia giustizia
;

(7) Della fortezza
; (8) Della temperanza

; (9) Della saviezza ;

(10) Della estimazione del s. Collegio ; (11) his lack of respect

for his Court."

* The work was entitled Lettere del vescovo N. in Francia al

cardinale N. in Roma. The author was arrested in Ferrara. For

this and the prohibition of the work as being " ingiuriosa a

Clemente XIV.", see Pallavicini's *letter to the nuncio in Vienna,

of March 29, 1777, Nunziat. di Germania, 667, Papal Secret

Archives. Cf. Uriarte, Obras anonimas y seudonimas, I., Madrid,

1914, 396-8, n. 1 169 ; SoMMERVOGEL, V., 617 ; Riviere, n. 1690 ;

Masson, 339.
3 Der Geist Klemens' XIV. . . . als Anhang zum Lehen Klemens'

XIV., London, 1775, 21, where it is said, " He was great as

a friar, great as a consultor and cardinal, great as the supreme

head of the Church and as sovereign, great as a genius and as

a scholar, and great as a man and a Christian."
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in essentials with the biographer of Cardinal Bernis when he

writes, " A weak character and of only mediocre intellect,

Lorenzo Ganganelli was given a position to which he was

incapable of doing justice. Ambition led him into taking

compromising steps which affected his whole attitude. The

responsibility he undertook crushed him and the doubts to

which he fell a prey exhausted an organism already weakened

by old age and monastic discipline. Accustomed to the

secluded, peaceful, simple life of a Franciscan, he found

himself suddenly transported to a scene in which he imagined

he could win all parties to himself with the artifices of the

convent. But all his little ruses failed him when confronted

with the immovable will of the princes ; he had to deal with

finished diplomats who led him imperceptibly, step by step,

into a position where it was impossible for him to break the

golden chains with which he had been bound. And when he

thought that he had at least gained time with his promises

there appeared the stern, arid, frigid Monino, to carry the day

by force. If Clement XIV. now flattered himself that he had

at least recovered Avignon for the Holy See, it was to cost

him a great deal of trouble. His position as friar was too low,

as Pope too high, for him to be at home in the Roman milieu.

A grim hostility was reserved for the son of a country doctor

who was thought to be oppressing the Romans for the benefit

of foreigners. This universal dislike of himself, which was

displayed even at religious ceremonies by the absence of the

Cardinals and prelates, he had to face alone, alone with

Bontempi, who had been bought by Spanish gold, Fra

Francesco, who was in the pay of Portugal, and Bischi, who
was open to bribes from any quarter. He had all the virtues

of a Religious : purity of morals, piety, modesty, probity,

and thrift, but he was incapable of forming an entourage

that was worthy of his dignity as Pope and would loyally

support him. In destroying the Jesuits, the Church's trusty

bodyguard, he seemed to ignore the fact that as Pope he ought

to have respected them and that as a man he would have to

fear them. He was assailed by pangs of conscience and a

racking fear, but there was no one to give him comfort and
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courage but his hireling confidants and the diplomats. His

enemies battened on his fear and spread abroad false prophecies

in which his death, which he feared so much, was daily

predicted. The people of Rome, whom he loved and who, he

hoped, would love him for his good intentions towards them,

turned away from him like all the rest. He suspected poison

everywhere and found it. His spirits exhausted, his soul

robbed of its energy, his body diseased, death found him an

easy victim."^ This then was Clement XIV., one of the weakest

and most unhappy of the long line of Popes, and yet one most

deserving of sympathy, for though filled with the best inten-

tions he failed in almost everything, being quite unfitted to

deal with the extraordinarily difficult situation.^ A contempo-

rary criticism of him still holds good :
" Clement XIV.

lacked the qualities necessary for the good government of

either Church or State. His great weaknesses, ambition and

timidity, made him the laughing-stock and the slave of others.

He will be known only for the serious wound he inflicted on

the Church by the suppression of the Jesuits." ^ Few Popes

had been so yielding to the princes and so hard towards the

Cardinals. Thus it was that he displeased everybody, except

the Bourbons, who were already doomed to destruction.

For a long time it looked as if Clement XIV. was to have

no monument for his tomb. He had left the worst impression

on the Cardinals, and he would not hear of any " nephews ",*

^ Masson, 297 seqq.

2 After his election Clement XIV. is said to have summed up

this situation with the words " The Church of Rome is on its

Calvary." {v. Cancellieri, Possessi, 404).

3 " *Egli non avea talenti per buon governo, ne nella Chiesa,

ne nelli Stati. I suoi difetti erano assai grandi e fra questi la sua

ambizione e la sua timidezza lo resero ridicolo e schiavo degli

altrui voleri. Sara questo Papa per non altro celebre che per

aver fatto magna piaga alia Chiesa colla distruzione dei gesuiti."

These were the concluding words of the " Processo " cited on

p. 548, n. I.

* According to the Ragguaglio della vita di Clemente XIV.,

Firenze, 1775, 90, Clement XIV. 's estate consisted of " Patenti
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which indeed was a creditable idiosyncrasy. He had not been

on good terms with the other members of his Order, and

the Bontempi and the Bischi wanted all the money they

had amassed for themselves. That a monument was finally

erected to his memory was due to the devotion of Carlo

Giorgi, a " mercante di campagna " who through Clement's

favour had become a wealthy man and was the only person

to remain loyal to him after his death. Giorgi put down
12,000 scudi for a monument to be set up in SS. Apostoli ^

and in 1783 commissioned the young Canova with the work.

Canova had come to Rome in the same year, 1779, in which

death had deprived the city of the most celebrated artist of

his time, Anton Raffael Mengs. Canova had already won
renown with his " Theseus overcoming the Minotaur " and

di 538 luoghi di Monte, scudi 1500 incirca in cedole, contanti,

e medaglie d'oro e d'argento, moltissimi rari quadri acquistati da
S. S*^ per regali fattigli da' principi e da privati personaggi,

3000 oncie incirca d'argento lavorato, 4 casse di squisito tabacco

di Spagna, un gran numero di porcellane di varie fabbriche

e specialmcnte i bellissimi candelieri e statue della fabbrica di

Sassonia regalatili dalla Reale Elettrice vedova. Vi furono inoltre

ritrovate trenta fra pianete e tonacelle d'un grandissimo valore,

una gran quantita di biancheria finissima tanto in pezze che in

opera ed un prezioso anello con zaffiro contomato di grossi

brillanti per non parlare della copia d'altri generi con molti altri

preziosissimi che furono trovati e descritti colla prefata assistenza

[the Maggiordomo was assisted by some other officials] nel

Palazzo Pontificio del Quirinale. Tutta questa ricca eredita

venne in possesso del predetto sgr. abbate Fabbri sebbene,

considerato quel molto di piu che avrebbe potuto, si esso che la

di lui casa, acquistare quando il gran Clemente non fosse stato

sempre contrario al nepotismo, era certamente una scarsa porzione

di ricchezza." So Tanucci had reason to *write to Centomani on

October 8, 1774 :
" L'eredita di 70.000 scudi fa onore al papa."

Archives of Simancas, Estado, 6024. The Abbe Geronimo Fabbri

was the " unico sobrino que ha dejado Clemente XIV. en la

carrera eclesiastica ", Monino wrote to Grimaldi on August 17,

1775 (Archives of the Spanish Embassy in Rome).
^ Cancellieri, Possessi, 404 ; Novaes, XV., 218.
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he confirmed it with his monument of Clement XIV., which

took him four years to complete.^

The monument was erected at the end of the left aisle of

the said basilica, over the entrance to the sacristy, where

unfortunately, owing to the poor light, it cannot be fully

appreciated. It is in two parts. Over one side of a sarcophagus

in the antique style is bowed the figure of " Temperance "
;

at the other side is the seated figure of " Benevolence " in an

attitude of grief. Behind the sarcophagus rises a pedestal

inscribed simply " Clemens XII II. Pont. Max." and bearing

the over-life-size figure of the Pope. Clothed in the Papal

robes and wearing the triple tiara, Clement sits enthroned,

his right hand far outstretched, not in the act of blessing but

as a gesture of command, in the style of a Roman emperor.

The impression of energy is strengthened by the position of

the left hand, which rests securely on the arm of the throne.

Although the statue fails to reproduce the character of the

deceased ^ this first monumental creation of classicism in

Rome possesses values which are universally recognized

:

noble simplicity, clear composition, perfect harmony of

architecture and sculpture. Art-historians are agreed that

with his first Papal monument Canova had blazed a new
trail for funereal sculpture.^

* MissiRiNi, Vita di A. Canova, Prato, 1824, 51 seqq. ; Lucke
in DoHME, Kunst und Kunstler des 19. Jahrhunderis (1886),

7 seqq. ; A. G. Meyer, Canova, Bielefeld, 1898, 18 seq. ;

Malamani, Canova, Milano, 1920, 27 seqq. ; Mackowsky,

/. G. Schadows Jugend und Aufstieg, Berlin, 1927, 105 seqq.
;

Cancellieri, Possessi, 404 ; Escher, 172 ; Santilli, La basilica

de' SS. Apostoli, Roma, 1925, 86-91.

» Gregorovius, Grabmdler, 93.

3 Mayer's judgment in Mackowsky {loc. cit.). In a letter of

April 17, 1787, Francesco Milizia expresses the admiration of the

younger school as opposed to the elder one of the Michelangehsts,

Beminists, and Borrominists. " In their desigii, expression, and

drapery, these three statues would seem to have been chiselled in

the best periods of Greek art. And all the accessories, the symbols,

the architecture, are of the same noble simplicity. . . . No sinuosities
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The monument was completed and set up in SS. Apostoli

by the end of April, 1787/ but it was not till January, 1802,

that the body of Clement XIV. was moved very quietly from

St. Peter's to this basilica. ^ This was in the reign of Pius VII.,

who with his Constitution of August 7th, 1814, revoked the

Brief of July 21st, 1773, and ordained the complete restoration

of the Society of Jesus, since " as it seemed to him, it would

be a serious offence in the eyes of God to withhold any longer

in such troublous times these powerful and experienced oars-

men from the bark of the Church." ^ If these words of Pius

VII., a son of the Benedictine Order, were an indirect condemna-

tion of Clement XIV. 's principal act, on the ground that the

well-being of the whole Church had been gravely injured by

the suppression of the famous Order, some Protestant his-

torians concur in such a judgment when they describe the

destruction of the Jesuit Order, extorted by Spain, as " directly

contrary to the interests of the Papacy ".*

and projections, no fretwork or volutes, no asperities or ex-

travagances, not even flowers, festoons, and gilding, and certainly

no variegated marbles. Of all the many monuments that I know,

both to Popes and to others, there is not one that is superior

either in whole or in part, in invention or in execution. . . . And
this time my eyes do not deceive me, for apart from the general

praise lavished on Canova by the whole people, who wish him

health, wealth, and honour, I hear also the judgment of most

intelligent artists, that of all modern works this is the nearest to

antiquity." See Missirini, loc. cit., 59 seq.

1 Report of the envoy from Lucca, in Arch. stor. ital., 4th series,

XX., 424.

* NovAES, XV., 217.

^ Bull. Cont., VII., 1097.

* Thus G. Kruger, Das Papsttum, seine Idee und ihre Trdger,

Tubingen, 1907, 125. Others hold far stronger views.
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1. THE CONCLAVE OF 1769

(a) Plan de Conduite approuve par les Cardinaux de
LUYNES, OrSINI ET DE BeRNIS

1. On s'occupera essentiellement et journellement a assurer

et k aiigmenter s'il est possible le nombre des voix necessaires

pour former I'exclusive, et pour cela on verra frequemment
les Cardinaux dont les voix sont promises pour cet objet.

2. On ne genera personne sur I'inclusive et Ton ne sollicitera

auGun suffrage a cet egard, que dans le cas oil Ton verroit

qu'elle est presque dej^ formee en faveur d'un sujet agreable

aux Cours. De cette maniere la conscience est en repos.

3. On ne declarera I'opposition franche des Cours a I'election

d'un sujet que lorsqu'on verra qu'il pourroit reussir et nous

enlever quelques voix necessaires pour I'exclure par la voie

du scrutin. Hors de ce cas on se contentera d'affaiblir son

parti en laissant entendre qu'il pourroit trouver des obstacles

de la part des Couronnes. 4. C'est au Card. Doyen que les

Ministres des Couronnes s'adresseront pour faire connoitre

avec plus ou moins d'etendue (selon I'exigence des cas)

I'opposition des Couronnes a I'election des sujets papables.

Ceux des Cardinaux qui demanderont des explications sur cet

objet seront renvoyes au Card. Doyen pour les recevoir.

La prudence du Card. Cavalchini saura adoucir I'amertume

inevitable dans ces sortes d'explications. On n'instruira des

sentiments des Cours le Card. Lante que dans le cas ou le

Card. Cavalchini seroit hors d'estat d'estre le centre de

reunion, il faudra cependant faire a ce premier quelques

confidences peu importantes pour qu'il soit content de nos

procedes k son egard. On insistera fortement avec luy sur

sa voix qu'il a promise. 5. On ne demandera aux Cardinaux

Florentins que leur voix pour I'exclusive, et on leur faira

entendre que nous nous unirons a eux pour le Card. Stoppani

s'ils peuvent luy gagner asses de voix pour faire r6ussir son

election, en y joignant les nostres. 6. Nous declarerons

557
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simplement au Card. Rezzonico que par estime pour ses

vertus, nous entrerons dans ses vues autant que nos ordres

et nos instructions pourroient nous le permettre ! s'il demande

des explications sur les sujets desagreables, nous le renverrons

au doyen, qui nous rendra compte des questions du Card.

Rezzonico, de Torrigiani, des Albani ou de Borromeo etc. et

nous mettrons le doyen en estat de repondre a ces questions.

On pourra faire entendre au Card. Rezzonico qu'il y a plusieurs

creatures du dernier pape auxquelles les Cours ne sont point

opposees ; et qu'il ne tient qu'a lui de jouer un beau rosle et

d'effacer les impressions facheuses. 7. On evitera soigneuse-

ment dans les conversations et dans les entretiens particuliers

d'entrer en explication sur I'opposition des Cours a certains

sujets, toute parole a cet egard est au moins inutile et presque

toujours dangereuse. 8. Dans les moments de crise, nous

affecterons toujours de n'avoir aucune crainte, nous eviterons

les allees et les venues et tout ce qui annonce I'embarras.

Tous les jours apres le scrutin du matin nous nous assemblerons

ches M. le Card. Orsini. Le conclave s'accoutumera a cette

conference ; au bout de quelques jours, elle ne faira plus

d'effet. 9. Si le parti qui nous est oppose vouloit entrer en

negotiation, le rendes-vous seroit ches le doyen, et nous

y fairions entrer a egal nombre que nos adversaires les

personnes que nous jugerions les plus capables de leur resister

par la force des raisons et les plus propres a demeler les pieges

qu'on pourroit nous tendre. 10. L'Ambassadeur de France

et Mr Aspuru tiendront prestes les lettres d'autorisation sur

chaque demarche d'eclat que la necessite poiuroit nous obliger

ci faire : il seroit bon pour ^viter les surprises, que nous

eussions bientot une lettre par laquelle M. I'Ambassadeur nous

autoriseroit a declarer que si le Sacre College s'obstinoit

a choisir pour Pape tels et tels sujets qui seroient nommes
dans cette lettre, les ministres respectifs sortiroient de Rome
sans reconnoitre le nouveau Pape. 11. Si I'exclusive de nos

voix est bien assuree nous n'avons que faire d'employer des

moyens de rigueur, et il faut s'occuper serieusement du projet

de n'en mettre aucun en usage : cela est possible au moyen

de I'exclusive du scrutin. 12. Enfin si nous avions a craindre

la desertion de quelques-unes de nos voix, et qu'on proposat

un sujet qui ne fut pas absolument agreable aux Cours et avec

lequel on put esperer de faire le Secretaire d'estat k notre
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choix, nous conviendrions de nous joindre a luy (avec

I'agrement de I'Ambassadeur du Roy et du Ministre d'Espagne)

lesquels nous voyant tous les trois de la meme opinion, nous
autoriseroient formellement a I'election du sujet en question.

Au reste nous menagerons tous nos amis et nous les

cultiverons avec soin. On ne temoignera au Card. Pozzobonelli

de la confiance, que dans le cas seulement oil il changeroit

de conduite avec nous et agiroit avec plus de concert.. S'il

demandoit d'estre mediateur, on ne refuseroit point ses offres,

mais on s'ouvriroit k luy avec beaucoup de precaution.

Si la maladie du Card. Cavalchini a des suites facheuses,

comme il n'est que trop a craindre, on s'adress[er]a au Card.

Lante pour toutes les declarations d'un certain eclat, que nous
aurons a faire. Le Card. Andre Corsini seroit notre negotiateur

vis-a-vis du Card. Rezzonico, le Card. Malvezzi vis-a-vis des

gens les plus sages, le Card. Pozzobonelli vis-a-vis des

Cardinaux Milanois et Florentins.

In Jesuit possession, De suppressione f.^

(b) Orsini to Tanucci

May 5th, 1769.

. . . Prima d'ogni altro a tenore del dispaccio del Sig^

Marchese de Grimaldi del 7 Marzo, fu esaminato se facendosi

I'istanza al Sacro CoUegio per la soppressione, puoteva
sperarsene un buon esito, e se conveniva farsi, e ponderate

tutte le circostanze, concordemente fu risoluto, che non v'era

luogo a proporsi ad effetto di non andare incontro ad una
negativa, che sicuramente avrebbe data il Sacro Collegio,

fondata suUa mancanza di facolta. Indi si passo a discorrere

della promessa in scritto di fare detta soppressione da ottenersi

dalli Cardinali Marc Antonio Colonna, Serbelloni e Stoppani,

dai due primi in virtu del dispaccio dei 21 Marzo, e dal terzo

in seguito all'altro dispaccio degli 11 Aprile del Sig^ Marchese

de Grimaldi. Su tal proposito, ambedue li Signori Cardinali

Spagnoli, e particolarmente il Signer Cardinale de Solis dissero

che aveano ordine di non concorrere in alcuno senza questa

^ Bemis sent the plan to Choiseul on April 26 {ibid., d.), and
to Aubeterre on the 27th (Bemis to Aubeterre, April 26, 1769,

ibid., f.).
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promessa in scritto, et avend' io interrogato detto Cardinale

de Solis, se quest' ordine riguardava anche il Cardinale Sersale

nel caso, mi disse di no ; I'interpellai se il Cardinale Sersale

era I'unico eccettuato, o vi erano altri, rispose, che ve n'e

qualche altro, ma non era ora il tempo di dirlo ; non ando
piu oltre il discorso sopra questo incidente ; e riassumendo

il principale assunto il Signer Cardinale de Solis fece una
longa, e dotta perorazione ad ogetto di dimostrare esser lecita

questa promessa.

Successivamente prese la parola il Signor Cardinale de

Luines, e dottamente peroro, provando che lui la credeva

illecita, e simoniaca, mentre si prometteva il Triregno, e la

Sovranita dello Stato Ecclesiastico, purche promettesse una
cosa spirituale, cioe la soppressione d'una religione, soggiun-

gendo, che egli non intendeva farsi giudice sul sentimento del

Sigr Cardinale de Solis, ma che egualmente neppur egli puotea

pretendere di dar giudizio sulla maniera di pensare di due

Arcivescovi. Che se li Signori Cardinali Spagnoli vuoleano

azzardare il passo, egli non gli avrebbe fatto minimo ostacolo,

ed avrebbe osservato un alto segreto, senza pero mai
mescolarcisi. Che avendogli su di cio motivato qualche cosa

il Signore Ambasciatore di Francia, mandandogh anco una
scrittura, tanto egli, che il Signor Cardinale de Bernis gli

aveano risposto coi medesimi sentimenti, interrogandolo anche

se aveane preciso ordine dalla Corte, al che il Signore

Ambasciatore gli avea risposto, che ordine positivo non I'aveva,

ma era stato un suo particolare pensiero. Che cio non ostante,

lungamente aveano scritto su quest' assunti li loro sentimenti

al Signor Duca di Choiseul, e quand' anco gli fosse venuto

detto ordine, non I'avrebbono eseguito ad ogetto di non
macchiare la loro coscienza, e termino il discorso colle stesse

espressioni colle quali avea chiuso il bighetto del Sig^"

Ambasciatore, che io preventivamente avevo letto, cioe, che

se questo parlare Io rendeva sospetto puoteva il Re comandar-

gli di uscire dal Conclave, essendo pronto a sortirne immediata-

mente, ed a tornarsene al suo Arcivescovato.

II Sig"" Cardinale de Bernis, piii brevemente disse Io stesso,

dichiarandosi, che parlava come Arcivescovo d'Albi, e percio

nella gerarchia ecclesiastica era uguale al Cardinale de Luines.

Indi parlai Jo, unendomi al sentimento dei Signori Cardinali

Francesi, e riportandomi a quello che avevo scritto nei due
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miei biglietti a Monsignore Azpuru, che il Cardinale de Solis

confesso aver letto, e conchiusi che non avevo avuto ordine

alcuno dalla mia Corte d'insistere su questo, anzi speravo,

che Sua Maesta mai me I'avrebbe dato.

Dimostrato con cio che I'istanza era illecita, riassunse il

discorso il Signer Cardinale de Luines ad effetto di provare

che neppure era eseguibile, mentre progettandosi ad un
Cardinale di farlo Papa, purche sottoscriva un foglio colla

divisata promessa, se ricuser^, vorra farsene merito cogli altri

Cardinali, e fargli nota I'istanza, dal che ne seguir^, che

perderemo quasi tutto il nostro partito. Puoteva anco

domandare, se avevamo trentadue voti per farlo Papa, e allora

avrebbe risposto : conveniva dirgli, che non ne abbiamo altro

che 18 o 20 per I'esclusiva.

Finalmente se si fosse trovato un Cardinale che avesse

sottosegnato, e poscia fosse anco stato eletto Papa, richiese

cosa avrebbono fatto le Corti, se assunto al Pontificato avesse

ricusato di mantenere la promessa. Forse avrebbon pubblicata

la precedente convenzione, ma non per questo ottenuto

I'intento, se non che di screditare un Papa, e di scandahzzare

tutto il mondo cattolico, ed acattolico, il quale non solo

avrebbe conosciuto un Papa simoniaco, ma anche con quali

mezzi li Monarchi di Spagna, Francia, e delle Sicilie lo avevano

elevato al Pontificato servendosi dell' opera dei loro Ministri

tutti e cinque Cardinali, e fra questi, tre Arcivescovi, un
Patriarca, ed un Sacerdote, onde era meglio di convenire

nell'elezione d'un sogetto prudente, saggio ed imparziale,

e scegliere di ugual calibro li Ministri, che devono servirlo,

mentre allora puotea sperarsi la soddisfazione dei Sovrani,

e la tranquillita della Chiesa.

A questi sentimenti ci unimmo il Signor Cardinale de Bernis,

ed Jo, talche il Cardinale de Solis, vedendosi convinto, usci

d'impegno con riservarsi di far riflessione sulle ragioni adottegli,

e di conferire col Signor Cardinale de la Cerda, e forse anco

con Monsignore Azpuru, mentre quella non era stata una

conferenza formale, ma solo una confidenziale apertura.

Non voile il Signor Cardinale de Luines stringerlo d'avan-

taggio, bensi colla stessa facondia si espresse esser lui di

sentimento, che il nuovo Papa dovea per tutti i titoli

sopprimere li Gesuiti, non solo attesi li loro delitti, ma anco

se fossero innocenti, mentre per quanto avea studiato,

VOL. XXXVIII. O O
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conosceva che giovava piu alia Chiesa il sodisfare li tre Sovrani,

che conservare un ordine regolare, e che intanto cosi spiegavasi

perche era sicuro di non puoter esser Papa. Nelli stessi termini

si spiego il Signer Cardinale de Bernis, ed io aggiunsi, che

siccome avevo avvanzata I'istanza al defonto Papa per la

soppressione della Compagnia, cosi ero pronto rinnovarla

presso il nuovo seguita I'elezione, qualora Sua Maesta me lo

avesse ordinato. Con che, dopo due ore e mezzo si sciolse il

Congresso, ne dopo il suddetto giorno il Sig^ Cardinale de

Solis ci ha parlato di questo assunto . . .

State Archives, Naples, C. Fames., 1504 1.

2. MONINO TO GRIMALDI

Rome, August 25th, 1774.

. . . Con este motivo no puedo dejar de hablar a V. E. de

lo que observe en el Papa la noche del Domingo 21, que me
recibio por la primera vez despues del paso de las aguas.

Suponga V. E. que esta Audiencia me costo trabajo, por que

el animo del S^o P^ era de no darlas hasta que lloviese, y
entonces pensaba irse a la Villeggiatura de Castelgandolfo

para repararse. Asi, pues, el Papa me recibio por una especie

de particular demostracion y gratitud, con motivo de lo que

el Rey acaba de hacer sobre los negocios de Nunciatura.

Halle al Papa flaco, torpe, y sin la vivacidad y alegria que

le es genial : se me quexd de un dolor en las rodillas
; y en

su semblante note una suspension extraordinaria. Me dijo que

en estos ultimos dias le avia venido la acostumbrada esfogacion

al cuerpo y pecho
;
que tenia algunas evacuaciones de sangre

a las Hemorroidas ; y que tomaba los caldos de polla negra.

En el discurso de la conversacion que duro poco mas de hora

y quarto, se alegro el S^ pre y recobro parte de su alegria,

contando con gracia algunos chistes : me encargd que digese

a Bernis si queria ir la noche siguiente de secreto y sin

1 Cf. Bernis to Aubeterre, May 4, 1769, in Carayon, XVII.,

176.—Contrary to the facts, it is stated in the " *Notizie

segretissime del Conclave " (May [?], 1769, Archives of the

Spanish Embassy in Rome, Exped. " Conclave 1769 ") that

Bernis tried to obtain a written promise, but failed.
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ceremonia ; y asi lo hizo, hallandole en la misiiia situacion

que yo. Uno y otro hemos creido que Su B*^ padece en el

fisico algo que le debilita, y en el moral concebimos que le ha
entrado el terror y la aprehension de que le puedan asesinar,

por mas que lo disimule, y haga el papel de hombre fuerte.

Yo mismo observe, quando le di cuenta del suceso del pescador

de Napoles, que le avia hecho una impresion extraordinaria
;

y acaso aquella noticia unida a las demas profecias y libelos

le han herido la imaginacion, y causado alguna ruina. Hemos
procurado por todos caminos fortificarle y consolarle, hacien-

dole ver que el veneno que le han dado y dan sus enemigos

es el de la aprehension que le procuran introducir con arte
;

y que es demasiado feliz en tener en su mano el preservativo

deste veneno, que consiste en al desprecio. Sirva todo de luz

para lo que tengo escrito relativamante a Conclave. Si la

villeggiatura y diversion de la compaiia no restablece a Su
Sanfi, temo una desgracia. No la permita Dios

;
pues

ciertamente seria gran perdida en la circunstancias presentes,

y no veo sucesor que nos pueda llenar de mil leguas : hablo

de los que tendran proporcion para ser elegidos.

Vera V. E. de oficio lo que me avisan de Parma sobre la

historia de la Bula de la Cena. Revilla lo ha hecho bien
;

y me confia el vigotismo y debilidad de los que, en vez de

cuidar de las Regalias del Soberano, son por ignorancia

y escrupulo ridiculo sus mayores contrarios.

Tambien respondo sobre lo de Viena a que no tengo que

afiadir : y quedo de V. E. como su mayor mas rend" y oblig^<^

servOJ".

Roma, 25 de Ago de 1774.

Joseph Mofiino.

Archives of Simancas, Estado 4986

3. CENTOMANI TO TANUCCI ON CLEMENT XIV.

{a)

Rome, March 12th, 1771.

Nulla ho che aggiungere rispetto alia copia del Breve per

I'erezione dell'Universita de Studi in Malta. Devo per altro

riservatamente riferire tre fatti, che qui con molta secretezza
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si dicono. II primo si e, che per la vacanza della carica di

Bidello nella Sapienza il Sig^ Card^^ Rezzonico Camerlengo

credette doverla egli conferire senza punto attendere la

sopravivenza concessa dal Card^^ Valenti al Figlio dell'ultimo

Bidello, ancorche per la caggionevole salute del padre avesse

il figlio per piu anni esercitata la carica in nome del padre

:

indi il d^ Card^^ stimo temperare tal esclusione con dividere

remolumento della carica per meta al d^ figlio sostituto, e per

I'altra meta dandola ad un suo cameriere. II suddetto Fglio

del defonto trovo modo di far presentare al Papa per mezzo

del pre Maeo Buontempi un memor^® su cui il Papa gli fece

favorevole rescritto raccomandandolo al detto Em^ Camer-

lengo, e glielo mando per I'istesso P. Mae^ Buontempi : di che

offeso il Cardie chiese ed ottenne udienza dal Papa, e con esso

lagnandosi altamente venne a ricorivenirlo in sostanza, che

avendoli sotto il Pontificato di zuo Zio usata tutta I'attenzione

per la quale si era fatto la strada a cosi eccelsa dignita, veniva

egli, e gli altri di sua Casa diversamente corrisposto : e I'esser

di Porpo non era di rimaner libero dai doveri di gratitudine.

Fu cosi vivo il trasporto del Card^^^ che resto attonito il Papa,

e solamente li rispose di non aver inteso altro, se non di

puramente raccomandargli quel memor^^ ; del rimanente

facesse pure il Cardie quello li pareva : ma il Card^^ replied,

che averebbe fatto quanto avea desiderato il Papa di

comandargli, rimanea pero sensibile del modo usatogli.

Appena ritornato in sua casa il Card^®, che voile il Confessore

per confessarsi, giacche entro in scrupolo di aver mancato

di rispetto al Papa.

II 2° fatto e, che il Cardie Vicario per riclami avuti contro

il Paroco deH'Apollinare, ordino che gli si facesse il processo

:

ricorse il Paroco con memori^ al Papa, il quale commise al

Cardie Marefoschi un tal affare : risaputosi cio dal Card^^

Colonna Vicario mando Mons'" Viceg^e dal Papa con dirli in

suo nome ; che non una, m^ piii volte fu premuto dal defonto

Pontefice di accettare il Vicariato, quale in niun modo volea
;

ed ora vedendo di non poterlo liberamente per giustizia

esercitare, dandoglisi un sopraintendente in quanto facea, lo

rinunciava assolutamente, e pensasse il Papa far un altro

Cardie per Vicario di Roma. II Papa li fece dire, che a Mare-

foschi non avea data altra commissione, se non quella di

riconciliare il Paroco colli suoi denuncianti inimici, e mai
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d'impedire il libero esercizio della giurisdizione del Cardie

Vicario : La cosa rimane ancora in sospeso.

II 30 fatto meno credibile si allega, che molti Cardinali si

siano uniti di parere di ricorrere al Card^^ Cavalchini come
decano del Sacro Collegio per rappresentare al Papa il grave

dispiacere del Sacro Collegio nel riconoscersi cotanto negletto

dal Papa, e quasi vilipeso, non essendo partecipe di verun

delle infinite cose, che riguardano la Religione, e la S. Sede
;

ed in tale awilimento cosi pubblico, ed universale di tutti li

Cardinali non e mai stato il Sacro Collegio rispettabilissimo

in se per essere consultore del Sommo Pontefice, senza qual

prerogativa ed esercizio ricadeva in disprezzo di tutti.

II Cardie Cavalchini lodo il zelo, e conobbe la necessita d'una

tale rappresentanza, e come decano ben vedeva, che spettava

a lui di farla ; all'incontro era ben noto in qual discredito era

tenuto dal Papa, talche piii non andava all'udienza : niente

pill facile, che non producendo la sua rappresentanza alcun

profitto gli avrebbe cagionato danno maggiore con essere egli

ripreso, e cacciato via da Palazzo, si ritrovava inoltre nell'eta

di 88 anni, e non doveano abbreviarli la vita per li pochi

giorni, ed ore che li restavano da vivere senza dover piu

sollecitamte morire accusato, e presso molti redarguito

d'imprudenza. Ed in questa maniera si sottrasse dall' impegno
di fare la detta scabrosissima rappresentanza. Questa notizia

mi e stata riferita da un Em^, ma io davo fatiga a crederla,

vedendo avviliti e di niun spirito li CardinaH a doverla fare

:

la scrivo pero a V. Ecc^, almeno per rimaner certa, che qui

gli animi sono esasperati, e le cose pubbliche non vanno bene.

Prontissimo intanto ad ogni veneratissimo comando di V. Ecc^

umilmente mi rassegno con profondissime riverenze.

State Archives, Naples, Esteri-Roma, 473/1218

(&)

Rome, July 12th, 1774.

Non vi e dubbio, che il Papa stia meglio, e di buon umore,

siccome si degna V. Ecc. a contestarmi nella veneratissima

sua ; non si vede pero un tal fisico, e morale miglioramento

fermo, e continuato, essendo a vicenda il star bene ed allegro,

e star prostrate e malinconico : questa istessa variaz^ dimostra
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esservi male organico, che produce vari effetti maggiori

o minori secondo gli accidenti, che cadono. E. V. Ecc^ mi
dia il permesso, che le riferisca una non polita espressione

d'un intimo prelate confidente del Papa : stava il med^ giorni

addietro in anticamera di Palazzo, e discorrendosi sul male

del Papa, vi fu chi disse che due medici altercavano se patisse

il Papa la pietra per la difficolta nell'orinare : rispose il laico

Fra Francesco, che avendo servito da 34 anni non avea mai
saputo o veduto, che il Papa difficoltasse nell'orinare, ed

avesse la pietra : il d^ Prelate impose silenzio, e decise, che

veramente il Papa avea luia gran pietra non gia nella vescica,

ma nel petto, e cosi fini il discorso. La variazione del suo

sistema di vivere, la facilta colla quale va in collera, e le libere

indecenti espressioni, che piu non reprime, sono li forti argo-

menti dell'alterata sua machina, e del commosso suo animo.

Ihid., 479/1224

{0)

Rome, August 9th, 1774.

Incomincia la veneratissima di V. Ecc* con ringraziare

Iddio benedetto per la restituita salute al S. Padre : ed io di

cuore desidero, che cosi sia : ma mi veggo soprafatto da tante

contradittorie voci, che non so piii che mi credere, e riferire.

Sento essere perseverante I'incommodo della sfogazione per

tutta la vita, e si rende cattiva come una specie di lepra

:

Crede il Papa, che con sudare puo farla dileguare ; ma non
aggiutandogli la natura ad un salutifero sudore, come per lo

passato : egli procura a promoverlo in stato violento : La sua

stanza con suffumiggi di zuccaro la rende cosi calda, che la

paragonano alle stufe d'Ischia : con tutto cio e poco il sudore,

per cui esce tutto I'umore piu sottile, e rimanendo il sangue

piu condensate rende piu pertinace la sfogazione. Qualora non

suda, si mette in malissimo umore con qualche trasporto

:

Esce di buonora nel dopo pranzo, e ritorna alle 23 : e forsi

prima. II Medico Adinolfi non puo persuaderlo a porsi in una
miglior regola, e sentire il sentimento di altri professori, o di

Roma, o di altri paesi. Si disse, che per Mercordi averebbe

principiato a dar udienza a propri Ministri ; e non si verifico

:
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si dice ora che la dark dopo I'Assunta ; lo che vedremo se si

verificara. Si sa peraltro, che anticipera la villeggiatura, e forsi

prima della metk di Settembre
; giacche in Castel Gandolfo si

sollecitano li lavori col gesso, invece della calce. Pochissime

volte ha ammesso all'udienza il Cardinale Negroni, come
chiamato, e dicesi per alcuni brevi in Polonia, e Germania
contro dei refrattari Gesuiti, che non han voluto obbedire al

Breve della soppressione ; ed altri che siano brevi per

Portogallo, o per Spagna riguardo alia Religione Domenicana.
Non sono mai stati all'udienza li Cardinali Segretario di Stato,

il Prodatario, il Prouditore, e il Progovernatore : ma questi,

se han bisogno di supplicare il Papa trasmettono le istanze

e suppHche in un plico coUa direzione al P. Buontempi, e per

I'istesso messo ricevon le Pontilicie determinazioni. Rarissime

volte vi e stato di sera Mons'" Tesoriere ; e nel principio una
sola volta Mons'" Macedonio ; contro del quale si e suscitato

una gran tempesta coU'idea di farlo rimovere dalla carica
;

e par ora e caduta la tempesta sopra d'un servidore del med'',

che ha dovuto licenziare per ordine del Papa con allegarsi

varie cause, che denigrano la stima del Prelato ; resta la

speranza, che possa ed abbia modo di giustificarsi ; e si vedrk

nelle prime udienze, che avra ; viene per altro assistito da

tutti li Ministri, e quasi da tutta Roma, essendo amato per

la buona maniera, avendo fatto servizi a tutti : se poi il

servitore lo hk tradito con profittare delli graziosi rescritti,

soffrira la pena della negligenza per essere piu oculato. Un
altro di plena confidenza del Papa, che e secolare nominato

Ronca, ha ricevuto ordine da un Palafreniere di piu non
accostarsi a Palazzo : e il delitto dicesi essere per aver sparlato

del govemo, del P. Buontempi, e della Casa Bischi : Vi e pero

qualche voce, che gia placato Buontempi possa restare in

Roma con andar di raro a Palazzo in questi principi. Ancora

si vocifera che Carlo Giorgi e I'Abb*^ Buonanno Marcheggiano,

che in ogni sera erano della privata conversazione del Papa,

abbiano avuto ordine di non accostarsi, e il delitto dei

medesimi e uniforme a quello di Ronca. Tutte queste cose

hanno arrecato deU confusione a Palazzo e per la cittk ;

e da pertutto dicesi confirmata la suprema autorita del d°

p. Buontempi.

Ibid.
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(d)

Rome, August 16th, 1774.

In risposta della veneratissima di V. Ecc^ 13 corrente ho

I'onore di dirle che ieri mattina il Papa fece miglior figura in

Cappella, siccome I'ha fatto in questa mattina per la Con-

gregazione dei Riti, dimostrandosi allegro e disinvolto : il male

sta nel giomo, e nelle sere perche quando non avra sudato,

o quando si presenta minimo contrario accidente si adira

soprammodo ; cosa che non puo essere prodotta da altro, se

non da male fisico, che gli abbia sconcertata la macchina

:

e la disgrazia porta che tali accidenti seguano spesso, siccome,

nei giomi passati, in una volta si ruppe I'arganello alia carrozza

presso Porta Pia, e stando sudato non pote montarvi : altra

volta non si trovo pronto lo sgabello per discendere dall'alta

carrozza ; ed altra volta non si trovo pronta la biancheria da

mutarsi come desiderava nella raetk del camino, essendo stato

portato tutto nel casino Patrizi : queste cose sono state

patenti al pubhco, mille altre seguono in Palazzo, in modo
che la famiglia sbigottita, quanto piu pensa a star diligente,

tanto pill si confonde. Dimani si vedra se fara aprire I'anti-

camera per le udienze, non essendo stato dato alcun ordine

per tutto ieri. In questi passati giorni ha dato segreta udienza

a Mons"" Tesoriere per firmare alcuni chirografi, che non

ammettevano dilazione : e furono anche chiamati li due

Segretari del Concistoro e dei Riti, per le cause dei Santi.

Si e per altro scoperto che il Card^ Zelada vi sia stato in ogni

Martedi sera : questo si portava in abito corto a Palazzo col

pretesto di visitare Mons^ Archinto infermo ; e di la in

determinata ora saliva alle stanze del P. Buontempi, e poi

per la secreta scaletta calava dal Papa : onde non vedendosi

andare in abito cardinalizio, come conveniva, ne per I'anti-

camera solita, si e creduto di non aver mai avuto udienza.

Nella scorsa settimana vi fu ancora Mognino, chiamato dal

Papa ; mk poi non si s^ altro. Hk anche tentato d'esservi

Almada, e forsi qualche altro Ministro estero, e niuno e stato

ammesso. Par calmata, ma non estinta la tempesta per

Macedonio, a cui suffraga il tempo per giustificarsi, dicendo il

medesimo essere innocente di quanto gli si imputa.

Ibid.
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Rome, August 23rd, 1774.

L'irritazione nel Papa, quantunquc sia prodotta da natura,

e non da morbo, ne da mutazione, come V. Ecc^ nella

veneratissima sua delli 20 corrente ; e pero certo che vi

concorra una forte apprensione, ch'egli ha di prossima morte :

se ne ebbe nella scorsa settimana apertissimo argomento.

Tiene il Papa un cagnolino, che li fa delle carezze : mattine

sono la S. S. da tavola le butto un pezzetto di polio : il

cagnolino ne pure I'odoro e resto immobile : lo che osservando

il Papa si accese in volto, e sgrido che immediatamente
buttassero dalla finestra quel cagnolino ; e lo ripete piu volte,

e con stizza : li familiari presero il cagnolino e lo portaron

fuor della stanza, fingendo averlo di gia buttato dalla finestra
;

in tal modo si calmo il Papa ; e dopo essersi rasserenato disse,

che si ricordava del fatto di una tal Principessa, la quale

avendo dato da mangiare un pezzo di polio ad un cane

domestico, questo non voile mangiarlo ; e la detta Principessa

di li a pochi giorni se ne mori. Ma li familiari replicarono al

Papa, che il suo cagnolino non I'avea mangiato per esser

satollo per alcune ciambellette, mangiate prima. Allora il

Papa soggiunse, che se cio avesse saputo, non I'avrebbe fatto

buttar dalla finestra ; al che dissero li medesimi tenerlo

ristretto in altra stanza per buttarlo molto lontano daUe

finestre del Papa per non farli sentire gli urli ; onde il Papa
se lo fece di nuovo portare, e fu la fortuna, che il cagnolino

li fece molte feste ; e cosi resto tranquillo I'animo dal mal
concepito sinistro augurio. Si degni V. Ecc^ argomentare su

questo qual sia la vera causa del suo ritiro e della sua profonda

malinconia. Domenica mattina fu la prima volta, che chiamo

ad udienza il Card. Simone Prouditore ; e fu molto breve
;

nella sera vi fu Mognino, e jeri sera I'Emo de Bemis ; si resta

a vedere se chiamera il Commendatore Almada ministro di

Portogallo, essendovi qualche sospetto per Roma di non essere

nell'antica grazia per non essersi avuto da quella Corte

favorevole risposta per I'assegnamento alii Ex-Gesuiti Porto-

ghesi. Mi ricordo aver scritto a V. Ecc^, che in Parma fossero

stati di nuovo affissi li casi riservati nella bolla Cena, senza che

questa fosse stata nominata : ora soggiungo, che sono quk
venute le copie stampate, dalle quali apparisce essere stato
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espressamente riferiti i casi riservati in d^' bolla in Cena, e gli

altri riservati da Benedetto XIV. e da Clemente XIII.
;

unicamente non vi e stata posta la data di detta stampa

:

lo che poco importa essendo certo il tempo di detta nuova
affissione. Qualche Terziario h^ anche spacciato, che il Ser™o

di Parma abbia voluto che si ristampasse, ed a suo tempo si

pubblicasse la detta boUa non volendo aver scrupolo di

coscienza, ch'abbia dato causa alle passate controversie con
impedire la solita pubblicazione. Nulla dico dell'orazione

funebre in Parigi, riferita nelli foglietti di Firenze ; dovendone
V. Ecc^ rimanere pienamente informata della verita. Sog-

giungo per altro che I'Ex-Gesuita Benvenuti, gia fuggito da
Roma, si ritrova in Polonia, ben accolto da quel Sovrano,

e tenuto anche a tavola, ha composto due libri, uno preferendo

la presente Chiesa greca alia Romana con averlo dedicato alia

Czara : e I'altro che ogni Sovrano e padrone nei suoi dominii

per non ammettere la bolla della soppressione della Compagnia.
Vengo ora a Castro ed alia Farnesina : e ben lodevole il

pensiero di V. Ecc^ di cedere alle raggioni di Castro con ricevere

a favore della Real Corona di Napoli Benevento e Terracina

:

ma se questo affare non si concludera presto in questo

Pontificato vi e molto da temere in appresso. Ed io dubito,

che ne pure si concludera presentemente, se non si dara fermo

sistema sopra la controversia delle regole di Cancellaria

:

V. Ecc^ e pill d'ogni altro illuminato per ben disporre le cose.

Rispetto poi al giardino e casamento presso la Farnesina, ho
dato I'acclusami all'Abbate Roselli, che fu quello appunto,

che mi parlo sull'affare, venne a vedere il giardino coll'Emo

Malvezzi, e riceve da me la risposta, che V, Ecc^' mi diede
;

gli ho detto che ripassasse da me per distendere li fogh su

I'eniiteusi perpetua, che accludero a V. Ecc^ per dare la legge,

che stimera conveniente. E riguardo al Console, a me basta

aver umiliato a V. Ecc^ li miei sentimenti, non dovendo aver

io altra parte, che d'una pronta obbedienza ai suppremi suoi

comandi. Devo poi rammentare a V. Ecc^, che questa

Farnesina, quantunque sia celebratissima, non e pero opera

fatta fare dai Serenissimi Farnesi, ma fu I'autore primiero

Agostino Ghigi, siccome costa dall'iscrizione in alcuni luoghi,

e dall'arma ancora esistente nella prima celebre loggia delle

nozze di Psica. Sicche siccome detti Serenissimi la comprarono

dai Ghigi, cosi non vi sara incoerenza di alienarla a differenza
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del Real Palazzo Famese fatto di pianta dal Cardinale Farnese,

e costantemente ritenuto in dominio dei Farnesi. Pieno in

tanto di ossequiosissimo rispetto fo a V. Ecc^' profondissime

riverenze.

Ibid.

if)

Rome, September 13th, 1774.

Ho sommo dispiacere nel non potere in risposta della

Veneratissima di V. Ecc^ delli 10 corr. continuare a darle

buone notizie della salute del Papa. II medesimo per

dimostrare al pubblico d'essere guarito voile giovedi mattina

portarsi in forma pubblica a tener cappella nella Chiesa del

Popolo ; vi si condusse in carrozza servito dagli Eminentissimi

Pallavicini, e Marefoschi : nell'andare fece mediocre comparsa,

non ostante la sua magrezza : in Chiesa non fece buona figura,

perche tale apparve la debolezza, che da se non pote ascendere

al Trono ; fu bisogno di far accelerare la funzione ; e nel

ritorno si vidde molto piii prostrato di forze, ed avvilito

d'animo, talche Marefoschi dubito esserli sopragiunto altro

incommodo, e Pallavicini tenendo vago discorso per sollevarlo,

non ricevea risposta, onde restaron ambi sbigottiti al par del

Papa. Nel giorno di do Giovedi, e nel Venerdi dopo pranzo

voile in ogni modo uscir il Papa in carrozza ; e molto piu

parve esinanito da non poter dare compitamente la benedi-

zione. Piu cattivo fu I'esito nel Sabato a giorno, perche il

S. Padre fu preso da un parossismo, foriere della febbre, nella

Chiesa della Vittoria a Termine, e si vidde obbligato a ritornare

a Palazzo ; e molta gente, che I'osservo in quello stato, gli si

pose appresso ; onde riempi il cortile di Palazzo con 400 e piii

persone ; le quaU furon presenti, quando da due persone fu

preso di peso dalla carrozza, e posto in sedia con condurlo

sopra, non essendo in grado di alzar un braccio non che di dar

un passo : A prima sera gli fu fatto cavar sangue, dal che il

pubblico argomenta d'essere stato un forte svenimento

prossimo all'accidente. Fu chiamato un altro medico SaHceti,

che qui fa la prima figura, ed alia presenza dell'Eminentissimo

Pallavicini, che trovandosi a Palazzo vi era accorso, disse che

se non vedea il Papa infermo, non ardiva dire il suo sentimento,

e molto meno di ordinare minima cosa. AU'incontro si asseriva.
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che il Papa non avea mai voluto, che Saliceti o altro medico
venisse chiamato ; ma detto Eminentissimo Pallavicini,

rivolto al medico Adinolfi seriamente lo riprese, che non era

questa la maniera di adulare il Papa con tener lontano altri

medici, e non riferire a lui, che dopo il S. Padre faceva la

prima figura, il vero stato della salute del medesimo, della

quale a suo tempo gli averebbe reso esatto conto. Nella notte

il Papa stiede molto meglio con aver sudato una camicia

:

nella mattina furono in anticamera col d" Eminentissimo

Pallavicini gli altri Cardinali Palatini, e qualche altro ; fu

mandato a prendere Saliceti, che venne introdotto al

improvviso dal detto Adinolii nella stanza del Papa ; onde
ebbe effetto la seria ammonizione di Pallavicini. L'infermo

non si perturbo, e rispose a tutte le interrogazioni fattegli da
Saliceti, il quale disse, che non rinveniva alcun dubbio non
che cattivo sintomo, e forte sarebbe la guariggione, se la

Santita Sua vi cooperira con rasserenarsi d'animo, deponendo
ogni pensiero di molesta cura : piacque tal parlare al Papa,

e li disse, che fusse ritornato a vederlo. Fu dunque ritrovato,

che la febbre era in dechnazione ; ma che conveniva osservare,

se ritornando si ponea a tipo di terzana. Con tutto che

stessero in anticamera quel CardinaH, niuno fu ammesso
a vedere il Papa, ne verun altra persona a riserva di soli sei,

cioe il P. Buontempi, Era Francesco, Nicola Bischi, il Cameriere

Benedetti, e li due medici Saliceti, ed Adinolfi ; e percio non
essendo visibile ad altri, si sta alia loro fede di quello che

riferiscono. Nella sera di Domenica ritorno piccola febbre in

modo che altri negano, che vi sia stata : ad ora di pranzo si

levo il Papa per brevissimo tempo ieri mattina, e cio fu per

assicurarlo di non aver grave infermita ; ed in ogni mattina

h^ inteso la S. Messa fatta celebrare nella sua stanza : Per

oggi dicesi, che seguitava la miglioria. Tanto e in mia notizia :

del rimanente dagH atti esterni si rileva, che Sabato a notte

fu rivocato I'ordine per la Villegiatura di Castello, destinata

per Limedi mattina. II P. Buontempi fin da Mercordi fu

ritrovato in una profonda mestizia per la periclitante vita del

Papa. Nicolo Bischi fece tutto lo sforzo, e ci riusci aver dal

Papa un saldo generale della sua frumentaria amministrazione.

Vari impegni sono stati fatti presso I'Eminentissimo de Bemis,

e il Conte Monnino per indurre il Papa a dichiarare li Cardinali

in petto, ed ad includervi do Buontempi. Altri Cardinali
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fortemente si oppongono a tal dichiarazione ; e non mancano

di far delle sessioni secrete, e si additano tre case, quella della

Signora Principessa Altieri per la fazione Albani, e nelle sere

passate vi furono 44 Cardinali ; altra della Principessa

Giustiniani, concorrendovi rEminentissimo Orsini e Zelada

con altri : e I'liltima quella della Duchessa di Bracciano,

frequentata di Pallavicini, Carafa, Simoni, Calini, ed altri.

Onde air esteriore si vede tutto animate per un non lontano

Conclave. Migliori notizie potr^ darle a V. Ecc^ rEminentis-

simo Orsini, che tiene le mani in pasta. In una di queste

mattine andero da Monsignor Stay, e gli comunicaro quanto

V. Eccellenza si degna dirmi ; non lidandomi ora di scrivere,

essendo sette ore da che tengo la penna in lavoro. E con

profondissime riverenze umilmente mi rassegno . . .

Ihid.

[g)

Rome, September 16th, 1774.

Non tralascio di partecipare a V. Ecc^ il proseguimento

dell'istoria per la salute del Papa, che tanto deve interessare

ogni savia persona. Le voci di Palazzo sono costanti, che

seguita a star meglio, anzi benissimo, in modo che Monsignor

Maggiordomo di Camera ha ringraziato tutti coloro, che

mattina e giorno si portavano a sentirne le nove. Ad ogni

modo fin ora niuno di Cardinah e Prelati e stato ammesso
a vederlo in stanza, non entrandovi se non sei persone, cioe

li due medici, li due Frati, e due Camerieri, non ammettendosi

piu Nicola Bischi. Si aggiunge che il Papa ha sottoscritto vari

chirografi, uno dando tutte le facolta aU'Emo Malvezzi di

sottoscrivere le bolle e suppliche in suo noma ; altri tre alii

Cardinali Carafa per lo disbrigo delle materie della Con-

gregazione dei Vescovi ; Zelada per I'altra del Concilio,

e Simone per quelle della sua carica d'Uditore del Papa.

Cosa, che non hk fatto nelli due precedenti mesi di ritiro per

passar I'acqua ; e cosa che potea anche differirsi per esservi

pochissimi giomi dal principiare le ferie autunnali. Questo

procedere f^ dubitare, che non stia bene nel fisico e nel morale ;

altrimenti non si sarebbe tralasciato, che col Segretario di

Stato entrassero detti quattro Cardinah per palesarH la

pontificia sua volont^ coUa tradizione di d* chirografi. Quindi
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il sospetto maggiore e cresciuto, che molti giorni prima abbia
sofferto qualche tocco d'accidente

;
per cui e stato impedito

in molte operazioni ; fu detta la flussione agli occhi, quale

ora differentemente si caratterizza : debolezza nei ginocchi

come effetto del patito insulto ; dissipata ogni sua naturale

vivacita, per stare continamente colla bocca aperta, e con gli

occhi come spaventati, tenendoli fissi in qualche oggetto

:

e per fine debilitata la memoria. Simili difetti precederono

la giornata di Sabato 10 corrente, e perdurano tuttavia doppo
cessata la febre del Sabato ; e sia cio causa, che non si permette
I'accesso ad alcuno per non rendersi certo quanto si sospetta.

Si e fatta uscir voce in Palazzo, che il Papa spasseggia per la

stanza, dando anche da mangiare alii passed, stritolandoli una
mollica di pagnotta su la finestra della sua stanza, come prima
era solito : ma li testimoni che I'asseriscono, non sono idonei

come vili servitori
;

quando che piu di chiunque averebbe
devuto vederlo Mons'' Maestro di Camera, avendo le sue stanze

dirimpetto a quelle del Papa. Per la villegiatura sono ancora
varie le voci sparse di dover partire anche domani, o lunedi,

o nella fine dell'entrante settimana ; ma chi e nell'obbligo di

saperlo, costantemente dice di non parlarsene. Apparente-
mente pare cessato il moto dei Cardinali ; ma si crede, che

con piu secretezza si comunicano : e non manca chi studia

sul punto dei Cardinali in petto : se non pubblicandoli il

Papa, e ritrovandosi il loro nome scritto in foglio sottoscritto

dal Papa, possino essere riconosciuti come veri Cardinali da
poter entrare in Conclave ; e sento esservi un voto contrario

ai medesimi, scritto a mano da un Teologo fin dal 1727. Tutto
cio fa vedere, che seriamente qui si pensa ad un non lontano

Conclave. Per il cattivo tempo di due orride giomate non
avendo veduto Monsignor Stay, nulla posso dire a V. Ecc^
su quanto si degno scrivermi nella passata.

Ibid.

(h)

Rome, September 23rd, 1774.

Nella mattina di giovedi 22 corr^, verso le 13 ore rese I'anima

al Sig'"^ il Papa, siccome distintamente vien riferito a V^ Ecc*
daU'E^io Orsini : qualche particolarita mi do I'onore di dire.

Nel martedi sera il V. Card^^ Pallavicini come Seg^o di Stato
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scrisse biglietto all'E^o Decano d'essersi il Papa communicato

per Viatico, ed avea desiderio di vederlo, onde per la mattina

seguente d^ Emo Decano intimando, il 8° Collegio potea

riunirsi alle 16 ore. Questo biglietto incontro varie inter-

pretazioni, poiche il solito era di darsi unicamente parte al

Decano d'essersi il Papa communicato per Viatico, restando

a carico del d^ decano di convocare gli altri Card^*
;

quindi

per essersi aggiunta I'espressione nel biglietto di dover avvisare

gli altri E™* colla determinata ora di ritrovarsi a Palazzo, fu

creduto doversi tenere Concistoro per la pubblicazione de'

Card^i riservati in petto, tanto piii, che si era divulgata la

voce, che in quella istessa notte di Martedi, dopo dato il

SSmo Viatico alia presenza delli quattro Cardi' Palatini e delli

tre prelati, cioe Magiordomo, Maeo di Camera, e Seg^io del

Memoriali, era restato il Card^^ Malvezzi in tutta la notte per

persuadere il Papa a far o intieramente la promozione di tutti

li 11 Capelli riservati, o almeno di quell ch'erano a Palazzo

cogniti nell'attuale suo servizio, includendo con cio il P. Ma^
Buontempi. Giunti li Card^i nel mercordi mattina si tratennero

in Anticamera senza che alcuno entrasse dal Papa : da li ad

un'ora il Card^^ Decano vedendo ritirarsi qualche Card^^

Palatino, parlo al Card^^ Seg^'io di Stato alia presenza del

Cardie Malvezzi, che vedendo scomparire alcuno, e non
sentendo parlare di alcuna cosa, desiderava sapere quel che

dovea far il S*^ Colli° nel trattenersi piu lungamente : rispose

con intralciate ed in conseguenza inconcludenti parole d"

Pallavicini : ma Malvezzi soggiunse, che non conveniva far

mistero, e disse che il Papa era risoluto di pubblicare li Card^i

riservati, ma volea cio fare alia presenza delli soli Card^*

Palatini non bramando di veder gli altri, e percio poteano

andarsene : replico il decano con tuono alquanto alto, che la

S. S. era padrone di fare li nuovi Card^i alia presenza di soli

tre ; era per altro cosa scandalosa, che dopo essere stato

convocato il S° Coll*°, e dopo che si ritrovava tutto unito, si

avesse dovuto disciogliere per fare tal dichiarazione alia

presenza delli soli 4 Card^* Palatini. Voile dire Malvezzi che

I'Emo Decano si placasse senza far rumore ; ma questo replico,

che il Sacro Coll*^ non era un'unione di Frati, e ciascuno ben

sapea il riguardo, ch'era dovuto alia propria dignity, senza

essere fin all'ultimo cosi vilipeso, come lo e stato nelli scorsi

anni : rivoltato indi il Card^^ Decano ad un Ma^ di Cerimonie
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li disse, che rincaricava di assistere per riferirli se il Papa
facea tal promozione veramente alia presenza di Card^*,

e quanti, e chi questi saranno ; e cosi col Decano partiron

tutti gl'altri Card^i malamente soddisfatti. Immediatamente
Malvezzi richiamando gl'altri tre Card^* Palatini rientro con

essi nella stanza del Papa e porto la parola con dire, che

giacche la S*^ Sua si era dimostrata propensa a fare la promo-
zione almeno di quel, che in Palazzo stavano all'attuale suo

servizio, si degnasse consolarli con dar argumento al pubblico

deU'ultimo atto di sua beneficenza. Interruppe il Papa con

commosso spirito, che mai si era dimostrato propenso a farla,

ne farla volea ; e dovea do Malvezzi ricordarsi del suo insigne

Benefattore Benedetto XIV che nell'ultimo di sua vita non
voile neppur farla lasciando maggior numero dei Cappelli

vacanti. Onde tutti confusi se ne uscirono : ed il Papa con

aggravarsi il male non voile ne pur fare alcuna disposizione

delli 200 luoghi di monte acquistati in testa sua nel suo

Pontificato oltre 36 ^ scudi lasciati in contanti. Sicche, dicesi,

che fin all'ultimo si e mantenuto nel non voler far nulla.

Defonto dunque il Papa, bolle nell'animo de' Card^* I'idea

di rescindere quanto piu possono, le cose fatte dal med^.

Hanno prevenuto il Card^^ de Bernis e il Cav^ Moiiino con

parlare al Card^^ Decano, che rispetto all'estinzione della

C*^ speravano nella saviezza di ciascun Card^®, che non si

sarebbe fatta alcuna novita : altrimenti li loro Sovrani si

sarebbero dimenticati di Roma, con unicamente badare alii

proprj Stati : ed un simile parlare fara I'E^io Orsini. Con tutto

cio la tempesta di questi E^^^ cadera sopra li due nostri

Nazionali Ms^ Macedonio e M^r Alfani, come due principali

Prelati, che hanno operato nella Congo°e degli affari de'

Gesuiti : di che molto temendo d^ Alfani e in determinazione

di partirsene da Roma, e mi ha richiesto segretamente il

passaporto, che glie I'ho procurato con ugual segretezza ; se

verr^ cost^, V* Ecc^ sentir^ dalla viva voce mille circostanze.

Gli d* due Ministri dimostrano tutta la premura di proteggere

Buontempi e Bischi, e nulla piii curano di tutti gli altri. Per

ora non si e data esecuzione alle ultime sopravivenze fatte dal

defonto ; e secondo porta I'occasione dell'esercizio degli

impieghi, si veggono esclusi li nuovi Coadjutori. Meglio si

scoprira I'animo esasperato di quegli Em* nelle future Cong^^

novemdiali. Per ora Nicolo Bischi ha posto runiforme della
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Corte di Spagna, e croce, e chiave di acciaro di Francia

;

e '1 P. Buontempi servito da Carissimo di Monino ^ andato

nel Convento della sua Religione in SS. Ap" ed il Generale di

gik e stato parlato dal d^ Monino.

In questa mattina e seguita la sezzione del Cadavere, e da

un medico perito di anatomia, che per suo piacere si e ritrovato

presente, e stato riferito all'Abb^ Fioravante, che si sono

ritrovate sane le viscere, e pulito il ventricolo, che nel esteriore

avea della materia nera riconosciuta per ciocolata : il peri-

cardio si e ritrovato dissecato, ed i pulmoni tutti guasti

;

e con cio rimane dileguato ogni sospettodi veleno, che sono

andati divulgando li Frati.

Ibid.

Rome, September 26th, 1774.

Li vari accidenti occorsi nella morte di Clemente XIV.
meritano, che io faccia a V. Ecc^ una distinta relazione.

II Pubblico e persuaso che nella Settimana Santa, dimorando

il Papa nel Palazzo Vaticano, H sia stato dato il veleno di

tal specie, che lentamente operando gli avesse arrecata la

morte. Si adducono vari argomenti, che per ordine dei tempi

riferisco. Appena estinta la Compagnia si ritrovo presso

Monte Cavallo alle mura del Noviziato una Croce nera, come

si dipinge sulle casse dei morti ; e vi erano segnati due numeri

cioe il 5 e il 4 : significando il primo gli anni del Pontificate, e

I'altro i mesi : come per appunto sono scorsi anni 5 e mesi 4

e tre giomi, allegando per fondamento, che tanto visse

Sisto V. morto avvelenato ; e che Clemente V. sopravisse

poco piii d'un anno dopo I'abolizione dei Templari. Si tra-

lasciono li prognostici o sieno Profezie delle Bizzoche di non

dover giungere ad aprire le Porte Sante per il giubileo. Sono

pero rimarchevoli due lettere scritte da un esemplare Vescovo

di Boemia al Padre Generale dei Conventuah, la prima del

mese di Gennaio del corrente anno, di avvertire il Papa a star

cautelato, machinandosi di dargh il veleno : quella lettera dal

medesimo P. Generale letta al P. Buontempi, fu intesa con

disprezzo. La seconda lettera venne scritta dopo la S. Pasqua,

e diceva, che con sommo dolore avea inteso, essersi gi^ fatto

11 colpo ; e queste taU lettere si affatiga il d^ P. Generale di

VOL. XXXVIII. P P
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ritrovarle. Si aggiunge, che il Papa, portatosi in S. Pietro

per le funzioni della Settimana Santa, in una di quelle mattine

soffri del vomito, e dolor di denti, e testa, ed in quel giorno

dope pranzo non pote intervenire alle sacre funzioni. Nel di

poi di Pasqua, celebrando stiede contro il suo costume cosi

strano suU'altare, che arreco ammirazione, e scandalo : di che

se ne avvide poi, e disse, che gli era sopravenuto un doloroso

ratto in testa. Per li 14 Luglio si ritiro col motivo di passar

I'acqua ; ed allora, dicesi, aver scritto in Romagna ad un

medico suo conoscente, partecipandogli sotto alto secreto il

sospetto, che avea di veleno ; e devonsi ritrovare le lettere

risponsive ; dispiacendq al medico d'essere trascorso molto

tempo, I'insinuava a procurar di sudar molto, potendo esser

questo I'unico rimedio di liberarsene, se pure giungeva in

tempo. Quindi nacque la costanza del Papa di volere in ogni

modo artificiale promovere il sudore. In Agosto si porto il

Papa dal P. Paolo Passionista decrepito, e di vita esemplare
;

li manifesto tal suo timore, e li richiese informazione della

Bizzoca di Valentano : il detto Padre confirm© il Papa nel

buon concetto della Bizzoca come donna semplice ; e rispetto

al do timore soggiunse, che li soprastava un gran fosso ben

difficile a superare : perturbato il Papa, interruppe ogni altro

discorso e ne parti. Altre lettere nell'istesso mese pervennero

da Germania agli Aggenti di sollecitare le spedizioni, dovendosi

dubbitare della morte del Papa in Settembre. Tutto cio

e preceduto alia di lui morte : seguono ora gli altri posteriori

argomenti. Nell'ultima notte di Mercordi, stando in per-

fettissimi sentimenti, pure dal suo corpo esalava intolerabile

fetore in modo, che molti non poterono restarvi, e solamente

persiste il P. Generale dei Conventual! a raccomandargli

I'anima. Nel Venerdi mattina fu fatta I'apertura del cadavere,

e si ritrovo dallo esofago fino alle parti inferiori una incrosta-

tura nera, che radevasi lasciandovi una superficie biancastra,

il solo ventricolo si rinvenne intiero, e putrefatti li polmoni.

Per la puzza molti se ne partirono, e li Professori non poterono

con diligenza eseguire I'operazione, poiche le carni appena

toccate cadevano a pezzi e le giunture tutte si slogavano ;

furon poste in una vettina inverniciata le viscere ; da li

a poche ore crepo d* vettina : e quantunque imbalsamato

il cadavere, anche si putrafece in modo, che I'incassarono.

Ne fu dato I'avviso alii Card^ Capi d'Ordini, li quaU per non
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esservi stato verun esempio, che non rimanesse il cadavere del

Papa esposto alia vista del popolo, ordinarono, che con nuovi

balsami si procurasse di conservarlo per lo trasporto in

S. Pietro. Cosi fu eseguito, e nel rimbalsamarlo restavano tra

le mani non solo li capelli, ed ugne, ma le dita e parte della

carne putrefatta. Fu fatta la maschera nel volto, e tutto

il resto dello scomposto corpo resto ricoperto dagli abiti sacri

stando ben infasciato per non andarsi disseminando ; lascio

per altro nella strada intollerabile puzza nel Sabato sera, che

fu trasportato, e giunto nella cappella Paolina furon subito

fatti gli atti della ricognizione, e immediatamente per necessity

incassato ; e cosi nella sequente mattina di Domenica fu

esposto in Chiesa, ed in questa sera sark seppellito. Altro fatto

si addita che il sottocredenziere, a cui toccano gli avvanzi

della tavola del Papa, per averli mangiato in quel giorni della

Settimana Santa in S. Pietro, principio dal detto tempo a

patire una emaciazione, la quale crescendo I'avea ridotto un
puro scheletro, e soffrendo quasi li medesimi sintomi del Papa,

domenica sera dicesi defonto. Da tutto cio il Popolo si ha
indotto a credere, che ambi siano morti di veleno. Li piu

savi, anche tra Professori negano esservi stato veleno

artificiale ; e tutti gli accennati segni han ben potuto seguire

dalla violenza del male, che causo un generale immediato
sfiacelo ; altrimenti li Professori, che fecero I'apertura del

cadavere, se avessero veduti sicuri segni di veleno, non
avrebbero mancato di riferir tutto agli Eminentissimi del

Sacro Collegio ; ne questi avrebbero trascurato di far fare

dagli altri piu opportune osservazioni, ed anche di ordinare

I'apertura del Cadavere del sottocredenziere, morto domenica
sera dopo divulgata la voce del veleno, tranguggiato da ambi
due. La dilucidazione, e conciliazione dei tanti accidenti

convien attendere per dare sicuro giudizio. Ed intanto a

V, Ecc^' umilmente mi inchino.

Ihid.

Rome, September 26th, 1774.

In foglio separato mi son dato I'onore di riferire a V^ Ecc^

I'istoria dell'infermita, e morte del Papa ; in questo vengo

a rispondere alia veneratissima di V* Ecc^^ delli 24 corr^,
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con soggiungere quel di piu, che riguarda le cose accadute

dopo la morte. II Cav. Mofiino scrisse biglietto al Card^^

Decano per esser a parlargli, come fece, ed in aria molto

patetica li disse, che sperava nella saviezza del Sacro Collegio

di non innovarsi cosa veruna rispetto all'abolizione dei

Gesuiti, e che verra ad eliggere un Papa, che sia accetto alia

Chiesa universale come Padre Commune : altrimenti dandosi

grave disgusto a S. M. C. si dimentichera della Corte di Roma
con pensare aUi suoi soH Stati ; e fara risorgere le ragioni

sopra Castro e Ronciglione con farvi andare le truppe di

Napoli cotanto vicino : siccome ancora significava, che il

P, Buontempi, e '1 d^ Nicola Bischi erano sotto la Reale

protezione. II Card^® Decano con ilarita di volto rispose, che

per I'affare della Compagnia, e delli Religiosi carcerati in

Castello non sarebbe seguita veruna novita ; ne certamente

sarebbe potuto seguire, non avendo autorita il Sacro Collegio

di rivocare, o mutare quanto con Breve e stato disposto dal

defonto Pontefice. Rispetto poi all'elezione del nuovo

Successore certamente il Sacro Collegio avera in mira di

prescegliere degno soggetto, che sia applaudito da tutte le

Corti Sovrane, ed in consequenza da tutte le Chiese Cattoliche
;

e cosi cessera ogni motivo di rissentimento di S. M. C. In

riguardo poi al P. Bontempi, il Sacro Collegio non sk chi sia,

non avendo avuto alcuna carica, da potergli domandar conto.

Siccome ne pur rispetto a Niccola Bischi ; ma il conto rispetto

all'Annona lo domandera a Ms^ Presidente della med^^a^ i\

quale se dir^ che il danaro dell'erario I'ha dato per ordine

del defonto Papa al do Bischi, il medesimo Ms^ Presidente ne

domandera conto all' istesso Bischi : ne su questo si viene ad

infringere la Reale protezione di S, M. C, la di cui nota

giustizia non I'impedira. Questo tal dialogo mi fu riferito

originalmente, giacche il Cardie Decano resto amareggiato da

una simile minaccia, senza esservi motivo, ed aU'incontro

Mofiino sentendo quella ponderata risposta resto pentito

d'averla fatta ; e percio ambi sono stati ritenuti in palesarla ;

e per Roma si e propalata in diversi termini con lode della

moderata proposta di Mofiino e della compita risposta del

Cardie Decano. Segui un secondo abboccamento tra li med*,

e si spiego Mofiino che la sua Corte andando unita con quella

di Francia, avrebbe il d^ Card^^ di Bemis trattato in Conclave

per ambedue le Corti, per sempre piii dimostrare la costante
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unione tra di loro. Detto Mofiino e stato a visitare Buontempi,

siccome quelle e stato piu volte da lui ; e I'istesso e seguito

con Bernis. Non fu vero che Niccolo Bischi avesse presa

I'uniforme di Spagna, e la corte [croce ?] di Francia, poiche

dalla risposta fatta dal Card^^ Decano vedendosi lontana ogni

violenza, consigliarono detti Ministri Regj di non assumere

d^ insegne. Rispetto aUa Spagna, si dice essersi dispaccio

dichiarandolo Gentiluomo di bocca, corrispondente a Genti-

luomo della Chiave di ferro ; ed altri dicono essere qualche

cosa di piu, e la Croce di Francia esser quella di S. Lazzaro,

che richiede alcune prove di nobilt^ ; e percio senza dispensare

in apparenza a far tali prove, in sostanza e lo stesso della

dispensa la facolta datagli di portar la croce anche prima di

far le prove. Pervenuta a mia notizia la prima parlata di

Mofiino mi rincrebbe, che colla minaccia di mandarsi le trnppe

Napoletane sopra Castro e Ronciglione si volcano garantire

li divisati due personaggi cotanto invisi al pubblico, cioe

Buontempi, e Bischi ; e lasciarsi al bersaglio due Napoletani,

Macedonio, ed Alfani, le di cui fatighe erano note a Mofiino

:

onde segretamente feci intendere al Card^^ Decano, che

sebbene io non abbia avuto alcun Real Ordine, ad ogni modo
trattandosi di due sudditi ben affetti alia M*^ del mio Sovrano,

non si sarebbe veduto con indifferenza salvati quel due

riputati universalmente Rei enormi ; e solamente sacrificati

questi due Prelati Nazionali. Mi fece rispondere d^ Card^^

Decano, che per Macedonio stasse pur quieto d'animo, che

non avrebbe avuto alcun affronto ; ma che anzi si pensava

a ritrovar qualche nicchia per situarlo ora ; e col futuro Papa

non si sarebbe mancato di farlo promuovere ; rispetto ad

Alfani sentiva esservi moltissimi Card^* per sospenderlo

almeno dalla carica di Uditore del Conclave, qual carica sta

annessa all'Uditorato deUa Segnatura. Stimai con ringraziarlo

deUa buona volont^ per Macedonio, di replicare per Alfani,

che non potea essere sospeso da quella di Uditore del Conclave,

senza rimaner sospeso dall'altra, che esercita, di Uditore della

Segnatura ; e questa sospensione non puo il Sacro CoUegio

fare essendovi una Bolla. A tal mia replica il Card^^ Decano

disse, che quanto a se avrebbe usato tutto lo studio, perche

non si venisse a tal'atto. Ed in effetto jeri mattina nella

Congo'^e Qra,ie ^ei Card" furono confermati tutti gl'Ufficiah,

e Prelati, senza punto nominarsi Alfani, e proporsi I'eccezione
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sopra la sua Persona. II Card^^ Zelada subito ne diede parte

ad Alfani ; onde credo, che d^ Card^^ Zelada fosse stato

parlato da Monino. Ed io mi ritrovai in S. Pietro, ove mi
fece sapere il Card^^ Decano, ch'ero stato servito. Ritomai in

casa per darne parte ad Alfani, ma ritrovai I'annesso suo

biglietto, che accludo a V. Ecc^^. La tempesta non e calmata,

e se ne parlera in Conclave per prevenire il futuro Papa ; si

difendera nei termini di giustizia, e non con soverchiaria.

Vede bene V^ Ecc^^, che Jo non mi sono abusato del nome
di S. M., ma semplicemente ho difeso la nazione, ed ho detto,

ch'erano due sudditi ben affetti alia M*^ Sua ; spero che

V. Ecc^a sia per approvare, e tanto piu lo spero per la postilla

aggiuntami nella sua veneratissima : Longas Regibus esse

manus, Rispetto al P. Buontempi devo soggiungere, che

portatosi dal suo Padre Generale h presento due Brevi ; in

uno veniva esentato da ogni soggezione de' Superiori, colla

permissione di eliggere un convento a suo arbitrio : e I'altro

di potersi secolarizzare tutte le volte che volea : indi esibi il

terzo con cui veniva abilitato a posedere, ed a disporre di

quanto avea. Rispose finalmente il P. Generale, che avrebbe

desiderate d'esservi un altro Breve, per quietare la sua

coscienza e salvarsi I'anima.

Se non seguira I'elezione del Papa, e non si vedra chi sara

rUditore, non si potra trattare per la provista del P. Rupilo
;

essendo pero ferma la Reale protezione della Regina per cosi

degno soggetto, vi e molto da sperare, niente da temere. Per

I'enfiteusi mi regulero secondo che V^^ Ecc^a si e degnato

significarmi. E pieno di profondo rispetto fo a V^ Ecc^a

umilissime riverenze.

lUd.

4. BRUNATI'S REPORT TO VIENNA

Rome, October 2nd, 1774.

Alia morte di Clemente XIV GanganelH sono rimaste le

cose della S. Sede in una confusione totale ; effetto necessario

della nessuna applicazione di detto Papa agli affari, e della

inconseguenza, e capriccio di pochi suoi inetti, ed inonesti,

favoriti, che hanno il tutto regolato.

L'inappUcazione del defunto Pontefice era giunta a tal
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segno, che puo dirsi di lui senza iperbole, che in tempo del

suo Pontificato non abbia scritto ducento righe, e lettone

nepure cinquanta, A questa inapplicazione deve attribuirsi

I'aver egli lasciato vacare da molto tempo trenta, e piu

cariche important!, senza mai provederle ; e conferitene

alcune altre con tanta inconsiderazione, che il caso vi avrebbe

forse proveduto meglio.

I Ministri interni dello Stato appena potevano avere da lui

udienza, ed avendola, ordinariamente non gli dava tempo, ne

li permetteva parlare ; dovevano lasciare le carte, che poi si

facevano leggere dal Padre Buontempi Frate Conventuale,

che era presso del Papa, in quaht^ di di lui Confessore ;

o anche senza leggersi si rimettevano poi a chi si credeva

opportuno, accio si facesse quello si volesse.

In tale sistema vi sarebbe stato bisogno almeno di Ministri

idonei, ed onorati, de' quali il Papa si fosse fidato, e chi avesse

lasciato operare con attivita ; ma era tutto il contrario. Del

Segretario di Stato, uomo veramente di piccolissimo talento,

Sua Santita non ne aveva la menoma stima. Ne degl'altri

Ministri idonei, o non idonei si fidava : come ancora non ha

mai dimostrato un'ombra di considerazione di tutto il Sagro

Collegio de' Cardinali.

II suddetto Padre Maestro Buontempi era I'arbitro, I'onni-

potente, il dispotico del Pontificato, e perche reggesse questo

dispotismo : erasi introdotto di far risolvere tutti gli affari

anche appartenenti -alle Sagre Congregazioni del Concilio,

Vescovi, del Vicariato, e della Penitenziaria, senza esame,

e senza giudizio coi rescritti per mezzo della Segretaria de

Memoriali, la quale unicamente averebbe dovuto rimettere

le suppliche alia decisione de' rispettivi dipartimenti.

Mons. Presidente della Grascia non e stato mai inteso, per

quanto egli abbia parlato ; e tanto meno Mons. de Vecchi

Senese Presidente dell'Annona, cui erasi lasciato appena il

nome della sua carica.

II Sig. Nicola Bischi strettissimo amico del P, Buontempi,

che ha sempre frequentato la di lui casa, ha tutto disposto

a suo arbitrio si nell'uno come nell'altro di questi dipartimenti.

Si fa conto, che per mano di detto Bischi sia girato un mihone

di scudi circa di quelli, che presi da Castel S. Angelo in tempo

di Clemente XIII per provedere I'Annona negU anni calami-

tosi, vi si dovevano riporsi, e che ora per buona parte non
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si sk dove siano andati. II Papa defonto fece un chirografo,

col quale abilito esso Bischi a renderne conto all'ingrosso,

come dicesi essere stato fatto per lo passato in gran parte,

ed in parte si prepara di fare anche adesso.

Questo modo singolare di rendere conto del denaro pubblico

invece di giustificarlo, anzi lo accusa.

Poteva consolar Roma, ed essergli di solievo coUa pubblica-

zione degli undici Cardinali riservatisi in petto fino dal di

26 Aprile dell'anno passato. Ma la solita inapplicazione del

Papa, il timore del P. Buontempi di non esservi compreso,

e lo scrupolo di Sua Santit^ in comprendervi questo conosciuto

immeritevole Religioso, I'hanno fatto procrastinare tanto, che

e morto con lasciare quindici Cappelli vacanti con grande

pregiudizio di quelli che erano gik Cardinali riserbati in petto,

e specialmente di Mons. de Vecchi sudetto, e di Mons, Salviati,

i quali per esserne stati espressamente avvisati, avevano fatte

molte spese necessarie per il Cardinalato, ed ora restano

totalmente esposti all'arbitrio di chi succedera, Esso P.

Buontempi si e vantato con qualche suo confidente d'aver

sempre impedito I'esaltazione principalmente di Mons. de

Vecchi perche fatto Cardinale non avendo piu riguardi e

misure da osservare, non manifestasse al Papa la fraudolente

amministrazione del Bischi sopra I'Annona.

In quanto alle cose della soppressa Compagnia di Gesu ed

aUe Persone degli Ex-Gesuiti rinchiusi in Castel S. Angelo,

il Papa fin dal principio le aveva rimesse ad una Congregazione

composta da cinque Cardinali, da Mons. Macedonio Segretario

de' memoriali, e deUa sudetta Congregazione particolare, e da

Mons. Alfani, Uditore della Segnatura, ed Assessore della

Congregazione medesima. Ma quest'ultimo Prelato dotato di

molto talento, e di maggior franchezza, ed inimico giurato

della probitk, acquisto tal credito suU'animo del Papa, e

spacciavane [?] cosi francamente la di lui parola, che era

giunto a regolare egli a modo suo il piu delle cose, che si

dovevano esaminare, e risolvere nell' accennata Congregazione.

Ordinariamente le di lui determinazioni si risentivano dal

dispotismo, che le dettava, e di un massimo rigore contro la

persona [sic] degli ex-Gesuiti, che sembrava odio, ni va esente

della taccia di espUazione della roba de' predetti.

Gli affari delle Corti estere nel Pontificato passato hanno

havuto piu corso, perche il Papa temeva moltissimo di
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disgustare le medesime. Questi pero ordinariamente si

trattavano per mezzo del Cardinal de Zelada, uomo destro,

ed attivo, che per questo appunto era divenuto piu di ogni

altro Cardinale potente presso del Papa, perche lo sgravava

del peso di pensare a detti affari. Ma neppure egli godeva

un'intiera confidenza, onde il Santo Padre alle volte si

prevaleva del Cardinale Negroni, Segretario de' Brevi, o del

Cardinale di Simone Prouditore ; mai del Segretario di Stato
;

e sempre con somma segretezza.

Dopo un Pontificato regolato con tale sistema per cinque

anni, e quattro mesi e morto Clemente XIV. Egli aveva

supposto alii suoi intimi familiari di aver fatto Testamento
;

ma nessun foglio finora si e ritrovato, che lo contenga : la sua

privata credits si crede, che ascenda a scudi ducento mila,

e piu in contanti, luoghi di Monti, e mobili preziosi.

Questa, se non si ritrova il sopposto Testamento, n'aspetta

a due suoi pronipoti per parte di sorelle poveri, e che egli

vivente non ha voluto mai vedere.

Oltre di cio in Camera Apostolica ha lasciato depositati gli

avanzi del Gioco del Lotto, ed alcuni altri provenienti dai

vacabili della Datteria, che insieme ascendono a quasi

duecentomila altri scudi.

Del rimanente la di lui memoria in Roma e rimasta odiosa

presso ogni ceto di persone. Tutti ne hanno detto e ne dicono

male, anche quelli, che sono stati suoi intimi familiari. Segno

evidente o che egli non abbia fatto bene ad alcuno ; o che

I'abbia fatto meschinamente, e con mala grazia, onde nessuno

gli sia rimasto obbligato. Per fargli orazione funebre non vi

e stato nessuno, che siasi presentato da se, quando in ogni

altra occasione simili molti vi sono concorsi : il Sagro CoUegio

ha dovuto egli destinare Mons. Buonamici Lucchese, Segretario

delle lettere latine a' Principi, che fark detta orazione Martedi

4 Ottobre.

Una quantita di piccole satire contro la memoria del defonto

Pontefice, e contro i favoriti sopradetti inonda Roma libera-

mente. Forse la soppressione fatta de' Gesuiti, il rigore usato

contro di essi, non meno che I'awihmento, e dispregio con

cui ha tenuto i CardinaH, la Nobiltk, il Fratismo stesso

contribuisce assai a tanta odiosita.

Mons. Alfani e Bischi divenuti il bersaglio principale

dell'odio commune sarebbero stati, il primo processato.
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e sospeso di carica, e gli altri processati ed arrestati : ed
ancora si e pensato di liberare gli ex-Gesuiti ritenuti in Castel

S. Angelo. Ma il Cardinale de Bernis, Ministro di Francia,

ed il Conte Monnino, Ministro di Spagna, hanno parlato in

favore degli uni [?], e impedito ogni altra risoluzione rapporto

alii suddetti ex-Gesuiti, il primo con buone maniere, il secondo

anche minacciando. Molti hanno preso cio per prepotenza, ed
oppressione.

Alfani has been relieved of the task of taking care of the

prisoners in the Castel S. Angelo, and Mons. Potenziani di

Rieti has been appointed Governor of Rome. . . . The latter

was one of the eleven Cardinals reserved in petto . . .

Una circostanza assai rilevante ha accompagnato la morte
di Clemente XIV., che forma I'oggetto de discorsi di tutta

Roma. Egli temeva d'essere avvelenato, onde stava timido,

e circospetto, specialmente dopo la soppressione de' Gesuiti

:

Nella Settimana Santa dell'anno corrente trasferito ad
alloggiare nel Palazzo Vaticano secondo il solito, dubito di

esserli stato dato il veleno nell'insalata.

Prima, e piu dopo d'allora comminciarono a scapar fuori,

e spargervi per Roma, e per tutto lo Stato Ecclesiastico molte

Profezzie di Bizocche, e di Pittonesse, e di certo Fra Giorgio

Laico Cappuccino, morto pochi anni sono, in Roma in concetto

di santit^, ed insieme ancora vari calcoli cabbalistici, che tutti

predicevano la morte del Papa dentro il mese di Settembre.

Intanto Sua Santita e andato deteriorando a poco a poco,

fino a che caduto in una estrema debolezza, e languore li

sopravenne la febre, e la morte.

The corpse putrefied immediately. The two vessels in which
the praecordia were preserved burst owing to the fermentation

of their contents. ... In Roma si crede communemente, che

veramente sia stato avvelenato : I Ministri delle Corti

Borboniche dimostrano di crederlo. All'incontro tutti quelli,

che sono stati affezionati alii Gesuiti, insieme col medico

Saliceti, che lo ha curato negli ultimi giorni, lo negano ed

attribuiscono quegli effetti al continuo timore, nel quale

viveva il Papa. . . .

This is a very unpleasant matter for the pro-Jesuits.

Bernis and Mofiino have already taken steps to guard against

any surprise at the next Papal election.

State Archives, Florence, Reggenza, 347.
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5. NOTES ON THE BIOGRAPHIES OF CLEMENT XIV.i

Clement XIV. 's policy of giving way to the secular Powers,

which culminated in the suppression of the Jesuits, won him
the warm support of all the " enlightened ". Hardly was he

dead than he was credited with immortal fame and was

extolled as a second Sixtus V, and even as the greatest of

all Popes. The suppression of the Jesuits in particular was

described as a heroic deed, although it was anything but that.^

The Ragguaglio della vita, azioni e virtu di Clemente XIV.
(Firenze, 1775), the work of an anonymous Florentine, is

wholly panegyrical. The author admires everything about his

hero ; on the very first page he holds him up as a model of

firmness ! The biographical data are scanty, but there is no

stint of words to describe the Pope's virtues : the " giustizia

incorrotta nel suo pontificato ", exemplified by the suppression

of the Jesuits (pp. 9 seqq.) ; his " temperanza eroica "
(pp. 34

seqq.), " sua eroica prudenza "
(pp. 53 seq.). The work is

interspersed with invectives against the Jesuits in spite of the

author's assertion on p. 80, " noi non siamo nemici del

Gesuiti."

The Vita di Clemente XIV. P.M. arrichita di memorie

storiche in seguito alia Storia delle Vite di Pontefici (Venezia,

1775) is another glorification of " the great Pope ", but it

provides some authentic facts.

Caraccioli's Vie du Pape Clement XIV. (Paris, 1775 ; in

ItaHan, Firenze, 1776 ; in German, Frankfurt, 1776) is merely

a collection of anecdotes whose only value is that they include

a number of character sketches drawn by a contemporary ;

a whole mass of facts, however, which would be taken for

granted in the life of a Pope or are part and parcel of the

status of any ruler, are represented grandiloquently as acts

peculiar to Clement XIV. From this book an extract has

been made in German {Clemens XIV., ein Lebens- und

^ Among Pastor's papers were found some disconnected notes

on the biographies of Clement XIV. which were to be combined

into a comprehensive criticism. As Pastor's opinion is always

worth knowing, they are reproduced here, in spite of their

incompleteness, with the addition of a few quotations.

'^ Cf. above, pp. 548 seq.
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Charakterhild, Leipzig, 1847) by an anonymous editor

[Uschner], who is obviously ignorant of things Roman and
who reproduces all the banalities of the original. For Ranke's

unfavourable opinion of Caraccioli, see his Popes, II., 449 n.

For Caraccioli's edition of Clement XIV. 's letters, see above,

p. 87.

The ex-Jesuit Cordara is a consistent defender of Clement
XIV.i

Naturally opinions of an entirely different kind have also

been expressed, and many of these, too, have been unjust.

The controversy was revived by the writings of Gioberti and
his opponent Cretineau-Joly.^ In pleasant contrast with

^ Cf. above, pp. 264, 525. A similar line was taken by the

ex-Jesuit Simon Mattzell in the funeral oration on Clement XIV.

he deUvered on November 15, 1774, at Fribourg, in Switzerland.

According to him the deceased was " among the most excellent

of Supreme Pontiffs who richly deserve an immortal fame ".

The second part of his oration was a defence of the Pope against

those who blamed him for having decreed the suppression : "It

was not malice but zeal for the peace of the Church that provided

his paternal arm with the lightning-stroke with which he struck

us. ... If peace—and by this I mean real peace—^and the unity

of the Church of God were not to be obtained but by our public

execution, well then, we do not struggle against such a stroke.

. . . And whoever of the former Jesuits may have thought, spoken,

or written otherwise bore the name and the dress of the Society

but he had none of its spirit." Trauerrede auf den verstorbenen

Papst Klemens XIV. von Mr. I'Abbe Simon Mattzell (no date

or place of publication), 5, 32, 34.

^ The Jesuit General Roothaan tried to dissuade Cretineau

from publishing his impassioned work (Maynard, Critineau,

Paris, 1875, 261 ; Kreiten in the Stimmen aus Maria-Laach, XI,

[1876], 314 seq.), and on December 24, 1852, before the book

appeared, he stated publicly that it had not the backing of the

Jesuits as a whole. Cf. Ami de la Religion, t. 259 (1853), 63 seq. :

" Je proteste hautement, dans toute la sincerite de ma conscience,

en mon propre nom et au nom de tous les miens, contre tout ce

qui, dans les ecrits de M. Cretineau-Joly, pourrait blesser I'honneur

et le respect dus au Saint Si^ge apostolique, et je declare qu'il

n'existe aucune solidarite entre cet auteur et les membres de la
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their impassioned arguments is the cool research of a German
historian, Alfred Reumont {Ganganelli, Berhn, 1847).

Theiner's long work, arranged according to the years of

Clement XIV. 's reign, is childishly ingenuous in its conception,

is of little Hterary worth, and is quite unscientific, if only

because he never quotes his sources (c/., for instance, Tanucci's

letter, II, , 321). He has the merit of reproducing Bernis'

dispatches, but he has no idea what to make of them. He is

quite incapable of discerning the thought that lies behind his

material. He is the apologist who finds everything " touching ",

even official documents, Cf. Masson, 223 :
" II ne reste

absolument rien de son recit." {Hist., II., 334) and {ibid., 139)
" Cette depeche (on Bernis' first audience) a ete publiee par

Theiner I,, 325, qui n'a omis que ce passage le plus important ".

Ranke's glorification of Clement XIV. {Popes, II., 449)

provoked the comment from E. Guglia {L. v. Ranke, Leben

und Werke, Leipzig, 1898, 221) :
" Ranke seems to have

a spiritual affinity with Ganganelli ; in justifying him he is

answering his own critics."

Compagnie de Jesus." Cf. also Roothaan's biography by Pietro

PiRRi (Rome, 1930, 371). For Cretineau, see also Hist. Zeiischr.,

LIT. (1884), 30 seq.
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tor of Saxony), 365.

Fuccioli, Giovannantonio, 265.

Fuentes, Count (Spanish envoy
in France), 7, 24, 140, 153,

161, 164, 244, 258.

Fusconi, Francesco (physician

to Paul III.). 512

Galeota, Michele (Archbishop
of Capua), 463.

Galli, Cardinal Antonio Andrea,
2.

Galvez, Jose de (Inspector-

General in Lower Cali-

fornia), 506.

Ganganelli, Angela Serafina

(mother of Clement XIV.),

83-

Ganganelli, Cardinal Lorenzo,

2, 7. 30-5. 41-2, 49, 57.

61-3, 68-73, 83 ff. ; see

also Clement XIV.
Ganganelli, Lorenzo (father of

Clement XIV.), 83.

Garampi, Giuseppe (Secretary

of Ciphers), 71, 105.

Garampi, Cardinal Giuseppe
(nuncio to Poland), 213,

366-7, 369-372, 378, 385-
6, 388, 390, 394. 400-1.

405, 429, 432, 434-7-
Gattinara, Arboreo di (Bishop

of Alessandria)., 459.
Geddes, John, 485.
Gentili, Cardinal, 85.

Georgi (Augustinian), 143, 171.

Geroue (ex-Jacobite Bishop),

491.
Ghilini, Cardinal (nuncio),

374 n., 480.

Giacomelli, Michelangelo (Sec-

retary of Latin Briefs),

105.

Giani, Marchese, 328.

Giorgi, Carlo (merchant), 551.
Giorgi, Mgr. Carlo, 524.
Giorgi, Domenico da (Augus-

tinian), 272.

Giraud, Bernardino (nuncio in

France), 153, 155, 187, 195,

199, 203, 27^-5, 277, 447.
Giuliana of Busto Arsizio,

Blessed, 444.
Gleixner, Franz (Jesuit Pro-

vincial in Silesia), 424-5,

433-
Gloucester, Duke of, 97.
Gobel (Vicar-General of Por-

rentruy ; Archbishop of

Paris), 351.
Godfrey of Laimbeckhoven

(Bishop of Nanking), 495.
Goldstein, Count, 415.
Gondola, Count (Vicar Aposto-

lic of Northern Missions),

487.
Gonzaga, Valenti, see Valenti.

Gorgo, Antonio (Jesuit), 321.

Gothein, 475.
Grassi, Antonio [Blessed], 445 n.

Grimaldi, Marchese (Spanish

Minister), i, 3-7, 11, 26,

29, 31, 47-8, 56, 65, 80,

143, 153, 161, 164. 189,

195, 199, 216-18, 222, 225,

245, 250, 258, 260, 262,

277, 296, 299, 303, 307,

454-
Gualtier, Louis (Jesuit), 334-5.
Gurowski, 366.

Gusmao, Joao de (Jesuit),

321-2.

Halbout, Pierre (Vicar-General

of Cochinchina), 498-9.
Hamilton, Gavin (painter), 514.

Hartmann, 350-1.
Heinrich (Prussian prince), 386.

Hell (Jesuit astronomer), 426.

Qq*
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Heraclius (King of Georgia),

492.
Hertle (Jesuit), 437.
Herz, Franz (Confessor to Elec-

tor of Saxony), 365.
Herzan, Cardinal (Austrian

charge d'affaires), 343.
Hillesheim (Canon of Cologne),

409 n., 412.
Hohenwart, Count (Jesuit,

Archbishop of Vienna),

345-
Holbach, 442.
Holm, John (ex- Jesuit), 484.
Honorius III., Pope, 471.
Hontheim (Suffragan Bishop of

Trier), 408-412, 414.
Horn-Goldschmidt, von (Vicar-

General of Cologne), 361.
Howard, John (ex-Jesuit), 484.
Humboldt, Alexander von, 475.

Ignacio de San Cayetano
(Bishop of Penafiel), 124.

Innocent II., Pope, 471.
Innocent XIH., Pope, 233, 459
Iriarte, Juan Pedro de (Domini-

can), 506.

Jacobini, Giovanni Battista
(Bishop of Veroh), 171.

Jacquier (Lazarist General),

504-
Jenkins (art dealer), 512.

John (Armenian bishop), 489.
John (Bishop of Ceramus, Co-

adjutor Vicar-Apostolic of
West Tongking), 502.

John of St. William, 445.
Joseph I. (King of Portugal),

24, III, 172, 219, 256, 293,
295-

Joseph II. (Emperor), 14-21,

257. 305. 341. 347> 378,

387, 401, 441, 457, 488.

Joseph IV. Lazarus Hindi (Nes-

torian Patriarch of Diar-
bekir), 489.

Joseph Estephan (Maronite
Patriarch), 490-1.

Josue (Chaldean Bishop), 489.
Julian of the Mother of God

(Franciscan), 497, 499.

Kalatay (Jesuit, Bishop of

Grosswardein), 346.
Karl Eugen (Duke of Wiirttem-

berg), 416.
Karl Theodor (Elector Pala-

tine), 354, 356, 358, 363,
415-

Karl Theodor (Duke of Sulz-
bach), 444.

Kaufmanns, Johann Gottfried
(Dean of Cologne Univer-
sity), 410.

Kaunitz-Rittberg, Prince Ernst
von (Neapolitan ambassa-
dor), 22, 23, 52, 53, 61,

86 n.

Kaunitz, Prince Wenzel Anton
von, 107, 257, 259, 260,

341. 373. 377, 387. 390.
Khevenhiiller, Count (Lord

High Steward), 261.

Klemens Wenzeslaus (Elector

of Trier), 355, 408-9, 414.
Kodsi (Syrian Bishop in Jerusa-

lem), 494.
Konarski (Piarist Provincial),

380.

Koniski, (schismatic) Bishop of

Mohilev, 402 n.

Korycki, Carlo (Jesuit), 321.

Krasizki (Prince-Bishop of

Ermeland), 427, 431, 436-
7-

Kressl (Imperial State coun-
cillor), 341.

Laborde (banker), 10.

La Cerda (Cardinal, Patriarch

of the Indies), 11 -12, 64,

67, 76, 79.

Laimbeckhoven (Bishop of

Nanking), 495.
Lambertini, Cesare, 118.

Lamettrie, 441.
Lami, Giovanni, 87.
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Lante, Cardinal, 8, 30 n., 35,

65, 68.

Lante, Duchessa Faustina
Capranica, 317, 329.

Lanze, Cardinal delle, 142.

Lavaiia, Count de (Spanish
ambassador in Naples),

204, 206-7, 216.

Laverdy (Controller-General),

472.
La Vrilliere, 187.

Le Bret, 114.

LebzeJtern (Austrian envoy),

122, 130.

Lecchi, Antonio (Jesuit), 215.
Leith, Gallus, 484.
Leonardo di Porto Maurizio,

St., 460.

Leopold IL, Duke of Tuscany,

15, 21, 469.
Le Roy, Philippe-Joseph (Vicar-

Apostolic of Algiers), 504.
Lewis, John (Jesuit), 486.

Lomenie de Brienne, Cardinal-

Archbishop, 441, 450.
Louis XV., King of France,

139. 156, 160, 167-8, 172,

195, 242, 251, 256, 264,

277, 295, 298-9, 307, 339,

341, 440, 441, 456-7, 511,

523-
Louis XVI., King of France,

341. 443-
Louise, Princess (Carmelite),

201, 339-340. 456-8.
Loureiro (Jesuit missionary),

498-500.
Lucci, Antonio (Bishop of Bo-

vino), 84.

Luynes, Cardinal de (Arch-
bishop of Sens), 10, 21, 28,

41, 49, 54. 66, 440.

Macedonio (Neapolitan pre-

late. Secretary of Memori-
als), 100, 187, 232, 234,

239, 244, 272. 282-3, 311.

317-18, 320, 323, 428-9,

431, 523-4, 541.

Magallon (Spanish envoy in

Paris), 4, 5, 339.
Mahony (Spanish envoy in

Vienna), 5, 22-3.

Ma Joseph (mandarin), 495.
Malvezzi, Cardinal (Archbishop

of Bologna), 33-7, 76-7,
265-273, 280, 297, 329,

336, 528, 531-2.
Mamachi, Cardinal, 220, 283,

323, 410-
Mangold, Joseph (Jesuit

rector), 355.
Mansur (brother of chief of

Druses), 489.
]V!Eanzi, Francesco Maria de'

(Archbishop of Avignon),

309-
Marefoschi, Cardinal (Secretary

of Propaganda), 100, 137,

171, 175, 177-8, 183, 191,

198-9, 201, 208-9, 233,
241, 243, 247, 265, 282,

304, 323, 325, 446, 519,

530-
Maria Amalia (daughter of

Maria Theresa), 21.

Maria Karoline (daughter of

Maria Theresa), 21.

Maria Leszczynska (Queen of

France), 456.
Maria Theresa (Empress), 17,

20-1, 114, 171, 255-261,

305, 312. 341-3. 345-7.

372, 378, 387. 399. 401.

406, 413, 473-4. 494-
Mariana Victoria (Queen of

Portugal), 24, 219.

Mariani (notary), 328.

Marie Antoinette (Princess,

afterwards Queen of

France), 22, 258, 261.

Marquez, Luis (Jesuit), 498-
500.

Marti, Bruno (Jesuit), 548.
Martinelli, 99.

Martorelli, 468.

Marzoni (Franciscan General),

533. 535-6, 541.
Massalski, Bishop of Vilna, 371.
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Massi, Pasquale, 515
Mattel, Giuseppe, 513.
Max Franz (Elector of Cologne)

.

364-
Max III. Joseph (Elector of

Bavaria), 352, 415-16.
Maximilian Friednch (Elector

of Cologne), 361-2.
Mayer, Christian (Jesuit astro-

nomer), 426.
Mayoli (Jesuit), 315.
Mazza, Angela Serafina (mother

of Clement XIV.), 83.

Meindaerts (Archbishop of

Utrecht), 473.
Melchiori, Angelo (Jesuit Pro-

vincial), 269 n.

Menghin, 531, 535.
Mengs, Raffael (painter), 510,

5.SI.

Mercy, Count (Imperial envoy),

258.

Merlino, Massimo di (Francis-

can), 493.
Michael Peter (Patriarch of

Cilicia and Syria), 490.
Migazzi, Cardinal Christoph

Anton, 6, 10, 261, 343, 345.
Miguel d'Annuncia9ao (Bishop

of Coimbra), 113, 124-5.
Mlodziejowski (Bishop of Po-

sen), 370. 380-3.
Mohr (Governor of Lucerne),

350-
Molino, Cardinal Giovanni, 72,

468.
Moiiino, Jose (Spanish ambas-

sador to Rome), 216-19,

225-236, 238-240, 242-
255, 262-4, 274-283, 295-

9, 301, 312, 316, 318-19,

326, 329, 332-3. 453-4.
501, 518-19. 526-8, 531,

536-7, 539-541. 549-
Montagnini, Abb6 (Sardinian

charge d'affaires in Vien-
na), 24.

Montefabro, Sanctes of, 445.
Montes, Francisco (Jesuit),

321, 332.

More, Henry (Jesuit Provin-
cial), 427, 483.

Mozart, 510.

Miiller, Ignaz (Confessor to
Maria Theresa), 261.

Muti, Bernardino (nuncio in

Lisbon), 133-4.

Neale, Leonard (Jesuit), 486.
Negroni, Cardinal Andrea, 32,

72, 97, 144, 148, 524, 528,

546.
Neny, 376.
Nerini, Felice (Hieronymite

Procurator-General), 214.

Oberndorff, 356.
Orlandi, Orazio (antiquary),

514-
Orsini, Cardinal (Neapolitan

envoy), 2, 3, 13, 14, 21, 30,

35. 37. 39-42, 44-6. 48, 53,
58, 67, 69, 72-4, 98, 104-5,
108, no, 119, 138, 141-2,

144-5, 149-150, 159, 165,

167, 173, 177, 178, 181,

184, 189, 194, 196, 200-2,

210, 218, 227, 229, 238-9,

241, 247, 254, 259, 280,

298-9. 301. 305, 327, 464-
Osma (Confessor of Charles III.

of Spain), 75, 181-2, 205,

217, 275.
Ossun, Marquis (French envoy

to Madrid), 162, 182.

Pac (Polish marshal), 384.
Pacca, Bartolomrneo (nuncio to

Cologne), 364.
Pacca, Cardinal Francesco

(Archbishop of Benevento),
no, 122, 130-2, 307, 446.

Pagliarini, Nicola, 123-4.
Palafox, Bishop, 136, 171, 183,

186-7, 197-9. 201, 206,

220, 473.
Pallanza, Caterina of, Bl., 445.
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Pallavicini, Cardinal Opizio
(Secretary of State), 22,

32, 71, q6, 104, 406-7, 528,

530. 545-
Pamfili-Colonna, Cardinal

Pietro, 49.
Panin (Russian Minister), 386.

Paracciani, Cardinal Urbano,
32-3. 72.

Parhamer, Ignatius (Jesuit), 19.

Paskovich, 99.

Passionei, Cardinal Domenico,
511-

Paul of the Cross, St., 458-61,
522-3.

Pereira, Antonio (Oratorian),

122, 131.

Pereira, Manuel de Vascon-
cellos (Bishop of Miranda),

124.

Perelli, Cardinal Niccol6, 32-5.

Perez (Trinitarian), 202 n.

Perroni (Jesuit), 498-9.
Pescatore, Major, 322, 333.
Peter of Bethencourt, 445.
Philip II., 114.

Piguel, William (Vicar Aposto-
lic in Cochin-China), 498.

Pintus (Sardinian Jesuit), 423,

432.
Piranesi (engraver), 510.

Pirelli, Cardinal Filippo Maria,

31. 32, 35. 8t.

Pisani, Mgr. (Promotore della

Fede), 209.

Pisani (Jesuit), 209.

Pius v.. Pope, 444.
Pius VI., Pope, 332-3, 461, 484,

548 ; see also Braschi.

Pius VII., Pope, 366, 553.
Podoski (Primate of Poland),

370, 382, 432-3.
Poll, Maria Teresa (Dominican

nun), 315.
Pombal, Sebastian Joseph de

Carvalho y Melho, Marquis
of, 25, 107-134, 245, 251,

256, 293-5, 319-
Poninski (Polish marshal), 392,

395-

Potenziani (Maestro di Cam-
era), 103 n.

Pozzobonelli, Cardinal (Arch-
bishop of Milan), 10, 13,

23. 33, 50-4. 72.

Prades, Abbe de, 441.
Prichowsky (Archbishop of

Prague), 431.
Primaldi, Antonio, Blessed,

445-
Priuli, Cardinal Antonio, 72.

Radziwill (Polish marshal)

392.
Ranjel, Bishop, 476 n.

Reinach, Karl von (Jesuit

Superior), 425-6, 430, 432,

436.
Reitan, 393.
Remondini (bookseller), 222.

Reviczky (Austrian ambassador
in Poland), 387 n., 396.

Reys, Salvator dos (Archbishop
of Cranganore), 496.

Rezzonico, Cardinal Carlo (nep-

hew of Clement XIII..

Secretary of Memorials),

2, 6, 8, 25, 31, 48, 50, 67,

69, 72, 73, 82, 106, 535.
Rezzonico, Giovanni Battista

(Maggiordomo), 6, 106,

446.
Rhomberg, Ignaz (Jesuit Assis-

tant), 317, 321, 334.
Ricci, Lorenzo (Jesuit General),

9, 17, 74. 78, 136, 154-5,

209, 210, 212, 269-70,

284-6, 311, 314, 316, 319-

23, 330-5, 339, 419-20,

434-
Richard (Jesuit Provincial),

374-
Robert z. Canon, 356.

Rochechouart, Marquis, 308.

Rochechouart, Cardinal Jean,

3-

Roda y Arrieta, Manuel de
(Spanish minister), i, 28,

30, 46-7, 49, 51, 58, 62, 68,

75, 89, 142, 296. 473-4-
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Rodt, Cardinal (Bishop of Con-
stance), 6, 350.

Rohan Soubise, Cardinal de,

414.
Ronca, 524.
Rora, Francesco Lucerna Ro-

rengus de (Archbishop of

Turin), 455.
Roselli (Papal Privy Chamber-

lain), 62.

Rosenbergh (Imperial envoy),

53-

Rossi, Cardinal Ferdinando
Maria de, 2, 6, 36, 68, 72,

193-
Rucellai, Giulio (Tuscan Fin-

ance Minister), 469.
Rudolf II., Emp., 114.

Rusca, Abbe, 103 n.

Rylo, Maximilian (Bishop of

Chelm), 400 n.

Rzewuski, Count, 437.

Sagramoso (Knight of Malta),

406-7.
Saint-Priest, de (French Am-

bassador in Syria), 493.
Saldern, Count (Russian am-

bassador in Poland), 379,

403-
Salguero, Francisco Juan

(Franciscan missionary),

499.
Saliceti (physician), 530, 535.
Salviati, Mgr. (Governor of

Castel Sant' Angelo), 322.

San Cayetano, see Ignacio.

Sanseverino, Francesco (Bishop
of Alife), 525, 528.

Sarpi, 85 n.

Schaffgotsch (Prince Bishop),

428.

Schlabrendorf (Prussian Minis-

ter), 418.
Schneider, Alois (Vicar Apo-

stolic in Saxony), 365.
Schrattenbach, Sigmund Chris-

toph von (Archbishop of

Salzburg), 416.

Scopelli, Giovanna, Blessed,

445-
Scotti (Jesuit Rector), 273.
Segesser (Jesuit), 350.
Seinsheim, Count, 352.
Seinsheim, Adam Friedrich von

(Prince-Bishop of Wiirz-

burg and Bamberg), 413 n.

Serbelloni, Cardinal, 2, 32, 41.

Sersale, Cardinal Antonio
(Archbishop of Naples), 7,

19, 28, 30-2, 34-5, 57-9,
61-3, 69, 80.

Sertor(i), Gaetano, 544 n.

Sezze, Charles of, 445 n.

Siestrzencewicz, Stanislaus Bo-
husz. Archbishop, 403-5.

Simeon VI. (Nestorian Patri-

arch), 488, 542.
Simone, Cardinal Gennaro An-

tonio de, 106, 264, 448,

528, 546.
Simone, Marco di (Bishop of

Troia), 463.
Simonetti (missionary), 495.
Simonetti, Michelangelo (archi-

tect), 513.
Sixtus V. (Pope), 95, 167, 288,

444.
Smogorzewski, Jason (Arch-

bishop of Polotsk), 403.

Smuraglia (accountant), 208,

241.

Solis, Cardinal (Archbishop of

Seville), 11-12, 56, 60, 64-

7, 69-70, 76-9, 105, 140-1.

Solms, Xavier, Count of, 444.
Sorgnit, 361.

Spinelli, Cardinal Giuseppe, 90.

Spinola, Cardinal Girolamo,

104.

Splenyi (Jesuit, later Bishop of

Waitzen), 346.

Squillace (Spanish envoy in

Venice), 295, 337.
Stackelberg, Count, 369, 392,

400.

Stanislaus Poniatowski (King
of Poland), 379-80, 382-4,

387-91, 393-
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Starhemberg, Prince, 373-5.
Stay, Mgr. Benedetto, 105,

529 n.

Stefanucci, Orazio (Jesuit),

155"., 316-18, 321, 334.
Stoppani, Cardinal Gianfran-

cesco, 2, 10, 16, 32-6, 55-7,

6g, 78, 81, 517.

Strachwitz, Bishop (Apostolic

Administrator of Breslau),

424, 428-430, 434-5-
Streit, Robert, 477-8.
Szczepanski, 427.
Szeptycki, Leo (Uniate Bishop

of Lemberg), 398.

Tanara, Cardinal, 85.

Tanucci, Marchese Bernardo
(Neapolitan minister), i,

4-8, II, 21, 25, 31-3, 38-

40, 58-9, 61, 74, 78-9, 89,

92-3, 106, 138, 141, 150,

152, 158, 162-4, 178, 199,

202, 207, 244-5, 252, 255,

262, 264, 277-8, 281, 295,

298-300, 306-7, 324, 462-

4, 468. 537-8, 541-2.

Tasbas, John (Archbishop of

Mardin), 490.

Theodosius (Melchite Patri-

arch), 489.

Thien, Marinus (Vicar-Aposto-
lic in Indochina), 499.

Tiepolo (Venetian envoy), 253,

281, 303, 306, 320, 325.

Timoni (missionary), 495.
Torrigiani, Cardinal Luigi

(Secretary of State), 5, 8,

27-8, 31, 48, 90, 104, 106,

155-

Tournon, Cardinal, 495.
Troilo und Roveredo, Karl von

(Jesuit), 432.
Truchsess of Zeil, Dean, 416.

Turski (Bishop of Chelm),

380.

Unterberger, Christoph
(painter), 511.

Urban) (Jesuit), 85.

Uslenghi (courier), 24.

Valenti Gonzaga, Cardinal
Aloisio (nuncio in Madrid),

188, 310, 348-9.
Valeriano di Prato (Custos of

Holy Sepulchre), 491.
Van Deel, 412.

Van Swieten (Jan.senist), 261.

Vasquez, F. X. (Augustinian

General), 81, 142, 173, 201,

219-20, 229, 233, 314, 318,

519.
Vecchis, Niccolo de, 546.
Venizza, Antonio, 315 n.

Vergennes (French Foreign
Minister), 309 n.

Viguier, Pierre-Fran9ois (Vicar-

Apostolic of Algeria), 504.

Villani, G. B., 445.
Vincenti, Ippolif Antonio (Au-

ditor, Internuncio in Ma-
drid), 216 n., 217, 252,

264 n.

Vipera, Giovanni Carlo (Fran-

ciscan Conventual), 214.

Visconti, Antonio Eugenio,

Cardinal (nuncio in Vien-

na), 19. 343. 388, 405-6,

415, 438, 447.
Visconti, Giovan Battista,

Abate, 513, 515.

Vita, Joannes de (Bishop of

Rieti, later Archbishop of

Benevento), 307 n.

Vittorio Amadeo III. (King of

Sardinia), 262.

Voltaire, 419 n., 441.

Walch, 410-11.

Walpole, Robert (British envoy
in Portugal), 294.

Wappaus (geographer), 474.
Weckbecker (Jesuit), 488.

Welbruck, Francis Charles of

(Prince-Bishop of Liege),

484.
Wilhelm (Elector Palatine),

444.
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Wodzynski, Gabriel (Arch-

bishop of Smolensk), 406.

Wolkonski (Russian agent in

Poland), 379.
Wolodkowicz (Metropolitan of

Kiev), 398, 494.

York, Henry, Cardinal, Duke
of, 105, 191, 215, 225, 243,

245-6, 317 n., 485.

Zaccaria, Francesco Maria
(Jesuit), 410.

Zacchia, Paolo, 537.

Zambeccari (Spanish agent),

18 n., 37.

Zelada, Cardinal Francesco
Saverio (Secretary of

State), 249-50, 252-4, 275-
6, 280, 282, 313, 320, 323-
6, 340, 448. 454. 479, 526,

528, 546.

Zeller, Camillus (Franciscan)

499-500.

Zen, Francesco Maria, 494.
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